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Director Beneficiaries Services
Benazir Income Support Programme
F Block Pak Secretariat,
Islamabad, Pakistan.
Dear Mr. Naveed Akbar
Subject:

Second Post Survey Activities Report – BISP Targeting Process Evaluation (Cluster
A)

We are pleased to submit our fifth deliverable for Cluster A, our Second Post-Survey Activities
Report for the Targeting Process Evaluation. In accordance with our contract, the Report includes 180
case studies (90 on payment cases and 90 on other grievances), based on our detailed investigation of
key issues which resulted in grievances/complaints on the part of beneficiaries and potential
beneficiaries. The Report also includes our observations of data entry at two data entry centres, as per
the requirements of the Contract
This report presents findings from a period immediately following the roll out of the CMS, and
demonstrates emerging changes in the management of case loads and new efficiencies. The key
findings have been shared in a presentation held on February 18th, 2013.
In order to ensure BISP derives optimum value from the detailed case studies, we propose to share the
key synthesis findings and recommendations emerging from these cases, incremental to our
contractual obligation.
We are grateful for the support provided by BISP in enabling our access to information, which has
allowed us the opportunity to thoroughly document the cases in the subject report.
We are also taking the opportunity of separately submitting our Invoice in order to expedite
processing and ensure there are no delays in our work flows.
If you should require any other information, please do not hesitate to contact me on
Khatib.Alam@ghkint.com or the GHK TL, Mehreen Hosain or the GHK DTL, Muhammad Tariq.

Yours sincerely,
For and on behalf of GHK Consulting Ltd.

Khatib Alam

Consulting Director
GHK Consulting Ltd.
E-mail: Khatib.Alam@ghkint.com
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Section 1

Payment Case Studies
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Punjab

P-Q2-Upper Punjab-01
P-Q2-Upper Punjab-02
P-Q2-Upper Punjab-03
P-Q2-Upper Punjab-04
P-Q2-Upper Punjab-05
P-Q2-Upper Punjab-06
P-Q2-Upper Punjab-07
P-Q2-Upper Punjab-08
P-Q2-Upper Punjab-09

Zareena Bibi W/O Rafique Maseeh
Farhat Shaheen Wi/O Farhat Abbas Jaffari
Pull Bibi W/O Mohammad Bashir Khan
Syeda Zainab Bibi Wi/O Sadiq Husain Shah
Azra Begum W/O Mohammad Saleem
Yasmin Bibi W/O Amanat Ali
Noor Jahan W/O Rasool Khan
Sakeena Bibi W/O Mohammad Ismaeel
Zulekha Bibi W/O Mohammad Younas
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P-Q2-KPK-01
P-Q2-KPK-02
P-Q2-KPK-03
P-Q2-KPK-04
P-Q2-KPK-05
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P-Q2-KPK-07
P-Q2-KPK-08
P-Q2-KPK-09
P-Q2-KPK-10
P-Q2-KPK-11
P-Q2-KPK-12
P-Q2-KPK-13
P-Q2-KPK-14
P-Q2-KPK-15
P-Q2-KPK-16
P-Q2-KPK-17
P-Q2-KPK-18
P-Q2-KPK-19
P-Q2-KPK-20
P-Q2-KPK-21
P-Q2-KPK-22
P-Q2-KPK-23
P-Q2-KPK-24
P-Q2-KPK-25
P-Q2-KPK-26
P-Q2-KPK-27
P-Q2-KPK-28
P-Q2-KPK-29
P-Q2-KPK-30
P-Q2-KPK-31
P-Q2-KPK-32
P-Q2-KPK-33
P-Q2-KPK-34
P-Q2-KPK-35
P-Q2-KPK-36
P-Q2-KPK-37

Nooreen Bibi W/O Nawab Khan
Salma Bibi Wi/O Abdul Razzaq
Farzana Bibi W/O Muhammad Aslam
Hukam Jana Wi/O Mir Kalam Shah
Tehsil Bibi W/O Mir Ahmad
Balqees Bibi W/O Fazal Rehman
Rasheeda Bibi W/O Allah Nawaz
Hajra Bibi Wi/O Muhammad Ramzan
Sakhela Jan W/O Musharraf Shah
Maveez Bibi Wi/O Shah Asghar Khan
Nasrin Bibi W/O Arab Gull
Sultana Bibi W/O Luqman
Najma Bibi W/O Manzoor
Amna Bibi W/O Sona Khan
Ihsan Bibi W/O Niamat Ullah
Zakia Bibi Wi/O Syed Najm ul Hassan Shah
Gulshada Bibi W/O Umer Daraz khan
Hawdara Bibi W/O Sher Dad Khan
Iqbala Bibi W/O Mir Aslam
Jannat Mewa Wi/O Usman Akbar
Shakeela Ishaq W/O Muhammad Ishaq
Rukhsana W/O Faqeer Nawaz khan
Janto Bibi Wi/O Raza Mohammad Awan
Sumaira Rafique W/O Muhammad Rafique
Bas Jana Wi/O Islam zadin
Maimoona W/O Surat Gull
Rukhsana Shaheen W/O Zaheer Ahmed
Bibi Khuway W/O Ali Zar Khan
Parveen Bibi W/O Muhammad Basheer
Ghulam Fatima W/OMuhammad Rashid
Najma Begum W/O Rihan Ali
Khush Niaz W/O Niaz Muhammad
Yasmeen W/O Noor Muhammad
Khatoon Nisa W/O Pir Dad
Chan Mukhtaj W/O Sawar Khan
Bas Nisa W/O Shafi ur Rehman
Samina Bibi W/O Naqib Shah
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GB

P-Q2-GB-01
P-Q2-GB-02
P-Q2-GB-03
P-Q2-GB-04
P-Q2-GB-05
P-Q2-GB-06
P-Q2-GB-07
P-Q2-GB-08

Fatima W/O Mohammad Baqir
Salma Wi/O Hassan
Naseeb Bi Wi/O Ghulam Abbas
Sartaj Begum W/O Abdul Rahim
Gul Dawood W/O Shakoor Jan
Sakeena Wi/O Muhammad Hassan
Roqi Wi/O Ali Haider
Kulsoom Wi/O Muhammad Husain
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Noreen D/OJan Muhammad
Tazeem Akhter D/O Masood
Sufaida W/O Muhammad Matloob
Jannat Wi/O Abdul Rehman
Shamim Akhter W/O Muhammad Azeem
Sahib Jan W/OGora
Sakina Bibi W/O Muhammad Yousaf
Shamim Akhter W/O Abdul Rehman
Attar Jan W/O Kaala Khan
Zainab Bibi D/O Muhammad Hanif
Farooqa Bibi W/O Syed Zahoor Hussain
Shakila Bibi W/O Zafar Mahmood Chaudhry
Zaib-un-Nisa W/O Muhammad Farooq
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-03
P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-04
P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-05
P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-06
P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-07
P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-08
P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-09
P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-10
P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-11

Observation Center of D.I.Khan
Observation Center of Charsadda
Observation Center of Bannu
Observation Center of Tangi, Charsadda
Observation Center of Town II, Peshawar
Observation Center of Mardan
Observation Center of Batkhela
Observation Center of Haripur
Observation Center of Mansehra
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P-Q2-BDC Center-GB-01

Observation Center of Gilgit
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P-Q2-BDC Center-AJK-01
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-01
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-03
G-Q2-Upper Punjab-04
G-Q2-Upper Punjab-05
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-07
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-09
G-Q2-Upper Punjab-10
G-Q2-Upper Punjab-11
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-13
G-Q2-Upper Punjab-14
G-Q2-Upper Punjab-15
G-Q2-Upper Punjab-16
G-Q2-Upper Punjab-17
G-Q2-Upper Punjab-18

Parveen Bibi W/O Muhammad Tufail
Zahida Begum W/O Tabarak Hussain
Nasreen W/O Ameer Khan
Yasmin Bibi W/O Sabir Hussain
Khalda Begum Wi/O Kala Khan
Nazeeran Bibi Wi/O Mohammad Qasim
Samina Bibi W/o Ibrar Hussain
Ambreen W/O Mohammad Asif
Nasreen Bibi W/O Mohammad Aslam Haidri
Noreen Bibi W/o Alfat Shah
Sughra Bibi W/O Liaqat Ali
Sumera Bibi D/O Mohammad Maqsood
Bushra Naseem W/O Khalid Hussain
Rukhsana D/O Sikandar Shah
Shahnaz Akhtar W/O Zulfiqar Ahmad
Walayat Begum Wi/O Shah Swaar Khan
Dil Begum W/O Mirza Abdul Aziz
Rani Bibi W/O Khursheed Ahmed
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G-Q2-KPK-01
G-Q2-KPK-02
G-Q2-KPK-03
G-Q2-KPK-04
G-Q2-KPK-05
G-Q2-KPK-06
G-Q2-KPK-07
G-Q2-KPK-08
G-Q2-KPK-09

Bibi Maryam W/O Muhammad Ramzan
Hayat Bibi W/O Muhammad Yousaf
Sakina Bibi Wi/O Muhammad Yaqoob
Basta Wari W/O Mir Daraz Khan
Mehnaza D/O Sharif Ullah Khan
Gulfam Bibi W/O Abdul Salam
Khabary W/O Naiz Wali
Niazo Bibi W/O Raghib Gul
Manija W/O Haj Nawaz
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G-Q2-KPK-47
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Alia W/O Roz Ali
Rahmina W/O Naeem Khan
Yousafzai Wi/O Zahoor Gull
Atmina W/O Raza Khan
Faila (CNIC Faila Naz) W/O Ikhtiar Muhammad
Bibi Ziver Jana Wi/O Shamshay
Gul Sawa W/O Rasool Khan
Bazaa Bibi W/O Noor Rehman
Amna Bibi W/O Abdul Ghafoor
Shah Zeen D/O Malik Muhammad Zareen
Nagina W/O Ikhlaq
Shakeela Bibi W/O Abdul Sattar
Fatama Isha W/O Khalid Lateef
Shehnaz W/O Sadaqat Hussain Shah
Roela Bibi on CNIC record (Robina Bibi on BISP record) W/O Amin
Khan
Malkan Bibi W/O Muhammad Farooq
Bandai Bibi W/O Abdul Haleem
Parveen W/O Muhammad Hanif
Farasat W/O Muhammad Haleem
Akhtar Nisa W/O Fazal ul Rehman
Jameela Bibi W/O Ghulam Mustafa
Shama W/O Abdul Jabbar
Fozia Bibi W/O Mohammad Shakir
Bakhmina W/O Gul Raj
Bibi Nargis W/O Muhammad Khursheed
Taj Bibi W/O Khalil ur Rehman
Shazia Amjad W/O Mohammad Amjad
Zubida (aka Mayam Lal) W/O Zahir Shah
Akhtar Bibi W/O Ali Muhammad
Noor Jan Bibi W/O Bazid Khan
Ranmahal W/O Said Wahid
Hadia W/O Ataullah
Humaira W/O Rehmat Ullah
Guli Rokh (CNIC Gul Hero) W/O Bakht e wahid
Sama W/O Mohammad Waqas
Khanaseeb Bibi (CNIC Kha Nasaeeb Bibi) W/O Hakeem Zaman
Rehana Kousar W/O Muhammad Ishfaq
Barhaleema Bibi W/O Bakht e Rawan
Maryam W/O Chamnay Khan
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G-Q2-GB-01
G-Q2-GB-02
G-Q2-GB-03
G-Q2-GB-04
G-Q2-GB-05
G-Q2-GB-06
G-Q2-GB-07
G-Q2-GB-08
G-Q2-GB-09

Naseema W/O Ghulam Haider
Laila D/O Muhammad Hussain
Sadmaira D/O Hassano
Sadjana W/O Shad Ali
Nargis W/O Fida Hussain
Bibi Gulnira Wi/O Muhammad Azeem
Hoor Zahra W/O Nasir Hussain
Rehan W/O Badam
Gulan Bano W/O Gulbaz
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G-Q2-AJK-14
G-Q2-AJK-15

Zulekhaan W/O Mohammad Sain
Kalsoom Bibi W/O Mohammad Yaqub
Mashrana Bibi W/O Aurang Zaib
Sabiha Kouser W/O Mohammad Hanif
Aysha Bibi W/O Shoaib Hussain Awan
Safia Bibi W/O Mohammad Ayub
Nighat Fatima W/O Syed Fida Hussain Shah
Raji Bibi Wi/O Mohammed Wali
Rahmat Jan W/O Mohammad Saleem
Tazeem Begum W/O Mohammad Israhil
Azeem Begum W/O Raja Mohammad Taj
Mumtaz Bibi D/O Mohammad Siddique
Sadia Begum W/O Mohammad Tahir
Saleema Bibi W/O Mohammad Mushtaq
Imtiaz Begum W/O Altaf Brand
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Payment Case Studies

Payment Case Studies
Section 1A

PUNJAB

Targeting Process Evaluation for
Cluster: A (Upper Punjab, Ky PKWA, FATA, GB & AJ&K)

Payment Case Study
Number:
Nature
of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

Section 1 – Payment Case Studies
P-Q2-Upper Punjab-01

P-Q2-Upper Punjab-01
Non-Payment of 6 money orders for Rs. 12,000 by the post man
Zareena Bibi
Rafique Maseeh
House No.462, Mohallah Christian Colony Green Town, Tehsil
Lahore Cantt. Lahore
3520155713142
16620757
End August 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Zareena is a 52 years old, illiterate married woman and has three sons and three daughters. Her 20
years old daughter is married and lives in the same colony. All the family members are labourers
at a brick kiln named ‘Bhatta Malik Nadeem’ for a weekly wage of Rs. 2,000 each. Her husband
is handicapped due to a paralysis attack some three years ago and is unable to work.
Zareena’s husband has moved to his brothers’ place at Mohalla Christian Colony Green Town
Lahore for treatment of his paralysis, and rest of the family is living at Bhatta Colony. The family
has two residences now and they call both the places their home. The house at Bhatta Colony is
allotted by the kiln owner to the kiln workers without rent. It is a 4 Marla katcha house with two
rooms and a brick and mud yard in front. The house is shared with another family who live in the
other room. There is no bathroom or kitchen, and the courtyard is used for cooking. The house is
supplied with water and electricity, and wood is used as fuel for cooking. The small room where
Zareena lives with her children is furnished with four iron charpoys, a small wooden table, a
colour TV set with cable connection, few trunks and some kitchen utensils.
Bhatta Malik Nadeem is situated at Mohalla Bagrian Jhugian near Adda Chabeel, some three
kilometres away from Jallo Morr Lahore. There are about fifty families residing at Bhatta Colony
whose streets are unpaved and without any drainage.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Zareena Bibi is a beneficiary of BISP cash grant programme under Phase II after Poverty Score
Card Survey. Two PSC survey forms had been filled for her household in June 2010 at different
addresses; one shows Zareena’s name and the other shows her daughter, Rukhsana’s name as
potential beneficiary. The survey team visited her house in Bhatta Colony and provided survey
acknowledgement slip after completing her form. She has a valid CNIC which she shared with the
survey team. Her PMT score is 11.7 and she has received the eligibility letter from BISP. The
other survey form was filled at her other address in Christian Colony Green Town, where her
husband Rafique Maseeh provided information to the survey team. Both the forms have been
declared eligible, but one shows a CNIC discrepancy.
She and her family think the cash grant is being issued in the name of Benazir by the Peoples
Party government, as in the past too Bhutto government has brought such schemes for the poor.
Till now she has received six BISP money orders of Rs. 12,000 and has spent the money for
purchasing dowry for her daughters.
Zareena got information about the complaint cell at BISP when she went to BISP Divisional
Office Lahore for getting her PMT score checked three months after the survey. She went there
with other women of her colony who were also surveyed with her.

GHK Consulting Ltd.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
In November 2011, Zareena visited BISP Divisional Office Lahore and discussed the matter with
the staff that she has not received any money orders at her address in Bhatta Malik Nadeem
Bagrian, which is her current address. When the Complaint Office checked her payment record,
her status showed that money orders for Rs. 12,000 have been issued in her name out of which
Rs. 10,000 were shown as delivered by Pakistan Post. Four were generated on 28 th February, one
on 25th April 2011 and the sixth of Rs. 2,000 was generated on 12th August 2011 (payment status
till the date of complaint submission). The complaint officer, after reconfirming from the
complainant that she is not receiving her money orders, lodged her complaint against the postman
for embezzlement of BISP money orders.
The compliant officer wrote the complaint for her, got her thumb impression affixed on it and
attached a copy of her CNIC and printout of her payment detail with her application. She was
given BISP office contact number for further reference.

4. Processing of the Case:
a) A Provider’s Version:
The Complaint, addressed to the BISP Divisional Director Lahore, was received at BISP
Divisional office Lahore in October 2011, where it was entered in the Payment complaint
register and an excel sheet was also updated. The complaint was given reference number
Dir/BISP/Lhr/POC/2011/63 and was kept in the Payment complaint file.
On 1st October 2011, a copy of complaint with copy of CNIC and payment detail attached
was forwarded by the Divisional Director BISP to the Coordinator Special Cell (FSS/BISP)
PMG Central Punjab Lahore (written as PMG Office Lahore hereafter) requesting for an
inquiry against the concerned post office staff. Copy of complaint was sent to Director
General BISP Punjab.
PMG Office Lahore received the complaint on 11th October and opened a separate file
(no.BISP-MO-Comp-419/11) for this complaint. On 12th October, the PMG forwarded the
complaint to Divisional Superintendent Postal Services (DSPS) South Division Lahore with
the instructions to launch an inquiry and report back in a week’s time. Copy of this letter was
issued to Director BISP Lahore for information.
Two reminders were sent to the DSPS on 21st November and 22nd December 2011. PMG
Lahore also received a reminder from Divisional Director BISP Lahore on 3rd January 2012 to
expedite the process.
DSPS submitted detailed inquiry report to PMG Lahore on 5th January 2012, conducted by the
Assistant Superintendent Postal Services (ASPS) South Division Lahore, with enclosed
written statements of complainant and the postman. In his covering letter (No.B-11/BISP419/South), the DSPS summarized the inquiry findings by stating that the complaint has been
lodged due to a misunderstanding and complainant has requested to file the complaint.
In the inquiry report dated 4th January 2012, the ASPS stated that he called the beneficiary
Zareena Bibi and the concerned postman Khalid Mehmood at the Township Post office
Lahore for inquiry and recorded their statements. He reported that as per statement of the
complainant, she has received the said BISP money orders at her permanent address of Green
Town from postman Khalid well in time, but she thought that she can also get similar money
orders at her temporary address of Bhatta Malik Nadeem Ada Chabeel, so she lodged this
GHK Consulting Ltd.
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complaint. But when she was told by the ASPS that BISP money orders are generated in the
name of the beneficiaries and not on the addresses, she realized her mistake and requested to
file the complaint.
In her written statement (recorded on 12th December 2012), she has acknowledged the receipt
of money orders for Rs.10,000 at her address in Green Town on time. She added that she
thought that she should also receive the money orders at her temporary address in Ada
Chabeel where she works at Bhatta Malik Nadeem and lives in the house given by the owner
of kiln. She stated that she has no complaint regarding payment of money orders and has
requested to file the complaint.
The result of the inquiry was communicated by PMG Office Lahore to BISP Divisional
Office Lahore on 9th January 2012. The inquiry report and the statement of complainant were
also enclosed. The case was declared as closed at PMG. The whole process of complaint
redressal was completed in three months and nine days.
b) Client’s Version:
In her interview, the beneficiary Zareena told us that when she received five money orders of
Rs. 10,000 at her permanent address, she thought that if she has been declared eligible on one
of her survey forms (filled at her permanent address in Green town), she would be eligible on
the other form (Bhatta Malik Nadeem, Ada Chabeel) as well; so she made a plan and lodged
the complaint at BISP office. She told that at the BISP Divisional Office Lahore she did not
tell the officer about the money orders she has received even after repeated queries by the
BISP officer. She told that she was very poor and so she lied about the receipt of money
orders and lodged the complaint hoping to receive additional money orders. She said that she
has apologized to the post office staff and expressed her regrets for this erroneous complaint.
On asking what exactly made her do that, she told that she is a mother of two daughters of
marriageable age and is very worried for their dowries. She thought that in this way she can
get some more money.

5. What We Learnt?
Zareena is receiving money orders at her home address in Green Town but most of the month she
has to stay at Bhatta Malik Nadeem for her work. The postman informed her husband about the
distribution date and so on the day of money order distribution she goes to her permanent address
to receive her money orders.
Zareena seemed quite satisfied with the redressal process and has admitted her mistake for which
she said she felt bad. She prefers bank payment method over Pakistan Post though she has not
received the Debit Card collection letter from BISP till now.
It is understandable that due to poverty, Zareena tried to get the grant at two addresses, but BISP
system should not have issued eligibility letters to two addresses for the same beneficiary (CNIC
number).
When asked to show her two survey slips and eligibility letters, Zareena presented only one and
told that she had torn the other letter at the time of inquiry because the inquiry officer told her that
money orders will be issued on only one of the letters, so there was no use keeping the other one.
However this information about tearing of the letter and survey slip is not mentioned anywhere in
the inquiry report.
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When BISP Divisional Office receives any payment related complaint they file it in separate file,
designated for all payment related complaints, and assign a specific number. The complaint is
then sent for processing to Pakistan Post. All related correspondence and inquiry result are also
filed in the same complaints file. The office takes no further actions if the complainant’s
statement is attached with the inquiry report showing that she is satisfied with the result of the
inquiry and her complaint has been addressed.
The summarized inquiry report submitted by PMG Lahore to the BISP Divisional office Lahore
dated 9th January 2012 stated that the complainant has acknowledged the receipt of the disputed
BISP money orders. Written statements of complainant and the concerned postman were also
enclosed with the report. The whole process of complaint redressal was completed in slightly
more than three months.

6. Recommendations




All payment related complaints must be forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry for
satisfaction of the complainant.
The complainant should have been informed and guided by the BISP staff about the
discrepancy in her daughter’s eligibility and the complaint redressal method for removing it.
BISP should inform the beneficiaries that trying to claim cash grant at two different addresses
by the same beneficiary amounts to deceit/ fraud and is punishable.
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P-Q2-Upper Punajb-02
Non-Payment of two money orders for Rs.6,000 by
the postman
Farhat Shaheen
Farhat Abbas Jaffari
House No. 5/1, G-7/4, Street No.38, Sector –C,
CPC Colony Islamabad
6110127112480
17465208
End August 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Farhat Shaheen is a 49 years old, primary literate house wife. She became a widow five years ago
when her husband died due to heart attack. She has five sons and two daughters. Her eldest son
and one of the daughters are married.
Farhat’s husband had been working in a bank. After his death, she came to live with her father.
Her father had been an employee of Printing Corporation of Pakistan (PCP) Islamabad and was
living in the PCP housing colony sector G-7/4. This is the same address which was written in
Farhat’s BISP record. Soon after her father’s retirement in 2009, the family shifted to another
house in G-7/3.
Her eldest son is working as a courier in TCS for the last ten years and is now the sole earner for
the family. He also works at an auto workshop in the evening. The youngest son is in class five.
Her daughter is studying privately for graduation and contributes to the family income by sewing
clothes at her home. To fulfil his education expenses, another college-going son provides tuitions
after college.
The family now lives in a rented house near Al-Huda Town at Khanna Pul, Lehtarar Road
Rawalpindi. The 3 Marla pucca house is rented for Rs. 5,000 per month. The house has two
bedrooms with attached bathrooms, a drawing room, a kitchen and a small car porch at the
entrance. It is furnished with necessary furniture like beds, chairs and sofa. The household owns a
colour TV with cable connection, washing machine and sewing machine. A motor bike has been
given by the courier company to her son for office use.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Farhat has been a BISP beneficiary during the parliamentarian phase since 2008. Her father got a
BISP cash grant application form from a friend and submitted it on her behalf. Farhat’s household
was also included in the PSC survey in 2010 and was also given a survey slip by the enumerators.
Her PMT score is 24.75 and her household has been declared as “ineligible with discrepancy”.
Farhat Shaheen was a BISP beneficiary during parliamentarian phase. Soon after submitting her
application form for BISP cash grant, her father retired from his job and they had to shift to
another house (from G-7/4 to G-7/3) in early 2009. This created the problem in delivery of money
orders, as the address on the form was of their previous residence. They realised that her issued
money orders are not being paid when her father checked her payment status on BISP website. So
he consulted the concerned post office where they told him that the postman did not find the
beneficiary at the address written in their record. Postman was a local person and well aware
about the locality, so her father told him about her new address and requested to deliver the
money orders at the new address in the adjacent sector G-7/3. Her later money orders were
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delivered at her house without any issue. But her father had visited BISP office many times for
the re-generation of the unpaid money orders. Her first five returned unpaid money orders of
amount Rs. 15,000 had been regenerated and paid later in June 2011 in a single instalment of five
money orders.
Farhat received Rs. 31,000 as BISP cash grant from 2009 to 2011. She has spent the money on
daily groceries. She thinks of BISP as a government scheme for helping the poor and widowed
women and is satisfied that the money has been granted fairly to the deserving ones. She thinks of
the Pakistan Post payment method as most suitable for women due to their limited mobility.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
The issue of non-payment of two BISP money orders arose when probably in end December
2011, the BISP field supervisor visited her house for routine field monitoring of postal payments.
When he asked the beneficiary if she has received all her payments regularly without any
problem, she told him that she has not received her instalments after June 2011. The field
supervisor told her that instalments of April and August 2010 are shown as delivered in her
payment record. Confused as she had little knowledge about the matter, she did not ask the detail
and told the supervisor that she has not received those two money orders. The field supervisor
told her that she can lodge a complaint at BISP for the recovery of those money orders. She
agreed and he wrote the application for her, got her thumb impression and submitted it at the
BISP Complaint Cell Islamabad. In the application he mentioned that two money orders of Rs.
3,000 each which are shown as ‘delivered’ in beneficiary’s payment detail have actually not been
received by the beneficiary, hence an inquiry should be conducted against the concerned postal
officials and the money should be recovered.

4. Processing of the Cases:
a) Provider’s Version:
Farhat Shaheen’s complaint about non-payment of two money orders for Rs. 6,000 (generated
in April and June 2010 respectively) was submitted at BISP Payment Complaint Cell, Head
Quarter Islamabad in January 2012 through the BISP field supervisor.
When the complaint was received at the BISP complaint cell Islamabad in January 2012, the
Assistant Payment Complaints Coordinator checked the payment record of the complainant
for confirmation and generated a payment detail of the complainant and attached it with the
complaint kept in file.
On 5th January 2012, the letter with payment detail and CNIC copy attached was forwarded
by the BISP complaint Cell Islamabad to the Headquarters Pakistan Post Islamabad.
In the covering letter (No.BISP U.O.No.1/1-PCC/BISP/2010/COM0088 Dated January 2012)
the Coordinator BISP briefly stated about the nature of the complaint and requested a joint
inquiry into the matter leading to appropriate disciplinary action. Copies of this letter were
forwarded to Director to Chairperson BISP Islamabad, PS to secretary BISP Islamabad, DG
(Ops) BISP Islamabad, Director Payment BISP Islamabad, DG BISP Punjab Lahore and
Divisional Director Rawalpindi for information.
On 9th January 2012 the copy of the complaint was forwarded by the Headquarters Pakistan
Post Islamabad to the Postmaster General FC, GB & AJK Circle (PMG) Islamabad. In his
covering letter (No.MR. 3-10/2012) the ADDG (MT) demanded to arrange a joint inquiry
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along with a BISP representative and to report back within a week’s time strictly. This
complaint was received at PMG Office on 10th January 2012.
PMG Islamabad sent a letter (No. FS/DG-8/2011-12 Dated 16/18 January 2012) to the
Divisional Superintendent Postal Service (DSPS) Islamabad on 16th January along with copy
of the letter from PPO Islamabad and the complaint and directed the DSPS to arrange a joint
inquiry in the case, with the BISP representative, and to submit the inquiry report to DG
Pakistan Post Islamabad.
On 19th January 2012 the Deputy Superintendent Senior, Postal Delivery Islamabad GPO
forwarded the original letter of circle office along with the complaint to the DSPS Postal
service Islamabad and through the covering letter (No. L-2/BISP/G 7/4 Dated 19th January
2012) attached, directed the DSPS to look into the matter, conduct inquiry and submit the
report to the circle office directly. A copy of this letter was forwarded to the AD FS FC, GB
& AJK Circle Islamabad which was received there on 23rd January.
On 26th January 2012 the Chief Postmaster Islamabad GPO reported back about the inquiry
findings to the PMG Islamabad with a covering letter (No. BISP/Misc/2011-12 Dated 26
January 2012). In the covering letter it was stated that the inquiry has been conducted but it
was found that the payment has been received by the beneficiary and her CNIC copy and
thumb impression is also on record. It was further stated that the beneficiary has completely
denied launching any such complaint against Post office staff. She has also provided a written
statement in this regard which was witnessed by her son. The photocopies of the paid money
order forms and the original statement with attached CNIC copies were also enclosed with
this report. The report was received at PMG Office on 30th January 2012.
In her written statement/application addressed to the Chief Postmaster Islamabad GPO dated
26th January 2012, the beneficiary stated that she has been receiving the BISP instalment
regularly and she has no complaint against the postman or any other staff. Although some of
the initial instalments were returned unpaid but that was not a postal mistake. She then
requested to file the complaint confirming again that she has no complaint and the application
has been submitted by the BISP representative by misunderstanding. The statement was
signed and dated by the beneficiary and was witnessed by her son Mr. Rahat Abbas.
On 8th February2012, the PMG Islamabad communicated the inquiry result to the ADDG
(MR) DG PPO Islamabad (from where the complaint was received at PMG) through a letter
(No. FS/DG-8/2011-12). In the letter the Assistant Postmaster General (FS) referred the letter
to DG PPO letter No.MR-3-10-12 Dated 9 January 2012 and stated that the inquiry report
submitted by the GPO revealed that two money orders shown as undelivered in computer
generated report had actually been delivered to the beneficiary. He further stated that
beneficiary has mentioned in her statement that she has no complaint against the post office.
Copies of the enquiry report submitted by GPO and the beneficiary statement were enclosed
with the letter.
It took about a month to resolve the complaint after an enquiry and the complaint now stands
closed.
b) Client’s Version:
Farhat’s son Rahat Abbas told that there had been a misunderstanding between the field
supervisor and the beneficiary which led to the filing of complaint.
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Although her survey has been conducted and her father and son are very well versed with the
BISP program, and are regular visitor of the BISP website for the updates, the beneficiary did
not seem to have any idea about objective of the PSC survey or about eligibility criteria,
neither was she aware about the discontinuity of phase one instalments after the survey in
September and was waiting for her next instalments. During the spot checking, when the field
supervisor asked her about the quality of Pakistan Post service regarding regular payment she
might have recalled that she had not received any instalments after June 2011, (when she
received her last instalment of regenerated money orders), so she told him that she has not
received the money orders of June onward. She complained that she had not received any
money after June 2011 but the person preparing her application wrote that she had not
received the installments for April and August 2010.
However, the case was forwarded for processing and the things came to light when the
inquiry team visited her home on 26th January 2012 to inquire about the complaint, they did
not even know what complaint were they talking about as they had never submitted any. After
discussion they realized what had happened. The beneficiary clarified the situation through a
written statement in which she affirmed that she has been receiving the entire BISP instalment
regularly and she has no complaint against the postman or any other staff. She also requested
to file the complaint as it was submitted due to a misunderstanding.

5. What We Learnt?
This particular complaint about non-payment of BISP money orders had been lodged due to a
miscommunication between the BISP Field Supervisor and the beneficiary. Her payments stopped
after June 2011 when she became ineligible as a result of PSC Survey. When the Field Supervisor
came to check whether she has received all her money orders, she complained that she had not
received money orders after June 2011, but in the complaint it was erroneously written that she
has not received 2 installments of June and August 2010. The beneficiary has little knowledge
about BISP procedures, and is completely unaware of the discontinuation of the first phase of
BISP cash grant program. This lack of information caused the miscommunication between the
beneficiary and field supervisor who lodged a complaint on her behalf. During the enquiry she
denied filing this complaint and said that she had been receiving all her money orders.

6. Recommendations



To avoid filing un-necessary complaints, BISP must inform the beneficiaries of Phase I who
have become ineligible as a result of high PMT scores after PSC Survey.
Initial probing and verification should be done for confirming the validity of a complaint
before forwarding it to Pakistan Post for further processing.
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P-Q2-Upper Punjab-03
Non-Payment of BISP Instalments
Phull Bibi
Mohammad Bashir Khan
Mohalla Rehbar Colony near Khizari Masjid, HMC Road
Usman Khattar, Tehsil Taxila, District Rawalpindi
37406-9447129-4
17232449
End September 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Phull Bibi is 45 years old illiterate housewife. She has four daughters and four sons, all studying
at different government institutions. Her husband is matriculate and is a contract employee at
Heavy Mechanical Complex (HMC) Taxila getting Rs. 5,000 per month. Her eldest daughter is
21 years old and is doing her Masters in Islamic Studies at a renowned madrassa of Islamabad.
Younger sons are student of BA and class 9 while the three younger kids are in primary school.
Youngest daughter is 2½ years old. Her elder son bears his education expenses by providing
tuitions after college.
The family migrated from Bagh AJK and is living in Taxila for the last 22 years where her
husband works in HMC Taxila. The family of ten lives in a six Marla, self-owned pacca house
bought by her husband some 15 years ago. The house comprises two rooms, a kitchen a
bathroom, small veranda and a pucca courtyard. The house has electricity, gas and public water
supply. The rooms are furnished with beds and charpoys. The household owns a colour TV,
refrigerator and washing machine. The street is paved with drains running in the Center and has
HMC workers living in their own houses.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Phull Bibi has been declared a BISP beneficiary after the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey
conducted in November 2010. She had a valid CNIC at the time of survey which she presented to
the survey team and received survey acknowledgement slip from them. She became eligible after
the PSC survey and BISP started generating her cash grant in February 2011 as shown on the
beneficiary’s online payment details. Her four instalments of Rs. 8,000 (Rs. 2,000 each) were
reported undelivered by Pakistan Post; however her fifth instalment of Rs. 2,000 was delivered.
Later she received a BISP letter regarding change in payment mode and was advised to obtain her
Ufone Mobile from BISP Office.
She received her Ufone Mobile from BISP Tehsil Office on 15th August 2011and started
receiving her BISP instalments since then and has received Rs.11,000 in nine instalments so far.
She has enrolled her eldest son for the training of Data Entry operator under Waseela-e-Rozgar
scheme, but due to time constraints he had to leave the training after a month. A life insurance
policy has been provided in her husband’s name.
Phull Bibi thinks of BISP cash grant program as a ‘Benazir Government Program’ to help poor
families to reduce their poverty. Her husband and children are educated and have a good
understanding about BISP objectives and procedures. She has seen BISP commercials on PTV
and her understanding has also developed through interpersonal communication with the other
beneficiaries in her locality. She has spent the money for meeting her daily expenses.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
She came to know about her eligibility through a letter from BISP received in April 2011 in
which she was congratulated for being selected as BISP beneficiary and was also communicated
about the initial bulk instalment of Rs.12,000. She contacted BISP Tehsil office regarding the said
cash grant but the staff asked her to wait for a month. A few days later she received second
eligibility letter but did not receive Rs.12,000 mentioned in the first eligibility letter. She went to
the post office but the postal staff informed her that money orders have not been generated in her
name yet.
A few days later, her husband took the BISP letter to BISP Tehsil Office Taxila to know about the
details. BISP office briefly explained that Phull Bibi will actually receive Rs.10,000 instead
Rs.12,000 from the postman as shown in the online payment details.
In April 2012, when the postman came to distribute the money orders in her mohalla, he did not
deliver Phull Bibi’s money order. When her son inquired from the postman regarding his
mother’s cash grant, he was informed by the postman that her money order has not been
generated by BISP. Her son visited BISP Tehsil Office on rickshaw after spending Rs.80 and met
the Assistant Complaint (AC). BISP staff once again checked his mother’s online payment details
and advised him not to worry and that Phull Bibi’s money orders have not been embezzled.
However, her son insisted to lodge a complaint against the postman for misappropriation of
Rs.10,000.

4. Processing of the Case:
a) Providers’ Version:
AC BISP registered Phull Bibi’s complaint in the complaint register with her details (Name,
CNIC, Survey Form No, PMT Score and the reason for visit in the Status column). Photocopy
of her CNIC was also attached on the corresponding page. An excel sheet for detail of
complaints was also updated. Copy of her eligibility letter with a copy of her CNIC was kept
in the payment complaint register; however no complaint reference number was mentioned
against the complaint in complaint register and also was not given to the complainant for
future reference.
At that time all tehsil offices had orders from BISP Divisional Office Rawalpindi to keep the
complaints in office and not to forward them anywhere for further processing. There were
some other complaints regarding the same issue and Assistant Director (AD) telephonically
contacted Divisional Director for advice. The Divisional Director discussed these complaints
with the Payment Complaint Coordinator BISP headquarter for resolution. The Payment
Complaint Coordinator explained that only those eligible beneficiaries will be issued an initial
amount of Rs. 12,000 who’s CNIC has been submitted to BISP before May 2011 and for the
remaining beneficiaries, this money will be adjusted in later instalments. However the
beneficiaries with similar complaint were told by the tehsil office that they should wait a little
further. The complaints were not forwarded to any other level of BISP for further processing,
mainly due to the expected launch of BISP Case Management System (CMS). The complaints
were kept pending to be uploaded in CMS for resolution.
The complaint was lodged in April 2012; the postman visited Phull Bibi’s house on 29th June
2011 and delivered the amount of five money orders of Rs. 2,000 each. So despite no action
by BISP or Pakistan Post, her issue was resolved in two months.
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b) Client’s Version:
Phull Bibi lodged a complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Taxila for not receiving money orders for
Rs. 10,000. She received her eligibility letter in April 2011 in which it was announced that
eligible BISP beneficiaries of PSC phase will receive Rs. 12,000 till June 2011 and then an
instalment of Rs. 2,000 every two months thereafter. But she did not receive the full amount
of Rs. 12,000 instead she received Rs. 10,000.
Phull Bibi’s grievance was removed within two months after lodging the complaint. Her son
also informed the Tehsil office about receipt of money orders through a phone call. The
beneficiary and her family have expressed gratitude for BISP staff that has helped them in
resolving their problem.

5. What We Learnt?
This particular complaint was not forwarded to any other level of BISP or Pakistan Post for
processing and investigation. Despite any action taken by BISP or Pakistan Post, the issue was
resolved after two months when the postman delivered her money orders at her house on 29th
June 2011. Her Payment Detail, however, still shows the delivery status of the initial four money
orders of Rs. 2,000 as ‘undelivered’.
There were some other complaints of similar nature at BISP Tehsil office Taxila which were not
forwarded to either higher offices of BISP or to Pakistan Post for processing/ investigation. When
the reason for payment complaints pertaining to similar nature was discussed with the Payment
Complaint Coordinator at BISP Headquarter Islamabad, he explained that there has been
confusion among beneficiaries regarding the payment schedule. And that the eligibility letter
clearly states a special note for the conditions which apply for the payment of the initial
instalment of Rs. 12,000, i.e. it states “All the married/divorced or widowed women of the eligible
household who have a valid CNIC will be paid BISP cash transfer of Rs. 2,000 every two months;
starting from July 2011, however only on a condition that their CNICs are submitted at BISP
before May 2011”. He further mentioned that most of the complaints are from beneficiaries with
CNIC discrepancies and those who have not submitted their CNIC before the deadline of May
2011 are also expecting to get the instalments.
BISP letter received by Phull Bibi intimated delivery of Rs.12,000, however in fact, Phull Bibi
received Rs.10,000 from the postman, which is in-line with the number of instalments issued by
BISP as shown in her payment detail.
Although the complaint was registered in BISP Tehsil Office complaint register; however
complaint reference number was not given to this complaint.

6. Recommendations





BISP staff should issue complaint acknowledgement/ reference number to the complainants
for future reference.
All payment related complaints should be sent to Pakistan Post for further processing and
investigation of such complaints.
Joint-enquiry may be adopted by BISP and payment agency. This will ensure timely
resolution of complaints and promote transparency at various levels.
To avoid confusion, the Payment Details should be updated regularly.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Q2-Upper Punjab-04
Non-Payment of initial Money Order of Rs. 12,000.

Complainant/ Beneficiary:

Syeda Zainab Bibi

Widow of:
Address:

Sadiq Husain Shah
Mohallah Mujawar, Near Minhaj-ul-Quran Mosque,
Tehsil Taxila, District Rawalpindi.
3740640767614
17227767
End September 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date study Completed

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Syeda Zainab Bibi is a 67 years old illiterate woman who is a widow since last 40 years. She lives
with her only son and his family. Her son suffers from occasional mental disorder and fits. He is
employed at Baldiya Committee but his job has always been vulnerable due to his mental illness.
Zainab is working as a maid in houses for last 35 years. She has been financially helped by her
siblings and philanthropists. Currently she works at a house for Rs.2,200 per month.
Her daughter-in-law is a housewife and is unable to speak. The condition runs in her family and
one of her grandson, aged10, is also physically and mentally challenged. Her two granddaughters,
aged 19 and 17, have completed their primary level education and now stay at home, while the
younger children go to a primary school.
s
Zainab lives in a self-owned four marla pucca house, consisting of two rooms, a bathroom and a
small courtyard. Water, electricity and gas facilities are available in her house. The house is
furnished with few charpoys and plastic chairs.
Mohalla Mujawar is an old, inner city Mohalla of Taxila with congested and narrow but clean
streets. People are living there for more than three generations. Streets are paved with proper
sanitation system. People in the area are educated and are mostly government employees working
at Heavy Mechanical Engineering industrial complex, ordnance factories or cement factories of
Wah.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Zainab had been BISP beneficiary during the parliamentarian phase and had received cash grant
of Rs.26,000 from 2008 to 2011. Her application form was submitted by a social worker of the
area. Her Poverty Score Card survey was conducted in September 2010. She had a valid CNIC at
the time of survey which she presented to the surveyors and received survey acknowledgement
slip. Her daughter-in-law, living in same house, is also an active BISP beneficiary after the
survey.
Her household PMT score is 14.41 and she has been declared eligible through a letter received
from BISP in April 2011.She received two letters from BISP for collecting her mobile. The first
letter was received in June 2011 but when she went to BISP Office, they asked her to wait for a
while and the office will inform her. She received a second letter in August 2011 and she received
her Ufone Mobile on 15th August 2011. She has been receiving her instalment since then and has
received Rs.11,000 so far through mobile banking. She has also received the Waseela-e-Rozgar
letter in December 2011 but she did not avail the opportunity, as no one in the house could join
the training; her son suffers from fits and her grand-daughters couldn’t join due to cultural
constraints.
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Zainab thinks of BISP cash grant program to be a Benazir Bhutto’s fund for the widowed women
of the country. Her understanding about BISP has developed through interpersonal
communication with other beneficiaries in her locality. She has been very thankful to Benazir for
her concern for the widows. She has spent the money on the daily groceries and it provided a
huge relief to her meagre monthly income.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Zainab has been receiving BISP money orders during the parliamentarian phase from 2008 until it
stopped a few months before she received the eligibility letter for PSC phase in April 2011. In this
letter it was mentioned that the BISP beneficiaries will receive a bulk amount of Rs.12,000 till
June 2011 and thereafter they will receive regular instalments of Rs.2,000 every other month. She
started waiting for the postman. But when the postman came to distribute the money order of
Rs.12,000 in her mohalla in June 2011, to her great disappointment, her money order was not with
the postman. The postman told Zainab that her money order has not been received at the post
office and consoled her that whenever post office will receive the money orders they will be
delivered to her. She visited the post office many times afterwards but they always returned her
by saying that they have not received the MOs. She has also visited BISP Tehsil Office Taxila
many times in this regard but they also told her the same. She submitted a hand written complaint
to the BISP Office Taxila.

4. Processing of the Cases:
a) Providers’ Version:
At Tehsil Office Taxila, the Complaint Assistant (CA) attended to Zainab and listened to her
problem. He checked hey payment detail from BISP website and found that these money
orders had not been generated in her name by BISP. He told her that her money order has not
been embezzled and she will receive the amount when it is issued. She was advised to wait
for some time.
Her complaint was recorded in the complaint register with details such as Name, CNIC,
Survey Form No, PMT Score and the reason for visit in the Status column, but the date of
registration was not recorded (date column absent). An Excel sheet for complaint record was
also updated. Copy of her eligibility letter and CNIC was also kept in the payment complaint
register.
Assistant Director forwarded the complaint with a small note at the bottom of the letter about
nature of complaint to BISP Divisional Office Rawalpindi. He contacted the Divisional Office
for updates after some days and was told to wait till the launch of Complaint Management
System (CMS). So the staff kept the complaint pending and told the beneficiaries to wait for
some time.
After the CMS started on 15th March 2012, BISP staff found that there was no option for
uploading payment related complaints on CMS. Hence this complaint and other complaints of
similar nature were lying unaddressed at BISP Tehsil Office.
BISP staff at Tehsil Office Taxila is not clear about Zainab’s case, as other beneficiaries with
the same complaint had received their first instalment of Rs. 12,000. However, they have
always ensured her that her cash transfer has not been embezzled by anyone and will be
delivered to her whenever the MOs are generated.
The case was not forwarded to Pakistan Post because the money orders were not generated.
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b) Client’s Version:
Zainab is satisfied with the behaviour of the staff at BISP Tehsil Office Taxila but is very
unhappy that her problem of un-generated money orders has not been addressed. She has
visited the post office and the tehsil office many times during the last one and a half year. She
was complaining that all other beneficiaries have received similar letters, subsequently they
received their instalments, and, apparently there is no reason why her instalment has not been
issued. She has not received a satisfactory answer from BISP about why her money orders are
not being generated/ delivered?
She visited BISP office many times and it takes her half an hour and costs her Rs. 40 at each
visit. She has also been visiting the post office regarding the same case, and even sent her
written application to the BISP Headquarter Islamabad, but got no reply.

5. What We Learnt?
When the reason for payment complaints pertaining to the similar nature was discussed with the
Payment Coordinator at BISP Headquarter Islamabad, he explained that there has been confusion
among beneficiaries regarding the payment schedule. And that the eligibility letter clearly shows a
note for the conditions which apply for payment of the initial instalment of Rs.12,000, i.e. it states
“All the married/divorced or widowed women of the eligible household who have a valid CNIC
will be paid the BISP cash grant of Rs.2,000 every two months; starting from July 2010, however
only on a condition that their CNICs details are submitted to BISP before 30th May 2011.” He
added that most of such complaints are from beneficiaries with CNIC discrepancies or who have
not submitted their CNIC before the deadline of May 2011, however, no such qualifying
condition was mentioned on the complainant’s letter.
He informed that the undelivered amount will be adjusted gradually in the subsequent instalments
issued to the beneficiaries, however, this interpretation has not been conveyed to the beneficiaries
in writing..

6. Recommendations






It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
In this case, the first instalment of Rs. 12,000 was dependent on her submission of CNIC
before a certain date. In case some condition is applied, then the beneficiaries should be
properly informed so that they fully understand the condition and try to fulfil it.
BISP Tehsil Office forwarded this complaint as well as many other similar complaints to
BISP HQ as a progress report on excel sheet. BISP HQ should have informed the front end
staff about the reasons why she will not receive this amount so that this could be conveyed to
her.
Instead of simply asking her to revisit again and again, BISP staff should have advised her not
to wait for Rs.12,000 as she will receive these in due course (as part of her 48 instalments),
and, that this was not some additional amount paid to beneficiaries.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Q2-Upper Punjab-05
Non Payment of one BISP Money Order of Rs.2000

Complainant/ Beneficiary:

Azra Begum

Wife of:
Address:

Mohammad Saleem
House No.49,Street No.11, Mohalla Sultani, Paisa
Akhbar, Anarkali, Tehsil Lahore City, Lahore`
3520264057920
16475406

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Finalized

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Azra Begum is a 44 years old illiterate housewife. She has six sons and one daughter. Her eldest
son is 20 years old. None of her children went to school; two elder sons work at an auto workshop
and younger ones do nothing. Her husband is a fruit vendor and earns an average daily income of
Rs.200 by selling fruits and vegetables.
Azra lives in a single room on the 4th floor of a three marla rented house with her husband and
seven children. The household shares a common latrine with another family living in the same
house, with a common small courtyard used by both families as kitchen. Azra’s family pays Rs.
3,000 per month as room rent . The small room was furnished with an old broken double bed and
a charpoy, some cooking utensils in a corner and few old trunks. There was no TV or other
electric appliance in the room.
The house is situated in an old multi-storey building in Mohalla Sultani, Anarkali in the inner city
area near Urdu Bazar in Lahore. The street leading to the building was narrow and dark, and a
very narrow staircase lead to her house on the third floor.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Azra Begum has been selected as BISP beneficiary after the PSC survey held in June 2009 but did
not receive her BISP eligibility letter. The survey team visited her house and recorded household
information. She had a valid CNIC at the time of the survey and received a survey
acknowledgement slip from the enumerators. The household was declared eligible with
discrepancy due to the missing CNIC of one other potential beneficiary in the house i.e. Azra’s
daughter Fauzia.
She is very thankful to the Government for this cash transfer scheme which is providing financial
assistance to destitute families like her own. She spends BISP cash transfer on daily groceries.
Azra learnt about BISP complaint redressal cell from the PMG Central Punjab Lahore office. In
fact her younger sister Fatima w/o Ibrahim living near her house has studied upto primary and is
an active lady. She has the PMG office contact number which she often uses to get information
about her sister’s BISP installments and expected delivery date. Azra has visited PMG office four
times for various purposes regarding cash transfer, and the last time to submit her complaint.

3. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Azra called PMG office in early August 2011 to know about her next instalment. She was told
that her money order has not been generated yet. When Fatima called the PMG office again to
know about the next money order on 1st October 2011, she was informed that the 6th instalment
GHK Consulting Ltd.
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has been generated and show the status of ‘delivered’ in the beneficiary’s payment detail. Azra
immediately contacted GPO Lahore and found that the money order has been delivered on 15 th
September 2011 to Azra who denied receiving this money order but the postman asserted that he
had delivered the money order of Rs.2,000 to Azra Begum at the same address. She visited PMG
Office the very next day, accompanied by her sister. At PMG Office, the Assistant Coordinator
checked her status and collected information from the beneficiary and then sent them back after
informing that they will investigate and inform them.
Two days later, on 4th October, Azra received a call from PMG Office on her sister’s mobile and
was asked to visit the PMG Office. She went there with her sister on a rickshaw. At PMG Office,
the Assistant Coordinator Special Cell BISP reconfirmed the beneficiary about the non-payment
of disputed money order (No.S117118352010783) and thoroughly checked all the money order
receipts she had and assured the validity of the complaint before lodging it. He then told them to
submit their written complaint against the postman for embezzlement. The Assistant Coordinator
at PMG wrote an application for them on which the beneficiary affixed her thumb impression and
her sister signed as witness. Copy of her CNIC and payment details was attached with her
complaint. The Assistant Coordinator asserted that she will not back off and disown the complaint
later during the inquiry and the complaint was submitted. A copy of complaint was given to her
for future reference.

4. Processing of the Case:
a) Providers’ version:
PMG office Central Punjab Lahore received this complaint on 4th October 2011 and recorded
in file No. BISP/MO-Comp-413/11. Copy of beneficiary’s CNIC and payment detail was also
attached with her complaint.
On 5th October 2011, PMG office (Coordinator Special Cell BISP) forwarded this complaint
to the Chief Post Master (CPM) Lahore GPO with the request for a detailed inquiry into the
matter. Copy of this letter was also sent to the complainant. Two reminders were sent by
PMG office to CPM on 21st November and 22nd December 2011.
On 23rd December 2011 through letter Number MISC/BISP/Mo, the Senior Post Master
(Mails and Delivery) Lahore GPO submitted the report of inquiry conducted by the Town
Inspector on 8th October 2011.
It was stated that the enquiry revealed that the said BISP money order was paid to another
woman (other than the real payee), whose name was also Azra Begum and who lived in the
same street as the real payee. When the mistake was identified after the complaint was filed,
the postman recovered the amount from the wrong payee and paid it back to the real
beneficiary, and statements of both payee and postman were recorded, copies attached to the
enquiry report. He also said that the concerned postman has been punished by censure and
was warned to be more careful in future.
Azra Begum’s written statement was attached with enquiry report in which she acknowledged
the receipt of missing money order of Rs.2,000 from the postman at 6:00 p.m. on 4th October.
The statement was attested by Town Inspector Lahore GPO.
An attested written statement and the CNIC copy of the wrong payee Mst. Azra Begum w/o
Mohammad Azeem was also attached in which she stated that the postman has mistakenly
delivered her the money order of Rs.2,000, which he later taken back from me apologizing
that it belonged to another Azra Begum.
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The case has been filed in the PMG record after receipt of the inquiry report.
b) Client’s version:
Azra Begum has confirmed during interview that another Azra also lives in her mohalla and
that she knows her well. The copies of CNICs of both Azra Begums were also presented by
the postman during inquiry.
The complainant and her sister Fatima has expressed complete satisfaction with the whole
process of complaint resolution. She told that the postman visited her house on the evening of
4th October and returned the amount. She told that the postman apologized for his mistake.

5. Lessons Learnt:
Standard BISP procedure for complaint redressal has been followed by the PMG office and the
processing was started within 24 hours of the complaint submission (on 4th October 2011) at
PMG, and the inquiry was conducted within the next 8 days (8th October 2011), but the inquiry
report was not submitted to the PMG Office in time. The inquiry report was submitted by the
Senior Post Master GPO Lahore on 23rd December 2011, after two consecutive reminders were
sent by the PMG office.
There are two beneficiary statements in the correspondence found in PMG office file; one of
which is dated 2nd October 2011, even before the complaint was properly lodged at PMG. The
beneficiary seems to have affixed her thumb impression on a statement prepared by the postman
as a pre-emptive measure. It seems that the postman has been unable to grasp the matter in the
beginning and has immediately tried to stop complainant and complaint process. He approached
the complainant with half the amount and a promise to pay the rest later and she put her thumb
impression on the statement in which it was written that the beneficiary has already received the
said money order on the date it was shown delivered in the payment record i.e. 15 th September
2011, and that the complaint has been lodged due to misunderstanding. But the inquiry process
was completed and in the meanwhile the postman could figure out his mistake of delivering to the
Azra. The wrong payee in this case was an actual person with the same name and living in the
same area, and, the original beneficiary has confirmed that she knows her.
Her Payment Detail shows that Rs.3,000 were transferred to her account on 12th March 2012
which have not been withdrawn till mid October 2012 by using her BDC.

6. Recommendations




BISP should send letter to beneficiaries regarding their eligibility/ineligibility and payment
schedule of payment of BISP cash transfers in order to avoid corruption/embezzlement and
exploitation.
Awareness should be created about complaint redressal mechanism and where a receiver
woman/ complainant should file her complaint.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
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P-Q2-Upper Punjab-06
Reissue of BDC PIN
Yasmin Bibi
Amanat Ali
Near Dhobi Ghat, Mohalla Darul Islam, Ittehad
Colony, Ghazi Abad, Lahore Cantt.
3520172768732
27815389
Mid October 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Yasmin Bibi is a 26 years old, illiterate housewife. She has two daughters and three sons. Three
elder children are primary students in a government school and younger two stay at home. Her
husband Amanat Ali is a daily wage worker at a local steel mill and earns around Rs.400 per
working day.
Yasmin lives in a rented house with her in-laws. The family of nine is living in a single room,
which is a part of a triple storey building and rented by five different families for Rs.3,500 each,
including utility bills. The building is old and in very poor condition. The only bath room and
latrine, built on second floor, is shared by all five families. There is no kitchen and cooking is
done in the small veranda. Their room is furnished with an old wooden double bed, a plastic
charpoy, few trunks, and a pedestal fan. The house is situated in a narrow and overcrowded street
of Tajpura, where almost all the houses are in a similar condition. The small multi-storeyed old
houses make the streets very congested and street vendors and corner stalls have made them even
more suffocating. Streets are lined with open drains which give a constant stench.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Yasmin became BISP beneficiary in Poverty Score Card phase. Her PSC survey was held in
May/June 2011. The enumerators visited her house and completed her Poverty Score Card Survey
form and gave her the survey acknowledgement slip.
She did not receive her eligibility letter; neither did she go anywhere to get her PMT score
checked. She learnt about her eligibility through the postman when he brought her first instalment
in September 2011. She spent BISP cash trabsfer for buying daily groceries and books/stationery
for her children.
She thinks of BISP as a government scheme, regardless of any political affiliation, aimed at
assisting poor women and trying to pull them through poverty.
She did not receive her Benazir Debit Card (BDC) collection letter and was called by BISP office
through a phone call in February 2012. She received her BDC in February 2012 from BISP
Divisional office Lahore. She went there with another beneficiary of her Mohalla.

3. How did the Complaint emerge?
Yasmin collected her BDC from the BDC Center at BISP Divisional Office Lahore in February
2012. The bank staff briefed her about using the card for withdrawing money from the ATM. She
did not have any idea if there is any money transferred in her account and went to the
recommended bank branch (HBL) with a neighbouring beneficiary to withdraw her cash transfer.
When both the ladies tried their BDCs at the ATM with the assistance of a bank official, the
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machine did not deliver any amount and the official told them to visit again after few days. They
tried again in March and the amount did not come out again. When they consulted the bank staff,
they told the ladies to wait and visit again. They went back and waited, in the meanwhile the
postman brought her next instalment through a money order of Rs.3,000 in May 2012.
After a month, she again decided to try to withdraw her money from the ATM and went to bank
with the same neighbouring beneficiary on 1st June 2012. At the ATM another customer helped
them in using their BDCs to withdraw money but they did not receive the money this time also.
Nobody knew about the problem with their BDCs. The same man told them to report to BISP
office about the issue. Worried and helpless, both the ladies rushed to BISP Divisional Office
Lahore on the same day and discussed their issue with the BISP officials.

4. Processing of the Case:
a) Providers’ Version:
Yasmin visited BISP Divisional office Lahore to lodge her complaint about the
reactivation/reissuance of BDC PIN code on 1st June 2012. She met the Complaint Assistant
and discussed about the problem with her BDC. The CA referred her to HBL counter,
established for the distribution of BDC.
At the HBL counter, the CA briefed bank’s official about her issue. He took her BDC number
and checked her account details online. He then filled a pre-typed complaint form and added
her information such as name, CNIC number, BDC number and contact details and took her
thumb impression on the form to lodge her complaint. The same complaint format is being
used for all the HBL ATM related complaints. The official forwarded her complaint to the
relevant HBL branch (HBL Aziz Bhatti Town Branch). The Branch Manager approved the
application and forwarded it to the In-charge Card Operation Center in Karachi for generation
of a new PIN code.
Yasmin was given office contact number on a slip of paper for further information and was
advised to wait till informed about her new PIN code through telephone. Yasmin made a
couple of visits for knowing about the progress but the bank did not receive any update on her
complaint.
The bank’s official working at BDC distribution Center at BISP Divisional Office Lahore told
that there is some issue of data sharing and update between HBL and NADRA at head office
level due to which HBL cannot update beneficiary record and subsequently activate new PIN.
Some other beneficiaries were also facing similar problems and their applications for
reissuance of BDC PIN were also pending.
b) Client’s Version:
Yasmin and her neighbour beneficiary woman visited the BISP Divisional office Lahore on
1st June 2012 on Qingchi rickshaw that cost them Rs.20. At BISP Divisional office Lahore
Yasmin discussed the problem with the Assistant Complaint (AC). She had her CNIC and
BDC with her. The AC verified her information and referred her to the HBL counter for
lodging her complaint.
At HBL counter the officer took her BDC and checked her record on computer. He then filled
a form by entering her information and got her thumb print. He also gave her the office
contact number for follow up and told that she will get new PIN in two week time.
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She did not receive any update from BISP about her complaint. She visited the office again,
in end June 2012, to get information and was told to wait till next month. She again tried her
BDC to withdraw the cash from ATM on 9th July and then reported to the BISP office that
the problem is still there.
She told that she had to spend Rs.30 for reaching the bank/ATM and Rs.20 to the BISP office
on Qingchi. Both the beneficiaries are facing a similar problem and are pursuing their cases
together.
Yasmin was not satisfied with the staff behaviour, she thinks they were rude and intimidating
and were not being cooperative especially when she visited the office second time for the
follow up of her complaint.

5. What We Learned?
The complaint of the lost BDC PIN was registered at the HBL counter/desk of BDC Center at
BISP Divisional Office Lahore. The bank staff took the complaint on a printed format used for all
HBL customers for ATM card related complaints. As per the bank’s prescribed procedure for
complaint handling, he forwarded her complaint to the concerned bank branch (maintaining her
account) for further processing.
The official explained that they visit their bank branch regularly and collect BDC related mail that
contains new PINs and BDCs against requests they sent to Karachi office. After collecting these
PINs and BDCs they call beneficiaries to come and collect it against their complaint. Some PIN
related complaints are also resolved by the bank’s helpline through direct contact with the
beneficiary. Usually complaints are resolved in 15 days but sometime it takes too long due to
various reasons, e.g. excessive complaint workload or data sharing problem between HBL and
NADRA. The Bank official told that most of the time PIN mismatch and card block problem
occur due to exchange of BDCs or PINs between beneficiaries.
BISP CMS does not cater to Payment Complaints and no orientation/ training has been provided
to BISP staff for resolution of BDC complaints. They simply refer BDC complainants to the Bank
counter. The payment detail for BDC was not available on BISP website till September 2012.
The complaint has not been resolved yet and the beneficiary is still waiting though four months
have passed since her complaint and ten months since the amount was transferred to her bank
account. BISP has not taken any action to learn why the amount is still lying undrawn in her
account.

6. Recommendations:





Awareness should be created among beneficiaries about how to use BDC at ATMs and
security of PIN code.
The concerned BISP staff should coordinate with bank staff appointed at BISP offices to see
and to observe the nature of the complaints and how the bank staff is handling them. So that
they have some idea about the nature of complaints and processing time.
Like payment through Money Orders or Benazir Smart Cards, the generation and withdrawal
of cash transfers through BDC should also be available on her Payment Detail shown on BISP
website. (This has started after September 2012).
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP -staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
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should at least keep a record of the payment complaints and pursue in case of delays, e.g. in
this case her complaint has not been addressed during the last four months.
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P-Q2-Upper Punjab-07
Reissue of BDC PIN Code
Noor Jahan
W/o Rasool Khan
Village: Altaf Colony, Street Main Bazar Dogaij Town,
Post office: Harbanspura, Guldasht Colony, Lahore
3810408110358
25268796

Date Study Completed

Mid October 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Noor Jahan is 42 years old illiterate housewife. She has 13 children; seven sons and six daughters.
Her two elder daughters and two sons are married. Her elder daughters were sent to school but the
three younger daughters are not being enrolled in school because their birth certificates were not
obtained. None of her sons studied beyond matric; the eldest works as welder at a workshop and
the second one is a fruit vendor. Both sons are married and live independently. Third son is
looking for some job and earns a little by teaching Quran lessons to children. Two other sons
work at a motorcycle workshop and two younger sons are primary students.
Her husband is trying to establish his property brokerage business on partnership with his friend.
The family lives in a 2.5 Marla double storey rented house. Both storeys have a single bedroom
and a small veranda cum kitchen in front, leading to a small front yard/ terrace. There is a
washroom on each floor. The upper portion of the house is occupied by both the married sons and
beneficiary lives with eight children on the ground floor. The house is furnished with an old
carpet, a cupboard, some trunks and a small TV in the room, a charpoy and cooking utensils in
kitchen. They have an old motorbike. The house is rented for Rs.4,000 per month which is shared
by all the three families. The street leading to her house is paved and close end with a proper
sewerage system.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Noor Jahan was not a beneficiary during BISP Phase I. Her Poverty Score Card survey was held
in January/February 2011 at her old address in Aziz Bhatti Town. She had a CNIC (without
picture) which she shared with survey team. The enumerators filled her form and gave her the
survey acknowledgement slip. Her household has been declared eligible with discrepancy. Her
son got her PMT checked at a friend’s computer and learnt about her eligibility.
She received a letter in February 2012 to collect her BDC and she visited BISP Divisional office
Lahore the prescribed date in March 2012. Due to her CNIC discrepancy (without picture CNIC)
she had to revisit after getting the new CNIC from NADRA in April 2012.
She thinks of BISP as a government poverty alleviation program and has spent BISP money on
her own medical treatment. She is a chronic anaemic patient, and went through a major surgery
last year and has not recovered yet.

3. How did the Complaint emerge?
Noor Jahan received her BDC and PIN code on last day of April 2012. In early May 2012, she
went with her son to withdraw her cash instalment from an HBL ATM. When her son entered her
PIN code in the ATM, the ATM did not dispense any cash. He carefully tried again but the ATM
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did not recognise the PIN and reported it as an invalid PIN. They went to BISP Divisional Office
Lahore and discussed the matter with Complaint Assistant (CA). CA referred them to HBL
counter where Bank official received their application and took her CNIC copy and BDC number.
He also took their phone number and told them that the new PIN will be communicated to them
on phone. After a week, the bank contacted her son and shared the new PIN with him.
Her son went to the ATM and tried the BDC again to withdraw her instalment on 28 th May 2012,
but the ATM again refused to recognise the PIN. He asked bank’s staff for help who also tried but
received the same message. He again went to BISP Divisional Office on same day to report the
problem and her mother’s complaint for the reissuance of PIN was registered.

4. Processing of the Case:
a) Providers’ version:
Noor Jahan’s complaint about the replacement/reactivation of her BDC PIN Code has been
lodged by her son at the BDC Center of BISP Divisional Office Lahore on 28th May 2012.
At BISP Divisional Office he was referred to the HBL counter by the BISP Complaint
Assistant. After discussing the problem in detail, the bank official called the concerned HBL
branch to know about the problem. The HBL branch manager told him that the money has not
been transferred to beneficiary’s account (this information was not shared with the
complainant). The PIN was blocked first time due to a number of unsuccessful attempts by
the beneficiary.
The bank official working at BDC Center told that they always guide beneficiaries to avoid
multiple attempts to withdraw money at one time but the beneficiaries do not follow
instructions even if the ATM informs them that there is no money in their account. As a result
of multiple unsuccessful attempts, bank’s internal protection system blocks their BDC PIN.
On their request and personal identification their request for reactivation/replacement of PIN
is forwarded to Head Office and they usually get a new PIN within one week. But there is
some problem in data update between HBL and NADRA due to which HBL cannot update
beneficiary record and subsequently activate a new PIN. Many other beneficiaries who
applied for reissuance of BDC PIN are also facing the same problem.
b) Client’s Version:
After many failed attempts of trying the new PIN to withdraw the money from the HBL
ATM, the beneficiary’s son returned to the BISP Divisional office Lahore to report the
matter.
She received another PIN from the bank through phone but again her son could not draw the
money as the ATM did not accept her PIN. On her son’s second visit the bank official at BDC
Center sent him to the concerned bank and told him to bring a written statement from the
Bank Manager about the issue. The complainant brought the required statement and his
complaint was lodged again on 28th May 2012. He was told to wait for some time and the
office will contact him as soon as they get a response from their head office.
After two days he learnt from the postman that his mother’s money has been sent through
Pakistan post so they (mother and son) went to the post office and collected her money order
of Rs. 3,000 on 9th June 2012. Noor Jahan thinks that BISP has redirected her cash grant
again to Pakistan Post and is happy on this change. She has not received any information from
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BISP regarding the resolution of her issue till 24th August 2012 although her son made
several attempts to withdraw the money from HBL ATM.

5. What We Learnt?
The complaint of the PIN reactivation was registered at the HBL counter/desk in BISP Divisional
office Lahore. The Bank official forwarded her complaint for processing to the HBL head office
and the beneficiary was issued a new PIN code within one week. Her son again tried to withdraw
cash but the ATM did not accept her PIN.
They were told that the fund was not transferred to the beneficiary’s account when the beneficiary
wanted to withdraw it, although her Payment Detail (now available after September) showed that
money was transferred to her account on 26th April 2012.
The beneficiary thought that the said instalment was redirected and delivered through Pakistan
Post although what she received from Pakistan Post on 9th June 2012 was a separate instalment
generated in March 2012.
BISP CMS does not cater to Payment Complaints and no orientation/ training has been provided
to BISP staff for resolution of BDC complaints. They simply refer BDC complainants to the Bank
counter. Currently, complaints regarding Benazir Debit Card are handled and recorded by the
bank staff appointed at BISP Divisional office Lahore and the BISP staff has no idea about
handling BDC related complaints in future. BISP staff thinks that after receiving BDC now the
bank is responsible for all payment related issues. The payment detail for BDC was not available
on BISP website till September 2012.
In this very case, beneficiary did not know that money order for a separate instalment had been
generated which she received through Pakistan post. The beneficiary thought that BISP has
probably changed her payment mode back to Pakistan post and is happy about this.
The complaint has not been resolved yet and the beneficiary could not use her BDC although four
months have passed since her complaint and six months since the amount was transferred to her
bank account. BISP has not taken any action to learn why the amount is still lying undrawn in her
account.

6. Recommendations:






BISP should monitor the complaint resolution process for BDC related complaints actively
and pursue bank and NADRA to resolve internal issues in minimum possible time.
Like payment through Money Orders or Benazir Smart Cards, the generation and withdrawal
of cash transfers through BDC should also be available on her Payment Detail shown on BISP
website. (This has started after September 2012).
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP -staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the payment complaints and pursue in case of delays, e.g. in
this case her complaint has not been addressed during the last four months and she has still
not been able to draw cash through her BDC.
The awareness and understanding level of beneficiary should be considered while converting
them to technology driven solution. It may be useful to ask the beneficiary for her choice
about the mode through which she wants to get her cash transfers.
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Payment Case Study Number:
Nature of Case:

P-Q2-Upper Punjab-08
BISP Mobile Phone damage

Complainant/ Beneficiary:
Wife of:
Address:

Sakeena Bibi
Mohammad Ismaeel
Village: Tarnoch, Post Office: Mawara, Tehsil
Kahuta, district Rawalpindi
3740209119698
24613757
End September 2012

CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Date Study Completed

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Sakeena is a 40 years old illiterate mother of four daughters and four sons. Her eldest, 18 years
old, daughter is married and the youngest is one and a half year old. All the other six children are
studying at government schools. Her husband works as a labourer with a construction company
on Rs.300 per day. She contributes to the family income by selling milk of a cow and some goats
that they own.
Sakeena owns 10 Marla pucca house. Her husband made the house three years ago, with financial
help from his elder brother who also works as a mason in Gulf States. The house has two rooms
with a vast veranda and katcha courtyard in front. A small room used as a kitchen and there is a
roofless washroom.
Village Tarnoch is a small agricultural village of Mawara, linked with Kahuta by a 20 kilometre
long narrow unpaved road. Agriculture and livestock are the main economic activity in the area.
Men are usually engaged in labour work in Kahuta city and women take care of agro-based
activities.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Sakeena has been declared eligible with CNIC discrepancy after the Poverty Score Card (PSC)
survey conducted in June 2010. When she visited BISP Tehsil Office Kahuta with other women to
know about her money order, she learnt about her discrepancy, which she removed by submitting
her CNIC. Her PMT score is 16.04 and she has received her eligibility letter in April 2011. She
informed that she has collected her initial five money orders of Rs.2,000 each in March 2011
through Pakistan Post although her Payment Detail shows these as ‘Undelivered’.
She received a letter in June 2011 for collection of her mobile phone, and has successfully been
converted to mobile banking system. She has received 11,000 through the mobile banking system
so far. Sakeena has also received her life insurance letter and her Waseela e Rozgar letter in
February 2011.
She knew about the BISP Tehsil Office Kahuta from her mother-in-law and elder sister-in-law
who had been beneficiaries during the parliamentarian phase. Her own application was not
accepted for the parliamentarian phase. She expressed her grievance that some non-deserving
families had also been BISP beneficiaries during the parliamentarian phase, but now she is happy
that none of them has been selected again in the PSC phase. She is satisfied with the survey
process for the selection of the BISP beneficiaries.
She spends the BISP cash transfer for the education of her children and purchasing daily
groceries. She expressed her complete satisfaction with the BISP complaint redressal mechanism
and the staff behaviour at Tehsil Office Kahuta.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Sakeena Bibi’s payment mechanism was converted from Pakistan Post to mobile phone banking
in June 2011, and since then she is receiving her instalments through mobile banking. She keeps
the mobile phone provided by BISP under her own supervision and whenever an SMS was
received she would get it read from her son. The issue arose in February 2012 when her mobile
phone was burnt due to power fluctuation while being charged. She was not aware of the fact and
when she tried to turn on the mobile phone it did not respond. She took the mobile phone to BISP
Tehsil Office and demanded its replacement with a new one. She visited there with her younger
son.

4.

Processing of the Cases:
a) Provider’s Version:
At BISP Tehsil Office Kahuta, the Complaint Assistant (CA) attended the complainant and
registered her complaint in the complaint register with her CNIC and other credentials. He
then referred her to the Assistant Director for further information.
Assistant Director checked her mobile phone, asked some questions about the incident and
told her that the mobile phone has been burnt. He further told her that BISP is not responsible
for any damage once the mobile phone set has been delivered and used by the beneficiary.
She asked about the solution to which the Assistant Director advised her to buy a new mobile
phone set from the market and she will receive the SMS on her SIM.
The particular complaint has not been forwarded to any other level for resolution and was
addressed at Tehsil office immediately. However, the complaint was recorded in the
complaint register with beneficiary information and the nature of the complaint.
b) Client’s Version:
Sakeena Bibi came to BISP Tehsil office Kahuta in February 2011 and wanted to get her
mobile phone changed which was burnt during charging. She lodged a complaint that
suddenly her mobile phone stopped working and she is unable to turn it on.
The Assistant Director checked her mobile and found that it has been burnt. He told her that
BISP is not responsible for damage or loss of mobile phone once it has been issued and used
by the beneficiary, and so cannot issue her a new one. He further advised her to buy a new
mobile set from the market, and also guided her about the mobile phone repairing and sale
shops in the vicinity.
The beneficiary bought a used mobile phone set in exchange of the burnt one by paying
Rs.900 on the same day. Her new mobile phone works properly and she has received the SMS
about her next instalment successfully. The issue has been resolved in a single day and she is
satisfied with the BISP staff behaviour.
Till now for various reasons, Sakeena has visited thrice the BISP Tehsil Office Kahuta which
is about 20 kms from her village. She had to walk for two hours from home to get to the
wagon stand which charges Rs.20 to Kahuta city.
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5. What We Learnt?
The complaint regarding the mobile phone damage belongs to the time before the CMS was
launched in Rawalpindi division. The complaint was not forwarded to any other office for further
processing but was recorded in complaint register for office record.
It was clearly mentioned on the pamphlet given with the mobile phone set at the time of delivery
that BISP shall not be responsible for theft/loss or damage of mobile phone set, and in case it
occurs, the beneficiary will be responsible for purchasing a new one.
A major issue is due to poor signals of mobile service in some areas of tehsil Kahuta due to its
topography. Beneficiaries living in the valleys surrounded by high hills do not receive mobile
signals until they travel to a suitable area where their mobile phones receive the signals and they
can check their SMS.
There have also been some problems about mobile phone usage and handling by illiterate or old
women who had never used mobile phones before. Some time they have to visit BISP Tehsil
office for minor issues like insertion of the SIM upside down in the cell or turning the mobile sets
on etc.

6. Recommendations:



It is important that awareness should be created among beneficiaries about care of their
mobile phone and how to use it for receiving SMS from BISP.
BISP should consider the availability of mobile phone signals before starting mobile phone
banking in an area.
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P-Q2-Upper Punjab-09
Non Payment of Rs.5,000 by the Ufone franchise
Zulekha Bibi
Mohammad Younas
Pind Payan, Post Office Pothi, Gujar Khan, District
Rawalpindi.
3740119477630
21332421
End September 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Zulekha Bibi is a 28 years old, illiterate house wife and has three children. Her eldest son is 7
years old and is a student of a government primary school. A younger son and daughter are less
than 5 years old. Her husband and father-in-law are tenants of a landlord and work in his fields.
They have to pay a portion of the crop as rent of land to the landlord.
Zulekha lives in a mud and straw hut with her husband and in-laws, which is made on self-owned
land and comprises only one room where the family of 7 people live. There is no kitchen or
bathroom. Cooking is done in the hut or out in the open courtyard. The hut has electricity and the
family owns a small TV set. The hut is furnished with three charpoys, a wooden table, few trunks
and utensils and a pedestal fan. They own a cow that provides milk for their domestic
consumption.
Pind Payan, where the beneficiary lives, is an agricultural village in UC Sahang in Gujar Khan
Tehsil. Agriculture is the major economic activity and most of the poor population work as tenant
in fields of the landlords. People are also engaged in manual labour and seek work in nearby
towns and cities. A three kilometre katcha road links this village with Sahang Town.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Zulekha was declared a BISP beneficiary after Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey conducted
during June-November 2010. The survey team visited her house and she provided the household
information. She also holds a valid CNIC which she shared with the survey team. She was given
survey acknowledgement slip and was told that she will be paid cash grant by BISP, meant to
provide financial assistance to poor families.
Her PMT score is 12.47. She received her eligibility letter in June 2011 in which she was
informed that she will receive a cash instalment of Rs. 12,000 till June 2011, and thereafter a
regular amount of Rs.2,000 every other month. She received the said amount in two instalments.
Her payment mode was converted from Pakistan Post to mobile banking in August 2011. Till July
2012, according to her Payment Details, she has withdrawn Rs. 12,000 from Ufone mobile
franchise.
Her husband has enrolled himself for training under Waseela-e-Rozgar scheme. She has also
received the life Insurance certificate of her husband in January 2012.
She learnt about BISP from the survey team and had also watched BISP commercials on TV. She
thinks of BISP as a welfare fund for destitute families. She has spent BISP money on education
and health of her children. She is planning to build a proper house for her children with this
money.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Zulekha received her first SMS for delivery of Rs.5,000 on 15th December 2011 (though these
were transferred in five instalments). She and her husband visited Ufone franchise for collection
of her money in Gujar Khan the same day and showed the SMS to franchise staff. According to
her, the officer took her mobile and checked her account details on the computer. He also took
copy of her CNIC from her. And after working for some time on the computer he told her that the
processing takes 24 hours of time after which the money is issued to beneficiaries. He kept the
copy of her CNIC with him and told her to visit the next day.
They visited next day but due to some ‘unknown’ reason, the payment was again not made. She
visited the Ufone franchise on four consecutive days and met with the other staff as well. Finally
the franchise staff said that she has already taken the money from them and told the franchise
owner that the lady has already received the money against this SMS and is lying about it.
After receiving this response Zulekha visited BISP Tehsil Office Gujar Khan and discussed her
issue with the staff. The Assistant Director BISP called the franchise office and investigated the
matter. The franchise staff told that the beneficiary has already received the money but the
beneficiary consistently denied that she has received the money.
The beneficiary submitted the hand written complaint on 22nd December 2011 to BISP Complaint
Assistant that was recorded in complaint register. The Assistant Director assured her that the issue
will be resolved soon and advised her to wait at home until she receives a call from BISP Tehsil
office.

4. Processing of the case:
a) Providers’ Version:
At BISP Tehsil Office Gujar Khan, after listening to the beneficiary’s complaint, Assistant
Director checked the SMS on her mobile phone. The SMS was dated 15th December 2012,
and it stated that Rs.5,000 have been transferred to her account.
Assistant Director called the Ufone franchise for more information. The franchise owner told
him that this beneficiary has already been paid the said amount. The franchise owner also told
that the system shows that receipt has been generated against her number, and that is the proof
that the money has been issued. Assistant Director asked them to produce the receipt from
their office record that the beneficiary has signed before collecting the money, to which they
said that the particular receipt has been sent to the head office with other receipts sent weekly,
and it will have to be recovered from their head office, and, that they don’t keep the record of
receipts in the regional offices.
The Assistant Director forwarded this case to BISP Divisional Office Rawalpindi via email,
with copy to the Director Payment BISP Islamabad and Ufone head office in Islamabad. He
also contacted the Divisional Director telephonically to discuss the matter. The BISP
Divisional Director Rawalpindi responded back that they will collect the receipt from Ufone
head office and further investigation will be carried out. The process took around a month.
The Assistant Director discussed the matter on telephone with Ufone management in
Islamabad and visited the local franchise office. The record was rechecked and thorough
verification was carried out at the franchise office. The payment receipt, on which the
investigation decision was based, could not be found by the Ufone head office, hence it was
decided by the payment partner that the misappropriated money will be paid to the
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complainant. The issue was resolved and the decision was communicated to the Assistant
Director BISP telephonically.
The BISP Tehsil Office Gujar Khan informed the beneficiary to collect her money from the
franchise on 29th March 2012. Zulekha received the amount of Rs.5,000 against the same
SMS and receipt was generated again. She provided the copy of her CNIC to the desk officer,
signed the two receipts and collected her money. The complainant received her money
slightly more than three months after lodging the complaint.
b) Client’s Version:
Zulekha lodged her written complaint on 22nd December 2011 about non-payment of her
BISP instalment of Rs.5,000 by Ufone franchise. She had received the SMS on her Ufone
mobile on 15th December 2011. In her application she wrote that when she went to collect her
money at the Ufone franchise in Gujar Khan City, the franchise staff said that she has already
received the money on this SMS, but she denied having received any money from the
franchise. She requested the Assistant Director to recover her money.
Zulekha told that the franchise officer did not give her any receipt to sign instead they told her
that it takes 24 hour to process the request for money and asked her to come the next day for
collection. The franchise staff also kept her CNIC copy and asked her to go. The next day
again, he told that money cannot be issued to her and she should come some other day. When
on the next day her husband consulted the franchise owner, the desk officer stated that she has
already been paid.
Zulekha visited BISP Tehsil Office many times during the three months when investigation of
her complaint continued. She expressed her annoyance that Ufone franchise blamed her for
taking the money and filing a wrong complaint. She had to spend time, energy and money for
each visit to BISP office, which lies about 10 kilometres from her house. She has to walk for
two hours to get to the wagon stop, and then change the transport twice on way to reach the
BISP office, spending Rs.70 on each visit and this was not easy because she had to leave her
two small children home alone. Now after the resolution of her issue, she is satisfied that she
has recovered her money. She is very obliged to the BISP Tehsil Office staff for their active
persuasion of the complaint.

5. What We Learnt?
Zulekha complained that she has received an SMS on her mobile to collect Rs. 5,000 from Ufone
franchise but the franchise staff blamed that she has already received the money. She requested
BISP Tehsil Office that her money should be recovered and paid to her.
Assistant Director BISP Tehsil office Gujar Khan forwarded her complaint to the Divisional
Office Rawalpindi and a copy was also sent to Director Payment BISP Islamabad and Ufone head
office in Islamabad. The joint inquiry was carried out by the Ufone and BISP and the issue was
resolved. The franchise paid the beneficiary with her full amount. She came to the franchise to
receive her amount of Rs. 5,000 on 29th March 2012 and was paid the amount.
With his discussion with the team, the franchise owner discussed the possibilities that the system
error can cause such situations. He told that it happens that if the system is given the command to
execute the receipt print, but if the power supply fails at that moment that the command is entered
in the system, the issuance/print of the receipt is halted. But the system recognizes it as
EXECUTED command and shows that the receipt has been ISSUED or printed. The same might
have happened. But this is only a supposition.
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Zulekha was ve-ry annoyed that the franchise blamed her for filing a wrong complaint. She said
that it was not easy for her to come to collect the money what to talk of fabricating a plan to
defraud the franchise. She said that the postal payment was much convenient for her, and
especially after this issue she would like to revert back to payment through Pakistan Post.
Zulekha’s case was a unique case for both BISP and Ufone. Franchise owner expressed his views
about the issue and told that this is the first case in nine months after they started issuance of BISP
money. AD BISP took personal interest in this case and worked closely with Ufone and franchise
to find out exactly how the issue has emerged. He followed the proper channel for complaint
resolution but the process appears to be influenced more by her personal efforts than the standard
redressal procedure.

6. Recommendations



It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
The beneficiary should be consulted about alternate payment method. It may be useful to ask
the beneficiary for her choice about the mode through which she wants to get her cash
transfers.
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Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
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P-Q2-KPK-01
Non-Payment of 4 MOs for Rs. 8,000 by the postman
Nooreen Bibi
Nawab Khan
Khawasi Banda, Mohalla Khawasi Banda, Post Office:
Kohat, Jarma Kohat, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
1430136543928
5120137
End September 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Nooreen Bibi, wife of Nawab Khan is 32 years old and lives in Khawasi Banda, Jarma Kohat,
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, with her five sons and husband. Her house is situated on a one kanal plot
and consists of two pucca rooms; a flush and pour latrine, a kitchen and an unpaved courtyard.
They have access to clean drinking water from water hand pump which is situated within their
courtyard.
Her husband is a farmer and works on someone else’s land. Their earnings are in the form of
yearly harvest, which is barely sufficient for meeting the family’s basic needs. The village of
Khawasi Banda is located in a rural setting surrounded by agricultural lands and is 10-15 kms
from Kohat city. The beneficiary’s house is situated around 3 kms from the nearest main road.
The streets of the village are unpaved and lack any form of systematic drainage system. The
primary economic activity in the village is agriculture. The local post office is also situated near
the village and is at a walking distance from her house.

2. Relationship with BISP:
Nooreen Bibi was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the program. During the
PSC survey a team visited her Mohalla, filled the form and issued her with an acknowledgement
slip. She possessed a valid CNIC at the time of survey.
The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of the BISP cash transfer
scheme. She first heard of the ‘Benazir fund’ from her neighbours. The beneficiary and the
complainant (her husband) were unfamiliar with the existence of any complaint redressal
mechanism and learnt about this from BISP officials who made a surprise visit to their village
during the first week of Dec 2011. The BISP officials guided them about filing a complaint. The
cash transfers which the beneficiary had received were spent on food items and other household
essentials.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
She received an intimation letter from BISP informing her that she has been declared as an
eligible beneficiary. When Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Kohat, Mr. Adil visited
Nooreen’s village, her husband told him that she has not received any amount other than Rs.4,000
received in April 2011. Other women in her village were receiving the cash transfer every other
month or after every three months.
Upon the guidance of Assistant Director BISP, on 25th Dec 2011 Nawab Khan (beneficiary’s
husband) and his relative Gull Mohammad went to BISP Tehsil Office Kohat, where they found
that she was not receiving the money orders generated in her name, which were being shown as
delivered according to her Payment Detail. They were told that the first four MO amounting
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Rs.8,000 were generated on 28th February 2011 and according to her Payment Detail these were
delivered to her on 29th April 2011. The fifth MO was generated on 25th April 2011 and shown
delivered on 1st July 2011 while the sixth MO was generated on 12th August 2011 and shown as
delivered on 23rd September 2011. They were disturbed because they had received only 2 MOs
for Rs. 4,000 instead of 6 MOs for Rs.12,000. Her husband was briefed about the complaint
system by a BISP official and he got his wife’s complaint filed in the BISP Tehsil Office Kohat
on 26th December 2011.

4. Processing of the Complaint:
a) Providers’ Version:
They lodged the complaint with the Assistant Complaints Mr. Shafqat Hussein on the same
day. The Assistant Complaints entered the complaint in the complaints register on 26th
December 2011. On 29th December 2011, the Assistant Director BISP Kohat forwarded the
complaint along with a covering letter to the Divisional Director BISP and the Divisional
Superintendent Postal Services Kohat in order to initiate an inquiry to the allegations raised in
the complaint.
Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office went to the Post Office and discussed the complaint
with the post master for resolution.
An enquiry was held at the area post office within a week of lodging of the complaint under
the supervision of the Assistant Superintendent Postal Service Kohat. This joint enquiry was
conducted by representatives of Pakistan Post and BISP (AD Adil Husain BISP Tehsil Office
Kohat) and was attended by the postman and complainant. The conclusion of the enquiry was
that the allegations against the postman were not true and it was only a case of negligence on
his part as he had wrongly delivered the money to a cousin (Mr Zahir Shah s/o Zarbat Shah)
of the beneficiary. The enquiry report was neither presented to DSPS nor BISP Divisional
office. The complainant visited the office to follow up the complaint thrice.
It was decided by all the stakeholders that the embezzled amount be recovered from Mr Zahir
Shah s/o Zarbat Shah by the postman himself and delivered to the complainant. The
recommendation for recovery of the 4 MOs has been implemented and the amount was
delivered in January 2012 to the beneficiary.
b) Client’s version
Nooreen went to BISP Tehsil Kohat along with her husband and two relatives which cost her
Rs.100 per person per visit. She has made three visits to the BISP Tehsil Office Kohat. Within
two weeks after filing, her complaint was resolved.
The ASPS Kohat conducted an enquiry and found that the postman handed over the amount
to Zahir Shah who is a cousin of the beneficiary. In the enquiry the postman was directed to
recover the amount from the said person and deliver it to the beneficiary otherwise he will
have to face the consequences. The amount was recovered and handed over to the beneficiary
in less than two weeks of filing her complaint. She is satisfied with the results and behavior of
BISP Tehsil Office Kohat’s staff.
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5. What We Learnt?
The case was forwarded to Pakistan Post and though a joint enquiry was conducted under the
supervision of ASPS Kohat which was attended by representatives of Pakistan Post and the
complainant, the enquiry report was not shared with BISP.
The staff at both the offices was very helpful and caring, however, the result of the complaint
shows that despite following all the steps for official processing of a complaint, the complaint was
resolved informally. The postman was asked to recover the amount from her cousin and give it to
her.
There is a communication gap as the officials at the BISP tehsil level or district level say that they
have been in close contact with the post office whereas the GPO denies this.
Though Joint Enquiry is considered to be better as compared to enquiry by postal staff only, but in
this case ‘all the stakeholders’ agreed not to take any action in case the postman recovers the
money from her cousin and give it to her.
Action was not taken despite the fact that she finally received her misappropriated amount in
January 2012 although these were shown as paid in April, July and September 2011. There has
been no action against the postman though it was proved that, in gross violation of the standard
procedure; he had delivered the MOs to someone other than the beneficiary in whose name the
MOs were generated.

6. Recommendations:





BISP Tehsil office should be informed about the results of different cases which are sent to
higher offices of BISP for action.
Formation of a Joint Enquiry Team (including representatives of BISP and Pakistan Post) will
provide confidence to the beneficiary, and, may address the problem of the complainant being
persuaded by postal staff to agree to an incorrect statement.
Upon completion of the inquiry process of a complaint, an enquiry report must be prepared
and the results shared with BISP. These should be conveyed to beneficiary/ complainant also.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps. Action should be taken in case it is proved that the postman delivered the money
order to someone other than the beneficiary.
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P-Q2-KPK-02
Non-Payment of one MO for Rs 2,000
Salma Bibi
Abdul Razzaq
Village Budhani, Tehsil; Pahar Pur Distt; D.I.Khan
1210314365594
30661011
End September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Salma Bibi widow of Abdul Razzaq is 55 years old. She lives in village Budhani, Pahar Pur,
D.I.Khan. She is a heart patient and has a stent planted in her heart. Her family comprises of
twelve persons (one son, two daughters and one daughter-in-law, 7 grandchildren).
The beneficiary has ten marla house, which has two pucca rooms, a katcha kitchen built in a
corner of the house and a bath room in front of the veranda. The family has a water hand pump in
the courtyard for drinking water. No drainage system existed in the Mohalla where her house is
located, which always had troubled their lives in monsoon season. The children are attending
Government school in the same village. Most villagers are farmers and daily wagers. There are
separate primary schools for boys and girls in this village.
Beneficiary’s husband died six years ago and responsibilities of household expenditure is on the
shoulders of her son Muhammad Ibrahim, who works as a chowkidar and earns Rs.3,500 per
month. The family has no agricultural land and has no other source of income except her son’s
earnings. Her daughter-in-law Rabiya Bibi is another potential beneficiary from the same
household, and she is also receiving cash grant installments.

2. Relationship with BISP
Salma Bibi was not a beneficiary during the parliamentarian phase. After PSC survey was held in
January 2011, she was declared an eligible beneficiary and generation of her payments started
from August 2011.
Her PSC form was filled at her door step by SRSP enumerators who issued an acknowledgment
slip for future reference. Though two forms were filled for the same household but she receives
money under PSC form 30661011 and under the other PSC form her hh was classified as
discrepant.
The beneficiary did not know much about BISP Program and considers it a monitory help for
poor families by the government. She did not know the exact criteria under which a household
can become eligible but considers that as she was poor therefore she was selected for the cash
transfer scheme.
The amount received so far has been used for paying off shopkeeper’s debts, and in future it will
be used for children education.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
She found that she has been declared as an eligible beneficiary for cash transfers when she
received her first MO of Rs. 2,000 on 26th September 2011 at her door step.
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Her second MO of Rs. 2,000 was delayed and her son visited a net café on 10th February 2012 to
check his mother’s status where he learnt that the second MO S3061112121009298 of Rs.2,000
was generated on 28th October 2011 but were not received by his mother till then. At that time the
payment detail on website did not show the MO as delivered.
The family was unaware about complaint redressal mechanism but the beneficiary’s elder son got
the information from net cafe, where he checked his mother payment status, and he submitted an
application with the DSPS office/ D.I.Khan GPO against the non-payment of one instalment.

4. Processing of the Complaint:
a) Providers’ Version:
The complainant submitted his application for non-payment of one MO of Rs.2,000 at the
Divisional Superintendent Postal Services D.I.Khan on 15th February 2012. The complaint
was registered in DSPS office on 17th February 2012. The DSPS D.I.Khan Division vide letter
no. G-1/27 dated 17th February 2012, marked the complaint to Assistant Superintendent
Postal Service for conducting enquiry into the said allegation. BISP was not involved in this
enquiry at any stage.
The enquiry proceedings took place at the premises of the beneficiary house on 21 st February
2012; both the parties (complainant and postman) participated in the enquiry proceedings.
Enquiry Officer submitted his enquiry report along with the duly signed written statement of
the beneficiary to DSPS D.I.Khan Division on 22nd February 2012. The beneficiary stated
therein that “she has received the MO for September and October for which she lodged the
complaint, she has received Rs.2,000 and her complaint has been redressed”.
According to DSPS office, as stated by post man in writing, Rs.2,000 was wrongly paid to
Muhammad Bashir s/o Khuda Bakhsh who is resident of village Kohar. The postman has
recovered the wrongly delivered amount and delivered it to Salma Bibi on 20th February 2012
at her door step. Thus the issue stands resolved, the enquiry process completed in a week and
her complaint was addressed.
b) Client’s Version
Muhammad Ibrahim son of the beneficiary visited DSPS Divisional Office D.I.Khan, and
filed a written complaint along with a copy of his mother CNIC in February 2012, against the
non-payment of one MO amounting to Rs.2,000. The official entered his complaint in the
complaint register and one month time frame was given to complainant for resolution of the
issue.
The complainant incurred Rs.50 for his single visit to DSPS Office D.I.Khan. The post man
arrived at her door step on the third day of lodging the complaint, and paid the Rs.2,000. On
the same day the enquiry team arrived and asked her about receiving the instalment which she
confirmed. The beneficiary, in her written statement, requested for closure of enquiry
proceeding as she has received the amount. She was fully satisfied as her issue was resolved
within two weeks.

5. What we learnt?
The instant non-payment complaint was filed at DSPS Office D.I.Khan Division. Pakistan Post
took immediate action on the complaint and initiated an enquiry. Enquiry was conducted and its
report was submitted within just two weeks, the grievance was redressed, and the postman paid
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the amount to the beneficiary just before the enquiry proceedings taken place.
The enquiry report was submitted, without recommending any punishment for the postman.
Despite accepting that he had earlier delivered the amount to someone else, the concerned
postman was not questioned by Pakistan Post. This is against BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post
(Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan
Post, under which a money order should be delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has
been generated, and, at beneficiary’s doorsteps.
She received the disputed amount on 20th February but her Payment Detail shows the delivery
date as 1st February 2012 which is probably the date when postman had wrongly delivered the
amount to Mohammad Bashir.
The survey team has filled two forms for her, in one of the form her household was declared as
discrepant while in the other she was declared as potential beneficiary and she started receiving
her money.
A lack of coordination exists between BISP and Pakistan Post, as the instant complaint was filed
at Pakistan Post, enquiry was conducted into the allegations and the case is disposed off but BISP
Office remained un-informed from the whole process.

6. Recommendations




There should be better coordination between BISP and Pakistan Post. Information should be
provided to BISP about complaints which are filed directly with Pakistan Post, and at least a
copy of enquiry report should be submitted to BISP.
In order to ensure free and transparent enquiries, joint enquiries committees should be
established.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
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P-Q2-KPK-03
Non-Payment of one MO of Rs.3,000
Farzana Bibi
Muhammad Aslam
Ijaz Abad Muryali, Tehsil & Distt; D.I.Khan
121046905748
7113288
End September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Farzana Bibi w/o Muhammad Aslam, 28, is a resident of Ijaz Abad Muryali, Tehsil & District
D.I.Khan. She is a house wife and remains busy all the day in her household activities. She is
educated upto primary and she can help her children in completing their homework.
The family consists of eight persons (including her husband, two daughters, two sons, and her
aged in-laws). The family lives in a five marlas house, which has two pucca rooms, a kitchen and
a bathroom within the boundary wall. The family has their own drinking water source within the
household premises in shape of water hand pump. There is a proper drainage system in her
Mohalla. Her children attend the Government school of the same village.
Mohammad Aslam is a barber by profession working in the city. He earns between Rs.200 to
Rs.500 a day. The family has no agricultural land and no other regular sources of income other
than the income of his barber shop.
Ijaz Abad is a congested locality, having brick lined streets, though very narrow but with proper
drainage system. Most of the villagers are shopkeepers, private employees or daily wagers. Health
and education facilities are available in the village. .

2. Relationship with BISP
Her husband received a form for the parliamentarian phase. They were declared an eligible
household for the cash grant and she started receiving regular cash transfers after March 2009.
When survey team approached in end 2010 at her doorstep, her PSC form was filled by
enumerators who issued her an acknowledgement slip. As her PMT was 24.94 which was above
the cutoff mark, therefore, after the survey she was declared ineligible for BISP Phase II.
The family has limited know how about BISP program and considered that the cash grant is for
poor families and Pakistan People’s Party is distributing the amount among the vulnerable
families. She was not happy with the PSC survey as she thought that she was poor but her
payment was stopped after the survey.
The family was unaware regarding complaint redressal mechanism but when the installment was
not received then her husband visited General Post Office for getting information about complaint
redressal.
The amount received in phase one was used for daily food stuff and other basic needs of the
family.
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3. How did the complaint Emerge?
The beneficiary was getting regular installments but after receiving her 6 th MO she did not receive
an MO for some times. After much delay she received the 8th MO and then she asked the post
office that she had not received her 7th MO number S3061006121017761 for Rs3,000 for June
2010. When she did not receive a satisfactory reply, she lodged a complaint with the DSPS,
Pakistan Post, D.I.Khan.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
The complainant submitted the complaint at DSPS Office, D.I.Khan Division on 17 th
September 2010, against the non-payment of one MO amounting to Rs.3,000 and deduction
of Rs.200 per MO by the postman. The Complaint was entered in a complaint register and
prepared its file on the same day. Pakistan Post is processing the complaints manually as
BISP CMS is not available for Payment Complaints.
DSPS D.I.Khan vide letter no. G-1/27 dated 20th September 2010, marked the complaint to
Assistant Superintendent Postal Services for conducting enquiry into the said allegation.
Immediately on the second day after filing of complaint, the enquiry proceedings were held at
Post Office Muriali on 21st September 2010, where both the parties participated in the
enquiry. Enquiry Officer submitted his enquiry report along with the duly signed written
statements of the beneficiary and postman to DSPS D.I.Khan Division on 6th October 2010.
The beneficiary stated therein that her mother received the said MO and she was unaware
about its receipt, as her mother was out of the city and was under treatment and she could not
confirm with her mother first and wrongly lodged the complaint. While regarding the second
allegation of the deduction of Rs 200-300 per MO, she retracted from her earlier statement
and denied that the post man never deducted a single penny from her money orders.
The postman on the other hand, in his reply stated that he had delivered the MO in the
presence of beneficiary’s husband Mr. Muhammad Aslam (complainant). The enquiry was
closed as it was mentioned in the report that the beneficiary withdrew her complaint. Thus the
issue stands resolved, the enquiry process was completed in two weeks, and she got her
amount.
b) Client’s Version
The complainant on being disappointed by Muryali Post Office, approached the GPO and
lodged a formal complaint on behalf of his wife at DSPS Office D.I.Khan Division against the
non-payment of one instalment of Rs.3,000 and unjust deduction of Rs.200 per MO by the
concerned postman.
His complaint was received and one month time frame was given for resolution of his
complaint. GPO was at a distance of 4 kms from his house and the complainant spent Rs.40
for each visit.
An enquiry was held and the proceedings closed on the basis of her statement of having
received the disputed amount. During our interview with the beneficiary she stated that she
received the amount from the postman after lodging her complaint. The post man arrived at
her door step on the fourth day after the complaint and gave the disputed amount to her. After
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receiving the embezzled amount, she gave a written statement as advised by the postman. The
process took two weeks and the complainant was satisfied.

5. What we Learnt?
An immediate enquiry was conducted, its report submitted and her grievance was redressed. After
enquiry proceedings, based on written statements submitted by both the parties, the report stated
that the complaint was lodged due to a misunderstanding.
But in fact the actual story is different from that stated in the enquiry report. The complainant’s
statement says that the complaint was lodged due to misunderstanding and the amount was
received by the beneficiary’s mother in the presence of beneficiary’s husband Muhammad Aslam
in July 2010. On the other hand the complainant pointed out during our recent visit to his
premises that the disputed amount was actually received just four days after lodging the
complaint.
Her statement is difficult to comprehend because according to the enquiry report the complainant
Mr. Muhammad Aslam (beneficiary’ husband) was the witness when the amount paid to the
beneficiary’s mother. If he was the witness and the MO was paid in his presence, then why would
he himself lodge a complaint?
Despite accepting that he had earlier delivered the amount to someone else, the concerned
postman was not questioned by Pakistan Post. This is against BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post
(Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan
Post, under which a money order should be delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has
been generated, and, at beneficiary’s doorsteps.
A lack of coordination exists between BISP and Pakistan Post, as the instant complaint was filed
at Pakistan Post, enquiry was conducted into the allegations and the case is disposed off but BISP
Office remained un-informed from the whole process.

6. Recommendations





The main reason behind back tracking by the complainants from their earlier statements is the
fear of retaliation by the post man. BISP should ensure safety of the complainants in order to
encourage the aggrieved beneficiaries to raise their voice in case of injustice by the postman.
In order to ensure free and transparent enquiries, joint enquiries committees should be
established.
There should be better coordination between BISP and Pakistan Post. Information should be
provided to BISP about complaints which are filed directly with Pakistan Post, and at least a
copy of enquiry report should be submitted to BISP.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
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P-Q2-KPK-04
Non Payment of three MOs for Rs.10,000
Hukam Jana
Mir Kalam Shah
Nar Dalasa Shah Tehsil Sarai Naurang District Lakki
Marwat
1120122530988
1835135
End September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Hukam Jana widow of Mir Kalam Shah, 60 years old, is a resident of Nar Dalasa Shah, Tehsil
Sarai Naurang of District Lakki Marwat which is around 1 km from the main town of Sarai
Naurang. She is an illiterate woman and due to old age unable to do her household activities and
is therefore assisted by her daughters-in-law.
Her family comprises of six persons, (one son, one daughter-in-law and three grandchildren and
she herself). Her family is living in a ten marla rented old house. The house has two pucca rooms
without a kitchen or bath room. A common water tab is available near the house from where the
school going children fetch water after school timings. No drainage system exists in her mohalla.
Her grandchildren are attending a private English medium school in the same village as though
she is illiterate but she wants to provide quality education for her grandchildren.
Her husband died six years ago, he was an ex-constable in Frontier Constabulary (FC). The
beneficiary is receiving a monthly pension of Rs.3,000. Her son works as a daily wager and earns
approximately Rs.150 a day. The family has no agricultural land and no other regular source of
income.
Most of the villagers are either farmers, or daily wagers or shop keepers. Schools, colleges and
hospitals are available in Sarai Naurang.
Her daughter-in-law Shakeela Bibi is also an eligible beneficiary from the same house hold and is
receiving cash transfer installments.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was included in BISP Parliamentarian Phase and she received all installments.
PSC survey was held in end 2009 and Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund has completed the
survey. An enumerator had filled her PSC form on her doorstep and issued her an
acknowledgment slip. As a result of the survey she was declared eligible for the second phase.
The family did not know much about BISP but they considered it as Pakistan People’s Party’s
cash grant programme for poor families. Like many others of her locality, she was unaware about
the criteria for becoming an eligible beneficiary for cash transfers.
The amount received so far has been used for purchasing food items for the family and in future it
shall be used to meet her grandchildren’s education expenses.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The beneficiary was aware that she is an eligible beneficiary and has been receiving cash grant
installments since the program was launched.
As she was regularly receiving payments therefore she had a reasonable idea about the expected
time after which she received her instalment. When she did not receive two consecutive MOs she
thought that there might be a problem with her payment. She sent her nephew to BISP Tehsil
Office Sarai Naurang where he came to know that two installments for Rs.3,000 each and another
money order of Rs.4,000 as Flood Payment has been shown in her Payment Detail as delivered to
her but she did not receive this amount.
The first embezzled MO S3021008112025818 was generated 11th August 2010 and shown as
delivered on 16th November 2010 while the second one S3021010112014348 was generated on
28th September 2010 and shown as delivered on 8th December 2010. The Flood Payment was
generated on 12th August 2010 and was shown as delivered but with no date.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ version:
The Complainant submitted a written application regarding non-payment of two MOs of
Rs.3,000 each and one MO for Flood Payment of Rs.4,000 on 26th October 2011, along with a
copy of beneficiary’s CNIC at BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Naurang .
The Complaint was entered in excel worksheet but was neither forwarded to BISP Divisional
Office Bannu nor to Pakistan Post for enquiry. On 27th November 2011 Assistant Director
BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Naurang called the concerned postman of Post Office Sarai Naurang
as well as the beneficiary along with the complainant for personal hearing at his office. Both
parties attended enquiry proceeding at the office of Assistant Director BISP Sarai Naurang on
30th November 2011, an unofficial settlement was concluded and as a result the Postman of
Sarai Naurang paid the embezzled amount of Rs.10,000 to the beneficiary in the presence of
the Assistant Director. The beneficiary submitted a written statement having her thumb
impression and requested for closing her case as she was satisfied and her issue was resolved.
Thus the file was closed and the process was completed in one month.
b) Client’s version
Hameed Aslam (beneficiary’s nephew) visited BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Naurang and filed a
complaint on behalf of the beneficiary, against the embezzlement of Rs.10,000. The official
received the complaint and guided the complainant that the problem would be resolved very
soon.
After a month, Assistant Director called them telephonically to appear before him for enquiry.
The beneficiary appeared along with the complainant and received Rs.10,000 from the
postman. The postman said that he could not find her house, due to which the payment was
delayed. In order to pursue his complaint, the complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office, Sarai
Naurang twice, which costs him Rs. 20 per visit per person. The issue was resolved within
one month and the complainant was satisfied with the solution of his complaint.

5. What we Learnt?
The complaint was received at BISP Tehsil Office, Sarai Naurang. The case was neither sent to
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BISP Divisional Office nor to Postal Service Pakistan for resolution.
With a clear departure from BISP established rules, the Assistant Director himself held an enquiry
at his office and recovered the amount from the postman.
As a formal enquiry was not held by Pakistan Post therefore the postman remain unpunished
which may encourage the practice of embezzlement in future also.
The Postman pretended that the complainant’s family had shifted due to which the MOs were not
delivered to them. It is true that the family had shifted from their old residence to a new one, but it
was located at a distance of less than 1 km from post office Sarai Naurang on main D.I.Khan
road. he was probably not asked to explain that if he could not find her address, then why these
MOs were shown as delivered to her in the Payment Detail.
A lack of coordination exists between BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Naurang and BISP Divisional
Office Bannu, as the instant complaint was settled informally (without forwarding it formally to
the Divisional Director for enquiry), which creates doubts about the practices in BISP Tehsil
Office Sarai Naurang. The practices of handling payment cases at BISP Tehsil Office is
encouraging postmen to carry on with the practice of embezzlement as they are left unpunished
The Payment Detail on BISP website still does not show the delivery date of Flood Payment.

6. Recommendations



Each Payment Complaint must be sent formally to Pakistan Post for conducting an Enquiry,
so that where required, appropriate action may be taken against guilty postman.
Holding of Joint Enquiries (one member from Pakistan Post and another from BISP) provide
better opportunity to the beneficiary and she can confidently attend and fight her case in such
an enquiry.
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P-Q2-KPK-05
Non Payment of six MOs for Rs 18,000 by postman
Tehsil Bibi,
Mir Ahmad
Village Ghondi Ali Khel P/O Tajori, FR Lakki Marwat
1120103637828
2318540
15th October 2012

Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Tehsil Bibi wife of Mir Ahmad, 29, is a resident of village Ghondi Ali Khel P/O Tajori, FR Lakki
Marwat. She has three sons and the family lives in a 10 Marlas katcha house, having four katcha
rooms without bathroom or kitchen. They fetch water from a stream which is located at a distance
of 50 meters from the house. No drainage system exists in the Mohalla. The children do not attend
the school as she cannot afford their education.
The family has no regular source of income as they are living in a very remote mountainous area
of FR Lakki Marwat, adjacent to FATA. They own a two kanal piece of land; where her husband
cultivates vegetables and earns approximately Rs. 15, 000 annually. In addition he works as a
daily wager on Rs. 200 per day to run the kitchen.
The family is living in village Ghondi Ali Khel a remote area of FR Lakki Marwat around 25 kms
away from Tajori. The village is situated in mountains and it has no access road. To approach
Ghondi Ali Khel village half an hour walking is required. The road from Tojori is poorly
maintained. The village has no drainage system. The village does not have basic facilities such as
clean drinking water, schools, road and electricity. Most of the villagers are farmers and daily
wagers.
The complainant Mir Ahmad has two wives Tehsil Bibi and Gul Taj Bibi; both are eligible
beneficiaries for BISP cash grant from the same household.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary Tehsil Bibi was included in BISP for cash grant under Parliamentarian phase and
received all its installments. PSC Survey was held at the end of 2009 and her form was filled by a
member of survey team who issued her an acknowledgement slip. She was declared eligible
beneficiary and shifted successfully to score card phase from the Parliamentarian phase.
The beneficiary considered BISP as Pakistan People’s Party financial aid for poor families. While
she was unaware about the criteria for being an eligible beneficiary for cash transfer but like many
others women of her locality, she considers BISP as a cash transfer for poor and needy people..
The amount received so far has been used for daily food stuff and paying off shopkeeper’s debts,
and in future it will be used for the same purpose.

3.

How did the Complaint Emerge?
After receiving the last MO of Phase-1 in January 2010, she did not receive further MOs for
almost one and half years, therefore she visited the Tajori post office to enquire about the
situation, where she was told that the Post Office does not have any MO received in the name of
Tehsil Bibi.
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A friend of Mir Ahmad told him to check at a net café, his wife payment details from BISP
website. He visited a net café in Tajori in October 2011 where he came to know that 4 MOs of Rs.
3,000
each
(B3021005112011622,
S3021007112004467,
S3021008112019281,
S3021010112005968), one MO of flood money for Rs.4,000 (S3021008112004461) and another
MO for Rs.2,000 (S3161108112008070) were generated by BISP and shown as delivered, which
she did not receive.
At the net café he was told to immediately contact BISP Office for lodging a complaint against
the postman.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
The complainant visited BISP Divisional Office Bannu on 17th October 2011 and rechecked
his wife payment details. The Assistant Complaints confirmed that 4 MOs of Rs.3,000 each
(B3021005112011622, S3021007112004467, S3021008112019281, S3021010112005968),
one MO of flood money for Rs.4,000 (S3021008112004461) and another MO for Rs.2,000
(S3161108112008070) were generated by BISP and shown as delivered.
The complainant told the Assistant Complaints at BISP Divisional Office Bannur that his wife
has not received any of the above mentioned MOs. The Assistant Complaint guided him to
lodge a complaint against the postman by submitting the photocopy of his wife CNIC, along
with an application. Mir Ahmad lodged the complaint on the same day for the recovery of 6
MOs amounting to Rs. 18,000.
The Assistant Complaints registered the complaint in a register and prepared its separate file
on the same day. As CMS was not functional at that time therefore everything was done
manually.
Divisional Director BISP Bannu vide letter No.736-38 dated 18th October 2011, forwarded
the complaint to DSPS Bannu Division and also its copy was forwarded to DG BISP KPK
Peshawar and Field Supervisor BISP Lakki Marwat for information.
On receiving the complaint, DSPS Bannu vide letter No.G-3/BISP dated 31st October 2011,
marked the complaint to ASPS Lakki Marwat, for conducting an enquiry into the said
allegation. The enquiry proceeding is still awaited (till August 2012). Mo reminders were
issued and no activity took place in this regard. According to the BISP Divisional Office
Bannu, the complainant did not visit again to follow up his case.
b) Client’s Version
The complainant Mir Ahmad visited BISP Divisional Office Bannu and filed his complaint
against the non-payment of six MOs for Rs.18,000 in October 2011. His complaint was
received; payment status was checked and he was advised by an official that Pakistan Post
would deliver the generated amount at home as BISP forwarded the complaint to DSPS
Bannu.
BISP Divisional Office, Bannu is 80 kms away from complainant’s village which costs him
Rs.460 per visit and Tajori Post Office is at a distance of 25 kms which costs him Rs.140 per
visit.
Mir Ahmad immediately on the second day of his complaint visited Post Office Tajori and
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received Rs. 2,000. He visited around three times in one month and failed to receive any other
amount, but during his fourth visit to Post Office Tajori, he received another Rs.12,000 by
bribing the post master Tajori Post Office with a bottle of honey. In short the complainant had
received Rs. 14,000 out of Rs.20, 000 which were the delivered amount as of 8th February
2012.
Thus the complainant is still deprived of Rs. 6,000 (out of Rs. 18,000 +Rs. 2,000) and the
enquiry is not yet completed though more than nine months have passed. Due to this the
complainant is dissatisfied with BISP Complaint Redressal System.
Formal enquiry to resolve the case has not been conducted nor has the DSPS further pursued
the case as they said that there are security threats in the area and once the threats decrease
then an enquiry shall be arranged at complainant home.

5. What we learnt?
BISP Divisional Office Bannu forwarded the complaint immediately on the second day of its
receipt to DSPS Bannu who marked it to ASPS Lakki Marwat on 31st October 2011 for enquiry.
More than nine months have been passed but the enquiry could not be held due to security
situation. Neither BISP Divisional Office Bannu nor DSPS Bannu Division has sent any reminder
for expediting the enquiry.
The complainant being an illiterate villager could not follow the complaint properly except paying
regular visits to Tajori Post Office. Both BISP and Pakistan Post appear to have weak complaint
monitoring mechanism.
Though there has been no formal enquiry but by informal means, the complainant has received
Rs.14,000 out of Rs.20, 000 till now, even this happened due to offer of a bottle of honey to the
Post Master Tajori Post Office. The beneficiary is still visiting post office Tajori for the remaining
Rs. 6,000 of Tehsil Bibi.

6. Recommendations





The fixed time frame for an enquiry of payment complaint needs to be followed by BISP as
well as Pakistan Post to restore complainants’ trust.
In order to eliminate the monopoly of the payment agency (Pakistan Post), other modes of
payment may be introduced in all areas.
Gap of communication between BISP and Pakistan Post should be eliminated.
In order to ensure free and transparent enquiries, joint enquiry committee should be
established. If joint enquiry or enquiry at the house of the complaint is not possible due to
certain reason as for instance security, then enquiry shall be conducted at post office or BISP
office, but at least all stakeholders should be present.
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P-Q2-KPK-06
Non-payment of two MOs of Rs.2,000 each
Balqees Bibi
Fazal Rehman
Wandah Samandi P/O Shahab Khel, Tehsil & Dist. Lakki
Marwat
1120162132822
1811274
15th October 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Balqees Bibi w/o Fazal Rehman, 37, is a resident of Wandah Samandi P/O Shahab Khel, Tehsil &
Dist.; Lakki Marwat. She is an illiterate housewife. Her family comprises of nine persons, six
sons, a daughter and the couple who live in a 5 Marlas katcha house. The house has one katcha
room in which the whole family live, a make shift kitchen and covered corner for open defecation.
Drinking water is scarce and people purchase water for their day to day usages from a water
tanker owner. A single tank of water costs Rs.400. No drainage system existed in the mohalla.
The children are attending the Government school of the village.
The family has no agricultural land and her husband has a small general shop in the same village
and earns approximately Rs. 2,000 per month. The family’s basic needs can hardly be met as his
small shop is the sole source of income for the entire family.
Samandhi village is in a remote and backward area, located about 54 kms away from Lakki
Marwat city which is linked by a black top but narrow road to village Shahab Khel. There is no
link road between Shahab Khel and complainant’s village Samandhi as a distance of about 4 kms
across desert area has to be covered to reach Samandhi. The village consists of around 400 houses
and its total population is about 3,000 persons. The village was at the border with Punjab
therefore most of the villagers do farming or daily labour in Punjab. There are separate primary
schools for boys and girls and also a high school for boys. Basic Health Unit is located in village
Shahab Khel. The village has no drainage system, and the streets were narrow and katcha.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary Balqees Bibi was not included in BISP for cash transfers under Parliamentarian
phase. She was declared eligible under the Phase 2 of the cash transfer scheme. Her PSC form
was filled at her door step in 2009 and she was given an acknowledgment slip.
The family considered BISP as a cash grant for poor families. While she was unaware about the
criteria for being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant but like many other of her locality, she
considers BISP as a cash grant for poor and needy people therefore she considered herself as a
genuine beneficiary.
The amount received so far has been used for purchasing food items, and in future it will be used
for the same purpose.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The beneficiary came to know that she had been declared as eligible household when she received
three MOs (S3021103112023893, S3021103112023894, and S3021103112023895) of Rs. 2,000
each at her door step in April/May 2011.
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When she did not receive any other MO till October 2011 her brother-in-law Muhammad Hashim
visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat to inquire why she is not being paid. The Assistant
Complaints checked her payment details and told her brother-in-law that till October 2011 the
websites shows that 5 MOs of Rs. 2,000 each have been delivered to her. Her brother-in-law told
him that she had received only 3 MOs of Rs 2,000 each and did not receive the other two MOs
(S3021103112023892 and S3161108112020134) which were shown by the website as delivered.
The Assistant Complaints guided the complainant to lodge a complaint against the non-payment
of two MOs to recover the embezzled amount from the postman.
The family was unaware regarding complaint redressal mechanism but the beneficiary’s brother
in law got this information from BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat. The complainant preferred to
lodge a complaint with the DSPS Bannu Office for the recovery of two MOs of Rs.2,000 each.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers Version
The Complainant visited DSPS Bannu Division Office, and submitted a written application on
28th October 2011 (along with a copy of beneficiary’s CNIC) against the non-payment of two
MOs amounting to Rs. 4,000 by the post man. The Complaint was entered in the complaints
register and its file was prepared on 2nd November 2011.
DSPS Bannu Division vide letter no. G-3/BISP dated 2nd November 2011, marked the
complaint to ASPS Lakki Marwat for conducting an enquiry into the said allegation. No
enquiry report was submitted to DSPS Bannu Division and the enquiry was pending till 17th
August 2012. The complainant never visited again for follow up his case nor any reminder
was sent by DSPS Bannu to conduct enquiry.
b) Client’s Version
Complainant Mr. Muhammad Hashim brother in law of the beneficiary filed his complaint at
DSPS Office Bannu Division in October 2011, against the embezzlement of two MOs
amounting to Rs. 4,000 by the postman.
Three months were given to the complainant for the resolution of his complaint by the official
at the time of filing his complaint. BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat is at a distance of 54
kms, and Rs .140 was incurred on his single visit. DSPS Office Bannu is 70 kms away and the
complainant visited using public transport and incurred Rs.240 per visit. He did not visit
Pakistan Post again to follow up his complaint, because the concerned postman arrived at the
premises of the beneficiary just some days after lodging the complaint, and delivered the
disputed amount of Rs. 4,000 to the beneficiary. So as far as the complainant is concerned the
matter stands resolved.
It was pointed out that Muhammad Nawaz Postman is a Government Primary School Teacher
at Shahab Khel. He is deducting Rs. 200 per MO regularly from the beneficiaries for which
she did not file any complaint.

5. What we Learnt?
In October 2011, the complaint was filed at DSPS Office Bannu Division who marked the same
for immediate enquiry to ASPS Lakki Marwat but the enquiry was not conducted till August 2012
and no report was submitted to DSPS. The complainant was satisfied with the behaviour of DSPS
Office Bannu staff, which dealt and guided him well – though he did not know that the amount
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was recovered despite any action by DSPS Office.
No monitoring mechanism seems to exist at Pakistan Post because the instant complaint has not
been enquired for about ten months but DSPS Office Bannu did not remind or ask the enquiry
officer for this delay.
A lack of coordination exists between BISP and Pakistan Post, as the instant complaint was filed
with Pakistan Post and marked for enquiry, but BISP Office remained uninformed about the entire
process.
Despite any enquiry by Pakistan Post, a few days after filing the complaint, the postman
Muhammad Nawaz came to beneficiary’s house and paid the disputed amount of Rs.4,000. The
complainant being satisfied did not pursue DSPS Office for conducting an enquiry.

6. Recommendations





Pakistan Post should communicate about complaints received at their offices, and, at least
share the enquiry report with the concerned BISP Office.
In order to avoid delays, the enquiry officer should be given a fixed time frame for conducting
an enquiry.
Communication between BISP and Pakistan Post should be improved.
In order to ensure free and transparent enquiries, joint enquiries committees should be
established.
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P-Q2-KPK-07
Non-payment of one MO for Rs 2,000
Rasheeda Bibi,
Allah Nawaz
Village Himmat Shorkot, Tehsil & Dist. D.I.Khan
1210115301954
7110329
15th October 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Rasheeda Bibi w/o Allah Nawaz, 32, is a resident of village Himmat Shor Kot Tehsil & District
D.I Khan. She is an illiterate housewife. The family composes of seven persons, three sons and
two daughters and the couple. Her house is on four marlas with a single katcha room for dwelling
purpose, a bath room but no kitchen. They use water from a hand pump in their courtyard. Her
children are attending the Government school which is located in her village.
Allah Nawaz is a daily wager and earns approximately Rs.200 per day. The family has no
agricultural land and no other regular source of income.
Village Himmat is at a distance of 8 kms from D.I Khan City. Her house located in the middle of
the village having access to main road through a street but the street is narrow though paved
properly. Most of the villagers are farmers and daily wagers. Separate middle school for boys and
girls are available in the village.
Rasheeda Bibi was the only beneficiary in this household.

2. Relationship with BISP
Rasheeda Bibi was a BISP beneficiary for cash grant under Parliamentarian Phase and received
all installments amounting to Rs. 33,000. Her survey was done by SRSP in 2010 at her village
Himmat Shorkot. The survey team had approached her at her door step and issued the
acknowledgement slip for future reference. She was then shifted from Parliamentarian Phase 1 to
PSC Phase 2 in August 2011 when her first MO was generated.
The beneficiary considered BISP as an NGO that is distributing money among the poor families.
She did not know the criteria for being an eligible beneficiary but like many other women in her
locality, she considers the cash grant as a help for poor and needy people and only poor could be
declared as eligible.
The amount received so far has been used for children education and daily food stuff, and in
future it will be used for the same purpose as well. She said that “without BISP help my kids
would not be able to continue their education”,

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
She received the first MO under Phase 2 in September 2011. When the second MO was delayed
and other women in her neighbourhood received their MOs, she herself visited a net cafe and
checked her payment details on 20th December 2011, where she found that one MO has been
generated on 28th October 2011 but has not been delivered.
The beneficiary’s complaint was against the non-payment of one MO No.S3061112121010689
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amounting Rs. 2,000 which was generated on 28th October 2011, but was not delivered by the
Postman.
The beneficiary did not know the complaint redressal mechanism of BISP but when she visited a
net café, she was told that her complaint could be redressed at BISP Office therefore she visited
BISP Divisional Office D.I Khan and lodged a complaint for non-payment of one MO.

4. Processing of the Case
a) Providers’ Version
The beneficiary lodged her complaint at BISP Divisional Office D.I.Khan on 26 th December
2011, against the non-payment of one MO no S3061112121010689 of Rs.2,000 against the
postman. Assistant Complaints entered the complaint into a complaint register on the same
date.
Divisional Director BISP D.I.Khan forwarded the complaint on 26th December 2011 to DSPS
D.I.Khan Division for enquiry. On receiving the complaint, DSPS D.I.Khan marked the
complaint on 30th December 2011 to the ASPS for conducting enquiry into the said allegation.
The enquiry was held at Post Office Himmat Shor Kot on 10th January 2012 under the
supervision of ASPS and the complainant was also present in the proceedings. Enquiry
Officer submitted his report along with the attached duly signed written statement of the
beneficiary in the office of DSPS D.I.Khan on 19th January 2012, and recommended the
closure of enquiry as the enquiry officer found the complaint as baseless.
The enquiry report says that the beneficiary said therein that her complaint was not against the
Postman for the said MO, as it was received in September 2011, but she has lodged the
complaint for Rs. 10,000 which was never received by the post office from BISP for delivery
to the said beneficiary. In the complaint the Rs. 2,000 was a clerical mistake made at the time
of lodging the complaint. She withdrew her complaint and requested for closure of the
enquiry against the postman. Furthermore, the postman Saleem also submitted a duly signed
statement on a plain paper and stated therein that her MO was generated in August 2011 and
paid to her in September 2011.
Thus the issue stands resolved. The entire enquiry process was completed in two weeks.
b) Client’s Version
The beneficiary Rasheeda Bibi herself visited and submitted her application along with a copy
of her CNIC at BISP Divisional Office D.I.Khan, against the embezzlement of one instalment
amounting Rs. 2,000. An official received her complaint and told her that the complaint
would be forwarded to Pakistan Post and her issue would be resolved soon.
After lodging the complaint, one day some Pakistan Post officials came to her house and
threatened the beneficiary by telling her that she is a female, that’s why she is spared
otherwise she would have been behind the bars. She did not recognize them nor knew their
names or official ranks. Before leaving the place, they told her that she should not repeat the
same mistake in future; otherwise she might face dire consequences.
Beneficiary was called for enquiry at village Post Office Himmat Shor Kot, and a written
statement was handed over by the inquiry team to the beneficiary for putting her thumb
impression on it. When the beneficiary asked them about what was written on the paper, the
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team told her that it is written that “we shall soon solve your problem and you are giving your
consent for this”. So the beneficiary did as was directed. She spent Rs.60 per visit to BISP
Office.
However, after some days (in January 2011) the concerned postman came and delivered the
disputed amount of Rs.2, 000 to the beneficiary at her door step. The beneficiary was totally
dissatisfied with the village postman as he was in the habit of withholding MOs of the
beneficiaries.

5. What we Learnt?
The complaint copy of the beneficiary which she had submitted in BISP Divisional Office DI
Khan, states that she wants her MO which was generated in October 2011 while the enquiry
report says that she had asked for Rs. 10,000 which the post office never received. The MO which
is mentioned in the complaint is not an MO rather Rs. 10,000 which was a clerical mistake at the
time of lodging the complaint.
The statement of the complainant which the enquiry team has attached with the enquiry report
was fraudulently taken from the beneficiary as she was verbally told that the statement says that
““we shall soon solve your problem and you are giving your consent for this” while her thumb
impression was taken on a different statement saying that “she wanted to lodge complaint for Rs.
10,000 therefore the complaint is based on a misunderstanding for such an amount was never
generated and so she wants to withdraw the complaint”.
So the formal complaint was held about non-payment of Rs. 10,000 (which were never generated
in her name by BISP) instead of non-payment of MO for Rs.2,000 generated in October 2011.
Pakistan Post did not send the enquiry report to BISP office after disposal of the complaint, and
the case is pending in BISP files so far, while the complaint has been disposed of two months ago.
In early January 2012 the postman came and delivered the MO that was the subject of her
complaint.
The important point that was not considered is that an MO generated on 28th October 2011 would
normally be delivered in end December or early January – and it was actually delivered in early
January. So this entire exercise (of filing a complaint, preparing false statement, threatening the
beneficiary) could most probably been avoided, in case the enquiry team had looked at her
Payment Detail.

6. Recommendations





In order to eliminate the monopoly of the payment agency (Pakistan Post), other modes of
payment should also be introduced.
Gap of communication between BISP and Pakistan Post should be eliminated.
In order to ensure free and transparent enquiries, joint enquiries committees should be
established.
Before starting an enquiry it would be useful if the enquiry team looks at the Payment Detail
and, where required, simply advise the complainant/beneficiary that she will receive her cash
transfer during the normal delivery period.
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P-Q2-KPK-08
Non-payment of 5 MOs amounting to Rs 16,000
Hajra Bibi,
Muhammad Ramzan
Village Thathal, Tehsil Phar Pur Distt; D.I.Khan
1210396240672
7166118 phase 2
15th October 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Hajra Bibi widow of Muhammad Ramzan, 62, is a resident of village Thathal Tehsil Pahar Pur
District D.I.Khan. She is unable to work due to her old age.
Her family consists of eleven persons (two sons, two daughters-in-law, two daughters, one
granddaughter, three grandsons and she herself but the survey team had just mentioned 6 of
them). The family has a thirty marla house, having two pakka rooms and two katcha rooms, with
a kitchen and bath room within the house. The family has their own water hand pump at their
court yard. There was no proper drainage system in the mohalla where she lives. Her
grandchildren attend the Government school located in her village.
Beneficiary’s husband died two years ago and she lives with her sons on whom she is dependent.
The family has their own 2 ½ hectare agricultural land and beneficiary’s sons are cultivating the
land. It is the sole source of income for the family. The land has water channel from Chashma
Right Bank Canal (CRBC) therefore the land is quite fertile. Crops of sugarcane and vegetable are
cultivated.
Village Thathal is 2 kms from the main Road. Most of the houses in the village are katcha. The
streets are katcha and narrow. River Indus is about 2 kms from the village, and due to availability
of pasture on the river bank, some villagers keep herds of cattle. Most villagers are involved in
agriculture as farmers and daily wagers. There are separate primary schools for girls and boys in
the village but no health facilities.

2. Relationship with BISP
She was a beneficiary under the parliamentarian phase. Surveyors approached at her door step in
end 2011. Her PSC form was filled by an enumerator and acknowledgement slip was issued. She
had a valid CNIC at times of survey which was recorded in her PSC form. She was not declared
as eligible beneficiary under phase 2 as her PMT was 28.99 and so her payment was blocked after
the survey.
Her son got BISP cash grant form from the Nazim of the village which resulted in her inclusion in
BISP for cash grant under parliamentarian phase.
The family considered BISP as an NGO that was distributing the amount among the vulnerable
families. While she was unaware about the criteria for being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant
but like many others of her locality, she considered BISP as a cash grant for poor and needy
people. The only criterion known to her was that her family was a poor one and the cash grant
was for such families.
The amount received in phase one was used for purchasing a sewing machine and daily food stuff
and other basic needs of the family.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The beneficiary knew her eligibility in Phase I when first MO of Rs.9,000 was delivered to her on
19th August 2009. She received her second MO of Rs.3,000 on 23rd November 2009. Then almost
a year passed and she did not receive any further amount. Her son visited a net café in November
2010 as he knew that BISP payment details could be checked from there. When he checked his
mother’s payment detail he came to know that 4 MOs (B3061001121003291,
B3061004121000836, B3061006121004126, B3061007121001880) of Rs.3,000 each, and one
MO (B3061008121005527) of Rs.4,000 as flood money have been generated and shown as
delivered but were not received by his mother.
The family was unaware of complaint redressal mechanism at post office therefore was guided by
net café operator. As guided by the net café operator, Iqbal went to Divisional Superintendent
Postal Services DI Khan office and lodged complaint for the nonpayment of 5 MOs for Rs
16,000.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
The complainant submitted his application along with a copy of beneficiary’s CNIC at
Divisional Superintendent Postal Services Office, D.I.Khan Division on 2 nd November 2010,
against the non-payment of five MOs for Rs.16,000.
The Complaint was entered in the complaint register and a file was prepared on 4th November
2010. Divisional Superintendent Postal Services D.I.Khan vide letter no. G-1/27 dated 10th
November 2010, marked the complaint to Assistant Superintendent Pakistan Post for
conducting enquiry into the said allegation.
The enquiry proceedings took place at Post Office Mandhrah Kalan on 7th January 2011; both
the parties participated in the enquiry proceedings. Enquiry Officer submitted his enquiry
report along with the enclosed statements of the beneficiary and Post man duly signed to
Divisional Superintendent Postal Services D.I.Khan Division on 11th January 2011.
The beneficiary stated therein that her son Muhammad Iqbal received all the disputed MOs
amounting Rs.16,000 and she was unaware about its receipt, as her husband died during that
period due to which she was depressed and wrongly lodged the complaint. The statement of
post man was similar to that of the beneficiary.
The enquiry report says that Mandhra Kalan Post Office maintained two registers for keeping
BISP MOs record, but one of the two was not available and it was misplaced, due to which
the record of the undelivered MOs was not found. It was mentioned further that if it is found,
then it could be checked. The enquiry was closed as it was mentioned in the report that the
beneficiary withdrew her complaint and no fault was noticed on the part of the official.
b) Client version
Muhammad Iqbal beneficiary’s son went to DSPS Office D.I.Khan Division, and lodged a
formal complaint against embezzlement of Rs.16, 000. His complaint was kept in a file, and
told him that his issue would be resolved within a month.
According to the complainant neither any enquiry proceedings took place nor were they
called for any hearing and their complaint was still pending. The complainant pointed out that
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Rs. 12,000 was received before lodging of the complaint and Rs. 8,000 were received after
lodging of the complaint. In short, the complainant received Rs. 20,000 instead of Rs. 35,000
the amount generated and shown as delivered. The complainant visited the DSPS Office,
D.I.Khan twice. This is at a distance of 24 kms and costs him Rs.110 per visit. The issue of
the beneficiary was still pending and she is waiting for Rs. 15,000 which she has not received,
due to which she is not satisfied with Pakistan Post.

5. What we learnt?
There is a contradiction between the enquiry reports and what the complainant told us. The
complainant is still waiting for an enquiry to be conducted while the attached enquiry report says
that the beneficiary attended the enquiry, submitted her statement and withdrew the complaint.
The written statement of the beneficiary along the enquiry report says that she was not aware that
her son Mohammad Iqbal had received the payment and so she mistakenly lodged the complaint
but it is important to note that it was the same Mohammad Iqbal who lodged the complaint for his
mother.
No action was taken by the Enquiry Officer although the postman has accepted that he delivered
the money order to someone other than the payee named on the money order.
There is a lack of coordination between BISP and Pakistan Post, as this complaint was filed with
Pakistan Post, enquiry was conducted, and the case was disposed of, but BISP Office was not
informed at any stage of the process.

6. Recommendations




Pakistan Post should communicate with BISP regarding complaints filed directly with
Pakistan Post and at least the enquiry report should be submitted to BISP.
Holding of Joint Enquiries (one member from Pakistan Post and another from BISP) provide
better opportunity to the beneficiary and she can confidently attend and fight her case in such
an enquiry.
Pakistan Post and BISP staff should test-check some closed cases to ensure that the
complainant has herself provided the statement; and, that the statement has not been provided
under any pressure.
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P-Q2-KPK-09
Non-payment of one MO of Rs 2,000
Sakhela Jan
Musharraf Shah
Miangan Colony, UC Null Miangan colony Babri Mill
Kohat,Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
2160291524300
5348621
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Sakhela Jan, wife of Musharraf Shah is 52 years old and lives in village Miangan Colony, UC
Null Miangan Babri Mill, Kohat, and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa. She is mother of three sons and two
daughters. She has not received any formal education. The family became IDPs from Orakzai
agency when government started military operation against militants in 2009. She lives in a house
rented for Rs 3,000 per month, which is situated on a two kanal plot, shared by two other
households as well. The house has 4 semi-pucca rooms and she dwells in one of the four rooms.
The house has a covered corner used as latrine and bathroom while a make shift kitchen exists in
the courtyard, which are shared by all members living in the house.
Musharraf Shah is an unskilled labourer who works on daily wages in the nearby market in
Kohat. His monthly income does not exceed Rs.3,000 as most of the time he remain ill due to
which he cannot continue his work. His sons, who work as labourers, also contribute to the
household income, but are not able to make both ends meet. The village is located in the outskirts
of Kohat city near Tanda Dam, a rural area surrounded by agricultural land.

2. Relationship with BISP
Sakhela Jan was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the program. During the
PSC survey a team visited her house and filled the PSC form for her and gave her an
acknowledgement slip. The beneficiary possesses a valid CNIC which was entered in the form.
The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the workings of the BISP cash grant
scheme and considered it as Benazir Bhutto’s Zakat money that the Pakistan People’s Party was
distributing among the poor households.
The cash grant which the beneficiary had received was spent on food items and other household
essentials. In the future, the family plans to spend the money on improving the condition of their
livelihood.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
She received an intimation letter from BISP and received her first MO on 29 th September 2011
which was generated in August 2011. After that she did not receive another MO for a long time.
One day her son asked her whether someone came to deliver any amount from Pakistan Post or
not, as the postman recently distributed MOs among the beneficiaries of their village. She told her
son that she did not receive any MO other than the first one that she received in September 2011.
Then her elder son visited a local net café, in December 2011, in Kohat city and checked her
status online and discovered that the second instalment was generated on 28th October 2011
though its delivery status was still ‘blank’ i.e. not marked as delivered or undelivered. The
postman told the complainant that his mother’s MO has been sent back to GPO which he did not
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believe as he had seen the Payment Detail. The beneficiary did not know about BISP’s complaint
redressal mechanism and was helped by BISP officials in filling their complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ version
The complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office Kohat on 19th December 2011 and lodged the
complaint with the Assistant Complaints for the recovery of one MO (S3091112143022169)
of Rs 2,000 which she thought was with the postman. The Assistant Complaints entered the
complaint in the official register manually as CMS was not functional. On the same date, the
Assistant Director BISP Kohat forwarded the complaint along with a covering letter to the
Divisional Director BISP Kohat as well as to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services
Kohat to initiate an enquiry.
A Joint Enquiry was held, with representatives of Pakistan Post and Assistant Director Adil
Husain BISP Tehsil Office Kohat, at post office of the area. The enquiry was attended by the
postman. The conclusion of this Enquiry was that the MO was not delivered in time nor was it
reported back as undelivered for reconciliation. In the enquiry the Postman told the officials
that he did not find beneficiary’s house and therefore the delay happened and he couldn’t
deliver the money order. The beneficiary’s son Alimat Shah was asked to recover the amount
from the post man on 20th January 2012, which he did receive and reported back to BISP
office that he has received the pending MO from Postman.
An inquiry report was not sent to the DSPS or BISP divisional office and no action was taken
against the postman though it was proved that he had not delivered the MO is time and had
delivered it only after persuasion by the enquiry team. There was no record of the enquiry
meeting held by the two partner agencies (Pakistan Post & BISP) in this connection.
b) Client’s Version
The beneficiary’s son Mr Alimat Shah went to BISP Tehsil Office Kohat along with a copy of
his mother’s CNIC and wrote an application that (as informed by the postman) her MO has
been sent back to the GPO, which may please be re-delivered.
BISP took the application and told the complainant that proper action will be taken and they
will be informed of the progress. He went with his brother to BISP Tehsil Office Kohat by
local transport which cost them Rs.60 per person per visit. They had to visit the office about
three times within a span of 30 days during which the case was resolved.
Alimat shah was asked to recover the amount from the Postman on 20 th January 2012. He
received the amount and informed BISP office on the same day of receipt. The complainant
was quiet satisfied with the work and behaviour of the BISP tehsil staff.

5. What We Learnt?
After receiving the complaint, BISP officials forwarded the case to Pakistan Post within the next
two to three days for inquiry. An inquiry was conducted speedily but no formal meetings were
held, and no official letter was dispatched from either side regarding the outcome of the inquiry
and resolution of the case. All communication was carried out verbally over the phone or by
personal meetings with the postman. BISP officials did not try to obtain the information about the
proceedings of the inquiry in black and white and everything was done on verbal basis.
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In view of the fact that the first MO was delivered by the Postman at beneficiary’s doorstep, it is
difficult to understand why the enquiry team accepted his statement that he could not find her
house for delivering the second money order. Two months after generation the MO was still in
custody of the postman and he finally delivered it after about three months. During this period the
delivery status remained blank i.e. neither delivered nor un-delivered.
It appears that the postman might have got annoyed with the beneficiary because she lodged a
complaint and he was forced to pay her misappropriated money order. In retaliation he did not
deliver two consecutive MOs generated in March and June 2012 till August 2012 probably to
deter other beneficiaries from filing a complaint.

6. Recommendations





Pakistan Post should pursue enquiries even beyond complainant’s or postman’s statement, at
least in some cases (such as this case where it was obvious that the postman had kept the
money order much longer as compared to the standard delivery period), in order to deter
misappropriation.
The informal redressal of complaints provides an immediate fix to the individual complainant
but does not promote improved governance within Pakistan Post. BISP and Pakistan Post
should record everything in writing and no case should be dealt informally.
It should be ensured that in line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2
Enrolment and Payment Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money
order should be delivered within the prescribed delivery period and the record submitted for
reconciliation and to update the Payment Detail.
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Widow of:
Address
CNIC Number
PSC form number
Date Study Completed

Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
P-Q2-KPK-10

P-Q2-KPK-10
Non-payment of one MO of Rs 2,000
Maveez Bibi
Shah Asghar Khan
Shahpur, Speena Bangla, Post Office: Kohat city, Shahpur
Kohat, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
2160421167212
30284914
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Maveez Bibi, widow of Shah Asghar Khan is 72 years old and lives in Shahpur, Speena Bangla,
Kohat city, Kohat, KPK. She has one daughter and two sons. Her house is situated on a 1 kanal
plot and consists of two pucca rooms; a makeshift covered area for latrine and a covered area for
a kitchen with an unpaved courtyard, surrounded by boundary wall. Her husband who was a
farmer died few years ago, therefore now she is completely dependent on her sons who work on
daily wages in Kohat market. One of them sells vegetables on a cart while the other is a labourer.
The village of Shahpur is located near Tanda Dam in a rural setting surrounded by agricultural
lands and is some 10-15 kms away from Kohat. The beneficiary’s home is situated around 5 kms
from the nearest main road. The streets of the village are unpaved and lack any form of systematic
drainage system.

2. Relationship with BISP
Maveez Bibi was not a beneficiary during Parliamentarian Phase. During the PSC survey in 2010
a team visited her village, filled the PSC form and issued an acknowledgement slip. She
possessed a valid CNIC. Subsequently, she received an intimation letter from BISP that she has
been declared as potential beneficiary.
The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of the BISP cash grant scheme.
She first heard of the ‘Benazir fund’ from her neighbours. The complainant did not know with the
existence of complaint redressal mechanism and learnt this from BISP officials when he went to
the BISP Tehsil Office Kohat who guided them about lodging the complaint. The cash transfer
that the beneficiary had received was spent on food items and other household essentials. In the
future, the family plans to spend the cash transfer on improving the condition of their home.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Maveez Bibi, widow of Shah Asghar Khan received an intimation letter, and then started
receiving her grant from 5th October 2011 when she received her first MO of Rs 2,000 which was
generated on 12th August 2011. She kept on waiting for the second MO but when after a lapse of
two months she did not receive any subsequent MO, her son went to BISP Tehsil Office Kohat on
20th December 2011, and checked his mother payments details. He learnt that another MO
(S3091112143022684) of Rs.2,000 has been generated on 28th October 2011 but was not yet
delivered to his mother and was probably lying with the postman. The Assistant Complaints
guided him about lodging a compliant to receive the pending MO from the postman.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ version
On 20th December 2011 her son went to the BISP Tehsil Office Kohat and, as guided by the
Assistant Complaints, lodged a complaint for delivery of the pending MO of Rs.2,000
generated on 28th October 2011. The complaint was registered manually as currently cases
for payment cannot be recorded through CMS. The complaint was forwarded to Divisional
Superintendent Postal Services on 29th December 2011 who further marked to Assistant
Superintendent Postal Services for conducting an enquiry.
Though a formal enquiry was not held as the payment status was blank (i.e. not marked as
delivered or undelivered) therefore it could not be decided that the postman had
misappropriated the amount. The postman earlier wrongly told the Assistant Director BISP
Tehsil Office Kohat that he did not receive the amount from GPO. Later he made an excuse
that the MO was misplaced but now he has found it and shall deliver it to the complainant.
The postman was compelled by officials to release the pending MO on 26th January 2012 and
the complaint was resolved.
b) Client’s version
The Assistant Complaints BISP Tehsil office Kohat registered the complaint and it was
forwarded to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services on 29th December 2011 for
inquiry. The DSPS, Kohat Division then sent the complaint to the Assistant Superintendent
Pakistan Post for further process.
A formal enquiry was not held, it was all done through telephone and the postman was
recommended that the MO number S3091112143022684 should be handed over to the
beneficiary. The money was delivered on 26th January 2012 from the post office and the case
was resolved.
The complainant visited the BISP Tehsil Office twice by public transport and paid Rs.70 per
person per visit. It took almost three to four weeks in completing the case but in the end
Maveez Bibi was very satisfied with the result of her complaint and behaviour of the staff.
She said “Zamoong da yaw wakht we aw da bal pata na lagi da cherta na ba raaroo.dase
wakht hum raghale de che sallor sallor rawaze hu qawe sara doodai khuwarale da. Loye
Allah de da toolo izzat sate” (when we have one time meal, we have to think what we will do
for the next meal. We have faced such times when we had only green tea with roti for days.
May Allah bless everyone?)

5. What We Learnt?
The normal delivery time of a BISP money order is between week 5 and 8. Before advising a
beneficiary to file a complaint and forwarding it for enquiry, it would be better if BISP staff check
the Payment Detail and advise the beneficiary to wait for some time till the normal delivery
period has passed.
An inquiry was conducted speedily but all communication was carried out verbally over the
phone or by personal meetings with the postman. Both BISP Divisional Office Kohat and the
DSPS Kohat Office were completely unaware about any progress of the inquiry.
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On 28th March 2012 and 30th June 2012 two MOs (Number 4 and 5) of Rs.3,000 each were
generated which have not been delivered till 18th August 2012. Of these she should have received
the 1st MO but it had not been delivered to her.
It was observed that she has been registered vide two PSC forms, in one form (30284914) she is a
potential beneficiary under which she is receiving her payments while according to the other form
(30284759) she is only in the family roster. Interestingly this duplication is not marked. It could
be because of the reason that those potential beneficiaries who are in other household roster only
and not potential beneficiaries so then their status may not be blocked. If the hypothesis made is
incorrect, and once the discrepancy of Robina (whose CNIC not inserted yet) removed, which is
the only potential beneficiary in the other household (30284759), would then the duplication
happen, then which of the potential beneficiary shall be discarded? Second hypotheses; let
suppose if Maveez was declared potential beneficiary in two forms as potential beneficiary along
with other potential beneficiaries in each form then which form shall be discarded to remove the
duplication of Maveez?

6. Recommendations





The informal redressal of complaints provides an immediate fix to the individual complainant
but does not promote improved governance within Pakistan Post. BISP and Pakistan Post
should record everything in writing and no case should be dealt informally.
It should be ensured that in line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2
Enrolment and Payment Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money
order should be delivered within the prescribed delivery period and the record submitted for
reconciliation and to update the Payment Detail.
A gap in communication was noticed between BISP and Pakistan Post therefore regular
meetings should be scheduled at official level.
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Case study Number
Nature of Case
Complainant/ Beneficiary
Wife of:

P-Q2-KPK-11
Non-Payment of one MO of Rs.2,000
Nasrin Bibi
Arab Gull

Address
CNIC Number
PSC form number
Date Study Completed

Zara Mella, Jarma, Kohat, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
2160459284602
5171639
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Nasrin Bibi, wife of Arab Gull is 27 years old and lives in village Zara Mella, Jarma, Kohat,
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, with her one son and three daughters. She has not received any formal
education (though she has read books of upto primary class), and remains busy in her household
activities. Her house is situated on a 20 marla plot and consists of four katcha rooms; a make shift
bathroom and a kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall
which is made of mud. Her husband is a daily wager and works as an unskilled labourer. His
monthly income is about Rs. 5,500 which is the only source of income for the family.
The village of Zara Mella is located on the outskirts of Kohat city near Kohat University and is
surrounded by agricultural land. The beneficiary’s home is situated around 1 km from the nearest
main road. The streets of the village are unpaved and lack any form of systematic drainage
system. The primary economic activity in the village is agriculture. Schools for girls and boys are
situated in the village

2. Relationship with BISP
Nasrin Bibi was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the program. During the
PSC survey a team of SRSP visited her mohallah, filled her form and gave her an
acknowledgement slip. The beneficiary possessed a valid CNIC at the time of survey.
The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of the BISP cash grant scheme.
She 1st heard of the ‘Benazir fund’ from her neighbours. The family believes that it is Benazir
Bhutto’s Zakat money that the Pakistan People’s Party is distributing among the poor people of
the country. The cash grants the beneficiary would receive will be spent on food items and other
household essentials.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
She received an intimation letter from BISP in December 2011. Later, her husband, curious to
know the outcome, visited a local net café in the end of January 2012 and checked her status
online and discovered that she had been declared as potential beneficiary as well her payment of
Rs 2,000 was generated on 26th December 2011.
Nasrin Bibi and the complainant (her husband) were unfamiliar with the BISP complaint redressal
mechanism at the outset. They learnt about the mechanism from BISP officials who made a
surprise visit to their village in February 2012. The BISP officials heard their grievance and then
guided them in filling a complaint form, which they took back to their office for filing.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
During spot check of Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Kohat it was discovered that
according to the Payment Detail which the beneficiary’s husband had obtained from a net
café, the complainant should have received Rs.2,000 which she had not received from the
postman. The Assistant Complaints assumed that Rs.2, 000 was probably embezzled by the
postman and he directed the beneficiary’s husband to file a complaint against the postman
which was filed on the spot.
The complainant officially lodged the complaint on 5th February 2012 in BISP Tehsil Office
Kohat. It was registered manually as payment cases cannot be registered under CMS for the
time being (as told by the BISP Staff). The complaint was forwarded to Divisional
Superintendent Postal Services Kohat on the same day, who further forwarded this to the
Assistant Superintendent Postal Services on 8th February 2012 for further process.
ASPS Kohat and Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office had a joint meeting with the
complainant and the postman on 15th March 2012 where they came to know that an undue
delay in payment delivery has been done by the postman. A formal enquiry was not
conducted as the postman had not shown the amount as delivered. He was warned by the
committee and instructed that he needs to deliver the MOs in time to beneficiaries. The
postman said that his workload is huge and therefore at times the payments are delayed,
however, he assured the delivery of the money order to the complainant. He delivered the
amount on 26th March 2012.
b) Client’s version
The Assistant Complaints registered the complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Kohat for the
pending MO which was generated in December 2011. The complainant visited the Tehsil
office more than 4 times using public transport and spending Rs.80/person /visit. Moreover on
their day of visit to BISP Tehsil Office they had to abandon their daily wage work due to
which their cost multiplied many fold.
An inquiry was held, with representatives of the Post Office including the postman and the
complainant under the supervision of the ASPS and AD Adil Husain BISP Kohat tehsil, at
post office Kohat. It was decided that the pending amount shall be delivered by the postman
at his earliest. The recommendation was implemented and the postman delivered the MO on
26th March 2012.
The beneficiary claims to have received in June 2012 her second MO of Rs.3,000 which was
generated in March 2012 but the delivery status not updated in the Payment Detail till 18 th
August 2012. A third MO of Rs.3,000 has been generated but has not been delivered till 18 th
August 2012.

5. What We Learnt?
The practice of making random spot checks adopted by the staff of the BISP Tehsil Office Kohat
has helped restore the trust of the beneficiaries and the community at large in BISP cash transfer
scheme.
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A majority of the beneficiaries in rural areas are uneducated and are unaware of BISP’s
mechanism for redressing complaints. BISP has, in this case, tried to solve the grievance of the
complainants as early as possible.
The normal delivery time of a BISP money order is between week 5 and 8. Before advising a
beneficiary to file a complaint and forwarding it for enquiry, it would be better if BISP staff check
the Payment Detail and advise the beneficiary to wait for some time till the normal delivery
period has passed.
An informal inquiry was conducted but its report was not submitted to the Divisional
Superintendent Postal Services Kohat Division. Most of the inquiries are done verbally and not
recorded formally This is the reason why most of the complainants are clueless about the progress
of their cases.

6. Recommendations






The informal redressal of complaints provides an immediate fix to the individual complainant
but does not promote improved governance within Pakistan Post. BISP and Pakistan Post
should record everything in writing and no case should be dealt informally.
It should be ensured that in line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2
Enrolment and Payment Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money
order should be delivered within the prescribed delivery period and the record submitted for
reconciliation and to update the Payment Detail.
Like grievance cases CMS should be made functional for payment cases as well to speed the
process.
Public campaign should be launched on FM and TV to raise awareness among the uneducated
beneficiaries.
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Case study Number
Nature of Case
Complainant/ Beneficiary
Wife of:
Address
CNIC Number
PSC form number
Date Study Finalized

Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
P-Q2-KPK-12

P-Q2-KPK-12
Non-payment of one MO of Rs 2,000
Sultana Bibi
Luqman
Tent dweller, slum area, near Mardan bridge on the bank of
Kabul River Nowshera
3330396014868
30303841
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Sultana Bibi wife of Luqman is living in a tent with her 7 children in a slum area near Mardan
Bridge on the bank of Kabul River Nowshera. She is an uneducated gypsy who belonged to Gojra
Punjab but migrated to Nowshera. These gypsies have different life style they prefer to be
uneducated but as now the times are changing they want someone to start make shift schools for
their children in the same vicinity. They live on alms, while some of them go and dance in private
functions but mainly they live on begging. Her husband said that he is jobless but try to sell
plastic sheets to earn and live with some self-respect.
There was only one hand pump for about 80 households. There was no latrine in any house and
normal practice for waste disposal was open defecation. There was no facility of clean water
source near the slum area. They are all living in make shift houses and they said that this is how
they have been living over the centuries.

2. Relationship with BISP
Sultana Bibi was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of cash grant scheme. She had
no knowledge about the BISP program. She was visited by the BISP survey team at the end of
2010 and acknowledgement slip was given to her. She received the intimation letter in July 2011
declaring them as an eligible household as a result of the survey.
She was not aware of the BISP complaint registration procedures and was not informed of the
selection criteria of being an eligible beneficiary but considered it a program for poor people. She
utilized the cash grant in buying warm clothes for herself and her children.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
She received an intimation letter from BISP somewhere in July 2011 and kept on waiting till
December 2011 at home for the grant but when in December 2011 she heard that some
beneficiaries in the neighbourhood started receiving their cash grant, she sent her husband to
BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera. Upon visiting BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera on 29th December
2011, the Assistant Complaints checked his wife Payment Detail and told him that three MOs of
Rs.2,000 each (MO S3121108172013139 dated 12th August, S3121112172014809 dated 28th
October and S3121202172015131 dated 26th December 2012) have been generated till 26th
December 2011. The first MO was shown as “undelivered” while the status of the next two is
“blank”. The Assistant Complaints guided him to lodge a complaint for the delivery of these three
MOs.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
Sultana’s complaint was received by Mr Farrukh Sear Assistant Complainant on 29th
December 2011. Her complaint was recorded in the register , entered in excel sheet and kept
in the file for record and was forwarded to Divisional Superintendent Postal Service
Divisional Office Peshawar through letter and by email along with the copy of her CNIC.
The Assistant Superintendent Postal Services Nowshera conducted the enquiry on 23 rd
January 2012 in the premises of post office Nowshera, in presence of Assistant Director BISP
Tehsil Office Nowshera and the complainant.
In the enquiry proceedings the postman told that the beneficiary was not available at her tent
where she lives therefore MO could not be delivered to her and sent back to BISP. She was
requested to stay in her tent and the post man should come and deliver the amount.
The first two MOs could not be delivered and were shown as “Undelivered” on her Payment
Detail while the third MO that was generated only two/three days before filing the complaint
was delivered to her within the due delivery period.
b) Client’s Version
In December 2011, she along with her husband filed a complaint at the BISP Tehsil office
Nowshera for re-delivery of an MO which was returned as undelivered in November 2011
and delivery of two MOs that had been generated till end December 2011.
On her complaint an inquiry was conducted by the officials of the BISP Tehsil office and
Pakistan Post on 23rd January 2012, Her case was investigated and it was found that payment
of Rs.2,000 was generated and was undelivered due to her un-availability on the given
address therefore her MO was returned by the postman, the result was shared with Sultana
Bibi and she was satisfied with the result but is still waiting for her payments as far as the first
two MOs are concerned which are shown undelivered by BISP website, though she has
received the MO of Rs 2,000 which was generated in December 2011.
BISP Tehsil office is nearby approximately 1 km which cost her nothing as they went by foot
but GPO is a bit away for that they have to rent a Qingchi which charged her Rs.80 per trip
one way.

5. What we learnt?
The staff was very cooperative and polite towards the people. Everything was handled manually.
It is a simple case where the beneficiary was out of town as she is a gypsy and travel a lot. The
beneficiary was not present at the time when the postman was delivering the money orders. He
did not re-visit or leave a message for her to collect the MO.

6. Recommendations



BISP CMS should be modified so that it can cater to recording and processing of Payment
Complaints.
List of beneficiary should be displayed in the BISP offices and Pakistan post offices for their
information.
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BISP needs to circulate policy guidelines over undelivered money order cases as BISP Tehsil
Office staff does not have any information about what guidance to provide to the
beneficiaries/ complainants.
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Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
P-Q2-KPK-13

P-Q2-KPK-13
Non-payment of one MO for Rs.2,000
Najma Bibi
Manzoor
Nowshera Cantt, Nowshera Mandi, Post office : Nowshera
Cantt, (Chak 91 Gullshudi ,Po Khass tehsil Gojra. As on
CNIC)
3330109207544
30303808
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Najma Bibi wife of Manzoor, 46, is mother of 6 boys and 3 girls. She is an illiterate woman. She
lives in the slum areas of District Nowshera at the bank of River Kabul. She lives in a tent in that
area which is located near Mardan Bridge Nowshera but her permanent address is of District
Faisalabad Punjab. Her husband is jobless and depends on begging to feed their kids. She had no
access to the basic necessities of life like clean drinking water, latrine, and health or education
facilities. The nearest post office is only 1 km away from her place. There is a bank at some
distance with an ATM but she has no knowledge about using it.

2. Relationship with BISP
Najma Bibi was not a beneficiary during Parliamentarian Phase. She was visited by the BISP
survey team in early 2011, and an acknowledgement slip was given to her. At the times of survey
she possessed a valid CNIC. As a result of the survey she was declared as a potential beneficiary.
She had no idea about what BISP is but considered it as a help for the poor. She was not aware
about the selection criteria that who could be a beneficiary. She was very happy with the financial
support as she was never empowered earlier and had never received Rs.1,000 at one time.
She learnt about BISP complaint registration procedures from some people of her community.
She is getting cash grant since 2011 which help her in buying shoes, clothes and food etc.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Najma received the intimation letter from BISP in December 2011. She took it to the nearby shop
(net café) where the shop keeper (net café owner) informed her that she has been declared as
potential beneficiary. He told her that three MOs (S3121108172013142, S3121112172014804 and
S3121202172015135) have been generated and the first one was already shown as delivered
which she had not received. The net café owner asked her to visit BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera to
lodge a complaint for the MO which has probably been embezzled by the postman. She
approached BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera on the same day.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
Najma’s complaint was received by Mr Farrukh Assistant Complainants on 29 th December
2011. Her complaint was recorded in the register, entered in excel sheet and kept in a file for
record and was forwarded to the Divisional Superintendent Postal Services through letter on
the same day. The DSPS marked the complaint to Assistant Superintendent Postal Services.
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Her complaint was for the recovery of one MO S3121108172013142 of Rs.2,000 which was
shown as delivered on 22nd September 2011 but was not actually received by her. She also
stated in her complaint that two other MOs have been generated but have still not been
delivered by the postman which should be delivered to her.
A joint enquiry was conducted on 23rd January 2012 in the presence of ASPS and Assistant
Director BISP Nowshera, at GPO Nowshera, where the beneficiary was also present.
In the enquiry proceedings the post office produced the documented proof of MO receipts
which showed that the MO was paid on 22nd September 2011. The beneficiary accepted and
recognized her thumb on the acknowledgment receipts. She accepted before the committee
that she had mistakenly lodged the complaint as she thought that people are getting larger
amounts than her. Later on the two pending MOs were also delivered to her.
b) Client’s Version
After lodging the complaint at BISP Tehsil Office, the post man came and handed over the
embezzled MO of Rs. 2,000, though took a token fee of Rs.100. The postman also asked her
that if someone asks her regarding this MO, then she should tell that she had received this
MO in September 2011 other wise her payment shall be stopped and she may face dire
consequences. When the enquiry team called her to appear before the committee, she told
exactly as was briefed by the postman, and, gave a written statement before the enquiry team
that she had mistakenly lodged the complaint due to a misunderstanding.
They visited BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera for about 3-4 times, sometimes on foot and
sometimes by rickshaw. Rickshaw cost her Rs.50 per visit.

5. What we Learnt?
Although Najma gave a statement before the Enquiry Committee that she had received the
amount and the complaint was filed due to a misunderstanding but actually the postman delivered
the amount after he found that she has filed a complaint and the enquiry was about to be held.
He also advised them to give a favourable statement and threatened that further payments will be
stopped and there will be dire consequences if they speak otherwise.
She was extremely happy with the BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera for helping her in recovering the
amount.

6. Recommendations






List of beneficiary should be displayed in the BISP offices and Pakistan post offices for the
information.
To develop a proper feedback and communication system between the BISP and partner
organizations monthly meeting shall be organized.
Holding of Joint Enquiries (one member from Pakistan Post and another from BISP) provide
better opportunity to the beneficiary and she can confidently attend and fight her case in such
an enquiry.
Pakistan Post and BISP staff should test-check some closed cases to ensure that the
complainant has herself provided the statement; and, that the statement has not been provided
under any pressure.
BISP CMS should be modified so that it can cater to recording and processing of Payment
Complaints.
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Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
P-Q2-KPK-14

P-Q2-KPK-14
Replacement of BDC PIN code (not readable)
Amna Bibi
Sona Khan
Gamal Khurd, PO Bacha Abad, Tehsil and District DIK
12101-7296928-4
30432397
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Amna Bibi (Amna Mai in CNIC) wife of Sona Khan is a 44 year old woman. She is a resident of
Gamal Khurd, Bacha Abad, Tehsil and District D.I.Khan. She is an illiterate woman having 9
children (7 male, 2 female). Her house is located in the outskirts of village Gamal Khurd in a
cluster of less than a dozen houses. She lives in a 30 Marla katcha house. There are five katcha
rooms, a kitchen and a bath. There is no proper drainage system. Dug well inside the house is the
only source of drinking water. Electricity is available.
Her two sons Muhammad Irfan and Muhammad Ali are missing in BISP roaster, as the survey
team missed their names in her PSC form while someone named Savera is listed in her BISP
roaster which she was unable to recognize.
Amna Bibi’s husband Sona Khan is a farmer who is working on his own land of 120 Marlas. This
is the only source of income of the family. Her elder sons also help their father in the field.
Sugarcane fields are surrounding the houses. Road to this cluster of houses is also narrow and
katcha. During rainy season it is hard to go even to the main Gamal Khurd village. There are no
basic facilities like school and hospital.

2. Relationship with BISP
Amna Bibi was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase. Eighteen months ago, in end
2010, BISP survey team visited Amna Bibi house and filled PSC form at her door step.
Information to the survey team was given by her elder son. She received Acknowledgment Slip
after filling of the Poverty Score Card form.
Amna Bibi does not know much about BISP and consider it as a scheme to help poor people. The
complainant said that the monthly amount which is being given through this scheme is not
sufficient enough that one can plan for its utilization but they do utilize it on household
expenditure.
According to complainant, he received two instalments via Pakistan post, first some 4 months ago
(April 2012) of Rs.1,800, and the second one 2 months ago (June 2012) of Rs.3,000. The payment
detail on BISP website shows that her first three MOs of Rs.2,000 each were generated in August,
October and December 2011 respectively. The above mentioned three MOs are shown delivered
to her while the fourth MO of Rs.3,000 which was generated on 28th March 2012 has been shown
as delivered on 25th June 2012 but she denies having received this. Being unaware of her payment
detail she has not lodged any complaint for this misappropriation.
According to complainant two installments has been received, but his son standing beside him
during interview disagreed with him at this very point. He communicated with his wife through
his younger son but his wife (Amna Bibi) was not sure about the total number of installments. The
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fact is that Amna Bibi was not receiving her installments herself. One instalment was received by
her husband and the remaining by her son. Important to note is that they have not registered any
complaint about the misappropriation due to fact that they were unaware about their total payment
which BISP has generated. The complainant was not aware of the fact that one instalment via
Pakistan post is of Rs.2,000. He was getting Rs.1800 and it was not an issue to him. When he was
asked during interview about the amount of one instalment, he replied Rs.1,800.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
After the survey was completed, she asked a local volunteer Lateef to check her eligibility status.
He checked her status in D.I.K city on internet and informed her that she is an eligible
beneficiary.
“Two months ago (June/July 2012) I got BDC from BDC Center located at BISP Divisional
Office and then after some days I visited Habib Bank Limited to collect my instalment but the
bank staff told me that there is some problem in the PIN code number” said the Complainant.
Her husband visited HBL DIKhan but was unable to withdraw the amount as the PIN code was
not readable on the PIN code slip. The HBL Bank staff directed him to visit BISP Tehsil Office
DIK to solve this problem. Then the complainant along with the beneficiary Amna Bibi visited
BISP Tehsil Office DIKhan located in Divisional Office DIKhan to lodge a complaint regarding
issue of new PIN Code as advised by the bank staff.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers version
BISP Counter at BDC Center DIK does not attend to BDC complaints and therefore BISP
Counter at BDC Center DIK referred the complainant to the HBL Counter located in the same
BDC Center DIK.
Bank Representative at BDC Center DIKhan registered the complaint in an excel sheet and
sent it to HBL Head Quarter in a decoded excel sheet form. Records of complaints receiving
and forwarding are not being maintained by Bank Counter at BDC Center DIK. Even the data
the bank representative enter in the excel sheet are not visible as the excel sheet is decoded
and once data has been entered then the sheet cannot be changed. The HBL headquarter can
encode such data. No action has yet been taken by the Bank Head Quarter on such kind of
cases because (as told by bank counter) HBL has the policy that once complaints regarding
BDC reaches up to 25% of the total BDC issued in a particular district only then the Bank
representative would be given access to Bank Database to solve the issues of this nature.
b) Client’s version
The complainant Sona Khan and Amna Bibi visited BDC Center located in BISP Divisional
Office D.I Khan on 24th August 2012 to lodge complaint for replacing PIN code, as the PIN
code was not readable on the pin code slip. They travelled in Rickshaw which cost them
Rs.300 one side.
BISP staff at BDC Center DIK directed them to Bank staff inside the BDC Center DIK. The
Bank staff asked for CNIC and registered their complaint on an excel sheet.
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“The bank staff told us to wait, and when the issue will be resolved you will be contacted. But
up till now we have not been contacted. After lodging the complaint I have never visited the
BDC Center DIK again” said the complainant.
The complainant did not follow his complaint and did not obtain another PIN code till mid
October 2012. The beneficiary has not withdrawn even the first cash transfer to her account
made in June 2012.
The complainant is not satisfied with the BDC complaint mechanism because the problem is
still pending despite the passage of many months.

5. What We Learnt?
When the interviewer introduced himself and the purpose of visit, the complainant denied having
made any complaint. Then the interviewer felt that he has some problem with the word
“complaint” therefore again the complainant was asked if he has filed an “application” for your
BDC issue resolution. Upon hearing the word “application” he accepted that yes he visited BDC
Center DIK and filed an “application” for a fresh PIN code, which shows that poor and illiterate
become frightened with the word complaint.
The beneficiary received the BDC envelope given to her by the Bank along with the BDC but the
PIN Code was erased from the paper and was unreadable. Actually the PIN code is an impression
of carbon paper which is easily erased even if rubbed slightly with fingers.
No action has yet been taken by the Bank Head Quarter on such kind of cases because (as told by
bank counter) HBL has the policy that once complaints regarding BDC reaches up to 25% of the
total BDC issued in a particular district only then the Bank representative would be given access
to Bank Database to solve the issues of this nature.
As her complaint has not been addressed, till mid October 2012 she has been unable to withdraw
the amount transferred to her bank account in June 2012.

6. Recommendations







Proper mobilization is needed regarding the program and its policies because the complainant
was not even aware of the amount of one instalment through Pakistan Post.
The current complaint is that of PIN code lost. In fact nothing has been lost by the beneficiary
as whatever was given to her has been kept safe. It is impossible for uneducated beneficiaries
to remember PIN codes, therefore it is recommended to the Bank Partner to provide codes on
such slips which cannot be easily erased.
According to the bank representative at the BDC Center it will start taking action on BDC
complaints only when the complaints reached up to 25% of the total BDC issued in a
particular district. In case this is true, HBL should revise this policy for smooth and quick
complaint resolution.
BISP Office should have some involvement in registering BDC Complaints. At least they
would be able to pursue the case on behalf of the beneficiaries with the banks.
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Nature of Case
Complainant/ Beneficiary
Wife of:

P-Q2-KPK-15
Replacement of BDC (exchanged with someone at ATM)
Ihsan Bibi
Niamat Ullah

Address

Gul Ahmad Town Union Council Kuray Tank Road DIK

CNIC Number
PSC form number
Date Study Completed

21704-0830662-6
30271056
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Ihsan Bibi wife of Niamat Ullah is a 33 years old woman living in Gul Ahmad Town, Union
Council Kuray Tank Road, DI Khan. She is an illiterate house wife, and mother of 5 children (3
male 2 female). Her husband who is the only earning head of the family left for Dubai in June
2012. She lives with her in-laws in a 20 Marla pucca house, which has a kitchen, a bathroom and
6 rooms in which only one room is occupied by her & her children while the others are occupied
by other households. In the middle of the house a water hand pump is installed from where they
take water for household usage. Electricity is available but there is no drainage system in the
whole Township.
Gul Ahmad Town is a newly developing Township in which very few plots have been constructed
and occupied by people. The township has no drainage system and no proper electrification.
There is no public or private school in the Township and the students of the Township use to go to
village Kuray Government Primary School. There is no health facility whether public or private
in the Township and people use to go to DI Khan City which is at a 15 minute drive for treatment
of any kind of illness.

2. Relationship with BISP
Ihsan Bibi was not a beneficiary under parliamentarian phase. Her PSC form was filled at her
door step in end 2010 by SRSP. The survey team was assisted by her father-in-law and due to
cultural restrains she was not interviewed by the survey team. She received an Acknowledgement
Slip after getting her form filled. She learnt that she is BISP beneficiary when her father-in-law
checked her eligibility status through internet in DI Khan City. Ihsan Bibi was previously
receiving her cash grant instalments from Pakistan Post. She received 4 instalments (payment
details show all 4 instalments as undelivered).
When she was asked about BISP, she replied “I don’t know”. She is utilizing the money in
household needs and her children’s schooling.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Initially she was receiving money regularly through Pakistan Post but when her payment mode
changed, the problem emerged. She obtained her BDC in June or July 2012 (she did not recall the
exact date). She and her father-in-law visited Bank branch three days after collection of BDC
from BDC Center at BISP Divisional Office as guided by the bank representative at the BDC
Center. When they checked their payment in their account through the BDC they found that there
was no money. The staff inside the bank told her that there is some problem in their BDC as yet
their payment has not been transferred to their account. The bank staff gave her a form to get it
filled by Bank Representative at BDC Center and come back.
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On 29 august 2012 she visited BDC Center DIK along with her father in law. The BISP Staff at
BDC Center DIK referred her to Bank Counter inside the BDC Center who told her that her BDC
(bearing number 6006 4814 2879 4005) has been exchanged with some other beneficiary. She
therefore lodged a complaint for BDC lost.

4. Processing of the Case
a) Providers version
Ihsan Bibi visited BDC Center DIK for lodging complaint that she lost (exchanged with some
other beneficiary) her BDC. Almost all complainants first approach BISP Counter. The BISP
Counter filters the type of complaints and proceeds accordingly. As it was BDC lost issue, the
BISP staff at BISP Counter in BDC Center DIK forwarded the complainant to the Bank
Counter. The Bank Representative (HBL) took her complaint, registered in a decoded excel
sheet but no Acknowledgment Slip is given to the beneficiary. The exact date of her visit is
not known as the BDC Staff has no record of the dates of complaints. The Bank
Representative said that this complaint has been filed very recently, may be a week or two
ago, as the complaint was at the very bottom of the excel sheet containing complaints.
The Bank Representative at BDC Center DIK forwarded complaints regarding BDC to the
Habib Bank Limited Head Quarter Karachi. As informed by the bank representative, HBL has
the policy not to take any action on BDC Complaints until the number of complaints reaches
up to a threshold level i.e. 25% of the total number of BDCs issued in a particular district,
only then the representative would be able to address the complaints directly. Ihsan Bibi never
visited again for follow-up.
The bank representative did not follow the complaint at HQ nor did the HQ update the status
till the date of our visit (13th September 2012).
b) Client’s version
Ihsan Bibi visited the HBL, after collecting BDC, for withdrawal of money. She checked the
money through a person, who was roaming in the bank and was helping other women get
their cash transfers from the ATM. After checking her payment the person told her that there
is no money in her account and returned the BDC to her. Then she entered the Bank. The
Bank Staff told her that there is some problem in her BDC. She was given a form to get it
filled from BISP Office DIK and submit it back in the same bank so that the issue can be
resolved.
She and her father-in-law then visited the BDC Center DIK on 29 August 2012 which cost
them Rs.60 per visit. She showed the form to the BISP Staff. BISP Staff at BDC Center told
her that there is no need to fill this form. BISP staff further directed her to the Bank Counter
at BDC Center DIK where she filed her complaint.
The Bank Staff at BDC Center DIK asked for a copy of CNIC and registered her complaint in
an Excel Sheet. She has been told to wait; she will get a new BDC as her BDC is exchanged
with another woman. She never followed her complaint. Ihsan Bibi is not satisfied with the
complaint mechanism as she did not receive her new BDC and so could not withdraw her
amount.
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5. What We Learnt?
The beneficiary is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer
so she handed over her BDC and PIN to someone at the bank for withdrawing her cash transfer
from the ATM.
She thought that she was unable to withdraw money from her account on the presumption that the
amount has not been transferred to her account and was returned a different card unintentionally.
Actually as shown by her Payment Detail, the money was withdrawn on 20th July, the day she
visited the bank but it was misappropriated by the person who acted as he was helping her
withdraw the amount from the ATM and told the beneficiary that there is no money in her
account and then gave someone else’s BDC.
The main issue that Rs.3,000 were fraudulently withdrawn from her account through a BDC has
neither been complained by her nor investigated by the bank. The problem in this case arose
because beneficiary had to ask someone outside an ATM to withdraw her money.
She is not satisfied with BDC or BDC Complaints Process because (i) she could not use the BDC
and had to depend upon someone to withdraw money from the ATM; (ii) her money has been
fraudulently withdrawn from her account; (iii) she has not received a new BDC for the last three
months.

6. Recommendations







Beneficiaries should be guided properly about the usage of BDC and the importance of PIN
Code.
It appears that HBL is not resolving complaints regarding BDCs. According to the bank
representative at the BDC Center it will start taking action on BDC complaints only when the
complaints reached up to 25% of the total BDC issued in a particular district. In case this is
true, HBL should revise this policy for smooth and quick complaint resolution.
In this case, the issue was withdrawal of Rs.3,000 from her account through her BDC but the
complaint filed was about replacement of BDC/ PIN. BISP staff should help the beneficiary
by reviewing her Payment Detail and advising the complainant to file the correct grounds of
complaint.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
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G-Q2-KPK-16
Replacement of Lost BDC
Zakia Bibi
Syed Najm ul Hassan Shah
Mohalla Bamu Shah DIKhan City
12101-5622506-4
28525698
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Zakia Bibi widow of Najm Ul Hassan Shah is a 40 year old widow living in Mohalla Bamu Shah
main DIK city. She is an illiterate house wife and has two children; a daughter and a son. Her
daughter and son got married after the death of their father. Her son is in Pakistan Army and
occasionally come home. She has to look after her daughter-in-law and two grandsons.
She lives in a two Marla house which was the property of her late husband. There is only one
room in the house, a kitchen and a bathroom. She used to sleep in the kitchen when her son comes
home as they have only one room in their house.
Sanitation system is available and is connected to the main sanitation line in the street. Her house
is located in the densely populated Mohalla Bamu Shah. The streets of Mohalla are very narrow.
The children of this Mohalla go to a nearby government primary school for study. Zakia Bibi and
her family members go to CMH for treatment when required.

2. Relationship with BISP
Zakia Bibi was not declared as eligible beneficiary in the first phase of BISP. SRSP conducted
survey in district DIKhan in 2010. The survey team visited her house but she was not available at
home. She visited SRSP office later on and asked them to register her family in the survey form.
Her form was filled at SRSP office DIKhan. Zakia Bibi visited SRSP Office to get her registered
in the survey. Might be due to the non-availability of blank PSC form, SRSP Office DIK listed
Zakia Bibi on a form (28525698) already filled. The form was filled for Malookan Bibi of village
Pota Union Council Chehkan. Zakia Bibi did not receive acknowledgment slip for this entry as it
was already been issued to Malookan Bibi. This is why she is available in the roster of Malookan
wife of Umer Hayat resident of village Pota Union Council Chehkan whom Zakia did not
recognize.
She considers BISP as “Benazir scheme”. She intends to utilize the cash grant in utility bills. She
consider herself beneficiary because she is a widow and very poor. Her daughter in law visited
BISP Tehsil Office DIKhan located in BISP Divisional Office DIKhan. BISP Tehsil Office staff
told her that Zakia Bibi was eligible with discrepancy. She updated her CNIC through CMS. After
acceptance of her data she applied for BDC. She received BDC from BDC Center DI Khan
which was located in BISP Divisional Office DI Khan.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
After receiving her BDC she visited Habib Bank Limited branch located near Jan Hotel DIKhan
in the later half of Ramzan (2nd - 3rd week of August 2012). A girl at the bank helped her in
withdrawal of money. She collected Rs.3,000 and came back home. In the meanwhile she lost her
BDC envelope but she did not remember whether she lost that at the bank or on the way home.
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On 23rd or 24th August 2012 she visited BDC Center which is located in BISP Divisional Office
premises. She submitted her CNIC copy while making complaint for BDC lost. She received no
acknowledgment slip for her complaint. She visited BDC Center through rickshaw which cost her
Rs.50.

4. Processing of the Case
a) Providers’ Version
Zakia Bibi filed a complaint regarding BDC lost. She came to Habib Bank Limited counter
inside BDC Center DIK. Beneficiaries usually visit BISP counter for every kind of query.
BISP then refer the cases to appropriate counter. Complaint for Zakia Bibi has been registered
in an excel sheet and sent to Head Quarter of Habib Bank Limited at Karachi. They entered
the data in a decoded excel sheet which decode all data automatically. The date of complaint
as well as that of forwarding to bank HQ was not known to the Habib Bank Limited staff at
BDC Center DIK because they are not maintaining the record of dates.
Habib Bank Limited head quarter is currently not issuing replacement BDCs. We were
informed by the bank representative that presently HBL has the policy to wait until
complaints reaches up to a level of 25 % of the total BDC issued in a particular district, only
then the Bank representative would be given access to Bank Database to solve the issues of
this nature.
b) Client’s Version
Zakia Bibi received her first instalment Rs.3,000 through Habib Bank Limited DIK near Jan
Hotel DIK but she lost her BDC somewhere, whether in the bank or on the way back. When
she reached and checked her belongings at home, the BDC envelope was not with her. She
thought that she was not given back her BDC at bank counter from where she received the
payment. She instantly visited the bank again and asked the same girl. The bank girl said she
is not responsible for this loss as she had handed over the BDC. She further advised her to go
to BISP Office and make a complaint.
Three days after the Eid ul Fitar (23 or 24 August 2012) she visited BDC Center DIKhan and
filed a complaint to block her BDC and get a new one. BISP staff at BDC Center referred her
to the bank counter. The bank representative registered her complaint and no
acknowledgement slip was given to her in return. The bank representative told her that her
complaint has been forwarded to higher authorities.
Zakia Bibi visited BDC Center through rickshaw which cost her Rs.50. she did not follow her
complaint and she has not been contacted by the bank. She is not satisfied with the BDC
complaint mechanism but she is satisfied with the behaviour of the BDC Center DIK staff.

5. What We Learnt?
The beneficiary is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer
so she handed over her BDC and PIN to a bank representative for withdrawing her cash transfer.
Zakia Bibi lost her BDC while coming to home from bank after receiving her first cash transfer of
Rs.3,000 by using her BDC at an ATM. She thinks that probably the woman employee at the
HBL DIK branch did not return her BDC but she is not sure about this. She lost her BDC along
with the PIN code – actually the BDC envelope. She filed complaint to block the BDC but the
Habib Bank Limited representative has no facility to block the lost BDC immediately.
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HBL representative forwarded the lost BDC complaint to their head quarter but he said that it will
not be blocked / reissued until Habib Bank Limited changes its policy.
Presently BISP staff does not have any role in BDC related complaints and they simply forward
the complainant to the bank counter at BDC Center.

6. Recommendations





Habib Bank Limited should immediately start blocking the lost BDC. HBL should give
authority/access to its representative at a BDC Center so that he can block the lost BDC
immediately.
It appears that HBL is not resolving complaints regarding BDCs. According to the bank
representative at the BDC Center it will start taking action on BDC complaints only when the
complaints reached up to 25% of the total BDC issued in a particular district. In case this is
true, HBL should revise this policy for smooth and quick complaint resolution.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
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P-Q2-KPK-17
Account not Found
Gulshada Bibi
Umer Daraz khan
Salema Kalay Sikandar Khel Parhez Kalay Sorani PO
Hassan Khel Tehsil and district Bannu
11101-1397456-0
29014633
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Gulshada Bibi wife of Umer Daraz Khan is a 29 years old woman living in village Salema
Sikandar Khel Parhez Kalay Sorani PO Hassan Khel Tehsil and district Bannu. She is an illiterate
woman who has six children (3 male 3 female). Her husband sells vegetable on a cart in the
village Salema Kalay. She contributes to the family income by sewing clothes for the neighbours.
She is a patient of Back Bone (TB) Tuberculosis.
She is living in a house of 10 Marla with three katcha rooms. Three more families also live in this
house (husband’s parent and his two married brothers) therefore only one room is occupied by her
family. A corner of the house is used as kitchen. Bathroom is katcha and is shared by all four
families living in the same premises.
Her house is located in the Center of village Salema Sikandar Khel. The streets and most of the
houses in the village are katcha. Like the house of Gulshada Bibi, other houses in the village are
also provided with electricity. Sanitation System of the village is in bad condition. There are no
outlets for sewerage of the village and accumulate around the houses in the form of small ponds.
There is no health practitioner in the village and people usually go to Bannu Bazaar even for
treatment of minor diseases. A Government Primary School is located in the village where
Gulshada Bibi sends her elder children.

2. Relationship with BISP
Gulshada Bibi was not a beneficiary during Parliamentarian Phase. BISP survey was conducted in
District Bannu at the end of 2010. The survey team visited her house and filled her (PSC) Form
for her and she received an acknowledgment. She and her husband were present at the time of
filling her form. Later she received a letter from BISP which declared her as an eligible
beneficiary with discrepancy. Soon after receiving this letter they got the discrepancy removed
and her payment were generated from October 2011.
She visited BDC Center Bannu which was located in BISP Divisional Office Township Bannu on
9 or 10 August (she was not sure). She went through the process and received her BDC.
Gulshada Bibi is a poor TB patient. She considers BISP as Benazir scheme and intends to utilize
the cash grant money for her treatment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Few days after receiving her BDC, she visited Zahoor PCO (franchise) in her village Salema. The
villagers often ask Mr. Zahoor to check their BDC status in Bannu city as he understand more
than the local people and usually move in-between city and village. She gave her BDC to check it.
He informed Gulshada Bibi that “card is not working and the digits are wrong”. He told her to file
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complaint at BDC Center Bannu Township. She along with her husband visited BDC Center
Bannu Township and filed a complaint at Tameer Bank Counter.

4. Processing of the Case
a) Providers’ Version
Gulshada Bibi wife of Umer Daraz Khan visited BDC Center Bannu Township and filed a
complaint that her BDC showed “Account Not found” when they checked at a local franchise
shop. BISP Representative referred the complainant to Tameer Bank Representative at BDC
Center Bannu Township. Bank Representative collected her CNIC photocopy, recorded the
information on CNIC, BDC number and her mobile number in an excel sheet.
The Bank Representative regularly shares this Excel Sheet with Tameer Bank Islamabad
Office. Date wise record is not being maintained by Tameer Bank representatives and he has
no idea as to when the complaint has been lodged and when it is sent to the higher office.
Like all other complaints, no response regarding this complaint has yet been channelled back
to this office. BDC Center Tameer Bank Representative has no idea whether this particular
complaint has been followed or not at their project office Islamabad. He can’t provide any
update to the beneficiary but he is sure that the replacement BDC has not arrived till now.
b) Client’s Version
Gulshada Bibi received her BDC on 20th Ramzan (8 or 9 August 2012). After few days she
asked Zahoor, a local PCO (franchise) owner to check her BDC for payment withdrawal. He
told Gulshada Bibi that there is some problem with the card and maybe the digits (of PIN) are
wrong. On 18th August 2012 she and her husband visited BDC Center Bannu Township by
using Qingchi which cost them Rs.120. she visited BISP Counter and they referred her to
Tameer Bank Counter of the BDC Center. The Bank Representative asked her to submit her
CNIC photocopy. Information was entered in computer and he told Gulshada Bibi to keep on
waiting as her complainant has been forwarded. No Acknowledgement Slip was given for this
complaint.
She never visited again to follow-up her complaint. Her problem is not solved and she is not
satisfied with the BDC Complaint Mechanism.

5. What We Learnt?
In the instant case the provider and client versions are in harmony with each other. She obtained
her BDC from BDC Center Bannu Township. One week later she checked her BDC for
withdrawal of money but there was a problem in the BDC which she did not exactly know. Mr
Zahoor told her that the “BDC number” is wrong. She visited BDC Center Bannu Township on
18 August 2012 and filed a complaint. The Tameer Bank Representative at BDC Center Bannu
Township registered her complaint in the category of “account not found”.
Interesting to note that Gulshada Bibi has CNIC number as 11101-1397456-0 but BDC Bank
Representative entered in the excel sheet as 11101-8382916-6 which will further delay complaint
resolution once it is being considered for resolution. Tameer Bank Representative said that they
have sent 172 complaints till 28th August 2012 but they received no reply as probably no action
has been taken.
The Tameer Bank Counter in BDC Center Bannu Township is not strictly adhering to the set
procedure and protocol. BDCs have been issued to beneficiaries but accounts are not found. This
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created severe concerns among the beneficiaries. Tameer Bank face this problem not only in the
instant case but many other beneficiaries also have the same complaint.
The Bank Representative was unable to provide the date of lodging of complaint and the date of
forwarding to higher authority. He informed that the problem had occurred probably because such
cards were not entered in the Tameer Bank HQ data base before sending it to the BDC Center,
which caused “account not found”.
It was observed that though the problem is due to the bank but beneficiaries expressed
dissatisfaction with BISP which is justified because BISP is the main stakeholder. People don’t
know bank, Pakistan post or telecom companies and think that if something is good it is due of
BISP and if something is wrong then that too is due of BISP.
It is important to note that while she went to a franchise to get her money and the response was
“account not found” because Rs.3,000 had already been withdrawn from a 1-Link ATM on 10th
August 2012 even before she got the BDC (according to her) on 9th or 10th August. She or the
bank representative did not know about this as Payment Details were not available on BISP
website before October 2012. Due to this reason the main cause of complaint i.e. misuse of her
BDC to withdraw cash even before it was issued to her was neither complained against nor was
investigated.

6. Recommendations









In this case, the issue was withdrawal of Rs.3,000 from her account through her BDC but (as
her Payment Details were not available on the website at that time) the complaint filed was
about replacement of BDC/ PIN. BISP staff should help the beneficiary by reviewing her
Payment Detail and advising the complainant to file the correct grounds of complaint.
It was observed in the instant case that the delay was due to the Partner Bank. Tameer Bank
should start addressing the complaint immediately so that BISP does not get a bad name.
Tameer bank should establish a direct link with the beneficiaries via a Complaint Cell and toll
free number so that any complaint could be communicated on time and get resolved. The
beneficiaries are visiting again and again for follow-up of their complaints which causes
financial burden. It would be better if they know the status of their complaints on a phone
call.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
The concerned BISP staff should coordinate with bank staff appointed at BISP offices to
observe the nature of the complaints and how the bank staff is handling them, so that they
have some idea about the nature of complaints and processing time. They can at least inform
their higher ups in case the bank is not addressing the complaints in time.
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P-Q2-KPK-18
BDC lost and request for blocking
Hawdara Bibi
Sher Dad Khan
Ayub Khan, Adhami, PO Jhando Khel, Tehsil and District
Bannu
11101-7589340-4
29043853
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Hawdara Bibi wife of Sher Dad Khan is a 57 years old woman living in Ayub Khan Adhami, PO
Jhando Khel, Tehsil and District Bannu. She is an illiterate woman with 8 children (6 males 2
females). She is suffering from arthritis (joints diseases).
She is living in a joint family with two of her husband’s brothers and their families. She lives in a
60 Marla katcha house in which she occupies 20 Marla. There are 5 rooms in her house (out of
total 11 rooms) and a kitchen. There is no bathroom available and a corner of the house is used as
toilet for open defecation by all the three families, the children used to go to outside fields for
defecation. This house is the property of a land lord Inam Ullah Khan Gandapor. Hawdara Bibi’s
husband is a farmer and looks after the land (palm trees and cultivable land) of the land lord. Her
husband is illiterate and farming is the only source of their income.
Her house is located in village Ayub Khan surrounded by palm trees and vast agricultural land.
There are few houses around and the road to these houses is also katcha. It takes three hours to
reach main Bannu bazaar. There is no hospital nearby but a government primary school is
available.

2. Relationship with BISP
Hawdara Bibi wasn’t a beneficiary in BISP Phase 1. PSC survey was conducted in district Bannu
a year ago (she was not sure but it was actually conducted at the end of 2010). Announcements
were made in the nearby mosque regarding survey. The survey team visited her house. Her
husband gave information to the survey team. When the form was filled an acknowledgment slip
was given to her whom she had lost. She does not know much about BISP and consider this to be
a program by which poor people are helped.
After the survey her husband checked her eligibility status through internet in Bannu city through
which he came to know that she is a beneficiary. She was declared as eligible beneficiary with
discrepancy. She went through the process, and removed her discrepancy (her CNIC name is
Khuddara Bibi) and soon after the update, her payment was generated on 28 th October 2011. She
received two installments one of Rs.2,000 and second of Rs.3,000. The payment detail shows 2
installments of Rs. 2,000 each generated and delivered. Third instalment of Rs.3,000 generated on
28th March 2012 is undelivered till 28th August 2012 when she was interviewed.
Two months ago in mid-June 2012, she came to know from her husband and neighbouring
women that BDC would be the new payment mode for cash transfers. Therefore she visited BDC
Center Bannu Township and obtained her BDC (she does not remember the exact date).
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Her husband tried her BDC many times but could not withdraw money through it. On 9 th or 10th
July 2012 she and her husband visited BDC Center Bannu Township. She discussed the issue with
BISP Assistant Complaints. He referred her to Tameer Bank counter located at BDC Center
Bannu Township. The bank representative filed her complaint and forwarded it to its higher
office.

4. Process of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
Hawdara Bibi visited BDC Center Bannu Township and reported that her BDC is not
working. The bank representative at BDC Center Bannu Township has no facility to check
whether this BDC was that of Hawdara Bibi or not. He noted her CNIC number, PIN code
and mobile number in an excel sheet.
The bank representative registered her complaint in the category of “BDC lost and request for
blocking” though he had no facility to check whether she is holding her own BDC or of
someone else, for which he lodged complaint for BDC lost. He did not give acknowledgment
slip to Hawdara Bibi. The date wise record of complaints was not maintained so there is no
idea as to when this complaint was lodged. The excel sheet containing details of complaints is
weekly sent to bank’s head office Islamabad. BDC Center Tameer Bank Representative has
no idea whether this particular complaint has been followed or not at their project office
Islamabad. He can’t provide any update to the beneficiary but he is sure that no response has
so far been received from the head office.
b) Client’s Version
Hawdara Bibi received her BDC in end June 2012. Her husband checked at the ATM for
withdrawal of her cash transfer by BDC. He entered the number thrice in the ATM at a
branch of Tameer Bank but failed to withdraw the amount. The complainant did not recall the
name of the branch in Bannu city where he visited the ATM. She and her husband then
visited BDC Center Bannu Township. She asked BISP representative to solve this issue. He
referred her to Tameer bank representative at BDC Center. The bank representative registered
her complaint.
She is not satisfied with the BDC complaint mechanism. She is living far away from BDC
Center Township which is the nearest BDC Center to her house but it takes two hours to reach
there. She visited BDC Center by Qingchi and Datsun van which cost her Rs.240. Her
husband checked her BDC on 24th August 2012 but the problem existed. The beneficiary does
not know about the reason for her BDC problem.

5. What We Learnt?
Her husband checked her bank account through her BDC many times but failed to obtain her cash
transfer. Hawdara Bibi also visited BDC Center Bannu Township twice to get the issue resolved.
She visited BDC Center Bannu Township and asked Tameer bank representative to solve this
issue. The bank representative registered her complaint. The complaint was lodged as “BDC lost
and request for blocking”.
From her payment detail it appears that there are two possibilities, either the BDC / account has
not been activated yet or the amount has not been transferred to their account. The bank
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representative without knowing the nature of the problem (as he had no such facility through
which he could check the real problem) registered her complaint and requested the bank Head
Office to block this BDC.
Though the BDC was issued to her in end June, but contrary to regular practice (amount credited
to beneficiary’s account within 48 hours) no amount was transferred to her account till mid
October 2012. During this period her husband tried to withdraw money from an ATM but was
unsuccessful.
Her husband could not withdraw money because it was not transferred to her account, but the
bank representative registered her complaint as “BDC Lost and request for blocking” because he
does not have access to any record from where he could check what exactly happened.

6. Recommendations








The concerned BISP staff should coordinate with bank staff appointed at BISP offices to
observe the nature of the complaints and how the bank staff is handling them, so that they
have some idea about the nature of complaints and processing time.
The awareness and understanding level of beneficiaries should be considered while
converting them to technology driven solution. It may be useful to ask the beneficiary for her
choice about the mode through which she wants to get her cash transfers.
Bank representative should have access to check the status of BDC in real time at site office
as well as have a complaint ID through which they can lodge an online complaint. Tameer
Bank H.O. should try to resolve BDC complaints at the earliest. In this case many months
have passed since the complaint was filed, the complainant has neither received a new BDC
nor has any amount been transferred to her account.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
It should be ensured that BDC issued to beneficiaries are activated and amount transferred to
their bank accounts in time (48 hours after issue) so that beneficiaries do not keep on entering
their PIN Codes in ATMs repeatedly resulting in blocking of BDC.
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Case study Number
P-Q2-KPK-19
Nature of Case
PIN code retries exhausted
Complainant/ Beneficiary
Iqbala Bibi
Wife of:
Mir Aslam
Complainant, if not beneficiary
herself
Village Emaro Kala, union council Khwaja Mundan, Tehsil
Address
and district Bannu
CNIC Number
11101-1428132-0
PSC form number
28916817
Date Study Completed
17th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Iqbala Bibi, wife of Mir Aslam, is a 35 year old woman living in village Emaro, Post Office
Khwaja Mandan, Tehsil and District Bannu. She is an illiterate housewife having 9 children (6
male and 3 female). Her husband is an illiterate mechanic but now works as a salesman at a
hardware store in Bannu city. He earns Rs.6,000 per month. His income is insufficient to fulfil the
needs of his large family. Only one older daughter has been married and the other children are
studying in a nearby government primary school.
The household is vulnerable to any change; they can barely make ends meet and have no savings
to speak of. There is only a single katcha room with no kitchen on a 5 Marla plot. There is no
toilet in the house; a corner of the house is being utilized for this purpose. The ground level of the
house is below the level of the road and this creates problems in the rainy season; there is no
drainage for the rain water and it gets accumulated in their courtyard.
Her house is located half a kilometre away from the main Bannu-Tank road. There is a
government primary school at the Center of the village. She, like other villagers goes to the Civil
Hospital Bannu city when the need arises.

2. Relationship with BISP
Iqbala Bibi wasn’t a beneficiary in Phase 1 of BISP cash grant programme. The Poverty Score
Card survey was conducted in her area during end 2010. The survey team visited her home as
well. Since her husband was not at home at the time her brother-in-law helped in providing
information about the household to the survey team. She was given an acknowledgment slip on
the spot.
She did not receive an intimation letter from BISP and only learnt of her eligibility after her
brother in law checked her status from the BISP website. She did not know details about the BISP
cash grant scheme or even BISP in general.
Iqbala Bibi considered herself to be a beneficiary because she is poor and has no source of income
other than her husband’s earnings. Her family is large and their expenses are high. She has been
receiving instalments of the cash grant; her payment started from 28th October 2011. She received
the first three installments through Pakistan Post. Afterwards she obtained her BDC from the
BDC Center Bannu Township before July 2012 (She could not recall the exact date).
She has been spending the amounts on paying for her children’s schooling and other household
expenditures.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
After receiving the BDC she sent her husband to a point of sale in the main Bannu bazaar
repeatedly but he was unable to withdraw any money. On 2nd August, the point of sale
representative advised him to visit the BDC Center at Bannu Township to lodge a complaint.
The next day, on 3rd August 2012, she along with her husband, visited the BDC Center Bannu
Township. She produced before the bank representative her BDC, CNIC, survey
Acknowledgment Slip and mobile number. The bank representative registered her complaint and
forwarded it to the partner bank, Tameer Bank’s head office.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
Iqbala Bibi visited BDC Center on 3rd August 2012 and explained that her husband had been
unable to withdraw any money using the BDC. The bank representative asked her to produce
her BDC, CNIC, and mobile number. She promptly did so and the bank representative
registered her complaint recording all the information in an Excel work book. The Tameer
Bank representative lodged her complaint as “PIN Code retries exhausted” and forwarded it
to the Tameer Bank head office in Islamabad requesting that a new PIN Code be issued to
her. Date wise records are not maintained by the bank showing when a complaint has been
lodged and when it has been forwarded. Like all other complaints, no response regarding this
complaint has yet been channelled back to this office. BDC Center Tameer Bank
Representative has no idea whether this particular complaint has been followed or not at their
project office Islamabad. He can’t provide any update to the beneficiary but he is sure that the
replacement BDC has not arrived till now.
b) Client’s Version
Iqbala Bibi obtained her BDC from BDC Center Bannu Township before Ramzan (end of
June or start of July 2012, she was not sure when exactly). Her husband checked her BDC
several times to withdraw money but was unsuccessful. On 3 rd August 2012 Iqbala Bibi and
her husband visited the BDC Center Bannu Township travelling by wagon and Chingchi; a
one-way trip which cost them Rs.200.
She asked the bank representative to lodge a complaint. She submitted copy of her CNIC and
survey acknowledgment slip to the bank representative as supporting documents. Her
complaint was lodged and forwarded to Islamabad. After that she never visited the Center to
inquire about the status of her complaint. On 27th August 2012, her husband withdrew her
instalment of Rs.3,000 using her BDC. She is satisfied with the complaint mechanism
because the issue was resolved within two weeks.

5. What We Learnt?
Iqbala Bibi registered a complaint on 3rd August. BDC Center bank representative lodged the
complaint in the category of “PIN code retries exhausted”. BDC Tameer bank representative
forwarded the complaint to the bank’s head office requesting a new PIN code be issued for her.
Subsequently she drew Rs.3,000 using her BDC and the same PIN code.
Though the BDC was issued to her in July, but contrary to regular practice (amount credited to
beneficiary’s account within 48 hours) Rs.3,000 was transferred to her account on 27 th August
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2012. During this period her husband tried to withdraw money from an ATM but was
unsuccessful.
Her husband could not withdraw money because it was not transferred to her account, but the
bank representative registered her complaint as “PIN Code retries exhausted” because he does not
have access to any record from where he could check what exactly happened. The Payment
Details were not being posted on the website during that time, otherwise he might have advised
the beneficiary that the amount has not even been credited.
The beneficiary is satisfied with the complaint mechanism, though she doesn’t know that she got
her money despite any action by the bank to resolve her complaint.

6. Recommendations






The bank representative should be given access to the Payment Detail so that he may be able
to immediately know the status of the beneficiary’s BDC account and the reason why she has
been unable to withdraw her money.
It the observed that in the instant case the delay is due to the Partner Bank. Tameer Bank
should start addressing the complaint immediately so that BISP does not get bad publicity.
In order to avoid the confusion due to mixing of BDCs of different beneficiaries, personalized
cards showing names and CNIC may be issued. In case these personalized cards are too costly
then, at the time of issue at BDC Distribution Center, at least beneficiary’s name or CNIC
may be written on the BDC by using a permanent marker so that they can identify their cards.
It should be ensured that BDC issued to beneficiaries are activated and amount transferred to
their bank accounts in time (48 hours after issue) so that beneficiaries do not keep on entering
their PIN Codes in ATMs repeatedly resulting in blocking of BDC.
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P-Q2-KPK-20
Non-payment by bank
Jannat Mewa
Usman Akbar
Mohalla Chashma, Masjid Hangu
1410137396208
5366572
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Jannat Mewa is the 37 year old widow of Muhammad Akbar. She and her three children are
residing in Chashma Mohalla located near the Hangu Masjid, Hangu. She has not received any
formal education and spends her time taking care of her children and performing household
chores, however she is making sure that her son and both daughters receive education. Since there
is no one to provide for her family they are surviving on the charity of one of her uncles who
works in Dubai. He sends back approximately Rs.3,500-4,000 a month to her to allow her to make
ends meet.
She and her children live in a portion of a house which is shared with her grandparents and
uncles; each uncle lives in a separate portion and all have separate kitchens. Her portion of the
house is on a covered area of two and a half marlas. The total covered area of the house is 12
marlas and it is divided into 4 bedrooms and 4 kitchens. There is one shared open pit latrine for all
the families to share. The house is connected to the electricity mains but there is no gas or water
supply; they get their water from their neighbours’ homes.
Hangu is a major town of Kohat division which shares borders with Karak and Orakzai Agency.
She lives in Chashma Mohalla which is 1 ½ kilometre from main Thall Road. It is semi-rural area
housing around 70 to 100 families. There is a high school for boys near her house.

2. Relationship with BISP
Jannat Mewa wasn’t an eligible beneficiary for BISP Phase 1. Sometime in 2010, a PSC
enumerator filled Jannat Mewa’s form and gave her an acknowledgement slip. She received no
intimation letter from BISP but her son was informed of her selection for the programme by Mr.
Shah Hassan, the Assistant Director of BISP in Hangu when he visited the AD’s Office for
information.
After the death of her husband her son handled all of his mother’s matters and that she had no
knowledge of the program and it’s processes or about the complaints system at BISP Offices. He
had some knowledge about the program and thought that BISP was a cash grant scheme initiated
by PPP and aimed at the poorest of Pakistan. He said that she had been selected because of their
poverty.
She first started receiving payments in July 2011. She had been receiving all the payments
generated in her name regularly through Pakistan Post but later she was shifted to Benazir Debit
Card (BDC) system in the first week of July when the BISP Divisional Office Hangu issued her a
BDC. Her son was in the practice of visiting the Divisional Office in Hangu regularly because he
believed that doing so may allow them to get greater benefit from the program, and if he did not
do so they may lose out on what they are already receiving. He found out during one of these
visits that the mode of payment was being changed to the BDC system.
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She has been using her cash grant installments on paying for groceries, utilities, buying clothes
for her children and paying their school fees.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Upon receiving her BDC, Jannat Mewa was told that she could retrieve her cash transfer from a
franchise after three days. After three days, Jannat Mewa sent her son Azizullah to the nearest
ATM with her and her aunt (Naik Marjan’s) BDC to withdraw their latest instalments. Azizullah
was able to draw money on his great aunt’s card but his mother’s account was empty.
She was alarmed and on 16th August 2012 she went with Azizullah to BISP Tehsil Office Hangu
taking along her CNIC, PSC acknowledgement slip and BDC, to lodge a complaint against nonpayment by the partner bank (Tameer Bank).

4. Processing of the Case
a) Providers’ Version
On 16th August 2012, Jannat Mewa’s son lodged a complaint for non-payment against the
bank at the BISP Tehsil Office Hangu. The complaint was registered both manually and
entered into an Excel file by the Tameer Bank representative to whom they were referred to
by the Assistant Complaints, Mr. Shah Hassan. No acknowledgement slip was issued to the
complainant.
The complaint was submitted in the form of an application along with a copy of Jannat
Mewa’s CNIC, a print-out of her payment details, her PSC receipt, a photocopy of BDC, and
a copy of the ATM transaction receipt as supporting documents. The complaint was
forwarded to Tameer Bank’s Head Office on the same date via email.
No feedback was received by staff of BISP Tehsil Office or the bank representative in
response to Jannat Mewa’s complaint and the issue was not addressed. Tameer Bank
Representative has no idea whether this particular complaint has been followed or not at their
head office Islamabad so he can’t provide any update to the beneficiary.
b) Client’s Version
Jannat Mewa and her son visited BDC Center at BISP Tehsil Office Hangu 5-6 times in the
period since they lodged the complaint. They have been spending Rs.80 each to make a round
trip to the Tehsil Office. During this period no progress on the complaint was conveyed to
them.
On 31st August Azizullah tried again and he was surprised because he was paid Rs.3,000 by
the bank franchise. He expressed satisfaction with the BDC complaints process though they
were not happy with the way they were treated by staff at the bank and BISP desks.

5. What We Learnt?
At that time, the bank representative at the BDC did not have any access to beneficiary accounts
and could not view their payment details. The bank desk can only forward complaints to its head
office for processing; a procedure a beneficiary may herself perform by simply calling the banks
helpline. The bank representative is as helpless as the beneficiary when it comes to having her
case resolved.
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Though the BDC was issued to her in July, but contrary to regular practice (amount credited to
beneficiary’s account within 48 hours) Rs.3,000 was transferred to her account on 27 th August
2012. During this period her son tried to withdraw money from an ATM / franchise but was
unsuccessful.
Her son could not withdraw money because it was not transferred to her account. The Payment
Details were not being posted on the website during that time, otherwise he might have advised
the beneficiary that the amount has not even been credited to her account.
The beneficiary is satisfied with the complaint mechanism, though she doesn’t know that she got
her money despite any action by the bank to resolve her complaint.

6. Recommendations



The bank representative should be given access to the Payment Detail so that he may be able
to immediately know the status of the beneficiary’s BDC account and the reason why she has
been unable to withdraw her money.
It should be ensured that BDC issued to beneficiaries are activated and amount transferred to
their bank accounts in time (48 hours after issue of BDC) so that beneficiaries do not keep on
entering their PIN Codes in ATMs repeatedly resulting in capture of BDC, or, in filing unnecessary complaints because they could not draw their cash transfer from the ATM/PoS.
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P-Q2-KPK-21
Non-Payment of two MOs for Rs.2,000 each
Shakeela Ishaq
Muhammad Ishaq
Village Khaterian, Bhalderi, Haripur
1330274678602
6478355
15th October 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Shakeela Ishaq w/o Muhammad Ishaq is a resident of village Khaterian Baldheri, Tehsil and
District Haripur. She is paralyzed and remains at home. The beneficiary has four sons and three
daughters. Ishaq has a share of 2.5 Marlas in the house where they are living with his brothers.
Shakeela and her family dwell in two rooms, one pucca other katcha. The house has a kitchen and
bathroom. The family fetches drinking water from a nearby tube well as they don’t have a water
tap in their house. Her children are getting education at a Government school of the same village,
while her two elder sons have dropped out of school.
Her husband was ill and bed ridden for almost a year. He was unable to work but since July 2012
he has started working as a labourer in a cotton mill at Rawalpindi. He earns Rs. 10,000 a month
and their elder son working in a textile mill at Karachi earns Rs. 15,000 per month.
Khaterian Baldheri is a small village located at a distance of around 2 kms from the main village
Baldheri as well as from the main road. The street leading to her house is katcha and narrow. Her
village Baldheri is at a distance of 15 kms from Haripur. There are primary schools for boys and
girls in the village and a high school at Baldheri. As health facilities are not available therefore in
cases of illness people have to take their patients to Haripur or Havelian.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary became eligible for BISP cash grant after her PSC Survey. A member of SRSP
filled her PSC form at her door step in end 2010 and its acknowledgement slip was issued to the
beneficiary.
The beneficiary considered that BISP is for poor families. She had no idea about the eligibility
criteria for BISP cash grants, and considered it as financial aid to the poor and needy families like
hers. She received four money orders and then in July 2012 she got a BDC and has drawn Rs.
3,000 from her account
BISP cash grant has been used on her treatment (as she is paralyzed), and in future too it will be
used for the same purpose.

3. How did the complaint Emerge?
After been declared as eligible, Shakeela Ishaq kept on waiting for her MOs, but when she did not
receive any payment for some time she visited BISP Tehsil Office Haripur where she was told
that two MOs (No.S3071112133003710 and S3071202133003657) were generated on 28th
October and 26th December 2011 respectively and were shown as delivered in her Payment
Detail, but these were not received by the beneficiary. After checking at BISP Tehsil Office,
Muhammad Ishaq asked the concerned postman regarding the amount, but the postman replied
that no such amount has been received to him. In the meantime the Assistant Director called the
beneficiary for monitoring of payments and asked if they had received any money order. She
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denied receiving any money order. The complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office Haripur and
lodged the complaint on 27th April 2012 for non-payment of two MOs for Rs.2,000 each.

4. Processing of Case
a) Providers’ Version
The complaint was registered with the diary No.223and was kept in separate file. Assistant
Director BISP Tehsil Office Haripur vide letter No./BISP/HR/2012/111 dated 3 rd May 2012,
forwarded the complaint to Divisional Director BISP Abbottabad for further necessary action.
Divisional Director BISP Abbottabad vide letter no. PO Complaint/BISP/ATD/2012/1472
dated 11th May 2012, forwarded the complaint to Deputy Post Master General Abbottabad,
along with a covering letter, for initiating a joint enquiry into the matter.
Deputy Post Master General, Abbottabad forwarded it to DSPS Abbottabad vide letter no.
CC-4/18/NPR dated 23rd May 2012, who marked the complaint vide letter no.
LI/BISP/Misc/22/11-12 dated 24th May 2012, to ASPS Haripur Sub Division for conducting
an enquiry into the said allegation.
Joint enquiry proceedings took place at Post Office Baldheri (date not available), Assistant
Director BISP Haripur and ASPS Haripur Sub Division jointly initiated the enquiry.
Immediately on the completion of joint enquiry, an enquiry report was submitted to the DSPS
Abbottabad along with the enclosed statement from both the parties i.e. the beneficiary and
post man on 24th July 2012.
As a result of the joint enquiry it was found that the complaint of the beneficiary was based
on facts, and that money orders generated in her name were not delivered to her. The post
man told in his written statement that he had wrongly delivered the money to another woman,
Shakeela Bibi (though he forgot to obtain her thumb impression as acknowledgement). He
further stated that when the actual beneficiary complained he has recovered the amount from
the other woman and delivered it to the real payee.
The joint enquiry committee states in its findings that the postman failed to check the CNIC
while paying the amount, he did not considered the name difference as the payment was made
to Shakeela Bibi instead of Shakeela Ishaq and he himself forged her thumb impression. It
was proposed by the enquiry committee that the malpractice of the postman was beyond any
doubt as he himself confessed it. The committee proposed his transfer as well as strict
disciplinary action.
DSPS Abbottabad issued a show cause notice to the concerned postman on the grounds of
misconduct, inefficiency, gross negligence and breach of trust on 12th July 2012, and gave 10
days for reply. The postman submitted reply of the show cause notice to DSPS on 6 th July
2012, but failed to defend himself. Thus DSPS Abbottabad wrote to DPMG Abbottabad on 3rd
August 2012, that the postman has been transferred and further he requested for the closure of
the case.
b) Client’s Version
Assistant Director assured her the resolution of her issue. Around a month later, she was
called to Bhalderi Post office for enquiry where she submitted a written statement in which
she confirmed receiving the embezzled amount Rs.4,000 from the same postman.
The beneficiary visited BISP Tehsil Office Haripur twice, which is at a distance of 15 kms
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which cost her Rs.50 per visit. Post Office Bhalderi is at a walking distance of about 2 kms
from her home which cost her nothing.
The issue was resolved when she received the misappropriated amount, and the beneficiary
gave a written statement for the closure of her case. The process took three months and the
complainant was satisfied.

5. What we Learnt?
Monitoring of BISP MOs by Assistant Director BISP Haripur is of great help to the beneficiaries.
In this case the beneficiary had no idea about filing her complaint and its redressal, but was able
to pursue the case after being guided by the AD.
Proper record of the case was kept at BISP Tehsil Office Haripur and Divisional Superintendent
Postal Service Abbottabad, separate files were prepared at both the offices, though it was manual,
as payment complaints are not dealt through BISP CMS.
The case was registered and forwarded to Pakistan Post for enquiry. The process took almost 3
months (27 April 2012 to 24 July 2012) in the complaint resolution and she got her money.
The beneficiary was happy with cooperation and dealing of BISP staff as well as the complaint
redressal mechanism, as her complaint was registered and resolved and she got her
misappropriated amount.

6. Recommendations





BISP should test-check some payments to ensure timely delivery of full amount to
beneficiaries.
In order to minimize the process time of Payment complaints, BISP should improve its
software so that such complaints could also be addressed through CMS.
A display of list (showing beneficiaries’ names as well as money orders generated in their
names) at BISP Tehsil Offices and nearest post offices may help in minimizing complaints of
misappropriation.
Pakistan Post should process the complaint, conduct an enquiry and report back in line with
standard complaint redressal procedure. In case of delay BISP should send reminders to
Pakistan Post to speed up the process.
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P-Q2-KPK-22
BDC Activated but Account not Credited
Rukhsana
Faqeer Nawaz khan
Ismail Khel, PO Khas, Tehsil and District Bannu
11101-8263683-2
28934224
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Rukhsana, wife of Faqeer Nawaz Khan, is a 36 year old resident of village Ismail Khel of PO
Khas, Tehsil and District Bannu. She is illiterate and mother of 5 children (2 boys and 3 girls). All
her children are enrolled at a Government Primary School located in the village.
She lives in an 8 Marla house which is the property of landlord Inam Ullah Khan. The house
consists of two katcha rooms and there is no kitchen or toilet; a corner of the house is used as a
toilet. The house has both electricity and water connections and there is a functioning drainage
system.
Her husband earns his living selling vegetables in the village but his income is not sufficient to
meet the family’s requirements. There is no Basic Health Unit in the village and the villagers visit
the DHQ Hospital for all their medical requirements. The village is at a distance of one hour’s
travel from Bannu’s main bazaar.

2. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP
She wasn’t a beneficiary in Parliamentarian Phase of the BISP programme. BISP PSC survey was
conducted one year ago (end 2010) in Bannu. BISP survey team visited Rukhsana’s house and her
husband gave all required information to the BISP survey team. After filling her PSC form, an
acknowledgment slip was given to her husband.
Later on her husband asked one of his neighbours to check her eligibility status on the internet in
Bannu city. He informed them that Rukhsana had been declared an eligible beneficiary for BISP.
She did not have any knowledge about the cash transfer programme or the complaint redressal
system. She has been utilizing the cash transfers to pay for household expenses and as capital for
her husband’s business.
Rukhsana’s payments started on 28th October 2011; she initially received three instalments
through the Pakistan Post. Rukhsana was informed about the shift in the mode of payment from
Pakistan Post to the Benazir Debit Card (BDC) system by other beneficiaries in the
neighbourhood. When BISP started the BDC distribution programme in district Bannu, she visited
the BDC Center Bannu located in the BISP Divisional Office Bannu on 25 th June 2012 and
collected her BDC.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
The bank representative from Tameer Bank advised her to check her BDC account after three
days; when the cash transfer would have been credited to her account and available for her to
withdraw by using her BDC. After three days, Rukhsana accompanied by a neighbour who is also
a beneficiary, visited a franchise in Bannu city to withdraw her cash transfer. The franchise
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operator told her that there is some problem with her BDC and so he was unable to assist her in
withdrawing the cash. Later, her husband also checked the account twice but the account still
‘could not be found’. The franchise operator advised him to visit the BDC Center Bannu and
lodge a complaint.
Soon thereafter, Rukhsana and her husband visited BDC Center Bannu where BISP staff referred
them to the bank representative at the Center.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
She produced before the bank representative her CNIC, BDC, survey acknowledgment slip
and her husband’s mobile number. The bank representative registered her complaint by
entering information in an Excel sheet on his computer and forwarded the complaint to the
bank’s head office in Islamabad. No acknowledgment slip was given to her. The complaint
was registered in the category of ‘account not activated’.
Date wise records are not maintained by the bank showing when a complaint has been lodged
and when it has been forwarded. Like all other complaints, no response regarding this
complaint has yet been channelled back to this office. BDC Center Tameer Bank
Representative has no idea whether this particular complaint has been followed or not at their
project office Islamabad and he can’t provide any update to the beneficiary.
The bank representative at BDC Center Bannu sends complaints to its head office on a
weekly basis, but the head office had not responded till 31st August 2012 regarding this
complaint.
b) Client’s Version
On 25th June 2012 Rukhsana received her BDC from the BDC Center Bannu. After three
days, as per advice of the bank representative, she visited a franchise in Bannu city
accompanied by a neighbouring beneficiary. The franchisee told her that there is some
problem with her BDC. She came home and told her husband who returned to the franchise
several times but was unable to access the account. The franchisee told him that the problem
is with the BDC account. He advised her husband to visit the BDC Center and file a request
for the resolution of the problem.
Rukhsana and her husband visited the BDC Center on 4th August 2012 travelling by wagons
and rickshaws – a round trip which cost them Rs.400.
She explained her problem to the BISP representative at the BDC Center Bannu and he
redirected her to the bank representative. The bank representative took a copy of her CNIC
and survey acknowledgement slip and registered her complaint on his computer. Her husband
checked her BDC most recently on 16th August 2012 but the issue was not resolved till then
or even till 31st August 2012. She did not follow up the progress of her complaint any further.

5. What We Learnt?
Rukhsana made several visits to the franchise located in Bannu’s main bazar. Her complaint was
registered in the category of “account not found” and 51 days have lapsed since she lodged her
complaint but her complaint has still not been addressed. The beneficiary is spending time and
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money in an effort to get her cash transfer amounts and this undue delay is unjustified as these
complaints should be resolved within 48 hours of filing.
At that time, the bank representative at the BDC did not have any access to beneficiary accounts
and cannot view their payment details. The bank desk can only forward complaints to its head
office for processing; a procedure a beneficiary may herself perform by simply calling the banks
helpline. The bank representative is as helpless as the beneficiary when it comes to having her
case resolved.
It was observed that the problem is not with the BDC. The BDC is probably working, but
instalment has still not been transferred to her account till now. It is evident from the payment
details that no payment has been credited to her account till end October 2012. The last instalment
was generated on 28th March 2012. Seven months have elapsed but her next instalment has not yet
been generated and transferred to her bank account.
According to BISP standard procedure, cash transfer is credited to beneficiary’s account within 48
hours after she has received a BDC and it has been generated. In this case, the amount has not
been transferred despite the lapse of many months.

6. Recommendations




It is recommended that Tameer Bank should solve this issue on immediate basis. It should
minimize communication gaps between the head office and site offices set up to facilitate
beneficiaries.
The bank representative should be given access to the Payment Detail so that he may be able
to immediately know the status of the beneficiary’s BDC account and the reason why she has
been unable to withdraw her money.
It should be ensured that BDC issued to beneficiaries are activated and amount transferred to
their bank accounts in time (48 hours after issue of BDC) so that beneficiaries do not keep on
entering their PIN Codes in ATMs repeatedly resulting in capture of BDC, or, in filing unnecessary complaints because they could not draw their cash transfer from the ATM/PoS.
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P-Q2-KPK-23
Request for blocking and replacement of lost BDC
Janto Bibi
Raza Mohammad Awan
Fateh, PO Fateh, Union Council Zandan, Tehsil and District
DIK
1210109059892
7287725
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Janto Bibi widow of Raza Mohammad Awan, is a 70 years old woman resident of village Fateh in
Union Council Zandan, Tehsil and District DIK. She is an illiterate woman who has 6 children (3
male 3 female). She is suffering from diabetes. She lives in a 10 Marla semi-pucca house which
consists of four rooms; there is, however, no permanent kitchen or toilet in the house. The
drainage system is also very poor.
The house was the property of her late husband. It is located in the Center of the village where the
streets are katcha and irregularly designed. There is a Government Primary School in the village
but there are no health facilities i.e. BHU’s or private medical practitioners available in the
village. The villagers visit Civil Hospital DIK for any kind of medical assistance. The village is at
a time distance of about one hour from the main city of DI Khan.
There are 3 other beneficiaries in the same house who are her daughters-in-law, one of whom
(Halima) is a widow.

2. Relationship with BISP
BISP PSC survey was conducted in DIK one and a half year back (around end 2010). The Poverty
Score Card survey team visited her door step to fill her PSC form. She gave the information about
her household and received an acknowledgment slip. Later she was declared as eligible
beneficiary though she did not receive any intimation letter.
Her payment started from 12th August 2011. She received three installments through the Pakistan
Post. According to the beneficiary, she received installments as follows, 1- Rs.1,900, 2- Rs.1,900,
3- Rs.1,900 through (Pakistan post). There is a fourth instalment in the payment detail generated
on 28 March 2012 which is undelivered by Pakistan Post (not received by the
beneficiary/complainant).
Her son, the complainant, Saif-ur-Rehman was informed by his friends about the change in mode
of payments from Pakistan post to Benazir Debit Card system.
She considers BISP to be “Benazir’s Scheme”. She did not know that a complaint resolution
mechanism has been set up at BISP Tehsil Offices. She has been utilizing the cash grant received
so far to pay for her diabetes medication and treatment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Janto Bibi visited the BDC Center DIK located at the BISP Divisional Office two months ago in
June 2012 and collected her BDC. Her son withdrew her first instalment through her BDC from
an ATM after three days. Unfortunately, he lost the BDC after withdrawing the money. His
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neighbours advised him to file an application at the BDC Center DIK to have the old BDC
blocked and to request a new one. He visited the BDC Center DIK on 15th August 2012 and filed
the complaint.

4. Processing of the Case
a) Providers’ Version
The complainant approached bank counter of the BDC Center DIK to request that a new BDC
be issued. The complainant was asked to submit a copy of the CNIC of the beneficiary and
her mobile number. The bank representative registered the complaint in an Excel sheet and
forwarded it to the HBL Head Office for further action. The date of complaint is not available
as the bank staff at BDC Center DIK does not keep record of the date of complaint. No record
is available regarding the number of visits by complainant as follow-up either.
No action has been taken yet upon the forwarded complaints and no response has yet been
communicated back to BDC office by the bank Head Office. We were informed by the bank
representative at BDC Center that HBL has a policy not to issue new BDC in ‘BDC lost’
cases until the number of complaints reaches up to a minimum of 25% of the total BDCs
issued in a particular district, and only then the Bank representative would be given access to
Bank Database to solve the issues of this nature.
b) Client’s Version
The complainant (Janto’s son) withdrew Rs.3,000 as Janto Bibi’s first BDC instalment from
the HBL branch in DI Khan city in July 2012. Later he discovered that he had lost the BDC.
On 15th August 2012 the complainant visited BDC Center DIK on a Qingchi, which cost him
Rs.120 for the round trip. The complainant visited the BISP representative who referred him
to the bank counter inside the BDC Center. At the bank counter the complainant submitted a
copy of his mother’s CNIC to the bank representative. The bank representative registered the
complaint on his computer and said that the complaint has been forwarded to bank
headquarters.
The complainant did not visit the BDC Center again to know the status of his complaint. No
contact has been made with the complainant regarding the issue of a new BDC till mid
October 2012. The complainant was satisfied with the treatment he received from the BDC
Center staff.
The complainant was happy with the complaint mechanism as he thought that within two
weeks someone from BISP had visited his house to find out about his complaint (actually it
was the TPE team which wanted to know if anything happened).

5. What We Learnt?
When the complainant lost his mother’s BDC, his neighbours advised him to visit the BDC
Center and submit a request for a new BDC. He visited the BDC Center DIK and filed a
complaint by submitting the required information to the bank representative.
We were informed that HBL has the policy not to reissue lost BDC to beneficiaries until this
number reaches 25% of the total BDCs issued in the district, only then the Bank representative
would be given access to Bank Database to solve the issues of this nature.
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This is a serious concern for the beneficiaries who lose their BDC. Most beneficiaries belong to
illiterate poor background, but it has been observed that at most BDC Centers, the bank staff is
not following the protocol and provide detailed information to the beneficiaries regarding the
safety and usage of BDC and the outlets where this can be used.
The beneficiary is fully satisfied with the complaint mechanism, not because the problem has
been solved, but because she thought that the visit of the TPE team to the beneficiary’s home was
for solving her problem.

6. Recommendations






It appears that HBL is not resolving complaints regarding BDCs. According to the bank
representative at the BDC Center it would start taking action on BDC complaints only when
the complaints reached up to 25% of the total BDC issued in a particular district. In case this
is true, HBL should revise this policy for smooth and quick complaint resolution.
The bank should keep record of the dates of registering complaints and follow-ups. The
partner bank should advise its employees to follow the standard procedure and provide
detailed information to the beneficiaries regarding the safety and usage of BDC and the
outlets where this can be used.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
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P-Q2-KPK-24
Non-payment of three MOs for Rs 7,000
Sumaira Rafique
Muhammad Rafique
Village Bhalderi, Tehsil and District Haripur
1330230664154
6479036
15th October 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Sumaira Rafique w/o Muhammad Rafique, a 37 year’s old uneducated housewife, is the resident
of village Bhalderi, Tehsil and District Haripur. She remains busy in handling her household
affairs.
The beneficiary has two sons and three daughters and the family lives in a joint household with
her husband’s brothers, and they have a 3 Marla share in the house. The house has a single katcha
room without a kitchen or bathroom. The house did not have an installed water tap within the
boundary wall and therefore the family fetches drinking water from a nearby tube well.
Beneficiary’s children are getting education from the Government school of the village.
Beneficiary’s husband is the sole earning person for the whole family. He is working as a daily
wager and earns Rs.200 - 300 per day. The family has neither agricultural land nor any other
regular source of income.
Village Baldheri is located on the main Abbottabad road at a distance of 15 kms from Haripur,
and beneficiary’s house is situated on the outskirts of the village. The cemented street end on the
outer side of the village and from there her family uses a flood water channel as a path. Primary
and high school for boys and girls are functioning in the village. The villagers take their patients
to Haripur and Havelian as the village doesn’t have such a facility. There is no drainage system,
gas and drinking water.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary wasn’t a beneficiary in Parliamentarian Phase. The survey was held in end 2010,
her PSC form was filled by a member of SRSP at her door step and its acknowledgement was
issued. As a result of the survey the beneficiary was declared eligible for the cash transfer scheme.
She considered BISP to be a program for poor families. She has no idea about the criteria of being
an eligible beneficiary for the scheme and considered BISP cash transfer as an economic help for
poor and needy families.
She learnt about the complaint redressal mechanism from the Assistant Director BISP Tehsil
Office Haripur. The amount that she has received so far was used on children’s clothes and in
future it will be used for the same purpose as well as for other household expenditure.

3. How did the complaint Emerge?
The beneficiary was aware regarding her inclusion in Poverty Score Card Phase for BISP cash
grant amount, as she had checked her status at a net café. One day she asked the postman
distributing MOs in the village about any money order in her name but he denied that he had
received any MO for her.
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Her first three consecutive MOs were generated but were not received by the beneficiary, and she
was not even aware about the said generated MOs. The non-payment by the postman was pointed
out by Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Haripur, during random check via phone
verification. When the beneficiary came to know about this non-payment she filed her complaint
by telephone.
MOs No.S3071112133003509, and S3071202133003631, were generated on 28th October and
26th December 2011, respectively, for Rs. 2,000 each, which were shown as delivered to her. MO
No.S3071205133002496 amounting Rs.3,000 was generated on 28th March 2012 though it was
not shown as delivered.

4. Processing of the Case
a) Providers’ Version
The complaint was registered telephonically and its file was prepared after the beneficiary
visited BISP Tehsil Office Haripur. Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Haripur vide letter
No./BISP/HR/2012/126 dated 5th June 2012, forwarded the complaint to Divisional Director
BISP Abbottabad. Divisional Director BISP Abbottabad vide letter no. PO
Complaint/BISP/ATD/2012/007 dated 3rd July 2012, forwarded the complaint to DSPS
Abbottabad, who vide letter no. CC-4/23/NPR dated 17th July 2012, marked the complaint to
ASPS Haripur Sub Division for conducting an enquiry into the said allegation.
Joint enquiry proceedings took place at Post Office Bhalderi (date not known), Assistant
Director BISP Haripur and ASPS Haripur Sub Division were the members of enquiry
committee. On 24th July 2012 immediately on the completion of joint enquiry, the Enquiry
Committee submitted its report to the DSPS Abbottabad along with statements from
beneficiary and postman.
The beneficiary declared in her statement that the postman was not delivering her money
orders despite repeated requests. When he knew regarding the enquiry he tried to deliver the
money but she refused to accept it. Finally the postman requested her brother-in-law and then
she accepted the amount of Rs.7,000 for the first three MOs (Rs.2,000, Rs.2,000, Rs.3,000).
She further requested for stern action against the postman.
The postman on the other hand, in his reply stated that he had delivered the MOs to the sisterin-law of the complainant who had shown the CNIC of actual Payee. He further stated that
when it was known to him that the amount has been delivered to someone else, he
immediately recovered the amount and delivered it to the actual payee.
The enquiry decided that though the omission on part of the postman has been proved beyond
doubt, but the amount has been delivered to the beneficiary and the issue was resolved. The
report further states that an enquiry against the postman is in progress and he has been
transferred to another post office Beer (in another similar case). It was suggested that the file
may be closed. Thus the enquiry process was completed in seven weeks, the issue stands
resolved, and she received the misappropriated amount.
b) Client’s Version
During routine monitoring calls for checking payments, the Assistant Director BISP Tehsil
Office Haripur called her and enquired that against the 3 MOs generated by BISP, how much
amount she has received so far. The beneficiary told him that she hasn’t received any money
order till then, and the Assistant Director told her that she will receive the amount soon. After
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few days the postman came for delivering the amount. Initially she was reluctant to receive it
as the amount was not delivered in time, but then her brother-in-law compelled her to receive
the amount. After about a month, she was called at Bhalderi Post office for enquiry. She
submitted a written statement in which she confirmed receiving Rs.7,000 some days ago from
the postman but also wanted action against him.
Post Office Baldheri is at a walking distance from her home which cost her nothing. The issue
was resolved when she received the embezzled amount, and gave a written statement for the
closure of her complaint. The process took seven weeks and the complainant was satisfied.

5. What we Learnt?
Monitoring of BISP MOs by Assistant Director BISP Haripur is of great help to the beneficiaries.
In this case the beneficiary had no idea that her money orders were being misappropriated. She
did not know about complaint filing and redressal, but was able to pursue the case after being
guided by the AD.
Proper record of the case was kept at BISP Tehsil Office Haripur and Divisional Superintendent
Postal Service Abbottabad, separate files were prepared at both the offices, though it was manual,
as payment complains are not dealt through CMS. The beneficiary was satisfied with the
cooperation and dealing of BISP staff as well as the efficient complaint redressal mechanism of
Pakistan Post.
The case was registered on 5th June 2012 and disposed of on 24th July 2012, after about six weeks
and the beneficiary received her misappropriated amount.

6. Recommendations




BISP must test-check some payments to ensure timely delivery of full amount to
beneficiaries.
In order to minimize the process time of Payment complaints, BISP should improve its
software so that such complaints could also be addressed through CMS.
A display of list (showing beneficiaries’ names as well as money orders generated in their
names) at BISP Tehsil Offices and nearest post offices may help in minimizing complaints of
misappropriation.
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P-Q2-KPK-25
Amount not transferred to her bank account
Bas Jana
Islam zadin
Village Togh Sarai Post Office Togh Sarai, District and Tehsil
Hangu
1410153243126
30438413
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Bas Jana widow of Islam Zadin is a 62 years old woman. She and her five married sons are
residing in Village Togh Sarai, Tehsil and District Hangu. She has not received any formal
education and spends her time taking care of her grandchildren and performing household chores.
She intends to make sure that all her grandchildren receive education. She has a step-son who
resides in Oman and used to send Rs.500 to Rs. 2,000 per month to Bas Jana for her treatment and
medical checkup.
The house where she and the rest of the family lives has portions and all have their separate
kitchens. Her portion of the house is on a covered area of 1.5 Marla and she has separate meal
arrangement.
Her sons cannot support her expenses therefore she is dependent on her distant relatives. The
total covered area of the house is 40 Marla and is divided into 4 katcha rooms and 4 kitchens all
made of straw and mud. There are two shared open pit latrine used by all the families of the
household. The home has electricity connection but there is no gas or water supply. There is no
facility for clean drinking water so they have to purchase a water tanker every day for Rs.550
which cost is shared by all and she too has to put in some share.
Hangu is a larger town of Kohat Division which shares borders with Karak and Orakzai Agency.
She lives in Togh Sarai which is about 8 kilometres from the main Thall road. It is a semi-rural
area housing around 100 to 180 families. There is a high school for boys near her house. There is
another beneficiary Musarrat in the family who is the daughter-in-law of Bas Jana.

2. Relationship with BISP
Bas Jana was not a beneficiary during the Parliamentarians’ Phase of the programme. A PSC form
was filled for Bas Jana and she received an acknowledgement slip. She did not receive an
intimation letter from BISP but her grandson Inzimam was informed of her selection by BISP.
This was told to him by Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Hangu, when he visited the said
office for enquiring about her status.
After the death of her young daughter, most of the time she remains depressed. Her grandson told
the TPE team that he handled all of his grandmother’s matters regarding BISP. She had no
knowledge of the program or about the BISP complaints system.
Her grandson had some knowledge about the program and considered that BISP was a cash grant
scheme initiated by the PPP and aimed at the poorest of Pakistan. He said that they had been
selected because of their poverty stricken state.
She started receiving payments through Pakistan Post from August 2011. Her grandson used to
visit BISP Tehsil Office Hangu regularly because he believed that by doing so they may get some
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greater benefit from the program. He found during one of these visits that their new mode of
payment was going to be the BDC. She received the Bank Debit Card (BDC) in the first week of
July 2012 when the BISP Tehsil Office Hangu issued her a BDC.
She has been using her cash grant installments on paying for groceries, utilities, and buying
clothes for her grandchildren and paying for her medicines.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Upon receiving the BDC in July 2012, Bas Jana was told she could retrieve her instalment from a
franchise or ATM after three days. After a gap of three days, Bas Jana sent her grandson Inzimam
with her BDC to the nearest ATM for withdrawing her money. Inzimam was unable to withdraw
money from his grandmother’s account, as the ATM message showed that her account was
empty.
She was alarmed and, on 16th August 2012 she went with Inzimam to BISP Tehsil Office Hangu
(with her CNIC, PSC acknowledgement slip and BDC) to lodge a complaint against non-payment
by the partner bank (Tameer Bank).

4. Processing of the Case
a) Providers’ Version
On 16th August 2012, Bas Jana’s son lodged a complaint for non-payment against the bank at
the BISP Tehsil Office Hangu. The complaint was registered both manually and entered into
an Excel file by the Tameer Bank representative to whom they were referred by the Assistant
Director BISP. No acknowledgement slip was issued to the complainant.
The complaint was submitted in the form of an application along with a copy of Bas Jana’s
CNIC, her PSC receipt, a photocopy of the BDC, and a copy of the ATM transaction receipt
as supporting documents. The complaint was forwarded to the Tameer Bank Head Office on
the same date, via email.
No feedback was received by the staff of the BISP Tehsil Office, or the bank representative at
BDC Center in response to Bas Jana’s complaint that was forwarded to their HQ and the issue
remains unresolved till 24th August (when the TPE Team visited the bank counter).
b) Client’s Version
Bas Jana and her grandson visited the BDC Center at the BISP Tehsil Office Hangu 5-6 times
in the period since they lodged the complaint. They have been spending Rs.80 on each round
trip to the Tehsil Office.
No progress on the complaint was conveyed to them till 24th August 2012 when the
beneficiary was interviewed and expressed dissatisfaction with the complaints process. They
were also not happy with the way they were treated by staff at the bank and BISP desks.
Later when the TPE team contacted Inzimam (Bus Jana’s grandson) in the first week of
September 2012, we found that that they could withdraw Rs3,000 from the bank through the
BDC.
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5. What We Learnt?
At that time, the bank representative at the BDC Center did not have any access to beneficiary’s
Payment Details. The bank desk can only forward complaints to its head office for processing; a
procedure a beneficiary may herself perform by simply calling the banks helpline. The bank
representative is as helpless as the beneficiary when it comes to having her case resolved.
Though the BDC was issued to her in July, but contrary to regular practice (amount credited to
beneficiary’s account within 48 hours) Rs.3,000 was transferred to her account on 27 th August
2012. During this period her grandson tried to withdraw money from an ATM / franchise but was
unsuccessful.
Her grandson could not withdraw money because it was not transferred to her account. The
Payment Details were not being posted on the website during that time, otherwise he might have
advised the beneficiary that the amount has not even been credited to her account.
The beneficiary and complainant were not happy with the way they were treated by staff at the
bank and BISP desks. She doesn’t know that she got her money despite any action by the bank to
resolve her complaint.

6. Recommendations






The bank representative should be given access to the Payment Details so that he may be able
to immediately know the status of the beneficiary’s BDC account and the reason why she has
been unable to withdraw her money.
It should be ensured that BDC issued to beneficiaries are activated and amount transferred to
their bank accounts in time (48 hours after issue of BDC) so that beneficiaries do not keep on
entering their PIN Codes in ATMs repeatedly resulting in capture of BDC, or, in filing unnecessary complaints because they could not draw their cash transfer from the ATM/PoS.
There shall be exclusive helpline portal for BISP beneficiaries as most of the time the helpline
comes busy. The helpline should be free of cost, if beneficiaries are calling through their
mobile.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
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P-Q2-KPK-26
Amount not transferred to her Account by the Bank
Maimoona
Surat Gull
Naway Kalay, Gunjano Kally, Ali Abad, Tehsil and District
Hangu
1410116579912
5480293
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Maimoona aged 37, wife of Surat Gul is residing in Naway Kalay, Gunjano Kally, Ali Abad,
Tehsil and District Hangu. She is an illiterate house wife and mother of four sons and three
daughters, two of her daughters are happily married. One of her sons is a labourer who earns
Rs.200 per day, two sons are uneducated doing nothing while the younger one is getting
education and is in 8th grade. Her husband is jobless and sick. The earning of her single son is not
enough for the family therefore they mostly depend on the alms and Zakat of their relatives.
She lives in a 4 bedroom pucca house which they rented on Rs.2,000 per month. The house has a
make shift kitchen and a latrine for open defecation. They have electricity connection but there is
no gas. Clean drinking water is available in the area.
Hangu is a major town of Kohat Division which shares borders with District Karak, Kohat and
Orakzai Agency. The village where she lives is at a distance of 8 kilometres from main Thall
road. It is semi-rural area housing around 21 to 35 families. There is a high school for boys near
her house. There are two other potential beneficiaries in the same family Sabri Jan and Musarrat
Shaheen.

2. Relationship with BISP
Maimoona wasn’t an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant scheme during the Parliamentarians’
Phase of the programme. A PSC survey enumerator filled Maimoona’s form and gave her an
acknowledgement slip. She received no intimation letter from BISP but her son was informed of
her selection by Assistant Director of BISP in Hangu when he visited the AD’s Office for
information.
After the illness of her husband, most of the time she is busy in looking after her husband; she had
no knowledge of the program and its processes or about the complaints system at the BISP
Offices, her son was guiding her at each level.
She first started receiving payments in July 2011. She had been receiving all the payments
generated in her name regularly since then. The first eight were received through Pakistan Post
but then she was shifted to Benazir Debit Card (BDC) system in the first week of August 2012
after receiving her BDC from BDC Center Hangu.
She has been using her cash grant installments on paying for groceries, utilities, buying clothes
for her children and on school expenses.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Upon receiving her BDC, Maimoona was told that she could retrieve her cash transfer from a
franchise or an ATM three days after her BDC has been issued. After three days, Maimoona went
with her son, Wasim Akram, to the nearest ATM to withdraw her instalment through her BDC.
Wasim Akram was unable to withdraw money on his mother’s card as his mother’s account was
empty.
She grew alarmed and, on 16th August 2012 she went with Wasim Akram to BISP Tehsil Office
Hangu to inform about the problem she had with her BDC.

4. Processing of the complaint
a) Providers’ Version
On 16th August 2012, Maimoona lodged a complaint for non-payment against the bank at the
BISP Tehsil Office Hangu. Her complaint was that she cannot withdraw the amount by using
her BDC because BISP cash transfer has not been credited to her account. She was referred
by the Assistant Complaints to bank representative at the BDC Distribution Center. The
complaint was registered both manually and entered into an Excel file by the Tameer Bank
representative. No acknowledgement slip was given to the complainant.
The complaint was submitted in the form of an application along with a copy of Maimoona’s
CNIC, serial number of her BDC, and a copy of the ATM transaction receipt as supporting
documents. The complaint was forwarded to Tameer Bank’s Head Office on the same date,
via email.
No feedback was received by the staff of the BISP Tehsil Office, or the bank representative in
response to Maimoona’s complaint and the issue remained unresolved till 25 th August 2012
when the TPE Team interviewed the bank representative.
b) Client’s Version
Maimoona and her son have visited the BDC Center at the BISP Tehsil Office Hangu 5 times
in the period since she lodged the complaint. They have been spending Rs.80 each to make
every round trip to the BISP Tehsil Office Hangu where the BDC Center is located.
No progress on the complaint has been conveyed to them and they expressed dissatisfaction
with the complaints process. They were also not entirely happy with the way they were
treated by staff at the bank and BISP desks.
On 5th September, her son tried again and he was surprised because he could withdraw Rs.
3,000 from a 1-Link ATM. He expressed satisfaction with the BDC complaints process
though they were not happy with the way they were treated by staff at the bank and BISP
desks.

5. What We Learnt?
The bank representative at the BDC Center did not have any access to beneficiary account and
could not view their payment details. The bank desk can only forward complaints to its head
office for processing; a procedure a beneficiary may herself perform by simply calling the banks
helpline. The bank representative is as helpless as the beneficiary when it comes to having her
case resolved.
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Though the BDC was issued to her in July, but contrary to regular practice (amount credited to
beneficiary’s account within 48 hours) Rs.3,000 was transferred to her account on 27 th August
2012. During this period her son tried to withdraw money from an ATM / franchise but was
unsuccessful.
Her son could not withdraw money because it was not transferred to her account. The Payment
Details were not being posted on the website during that time, otherwise he might have advised
the beneficiary that the amount has not even been credited to her account.
The beneficiary and complainant were not happy with the way they were treated by staff at the
bank and BISP desks. She doesn’t know that she got her money despite any action by the bank to
resolve her complaint.

6. Recommendations






In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
The bank representative should be given access to the Payment Detail so that he may be able
to immediately know the status of the beneficiary’s BDC account and the reason why she has
been unable to withdraw her money.
There shall be exclusive helpline portal for BISP beneficiaries as most of the time the helpline
comes busy. The helpline should be free of cost, if beneficiaries are calling through their
mobile.
It should be ensured that BDC issued to beneficiaries are activated and amount transferred to
their bank accounts in time (48 hours after issue of BDC) so that beneficiaries do not keep on
entering their PIN Codes in ATMs repeatedly resulting in capture of BDC, or, in filing unnecessary complaints because they could not draw their cash transfer from the ATM/PoS.
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P-Q2-KPK-27
Replacement of lost BDC
Rukhsana Shaheen
Zaheer Ahmed
Mohalla Awan Sarya, Kot Najibullah, Sarya Haripur
1330253239692
6356479
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Rukhsana Shaheen wife of Zaheer Ahmad, 34, is the resident of Mohalla Awan Sirya, Kot
Najibullah, and Haripur. She is the mother of one son and two daughters. Two of her children are
going school while her daughter is a toddler. Her husband is a daily wager in a brick kiln. She is
illiterate, and works in the neighbouring households.
She lives in a two room katcha house, which they rented on Rs.500. The house has a makeshift
kitchen and a pit latrine for open defecation. Her husband earns Rs.200 per day which is not
sufficient that is the reason she is working as a domestic help at some one’s house and in return
receive some food. They have electricity connection but no gas. Clean drinking water is available
in the neighbourhood from where they fetch water.
Haripur is a major city of Abbottabad Division which shares borders with District Swabi and
Punjab. The village where she lives is at a distance of 18 kms from Abbottabad. Mohalla Awan
Sirya is a rural area with approximately 100 houses. There is a primary school for boys and girls
near her house. There is no other beneficiary in the family.

2. Relationship with BISP
Rukhsana Shaheen was a beneficiary during the Parliamentarians’ Phase of the programme. Then
she continued during the PSC phase of the scheme, following her participation in the PSC survey
in August 2010. An enumerator filled Rukhsana Shaheen’s PSC form and gave her an
acknowledgement slip. She had received an intimation letter from BISP.
She first started receiving her payments in March 2009. She had been receiving all the payments
generated in her name regularly since then. The first twelve were received through Pakistan Post
inclusive of one flood payment, afterward she was shifted to the Benazir Debit Card (BDC)
system. She and her friend visited Tehsil Office Haripur regularly to help one or the other woman
of the community.
She had some knowledge of the program and understood that BISP is a cash grant scheme
initiated by the PPP government and aimed at helping the poorest of Pakistan. She said that she
had been selected because she is poor. She had been spending the BISP cash grant on food for her
family.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Upon receiving her BDC (date not remembered) Rukhsana Shaheen was told that after three days
she could retrieve her instalment from a franchise or ATM by using her newly received BDC.
After lapse of three days, she went to an ATM in Haripur city to withdraw the cash transfer but
upon reaching the ATM she found that she had lost her wallet in which she had her BDC, PIN
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code and other belongings. The bank staff told her that she needs to visit the BDC Center Haripur
to lodge her complaint for BDC blocking and issuance of a new BDC.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
On 12th July 2012, Rukhsana Shaheen and her husband Zaheer Ahmed, lodged a complaint to
block their lost BDC and requested for issuance of another BDC. They were referred by staff
of BISP Tehsil Office Haripur to the bank representative at the BDC Center. The application
was registered both manually and was entered in an Excel file by Bank Alfalah representative
to whom they were referred by the Assistant Complaints.. No acknowledgement slip was
issued to the complainant. The TPE representative found two dates for complaint lodging,
with the BISP tehsil office it was 12th July 2012 while in bank record the dates of complaint
lodging was 17th July 2012.
The complaint was submitted in the form of an application along with a copy of Rukhsana
Shaheen’s CNIC, and, serial number of her BDC as supporting documents. The complaint
was forwarded to Bank Alfalah Head Office on the same date, via email.
They visited the BISP tehsil office 10 times and it cost them Rs.80 per round trip as it is 3-5
kms away from their house. Rukhsana Shaheen’s complaint was resolved on 27th August
2012 when the bank’s customer service replaced the card and sent a new BDC for her to Bank
Alfalah’s branch at Haripur.
b) Client’s Version
Rukhsana Shaheen and her husband visited the BDC Center at the BISP Tehsil Office Haripur
10 times in the period since they lodged the complaint. They have been spending Rs.80 each
to make every round trip to the Tehsil Office.
They were very happy with the way they were treated by staff at the bank and BISP desks.
She is unsatisfied with the procedure of the bank or the time it is taking as it has been forty to
forty five days she has submitted her complaint, she said.
She and her husband, Zaheer Ahmad, went to BISP Tehsil Haripur on 12th July 2012, where
BDCs are issued. They met Bank Alfalah representative and submitted a copy of her CNIC.
The bank representative requested the customer service of the bank to block the card.

5. What We Learnt?
She stated that she received the BDC and it was lost before she could draw any amount from the
bank. The most important point is that the cash transfer was deposited in her account on 5 th July
2012 was withdrawn on 12th July 2012. As at that time bank payments were not being shown in
the Payment Detail on website, therefore, the main issue that Rs.3,000 were fraudulently
withdrawn from her account (by using her BDC) has neither been complained by her nor
investigated by the bank.
At that time, the bank representative at the BDC Center did not have any access to the beneficiary
account and could not view the payment details. The bank desk can only forward complaints to its
head office for processing; a procedure a beneficiary may herself perform by simply calling the
banks helpline. The bank representative is as helpless as the beneficiary when it comes to having
her case resolved. She is at the mercy of the banks internal processing procedure and unable to
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receive payments until her issue is resolved. She complained about a lost BDC and after about a
month received her new BDC.

6. Recommendations






In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
The bank representative should be given access to the Payment Details so that he may be able
to immediately know the status of the beneficiary’s BDC account and the reason why she has
been unable to withdraw her money.
The BDC complaint process must be linked with BISP CMS and it should be modified so that
it caters to the Payment related complaints.
In this case, the issue was withdrawal of Rs.3,000 from her account through her BDC but the
complaint filed was about replacement of lost BDC. BISP staff should help the beneficiary by
reviewing her Payment Detail and advising the complainant to file the correct grounds of
complaint.
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P-Q2-KPK-28
Replacement of damaged BDC
Bibi Khuway
Ali Zar Khan
village: Dheri, Moh Farooq Azam, Post Office: Haripur,
Sikanderpur, Haripur
1330225944680
6212576

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Bibi Khuway Jana, 40, is the wife of Ali Zar Khan. She lives in village Dheri, Mohalla Farooq
Azam, Post Office: Haripur, District Haripur. She is the mother of seven sons and three daughters.
Her three daughters and a son are of school going age and are enrolled in a primary school, one
has completed 12th grade, and two of them obtained religious education while another two, who
are married, are illiterate. She is an illiterate housewife and most of the time she spends in
looking after her grandchildren, children and in other household activities. She lives in a joint
family system with her in-laws. Her husband has started a small shop by getting a loan from
someone.
She lives in a semi pucca ten Marla house of her brother-in-law which consists of 7 katcha pucca
rooms. The house has a make shift kitchen and a latrine for open defecation. Her husband is the
sole earning person in her family. He earns Rs.400 per day which cannot meet their needs so most
of the time they live hand to mouth. They have electricity connection but no gas. They have to
bring clean drinking water which is available in the neighbourhood. In monsoon their house is
flooded with rain water due to poor sanitation.
Haripur is a major city of Abbottabad Division which shares borders with District Swabi and
Punjab. Mohalla Farooq Azam is semi-rural area with approximately 220 houses. There is a
primary and high school for boys and girls near her house. There is no other beneficiary in the
family.

2. Relationship with BISP
Bibi Khuway became a beneficiary for the cash grant scheme after PSC Survey. Her PSC form
was filled in August 2010 by SRSP and she received an acknowledgement slip. She received an
intimation letter from BISP through which she was informed that she is a beneficiary.
She thinks that BISP is a cash grant scheme initiated by President Zardari and aimed at the
poorest of Pakistan. She said that she had been selected because of their poverty and further she
said “I have been doing nawafil for the president that he is a kind hearted person who has taken
initiative to help those who are needy”.
So far she has received Rs. 16,000 since she started receiving money orders in April 2011 while
her two MOs for Rs.6,000 are yet to be delivered. She has been shifted to Benazir Debit Card
(BDC) system in the first week of July 2012 when the BISP Office Haripur issued her a BDC#
6271008001313695. She and her sister in law Naimat Jan visited Tehsil Office Haripur regularly.
She had been spending the BISP cash grant on food for her family.
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3. How did the complaint Emerge?
While receiving the BDC, Bibi Khuway Jana was told that she could withdraw her instalment
from a franchise or by using ATM after three days.
After three days, Bibi Khuway Jana scratched the bar code on the BDC instead of the PIN code.
Then her husband visited the nearest ATM with her BDC to withdraw her instalment. Her
husband was unable to withdraw money, as his wife’s BDC was not accepted by the ATM.
Afterwards they went to the Ufone franchise near Afaq Hotel Haripur where he was told that they
have damaged the BDC and so should ask the bank representative for the issuance of another
BDC.
They were alarmed and on 12th July 2012 she went with her husband and sister in law Naimat Jan
to the BISP Tehsil Office Haripur from where her BDC was issued. She took her CNIC, PSC
acknowledgement slip and damaged BDC to lodge a complaint for replacement of her damaged
BDC.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
On 12th July 2012, Bibi Khuway Jana lodged a complaint for replacement of her damaged
BDC with the bank representative of Bank Alfalah at BISP Tehsil Office Haripur. The
application was registered manually and then entered in an Excel file by the bank
representative to whom they were referred by the Assistant Complaints. No acknowledgement
slip was issued to the complainant.
The complaint was submitted in the form of an application along with a copy of Bibi Khuway
Jana’s CNIC, serial number of her BDC and original BDC, and a copy of the ATM
transaction receipt as supporting documents. The complaint was forwarded to Bank Alfalah’s
Head Office on the same date, via email. There was no progress from 17th July (when the
complaint was lodged) to early September (when the bank representative was interviewed)
though 1 ½ month had passed.
b) Client’s Version
Bibi Khuway Jana’s and her sister in law visited BDC Center at BISP Tehsil Office Haripur
five times since they lodged the complaint. They have been spending Rs.300 to make a round
trip to Tehsil Office.
During this period, no progress on the complaint was conveyed to her and she expressed
dissatisfaction with the complaints process when interviewed by the TPE team on 6th
September 2012. They were very happy with the way they were treated by staff at the bank
and BISP desks though not satisfied with the time taken to solve her complaint.
The issue has been was resolved on 27th of August 2012 when her BDC was received by Bank
Alfalah Haripur Branch. Cash was transferred to her bank account on 4 th July 2012 which
after receiving the replacement BDC she could withdraw on 17th September 2012 from a PoS.
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5. What We Learnt?
The beneficiary is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer
as the use of BDC was not explained to her in detail, and, no training was provided to her about
how to use her BDC.
The beneficiary scratched the bar code of the BDC instead of the PIN Code due to which the BDC
could not be used. If the Bank representative had explained the procedure for BDC usage and
taken few more minutes with her, she would have been saved from a lot of hassle.
At that time, the bank representative at the BDC Distribution Center did not have any access to
beneficiary’s account and could not view her payment details. The bank desk can only forward
complaints to its head office for processing; a procedure a beneficiary may herself perform by
simply calling the banks helpline. The bank representative is as helpless as the beneficiary when it
comes to having her case resolved. She is at the mercy of the banks internal processing procedure
and is unable to receive payments until her issue is resolved.
BISP CMS does not cater to Payment Complaints and no orientation/ training has been provided
to BISP staff for resolution of BDC complaints. They simply refer BDC complainants to the Bank
counter.
The case has been resolved as she got a new BDC and could withdraw the cash transfer of Rs.
3,000 from a PoS on 17th September 2011. It took about two months for her complaint to be
resolved.

6. Recommendations





Greater care should be taken and it should be ensured that bank staff at BDC Distribution
Center, explain to the beneficiary in detail about the use of BDC for withdrawing their cash
transfer.
The awareness and understanding level of beneficiary should be considered while converting
them to technology driven solution. It may be useful to ask the beneficiary for her choice
about the mode through which she wants to get her cash transfers.
There should a demo ATM at BDC Center, where the procedure could be demonstrated and
the beneficiaries may practice the use of BDC.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
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P-Q2-KPK-29
Non-payment of first 7 MOs for Rs.14,000
Parveen Bibi
Muhammad Basheer
Village: Ghazi Kot, Chamora, Post Office: Mansehra, Datta,
Mansehra
1350305243880
6491271
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Parveen Bibi wife of Muhammad Basheer, 42, is mother of 4 boys and 4 girls. She is an illiterate
woman. She lives on the outskirts of Mansehra city at Ghazi Kot, Chamora. Her husband is a head
mason and works on different construction sites along with his two teenage sons aged 19 and 16.
There is ample amount of work in summers but winters are hard times when they seldom find any
work. Their other children are of school going age.
Her house is a two room pucca house on a ten Marla plot. There is a make shift kitchen and a
covered area used as latrine for open defecation. Gas is not available in their area through
electricity is available. The house or the street has no drainage or sanitation system. The village
had no facility of health and education and people go to Mansehra city for the same. Chamora is a
small village with 45-60 katcha houses is located at a distance of 2 kilometres from Mansehra.
Nearest main road is at 20 minutes’ walk. Her mother in law Roshan Jan Bibi is another
beneficiary in the house.

2. Relationship with BISP
Parveen Bibi was not a beneficiary during parliamentarian phase. She was visited by the BISP
PSC survey team in end 2010 and an acknowledgement slip was given to her. As a result of the
survey she was declared as a potential beneficiary for which she received an intimation letter from
BISP.
Her payment mode has now been changed and after receiving her BDC she received her first cash
transfer of Rs.3,000 from the Summit bank on 22nd March 2012.
She considered BISP as a program to help the poor. She was very happy with the financial
support as she was never empowered earlier; and, had never received Rs.1,000 at one time.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Parveen Bibi learnt that she was a beneficiary for cash transfers, through the BISP intimation
letter which she received in December 2010. She kept on waiting for the post man to deliver her
MOs. One day her husband checked her payment details in a net café where he was told that
seven MOs have been generated and are being shown as delivered to her, though these were not
received by the beneficiary. Therefore the net café owner advised him to visit BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra to lodge complaint for the 7 MOs that were embezzled by the postman. Her husband
took her to BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra on the same day.
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4. Processing of the complaint
a) Providers’ Version
Parveen Bibi’s complaint was received by Assistant Complaints on 19th December 2011
against the embezzlement by the postman. Upon checking the payment details the Assistant
Complaint told her that 7 MOs have been generated till 19th December 2011, in which the first
6 MOs are shown as delivered while the 7th MO was generated in October 2011 though not
shown delivered. She lodged her complaint for 6 MOs of Rs.2,000 each as embezzled while
the 7th one as yet to be delivered. Her complaint was recorded in the register and kept in the
file for record, It was entered in an excel sheet and forwarded to the post master Ghazi Kot
through letter and told telephonically on the same day.
A joint enquiry was done on 1st February 2012 in the presence of Assistant Superintendent
Postal Services Mansehra and Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra, at the
residence of the complainant in Chamora, Datta, Mansehra, where the beneficiary’s husband
was also present. In the offices of Senior Post Master or Post Master Mansehra there was no
record of this enquiry or complaint.
According to BISP Tehsil Office when an enquiry was conducted, the post office could not
produce any documented proof of MOs delivery receipts that the MO’s were paid on the dates
shown on the Payment Details. After two or three sittings of the enquiry team, Rs.12,000 the
amount of the 6 MOs was recovered from the postman of Ghazi Kot. The postman refused in
the beginning that there are any MOs generated in Parveen Bibi’s name. Later he changed his
stance and said that he couldn’t find the beneficiary and returned the amount, then for the
third time he changed his statement and said he has erroneously paid the amount to another
beneficiary with the same name No disciplinary action was taken against the postman as this
was not recommended by the enquiry team - under the pretext that he had erroneously
delivered to another beneficiary but not with any fraudulent intentions.
b) Client’s Version
The beneficiary lodged complaint upon the guidance of net café owner for the recovery of the
embezzled amount. After lodging the complaint at BISP Tehsil Office, the official
proceedings started. But actually, after a lot of pressure from the AD BISP Mansehra, the
postman came to her house and handed over the embezzled amount of Rs.12,000. Assistant
Director BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra put pressure on the postman and recovered her
amount.
They visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra about 6-7 times, sometimes by foot and sometimes
by rickshaw (Rs.30 per visit) or Suzuki van (Rs.20 per visit).

5. What we Learnt?
Availability of Payment Detail on website is very useful for a beneficiary. By accessing her
Payment Detail, a beneficiary can check whether she has received all the money orders that were
generated and shown as delivered to her. In this case, the beneficiary learnt from a net café that 7
MOs had been generated and were being shown as paid to her.
There was nothing in black and white with Pakistan Post regarding this complaint or enquiry. The
post office tries to solve such cases through informal enquiries leaving the postman unpunished.
As no Enquiry has been conducted by Pakistan Post, therefore, no disciplinary action can be taken
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against the guilty postman. This is the major repercussion in case a complaint is handled
informally.
Even after establishment of the fact that the money order was handed over to a person other than
the beneficiary in whose name it was generated, an appropriate action was not taken against the
postman.
The beneficiary was extremely happy with the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. The AD BISP put a
lot of pressure on the postman who got afraid and came to her house to repay the embezzled
amount.
Though she declares that as a result of the complaint, she received the amount of her embezzled
MOs, but the Payment Detail still shows that these MOs were delivered to her on various previous
dates.

6. Recommendations








A display of list (showing beneficiaries’ names as well as money orders generated in their
names) at BISP Tehsil Offices and nearest post offices may help in minimizing complaints of
misappropriation.
BISP should monitor/ test-check payments to ensure timely delivery of full amount to
beneficiaries. Regular visits by the BISP staff to far flung areas help in identifying cases of
non-payments or partial payments, and remedial steps can be taken. This also helps those
people who are unable to visit BISP offices from their villages located far away.
Each Payment Complaint must be formally Enquired, so that where required, appropriate
action may be taken against the guilty postman.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
BISP CMS should be modified so that it can cater to recording and processing of Payment
Complaints.
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P-Q2-KPK-30
Non-payment of first 6 MOs for Rs.12,000
Ghulam Fatima
Muhammad Rashid
Village: Ghazi Kot, Kaian de mori, Post Office: Mansehra,
Datta, Mansehra
1350305184566
6491363

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Ghulam Fatima wife of Muhammad Rashid, 47, is a resident of Ghazi Kot, Kaian De Mori, Datta,
Mansehra. She is an illiterate housewife with 14 children (7 boys and 7 Girls). Only one of her
daughter is married while the rest of her children are living with her. Her husband is a mason
who works on different construction sites and earns between Rs.500 and Rs.600 per day. One son
is also working as a daily wager in a marble factory earning Rs.200 per day. Four of her boys are
school going while the rest are doing nothing.
She is living in a house having three rooms and constructed on a 5 Marla plot. There is a make
shift kitchen and a covered area used as latrine for open defecation. There is no boundary wall of
the house. Gas facility was not available in their area though it has electricity. The house or the
street has no drainage or sanitation system. The village has no health facility, though there is a
primary school for boys and girls. Kaian de mori is a small village which is located at a distance
of 6 kilometres from Mansehra city. The nearest main road is on a 35 minutes’ walk. There are
55-65 houses in her village, which are mostly katcha while on the hilly terraces there are few
pucca houses also.
She is getting cash grant since 2011 which help her in buying groceries and medicine. The
nearest post office is at a distance of 5 kms from her place. There is a bank with ATM in
Mansehra city but she or anyone else in her household has no knowledge about how to use an
ATM Card. There is no other beneficiary in the house.

2. Relationship with BISP
Ghulam Fatima wasn’t a beneficiary during parliamentarian phase. She was visited by the survey
team in August 2010 and received an acknowledgement slip after her Poverty Score Card was
filled by an enumerator. At the time of survey she possessed a valid CNIC. As a result of the
survey she was declared as a beneficiary and was informed through BISP letter of intimation. She
considered BISP as a program to help the poor. She was very happy with the financial support as
she was never empowered earlier and she had never received any money of her own on monthly
basis in her entire life.
She was well aware of the BISP complaint registration procedure but was not aware about the
selection criteria for a potential beneficiary, except poverty. In March 2012 her mode of payment
was changed, she obtained a BDC and withdrew her cash transfer in March 2012 through her
BDC.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Ghulam Fatima was informed through BISP intimation letter that she has been declared as a
potential beneficiary. She kept on waiting for MOs to be delivered by the postman. Then she
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checked with the local post office where the postman told her that he had not received any BISP
MO generated in her name. She visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra where the Assistant
Complaints checked her Payment Detail on BISP website and told her that the first 7 MOs have
been shown as delivered to her, which she denied to have received.
The Assistant Director guided her for lodging a complaint for recovery of the embezzled amount
from the postman. Her complaint was for the recovery of 6 embezzled MO’s #
S3101103135028231, S3101103135028229, S3101103135028228, S3101103135028230,
S3101105135021057, S3101108135012648, S3101112135025049 of Rs.2,000 each, while the 7th
one was generated before the time the complaint was lodged but was not shown as delivered.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
Ghulam Fatima’s complaint regarding embezzled amount of Rs.12,000 was received by
Assistant Complainant on 19th December 2011. Her complaint was recorded in the register
and kept in the file for record. It was entered in an Excel sheet and was forwarded to BISP
Divisional Director Abbottabad who further forwarded it for enquiry to the Post Master
General. The Assistant Director BISP Tehsil also telephonically conveyed the message to the
post master of Ghazi Kot post office on the date of complaint receipt. On 20 th January 2012
Pakistan Post received the complaint from the BISP office.
A joint enquiry was conducted (date not clear) in the presence of ASPS and Assistant Director
BISP Mansehra at the residence of the complainant, where the beneficiary’s husband was also
present. The amount Rs.12,000 was handed over (after the enquiry) in the presence of a local
notable Mr Rustam (this is the only record/ information present at Ghazi Kot Post Office).
GPO has no record of this case or of the enquiry.
According to BISP Tehsil Office in the enquiry proceedings the post office produced no
documented proof of MO payments which could have shown that the MO’s were paid on the
dates shown on the website. After two or three sittings and a lot of coaxing/ threatening the
amount was recovered from the postman Pervez of Ghazi Kot though no disciplinary action
taken against him on the ground that the MOs were wrongly delivered to another woman.
b) Client’s Version
The beneficiary lodged complaint upon the guidance of Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra for the recovery of the embezzled amount. They visited BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra for more than 25 times, sometimes on foot and sometimes by rickshaw (Rs 30 per
visit), or Suzuki van (Rs.20 per visit).
After lodging the complaint at BISP Tehsil Office, and a lot of pressure from the AD BISP
Mansehra the postman came and handed over the embezzled amount of Rs.12,000.

5. What we learnt?
Availability of Payment Detail on website is very useful for a beneficiary. By accessing her
Payment Detail, a beneficiary can check whether she has received all the money orders that were
generated and shown as delivered to her. In this case, the beneficiary learnt from a net café that 7
MOs had been generated and were being shown as paid to her.
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There was nothing in black and white with Pakistan Post regarding this complaint or enquiry.
Pakistan Post did not have record of the enquiry. When the TPE team visited GPO Mansehra the
Senior Post Master Mansehra had no idea about such complaints in his jurisdiction.
The post office tries to solve such cases through informal enquiries leaving the postman
unpunished. As no Enquiry has been conducted by Pakistan Post, therefore, no disciplinary action
can be taken against the guilty postman. This is a major repercussion in case a complaint is
handled informally.
Even after establishment of the fact that the money order was handed over to a person other than
the beneficiary in whose name it was generated, an appropriate action was not taken against the
postman.
The beneficiary was extremely happy with the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. The AD BISP put a
lot of pressure on the postman who got afraid and came to her house to repay the embezzled
amount.
Though she declares that as a result of the complaint, she received the amount of her embezzled
MOs, but the Payment Detail still shows that these MOs were delivered to her on various previous
dates.

6. Recommendations








A display of list (showing beneficiaries’ names as well as money orders generated in their
names) at BISP Tehsil Offices and nearest post offices may help in minimizing complaints of
misappropriation.
BISP should monitor/ test-check payments to ensure timely delivery of full amount to
beneficiaries. Regular visits by the BISP staff to far flung areas help in identifying cases of
non-payments or partial payments, and remedial steps can be taken. This also helps those
people who are unable to visit BISP offices from their villages located far away.
Each Payment Complaint must be formally enquired. All enquiries should result in some
findings and, where necessary, disciplinary actions must be taken against culprits.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
BISP CMS should be modified so that it can cater to recording and processing of Payment
Complaints.
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P-Q2-KPK-31
Amount not Transferred to her Account
Najma Begum
Rihan Ali
Village: Circle 01, PasKalay, Post office: Khan Bari, Tehsil
and District Hangu
1410112603586
5480293
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Najma Begum wife of Rihan Ali is a 27 year old housewife. She is residing in village Circle 01,
Pas Kalay, Post office: Khan Barri, Hangu. She has three sons. One of her son is of school going
age while the other two are toddlers. Her husband is a daily wager She is educated up to primary
and spends her time taking care of her children and performing household chores.
She owns a 4 room katcha house constructed on 5 marla plot. She lives there with her children,
parents in law and brother in law. The house has a make shift kitchen and a latrine. Her husband
is the sole earning person, who earns Rs.250 per day. The earning is insufficient for the family
and most of the time they live hand to mouth. They share an open pit latrine for open defecation.
They have electricity connection, but there is no gas. Clean drinking water is available in the
neighbourhood and they have to share water source with them. In monsoon their house is flooded
with rain water.
Hangu is a major town of Kohat Division which shares borders with Karak and Orakzai Agency.
She lives in village Circle 01, Pas Kalay, Post office: Khan Barri, Hangu which is about 6
kilometres on the Thall bypass road. It is semi-rural area housing around 21 to 35 families. There
is a high school for boys near her house. There is no other beneficiary in her family.

2. Relationship with BISP
Najma Begum was not a beneficiary during the Parliamentarians’ Phase of the programme. She
was entertained by the programme during the Poverty Score Card phase of the scheme, following
her participation in the survey in August 2010. A PSC enumerator filled Najma Begum’s form
and gave her an acknowledgement slip. She received an intimation letter from BISP.
She had some knowledge of the program that she is selected as a beneficiary. She understood that
BISP is a cash grant scheme initiated by the PPP and aimed at the poorest of Pakistan. She said
that she had been selected because of her poverty.
She first started receiving payments in July 2011. She had been receiving all the payments
generated in her name regularly since then. The first eight were received through Pakistan Post
but she was shifted to the Benazir Debit Card (BDC) system in the first week of August 2012
when the BISP Tehsil Office Hangu issued her a BDC. She and her husband visited Tehsil Office
Hangu regularly as all other beneficiaries do. She had been spending the BISP cash grant on food
for her family.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Upon receiving the BDC, Najma Begum was told that she could withdraw her instalment from a
franchise or ATM three days after she received her BDC.
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After three days, Najma Begum went with her husband to the nearest ATM to withdraw her
instalment by BDC. Her husband was unable to withdraw money on his wife’s BDC as her
account was not credited by the bank with her cash transfer.
They were alarmed and on 16th August 2012 she went with her husband to BISP Tehsil Office
Hangu with her CNIC, PSC acknowledgement slip and BDC to lodge a complaint against nontransfer of cash transfer to her account by Tameer Bank.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
On 16th August 2012, Najma Begum and her husband lodged a complaint at BISP Tehsil
Office Hangu that the cash transfer has not been credited to her account. The complaint was
registered manually and was also entered in an Excel file by Tameer Bank representative to
whom they were referred by the Assistant Complaints. No acknowledgement slip was issued
to the complainant.
The complaint was submitted in the form of an application along with a copy of Najma
Begum’s CNIC, serial number of her BDC, and a copy of the ATM transaction receipt as
supporting documents. The complaint was forwarded to Tameer Bank’s Head Office on the
same date, via email.
No feedback was received by staff of the BISP Tehsil Office, or the bank representative in
response to Najma Begum’s complaint and the issue remains stagnant till 24th August 2012
when the TPE team had interviewed the beneficiary. The complaint has been lodged with the
bank’s customer service and they have no idea about why the amount is not credited, as it is
understood that once a woman receive her BDC the transfer is made within 48 hours.
b) Client’s version
Najma Begum and her husband have visited the BDC Center at the BISP Tehsil Office Hangu
5 times in the period since they lodged the complaint. They have been spending Rs.300 to
make every round trip to the Tehsil Office.
No progress on the complaint was conveyed to them till her interview by the TPE team and
they expressed dissatisfaction with the complaints process. She is unsatisfied with the
procedure of the bank.
We later contacted them on phone and her husband informed us that on 31st August, he tried
again and was pleasantly surprised because he could withdraw Rs.3,000 from a 1-Link ATM.
He now expressed satisfaction with the BDC complaints process though they were not happy
with the way they were treated by staff at the bank and BISP desks.

5. What We Learnt?
At that time, the bank representative at the BDC Distribution Centers did not have any access to
beneficiary’s account and could not view their payment details. The bank desk could only forward
complaints to its head office for processing; a procedure a beneficiary may herself perform by
simply calling the banks helpline. The bank representative is as helpless as the beneficiary when it
comes to having her case resolved.
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Though the BDC was issued to her in July, but contrary to regular practice (amount credited to
beneficiary’s account within 48 hours) Rs.3,000 was transferred to her account on 27 th August
2012. During this period her husband tried to withdraw money from an ATM / franchise but was
unsuccessful.
Her husband could not withdraw money because it was not transferred to her account. The
Payment Details were not being posted on the website during that time, otherwise he might have
advised the beneficiary that the amount has not even been credited to her account.
The beneficiary and complainant were not happy with the way they were treated by staff at the
bank and BISP desks. She doesn’t know that she got her money despite any action by the bank to
resolve her complaint.
BISP staff did not have any active role in BDC complaints redressal, which they have in
grievance cases and post office cases.

6. Recommendations






In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
The bank representative should be given access to the Payment Detail so that he may be able
to immediately know the status of the beneficiary’s BDC account and the reason why she has
been unable to withdraw her money.
There should be exclusive helpline portal for BISP beneficiaries as most of the time the
helpline is busy. If beneficiaries are calling through their mobile, then the helpline should be
free of cost.
It should be ensured that BDC issued to beneficiaries are activated and amount transferred to
their bank accounts in time (48 hours after issue of BDC) so that beneficiaries do not keep on
entering their PIN Codes in ATMs repeatedly resulting in capture of BDC, or, in filing unnecessary complaints because they could not draw their cash transfer from the ATM/PoS.
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P-Q2-KPK-32
Replacement of Lost BDC
Khush Niaz
Niaz Muhammad
Village Tarawara, Jahangir Abad, Union Council Belian,
Tehsil Oghi, District Mansehra.
1350492418600
6481048
15th November 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Khush Niaz wife of Niaz Muhammad, 39, lives in village Tarawara Jahangir Abad, UC Belian,
Tehsil Oghi, District Mansehra. She is an illiterate housewife and a mother of 5 children, two sons
and three daughters. Her two daughters are in a Madrassa where their two times meal is ensured,
while the boys go to a primary school. The third daughter is an infant. The names of the girls who
are in Madrassa are not included in her family roaster. Her husband works as a cook at a local
hotel and earns Rs.6,000 per month. She lives in a joint family system with her mother in law.
She lives in a two room katcha house which has a make shift kitchen and a latrine for open
defecation. Her husband is the sole bread earner. They have electricity connection but there is no
gas .Clean drinking water of a tube well is available but there is no piped water tap within the
house.
Mansehra is a major town of Abbottabad Division. Her village is located some 40 kilometre from
Abbottabad and about 7 kms from Oghi. Tarawara is a rural area with approximately 150 houses
which are scattered on the hills. It was extremely difficult to reach her house as due to the bad
condition of road one has to walk for 45 minutes. There is a primary school for boys and girls
near her house. There is another beneficiary in the family Afsar Paroshan who is eligible but with
a discrepancy.

2. Relationship with BISP
Khush Niaz was not a beneficiary during the Parliamentarians’ Phase of the programme. Later she
was declared as potential beneficiary after the Poverty Score Card survey done for her in October
2010. After filling of her PSC form the enumerator gave her an acknowledgement slip. She
received an intimation letter from BISP through which she was informed that she has been
declared as potential beneficiary.
She understood that BISP is a cash grant scheme initiated by the PPP and aimed at the poorest of
Pakistan. She said that she had been selected because of her poverty. She had been spending the
BISP cash grant on utilities and medicines of her family.
She first started receiving payments in August 2011 and she had been receiving all the payments
generated in her name regularly. The first four MOs were received through Pakistan Post. She
was shifted to Benazir Debit Card (BDC) system in April 2012 when the BISP Divisional Office
Oghi issued her a BDC # 6047810000369061002. She learnt that cash was transferred to her
account on 14th April 2012 when she received a message on her mobile that Rs.3,000 has been
transferred to her account. She visited Tehsil Office Oghi and was guided to withdraw the amount
from the ATM.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Upon receiving the BDC, Khush Niaz was told that she could retrieve her instalment from a
franchise or by using an ATM three days after receiving her BDC.
After three days, Khush Niaz went to the BISP Tehsil Office Oghi. She was asked to go to ATM.
It was a new system for her to use an ATM therefore she asked a person at the ATM to withdraw
the amount for her. Another woman, from Allai Batagram, also asked the same person for
favouring her to withdraw money. When the person checked both cards he said that no amount
exists in the account and handed over the BDCs. She went to a bank branch where she was told
that the BDC has been exchanged with someone else. At that time she realized that the person had
mistakenly exchanged their cards. The bank staff told her to lodge a complaint at BDC Center
Oghi.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
On 11th April 2012 Khush Niaz’ and her husband lodged a complaint at BISP Tehsil Office
Oghi to block the existing BDC and for issuance of another BDC. The complaint was
submitted in the form of an application along with a copy of Khush Niaz’s original CNIC, and
original BDC of that other person, and a copy of the ATM transaction receipt as supporting
documents.
The application was registered manually and was entered in an Excel file as well, by Summit
bank representative to whom they were referred by the Assistant Complaints BISP. The
complaint was forwarded to the Summit bank Head Office on the same date, via email.
Khush Niaz’s complaint is unresolved till date and her amount is still in her bank account.
The complaint has been lodged with the bank’s customer service, as they will replace the
card, but till now (after 6 months) she had not receive any information regarding her BDC reissuance.
b) Client’s Version
Khush Niaz and her husband have visited the BDC Center at the BISP Tehsil Office Oghi 5
times in the period since they lodged their complaint. They have been spending Rs.60 each on
every round trip to the Tehsil Office.
No progress on the complaint has been conveyed to them and they expressed dissatisfaction
with the complaints process. They were very happy with the way they were treated by staff at
the bank and BISP desks. She is unsatisfied with the procedure of the bank or the time it is
taking as it has been six months since the complaint was lodged and her BDC has not been
issued till now.

5. What We Learnt?
The beneficiary is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer
as no training was provided to her about how to use her BDC. She handed over her BDC and PIN
to someone at the ATM for withdrawing her cash transfer but due to the large crowd he
erroneously exchanged her card with another beneficiary’s card.
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The main problem arose because the beneficiary’s name or CNIC is not printed on her BDC
which creates confusion as the (mostly illiterate) beneficiaries cannot identify which card belongs
to which woman.
The cash transfer was deposited in her account in April 2012 but was not withdrawn till 11 th
November, when another instalment of Rs.3,000 was deposited in her account. She has still not
received her BDC. It is not clear why a second instalment was transferred to her account though
she has not withdrawn even the first instalment as she is still waiting for her BDC.
At that time, the bank representative at the BDC Center could not view beneficiary’s Payment
Details. The bank desk can only forward complaints to its head office for processing; a procedure
a beneficiary may herself perform by simply calling the bank’s helpline. The bank representative
is as helpless as the beneficiary when it comes to having her case resolved.
Despite five visits to BDC Center, no progress on the complaint has been conveyed to her. They
were not satisfied with the procedure of the bank or the time it is taking as it has been more than
six months since the complaint was lodged and her BDC has not been issued till now.

6. Recommendations









Greater care should be taken and it should be ensured that bank staff at BDC Distribution
Center, explain to the beneficiary in detail about the use of BDC for withdrawing their cash
transfer.
There should be a demo ATM at BDC Center, where the procedure could be demonstrated
and the beneficiaries may practice the use of BDC.
In order to avoid the confusion due to mixing of BDCs of different beneficiaries, personalized
cards showing names and CNIC may be issued. In case these personalized cards are too costly
then, at the time of issue at BDC Distribution Center, at least beneficiary’s name or CNIC
may be written on the BDC by using a permanent marker so that they can identify their cards.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
The bank representative at BDC Center may have a complaint ID, connected with bank portal
to check beneficiary’s accounts and process their complaints to expedite the complaint
process.
It must be ensured that beneficiary’s complaints are addressed in time. In this case she has
waited for more than six months but has still not received her BDC.
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P-Q2-KPK-33
Cash not deposited in her Account/ mobile set not given
Yasmeen
Noor Muhammad
Mohalla Kuz Pow, village and UC Ajmera, Tehsil and
District Batagram
1320246507288
2530192
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Yasmeen wife of Noor Muhammad, 31, is residing in Mohalla Kuz Pow, village and UC Ajmera,
Tehsil and District Batagram. She is an illiterate housewife and has a son and two daughters. One
of her daughters is enrolled in a school while the other two are toddlers. Her husband is a daily
wager who earns Rs.250 per day. Her father-in-law is a farmer who helps them off, otherwise it is
difficult for them to meet their expenses.
She lives in a one room katcha house constructed on a 5 Marla plot. The house has a make shift
kitchen and a latrine for open defecation. They have electricity connection but no gas. Clean
drinking water is available in the village but they don’t have house connections.
Her village is 6 kilometre from Batagram. Ajmera is a rural area with approximately 250 scattered
houses. There is a primary school for boys and girls near her house.

2. Relationship with BISP
Yasmeen was not eligible beneficiary for the cash grant scheme during the Parliamentarians’
Phase of the programme. Later she was entertained by the programme during the Poverty Score
Card phase, following her participation in the survey in 2009. An enumerator filled Yasmeen’s
Poverty Score Card and gave her an acknowledgement slip. She received an intimation letter from
BISP by which she was informed that she has been declared as an eligible beneficiary. The
website till 15th October 2012 showed that only one money order was generated for delivery by
Pakistan Post and its delivery has not been recorded.
She doesn’t know much about the program except that she has been selected as a beneficiary. She
understood that BISP is a cash grant scheme initiated by the PPP and aimed at the poorest of
Pakistan. She said that she had been selected due to her poverty. She plans to spend BISP cash
grant on utilities and medicines of her family.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
She received a call to visit BISP Tehsil Office Batagram to collect her mobile set and Ufone SIM.
When she visited BISP Tehsil Office Batagram, she received a Ufone SIM. As at that time the
mobile set stock was exhausted, therefore she received only the SIM. Yasmeen was told that she
could retrieve her instalment from a mobile franchise after three days.
After three days, Yasmeen’s father in law went to BISP Tehsil Office Batagram, They were asked
to go to Ufone Franchise. It was a new system for them but her father in law went there and
requested for her amount but they were told that there is no cash in her account.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
On 22nd June 2012 her husband lodged a complaint that (i) mobile phone should be given to
them as they had not received the mobile; and, (ii) cash transfer should be deposited in her
account. The application was registered manually and then entered in an Excel file by
Assistant Complaints. Assistant Complaints BISP Tehsil Batagram requested the customer
service of Ufone for information about the nature of the problem due to which she could not
retrieve her amount from the franchise. The franchise told him that due to persistent
electricity outages they did not know why her amount has not been transferred to her account.
It may be due to some problem at Headquarter level. In other BDC Centers, NADRA is using
their generator but at this BDC Center most of the work has been completed, so currently they
operate the mobile banking counter for only three days a month.
The complaint was submitted in the form of an application along with a copy of Yasmeen’s
CNIC copy, as supporting document. The complaint was forwarded to the Divisional Office
Abbottabad on the same date, via email for redressal
Yasmeen’s complaint is unresolved till date and still no amount has been deposited in her
bank account.
b) Client’s Version
Yasmeen and her husband have visited the BDC Center at BISP Tehsil Office Batagram five
times since they lodged the complaint. They have been spending Rs.150 each to make every
round trip to the Tehsil Office.
No progress on the complaint has been conveyed to them and their problem has not been fully
resolved. They expressed satisfaction with the complaint process as they received their
amount from the franchise but she is unsatisfied with the time they are taking over delivery of
a mobile phone. They were, however, satisfied with the way they were treated by staff.

5. What We Learnt?
One part of their case has been resolved, as they told that they have received the cash transfer but
despite visiting the office for five times, the mobile set is yet to be delivered to her.
It is surprising that though she says that she has received her money from the franchise, till 15 th
October 2012 her Payment Detail showed that the amount has neither been deposited in her
account by BISP/bank nor withdrawn by the beneficiary.
No records regarding payment complaints are maintained at the BISP office or with the
representative of Payment Agency. Given that no one at the BISP office or the Payment Agency
keeps any record, the staff has no information to provide to a beneficiary in case she comes to
them for any information
She is not satisfied with mobile banking or complaint redressal. Such un-necessary delays in
complaints redressal would compel the beneficiaries to shift from electronic mode of payment to
the previous method of money orders through Pakistan Post.
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Under mobile banking, complaints are not being manually recorded by BISP Office while the
CMS does not cater to the payment complaints. As such the beneficiaries complain that they are
not being helped by BISP staff regarding Payment Complaints in any way.

6. Recommendations





The mobile banking process should be clearly explained at each counter of BDC Center at the
time of delivery of mobile set and SIM. A special counter should be reserved for guiding
people regarding mobile banking.
Mobile set should be handed over to the beneficiaries along with the SIM. It should be
ensured that after the delivery of mobile phone and SIM; the beneficiary account must be
credited with the cash transfer within the next 3 days.
As CMS does not cater to Payment related complaints, BISP Divisional Office and the
Payment Agency should at least record/ maintain Payment related complaints manually.
A report may be generated and reviewed by BISP to know the reasons why payments are not
being credited to BISP beneficiaries.
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Case study Number
Nature of Case
Complainant/ Beneficiary
Wife of:

P-Q2-KPK-34
Cash not deposited in her Account/ mobile set not given
Khatoon Nisa
Pir Dad

Address

Mohalla Kuz Pow, village and UC Ajmera, Tehsil and District
Batagram

CNIC Number
PSC form number
Date Study Completed

1320207121694
2530192
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Khatoon Nisa wife of Pir Dad is 62 years old and lives in Mohalla Kuz Pow, village and UC
Ajmera, Tehsil and District Batagram. She is an illiterate housewife and mother of two sons and
four daughters. Her husband is a farmer who works on a small piece of land.
She lives in a two room katcha house constructed on a 10 Marla plot. The house has a make shift
kitchen and a latrine for open defecation. They have an electricity connection but there is no gas.
Clean drinking water is available at the common village well and this water source is shared by all
the villagers.
Batagram is one of the major districts of Abbottabad division. Her villages is 6 kilometre from
Batagram. Ajmera is a rural area with approximately 250 houses and scattered fields. There is a
primary school for boys and girls near her house.

2. Relationship with BISP
Khatoon Nisa wasn’t a beneficiary during BISP Parliamentarians’ Phase. Later she was included
in the programme during the Poverty Score Card phase of the scheme, following her participation
in the PSC survey in 2009. A PSC survey enumerator filled her form and gave her an
acknowledgement slip. She received an intimation letter from BISP.
She doesn’t know much about the program except that she has been selected as a beneficiary. She
understood that BISP is a cash grant scheme initiated by the PPP and aimed at the poorest of the
poor. She said that she had been selected because of her poverty. She plans to spend the BISP
cash grant on food, utilities and medicines for her family.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
She received a call to visit BISP Tehsil Office Batagram for receiving a mobile set and Ufone
SIM but by the time she visited the stock of mobile sets was finished. Upon receiving the SIM,
Khatoon Nisa was advised that she could retrieve her instalment from a franchise after three days.
After three days her husband went to BISP Tehsil Office Batagram. They were asked to go to
Ufone Franchise. It was a new system for them but he somehow managed and requested for her
amount. He was told that her cash transfer has not been processed and there is no amount in her
account. He then visited the BISP Tehsil Office to enquire about the problem and file a complaint.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
On 28thJune 2012 her husband Pir Dad lodged a complaint that (i) mobile phone should be
given to them as it was out of stock when she went to collect the SIM; and (ii) cash transfer
has not been deposited in her account.
The application was registered manually and then entered in an Excel file by Assistant
Complaints BISP Tehsil Office Batagram. Assistant Complaints requested the customer
service department of Ufone to inform about why cash has not been transferred to her
account. The customer services department informed that the problem might be at their
Headquarter. Due to persistent electricity outages BISP staff cannot access the Payment
Detail of the beneficiary.
The complaint was submitted in the form of an application along with a copy of Khatoon
Nisa’s CNIC as supporting document. The complaint was forwarded via email to Divisional
Office Abbottabad on the same date.
b) Client’s Version
She visited the BISP Tehsil office 5 times and it cost them Rs.50 per round trip which is at a
distance of 2 kms from her house. While her husband Pir Dad visited some 10 times by foot.
No progress on the complaint was conveyed to the beneficiary.
Her complaint was partly resolved on 30th August 2012 when she received her cash transfer
from a franchise. She expressed satisfaction with the complaints process as she received her
amount from the franchise.
They were very happy with the way they were treated by staff at the BISP desk but
unsatisfied with the procedure for complaint redressal as her mobile set has not been issued to
her till now.

5. What We Learnt?
Interestingly, her Payment Detail shows that she has withdrawn her cash transfer from a franchise
on 30th August but there is no entry showing that this amount was deposited in her bank account.
50% of her complaint has been resolved as she withdrew her cash transfer but she is still waiting
to receive the mobile set.
AD BISP Tehsil Office did not have access to beneficiary’s Payment Detail at the time of
discussion on the case with TPE team because of electricity load shedding, no generator, and the
UPS only works for 4-6 minutes.
No record regarding payment complaints are maintained at the BISP office or with the
representative of Payment Agency. Given that no one at the BISP office or the Payment Agency
keeps any record, the staff has no information to provide to a beneficiary in case she comes to
them for any information
Under mobile banking, complaints are not being manually recorded by BISP Office while the
CMS does not cater to the payment complaints. As such the beneficiaries complain that they are
not being helped by BISP staff regarding Payment Complaints in any way.
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6. Recommendations





The mobile banking process should be clearly explained at each counter of BDC Center at the
time of delivery of mobile set and SIM. A special counter should be reserved for guiding
people regarding mobile banking.
Mobile set should be handed over to the beneficiaries along with the SIM. It should be
ensured that after the delivery of mobile phone and SIM; the beneficiary account must be
credited with the cash transfer within the next 3 days.
As CMS does not cater to Payment related complaints, BISP Divisional Office and the
Payment Agency should at least record/ maintain Payment related complaints manually.
A report may be generated and reviewed by BISP to know the reasons why payments are not
being credited to BISP beneficiaries.
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P-Q2-KPK-35
Non-payment of first 6 MO for Rs.12,000 by Pakistan Post
Chan Mukhtaj
Sawar Khan
Village: Ghazi Kot, Kaian de mori, Post Office: Datta, Mansehra.
1350305795562
6491362
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Chan Mukhtaj wife of Sawar Khan 43, is a mother of 4 boys all are school going. She is an
illiterate woman who lives in Ghazi Kot, on the outskirts of Mansehra city. Her husband is a daily
wager mechanic; he works on different mechanic shops. Being a hill station, usually there is
ample work in summers but winters are difficult as they seldom find any work.
Her house has two katcha rooms, it is built with mud and hay on a 5 Marla plot. There is a make
shift kitchen and a covered area to be used as latrine. There is no boundary wall of the house. Gas
is not available in their area though they have electricity connection. The house or their street has
no drainage or sanitation system. The village has no facility for health though it has a primary
school for boys and girls. Kaian de mori is a small village which is located 6 kilometres from
Mansehra city, the nearest main road is at a 35 minutes’ walk. The village consists of 55-65
houses which are mostly katcha and on hilly terraces; only a few houses are pucca and made of
blocks.
She is getting BISP cash grant since 2011 which helped her in buying shoes, clothes and food etc.
The nearest post office is 5 kms away from her place. There is a bank with ATM in Mansehra city
but she has no knowledge about its usage. There is no other beneficiary in her house.

2. Relationship with BISP
Chan Mukhtaj wasn’t a beneficiary during BISP Parliamentarian Phase; she was visited by the
BISP survey team in August 2010, and after filling of her form an acknowledgement slip was
given to her. At the time of survey she possessed a valid CNIC. As a result of the survey she was
declared as a potential beneficiary. She considered BISP as a program to help the poor. She was
very happy with the financial support as she never felt empowered earlier because she had never
received payments on monthly basis in her entire life.
After receiving her BDC she has withdrawn Rs. 3,000 as her cash transfer on 6th March 2012
which was deposited by BISP/ bank on 5th March 2012.
She was aware of the BISP complaint registration procedures but was not aware about the
selection criteria to be selected as a potential beneficiary.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Chan Mukhtaj found that she is a potential beneficiary when she received an intimation letter
from BISP. She waited for the postman to bring her MOs but when she did not hear from the
postman her husband visited the nearby BISP office. The Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra further told that her first six MOs (S3101103135028680, S3101103135028679,
S3101103135028681, S3101103135028678, S3101105135021047, S3101108135012430) have
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been generated in her name and are shown as delivered while the seventh (S3101112135025129)
has been generated but is yet to be delivered.
Assistant Director asked her to visit BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra to lodge complaint for the
recovery of the amount which has been misappropriated by the postman. Meanwhile she went to
Post Office Ghazi Kot and asked them about her money orders but they said that they had no idea
of any MO generated in her name. She along with her husband rushed back to BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra and submitted an application in BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra on the same day.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
Her complaint was received by Assistant Complainant on 19th December 2011 for the
recovery of 6 MOs shown as delivered while the seventh one was generated and is yet to be
delivered. Each of these money orders is of Rs. 2,000. It was recorded in a register and kept in
the file for record, entered in an Excel sheet and forwarded to the Post Master Ghazi Kot
through letter and telephonically on the same day.
A joint enquiry was conducted on 23rd January 2012 in the presence of Assistant
Superintendent Postal Services and Assistant Director BISP Mansehra at the residence of the
complainant, where the beneficiary’s husband was also present. In the enquiry proceedings
the post office produced no documentary proof of money order receipts which would have
shown that the MOs were paid on the dates mentioned in her Payment Detail. After two to
three sittings and a lot of coaxing/ threatening, Rs. 12,000 was recovered from the postman
Mr Pervez of Ghazi Kot post office.
The amount against money order generated on 28th Oct 2011 was handed over to her after the
enquiry, in the presence of a local notable Mr Rustam. This is the only record present in
Ghazi Kot Post Office regarding this complaint.
b) Client’s Version
The beneficiary lodged a complaint on the guidance of Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra for the recovery of embezzled amount. After lodging the complaint at BISP Tehsil
Office, and a lot of pressure from the Assistant Director BISP Mansehra the postman came
and handed over the embezzled amount of Rs. 12,000 to the beneficiary.
In the beginning the postman refused that there were any MOs generated in Chan Mukhtaj’s
name. Later the postman changed his stance and said that he couldn’t find the beneficiary and
returned the amount to BISP, and then he changed his statement for the third time and said
that he had paid the amount to another woman with the same name. Assistant Director BISP
Tehsil Office Mansehra put some pressure through his contacts and recovered the
misappropriated amount of the beneficiary.
The beneficiary and her husband claimed that they visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra more
than 25 times, sometimes on foot and sometimes by rickshaw or Suzuki van spending Rs.20
per visit.

5. What we learnt?
Availability of Payment Detail on website is very useful for a beneficiary. By accessing her
Payment Detail, a beneficiary can check whether she has received all the money orders that were
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generated and shown as delivered to her. In this case, the beneficiary learnt that 7 MOs had been
generated and 6 were being shown as paid to her.
There was nothing in black and white with Pakistan Post regarding this complaint or enquiry.
Pakistan Post did not have record of the enquiry. When the TPE team visited GPO Mansehra the
Senior Post Master Mansehra had no idea about such complaints in his jurisdiction.
The post office tries to solve such cases through informal enquiries leaving the postman
unpunished. As no Enquiry has been conducted by Pakistan Post, therefore, no disciplinary action
can be taken against the guilty postman. This is a major repercussion in case a complaint is
handled informally.
Even after establishment of the fact that the money order was handed over to a person other than
the beneficiary in whose name it was generated, an appropriate action was not taken against the
postman.
The beneficiary was extremely happy with the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. The AD BISP put a
lot of pressure on the postman who got afraid and came to her house to repay the embezzled
amount.
Though she declares that as a result of the complaint, she received the amount of her embezzled
MOs, but the Payment Detail still shows that these MOs were delivered to her on various previous
dates.

6. Recommendations








A display of list (showing beneficiaries’ names as well as money orders generated in their
names) at relevant BISP Tehsil Offices and nearest post offices may help in minimizing
complaints of misappropriation.
BISP should monitor/ test-check payments to ensure timely delivery of full amount to
beneficiaries. Regular visits by the BISP staff to far flung areas help in identifying cases of
non-payments or partial payments, and remedial steps can be taken. This also helps those
people who are unable to visit BISP offices from their villages located far away.
Each Payment Complaint must be formally enquired. All enquiries should result in some
findings and, where necessary, disciplinary actions must be taken against culprits.
In line with BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment
Process) as well as the standard procedure of Pakistan Post, a money order should be
delivered only to the beneficiary in whose name it has been generated, and, at beneficiary’s
doorsteps.
BISP CMS should be modified so that it can cater to recording and processing of Payment
Complaints.
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P-Q2-KPK-36
SIM reactivation, Number barred (Mobile Banking)
Bas Nisa
Shafi ur Rehman
village: Colony Batagram, post office, Batagram
1320273673240
2526396
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Bas Nisa wife of Shafi Ur Rehman is 37 year old housewife. She is residing in village Colony
Batagram. She is the mother of two sons and three daughters all are studying in a madrassa. Her
husband owns a small tuck shop whose income is not sufficient to fulfil their basic needs. They
live in a joint family (father, grandfather and extended family members) comprising of 19 family
members. She is uneducated and is a housewife who also stitches clothes at home. She stiches one
shalwar Kameez suit for Rs.100.
She lives in an old two room semi-katcha 6 Marla house. It has a make shift kitchen and a latrine
for open defecation. After the October 2005 earthquake someone helped them construct this
house. Her husband is the main bread provider for their family. They have electricity connection
but there is no gas. They use water from a natural spring.
Her village is 8 kilometre from Batagram bazar. It is a rural area with approximately 50-60 houses
scattered on hilly terraces. There is a primary school for boys and girls near her house.

2. Relationship with BISP
Bas Nisa wasn’t a beneficiary during BISP Parliamentarians Phase. She became a beneficiary
after the Poverty Score Card survey in 2009. An enumerator filled the PSC form for Bas Nisa and
gave her an acknowledgement slip. She received an intimation letter from BISP by which she was
informed that she has been declared as a potential beneficiary.
She doesn’t know much about the program except that she has been selected as a beneficiary. She
understood that BISP is a cash grant scheme initiated by the PPP and aimed at the poorest of
Pakistan. She said that she had been selected because she is poor. She spends BISP cash transfers
for meeting household expenses.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
She received a call to visit BISP Tehsil Office Batagram to receive her mobile set along with
Ufone SIM for alternative mode of cash transfer. Upon visiting BISP Tehsil Office Batagram she
received a mobile set and SIM. Bas Nisa was told that she would receive a text message and could
then retrieve her cash instalment from a franchise after three days.
After three days, Bas Nisa’s husband Shafi Ur Rehman went to the BISP Tehsil Office Batagram,
They were asked to go to an Ufone Franchise. He went there and they started receiving her cash
instalments through mobile banking. They have already received Rs. 13,000 in seven installments
through mobile banking and Rs. 26,000 through Pakistan Post in nine installments.
The present complaint is due to de-activation of their SIM by the mobile service provider. This is
the fourth time that their cell number was barred. This problem arises because on receiving a text
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message about their instalment they try to fiddle with the specified number and their SIM gets
barred/ de-activated by the mobile company.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
Bas Nisa lodged an application for reactivation of her SIM for which they went first to the
mobile franchise; upon refusal by the franchise representative they approached BISP Tehsil
Office Batagram.
On 28th June 2012 Bas Nisa’s son Shah Khalid lodged a complaint that their SIM should be
reactivated. The application was registered manually and not in Excel file by Assistant
Complaints BISP Tehsil Office Batagram. Assistant Complaints requested Ufone customer
service that her number which has been barred should be reactivated. The complainant had
submitted copy of Bus Nisa’s CNIC and mobile number with their complaint to the Assistant
Complaints. The complaint got resolved on the same day and her number was re-activated.
b) Client’s Version
The progress on the complaint was conveyed to them at the moment when they make a call,
they expressed full satisfaction with the complaints process as they receive their amount from
the franchise regularly. They were very happy with the way they were treated by the BISP
staff.

5. What We Learnt?
The case has been resolved though a single phone from BISP Tehsil Office for SIM reactivation.
It is surprising that her Payment Detail for mobile banking is not on the standard pattern i.e.
deposit and withdrawal for each transaction. The first seven entries show withdrawals on different
dates from 29th June 2011 to 8th August 2012. The next seven entries are for 7 deposits all
transferred to the bank account on the same date i.e. 1st October 2012.

6. Recommendations






BISP Tehsil Office must be equipped with a generator to be used in electricity load shedding.
The mobile banking process should be clearly explained at each counter of BDC Center at the
time of delivery of mobile set and SIM. In this case the beneficiary and her husband use the
mobile phone in such a way that it had to be barred/ de-activated four times by the mobile
company.
BISP CMS should be modified so that it can also cater to Payment Complaints of the
beneficiaries.
Payment Detail is an important tool for the beneficiaries and care should be taken for its
regular update and proper presentation.
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Wife of:
Address

P-Q2-KPK-37
BDC Exchanged
Samina Bibi
Naqib Shah
Mohalla Gul e Nargis, Peeran, Tehsil Batkhela Malakand

CNIC Number
PSC form number
Date Study Completed

1540234097798
6784341
15th October 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Samina Bibi w/o Naqib Shah, 32, is a resident of Gul-e-Nargis, Peeran, Batkhela. She is a
housewife, educated up to Matric (Secondary School Certificate). She remains busy in handling
her domestic activities.
The beneficiary has four sons; three are studying at a private school in the village while the fourth
one is a toddler. She is paying Rs.300 per month as fee for each of her son. She lives in a single
katcha room in the house of her brother in law. The house has a joint kitchen and a bathroom
which both families share. The family uses water from a tap which is in their courtyard.
Beneficiary’s husband who is a bulldozer operator is the sole earning person for the whole family,
having a monthly salary of Rs. 10,000. The family does not have any agricultural land.
Her village is at a distance of half a km from the main Swat road, and around 4 kms from the
main Batkhela town. The link road to the village was recently constructed. Her house is located in
the middle of the village and can be reached by a very narrow though cemented street. The village
has primary schools for boys and girls. The main town is not very far and the villagers take their
patients to the town for treatment. In Batkhela town there are high schools and colleges. Gas is
not available in the village though they have electricity connection.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant scheme. A
member of SRSP filled her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form at her door step in end 2010, and its
acknowledgement slip was issued to her. As a result of the survey the beneficiary was not
declared as eligible beneficiary, though she appealed in March 2012 and after her appeal was
accepted, she was declared eligible for the scheme.
The beneficiary and her family did not know regarding BISP programs, but they considered it to
be PPP’s cash transfer scheme for poor families. She had no idea about the criteria for becoming
an eligible beneficiary for the scheme. She considered BISP as an economic help for the poor and
needy families like hers. The beneficiary was unaware of complaint redressal mechanism but her
relative guided her and filed a complaint on her behalf at the bank counter of BDC Center at BISP
Divisional Office Malakand.

3. How did the complaint Emerge?
The beneficiary was not informed about change of mode of payment and BDC distribution. After
watching a huge crowd at BDC distribution Center located at BISP Divisional Office Batkhela,
which is located very near to her house, she also visited the Center, completed the formalities and
received her BDC.
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She visited United Bank Limited and its Omni franchise at Batkhela city, but failed to draw the
amount as her virtual account was not credited till that time. Her relative again visited the bank
counter at BISP Divisional Office Batkhela in order to confirm the cash transfer to her virtual
account. It was found at BDC distribution Center that her BDC No. 5058160100000351126 was
wrongly issued to someone else and BDC No.5058160100000351127 which belonged to someone
else was linked to her CNIC.
Thus a complaint had to be registered for re-issue of BDC which was exchanged at the BDC
distribution Center at the time of delivery of BDC to the two women.

4. Processing of the complaint
a) Providers Version
The complaint was received by bank representative at BDC distribution Center in BISP
Divisional Office Malakand. On 25th May 2012, the complaint was registered manually in
BDC complaint register maintained by bank representative. The complaint was not in writing
from the complainant but verbal information was recorded in the complaint register. Her
complaint was not forwarded to some other higher office, as they informed that they do not
have any information about the procedure for dealing with such type of complaints.
The complainant was advised that the other beneficiary, with whom the BDC was exchanged
at the time of issue, would be contacted and then the two beneficiaries could exchange their
BDCs and the case would be resolved. But the other beneficiary who had the complainant’s
BDC did not make any contact with the BDC Center even after the expiry of more than four
months.
b) Client’s Version
Mr. Ismail Shah, her husband’s cousin launched a verbal complaint on her behalf at the BDC
Distribution Center Malakand against the exchanged BDCs in May 2012. Data Entry
Operator at bank counter received the information and entered it in a register maintained by
him.
The complaint was not processed as the official advised the complainant that the issue would
be resolved by exchanging their BDCs, whenever the other beneficiary (who was in wrongful
possession of complainant’s BDC) make any contact or visits the BDC Center.
The complainant has been regularly visiting BISP Office in order to pursue his complaint as
the office is located on a 10 minutes walking distance.
The issue is yet to be resolved and the complaint is pending since May 2012 although the
complainant has paid countless visits. He was satisfied with cooperation and behaviour of
BDC staff, though she showed dissatisfaction over BDC complaint redressal mechanism.

5. What we learnt?
BDCs of the complainant and another beneficiary were exchanged (wrongly tagged to each other
account) at the time of issue of their BDC from the BDC Distribution Center.
The complaint had not been forwarded to anyone (for blocking the BDCs or request for issuing
another BDC) as according to bank representative, they do not have any mechanism to resolve
such cases. He just kept the complaint and did nothing to resolve it.
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Due to issuance of wrong BDCs to the beneficiaries at BDC Center the beneficiary had to suffer
for a long time and is still suffering.
The beneficiary was satisfied with cooperation and dealing of BISP staff, but was dissatisfied
with the complaint redressal mechanism as he could not get any satisfactory and positive response
from bank representative.
As Payment Details were not available on BISP website at that time, therefore, an important
aspect has neither been complained against nor investigated. The beneficiary’s Payment Detail
shows that Rs. 3,000 were deposited in her account on 5th May 2012 and were withdrawn on the
same date. This was not withdrawn by the complainant/beneficiary as her complaint of exchanged
BDC has still not been addressed. Another deposit of Rs.3,000 was made on 23 rd October 2011
but have not been withdrawn till now.

6. Recommendations





The BDC should have been blocked at the time of complaint because someone else has
withdrawn the amount on the complainant BDC.
Partner bank should be bound that in such cases the old BDCs should be cancelled and new
BDCs should be issued to the beneficiaries.
As CMS does not cater to Payment related complaints, BISP Divisional Office and the
Payment Agency should at least record/ maintain Payment related complaints manually.
Payment Detail is an important tool for the beneficiaries and care should be taken for its
regular update and proper presentation.
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Section 1 – Payment Case Studies
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P-Q2-GB-01
Non-Payment of one MO for Rs. 3,000 by the postman
Fatima
Mohammad Baqir
Mohalla Shaq Than, Kashmurah, Tehsil Skardu, District Skardu.
7110369863396
7312677
End September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
The beneficiary Fatima, wife of Muhammad Baqir, is a resident of Mohalla Shaq Thang
Kashmurah Skardu. Fatima is a 37 year old uneducated lady. She is the mother of eight children
(aged between 3 to 12 years).
Her husband is a labourer who works on daily wages. He earns approximately Rs.5,000 per
month. Mohalla Shaq Thang is an old settlement inside Skardu City located about 1.5 kms from
BISP office. The street leading to her house is unpaved and without any drainage system and
water supply. The semi-pucca house she lives in with her family is built on a 7 marla plot. It
comprises of one room, a kitchen and one bath room which is without a proper water supply.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Fatima Bibi learnt about BISP from the Poverty Score Card Survey team when they visited her in
October 2010. She considers BISP a programme of the Pakistan People’s Party, designed for the
benefit of the poor families of the country. She received the assistance during the parliamentarian
phase in 2009, however at that time she did not have much awareness on who is providing the
money for them.
When the survey team visited their Mohalla to fill out the Poverty Score Cards, her husband gave
all the information about their household to an enumerator who gave an acknowledgement slip for
future reference. The beneficiary was selected for the cash transfer assistance.
She plans to spend installments of BISP cash transfer for purchasing basic necessities for her
family and to pay for her children’s school fees and books.

3. How the Complaint emerged?
Fatima w/o Muhammad Baqir is an active beneficiary of BISP cash transfer programme since
2009, however she was not sure how many installments were released for her. In August 2011,
she learnt through other beneficiaries from the same area that she can check how many
installments have been generated in her name from the local BISP Tehsil Office.
Her husband, Muhammad Baqir, visited the BISP Tehsil Office Skardu to inquire about details of
the money orders generated in her name. The Assistant Director visited the BISP website, where
the payment details are given for each beneficiary. Fatima’s husband noticed that there was one
money order (B5091007711002325) worth Rs. 3,000 generated on 7th July 2010 in the list that
was shown as ‘delivered’ on 28th September 2012 but had not actually been received by his wife.
Upon seeking further guidance from BISP Tehsil Office staff, he was guided with regard to
lodging a complaint against the missing money order. The complaint, no.BISP-TSKD1(9)/2011/54, was registered at the Tehsil Office Skardu on 20th August 2011.
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4. Processing of the Case
a) Provider’s Version
The complaint was filed at the Tehsil Office, Skardu on 20th August 2011 by Muhammad
Baqir on behalf of his wife Fatima. The complainant walked approximately 1.5 kms, to the
Tehsil Office to save on transport costs. The Complaint Assistant entered it in the complaint
register manually as the CMS was yet to be made operational.
The Assistant Director forwarded the complaint to the Senior Post Master of General Post
Office, Skardu through a letter, the same day that the complaint was registered by the
complainant. There was no written response from Pakistan Post. However, after almost 6
months in March 2012, they verbally (on telephone) informed the Assistant Director that
Pakistan Post will trace out the missing money order and will make sure it reaches Fatima.
The Assistant Director informed her about this progress.
The Senior Post Master informed us that Fatima’s missing money order had been found, and
will be delivered to her ‘very soon’.
b) Client’s Version
On 20th August 2011 Muhammad Baqir registered a complaint in writing at the Tehsil Office
Skardu on Fatima’s behalf.
Though BISP Office is located only 1.5 kms away from her house, the complainant did not
visit BISP Tehsil Office to follow up progress of his complaint. After about 6 month, BISP
Assistant Director, after receiving verbal information from the Pakistan post in February
2012, assured him that the money would be returned by Pakistan Post, within two or three
days but nothing happened.
The beneficiary had not received the missing money order till now. She is dissatisfied with
the services provided by the Pakistan Post and the postman in particular; and believes that,
perhaps the postman visited her house and did not find her after which he delivered the
money to someone else.

5. What we learnt?
The beneficiary was not aware of the number of installments and the frequency of payments.
Though this case was properly forwarded by BISP office, however, no enquiry was conducted by
Pakistan Post and the complaint was not followed up by BISP as no reminder was sent despite the
lapse of one year.
There is no record available with the Pakistan Post regarding the case except the letter that was
sent by BISP Assistant Director.
Pakistan Post responded after six months that the money order has been found and will be
delivered in a few days. This contradicts BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2
Enrolment and Payment Process) which require that MOs must be delivered to the beneficiary in
the second month after generation and in case they are not delivered then they must be returned
and shown as undelivered in beneficiary’s Payment Detail. Instead of confronting the Senior Post
Master about this irregularity, AD BISP simply informed the beneficiary that she will get her
money order in a few days.
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6. Recommendations







BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries and inform them about complaint redressal.
The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the instalment that she
will receive and the month. This would help in reducing the chance of misappropriation.
A display of lists of beneficiaries’ names (as well as money orders generated in their names)
at BISP Tehsil Offices and nearest post offices may help in minimizing complaints.
Pakistan Post should process the complaint, conduct an enquiry and report back in line with
standard complaint redressal procedure. In case of delay BISP should send reminders to
Pakistan Post to speed up the process.
AD BISP should act proactively in solving a complaint. In this case, Pakistan Post informed
after six months that the misappropriated money orders have been found and will be delivered
to the complainant, instead of simply conveying this to the complainant, the AD should have
confronted this version and inform the post office that this contradicts BISP Guidelines for
Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment and Payment Process) which require that MOs must
be delivered to the beneficiary in the second month after generation and in case they are not
delivered then they must be returned and shown as undelivered.
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P-Q2-GB-02
Non-Payment of one money order for Rs.4,000 by Postman
Salma
Hassan (Late)
Mohalla Yarkhore Gole P.O Skardu Tehsil Skardu District Skardu.
7110312990882
Missing during PSC survey

Date Study Completed

Mid-September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Salma is a 64 years old widow, resident of Mohalla Yarkhore Gole of Tehsil Skardu. She is the
mother of three children, all of whom are school going. Two are studying in Government Schools
whilst one is enrolled at a private school.
Her primary source of income is the amount she gets from the sale of seasonal crop (potatoes) in
the local market, and she also receives some amount from Pakistan Bait-ul-Maal.
The house where she lives with her family consists of five small old pucca rooms and one
bathroom. However, there is no water supply.
Mohalla Yarkhore is an old village located 30 kms away from Skardu near the mountains; where
human settlement started hundreds of years ago, but being a remote area, is still under developed.
Most of the people living in the village are poor, and they depend on farming for their livelihood.
Their houses are mostly made of mud and comprise of small rooms. The houses are built in a
traditional three storey design, where the ground floor is used for keeping livestock.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Salma was an active beneficiary in the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the cash transfer Programme
and had her 1st interaction with BISP when the Parliamentarian’s Programme was initiated in the
area, in the year 2009. During the PSC survey that was held in 2010 she was not present at her
house, and as a result she was not surveyed. She expressed dissatisfaction with the survey team,
and the survey process, because many potential beneficiaries like herself were missed out.
Expressing her anger over the PSC survey team, she said “The team was not interested in poor
people, and that is why they did not include my name, instead they included many people who
were not poor at all”.
She considers this a Programme being run by the ruling political party ‘the Pakistan People’s
Party’, which is aimed to help the poor and needy families by providing them with cash transfers.
She planned to spend the money to pay the schools fees of her kids and to purchase books and
notebooks for her children.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Salma was selected as a beneficiary in Parliamentarians Phase of the cash transfer scheme and she
received the assistance as such. However she is not receiving any assistance in BISP Phase-II,
because the survey team missed out her house during the PSC survey which was held in 2010.
Her second interaction with BISP Programme was when the Assistant Director visited the area in
January 2012 to monitor the payments, after cash transfers were made to a number of
beneficiaries in the area. Rs.4,000 were received by a number of other beneficiaries in her village
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in January 2012, whereas Salma did not receive this money. She got the opportunity to register
her complaint when she met the Assistant Director of BISP, who registered her complaint. She
provided a written application which stated that an amount of Rs.4,000 was not delivered to her.
After confirming her story by checking her payment details on the BISP web site, the Assistant
Director accepted the complaint against the non-payment of Rs.4,000 for the Flood Payment.

4. Processing of the Case
a) Provider’s Version
The complaint was lodged at the BISP Tehsil Office Skardu on 12 th January 2012. The
complaint was registered manually in a complaint register, as the CMS system does not
address Payment Complaints and was not functional in Gilgit Baltistan at the time.
On 24th January 2012 the Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Skardu, wrote a letter to the
Senior Post master Skardu for departmental enquiry about this missing instalment. After 20
days the Senior Post master replied to the Assistant Director BISP that the case has been
decided based on a mutual understanding reached between complainant and Post man.
b) Client’s Version
The beneficiary submitted an application in person to the Assistant Director BISP while he
was on a visit to the area. The beneficiary believed that with the help and assistance of BISP
staff, she would receive her misappropriated amount from the Postman.
The complainant also said that the Postman reported that there was no dispute over any
missing money orders and everything had been settled, which according to her was incorrect.
During interview, the complainant claimed that she did not receive her misappropriated
money, did not attend the enquiry or give a statement that she has received her money. She
was very unhappy with the Postman and she said “I will never forgive the postman, because
he deprived a poor lady from the money she really deserves”.
To reach the BISP Office at Skardu located 30 kms away, she has to use a Hiace Van which
takes about 45 minutes for one side and costs Rs.60 for a round trip.

5. What we learnt?
BISP followed the prescribed procedure by forwarding the complaint to Pakistan Post. The
enquiry was completed after two months, and the case was closed on the basis of her handwritten
statement declaring that she had received the money.
When the TPE team visited the Senior Post master, he informed that during the official enquiry,
the postman had submitted a handwritten statement on behalf of the beneficiary stating that she
had received the instalment in question; and she would like the case to be closed/ filed. The
enquiry was completed in about two months, and the case was closed on the basis of her
handwritten statement declaring that she had received the money.
According to the beneficiary, Pakistan Post carried out a unilateral enquiry of the case, and closed
the file. This contradicts the standard enquiry procedure where both beneficiary and postman have
to attend and provide their statements. The beneficiary was not involved in the Inquiry and the
postman had submitted a written statement acknowledging receipt of the money order on the
beneficiary’s behalf.
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6. Recommendations





BISP staff should have close contact with the beneficiary to reduce the number of complaints.
BISP should have a good working relationship with Pakistan Post, so that the cases may be
resolved in time.
Regular visits by the BISP staff to the various far flung areas also help identify certain
Payment Complaints, and remedial steps can be taken. This also helps those people who do
not have the luxury to visit the BISP office far away from their villages.
Pakistan Post should have followed the SOP for complaints by calling the postman as well as
complainant for enquiry. Simply relying on a statement (purported to be) given by the
complainant has resulted in a decision without hearing the complainant’s version.
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P-Q2-GB-03
Non-Payment of five MOs for Rs.10,000 by the Postman
Naseeb Bi
Ghulam Abbas (Late)
Mohalla Khur Grong Olding, Tehsil Skardu, District Skardu.
7130141309646
7390250
End September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Naseeb Bi, widow of Ghulam Abbas is a resident of Mohalla Khur Grong Olding Tehsil Skardu
District Skardu. She is an illiterate mother of seven children. Their house is katcha/pucca and
consists of two rooms, a kitchen and one bath room without a proper water supply. Her husband
died many years ago and her only source of income is that one of her sons is working as a cook at
a hotel where he earns Rs. 9,000 a month.
Three daughters and three sons of Naseeb Bibi are studying at Government schools. They live
within the vicinity of Skardu city about 3 kms from BISP Office. The family is living in abject
poverty, mainly because of the large family size and low income. Being a poor family they
depend on Zakat and Pakistan Bait-ul-Maal to make ends meet.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation With BISP
She was not a beneficiary during BISP Parliamentarian Phase. The Poverty Score Card survey
team visited her house in October 2010, filled her PSC form and gave her an acknowledgement
slip. She was not aware of the purpose of the PSC survey.
She considers BISP to be a cash assistance programme for the poor and needy, but did not know
the exact criterion for selection as a beneficiary for this programme. She did receive an intimation
letter from BISP informing her of her selection for the programme. She stated that she is very
poor, and if she gets this assistance, she will try to meet some of the essential requirements of her
house.
Naseeb Bi came to know about the complaint registration mechanism when the daughter of a
notable who is her neighbour told her that such a system is in place at the local BISP office. She
visited the BISP Tehsil Office, Skardu to register her complaint against non-payment by the local
Postman.

3. How did the complaint emerged?
When she received the BISP intimation letter through post in February 2011 she patiently awaited
her money orders to be delivered to her but none were forth coming. Meanwhile, the daughter of a
notable who is living in her neighbour pushed her to go to the local BISP Tehsil Office to check
the status of her payments.
At the Tehsil Office Skardu, staff checked her Payment Details on the BISP website. They found
5 installments were generated in her name each instalment of Rs.2,000 (4 th generated on 28th
February, 2011 and 5th one generated on 25th April, 2011), which were all shown as undelivered.
The Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil Office Skardu then formally wrote to the Pakistan Post office
requesting that they deliver the money orders that were generated for Naseeb Bi.
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4. Processing of the Case
a) Provider’s Version
The complaint was filed at BISP Tehsil Office Skardu, on 24 th September 2011. The
beneficiary herself filed the complaint and the complaint was registered manually in a
complaints register by the Assistant Complaints, as the CMS system does not cater to
Payment Complaints and is not yet operational in Gilgit Baltistan. The Assistant Director
BISP Tehsil Office Skardu forwarded the complaint to General Post Office, Skardu for
redressal, the same day, after he verified the beneficiary’s Payment Details from the BISP
website.
Upon verifying her status, the Senior Post master found that the Postman had returned the
money orders to the BISP HQ with the explanation that a wrong address was given against
her name. The Senior Post Master informed AD BISP that the 5 installments had been sent
back to the BISP HQ as Undelivered. The complainant did not make any follow up visit to
BISP Tehsil Office or Pakistan Post.
b) Client’s Version
The beneficiary herself went to the BISP Tehsil Office Skardu for lodging the complaint,
when the daughter of a notable convinced her, to visit the office and check for the status of
her assistance. The Assistant Director checked the Payment details on BISP web site where
the money orders were generated and were shown as ‘un-delivered’. The case was addressed
to the Pakistan Post, where they investigated, and found that the money orders were returned
to the BISP as undelivered due to the incorrect address listed in their database. The
complainant was not informed about the processing of her complaint and/or its result.
The beneficiary did not spend any amount to visit the BISP Office, as the office is near her
house; at a walking distance. She did not receive the money and she was not satisfied with the
outcome of the complaints process. She is still waiting for the re-generation of her 5
installments which have been returned as Undelivered to the BISP Headquarters by Pakistan
Post.

5. What we learnt?
The Money Orders were being shown as “Undelivered” in her Payment Detail. The AD should
not have forwarded this to Pakistan Post for investigation because forwarding this complaint to
Pakistan Post could not have solved her problem. Only BISP HQ could have re-generated these
undelivered money orders that were returned to BISP.
Even after knowing that the five money orders were returned due to wrong address, the
complainant was not advised to file an application for change of address so that she could get her
money orders in future.

6. Recommendations




There is a need for creating awareness among women regarding the BISP cash transfer
programme since it is specially designed to empower women throughout the country.
The beneficiaries should be informed and educated about the complaint registration
mechanism, because most of the beneficiaries are illiterate.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
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forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries and inform them about complaint redressal.
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P-Q2-GB-04
Partial Payment by Postman
Sartaj Begum
Abdul Rahim
Village Shikiote of Tehsil Gilgit District Gilgit
7150102149288
7591353
End September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Sartaj Begum, wife of Abdul Rahim, is a resident of village Shikiote of Tehsil Gilgit. She is a 50
years old mother of seven children; she has not received any formal schooling. Her husband too is
illiterate and an elderly gentleman who is unable to work due to old age. Instead the family rely
on their eldest son to provide for them. He is working as a labourer for the water supply
department on daily wages and earns roughly Rs.7,000 a month. Her children are all studying at
Government schools. There is no other eligible beneficiary in their household.
Her village is located about 30 kms away from BISP Office Gilgit and is surrounded by mighty
mountains all around. To reach BISP Office she has to use Hiace Van which takes about 45
minutes to cover one way and costs Rs.120 for the round trip. Her house is semi-pucca, having
one room and a kitchen without a water supply. There is one bath room, but it is still under
construction, which could not be completed because of financial constraints. The area is quite
cold and in winter the temperature drops down to -15 to -20 degrees Celsius.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation With BISP
The PSC survey was conducted in her area in October 2010. The enumerators gave her an
acknowledgement slip after filling in the information she provided. She did not know about the
programme before the PSC survey as she was not receiving any assistance under the
Parliamentarian’s phase. She received an intimation letter from BISP informing her of her
eligibility for the program.
Sartaj Begum learnt about BISP from other beneficiaries in the locality; she considers it a
programme of the Pakistan People’s Party which is designed for the poor and needy families of
Pakistan.
She is an active beneficiary of the BISP cash transfer programme since 2011 and has been
receiving the cash transfer regularly. She plans to utilize the cash transfer to help pay for basic
needs of her family including food items, medicines etc.

3. How did the complaint emerged?
She received her eligibility letter from BISP Headquarters after the PSC was held in October
2010. When other beneficiaries started to receive cash transfers of about Rs.10,000 each, she
waited for around two weeks and then enquired from the postman about her cash transfer.
Though the postman after few days delivered her money orders for Rs.10,000, he deducted
Rs.500 from her as bakhshees, without informing her. (Bakhshees is traditionally money which
the receiver of a money order may pay willingly to the Postman).
Sartaj Begum did not wish to give him any amount, and according to her, while leaving he simply
informed her that he deducted Rs.500 from her money orders.
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She discussed the ‘forced bakhshees’ with her son, who works in the Water Supply Department.
Her son went to BIPS Tehsil office Gilgit, and registered a written complaint against the post man
for illegally deducting Rs.500 from his mother.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Provider’s Version
The written complaint was filed at the BISP Tehsil Office Gilgit on 30th June 2011 by her son.
The complaint was entered manually in the complaint register. After forwarding the
complaint to the BISP Regional Office a letter (Dir.BISP/GB-1(19)/2009/601) was dispatched
to the Senior Post Master General at the General Post Office Gilgit on 15th August 2011
requesting that the amount deducted from BISP beneficiary be recovered from the Postman in
question and that disciplinary action be taken.
After three days, on 18th August, the Senior Post master replied saying that the investigation is
under way at their end. Now seven months have passed and the beneficiary has not received
the amount and is highly dissatisfied.
b) Client’s Version
The Post man, initially delayed the payment, and when he finally paid he illegally deducted
Rs.500 as bakhshees from the money order.
The beneficiary told us that after 45 days a team from BISP Tehsil Office Gilgit visited her
and told her that the Postman will pay this money back to her in the coming months. She
further said “I do not know what the Post office is doing, and how it is dealing with the case;
45 days have passed, and there is no sign of the Post man”
She seemed unhappy with the Postman as well as Post office, which failed to take any action,
despite the fact that they accepted her allegations and promised that the Postman would return
the amount back to her. There was no follow up visit by the complainant.
No amount was spent while registering the complaint, as the application was submitted by her
son, who works in Skardu and visited the BISP Office on foot. Her son informed that he did
not visit BISP office again to know about the progress of his complaint.

5. What we learnt?
Beneficiaries became aware of the fact that they are entitled for the cash transfer, when they
received the eligibility letters from BISP Headquarters. In small villages, where all the people
know each other, there is more social interaction with each other. As a result the beneficiary of
this case study came to know that other women in the village have already received the cash
transfer. Thus she started pursuing the Postman for recovery of her money. The postman perhaps
used a delaying tactic, so that the beneficiary is disappointed, and when the postman delivers the
money later, the beneficiary may give him some bakhshees.
In record available with BISP, there is a complaint application with her CNIC copy, the letter
from BISP and the letter from Pakistan post.
The case was not formally investigated by Pakistan Post and BISP did not send any reminders for
starting a formal investigation.
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6. Recommendations




The 1st BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the 1st instalment that she
will receive, and the month when she should expect this amount. This would help in reducing
the chance of misappropriation.
Beneficiary lists as well as the money orders generated in their names should be displayed at
the nearest BISP Tehsil Office and Post Office so that beneficiaries could check their
payment status.
BISP should test-check some payments to beneficiaries to ensure delivery of full amount and
timely delivery to the beneficiaries.
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P-Q2-GB-05
Non-Payment of 5 MOs for Rs.10,000 by Pakistan Post.
Gul Dawood
Shakoor Jan
Shakoor Jan
Village Hakis, P.O Gupis, District Ghizer.
7140167641572
7378027
End September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Gul Dawood, w/o Shakoor Jan is a resident of Village Hakis, Tehsil Gupis, District Ghizer. She is
an illiterate mother of five children. Her husband is working for the Judiciary as a clerk and earns
Rs. 17,000 per month.
The house in which she is living is katcha/pucca and has two rooms, one kitchen, one bath room
and no proper water supply. All her five children are studying in government schools. There is no
other potentially eligible beneficiary in her house hold. Her home is located on a mountainside
about 15 kms from the BISP office and the fare is about Rs.100 per trip.

2. Beneficiary’s relationship with BISP.
Gul Dawood was not selected as a beneficiary for the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the cash transfer
scheme. The PSC survey of her village was held in October 2010, and she received an
acknowledgement slip.
She received a letter from BISP announcing her eligibility in March of 2011. She was unaware
about the processes and criteria for eligibility to the programme. The only criterion she knows is
that her family is poor and the cash transfers are being distributed to needy people. She told the
TPE team that she spends the cash transfer amounts on purchasing basic daily needs for her
family such as clothes and she saves some money to go towards her daughters’ marriages.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When she received her eligibility letter from the post office in March 2011, following the PSC
survey, she began waiting for her cash transfer installments to be delivered to her. When other
beneficiaries of the locality started receiving the money orders she started thinking that there must
be some problem and so she asked her husband to go to BISP office for information.
When her husband went to BISP Tehsil Office Gupis on 3rd October 2011, the Assistant Director
checked her Payment Detail on BISP website which showed the first five money orders that were
generated on 25th April 2011 and shown as delivered on 1st July 2011. He was sure that his wife
has not received any of these five MOs. The Assistant Director told her husband about the
complaint registration mechanism and filed a complaint against non-payment by Pakistan Post.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Provider’s Version
The complaint was filed in Tehsil office Gupis on 3rd October 2011. Her husband filed the
complaint on her behalf and it was registered manually in a complaint register. The Assistant
Director of BISP Tehsil Office Gupis wrote a letter to Divisional Director BISP Gilgit on 14 th
October 2011 and sent a copy to the Senior Post Master of GPO Gilgit.
After that the AD contacted the concerned postman telephonically and asked about the 5
money orders of the beneficiary. No joint inquiry was conducted by the Pakistan Post. The
Assistant Director told the TPE team that after a long investigation and multiple meetings
with the postman he recovered the five installments of the beneficiary from the postman and
delivered these to the beneficiary. There was no reply to the BISP Divisional Director Gilgit
from Pakistan Post. Of the Rs. 10,000 embezzled by the postman he returned Rs. 9,500.
b) Client’s Version
Gul Dawood told the TPE team that when she received the beneficiary letter from BISP she
was very excited, but after two months when other women of her locality received their
money orders she grew concerned and told her husband to go to the BISP office for
information.
When her husband went to Tehsil office in October 2011 the BISP staff told him that her
money orders were being generated and were shown as delivered to her.
The Assistant Director told him about the complaint registration mechanism. After that he
lodged a complaint on her behalf against the Pakistan Post for non-payment of five money
orders which were generated by BISP on 25th April 2011. Three months after the complaint
was lodged the Postman delivered to her the amount of these five money orders. She said,
‘now I am receiving my money orders regularly’.

5. What we learnt?
The money order disbursement system of Pakistan Post in remote areas is not very reliable and it
is relatively easy for postmen to embezzle money orders. The issue is compounded because
beneficiaries seldom go to Tehsil offices to inquire about their missing orders and/or find it
appropriate to lodge a complaint against their missing money orders.
BISP did not forward the complaint to Pakistan Post for formal enquiry. The AD considered it
appropriate to deal informally with the postman and persuaded him to return the misappropriated
amount. Such quick fix solutions may be beneficial for quick recovery of complainant’s money
but does not help in addressing the organizational problems of Pakistan Post.
As no Enquiry has been conducted by Pakistan Post, therefore, no disciplinary action can be taken
against the guilty postman. This is the major repercussion in case the complaint is handled
informally by BISP staff.

6. Recommendations


Each Payment Complaint must be sent formally to Pakistan Post for conducting an Enquiry,
and if required, take appropriate action against the guilty postman.
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There is a need to inform the beneficiaries about the ‘Payment Details’ available on BISP
website because it is the most important resource for checking whether money orders have
been generated and also for checking non-payments.
There is a need for creating awareness among women regarding the cash transfer program
since it is specially designed to empower women throughout the country.
Beneficiary should be informed about complaint registration mechanism.
Pakistan Post should improve the money order delivery system, because many beneficiaries
are now withdrawing through BDCs due to which there are fewer burdens on Pakistan Post.
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P-Q2-GB-06
Non-Payment of one MO for Rs.4,000 by Post man
Sakeena
Muhammad Hassan
Mohalla Yarkhore Gole, P.O Skardu, Tehsil Skardu, District Skardu.
7110342922488
7360753
End September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Sakeena is the 64 years old widow of Muhammad Hassan, who resides in Mohalla Yarkhore Gole
Tehsil Skardu, District Skardu, Gilgit Baltistan and her house is about 20 kms from the BISP
office. She has one son who is working as a labourer on daily wages and earns around Rs.4,000
per month.
She grows vegetable for her kitchen in a small garden situated in the courtyard. The house where
she lives with her family consists of two small old katcha rooms including a kitchen. There is no
bath room and no water supply.
Mohalla Yarkhore is an old village located near the mountains and her house is about 20 kms
from the BISP office; human settlement started here hundreds of years ago, but being a remote
area it is still under developed. Most people living in the village are poor and they depend on
sustenance farming for their livelihoods. Their houses are made of mud and have small rooms.
These houses are built in a traditional three story design, where the ground portion is used for
keeping livestock.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Sakeena was an active beneficiary of BISP Parliamentarian Phase since 2009. She was eligible for
this phase of the programme and received all the payments generated under this phase, as well as
one “flood relief” payment, which according to BISP staff in Gilgit-Baltistan was actually a onetime Ramzan instalment. Her second interaction with BISP Programme was when the Poverty
Score Card survey was conducted in her area in October 2010. After the PSC survey in October
2010 she was not selected for the second phase of cash transfer program.
She considers BISP to be a scheme for the welfare of poor people. She planned to spend the
money to buy the basic needs of life.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
An amount of Rs.4,000 (for flood payment or Ramzan instalment) was received by a number of
other beneficiaries of her village in September 2011, whereas Sakeena did not receive this money.
In January 2012, when the Assistant Director of the Tehsil office Skardu visited the area, he
received a written application from the beneficiary that an amount of Rs.4,000 was not delivered
to her. After checking her payment details on BISP web site, the Assistant Director lodged a
complaint against non-payment of one money order of Rs.4,000 by Pakistan Post.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Provider’s Version
The complaint was lodged at BISP Tehsil Office Skardu on 12th January 2012. When the
Assistant Director visited the area the beneficiary herself gave him her written application.
The complaint was registered manually in a complaint register, as the CMS system does not
cater to Payment Complaints and was not functional in Gilgit Baltistan.
On 24th January 2012 the Assistant Director of BISP Tehsil Office Skardu, wrote a letter to
the Senior Post master Pakistan Post Skardu for requesting him to initiate a departmental
inquiry about this missing instalment.
After 20 days the Senior Post master replied to the Assistant Director BISP and informed him
that the case has been filed (closed) because a mutual understanding has been reached
between complainant and Post man.
When the Senior Post master was visited, he informed the TPE team that during an official
enquiry, the post man submitted a written acknowledgement of the beneficiary that she has
received the instalment in question and so the case has been resolved. (All the documents are
attached with the case). According to the Post Master, the case was finally resolved by
Pakistan Post, whereby the responsible Post man produced a written receipt of the amount
delivered to the beneficiary.
b) Client’s Version
The beneficiary submitted an application to the Assistant Director BISP when he visited her
area. The beneficiary felt that BISP staff struggled a lot for her missing instalment with the
Postman and senior staff of Post office, and she believes that because of their help and
assistance, she will receive the amount, which was not given by the Post man.
The complainant also said that the Post man reported that there is no dispute on any missing
money, and everything has been settled. When the TPE team questioned the beneficiary she
told them that she has not received the instalment from the postman nor had he taken her
signatures as proof of delivery.
According to her, the money is still with the Postman and the beneficiary’s case has not been
resolved.

5. What we learnt?
BISP staff followed the set procedure accordingly. All the official record related to this case was
available.
It appears that the Postman filed the complainant’s statement that she has received the money.
Pakistan Post did not follow the standard procedure of appointing an enquiry committee, asking
the complainant to attend the enquiry and obtaining a signed and verified statement. Pakistan Post
depended on (probably forged) statement of the beneficiary provided by postman.
Though the standard procedure was followed, but during interview the beneficiary informed the
TPE team that she has neither received her missing installments of Rs. 4,000 nor did she provide
the statement which formed the basis for closing the case.
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6. Recommendations.





Regular visits by the BISP staff to the various far flung areas help in identifying cases of nonpayments or partial payments, and remedial steps can be taken. This also helps those people
who are unable to visit BISP offices from their villages located far away.
Pakistan Post should follow the standard procedure of appointing an enquiry committee,
asking the beneficiary to attend the enquiry and obtaining a signed and verified statement.
Holding of Joint Enquiries (one member from Pakistan Post and another from ISP) provide
better recourse to the beneficiary and she can confidently attend and fight her case in such an
enquiry.
Pakistan Post and BISP staff should test-check some closed cases to ensure that the
complainant has not provided a statement under duress or that she has provided the statement
and it is not a forged statement.
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P-Q2-GB-07
Non-Payment of 5 MOs for Rs.13,000 by Pakistan Post
Roqi
Ali Haider
Mehdi Colony, Olding Mohalla, near Olding Imam Bargah, P.O Skardu
District, Skardu
7110159831320
7303801
End September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Roqi, widow of Ali is a resident of Mehdi colony, Olding Mohalla of Skardu city about 4 kms
from BISP Office. She is illiterate and mother of seven children. Her husband died years ago. She
has four sons; all are labourers and working on daily wages and earn low income. Her two
daughters are married and one is studying in 8th class in Govt. school.
The house where she is living is katcha (owned) having four rooms, one kitchen, one traditional
bathroom and no proper water supply or drainage. There is another beneficiary in the same
household who has recently got married.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Roqi, widow of Ali Haider was selected in the Parliamentarian Phase of the BISP Cash Transfer.
The Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey was held in October 2010 for which she received the
acknowledgement slip. After the PSC, she again got selected for “Cash Transfer” and is now an
active beneficiary. She is not very familiar with BISP and does not know what the criterion for
being an eligible BISP beneficiary is. The only criterion she knows is that her family is poor and
“Cash Transfers” are being distributed to poor and needy people. She told us that she will spend
the cash transfer on purchasing basic daily needs, clothes and save some money for her daughter’s
marriage who is studying in 8th class.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When the other beneficiaries of the locality received their money orders, Roqi asked the postman
about her money orders. The postman told her that there is no money order in her name. After a
long time, in June 2012 she went to BISP Tehsil Office, Skardu where the Assistant Director
checked her payment details on BISP website. After checking her money order receipts (which
she had in her record) with her Payment Detail, he informed her that five money orders for
Rs.13,000 were not delivered to her. These MOs were generated on 2nd June 2010 (6th instalment
Rs.3,000), 16th August 2010 (Flood Payment Rs.4,000), 12th August 2011 (9th instalment
Rs.2,000), 28th October 2011 (10th instalment Rs.2,000) and 27th December 2011 (11th instalment
Rs.2,000). These were shown as delivered on 22nd July 2010, 17th September 2010. 4th October
2010, 25th January 2011 and 3rd April 2011. Comparing with her receipts, he found that these five
installments worth Rs.13,000, were not delivered to the beneficiary.
She was informed about the complaint registration process and then she filed a complaint against
Pakistan Post on 28th June 2012 for recovery of five undelivered installments
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Provider’s Version
The complaints are recorded in a manual register and only one file is kept for all the relevant
documents. The complaint was filed at BISP Tehsil Office Skardu. The complaint was filed
by the beneficiary herself and was registered manually in the complaint register. The
Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil Office Skardu wrote a letter to Senior Post Master, Pakistan
Post on 28th June 2012 stating that the beneficiary had not received the five money order
worth Rs.13000, which have been shown as “delivered” in her Payment Detail. BISP
Assistant Director informed TPE Team that there was no reply by the Pakistan Post yet.
When TPE team met Senior Post Master (SPM), there was no complaint processing record
(except record forwarded by BISP – AD’s letter, payment detail, CNIC of the beneficiary,
beneficiary’s complaint application to AD BISP). SPM told TPE team that they do not have
proper complaint processing record (they have a large number of complaints but it is not
maintained properly), therefore, it becomes difficult to find out a specific record. He further
assured the TPE team that they are trying to find the missing money orders and these will be
delivered to the complainant. Due to the huge amount of record the Post Master couldn’t
reply to the specific complaints till now.
b) Client’s Version
The beneficiary informed that when she asked the postman about these five money orders, he
told her that there was no money order in the name of Roqi. The next month, in July 2010 the
postman delivered another instalment of Rs.3,000 but she was still concerned about the
previous missing money order. After that, 4 additional cash transfers were not paid to her and
eventually she went to BISP Tehsil Office for enquiring about the missing installments which
she did not receive. The Assistant Director checked from BISP website and told her that these
5 have been shown as delivered. He also informed her about the complaint registration
mechanism. After that she lodged a complaint against the non-payment of these 5 money
orders by the postman.
She informed that after the complaint, she still had not received the missing money orders,
and she has not received any information about the progress or result of her complaint.

5. What we Learnt?
When Roqi did not receive many money orders, she went to BISP Tehsil Office to find about their
fate. The AD informed her that these five are being shown as delivered on various dates. He
checked her MO receipts and found that she did not have these receipts and so advised her to file
a complaint.
Payment Detail help the beneficiary in learning about the generation and delivery of MOs and she
can then verify whether she has received all the MOs generated in her name.
Though BISP Office forwarded this complaint to Pakistan Post, it appears that there has been no
progress or enquiry to know what happened. BISP did not send any reminders to Pakistan Post to
know about the progress.
Pakistan Post informed the TPE Team that the money order will be found and will be delivered to
the complainant. This contradicts BISP guidelines for Pakistan Post (Sub-Annex C2 Enrolment
and Payment Process) which require that MOs must be delivered to the beneficiary in the second
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month after generation and in case they are not delivered then they must be returned and shown as
undelivered in beneficiary’s Payment Detail. They simply can’t be located after about four
months and delivered to the complainant as if nothing wrong has happened.
She has neither received her money nor has she been informed about the progress of her case.

6. Recommendations






There is a great need to create awareness among women regarding the “Cash Transfer”
programme since it is especially designed to empower them throughout the country.
The beneficiaries should be informed and educated about the complaint registration
mechanism.
Pakistan Post should improve the money order delivery system. Many of the beneficiaries are
now registered for BDC due to which there should now be less workload for Pakistan Post.
BISP should formally send complaints to Pakistan Post. Complaints sent to Pakistan Post
should be monitored and in case of delay, reminders should be sent for quick processing and
redressal of complaints.
The beneficiary should be informed about the progress and result of the complaint.
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P-Q2-GB-08
Non-Payment of 12 MOs for Rs.35,000 by Pakistan Post.
Kulsoom
Muhammad Husain
Mohalla Kuro Olding, P.O. Skardu, District Skardu.
7110334763310
7327571
End September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Kulsoom, widow of Muhammad Husain, is a resident of Mohalla Kuro Olding, of Skardu and her
house is about 6 kms from BISP Office. She is a 78 years old illiterate mother of five children;
one son and four daughters. Three of her daughters are married.
She is living with her son who has six children of his own. Kulsoom is suffering from chronic
Asthma. The house where she is living is built on a 5 Marla plot and is katcha. It has five small
rooms (all traditional), one kitchen, and one bath room without proper water supply and drainage.
There is no gas or electricity connection.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Kulsoom was a beneficiary under BISP Parliamentarian Phase of cash transfer scheme. Her PSC
survey was held in October 2010 and she received a slip acknowledging her participation in the
PSC. She was not selected as a BISP beneficiary for Phase II because her PMT score is over the
cut-off point.
BISP generated all instalments due to her under Phase I and these were shown as delivered to her
on the BISP website. However, she did not receive any instalment nor had she received any
intimation letter from BISP-HQ informing her of her eligibility. BISP website shows her
household to be tagged as ‘ineligible household with discrepancy’.
She told the TPE team that when she went to the local BISP Tehsil office she was told about the
generated and delivered money orders. The Assistant Director also informed her about the
complaint registration mechanism when she met with him.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Kulsoom widow of Muhammad Husain was unaware about her generated and delivered money
orders. In April 2012 she went to BISP Tehsil Office Skardu where the Assistant Director
checked her status on BISP website and found from her Payment detail that 11 instalments for
Rs.31,000 were generated during February 2009 to April 2011 and shown as delivered to her
between March 2009 to June 2011. In addition, one instalment of Rs.4,000 for flood payment was
generated on 16th August 2010 and shown as delivered to her on 28th September. So in all 12
money orders for Rs.35,000 were generated and shown as delivered to her which she denied
receiving.
On the advice of BISP staff, she lodged a complaint against non-payment of 12 installments of
Rs.35, 000 by Pakistan Post.
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4. Processing of the Case
a) Provider’s Version
The Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Skardu told the TPE team that when the
beneficiary visited, he checked the BISP website where it was shown that all her installments
had been generated and shown as delivered (as she strongly maintained that none of these
instalments were delivered to her, the AD assumed they were delivered to someone else). He,
therefore, advised Kulsoom to lodge a complaint for non-payment of 12 MOs for Rs.35,000
and guided her in filing the complaint.
On 26th April 2012 the Assistant Director wrote a letter to the Senior Post Master of GPO
Skardu requesting an inquiry be conducted. When the TPE team visited Pakistan Post, the
Senior Post Master said that they (the GPO) close their records after one year and they were
thus unable to check their records regarding any complaint relating to a period which is more
than a year old.
The AD pursued the case himself and made contact with the postman repeatedly. He was
eventually able to convince the postman to return only Rs.6,000 out of the Rs.35,000 (from 12
installments) that had been generated and shown as delivered to Kalsoom Bibi.
b) Client’s Version
During an interview the beneficiary told the TPE team that she was unaware about her
eligibility, because BISP did not inform her of such. In April 2012, when she visited the BISP
Tehsil Office Skardu, the Assistant Director told her after checking her payment details on the
BISP website that 12 MOs had been generated in her name and were shown as delivered to
her.
After that she lodged a complaint against non-payment by Pakistan Post. The beneficiary told
us that sometime after the complaint was lodged the postman delivered Rs.6,000 to her and
she has not received any other installments.
The beneficiary had to spend Rs.100 in taxi fare for each round trip she made to the Tehsil
Office which is situated some 6 kms from her home.

5. What we Learnt?
As no intimation letter was received by the beneficiary she did not know that she would start
getting BISP money orders. Mainly due to this reason, the initial (actually all) 12 money orders
for Rs. 35,000 were ‘shown’ as delivered to her but she denies receiving these.
The Assistant Director forwarded her complaint to Pakistan Post but there has neither been an
enquiry nor any progress of the case by Pakistan Post till now. We were informed that the money
order record is kept for only 12 months after delivery and this complaint was filed after 12
months. It was left to the AD to contact with the postman and he was able to recover a small
portion of the embezzled amount.
This important case was, however, not referred by Tehsil Office to higher authorities of BISP so
that they could take up the case with higher ups of Pakistan Post. This issue of inability of
Pakistan Post to enquire into cases that are more than 12 months old may have severe
repercussions on a number of similar cases that may or may not have been lodged till now.
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6. Recommendations







In order to minimise misappropriation of initial installments, BISP should ensure the delivery
of eligibility letter to the beneficiaries. BISP eligibility letter to the beneficiary should
mention the amount of the first instalment that she will receive – and the expected month
when she will receive the amount. In case the beneficiary knows when and what she will
receive, the possibility of misappropriation can be minimized.
BISP should ensure the delivery of “Receiver Women Guidelines” (sub-annex C-3 of BISP
Enrolment and Payment Manual) that provide required information along with all necessary
forms such as complaint form, information update form etc. in order to facilitate the
beneficiaries and inform them about complaint redressal.
As record of money orders is kept by Pakistan Post for only 12 months after delivery so
payment complaints must be filed within 12 months after delivery of money orders.
This important issue of keeping the record for only 12 months after MO delivery must be
discussed by BISP HQ with Pakistan Post so that appropriate corrective action may be taken.
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Section 1 – Payment Case Studies
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P-Q2-AJK-01
Non-Payment of 5 MO of Rs. 15,000
Noreen
Jan Muhammad
Village and Post office Sehr Mandi, Tehsil Sehnsa,
District Kotli
8120344396068
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Noreen, daughter of Jan Muhammad is 26 years old and lives in village Saher Mandi of Tehsil
Sehnsa, with her parents and three sisters. She has received basic (primary) education. Her house
is situated on a 10 marla plot and consists of four katcha rooms; a make shift bathroom and a
kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall which is made of
mud and cement. Her father is a daily wager and works as an unskilled labourer. She also do
stitching to financially support her family.
Her house is located in the main bazar of Saher Mandi. The streets of the village are unpaved and
lack any drainage system. Schools for girls and boys are situated in the village and small
dispensary is also present there.

2. Relationship with BISP
Noreen was a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the programme. During the PSC
survey a survey team visited her Mohalla, filled her form and gave her an acknowledgement slip.
The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of the BISP cash grant scheme.
She first heard of the ‘Benazir Fund or Peoples Party funds’ from her neighbours and political
workers.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When the postman started bringing money orders to the other eligible women in the locality she
thought about why she wasn’t getting her money orders regularly though her form was submitted
to an MLA at same time. She visited the Post Office, Sehnsa with other village women and her
father. She asked about her money orders from the postman and he said that her payment was
stopped by BISP. The Postman advised her not to go to the Post Office and may be BISP will start
her payments again. She was not satisfied with his answer and visited BISP Divisional Office
Mirpur with her father. Here she came to know that her payments were being generated and 11
MOs were shown as delivered to her.
She showed all receipts of money orders that were given to her by the postman. She had received
only 6 money orders of Rs.3,000 each till 20th May 2010 but had not received the remaining 5
MOs of Rs.15,000. The five MOs that she did not receive were generated on 2 nd June 2010
(Rs.3,000); 7th July 2010 (Rs.3,000); 27th August 2010 (Rs.4,000); 29th December 2010 (Rs.3,000)
and 26th February 2011 (Rs.2,000). According to her Payment Detail, these five money orders
were delivered on 15th July 2010, 24th August 2010, 28th September 2010, 15th February 2011 and
5th May 2011 respectively. She submitted a hand written application in May 2011.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
The Field Supervisor registered the complaint at BISP Divisional Office Mirpur for the nonpayment of five money orders for Rs.15,000. BISP Divisional Director discussed this case
verbally with BISP Regional Director and formed an enquiry team. The Divisional Director
also forwarded a letter to the Divisional Post Office, Mirpur, regarding this complaint. During
enquiry by BISP media officer and Field Supervisor, they found out that the postman has not
delivered the money orders to a number of beneficiaries of Saher Mandi in Tehsil Sehnsa.
A Joint Enquiry was held at BISP office Mirpur under the supervision of the ASPS, which
was attended by representatives of the Post Office, BISP Media Officer AJK and BISP Field
Supervisor Mirpur. It was also attended by the relevant postman and the complainant. It was
decided at the enquiry that the pending amount shall be delivered by the postman at his
earliest. The recommendation was implemented and the postman delivered the
misappropriated amount on 13th June 2011.
b) Client’s version
No acknowledgement of filing her complaint was given by the BISP Office. Her home is
very far from BISP Divisional Office Mirpur and she needed a whole day for submission of
her complaint. She is a poor woman and spent about five hundred rupees for one time
transportation. After her first visit she could not afford the transportation cost and so she
covered more than half the way by a five hours’ walk. Noreen visited 3 to 4 times and her
father also visited the BISP office for follow-up of her complaint. Moreover on their day of
visit to BISP Divisional Office they had to abandon their daily wage work due to which their
cost multiplied many fold.
After the initial enquiry by BISP, the beneficiary attended a joint enquiry by BISP and
Pakistan Post held in connection with her complaint and as a result of the enquiry, she claims
to have received the misappropriated amount in June 2011. After receiving her
misappropriated money orders, she received only one more MO. Presently her status is being
shown as ‘Blocked due to Survey Completion’. She participated in the PSC survey but
misplaced the survey acknowledgement given by the survey team. She, however, considers
that her cash transfers have been stopped as she filed a complaint against the postman and he
had to return her misappropriated money orders.
The distance from her house to BISP Divisional Office Mirpur is nearly 150 kms, which costs
over Rs.400 and consumes about four hours travel time for one direction.

5. What We Learned?
Availability of Payment Detail on website is very useful for the beneficiary. By accessing her
Payment Detail, Noreen was able to learn that she has not received five money orders that were
generated and shown as delivered to her on various dates.
During BISP parliamentary phase, BISP tehsil offices were not operational so the postmen were
delivering payments without any monitoring. In her case, the postman misappropriated her 5
MOs. Noreen’s payment was embezzled due to a lack of monitoring / test checking of payments
at that time.
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Though she declares that she received the payment of her five embezzled MOs in June 2011 but
the Payment Detail still shows that these MOs were delivered to her on various previous dates
spread over 2010 and 2011.
She did not receive any payment after June 2011. Her beneficiary status is shown as ‘Blocked due
to survey completion’. She has not received any letter from BISP to know her status after PSC
Survey.

6. Recommendations





Payment details need to be regularly updated.
In order to ensure effective payment monitoring and to minimise the chances of
misappropriation, BISP HQ should provide to its divisional and tehsil offices a list of
beneficiaries whose money orders have been generated.
For better transparency and accountability, BISP staff should test-check some payments to
beneficiaries to ensure that the full amounts of MOs are being delivered to the beneficiaries in
time.
Beneficiaries of BISP Phase I should be informed after the conclusion of the PSC survey
whether they were found to be eligible or not by sending them an eligibility or ineligibility
letter so that they know whether to expect further cash payments or not.
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Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
P-Q2-AJK-02

P-Q2-AJK-02
Non-Payment of five MO for Rs.15,000
Tazeem Akhter
Masood
Village Samroe, Post Office Sehr Mandi, Tehsil
Sehnsa, District Kotli
8120365874310
Her PSC slip has been misplaced and no data
appears on the website against her CNIC
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Tazeem, wife of Masood is 30 years old and lives in village Samroe, UC Sehr Mandi of Tehsil
Sehnsa, with her husband and a son who studies in a government school. She is a housewife and
has not received any formal education. Her house is situated on a 5 marla plot and consists of 2
katcha rooms; a make shift bathroom and no kitchen available in the house. The house has an
unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall, which is made of mud. Her husband works in
Telenor (telecommunications private company) and his monthly salary is Rs.6,000.
From Mirpur, a van takes more than three hours to reach Kotli. From Kotli another van takes
about 45 minutes to reach Tazeem’s village of Sehr Mandi. After getting down at Sehr Mandi, she
has to walk for about 15 minutes to reach her house located on top of a mountain. There is no
street leading to her home because there are only two or three houses on top of the hill and there is
absence of any drainage system. Schools for girls and boys are situated in the village and small
dispensary is also available there.

2. Relationship with BISP
Tazeem was a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the BISP programme. During the
Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey, a team of NRSP visited her Mohalla, filled her form and gave
her an acknowledgement slip. The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working
of the BISP cash grant scheme. She first heard of the ‘Peoples Party funds’ from her neighbours
and political workers.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When the postman started bringing money orders to the other eligible women in the locality she
wondered why she was not getting her money orders regularly even though her form was
submitted to the MLA with other women at the same time. She visited the Post Office with other
village women and her husband. She asked the postman why her payment had been stopped by
BISP. The postman asked her not to ask anyone at the Post Office or BISP Office and that maybe
BISP will soon start sending payments again. She was not satisfied with his answer and first she
visited the MLA Office at Kotli, where he advised her to visit BISP Office Mirpur. When she
visited BISP Office, she learnt that her payment had been generated and a delivery date was also
shown in the Payment Details. She only received 6 money orders of Rs.3,000 each till 20 th May
2010 but did not get the other remaining 5 money orders worth Rs.15,000. These MOs were
generated on 2nd June 2010 (Rs.3,000), 7th July 2010 (Rs.3,000), 27th August 2010 (Rs.4,000), 29th
December 2010 (Rs.3,000) and 26th February 2011 (Rs.2,000). According to BISP website, these
five MOs were delivered on 15th July 2010, 24th August 2010, 28th September 2010, 15th February
2011and 5th May 2011, respectively.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
When Tazeem visited the BISP Divisional Office, Mirpur on 25th February 2010, she came to
know that the postman of her village was not delivering the money orders. The BISP
Divisional Director asked the beneficiary to submit a written application of non-payment of 5
MOs, which she did. She showed all receipts of money orders that were given by the
postman. The Field Supervisor registered the complaint at BISP Divisional Office, Mirpur for
the non-payment. Then Divisional Director discussed the case verbally with the BISP
Regional Director and prepared a team for inquiry. Divisional Director also forwarded a letter
to Divisional Post Office regarding this embezzlement. During the inquiry visit of BISP
Media Officer and Field Supervisor, they found that the postman had committed fraud and
had not delivered payment to several beneficiaries of Sehr Mandi, Tehsil Sehnsa.
An inquiry was held, with representatives of the Post Office including the postman and the
complainant under the supervision of the ASPS, Media officer AJK, Field Supervisor BISP,
Mirpur at BISP Office Mirpur. In this joint inquiry, the postman was found guilty and his
services were to be terminated. It was decided that the embezzled amount shall be delivered
by the postman at his earliest. The recommendation was implemented and the postman
delivered the MO in June 2011.
b) Client’s version
No receipt was given by BISP office but they kept her complaint in a file for further inquiry.
Tazeem visited BISP Office 3 to 4 times and her father also visited to follow-up her
complaint. Her home is very far from BISP Divisional Office Mirpur and she has to spend a
whole day for travelling. One way travel from her house to BISP Office Mirpur requires more
than four hours, changing two vans and costs Rs.250 per person. She is a poor woman and
spent about Rs.500 as travelling expenditure on each visit. After her first visit, she could not
afford transportation cost and she borrowed money from her neighbours. Moreover, on the
day of visit to BISP Divisional Office they had to abandon their private job/work due to
which their cost multiplied.
It took more than a year to decide her complaint. The beneficiary claims to have received her
payment in June 2011 but after that she received only one more MO. Her status does not
show any information after the BISP Poverty Scorecard (PSC). After the Survey, she received
her acknowledgement slip but her receipt had been misplaced. She is assuming that her
payment has been stopped due to her complaint against the postman.

5. What We Learnt?
Availability of Payment Detail on website is very useful for the beneficiary. By accessing her
Payment Detail, Tazeem was able to learn that she has not received five money orders that were
generated and shown as delivered to her on various dates.
During BISP parliamentary phase, BISP tehsil offices were not operational so the postmen were
delivering payments without any monitoring. In her case, the postman misappropriated her 5
MOs. Tazeem’s payment was embezzled due to a lack of monitoring / test checking of payments
at that time.
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Though she declares that she received the payment of her five embezzled MOs in June 2011 but
the Payment Detail still shows that these MOs were delivered to her on various dates spread over
2010 and 2011.
She did not receive any payment after June 2011. Her beneficiary status is not shown against her
CNIC while she has lost her PSC Form acknowledgement. She has not received any letter from
BISP to know her status after PSC Survey.

6. Recommendations





Payment details need to be regularly updated.
In order to ensure effective payment monitoring and to minimise the chances of
misappropriation, BISP HQ should provide to its divisional and tehsil offices a list of
beneficiaries whose money orders have been generated.
For better transparency and accountability, BISP staff should test-check some payments to
beneficiaries to ensure that the full amounts of MOs are being delivered to the beneficiaries in
time.
Beneficiaries of BISP Phase I should be informed after the conclusion of the PSC survey
whether they were found to be eligible or not by sending them an eligibility or ineligibility
letter so that they know whether to expect further cash payments or not.
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Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
P-Q2-AJK-03

P-Q2-AJK-03
Non-Payment of 5 MO for Rs.15,000
Sufaida
Muhammad Matloob
Village Samroe, Post Office Sehr Mandi, Tehsil Sehnsa,
District Kotli
8120367311850
Her PSC was conducted but no slip given by surveyor and
no data appears on website
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Sufaida, wife of Muhammad Matloob is 39 years old and lives in village Samroe, UC Saher
Mandi of Tehsil Sehnsa. She lives there with her parents-in-law and 3 children (2 daughters and 1
son). Her husband works in England. She is a housewife and has received basic (primary)
education. Her house is situated on a 10 marla plot and consists of 4 katcha rooms; a make shift
bathroom and a kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall,
which is made of cement blocks.
From Mirpur, a van takes more than three hours to reach Kotli. From Kotli another van takes
about 45 minutes to reach Sehr Mandi. After getting down at Sehr Mandi, she has to walk for
about 15 minutes to reach her house located near village Samroe on top of a mountain. The
village has unpaved streets and lack any form of systematic drainage system. Schools for girls and
boys are situated in the village and a small dispensary is also available there.

2. Relationship with BISP
Sufaida was a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the BISP programme. During the
PSC Survey, a team of NRSP visited her Mohalla and filled her form but did not give her an
acknowledgement slip. The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of the
BISP cash transfer scheme. She first heard of the ‘Benazir fund of Peoples Party’ from her
neighbours and political workers.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When the postman started bringing money orders to the other eligible women in the locality,
Sufaida was concerned that she was not getting her money orders even though her form was
submitted to MLA with other women at the same time. She visited the Post Office, Mirpur with
other village women and her father-in-law. On asking the postman, he said that her payment was
stopped by BISP. The Postman requested her not to go to BISP Office and asserted that BISP may
soon start sending the payments once again. She was not satisfied with the answer and visited the
BISP Office, Mirpur with her father. Here, she came to know that her payment details were
showing payments generated and also delivered. She only received 6 money orders of Rs.3,000
till 20th May 2010 but did not receive the remaining 5 money orders worth Rs.15,000. The MOs
for which a non-payment complaint was filed were generated on 2nd June 2010 (Rs.3,000), 7th
July 2010 (Rs.3,000), 27th August 2010 (Rs.4,000), 29th December 2010 (Rs.3,000) and 26th
February 2011 (Rs.2,000). According to her Payment Detail, these were delivered on 15 th July
2010, 24th August 2010, 28th September 2010, 15th February 2011 and 5th May 2011, respectively.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
When Sufaida visited BISP Divisional Office, Mirpur, she came to know that postman of
their village has not been delivering the money orders. BISP Divisional Director asked the
beneficiary to submit a written application. She showed all the receipts of previous money
orders that had been given to her by the post man. She submitted a hand written application
on 26th February, 2010. BISP Field Supervisor registered the complaint at BISP Divisional
Office Mirpur. Then BISP Divisional Director discussed the case verbally with BISP
Regional Director and prepared a team for inquiry. Divisional Director also forwarded a letter
to Divisional Post Office regarding this embezzlement. During inquiry visit of BISP Media
Officer and Field Supervisor, they came to know that the postman had attempted fraud and
not delivered payment to many beneficiaries of Sehr Mandi, tehsil Sehnsa.
An inquiry was held with representatives of the Post Office including the postman and the
complainant under the supervision of the Assistant Superintendant Postal Services, BISP
Media Officer AJK and Field Supervisor at BISP Divisional Office Mirpur. It was decided
that the pending amount shall be delivered by the postman at his earliest. The
recommendation was implemented and the postman delivered her misappropriated payments
in June 2011.
b) Client’s version
The beneficiary, Sufaida visited the BISP Office 3 to 4 times and her father-in-law also
visited to follow-up the complaint. They used public transport and spent over
Rs.500/person/visit. Moreover, on their day of visit to BISP Divisional Office they had to
abandon their daily wage work due to which their cost multiplied many folds. Her home is
very far from BISP Divisional Office Mirpur and she has to spend a whole day for travelling.
One way travel from her house to BISP Office Mirpur requires more than four hours,
changing two vans and costs more than Rs.250 per person. She is a poor woman. After the 1st
visit she could not afford transportation cost herself and had to borrow money, because in
those days her husband was jobless and their income source was only her retired father-inlaw’s income who is getting pension from the government. No acknowledgement of
complaint was given by BISP Office to the beneficiary. The BISP Office staff kept her
complaint in a file for further inquiry.
It took more than a year to decide her complaint. The beneficiary claims to have received her
payment in June 2011 but after that she received only one more MO. Her status does not
show any information after the BISP Poverty Scorecard (PSC). After the Survey, no receipt
was given to her by the surveyors and now she said that her husband is earning handsome
amount and so does not need any support from BISP.

5. What We Learnt?
Availability of Payment Detail on website is very useful for the beneficiary. By accessing her
Payment Detail, Sufaida learnt that she has not received five money orders that were generated
and shown as delivered to her on various dates.
During BISP parliamentary phase, BISP tehsil offices were not operational so the postmen were
delivering payments without any monitoring. In her case, the postman misappropriated her 5
MOs. Sufaida’s payment was embezzled due to lack of monitoring / test checking of payments at
that time.
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Though she declares that she received the payment of her five embezzled MOs in June 2011 but
the Payment Detail still shows that these MOs were delivered to her on various dates spread over
2010 and 2011.
She did not receive any payment after June 2011. Her beneficiary status is not shown against her
CNIC while she has lost her PSC Form acknowledgement. She has not received any letter from
BISP to know her status after PSC Survey.

6. Recommendations





Payment details need to be regularly updated.
In order to ensure effective payment monitoring and to minimise the chances of
misappropriation, BISP HQ should provide to its divisional and tehsil offices a list of
beneficiaries whose money orders have been generated.
For better transparency and accountability, BISP staff should test-check some payments to
beneficiaries to ensure that the full amounts of MOs are being delivered to the beneficiaries in
time.
Beneficiaries of BISP Phase I should be informed after the conclusion of the PSC survey
whether they were found to be eligible or not by sending them an eligibility or ineligibility
letter so that they know whether to expect further cash payments or not
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Section 1 - Payment Case Studies
P-Q2-AJK-04

P-Q2-AJK-04
Non-Payment of 5 MOs of Rs. 15,000
Jannat
Abdul Rehman
Village Kothian Post office Sehr Mandi Tehsil Sehnsa
District Kotli
8120301006336
7835987
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Jannat, widow of Abdul Rehman is 45 years old and lives in village Kothian UC Saher Mandi of
Tehsil Sehnsa with her daughter. She has not received any formal education. Her house is
situated on a 5 marla plot and consists of one Katcha room; a make shift bathroom and no
kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall, which is made of
mud and cement blocks. Her relatives financially support her. She does not work.
Her village is located on top of a mountain. The streets are unpaved and the village lacks any
systematic drainage system. Schools for girls and boys are situated in the village and a small
dispensary is also available there.

2. Relationship with BISP
Jannat Bibi was a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the programme. During the PSC
survey, a team of NRSP visited her Mohalla, filled her form and the surveyor gave her an
acknowledgement slip. The beneficiary claimed to have no information about working of the
BISP cash transfer scheme. She first heard of the ‘Benazir Fund or Peoples’ Party funds’ from her
neighbours and political workers.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When the postman started bringing money orders to the other eligible women in her locality she
wondered why she wasn’t getting her money orders regularly even though her form was
submitted to MLA with other women at same time. She accompanied other village women to post
office with her daughter. She asked the postman who told her that her payment was stopped by
BISP. The postman asked her not to go to the BISP Office and suggested that BISP may soon
start sending it again.
She was not satisfied with the answer and visited BISP Divisional Office Mirpur with her
daughter. She only received 6 money orders of Rs.3,000 till 20th May 2010 but did not get any of
the other remaining 5 money orders worth Rs.15,000. The 5 MOs were generated on 2 nd June
2010 (Rs.3,000), 7th July 2010 (Rs.3,000), 27th August 2010 (Rs.4,000), 29th December 2010
(Rs.3,000) and 26th February 2011 (Rs.2,000). These 5 money orders are indicated as delivered
according to her Payment Detail on the following dates: 15th July 2010, 24th August 2010, 28th
September 2010, 15th February 2011and 5th May 2011, respectively. She showed all receipts of
money orders that were given by the postman. She submitted a hand written application and
submitted her complaint at the BISP Office during Election time in 2011.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Provider’s Version
When Jannat visited BISP Divisional Office Mirpur with her daughter, she came to know that
the Postman of her village was not delivering money orders. BISP Divisional Director asked
the beneficiary to submit a written application, which she did. The Divisional Director
discussed this case verbally with the BISP Regional Director and prepared a team for inquiry.
Divisional Director also forwarded a letter to Divisional Post Office regarding this
embezzlement. An inquiry was held, with representatives of the Post Office interviewed the
postman and the complainant under the supervision of the ASPS, Media officer AJK and
Field Supervisor BISP Mirpur at BISP Office, Mirpur. During the inquiry visit of BISP Media
Officer and Field Supervisor, they came to know that the postman had committed fraud and
not delivered payments to lots of beneficiaries of Sehr Mandi, tehsil Sehnsa. It was decided
that the pending amount shall be delivered by the postman at his earliest. The
recommendation was implemented and the postman delivered the MO on June 2011.
b) Client’s version
Her home is very far from BISP Divisional Office, Mirpur and it took a whole day for
submission of the complaint. She is a poor woman and spent Rs.400 for transportation on her
first visit. She cannot afford such high transportation costs because she is a widow and has no
income source. Her relatives support her financially. The complainant visited the Divisional
Office more than 5 times using public transport and spending Rs.400/person on each
subsequent visit. No acknowledgement of complaint was given by the BISP Office. The
beneficiary claims to have received the pending payments in June 2011 but after that she only
received one more MO.

5. What We Learned
Availability of Payment Detail on website is very useful for the beneficiary. By accessing her
Payment Detail, Jannat Bibi was able to learn that she has not received five money orders that
were generated and shown as delivered to her on various dates.
During BISP parliamentary phase, BISP tehsil offices were not operational so the postmen were
delivering payments without any monitoring. In her case, the postman misappropriated her money
orders due to lack of monitoring / test checking of payments at that time.
Though she declares that she received her embezzled MOs in June 2011 but the Payment Detail
still shows that these MOs were delivered to her on various previous dates.
She claims to have received only one payment after June 2011. Her PMT is much higher as
compared to the cut-off point; however, she has not received any letter from BISP informing her
about her status after the PSC Survey.

6. Recommendations



Payment details need to be regularly updated.
In order to ensure effective payment monitoring and to minimise the chances of
misappropriation, BISP HQ should provide to its divisional and tehsil offices a list of
beneficiaries whose money orders have been generated.
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For better transparency and accountability, BISP staff should test-check some payments to
beneficiaries to ensure that the full amounts of MOs are being delivered to the beneficiaries in
time.
Beneficiaries of BISP Phase I should be informed after the conclusion of the PSC survey
whether they were found to be eligible or not by sending them an eligibility or ineligibility
letter so that they know whether to expect further cash payments or not
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Case Study Number
Nature of Case
Complainant/ Beneficiary
wife of:

P-Q2-AJK-05
Replacement of Lost BDC
Shamim Akhter
Muhammad Azeem

Address

Village Gharbi Bandi Parwala, UC Charkpura,
Tehsil Muzafarabad, District Muzafarabad
8220310790998
24796013
End September 2012

CNIC Number
PSC form number
Date Study Completed

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Shamim Akhter, wife of Muhammad Azeem is 40 years old and lives in village Gharbi Bandi, UC
Charkpura, Tehsil Muzafarabad with her 6 children (one daughter and five sons) who are getting
education in local government school. She has not received any formal education. Her house is
situated on a 5 marla plot and consists of two katcha rooms; a make shift bathroom and no
kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall which is made of
cement blocks. Her husband is a peon in a government office.
Her house is located on the main road of Kumhar Bandi area which is at a great height. It is hilly
area full of trees. The village has unpaved streets and lacks any drainage system. Schools for girls
and boys and small dispensary are situated in the village.

2. Relationship with BISP
Shamim was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the program. During the PSC
survey a team of NRSP visited her Mohalla, filled her form and gave her an acknowledgement
slip. The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of the BISP cash grant
scheme. She first heard of the ‘Benazir Fund’ from her neighbours and political workers.
From September 2011, she started receiving BISP cash transfers under Phase II through money
orders delivered by Pakistan Post. Later she was advised by BISP that she will now receive cash
transfers through Benazir Debit Card (BDC), an alternative mechanism of payment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Shamim got her BDC from BDC Distribution Center Muzafarabad located within BISP Office
Muzafarabad. On 1st March 2012 she went to the only branch of Bank Alfalah, near Tonga Stand
Muzafarabad for withdrawing her cash grant. Shamim told that there were many women and it
was very crowded.
A bank representative was also present there to guide the beneficiaries on how to use their
Benazir Debit Card. He was also withdrawing cash and was handing over the cash to the
beneficiaries. Shamim gave her PIN and BDC to the bank representative to withdraw her cash.
After he withdrew Shamim’s payment, due to a large crowd of beneficiary women, he gave the
card and money to another woman who was standing nearby. Shamim asked the woman that the
payment was withdrawn on her (Shamim’s) card and so the card and payment should be given to
her but the other woman started shouting and the bank representative asked Shamim to get out as
it was not her card. So Shamim had to leave the bank without the card or her cash transfer.
Shamim visited Bank Alfalah six or seven times without any response. Later they asked her to go
to BISP Office Muzafarabad and contact the Bank Supervisor who was working at BDC
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Distribution Center at BISP Office Muzafarabad. She went there and told her story to the Bank
supervisor and lodged a verbal complaint. No receipt was given by the Bank Supervisor but her
complaint was written in a register for record.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
Staff of BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad cannot do anything regarding BDC Complaints and
simply advise the beneficiaries to consult the Bank counter at the BDC Distribution Center
working in the same premises.
The Bank Supervisor after hearing about her problem applied for a new Benazir Debit Card
on her behalf. He asked her to visit after 2 weeks and by then her BDC would come from the
Bank’s Head Office. No slip or acknowledgment of filing her complaint regarding loss of
BDC was given to her, though the complaints are noted in a diary.
After two weeks Shamim visited the Bank Desk at BDC Distribution Center and got her
Benazir Debit Card and PIN code once again.
b) Client’s Version
She visited Bank Alfalah five or six times to file her complaint. They asked her to go to BISP
Tehsil Office Muzafarabad. BISP staff asked her to go to the bank counter at BDC
Distribution Center in the same premises. The Bank Supervisor registered her complaint for
the cancellation of old BDC and issuance of new BDC and PIN.
She received the new BDC on 21st March 2012, however, her first quarterly payment of
Rs.3,000 (which was withdrawn on her previous BDC in front of her on 1st March 2012 but
was erroneously given to another beneficiary by the bank representative) appear to have been
permanently lost. She has still not got any cash transfer through her new BDC till now.
Her home is very far from BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad. The van takes 45 minutes from
Muzafarabad to Gharbi Bandi costing R.70 and then she has to walk for over 45 minutes to
reach her home. She needed a whole day for submission of her complaint. She is a poor
women and spent over three hundred rupees for transportation on each visit. After her first
visit she could not afford transportation cost of Rs.300 for the round trip.

5. What We Learnt?
Shamim is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer as no
training was provided to her about how to use her BDC.
She handed over her BDC and PIN to bank representative for withdrawing her cash transfer but
due to the large crowd he erroneously returned her card and cash to another woman.
The large crowd at one specific branch was probably because while giving the BDC envelope, the
bank representative at BDC Distribution Center directs the beneficiary to go to a specific bank
branch and give the envelope to the bank manager. He does not inform the beneficiary about “all’
the places from where she could draw her cash grant through BDC such as a number of 1-Link
ATMs as well as many PoS in the tehsil.
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The main problem arose because the beneficiary’s name or CNIC is not printed on her BDC
which creates confusion as the (mostly illiterate) beneficiaries cannot identify which card belongs
to which woman.
She complained about a lost BDC and within two weeks received a new BDC and PIN.
She says that she also complained that the quarterly cash transfer of Rs.3,000 (withdrawn on her
BDC by using her PIN) was not given to her and was erroneously given to some other woman but
this was neither mentioned in her complaint nor was this investigated. As a result her
misappropriated cash transfer of Rs.3,000 is probably lost forever.
Till end-August deposit and withdrawal of cash transfers through BDC was not available on her
Payment Detail shown on BISP website.

6. Recommendations






Greater care should be taken and it should be ensured that bank staff at BDC Distribution
Center, explain to the beneficiary in detail about the use of BDC for withdrawing cash.
Instead of directing the beneficiary to go to a specific bank branch and give the BDC
envelope to the bank manager, the bank representative at BDC Distribution Center should
inform the beneficiaries about “all’ the places from where she could draw her cash grant.
In order to avoid the confusion due to mixing of BDCs of different beneficiaries, personalized
cards showing names and CNIC may be issued. In case these personalized cards are too costly
then, at the time of issue at BDC Distribution Center, at least the beneficiary’s name or CNIC
may be written by using a permanent marker so that they can identify their cards.
Like payment through Money Orders and Benazir Smart Cards, the deposit and withdrawal of
cash transfers through BDC should also be available on her Payment Detail shown on BISP
website.
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P-Q2-AJK-06
Incorrect PIN Code and Replacement of BDC
Sahib Jan
Gora
Village Tando Beli, P.O Batal, Tehsil Pattika and
District Muzaffarabad
8220342427250
7857477
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Sahib Jan, wife of Gora is 48 years old and lives in village Tando, Tehsil Pattika, District
Muzafarabad with her 7 children (2 daughter and 5 sons). All of her children are seeking
education in the local government school. Sahib Jan, herself has not received any formal
education. Her house is situated on a 5 marla plot and consists of two katcha rooms; no bathroom
and no kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall, which is
made of bushes and mud. Her husband is a daily wage labourer.
Her house is located near a mountain top and this area is at a great height. It is a hilly area full of
trees. The village lack any drainage system. Schools for girls and boys and a small health
dispensary are situated in the village.

2. Relationship with BISP
Sahib Jan was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the BISP programme. During
the Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey, a team of NRSP visited her Mohalla and filled her form and
gave her an acknowledgement slip. The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the
working of the BISP cash transfer scheme. She first heard of the ‘Peoples’ Party fund’ from her
neighbours and political workers.
Only one money order was generated in her name in March 2012. She claims to have received
this in May 2012 but this has not been shown as ‘delivered’ or un-delivered’ till end September.
Later she was advised by BISP to convert to Benazir Debit Card, an alternative mechanism of
payment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Sahib Jan got her Benazir Debit Card (BDC) from BDC Distribution Center Muzafarabad (dates
are not mentioned in records) situated in BISP Office, Muzafarabad. After a few days, she went to
the only Bank Al Falah Tonga Stand Muzafarabad Branch to withdraw her cash transfer. Sahib
Jan told that there were many women and the branch was very crowded.
A bank representative was also present there to guide the beneficiaries on how to use their
Benazir Debit Card. He was also withdrawing cash and was handing over the cash to the
beneficiaries. Sahib Jan gave her PIN and BDC to the bank representative to withdraw her cash.
When that Bank representative inserted Sahib Jan’s Card into the ATM machine and entered the
PIN, the ATM screen displayed a message on the screen that the PIN code is incorrect. The Bank
representative advised her to go inside the Bank and tell the Manager that her Pin code was not
working. Sahib Jan went inside and spoke to the Manager. He advised Sahib Jan to visit the
Benazir Debit Card camp situated in BISP Tehsil Office, Muzafarabad.
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She informed us that she visited the BDC Distribution Center on 21st June 2012 and told her story
to the Bank Supervisor for registration of her complaint. He entered her complaint in a register for
record but no acknowledgement was given to her.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
When Sahib Jan visited the BISP Tehsil Office, Muzafarabad with her problem of PIN code
not working, the BISP staff informed her that they cannot do anything and advised her to
consult the Bank counter at the BDC Distribution Center, which was operating in the same
premises.
The Bank Supervisor, after hearing all her details, applied for a new Benazir Debit Card on
her behalf. The Bank Supervisor told the beneficiary and also the TPE Team that during
registration and issuance of Benazir Debit Cards, since there was a huge crowd, a few women
were given wrong cards and pin codes. Women at the BDC camp were pushing each other
and mistakenly, Sahib Jan’s card got shuffled with another beneficiary. The Bank Supervisor
asked her to visit after two weeks and said that by then, her new BDC would come from the
Bank’s Head Office. The Bank Supervisor did not give her any acknowledgment slip for
filing her complaint regarding wrong PIN code/loss of BDC.
b) Client’s Version
She visited Bank Alfalah 5 or 6 times to file her complaint. They asked her to go to BISP
Tehsil Office Muzafarabad. BISP staff asked her to go to the bank counter at BDC
Distribution Center in the same premises.
She informed that the Bank Supervisor registered her complaint on 21st June 2012 for
cancellation of existing BDC and issuance of new BDC and PIN. After about two weeks,
Sahib Jan visited the Bank Desk at the BDC Distribution Center and got her Benazir Debit
Card replaced and a new PIN code for it.
She received her new BDC and PIN on 7th July 2012. When she asked her husband to visit the
bank he was informed that her money was received but was then sent back. Till end August
she has not received even her first quarterly payment.
Her home is very far from BISP Tehsil Office, Muzafarabad. She has to take a van from
Muzafarabad to Batal costing Rs.40 and covering the distance in 50 minutes. From Batal to
her home is a 45 minute walk. She needed a whole day for submission of her complaint. She
is a poor woman and spent Rs.200 for transportation on each of her 3 visits. She does not
afford transportation cost of Rs.200 for the round trip.

5. What We Learnt?
Sahib Jan is illiterate and cannot read the contents of the envelope and other material which was
provided at the time of BDC issuance and due to this she suffered a lot of inconvenience.
Due to the large crowds of women at the BDC camp, the Bank representative probably switched
cards and gave the wrong BDC to Sahib Jan. She therefore complained about a lost BDC and
PIN, and, within two weeks received a new BDC and PIN.
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The large crowd at one specific branch was probably because while giving the BDC envelope, the
bank representative at BDC Distribution Center directs the beneficiary to go to a specific bank
branch and give the envelope to the bank manager. He does not inform the beneficiary about “all’
the places from where she could draw her cash grant through BDC such as a number of 1-Link
ATMs as well as many PoS in the tehsil.
The main problem arose because the beneficiary’s name or CNIC is not printed on the BDC,
which creates confusion and the (mostly illiterate) beneficiaries cannot identify which card
belongs to which woman.
She did not inform BISP Tehsil Office about the explanation given by the bank that Rs.3,000
were received but were returned to BISP. This excuse could therefore not be looked into.
Till end September, beneficiaries Payment Details (for BDC – amount when deposited and when
withdrawn) could not be accessed. This is now available on BISP website. From her Payment
Detail it is apparent that Rs. 3,000 were transferred to her account on 12th June 2012 and were
withdrawn on 14th June 2012 (probably through her previous BDC). She maintains that she has
still not received any cash transfer through her new BDC till now.
The main issue that Rs. 3,000 was fraudulently withdrawn from her account through a BDC has
neither been complained by her nor investigated by the bank.

6. Recommendations








In order to avoid the confusion due to mixing of BDCs of different beneficiaries, personalized
cards showing names and CNIC may be issued. In case these personalized cards are too costly
then, at the time of issue, at least the beneficiary’s name may be written by using a permanent
marker so that they can identify their cards.
Instead of directing the beneficiary to go to a specific bank branch and give the BDC
envelope to the bank manager, the bank representative at BDC Distribution Center should
inform the beneficiaries about “all’ the places from where she could draw her cash grant.
Like payment through Money Orders and Benazir Smart Cards, the generation and
withdrawal of cash transfers through BDC should also be available on her Payment Detail
shown on BISP website. This was not available till end September but is now available.
In this case, the issue was withdrawal of Rs.3,000 from her account through her BDC but the
complaint filed was about replacement of BDC/ PIN. BISP staff should help the beneficiary
by reviewing her Payment Detail and advising the complainant to file the correct grounds of
complaint.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
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P-Q2-AJK-07
Missed PIN Code of Benazir Debit Card
Sakina Bibi
Muhammad Yousaf
Village Sarli Sacha Photian, Post Office
Dewalian, Tehsil Muzafarabad, District
Muzafarabad
8220350081618
7656457
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Sakina, wife of Muhammad Yousaf is 35 years old and lives in village Sarli Saccha Photian,
Tehsil Muzafarabad with her 3 children (1 daughter and 2 sons). All of them are getting education
in local government school. She has not received any formal education. Her house is situated on
a 5 marla plot and consists of two katcha rooms; a no bathroom and no kitchen. The house has an
unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall which is made of mud and bushes. Her
husband is working as a labourer in Muzafarabad city on daily wages.
Her house is located in a hilly area which is at a great height and is full of trees. The streets are
unpaved and village lacks drainage system. Schools for girls and boys and a small dispensary are
situated in the village.

2. Relationship with BISP
Sakina Bibi was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the program. During the
PSC Survey a team of NRSP visited her village, filled her form and gave her an
acknowledgement slip. The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of the
BISP cash transfer scheme. She first heard of the ‘Benazir Fund’ from her neighbours and
political workers.
From April 2011, she started receiving BISP cash transfers under Phase II through money orders
delivered by Pakistan Post. Later she was advised by BISP to convert to Benazir debit Card, an
alternative mechanism of payment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Sakina got her Benazir Debit Card (BDC) in end February 2012 from BDC Distribution Center
Muzafarabad situated in BISP Office Muzafarabad. After a few days she went to Bank Alfalah,
Tonga Stand Branch, Muzafarabad, to withdraw her cash grant.
She told that there were many women and it was very crowded. After waiting for 3 to 4 hour she
entered the ATM machine room with her husband and opened her envelope given by the Bank
Supervisor at the BDC camp. She entered her BDC in the ATM machine and opened the envelope
for BDC PIN Code, there was no PIN code written inside and the paper was blank. She rushed to
the bank representative and told him about the situation. The Bank Supervisor checked her
envelope and PIN Code letter and found nothing written on that. He advised her to go back to
Benazir Debit Card Camp situated within the premises of BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad. Then
she came to BISP Office and conveyed the entire situation to BISP Assistant Director who
advised her to go to Bank counter of BDC Distribution Center situated in the same building. She
went to Bank Supervisor and informed him about the matter. The Bank Supervisor registered her
complaint to generate a new PIN code.
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Sakina visited Bank Alfalah once and then visited the BDC Center twice because the telephone
network was not working. On her 2nd visit her PIN Code complaint was entertained, no
acknowledgement was given by the Bank Supervisor but the complaint was entered in a register
for record.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
When Sakina visited BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad with her problem of missing BDC PIN
Code, the staff informed her that they cannot do anything and advised her to consult the Bank
Supervisor present at the Bank Counter of the BDC Distribution Center working in the same
premises.
The Bank Supervisor after hearing about her problem called the Head Office/ Helpline for a
new PIN Code on her behalf but on the first day he failed to generate a new PIN Code due to
network issue of mobile given by Bank Alfalah. The Bank Supervisor asked her to visit after
a few days and by then her BDC PIN Code would be generated and will be activated within
24 hours by the Bank’s Head Office. The Bank Supervisor did not give her any slip or
acknowledgment of filing her complaint regarding missing PIN Code of her BDC, however,
after two days Sakina’s PIN Code was generated and given to her.
b) Client’s Version
She visited Bank Alfalah once and BISP office/ BDC Center twice to file her complaint. BISP
staff asked her to go to the bank counter at BDC Distribution Center in the same premises.
The Bank Supervisor registered her complaint for the generation of PIN Code for her BDC.
After Sakina’s PIN Code was generated she went immediately to Bank Alfalah to withdraw
her cash transfer but her payment was not transferred to her account by that time. She went
again on 12th March and by that time the amount was available in her account and she
withdrew her payment of Rs.3,000 from Bank Alfalah Muzafarabad Branch.
Her home is very far from BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad. From Muzafarabad to Sarli
Sacha the van takes about 2 ½ hours and costs Rs.120. Then she walks from Sarli Sacha to
her house in about an hour. She needed a whole day for submission of her complaint or even
to withdraw her cash transfer. She is a poor woman and spent three hundred rupees for
transportation on each visit. She does not afford transportation cost Rs.300 for the round trip.

5. What We Learnt?
Sakina Bibi is illiterate and did not know how to use the BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer
as no training was provided to her about how to use her BDC.
She faced a lot of distress due to the small mistake (missing/ blank PIN Code in her envelope) of
the Bank. She spent a lot of money on transportation to withdraw her cash grant from Bank which
is very far from her home.
She complained about a lost BDC and within two weeks received a new BDC and PIN.
Although pin code generation is a simple process, due to problem in telephone network, she had
to visit the BDC Distribution Center twice for generation of her PIN Code.
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6. Recommendations





Greater care should be taken and it should be ensured that the bank staff present at the BDC
Distribution Center explains in detail to the beneficiary about how to use the BDC for
withdrawing cash.
Instead of directing the beneficiary to go to a specific bank branch and give the BDC
envelope to the bank manager, the bank representative at BDC Distribution Center should
inform the beneficiaries about “all’ the places from where she could draw her cash grant.
In order to avoid the problem of missing PIN Code, BDC Distribution Center staff must
assure and advise the beneficiary to check that the PIN Code is present in her letter.
For PIN Code generation there must be some representative or counter in the same bank to
help the beneficiaries on the spot.
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P-Q2-AJK-08
Replacement of Lost BDC
Shamim Akhter
Abdul Rehman
Village Panjoor P.O. Dewllian, UC Sarli Sacha,
Tehsil Muzafarabad, District Muzafarabad
8220322346924
7657111
End September 2012-

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Athar Jan, wife of Abdul Rehman is 51 years old and lives in village Panjoor, UC Sarli Sacha of
Tehsil Muzafarabad with her 6 children (2 daughters and 4 sons). All of them are getting
education in local government school. She has not received any formal education. Her house is
situated on an almost 10 marla plot and consists of two katcha rooms; a make shift bathroom and
no kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall which is made of
mud blocks and bushes. Her husband works in the fields (cutting grass on daily wages).
Her house is located on top of a hill and at a great height. The village has unpaved streets and no
drainage system, but there are schools for girls and boys, and, a small dispensary.

2. Relationship with BISP
Athar Jan was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the program. During PSC
survey a team of NRSP visited her Mohalla, filled her form and gave her an acknowledgement
slip. The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of BISP cash grant
scheme. She first heard of ‘Benazir fund’ from her neighbours and political workers.
From April 2011, she started receiving BISP cash transfers under Phase II through money orders
delivered by Pakistan Post. Later she was advised by BISP to convert to Benazir debit Card, an
alternative mechanism of payment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Athar Jan got her Benazir Debit Card (BDC) from BDC Distribution Center Muzafarabad situated
in BISP Office Muzafarabad. After a few days she went to Bank Alfalah Muzafarabad Branch
near Tonga Stand for withdrawing her cash grant. Athar Jan told that there were many women and
it was very crowded.
A bank representative was present there to guide the beneficiaries on how to use their Benazir
Debit Card. He was also withdrawing their cash from the ATM and handing it over to the
beneficiaries. Athar Jan gave her PIN and BDC to the bank representative to withdraw her cash
and received Rs. 3,000.
After getting payment from Bank Alfalah Muzafarabad, on her way from Panjoor on foot, she
was crossing the small stream of Dewllian which is near her home. Due to heavy rains it was
flooded and she slipped while crossing it. To save herself she caught the rope but during this time
her purse slipped from her hand, fell into the canal and was swept away. Her BDC card and cash
grant of Rs. 3,000 was in that purse.
She went to BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad to request a new BDC card. BISP staff informed
her that they cannot register her complaint and asked her to contact the bank counter situated in
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the same premises. She went to bank counter and the bank Supervisor after listening to her
problem sent her for verification to the NADRA counter. They verified her thumb impression and
that she had already received her BDC. The bank Supervisor then sent a request on her behalf to
their Head Office for issue of a new BDC.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers’ Version
When Athar visited BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad with her problem of lost card, the staff
informed her that they cannot do anything and advised her to consult the bank counter at the
BDC Distribution Center working in the same premises.
The Bank Supervisor after hearing all the detail blocked the old card and applied for a new
Benazir Debit Card on her behalf. He asked her to visit after 2 weeks and by then her BDC
would have come from the Bank’s Head Office. Bank Supervisor did not give her any slip or
acknowledgment of filing her complaint regarding loss of BDC.
After two weeks Athar came and asked for her new BDC. The bank Supervisor checked and
found that her card had not come from their Karachi Head Office. He asked her to visit after 2
or three days. After three days, Athar visited the Bank Desk at BDC Distribution Center once
again and this time she got her Benazir Debit Card and PIN code.
b. Client’s Version
She visited BISP tehsil office Muzafarabad to file her complaint. BISP staff asked her to go to
the bank counter at BDC Distribution Center in the same premises. The Bank Supervisor
registered her complaint for the cancellation of old BDC and issuance of new BDC and PIN.
She received the new BDC on 17th April 2012, however, her first quarterly payment of Rs.
3,000 which she withdrew through her previous BDC was lost (as it was swept away in a
stream).
Her home is very far from BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad. She takes a van from
Muzafarabad to Panjoor which cover the distance in 2 ½ hours and costs Rs.180 for one side.
From the stop it is about 1 ½ hour walk to her house near the hill top and she needed a whole
day for submission of her complaint. She is a poor woman and had to spend four hundred
rupees for transportation on each visit. In addition her husband loose one day’s wage because
she cannot go alone to BISP office or bank.
Athar said that delivery through the Postman was much better than BDC because she had to
spend one day and Rs.400 to collect the money from ATM in Muzafarabad. Unfortunately
while coming back she lost her cash grant (and BDC) when she slipped in a stream. Later she
had to spend more than Rs.1,200 on three visits to get her new BDC and PIN.

5. What We Learnt?
She is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer as no training
was provided to her about how to use her BDC.
She handed over her BDC and PIN to bank representative for withdrawing her cash transfer who
withdrew her cash grant and paid it to her.
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On about an hour walk from the village to her home she slipped in a stream and lost her purse
with the BDC, PIN and her cash grant.
She had to visit BDC Center thrice spending over Rs.1,200 and three days to get the new BDC
and PIN.
She very clearly preferred post office delivery system (compared to BDC) because she used to
receive payment at her door step which saves a lot of time, effort and cost. ATM machine is very
far from her home and there is no other option (PoS etc.) to withdraw cash near her home. Now
she (and her husband) has to spend a day and Rs.400 to go to an ATM in Muzafarabad for
withdrawing her cash grant.
Till end September, generation and withdrawal of cash transfers through BDC was not available
on Payment Detail shown on BISP website.

6. Recommendations





In order to avoid the confusion due to mixing of BDCs of different beneficiaries, personalized
cards showing names and CNIC may be issued. In case these personalized cards are too costly
then, at the time of issue at the BDC Distribution Center, at least the beneficiary’s name or
CNIC may be written by using a permanent marker so that they can identify their cards.
Instead of directing the beneficiary to go to a specific bank branch and give the BDC
envelope to the bank manager, the bank representative at BDC Distribution Center should
inform the beneficiaries about “all’ the places from where she could draw her cash grant.
In order to avoid the time and cost to go to Muzafarabad to withdraw cash, there must be an
ATM or PoS or franchises near main villages. Till that time it may be useful to ask the
beneficiary for her choice about the mode through which she wants to get her cash transfers.
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P-Q2-AJK-09
Blocking and Replacement of BDC
Attar Jan
Kaala Khan
Hariala Goojran UC Hattian Dopatta Tehsil and
District Muzafarabad
8220398433100
7635816
End September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Attar Jan, wife of Kaala Khan is 40 years old and lives in village Harriala Gojra UC Hattian
Dopatta, Tehsil Muzafarabad with her 5 children (3 daughters and 2 sons). All of them are getting
education in local government school. She has not received any formal education. Her house is
situated on a 4 marla plot and consists of one katcha room, no bathroom and no kitchen. The
house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall which is made of bushes. Her
husband is a labourer.
Her house is located near village Hariala Goojran on top of a mountain and her house is at a great
height. It is a hilly area and full of trees. The village streets are unpaved and without drainage
system. Primary schools for girls and boys and a small dispensary are situated in the village.

2. Relationship with BISP
Attar Jan was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the program. During the PSC
survey a team of NRSP visited her Mohalla, filled her form and gave her an acknowledgement
slip. The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of the BISP cash transfer
scheme. She first heard of the ‘Peoples Party Scheme’ from her neighbours.
From April 2011, she started receiving BISP cash transfers under Phase II through money orders
delivered by Pakistan Post. Later she was advised by BISP to convert to Benazir Debit Card
(BDC), an alternative mechanism of payment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Attar Jan got her BDC from BDC Distribution Center Muzafarabad situated within the premises
of BISP Office Muzafarabad. After a few days she went to Bank Alfalah Muzafarabad for
withdrawing her cash grant. There were many women at the branch and it was very crowded.
A bank representative was also present there to guide the beneficiaries on how to use their
Benazir Debit Card. He was also withdrawing cash and was handing over cash to beneficiaries.
Attar Jan gave her PIN and BDC to the bank representative to withdraw her cash. After checking
the payment status, bank representative gave back the BDCs to beneficiaries because their
payment was not credited till then. The Bank representative erroneously mixed the beneficiaries’
BDCs and gave a wrong BDC to Attar Jan.
After a few days she again went to Bank Alfalah Muzafarabad branch near Tonga stand to
withdraw her payment in case it has been credited to her account. After attempting to withdraw
the cash thrice, her BDC PIN was blocked. Then she found that this BDC was probably not hers
and had been replaced with some other beneficiary’s card. She contacted a representative of Bank
Alfalah to ask why her BDC was not working. He advised her to go to BISP Tehsil office
Muzafarabad to register her complaint and get a new card.
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She visited BISP Office Muzafarabad to register her complaint, but the Assistant Complaints
asked her to visit the bank counter of BDC Distribution Center located in the same building. She
went there, told her story to the Bank Supervisor and asked him to lodge her complaint. The Bank
Supervisor entered her complaint in a register for record but no receipt was given to her.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
When Attar Jan visited BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad with her problem of blocked PIN
Code, BISP staff informed her that they cannot do anything and advised her to consult the
Bank counter at the BDC Distribution Center working in the same premises. The Bank
Supervisor after hearing her problem, applied for a new BDC and PIN on her behalf. He
asked her to visit after two weeks and by then her BDC would have come from the Bank’s
Head Office. The Bank Supervisor did not give her any acknowledgment of filing her
complaint regarding loss of BDC.
After two weeks Attar Jan visited the Bank Desk at BDC Distribution Center and got her
Benazir Debit Card and PIN code once again.
b) Client’s Version
She visited Bank Alfalah many times to file her complaint. On her third visit, they asked her
to go to BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad. BISP staff asked her to go to the bank counter at
BDC Distribution Center in the same premises. Bank Supervisor registered her complaint for
blocking of her old BDC and issuance of new BDC and PIN.
She received the new BDC on 21st March 2012; however, when she went the next day to
withdraw her first quarterly payment of Rs.3,000 which was generated on 29 th February she
couldn’t withdraw it due to the large disorderly crowd. She, however, visited again and
withdrew her payment on 9th April 2012.
Her home is very far from BISP Tehsil office Muzafarabad. From Muzafarabad to Hariala
Goojran the van takes 1½ hour and costs Rs.70 per person. From Hariala to her house she has
to walk for about 15 minutes. She needed a whole day for visiting Muzafarabad for
submission of her complaint. She is a poor woman and spent three hundred rupees on each
visit.
She had to spend one day and Rs.300 to collect the money from ATM in Muzafarabad. Later
she had to spend more than Rs.600 on two visits to get her new BDC and PIN. Again for
withdrawing the cash she had to visit Muzafarabad twice and spent about Rs.600 and two
days. She was not satisfied with the change in the payment mechanism because instead of
getting the money at her doorsteps, she now has to repeatedly visit Muzafarabad.

5. What We Learnt?
Attar Jan is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer as no
training was provided to her about how to use her BDC.
She handed over her BDC and PIN to bank representative for withdrawing her cash transfer but
due to the large crowd he erroneously gave her the BDC or PIN of some other beneficiary.
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The large crowd at one specific branch was probably because while giving the BDC envelope, the
bank representative at BDC Distribution Center directs the beneficiary to go to a specific bank
branch and give the envelope to the bank manager. He does not inform the beneficiary about “all’
the places from where she could draw her cash grant through BDC such as a number of 1-Link
ATMs as well as many PoS in the tehsil.
The main problem arose because the beneficiary’s name or CNIC is not printed on her BDC
which creates confusion and the (mostly illiterate) beneficiaries could not identify which card
belongs to which woman.
She complained about a lost BDC and within two weeks received a new BDC and PIN.
ATM machine is very far from her home and there is no other option (PoS etc.) to withdraw cash
near her home. She has to spend a day and Rs.300 to go to the ATM at Muzafarabad for
withdrawing her cash grant.
Though the amount was already credited to her account but she could withdraw it after about
eight visits (2 visits to use her card, 2 to the bank to report the PIN problem, two to get a new
BDC, one visit when she couldn’t withdraw due to crowd and the last visit when she could
withdraw her money). On these 8 visits she had to spend about Rs.2,400.

6. Recommendations






Greater care should be taken and it should be ensured that the bank staff present at the BDC
Distribution Center explains to the beneficiary the use of BDC for withdrawing cash in detail.
In order to avoid the confusion due to mixing of BDCs of different beneficiaries, personalized
cards showing names and CNIC may be issued. In case these personalized cards are too costly
then, at the time of issue at the BDC Distribution Center, at least the beneficiary’s name or
CNIC may be written by using a permanent marker so that they can identify their cards.
Instead of directing the beneficiary to go to a specific bank branch and give the BDC
envelope to the bank manager, the bank representative at BDC Distribution Center should
inform the beneficiaries about “all’ the places from where she could draw her cash grant.
In order to avoid the time and cost to go Muzafarabad to withdraw cash, there must be ATM
or PoS or franchises near main villages. Till that time it may be useful to ask the beneficiary
for her choice about the mode through which she wants to get her cash transfers.
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P-Q2-AJK-10
Non-Payment of five MO of Rs.15,000
Zainab Bibi
Muhammad Hanif
Village Kothian , Post Office Saher Mandi,
Tehsil Sehnsa, District Kotli
8120349531682
Her PSC slip was lost in rains of last year and no
data is being shown on website
26th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Zainab Bibi, wife of Mohammad Hanif is 30 years old and lives in village Kothian, UC Saher
Mandi of Tehsil Sehnsa, with her husband and one son. Her son studies in a government school
but she did not receive any formal education. Her house is situated on an 8 marla plot and
consists of 2 katcha rooms; a make shift bathroom and no kitchen. The house has an unpaved
courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall, which is made of mud. Her husband works in hotel in
Kotli as waiter and his monthly income is Rs.5,000. She is a housewife.
The house of Zainab is located on top of a mountain. There is no street near her home because of
the hilly area and lack of any form of drainage system. Schools for girls and boys are situated in
the village and small dispensary is also available there.

2. Relationship with BISP
Zainab was a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the BISP programme. During the
Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey, a team of NRSP visited her village, filled her form and gave her
an acknowledgement slip. The beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of
the BISP cash grant scheme. She first heard of the ‘Peoples Party funds’ from her neighbours and
political workers.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When the postman started bringing money orders to the other eligible women in the locality she
started wondering why she was not getting her money orders regularly even though her form was
submitted to the MLA with other women at the same time. She visited the Post Office with her
husband and other village women. She asked the postman why her payment had been stopped by
BISP. The postman told her not to ask anyone at BISP or Post Office and that maybe BISP will
start sending her payments.
She was not satisfied with his answer and first she visited the MLA Office at Kotli, where he
advised her to visit BISP Mirpur Office. There she learnt that her payment had been generated
and shown as delivered in her Payment Details. She only received 6 money orders of Rs.3,000
each till 20th May 2010 but did not get the remaining 5 money orders worth Rs.15,000. These
MOs were generated on 2nd June 2010 (Rs.3,000), 7th July 2010 (Rs.3,000), 27th August 2010
(Rs.4,000), 29th December 2010 (Rs.3,000) and 26th February 2011 (Rs.2,000). According to the
BISP website, these 5 MOs were delivered on 15th July 2010, 24th August 2010, 28th September
2010, 15th February 2011 and 5th May 2011, respectively.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
When Zainab visited BISP Divisional Office Mirpur on 25th February 2010 she showed to the
AD all receipts of money orders that were given by the postman. She came to know that the
postman of her village was showing in her Payment Detail that he has delivered five money
orders to her, though actually she had not received those. BISP Divisional Director asked the
beneficiary to submit a written application of non-payment of five MOs, which she did.
The Field Supervisor registered the complaint at BISP Divisional Office, Mirpur for nonpayment of five MOs for Rs.15,000. The Divisional Director discussed the case verbally with
BISP Regional Director and prepared a team for inquiry. Divisional Director also forwarded a
letter to Divisional Superintendent Pakistan Post regarding this embezzlement. During the
initial inquiry by BISP Media Officer and Field Supervisor, they came to know that the
branch postmaster had committed a fraud and had not delivered payment to several
beneficiaries of Saher Mandi, Tehsil Sehnsa.
An inquiry was held attended by Branch post master and complainant under the supervision
of ASPS, also attended by Media officer AJK, Field Supervisor BISP, at BISP Office Mirpur.
In this joint inquiry, the branch post master was found guilty and it was recommended that his
services may be terminated. It was also decided that the embezzled amount shall be
reimbursed by the postman at his earliest. The recommendation was implemented and the
branch post master delivered her misappropriated amount in June 2011.
b) Client’s version
On filing a complaint, no receipt was given by BISP office but they kept her complaint in a
file for further inquiry. Zainab visited 3 or 4 times and her father also visited to follow-up the
complaint. Her home is very far from BISP Divisional Office, Mirpur and required a whole
day for submission and enquiry. One way travel from her home to BISP office requires more
than four hours, changing two vans and costs Rs.250 per person. She is poor a woman and
spent Rs.500 for transportation on each visit. After her first visit, she could not afford
transportation cost and she borrowed money from her neighbours. Moreover, on their day of
visit to BISP Divisional Office her father had to abandon his work due to which the cost
multiplied many fold.
The beneficiary claims to have received the payment in June 2011 but after that she received
only one more instalment. Her status does not show any information after the BISP Poverty
Scorecard (PSC). After the Survey, she received her acknowledgement slip but misplaced it.
She thinks that her payment has been stopped due to her complaint against the branch post
master.

5. What We Learnt?
Availability of Payment Detail on website is very useful for the beneficiary. By accessing her
Payment Detail, Zainab learnt that she has not received five money orders that were generated and
shown as delivered to her on various dates.
During BISP parliamentary phase, BISP tehsil offices were not operational so the postmen were
delivering payments without any monitoring. In her case, the postman misappropriated her 5
MOs. Zainab’s payment was embezzled due to lack of monitoring / test checking of payments at
that time.
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Though she declares that she received the payment of her five embezzled MOs in June 2011 but
the Payment Detail still shows that these MOs were delivered to her on various dates spread over
2010 and 2011.
She did not receive any payment after June 2011. Her beneficiary status is not shown against her
CNIC while she has lost her PSC Form acknowledgement. She has not received any letter from
BISP to know her status after PSC Survey.

6. Recommendations





Payment details need to be regularly updated.
In order to ensure effective payment monitoring and to minimise the chances of
misappropriation, BISP HQ should provide to its divisional and tehsil offices a list of
beneficiaries whose money orders have been generated.
For better transparency and accountability, BISP staff should test-check some payments to
beneficiaries to ensure that the full amounts of MOs are being delivered to the beneficiaries in
time.
Beneficiaries of BISP Phase I should be informed after the conclusion of the PSC survey
whether they were found to be eligible or not by sending them an eligibility or ineligibility
letter so that they know whether to expect further cash payments or not.
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P-Q2-AJK-11
Replacement of BDC captured by ATM
Farooqa Bibi
Syed Zahoor Hussain
Village Nanroal, Tehsil Muzafarabad, District
Muzafarabad
82203028972756
7659070
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Farooqa, wife of Syed Zahoor Hussain is 35 years old and lives in village Nanroi, Tehsil
Muzafarabad with her 4 children (1 daughter and 3 sons) all studying at the local government
school. She has not received any formal education. Her house is situated on a 5 marla plot and
consists of one katcha room; no bathroom and no kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard
surrounded by a boundary wall which is made of mud and bushes. Her husband is a labourer in
Muzafarabad city on daily wages.
Her house is located near the mountains of Nanroal village and this area is on a great height. The
streets of her village are unpaved and lack any drainage system. Schools for girls and boys are
situated in the village.

2. Relationship with BISP
Farooqa Bibi was not a beneficiary under BISP Parliamentarian Phase. During the PSC survey a
team of NRSP visited her village, filled her form and gave her an acknowledgement slip. The
beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of BISP cash transfer scheme. She
first heard of ‘Benazir fund’ from her neighbouring villagers.
From 28th March 2012, she started receiving BISP cash transfers under Phase II through money
orders delivered by Pakistan Post. Later she was advised by BISP to convert to Benazir Debit
Card, an alternative mechanism of payment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Farooqa got her Benazir Debit Card (BDC) in the 1st week of July 2012 from BDC Distribution
Center Muzafarabad situated in BISP Office Muzafarabad. After few days she sent her husband to
Bank Alfalah Branch near Tonga Stand Muzafarabad to withdraw her cash grant. Farooqa’s
husband told that Bank Alfalah is very far from their village and it was difficult to bring Farooqa
with him to the bank. There were many women and it was very crowded at the branch
After waiting for about three hours he was able to enter the room with ATM machine. He entered
the BDC number and Pin code in the ATM. Her husband is illiterate and pressed some wrong
digits and he attempted this more than three times, resultantly, her BDC was captured by the
ATM. He went inside the branch and asked them to give back his wife BDC. Bank staff told him
that without his wife they could not return her BDC. The Bank Manager advised him to bring
Farooqa Bibi to get back her BDC. Due to heavy rains almost a whole week passed before
Farooqa could visit the Bank. When after a week they reached the Bank, the Bank representative
told them that as per policy they have sent her card back to their head office and now they should
go to BISP Office and apply for a new card. He advised her to go back to the BDC Distribution
Center situated in BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad.
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She then went to BISP office and asked the Assistant Director who advised her to consult the
bank counter situated in the same building. She went to the bank Supervisor and after telling her
story he registered her complaint and applied for a new BDC.
Farooqa visited Bank Alfalah two times and then visited the BDC Center and applied for a new
BDC. No receipt was given by Bank supervisor but they entered her complaint in a register for
record.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers’ Version
When Farooqa visited BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad with her problem about capture of
BDC by ATM, BISP staff informed her that they cannot do anything and advised her to
consult the bank counter at the BDC Distribution Center.
The Bank Supervisor after hearing her detail called their head office and applied for a new
BDC on her behalf. The Bank Supervisor asked her to collect her new BDC after two weeks
but he did not give her any slip or acknowledgment of filing her complaint.
After two weeks Farooqa got a new BDC and she went to Bank Alfalah Muzafarabad branch
to with draw her payment but could not withdraw her cash grant of Rs.3,000 which was
transferred to her account. For the last one and a half month she did not visit the bank because
she said she will visit the branch when her neighbouring woman, who is educated and know
the procedure of using ATM, could accompany her. Currently her Payment Detail cannot be
seen on BISP website.
b. Client’s Version
She visited Bank Alfalah twice and BISP office/ BDC Center once to file her complaint. BISP
staff asked her to go to the bank counter at BDC Distribution Center in the same premises.
The Bank Supervisor registered her complaint for new BDC/ PIN Code and blocked her old
BDC.
She received her new BDC on 3rd August 2012, however, her first quarterly payment of
Rs.3,000 which was generated on 20th June 2012 BDC could not be withdrawn by her till now
because she is waiting for a neighbouring woman, who is educated and knows how to use an
ATM, to accompany her.
Her home is very far from BISP Tehsil office Muzafarabad and she needed a whole day for
submission of her complaint or even with draw her cash grant. From Muzafarabad to Nanroal
the van takes about 50 minutes and charges Rs.30 per person. As only few vans are available
on this route, a taxi takes at least 150 rupees. Then from Nanroal village to her home she has
to walk for another 50 minutes. She is poor women and has to spend two hundred rupees for
transportation on each visit.

5. What We Learnt?
Farooqa Bibi is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer as
no training was provided to her about how to use her BDC.
She faced a lot of distress due to the small mistake of entering wrong PIN code. She complained
about a lost BDC and within two weeks received a new BDC and PIN.
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She has been to Muzafarabad five times (BDC Center to collect her card, twice to the ATM for
withdrawing her grant, BDC Center once for filing the complaint and second time to collect her
BDC) but despite spending five days and over a thousand rupees she has still not received her first
cash transfer through the BDC.
She preferred post office delivery system (compared to BDC) because she used to receive
payment at door step which saves a lot of time, effort and cost. ATM machine is very far from her
home and there is no other option (PoS etc.) to withdraw cash near her home. Now she has to
spend a day and Rs.200 to go to an ATM in Muzafarabad for withdrawing her cash grant.
Her Payment Detail on BISP website does not show the cash transfer deposited in her account till
now and both sections (Pakistan Post and Bank) appeared without any transaction till 15th October
2012.

6. Recommendations





Greater care should be taken and it should be ensured that while giving the BDC envelope,
bank staff at BDC Distribution Center explains to beneficiary about the use of BDC in detail.
Similar to payment through Money Orders and Benazir Smart Cards, the deposit and
withdrawal of cash transfers through BDC should also be updated on her Payment Detail
shown on BISP website.
In order to avoid the time and cost to go Muzafarabad to withdraw cash, there must be ATM
or PoS or franchises near main villages. Till that time it may be useful to ask the beneficiary
for her choice about the mode through which she wants to get her cash transfers.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
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P-Q2-AJK-12
Replacement of Lost BDC
Shakila Bibi
Zafar Mahmood Chaudhry
Village Sund Gran, UC Chattar Do Maill, Tehsil
Muzafarabad, District Muzafarabad.
8220379356990
7631091
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Shakila Bibi wife of Zafar Mahmood Chaudhry is 35 years old and lives in village Sund Gran, UC
Chattar, Tehsil Muzafarabad with her 7 children (1 daughter and 6 sons). All of them are getting
education in local government school. She has not received any formal education. Her house is
situated on a 5 marla plot and consists of two katcha rooms; a make shift bathroom and no
kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall which is made of
cement blocks. Her husband is a labourer working in Muzafarabad city.
Her house is located in village Sund Gran and this area is hilly and full of trees. The streets of her
village are unpaved and lack any drainage system. Schools for girls and boys and small
dispensary are situated in the village.

2. Relationship with BISP
Shakila was not a beneficiary under BISP Parliamentarian Phase. During PSC survey a team of
NRSP visited her Mohalla, filled her form and gave her an acknowledgement slip. The
beneficiary claimed to have no information about working of BISP cash grant scheme. She first
heard of ‘Benazir fund’ from her neighbours and political workers.
From April 2011, she started receiving BISP cash transfers under Phase II through money orders
delivered by Pakistan Post. Later she was advised by BISP to convert to Benazir debit Card, an
alternative mechanism of payment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Shakila got her Benazir Debit Card (BDC) from BDC Distribution Center Muzafarabad situated
in BISP Office Muzafarabad. After a few days she went to Bank Alfalah Muzafarabad branch
near Tonga Stand for withdrawing her cash grant. Shakila told that there were many women at the
branch and it was very crowded.
A girl came and introduced herself as a bank representative. She asked Shakila to give her
Benazir Debit Card for withdrawing cash. Shakila and about eight other women gave their BDCs
and PIN codes to the girl to withdraw cash. She asked all nine beneficiaries to stay outside the
ATM Booth and went inside. The beneficiaries did as advised and kept waiting for her outside the
booth. After half an hour she came out and informed the beneficiaries that their cards have been
captured by the machine and they should come the next day to collect their money and BDCs.
The next day when Shakila went to the bank there was again a large crowd of beneficiaries, the
cashier gave the card and money to another woman who was standing nearby. Shakila asked the
woman to give her BDC and cash, but the bank’s cashier told her that they don’t have any other
Cards. He also told her that the bank staff does not know about the girl because the bank does not
have any female representative. Shakila told her story to the Bank Manager and asked him to
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check her BDC. He advised Shakila to go to BISP office in Muzafarabad and file a complaint for
new BDC.
Shakila went to BISP Tehsil office Muzafarabad, where the Assistant Director informed her that
they cannot do anything to help her regarding BDC complaint. The AD advised her to go to the
next room where BDC Distribution Center is situated and ask the bank representative sitting at the
bank counter.
She went to the bank counter of BDC camp and narrated her story about her captured BDC. The
Bank supervisor asked her to come after two to three days and maybe she will find her BDC.
When she visited after two days, the bank supervisor lodged her complaint by entering in a
register for their record but no receipt was given to her. The staff at bank counter forwarded her
request for a new BDC to their head office after telephonic verifications.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
When Shakila visited BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad with her problem of lost card, the staff
informed her that they cannot do anything and advised her to consult the Bank counter at
BDC Distribution Center working in the same premises. The Bank Supervisor after hearing
her complaint asked her to wait for two or three days and may be her card will be found. After
two days she again visited the BDC Center where the Bank Supervisor took her details and
applied for a new BDC on her behalf. He asked her to visit after two weeks and by then her
BDC would be received from the Bank’s Head Office. The Bank Supervisor did not give her
any slip or acknowledgment of filing her complaint regarding loss of BDC.
After two weeks Shakila visited the Bank Desk at BDC Distribution Center and got her BDC
and PIN code once again.
b) Client’s Version
She visited Bank Alfalah 4 or 5 times to file her complaint because she thought that the Bank
would give back her BDC. They asked her to go to BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad. BISP
staff asked her to go to the bank counter at BDC Distribution Center in the same premises.
The Bank Supervisor registered her complaint for the cancellation of old BDC and issuance
of new BDC and PIN.
She received the new BDC on 02 May 2012, however, her first quarterly payment of Rs.3,000
which was withdrawn on 22nd March 2012 on her previous BDC, (but the woman who
impersonated as a bank representative tricked her by saying that her card has been captured
and she needs a new BDC) appears to have been permanently lost. She has still not got any
cash transfer through her new BDC till now.
Her home is not very far from BISP Tehsil office Muzafarabad and she can reach there by a
45 minute walk or get a rickshaw for Rs.60 but she needed a whole day for submission of her
complaint because of the crowd of beneficiaries who were assembled there for getting their
BDCs.

5. What We Learnt?
Shakila is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer as no
training was provided to her about using the BDC.
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Because she did not know how to use her BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer, she handed
over the BDC and PIN to a girl at the bank ATM who introduced herself as a bank representative.
According to the bank, she complained that her BDC has been captured by ATM and within two
weeks she received a new BDC and PIN.
She says that she also complained that her card was captured by ATM (as told to her by the bank
representative) and she did not receive the quarterly cash transfer of Rs.3,000 but this was neither
mentioned in her complaint nor was it investigated by the bank. As a result her misappropriated
cash transfer of Rs. 3,000 as well as her trust on transfers through BDC is probably lost forever.
The large crowd at one specific branch was probably because while giving the BDC envelope, the
bank representative at BDC Distribution Center directs the beneficiary to go to a specific bank
branch and give the envelope to the bank manager. He does not inform the beneficiary about “all’
the places from where she could draw her cash grant through BDC such as a number of 1-Link
ATMs as well as many PoS in the tehsil.
At the time this complaint was filed and addressed, the date-wise generation and withdrawal of
cash transfers through BDC was not shown on the Payment Detail available on BISP website.

6. Recommendations








Greater care should be taken and it should be ensured that the bank staff present at the BDC
Distribution Center explains to the beneficiary the use of BDC for withdrawing cash in detail.
Someone from BISP or Bank should be present at bank branch when the cash grant is
transferred to guide and warn people not to give their BDCs to anyone to prevent such frauds.
Instead of directing the beneficiary to go to a specific bank branch and give the BDC
envelope to the bank manager, the bank representative at BDC Distribution Center should
inform the beneficiaries about “all’ the places from where she could draw her cash grant.
Like payment through Money Orders or Benazir Smart Cards, the generation and withdrawal
of cash transfers through BDC should also be available on her Payment Detail shown on BISP
website. (This has started after September).
In this case, the important issue was withdrawal of Rs.3,000 from her account through her
BDC but the complaint filed was about replacement of BDC/PIN. BISP staff should help the
beneficiary by reviewing her Payment Detail and advising the complainant to file the correct
grounds of complaint.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the payment complaints and pursue in case of delays.
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P-Q2-AJK-13
PIN Code damaged. Generation for new PIN
code for BDC
Zaib-un-Nisa
Muhammad Farooq
Village Ghalli UC Kommi Kot, Tehsil and
District Muzafarabad
8220334200776
7861194
15th October 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Zaib-un-Nisa, wife of Muhammad Farooq is 42 years old and lives in village Ghalli UC Komi
Kot Dupatta of Tehsil Muzafarabad with her 9 children (4 daughters and 5 sons). five of them are
getting education in local government school. She has not received any formal education. Her
house is situated on a 7 marla plot and consists of two katcha room, small bathroom and no
kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall which is made of
mud blocks and bushes. Her husband is a labourer.
Her house is located in a hilly area and surrounded by a forest. The streets of her village are
unpaved and lack any drainage system. Primary Schools for girls and boys and small dispensary
are situated in the village.

2. Relationship with BISP
Zaib-u-Nisa was not a beneficiary under BISP Parliamentarian Phase. During the PSC survey a
team of NRSP visited her village, filled her form and gave her an acknowledgement slip. The
beneficiary claimed to have no information about the working of BISP cash grant scheme. She
first heard of ‘Peoples Party Scheme’ from her neighbours.
After June 2012, she started receiving BISP cash transfers under Phase II through money orders
delivered by Pakistan Post. A money order was generated in June but the delivery status is blank
till 15th October 2012. Later she was advised by BISP to convert to Benazir debit Card, an
alternative mechanism of payment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Zaib-un-Nisa got her Benazir Debit Card (BDC) from BDC Distribution Center Muzafarabad
situated in BISP office Muzafarabad. After a few days she went to Bank Alfalah Muzafarabad
branch for withdrawing her cash grant. Zaib-un-Nisa told that there were many women at the
branch and it was very crowded.
A bank representative was present there to guide the beneficiaries on how to use their Benazir
Debit Card. He was also withdrawing cash on their behalf. Zaib-un-Nisa gave her PIN and BDC
to the bank representative to withdraw her cash. After entering the BDC and PIN code, the bank
Supervisor found that her PIN code was incomplete and was not being accepted by the ATM. The
Bank representative asked her to go to the BDC Center or BISP office to generate new Pin code.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Providers’ Version
When Zaib-un-Nisa visited BISP Tehsil Office Muzafarabad with her problem of incomplete
PIN code, BISP staff informed her that they cannot do anything and advised her to consult the
bank counter at the BDC Distribution Center working in the same premises.
The Bank Supervisor registered her complaint for new PIN code generation. No receipt was
given to her but the bank supervisor entered her complaint in a register for their record.
b) Client’s Version
She visited Bank Alfalah to file her complaint. They asked her to go to BISP Tehsil Office
Muzafarabad. BISP staff told her that they cannot do anything regarding BDC complaints and
asked her to go to the bank counter at BDC Distribution Center located in the same premises.
The Bank Supervisor registered her complaint for new PIN code generation. No receipt was
given to her but her complaint was entered in a register for their record. The Bank Supervisor
applied for a new PIN code from her official mobile phone on her behalf. He asked her to
give her mother’s name for verification of her BDC. She did not know her mother’s name as
entered in the record so she gave her mother’s nick name. This did not match her NADRA
data and so they asked her to bring her mother’s correct name from NADRA office or her
home. She went back home to confirm her mother’s name. On her 2nd visit to BDC Center she
gave her mother’s name and later a new PIN code has generated.
She received the new BDC on 20th July2012. Her first quarterly payment of Rs.3,000 was
transferred to her account on 13th July 2012 and she withdrew it on 2nd August 2012. Her
home is very far from BISP Tehsil office Muzafarabad. Van fro Muzaffarbad to her village
takes about two hours and costs about 150. After that she has to walk for about 15 minutes to
reach her house. She needed a whole day for submission of her complaint. She is poor women
and spent three hundred rupees for transportation on each visit.

5. What We Learnt?
Zaib-un-Nisa is illiterate and did not know how to use BDC for withdrawing her cash transfer as
no training was provided to her about how to use her BDC.
When she received her envelope containing BDC and PIN code, she had scratched harshly and
erased one digit from printed PIN code which was the reason why she had to go through this
problem.
Another problem was that she remembered only her mother’s nickname which did not match with
NADRA record so she had to go back to the village and revisit BDC Center after checking her
mother’s name. Process of new PIN code generation by using call Center is quite complicated
especially for illiterate women (the typical BISP clients).
She has been to Muzafarabad three times: once to BDC Center to collect her card; once to the
ATM for withdrawing her cash grant, BDC Center twice times (once for filing the complaint,
second time to inform them about her mother’s correct name and collect her PIN). She had to
spend three days and over nine hundred rupees before she could withdraw her first cash transfer
through the BDC.
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She prefers post office delivery system (compared to BDC) because she used to receive payment
at door step which saves a lot of time, effort and cost. ATM machine is very far from her home
and there is no other option (PoS etc.) to withdraw cash near her home. Now she has to spend a
day and Rs.300 to go to an ATM in Muzafarabad for withdrawing her cash grant.

6. Recommendations




Greater care should be taken and it should be ensured that at BDC Center, bank representative
gives proper guidance and demonstration on how to use BDC (as well as about opening/
scratching of PIN code).
In order to avoid the time and cost to go Muzafarabad to withdraw cash, there must be an
ATM or PoS or franchises near main villages. Till that time it may be useful to ask the
beneficiary for her choice about the mode through which she wants to get her cash transfers.
In Payment Complaints regarding Pakistan Post it was observed that over 75% complaints
were filed with BISP and less than 20% with Payment Agency. In order to facilitate the
beneficiaries, BISP staff needs to be involved in solving BDC related complaints. They
should at least keep a record of the complaints and pursue in case of delays.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-Upper Punjab-01
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Sargodha
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Distribution Center Sargodha is functioning at the BISP Tehsil office for Sargodha City.
The building houses BISP Divisional office Sargodha also, and, is situated on Stadium Road,
Civil Lines, Sargodha. NADRA, Bank Alfalah and Ufone are the partner organizations involved
in BDC distribution process at this Center. BISP Tehsil office has spared a room for NADRA
counters and a waiting hall for Bank Alfalah and Ufone counters for issuance of BDC.
The BDC distribution process was planned to start during first week of February 2012 but due to
some delay in the hiring and training of POs staff, the process could start in the last week of
February 2012.
BDC Centers located at each BISP tehsil offices in Sargodha district were planned to remain
operational for three months. According to BISP HQ decision, BDC Centers at other tehsil offices
of Sargodha stopped functioning from 20th June 2012 because more than 85% of beneficiaries had
collected their BDCs. The beneficiaries who failed to collect their BDCs from BDC Centers when
they were operating at respective tehsil offices can now collect these from BDC Center Sargodha
city which will remain operational.
There are 11,687 beneficiaries covered by BISP Tehsil office Sargodha City and till the date of
our visit about 9,500 BDCs had been issued. According to BISP staff, still about 2,500
beneficiaries have to collect their BDC. Earlier the target was set at 150 BDCs per NADRA
counter per day. Now there is no set target and the distribution Center caters to all beneficiaries
who visit to collect their cards. Currently, the average daily number of beneficiaries visiting BISP
office to collect BDC is around 10-15, however, earlier during peak time even 400 BDCs were
issued in a single day.
BISP HQ informed beneficiaries about the change in payment mode through postal letters but
most beneficiaries did not receive these letters. BISP Divisional office also used other
communication modes to inform beneficiaries. These included public announcements in area
mosques, information dissemination through local notables and social workers, and, sending
printed tokens through Pakistan Post to active beneficiaries. For BDC distribution the area of
Sargodha City tehsil was divided into major segments/ UCs as per population strength and tokens
were printed to inform the beneficiary for BDC collection about specified collection date. The
token distribution was carried out collectively by the BISP Field Supervisor, Assistant Director
and postmen. The beneficiaries were asked to bring their CNIC, their phone numbers and BISP
tokens with them for collecting their BDC.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
The access to BDC Center is easy and it is conspicuously located. Though there were no BDC
banners and standees at the BDC Center, but most rickshaw and Chingchi drivers know the
location of BISP office.
The office building has ample space to accommodate around two hundred visitors and the office
lawn was used as a waiting area for the beneficiaries. During the initial busy days of February and
March the weather was not very harsh hence no shade or fans were required. No additional
furniture was needed or arranged and the beneficiaries sat on the lawn. Currently the office can
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comfortably accommodate visitors in the veranda. Water cooler and washroom are available for
the beneficiaries.
Despite the arrangement for controlling the flow of visitors in BISP Tehsil (and Divisional)
office, the security has been another major issue, because the office is situated in a residential area
and the neighbourhood community demanded their security assurance. To handle any potential
security situation, two extra security guards from a private security agency were hired (one by
BISP and one by NADRA). To facilitate the beneficiaries, an Assistant has also been hired by
BISP for a period of three months.
BISP Tehsil office staff did not receive any formal orientation training regarding the distribution
of BDC and coordination with PO. However, a number of planning and coordination meetings
were held at divisional level focused on administrative arrangements. BISP staff learnt about
technical details through interaction with PO representatives and through observation of BDC
distribution.

3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
As currently not many beneficiaries are coming for BDCs, therefore, there is no need for
making a queue. The beneficiary upon her arrival at BDC Center is entertained by BISP
Assistant (hired for BDC assignment), who segregates them in line with their purpose of visit
to BISP office. BISP Assistant verifies their documents (CNIC, token number etc.) and refer
the beneficiary to NADRA desk for further processing.
b. NADRA Counters
There are six NADRA counters in a separate room with six computers, with seating
arrangement for five beneficiaries at a time. NADRA has a backup power generator for
alternative electric power which also provides backup to bank’s computers. No UPS was
available and the computer systems were abruptly shut down on power failure. During
observation, there was electricity load shedding of two hours. As currently BDC distribution
is slow, NADRA usually waits for three to four beneficiaries to be present, before starting the
power generator and immediately turn it off after the bank finishes issuing BDCs to them.
At NADRA counters, there are ten data entry operators and two Site In-charges to handle
CNIC verification for BDC distribution. NADRA staff has an initial contract of three month
from end February to May 2012 which has been extended as the BDC assignment is still in
process.
The NADRA staff confirms BISP beneficiary from their database by entering her CNIC
number that produces the details of each beneficiary and then verifies her fingerprints. After
successful bio-metric verification NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone number, print a
token and refer her to bank counter for BDC collection.
If beneficiary’s CNIC has some problem, then NADRA refer her to nearest NADRA office
for correction of CNIC by providing a printed token that entitles her to a free change of CNIC
as well as priority service at NADRA office. The major reasons for CNIC modification
include expired CNIC, CNIC without Snap, and thumb impression not clear or mismatch.
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c. Bank Counters
There are three counters installed by Bank staff in a spacious hall that can accommodate
around five beneficiaries at a time. There are four CDOs (Card Distribution Officers) and a
DCO (District Coordination Officer) hired for handling, processing and issuance of BDCs to
beneficiaries. All staff was deputed on an initial contract of three month from end February to
May 2012 which has been extended as the BDC assignment is still in process.
Bank staff obtains CNIC from beneficiary and the token number issued by NADRA staff.
They enter the serial number/ code in the online record which serves as a key for data sharing
between NADRA and bank record. Bank staff obtains and enter the following information
about beneficiary in their record before issuing a BDC to her:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Date of birth of beneficiary.
Birth place of beneficiary.
Mother’s name of beneficiary
CNIC number of beneficiary.
Expiry date of beneficiary’s CNIC.
Cell phone number of beneficiary.

After entering this information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures) on the
back of printed token, registers BDC in beneficiary’s name, tag Ufone SIM with her account
and handover BDC envelope and Ufone SIM. They instruct the beneficiary to get the Ufone
SIM registered in her name from the Ufone counter, and, to visit the nearest Bank Alfalah
branch after two days to know how to use her BDC.
d. Mobile Phone Counter
Though this is not standard procedure, but beneficiaries of Bank Alfalah are also being
provided with a Ufone SIM. The basic purpose of providing Ufone SIM is to inform the
beneficiary about the release of disbursement through a short messaging Service (SMS).
There is one Ufone counter with a Ufone representative working closely with bank staff.
After issuance of BDC, bank staff refers the beneficiary to Ufone desk for SIM registration
and activation. SIM activation takes around five minutes and it was reported to be a major
bottleneck during the earlier months when the daily number of beneficiaries was very high.

4. Lessons Learnt
The card distribution process started at 9 a.m. and beneficiaries started coming soon after. The
rush of beneficiaries has now decreased and each day about 7-8 beneficiaries visit for collecting
their BDCs and most of them are revisiting after removing discrepancies in their CNICs. Due to
Friday, only 5 beneficiaries visited the office for BDCs during our observation time from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. All the visiting beneficiaries receive their BDCs through the same step by step
procedure detailed above. Behaviour of staff at the three counters was satisfactory but the only
lapse was that they did not greet the beneficiary.
There were 10 data entry operators and two site in-charge at NADRA counter but they had only 6
computers. The bank staff comprised a total of 5 members; 4 Card Distribution Officers (CDO)
and a District Coordination Officer (DCO) and they had only two computers. Presently, the
number of beneficiaries is very low so there is no problem, but BISP staff informed us that during
the earlier stages, there used to be a delay at bank desk because the number of staff at NADRA
and bank was not balanced.
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NADRA staff complains about the delay in update of NADRA HQ record with database provided
to them at BISP office. The staff told that for some discrepant cases although the beneficiary gets
her new CNIC after required modifications but such information/modification did not appear in
their record and this is a major problem they have to face, and in such case they advise the
beneficiary to wait and come back after a week.
The beneficiaries seemed mystified with obtaining money through BDCs - most of them never
stepped inside a bank, let alone punched a pin number into an ATM before. The bank staff do not
explain what is in the envelope or how to use the card but only instruct them to visit the nearest
Bank Alfalah Branch and give this envelope to the manager. The beneficiary reaction after getting
BDC is “I don’t know how to use it, it is very difficult.”
BISP staff of Tehsil office Sargodha does not seem to be too keen about alternative payment
mechanism such as BDCs. They consider Pakistan Post as the best option due to its maximum
outreach and coverage and feel that instead of heavy investment to adopt technology, BISP should
strengthen the existing payment processes of Pakistan Post for delivering cash grant at their
doorsteps. They feel that the beneficiaries will be dependent on the male family members or even
outsiders for cash withdrawal through BDCs.
No mechanism was communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related complaints like PIN
loss, card deactivation, card loss/captured by ATM etc. BISP CMS system do not cater for
payment related complaints and so currently BISP staff is completely isolated from BDC related
complaints; no record of complaints is maintained by them and such complainants are simply
referred to the Bank counter.

5. Recommendations







As NADRA’s verification takes around two minutes and Bank BDC issuance takes around
five to eight minutes, therefore for balanced output at a BDC Center, the standard number of
NADRA counters may be reduced and number of bank counters increased.
As most of BDC distribution work has been completed, therefore, the staff strength at BDC
Center appears to be too high for the present workload. Reminders may be sent to the
beneficiaries who have not collected their BDCs till now, so that the present staff could be
appropriately utilized.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should inform the beneficiary about the
contents of the envelope and guide her about using the BDC as well as the importance of PIN
code.
Being the front end service providers, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about the benefits of alternative payment mechanism and remove
their apprehensions.
BISP CMS should be suitably modified so that it can register and process Payment related
complaints also.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1
Parveen Bibi w/o Asadullah was revisiting BDC Center a second time to collect her BDC. She is 41
and lives in Chak 79 Shumali of Sargodha which is about 5 kms from the BDC Center.
Today she came after getting a new CNIC prepared which took about two months. On her earlier visit
in March 2012, she was returned back as her CNIC had expired in 2010. From the postman, Parveen
received a token issued by BISP Tehsil Office informing her to visit BDC Center at BISP tehsil office
on a certain day in March for collecting her BDC. She was advised to bring her CNIC, a phone
number (her own or of her neighbour) and the token with her. When she reached the office in March
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at 9:30 a.m., she waited in the office lawn with a large crowd of other women. She told that an official
organized a group of 5-6 women who were sent inside the building for getting their BDCs. On her
turn, she was guided towards first desk where the BISP official checked her documents she had taken
with (CNIC, survey slip and the PMT score information) and referred her to the NADRA counter. At
the NADRA counter, the staff after checking her CNIC told her that her CNIC has expired and so
BDC cannot be issued on it. She was advised to go to nearest NADRA office and get a free of cost
new CNIC made.
This was her second visit for BDC collection. On this visit she was completely satisfied with the
process and treatment by staff. She said that this time it was much peaceful and she did not have to
wait long.
After getting her BDC and instructions from Bank Alfalah staff, she was still not confident that she
would be able to use her card. All she has learned is to visit the nearest bank branch after two days
and share this envelope with the manager. She was not very clear about even the exact name of the
bank.
She had concerns with payment through Pakistan Post as, for some unknown reasons, her three BISP
instalments were returned as “undelivered”. When she complained to BISP AC about the missing
instalments (which she learnt after seeing her Payment Detail at a net café), the AC discouraged her
by saying that there is no way to retrieve the unpaid money from BISP. For her Rs.1,000 is a blessing.
She said “Although I have never been given one before, I hope with this money I will be able to give
my children food twice a day”. She hopes that now she will start getting regular BISP payments.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2
Nazeeran Bibi w/o Jabbar Ahmed is 43 and lives near Shahab School, Jhandryan, Shahpur located
about 35 kms from this BDC Center. She came via bus from her village to Sargodha and then by
Chingchi to the BDC Center which took about 1½ hour and she had to spend Rs.70 on fare.
Earlier in March 2012 in response to the invitation to collect her BDC, she visited BDC Center
located near her house at BISP Tehsil Office Shahpur for collecting her BDC. She had to return back
as there was a large crowd of beneficiaries who had come to collect their cards. Though BISP staff
and security staff tried to bring some order but they failed as the beneficiaries became unmanageable.
She therefore went back without collecting her BDC. In June when she went back to BDC Center
Shahpur she learnt that the Center is being closed and now the cards could be collected from BDC
Center in Sargodha. She learnt from some neighbour that the rush has subsided and it has become
easier to collect BDCs from Sargodha. Today she therefore brought her CNIC as well as survey slip
for collecting her BDC. She did not bring the token issued in March by BISP for collecting her BDC.
She was completely satisfied with the process and treatment by staff of this BDC Center. She said that
this time it was much peaceful and she got her card without waiting.
She did not know the contents of the envelope given at the bank counter and she was simply asked to
visit the nearest bank branch after two days and give this envelope to the manager, who will explain to
her about how to use the BDC.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-Upper Punjab-02
Observation Report of Benazir Debit Card (BDC) Distribution Center, Kasur City
1. Introduction and Background of the Center:
BDC Distribution Center Kasur is functioning at the BISP Tehsil Office Kasur City situated near
WAPDA office in Defence Housing Colony Kasur City. NADRA, Bank Alfalah and Ufone are
the partner organizations involved in BDC distribution process at this Center. BISP Tehsil Office
provided two rooms for NADRA and Bank Alfalah to set up their Counters for the issuance of
BDC. There is also Telco services (Ufone counter) outside the office building but inside waiting
area for beneficiaries.
The BDC distribution process was planned to be started from 19th March 2012; however due to
some delay in the network installation and staff hiring by partner organizations, the process was
actually started from 7th May 2012.
There are six BDC Centers operating in District Kasur. Three BDC Centers are operating at
various locations in Kasur city including BISP Tehsil Office Kasur City, Khuddian and Khara
Chungi. The other three BDC Centers were established in each of the three BISP tehsil offices in
District Kasur including Chunian, Pattoki and Kot Radha Kishan.
All the BDC Centers in district Kasur became operational in the month of May and July 2012 and
were planned to remain operational for three months. BISP HQ decided to close down all BDC
Centers in District Kasur from 31st July 2012 after completion of about 90% BDC issuance target
(except BDC Center Kasur City that will remain functional till 31 st December 2012). However,
till 12th October 2012, BDC Center at BISP Tehsil Office Kot Radha Kishan, BDC Center Khara
Chungi and BDC Center Khuddian have been closed after meeting their target, while the target
has not been met by any other BDC Center and therefore their operations were extended till their
work finishes.
There are about 32,000 BISP beneficiaries in 52 Union Councils under the jurisdiction of BISP
Tehsil Office Kasur city. In order to meet the BDC distribution target to those beneficiaries, two
more BDC sites (Khara Chungi and Khuddian) were established by BISP management under the
control and supervision of BISP Tehsil Office Kasur City. BDC Centers Kasur City and Khara
Chungi started functioning from May 2012 while the BDC Center Khuddian became operational
in July 2012.
Till July 12, 2012 about 8,228 BDCs have been issued by BDC Center Kasur City. According to
BISP Tehsil staff Kasur City, there are still about 18,000 beneficiaries who still have to collect
their BDCs. There was no daily target set by BISP management for BDC distribution and the
distribution Center had to cater to all beneficiaries who visit to collect their debit cards. We were
informed that currently the BDC Center Kasur city is issuing 50-70 BDCs per day which were as
high as 279 per day during initial days of its launch.
BISP Assistant Director (AD)/ Supervisor mentioned that the other BDC Centers under his
supervision i.e. Khuddian and Khara Chungi are left with 5,000 and 11,000 respectively.
However, as per the Bank Alfalah’s DCO record, as of August 31, 2012, 13,984 BDCs were
issued at BDC Center Kasur city. Similarly, 3,547 BDCs were issued at BDC Center Khuddian
and10,142 at BDC Center Khara Chungi.
BISP HQ informed beneficiaries about the change in payment mode through postal letters but
most of the beneficiaries did not receive or had lost these letters because the BISP HQ printed and
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posted these letters in January 2012much ahead of actual start-up. Some other communication
tools were also used by the BISP staff including BDC informational banners that were displayed
at the main entrance of each UC, field visits by BISP staff, use of local notables to inform
beneficiaries for collection of their BDCs, announcements in local mosques and through postmen
who were going to deliver BISP money orders to beneficiaries.
For the purpose of BDC distribution, area of Tehsil Office Kasur city was divided into major
segments/UCs as per population strength. For BDC distribution process, beneficiaries from three
or four UCs were informed and invited at BDC Center, the beneficiaries from other UCs were not
entertained by the BISP office and they had to return back without getting their debit cards.
Particular Union Councils wise BDC distribution process remained in practice till the completion
and issuance of around 70% BDCs to the beneficiaries. At the completion of set target for a group
of UCs, another group of UCs were planned and invited to the BDC Center. For collecting their
debit cards, beneficiaries were asked to bring along their original CNICs, payment receipts of the
money orders and phone numbers.

2. General Observations (Logistics and Facilities) at BDC Center:
Accessibility to BDC Center is difficult because it is not conspicuously located but most of the
rickshaw and Chingchi drivers know the location of BISP tehsil office Kasur city. A BDC related
banner was displayed at the Center. The office building has ample space to accommodate around
fifty visitors and the porch and a plot outside the office was also used as a waiting area for
beneficiaries. There were one hundred plastic chairs arranged for beneficiaries in the waiting
area. A shaded place and fans were also arranged in the porch inside the Center but no fans and
drinking water was available for beneficiaries in the waiting area outside the Center.
Three security guards are provided at this BDC Center, two by BISP and one by NADRA in order
to handle untoward security situation. To facilitate beneficiaries, there were two Assistants
(termed as Contingency staff by BISP) provided by the BISP management.
BISP Tehsil Office staff did not receive any formal orientation/ training on BDC distribution and
coordination with Partner Organisations (POs). However, a number of planning and coordination
meetings were held at divisional level which were focused towards administrative arrangements
and planning about how to manage large number of visitors during BDC distribution process.

3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters:
a. BISP Counter:
The Assistant Complaint (AC)/ Data Entry Operator (DEO) desk was named as BISP Counter
for BDC. In fact no separate BISP counter was established for BDC distribution purposes.
On July 12, 2012 when TPE Team visited BDC Center Kasur city, not many beneficiaries
were coming to the Center and BISP Chowkidar (security guard) and Naib Qasid were
segregating them at the main entrance of the Center according to their purpose of visit. There
was a separate queue for beneficiaries coming to collect their BDCs. After entering the
Center, a beneficiary visits BISP counter and is entertained by BISP Assistants who verify
their documents (CNIC, survey acknowledgement slip, payment receipts and BISP letter etc.)
and check their online survey status. They were asking beneficiaries for a print out of their
online tracking information which the beneficiaries were getting from a nearby internet café.
After necessary verifications eligible beneficiary is referred to NADRA counter for further
processing.
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b. NADRA Counters:
There are six NADRA counters with six computers installed in a small room, with seating
arrangement for three beneficiaries.. There were no UPS available for NADRA computer
systems and they were shut down during electricity tripping until alternate supply was
restored through NADRA generator. During our observation timings, there was no electricity
for about two hours.
At NADRA counters, there were six ‘Data Entry Operators’ and one ‘Site In-charge’
appointed to perform biometric verification of beneficiaries. NADRA staff had an initial
contract for three month from May to July 2012, being extended due to on-going BDC
distribution.
When BISP beneficiary reaches NADRA counter, the staff can access beneficiary information
by entering her CNIC number into the purpose-built system. Beneficiary’s thumb impression
is verified through biometric system. After successful bio-metric verification, NADRA staff
enters beneficiary’s phone number (in case the beneficiary or some relative has one), print a
token slip and refer her to bank counter for collecting her BDC.
If the beneficiary details are not verified due to some reason like unmatched thumb
impression, invalid CNIC or CNIC without picture, NADRA staff provides her an empty
token slip and refer her to nearest NADRA office for correction and updating her CNIC. Such
beneficiaries can get their updated/ new CNIC without charge on priority basis from NADRA
office.
c. Bank Counters:
There are four bank counters with four computers in a small room that can accommodate five
beneficiaries at a time. Three Card Distribution Officers (CDOs) and one DCO have been
appointed by the bank for processing and issuance of BDCs. Staff was hired on an initial
contract of three month from May to July 2012 which has now been extended due to on-going
BDC distribution assignment.
When a beneficiary reaches bank counter, the bank staff check her original CNIC and the
NADRA token slip. NADRA’s unique token number is entered in bank’s online system to
access her details. It is important to note that NADRA and Bank system are interlinked and
beneficiary’s record goes to Bank’s database after successful verification at NADRA counter.
Otherwise Bank will have no record of the beneficiary in its database. NADRA’s token
number is used as a ‘unique identifier’ of a particular beneficiary.
Before issuing a BDC, the bank staff enters following information about beneficiary in their
record:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Beneficiary’s Date of Birth.
Beneficiary’s Birth Place.
Beneficiary’s Mother’s Maiden Name.
Beneficiary’s CNIC Number.
Beneficiary’s CNIC’s Expiry Date.
Beneficiary’s Contact Phone Number (if she doesn’t have one already, the newly
issued Ufone SIM Card number is entered).

After entering the above information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures)
on the back of NADRA’s token slip, registers BDC in beneficiary’s name and hand over her
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BDC envelope. They instruct the beneficiary to use Bank Alfalah’s ATM in Kasur city for
withdrawal of their cash grant after two days.
d. Mobile Phone Counter:
Though establishment of Mobile Phone Counter is not a part of BISP’s prescribed BDC
distribution process, but Bank Alfalah has arranged for issuing Ufone SIM cards at BDC
Center. The purpose of providing Ufone SIM cards is to keep BISP and bank in contact with
the beneficiaries and providing them the information released from time-to-time.
There is one Ufone counter with two Ufone representatives (hired by local Ufone franchise)
working in a portion of waiting area for beneficiaries. After issuance of BDC, bank staff
refers the beneficiary to Ufone counter for SIM card registration and activation. SIM card
registration takes around seven to ten minutes and it was reported to be a major bottleneck
during the earlier months when the daily number of beneficiaries was very high.

4. Lessons Learnt:
The card distribution process started at 9 a.m. and the beneficiaries started coming soon after the
staff started working. The number of beneficiaries is decreasing each day and daily about 50 visit
the Center for collecting their BDCs and most of them were revisiting after removing
discrepancies in their CNICs.
Beneficiaries of this tehsil were segregated with respect to their residential area. The beneficiaries
from east and south area/villages were referred to BDC Center Khuddian and beneficiaries from
west and north area/villages were referred to BDC Center Kasur City and Khara Chungi Center.
Commercial Agents outside BISP office were charging Rs.20-30 for providing PMT
status/payment details/written complaint form/appeal for eligibility forms etc.
Bank staff did not provide guidance to beneficiaries about using the BDC but simply advised
them to visit Bank Alfalah branch in Kasur city after two days to get their payment by handing
over their envelope to the ‘Bank Manager’.
Some beneficiaries from Khuddian came to this Center to get their BDCs but they were not
entertained at this Center and referred to BDC Center Khuddian.
The attitude of the staff at BISP, NADRA and Bank counters was satisfactory. The bank staff was
using Urdu language that was not easily understandable by the beneficiaries.
BISP tehsil staff Kasur city appreciates BISP HQ’s decision of changing payment mechanism
from Pakistan Post to BDC. Despite its maximum outreach and coverage, they consider Pakistan
Post as an inefficient department. The AD mentioned that though the beneficiaries at the moment
are reluctant and not feeling happy while using BDCs but with the passage of time they would
learn how to use it.
BDCs can be used at Ufone BISP registered franchises for the withdrawal of cash grant through
Point-of-Sale (POS) machine. There are two Ufone BISP registered franchises that are currently
working, one in Kasur city while the other in Khuddian. The BISP staff mostly referred the
beneficiaries to Ufone franchise to get their cash grant.
No mechanism was communicated to BISP staff for registering and processing BDC related
complaints like PIN lost, card deactivation, card lost etc. BISP Case Management System (CMS)
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does not cater for payment related complaints. BISP staff simply refers BDC complainants to
Bank Alfalah counter where bank staff record and resolve complaints. During observation time
one BDC complainant came to the Center.

5. Recommendations:










BISP staff should channelize and mobilize the beneficiaries who have not collected their
BDCs yet. For this, reminders may be sent to those beneficiaries who failed to get their BDC
till now so that the resources and staff may be properly utilized.
As NADRA’s verification takes around two minutes and Bank BDC issuance takes around
five to ten minutes, therefore for balanced output at a BDC Center, bank counters should be
twice the NADRA counters during peak days.
The AD should be in regular communication with the bank, NADRA and BISP Management
in order to have an overall picture of BDCs issued. For this, a formal weekly meeting with
the POs officials is recommended.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should inform the beneficiary about the
contents of the envelope and guide her properly on using the BDC as well as the importance
of PIN code etc. in addition, one BISP Assistant may be allocated the responsibility to
provide proper guidance to the beneficiaries about the withdrawal of cash grant through BDC
in local language.
NADRA may provide Mobile Registration Van(s) (MRVs) at BDC site for the comfort and
ease of beneficiaries.
Being the front end service providers, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about the benefits of alternative payment mechanism and remove
their apprehensions.
The number of Ufone BISP registered franchises where beneficiaries can withdraw their cash
transfers may be increased.
BISP CMS should be suitably modified so that it can register and process Payment related
complaints also.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Hajran Bibi is 67 years old living in Railway colony, Kasur at a distance of about six kms from BISP
tehsil office. She was declared BISP beneficiary after her household’s Poverty Score Card (PSC)
survey which was conducted in 2010. She was informed about change in payment mode by the
postman. On asking, the postman informed her about location of BISP tehsil office (BDC distribution
Center) and advised her to carry original CNIC, post office payment receipts and contact phone
number with her at the time of visit to BDC Center.
On July 12, 2012 she was visiting the BDC Center for the 2nd time in last two months for collecting
her BDC. She was accompanied by her granddaughter and they reached BISP tehsil office via
Chingchi rickshaw after covering a distance of about 3 kms and spending Rs.60 (for both travellersRs.120 for a round trip).
Earlier in end June 2012 in response to an invitation for collecting her BDC, she visited BDC Center
with her eldest son. In BISP office, she observed a huge number of beneficiaries gathered to collect
their BDCs. Her son tried and unsuccessfully requested the BISP staff at the main entrance for ‘some
special treatment’ for his old mother. Hajran being unable to stay more decided to return back home
without getting her debit card.
A week ago she learnt from her neighbouring beneficiaries that the ‘beneficiaries’ crowd’ at BISP
tehsil office has been decreasing and it has now become easier to collect her BDC. Accordingly, she
came today with her granddaughter and arrived at the BISP tehsil office at 08:30 a.m. They waited
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outside the office building in the waiting area (where there was no fan and drinking water) for about
20 minutes. She had brought her original CNIC, PSC Survey slip, post office payment receipts, death
certificate of her husband and a contact phone number.
She had to wait for a short period of time before completing the formalities and she got her BDC. She
was completely satisfied with the process and treatment by the staff of BDC Center. She did not know
the contents of the BDC envelope given to her at the bank counter. She didn’t know how to get the
money through BDC, however, her granddaughter told that they would visit bank Alfalah after two
days and give the envelope to bank manager who would explain how to use and withdraw cash
through ATM by using her BDC.
Hajran was not happy with alternate payment mode. In this context, she mentioned that she is being
served by her siblings since the death of her husband and now they would draw money through BDC
and provide the amount to her.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Sajida Bibi is 42 years old living in Kot Haleem Khan near Kasur city. Her locality is situated at a
distance of about 20 kms from BISP tehsil office. She was informed about change in payment mode
through area notable (local councillor) who informed her regarding the location of BISP tehsil office.
The notable advised her to carry original CNIC, PSC Survey slip, post office survey receipts and
contact phone number at the time of visit to BISP office.
On July 12, 2012 she was visiting the BDC Center for the fifth time in last three months for collecting
her BDC. She was accompanied by her husband and they reached BISP tehsil office via van after
spending Rs.90 (for both travellers-Rs.180 for a round trip).
Earlier in end of June 2012 in response to an invitation for collecting her BDC, she visited the BDC
Center along with her eldest daughter. In BISP office, she observed a large number of beneficiaries
gathered to collect their BDCs. She waited for her turn while sitting in a tented waiting area where no
fans or drinking water was available. On her turn, she was refused service by BISP staff because they
had informed and invited the beneficiaries according to UC/area wise plan. They advised her to visit
the office after a week when the beneficiaries of her UC/area would be called to collect their BDCs.
Disappointed, Sajida Bibi made three more visits but could not get her debit card and received the
same instruction from staff to wait and visit the office on her turn. Some three days ago, her husband
telephonically contacted with the notable and informed him about the whole situation. After a short
time, the notable informed her husband that the ‘beneficiaries’ crowd’ at BDC Center has now been
reduced and they could go and collect BDC. Accordingly, she reached the office with her husband at
08:30 a.m. They waited outside the office building in the waiting area for about 15 minutes. She had
her original CNIC, PSC Survey slip, post office payment receipts, and contact phone number.
She had to wait for a shorter period of time as compared to earlier visits and she received her BDC.
She was completely satisfied with the process and treatment by the staff of BDC Center. She did not
know the contents of the BDC envelope given to her at the bank counter. She didn’t know how to get
the money through BDC and the bank staff simply advised her to visit Bank Alfalah branch in Kasur
city after two days and give this envelope to the bank manager who would explain how to use and
withdraw money through ATM by using her BDC. Sajida Bibi was not happy with alternate payment
mode and considered Pakistan Post is a more suitable option for delivery of cash grant at her
doorsteps. She further mentioned that it would be difficult for her to travel, spend money on each trip
and visit the bank each time for withdrawal of BISP installments. She thought that finally she would
have to hand over her BDC to her husband who frequently visits the city area for his work.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-Upper Punjab-03
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Kot Momin
1. Introduction and Background of the Center:
BDC Distribution Center Kot Momin is functioning at BISP Tehsil office Kot Momin situated on
Bhalwal road, near Allah Yar Medical Complex, Kot Momin city. NADRA, Bank Alfalah and
Ufone are the partner organizations (POs) involved in BDC distribution process at this Center.
BISP Tehsil office has spared two rooms for NADRA and Bank Alfalah to set up their Counters
for the issuance of BDC. The Ufone (mobile service provider) counter is located in the same room
as the Bank.
BDC distribution process was planned to be started in the first week of February 2012; however
due to some delay in the installation of network equipment and the hiring of staff by partner
organizations, the process actually started on 27th February 2012.
In addition to BDC Center Kot Momin, there were five other BDC Centers established in each
BISP Tehsil office of District Sargodha including: (i) Sargodha City, (ii) Sillanwali, (iii) Shah
Pur, (iv) Bhalwal and (v) Sahiwal. All BDC Centers in district Sargodha started functioning in
February 2012. They were initially planned to remain operational for three months. However, as
per BISP HQ decision, all BDC Centers in district Sargodha stopped functioning from 20 th June
2012 due to the completion of about 90% BDC distribution target. Hereinafter, only one BDC
Center at BISP Sargodha City located at BISP Divisional Office Sargodha will remain functional
till 31st December 2012. The beneficiaries of district Sargodha who were unable to collect their
BDCs from their concerned Tehsil offices will now need to visit BISP Divisional Office in order
to collect their BDCs.
There are 5,710 beneficiaries in the jurisdiction of BISP Tehsil Office Kot Momin. Till 5 th June
2012, 4,923 BDCs have been issued to beneficiaries. Earlier on when BDC distribution was
started in Kot Momin, the BISP management set a target for issuance of 100 BDCs per day,
however, as most beneficiaries have collected their BDCs, therefore average number of
beneficiaries visiting BISP office to collect BDCs is around 30-40 which was 150 during peak
time.
According to Assistant Director, BISP HQ did not inform the beneficiaries of Kot Momin about
change in payment mode through postal letters, some other communication tools had to be used
by BISP staff. These included information dissemination through postmen and notables. The
beneficiaries were asked to bring their original CNICs, Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey slip,
post office payment receipts and contact phone number(s) for the collection of their BDCs.

2. General Observations (Logistics and Facilities) at BDC Center:
The access to BDC Center is difficult as it is not conspicuously located but most of the rickshaw
and Chingchi drivers know the location of BISP office. Only the BDC standees were displayed at
the BDC Center. The office building has ample space to accommodate around fifty visitors and
the office porch and a small veranda were also being used as a waiting area for beneficiaries who
came to collect their BDCs. In order to facilitate beneficiaries while waiting for their turn, there
were one hundred plastic chairs present at the BDC Center; however no fans and drinking water
was available in the waiting area. Wash room facility was available.
Three security guards were provided at the BDC Center including two from NADRA and one by
BISP in order to handle any security situation. To facilitate beneficiaries, one Assistant was
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provided by BISP management as contingency staff for BDC Center. BISP Tehsil office staff did
not receive any formal orientation training on BDC distribution and coordination with POs.
However, before the actual start-up of BDC distribution, number of planning and coordination
meetings were held at BISP Sargodha divisional level focused towards administrative
arrangements and planning for managing large number of beneficiaries during BDC distribution.

3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters:
a. BISP Counter:
The Assistant Complaint desk was termed as BISP Counter for BDC distribution assignment.
On 5th July 2012 when TPE team visited BISP tehsil office there were not many beneficiaries
coming to collect their BDCs as most of the beneficiaries have already obtained their debit
cards.
When beneficiaries reach BDC Center, they are first received by the Naib Qasid and BISP
Assistant who segregate them according to the purpose of their visit. The BISP Assistant
verifies their documents (original CNIC, PSC survey acknowledgement, BISP letter etc.) and
after checking the eligibility status of beneficiaries, they are referred to NADRA counter for
further processing.
b. NADRA Counters:
There are two NADRA counters with three computers installed in a small room with seating
arrangement for two beneficiaries at a time. Without UPS, computer systems shut down
instantly when electricity goes off. During TPE team observation timings, electricity load
shedding continued for two hours.
There are three data entry operators and a site In-charge appointed at NADRA counter in
order to perform biometric verification of beneficiaries. NADRA staff had an initial contract
of three month from February till May 2012 which was extended for staff at district level as
the BDC distribution is still on-going at BISP Divisional Office Sargodha.
When BISP beneficiary reaches at the NADRA counter, staff retrieves beneficiary
information by entering her CNIC number into the purpose-built system. Beneficiary’s thumb
impression is verified through biometric system. After successful bio-metric verification,
NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone number (if available), print a token slip and refer her
to bank counter for collecting her BDC.
If the beneficiary details are not verified due to reasons like unmatched thumb impression,
invalid CNIC or CNIC without picture, the NADRA staff provides her an empty token slip
and refer her to nearest NADRA office for correction and updating of her CNIC. Such
beneficiaries can get their updated/ new CNIC without charge on priority basis from the
NADRA office.
c. Bank Counters:
There are two bank counters with two desktop computers in a small room which can
accommodate two beneficiaries at a time. Two Card Distribution Officers (CDOs) have been
hired for handling, processing and issuance of BDCs to beneficiaries. Bank staff was deputed
on an initial contract for three months starting from February till May 2012. The contract for
bank staff working at district level is likely to be extended as BDC distribution is still in
progress there.
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When a beneficiary reaches the bank counter, bank staff checks her original CNIC and
NADRA token slip. NADRA’s unique token number is entered in bank’s online system in
order to fetch her details. It is important to note that NADRA and Bank system are interlinked
and the beneficiary’s record goes to bank’s database after successful verification of the
beneficiary at NADRA counter. Otherwise bank will have no record of the beneficiary in its
database. NADRA’s token number is used as a ‘unique identifier’ of a particular beneficiary.
Before issuing a BDC, bank staff enters the following information of the beneficiary into their
record:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Beneficiary’s Date of Birth.
Beneficiary’s Birth Place.
Beneficiary’s Mother’s Maiden Name.
Beneficiary’s CNIC Number.
Beneficiary’s CNIC’s Expiry Date.
Beneficiary’s Contact Phone Number (if she doesn’t have one already, the newly
issued Ufone SIM Card number is entered).

After entering the above information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures)
on the back of the NADRA’s token slip, registers BDC to her name and hand over BDC
envelope to her. They instruct the beneficiary to use Bank Alfalah’s ATM in Kot Momin city
for the withdrawal of their cash grant within 48 hours.
d. Mobile Phone Counter:

Though the establishment of Mobile Phone Counter is not a part of BISP prescribed BDC
distribution process, but Bank Alfalah has arranged for issuing Ufone SIM cards at BDC
Center. The purpose of providing Ufone SIM cards is to keep BISP and bank in contact with
beneficiaries and providing them the information released from time-to-time.
There is one Ufone counter with one Ufone representatives (hired from local Ufone franchise)
working in the bank’s room. After the issuance of BDC, bank staff refers the beneficiary to
Ufone counter for SIM card registration and activation which takes seven to ten minutes
which was reported to be a major bottleneck during earlier period when the daily number of
beneficiaries was very high.

4. Lessons Learnt:
BDC distribution process started at 9 a.m. and beneficiaries started coming soon after. The
number of beneficiaries for collection of BDCs has gradually decreased to 30-40. During TPE
team visit to BDC Center Kot Momin, about 30 beneficiaries visited the office for collecting their
BDCs.
Beneficiaries were being segregated by Naib Qasid and BISP Assistant as per their purpose of
visit. This was to ensure that only eligible beneficiaries proceed to NADRA counter for biometric verification and for receiving their BDC from bank counter. None of BISP and POs staff
was greeting the beneficiaries; however their attitude towards them was satisfactory.
BISP tehsil staff Kot Momin appreciates BISP HQ’s decision of changing payment mechanism
from Pakistan Post to BDC. Despite its maximum outreach and coverage, they consider Pakistan
Post as an inefficient department.
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BDCs can be used at Ufone BISP registered franchises for withdrawal of cash grant through
Point-of-Sale (POS) machine. Currently, there is no such franchise working in Kot Momin city
and the beneficiaries are mostly referred to Bank Alfalah ATM in Kot Momin city for withdrawal
of cash grant.
BISP management did not communicate any mechanism to BISP staff for registering and
processing BDC related complaints like PIN loss, card deactivation, card loss etc. The BISP Case
Management System (CMS) does not cater for payment related complaints. BISP staff simply
refers the BDC complainant to Bank Alfalah counter. Some complaints like PIN code loss, card
deactivation, etc. are resolved over the phone using Bank Alfalah’s Customer Service in about 15
minutes. During observation time one BDC complainant came to the Center.

5. Recommendations:








BISP Tehsil staff should establish a proper communication and coordination with the POs and
obtain day-by-day progress report on the number of BDCs issued. This will help to formulate
future strategy for expediting the BDC distribution process.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should inform the beneficiary about contents of
the envelope and guide her properly on using her BDC as well as the importance of PIN code
etc.
NADRA may provide Mobile Registration Van(s) (MRVs) at BDC site for the comfort and
ease of beneficiaries.
Being the front end service providers, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about benefits of alternative payment mechanism and remove their
apprehensions.
It is recommended to expand the number of Ufone BISP registered franchises where the
beneficiaries can withdraw their amount. There is also a strong need to develop a mechanism
for the monitoring of these franchises for smooth and transparent working.
Some proper sitting arrangement should be made available at each counter so that a
beneficiary can wait for her turn.
BISP CMS should be suitably modified so that it can register and process Payment related
complaints also.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Safia Bibi is 47 years old BISP beneficiary living at Sial Morr, Tehsil Kot Momin about 15 kms from
BISP tehsil office. She was informed about the change in payment mode by the postman who also
informed her about location of BDC Center. The postman also advised her to take along her original
CNIC, post office payment receipts and PSC survey slip. The postman also informed her that if she
does not want to collect her BISP cash grant through BDC then he will proceed in future to deliver her
BISP cash grant through money orders.
While thinking that her BISP cash grant may be stopped if she fails to collect her BDC, today (5 th July
2012) she visited BDC Center along with her husband to collect her BDC. Both Safia Bibi and her
husband reached here by bus and Chingchi rickshaw after spending Rs.80 (for both travelers-Rs.160
for a round trip).
Safia Bibi forgot to bring along her original CNIC instead she had some photocopies of the CNIC. At
the BDC Center, after getting confirmation of her eligibility status, BISP staff referred her to NADRA
counter who rejected to proceed with her biometric and other verifications until she brings her original
CNIC. She requested NADRA and BISP staff for some consideration and deliberation but all went in
vain. Accordingly her husband telephonically informed his cousin about the situation and requested
him to bring Safia Bibi’s original CNIC at BDC Center. After more than an hour, her husband’s
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cousin reached the BDC Center on a rented motorbike after spending Rs.150 on rent and fuel. After
visiting the three counters she received her BDC.
Safia Bibi after going through the process of BDC collection was not happy and was unsatisfied with
alternate payment mode. She did not know the contents of the envelope given to her at the bank
counter and did not know how to get the money through BDC. However, her husband learnt to
remember the ‘Alfalah daftar’ (Bank Alfalah) after two days and give the envelope to the bank
manager who would explain how to use and withdraw money from the ATM by using her BDC.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Naziran Bibi is 57 years old BISP beneficiary living in Mohallah Gujranwala, Mudh Ranjha near M-1
Motorway about five kilometres from BISP office. She was informed about change in payment mode
by a social worker (notable) who informed and guided her about the location of BISP office with
further instruction to carry her original CNIC, PSC Survey slip, post office payment receipts and
contact phone number at the time of visiting BISP office.
During the last three months she has visited the BDC Center twice and on 5th July 2012 it was her
third visit to collect her BDC. She was accompanied by her husband this time and they came by
Chingchi rickshaw to the BDC Center which took about 20 minutes and costed them Rs.60 (for both
travellers-Rs.120 for a round trip).
Earlier in April 2012, in response to the invitation to collect her BDC, she visited the BDC Center
along with her eldest daughter for collecting her BDC. In BISP office, she observed that a large
number of beneficiaries came to get their BDCs. Due to insufficient seating arrangements at BDC
Center, she waited for her turn while sitting on the stairs of a hospital situated adjacent to BISP office.
She waited for her turn for three hours while sitting outside the office building in harsh weather and
then she entered BISP office after paying Rs.50 to the security guard at the main gate. But, she had to
return back without collecting her BDC as the network system and power generator were not
functioning. She was advised by BISP staff to revisit the office after three days in order to collect her
BDC.
She revisited the office after two weeks but could not get her BDC due to some networking problem
at NADRA’s end. This time BISP staff provided her a landline number of BISP office with
instructions to first confirm the functioning of BDC Center and then visit the office.
Some two days ago, she telephonically confirmed the functioning of BDC Center and arrived at the
office at 8:30 a.m. She waited in porch for 20 minutes where she found no fan and drinking water.
Although, she had to wait for some time as compared to her earlier visit, she was completely satisfied
with the process as well as treatment by staff at BDC Center. She did not know contents of the
envelope given at the bank counter and she was simply asked to visit Bank Alfalah branch after two
days and give this envelope to the bank manager who would explain how to use and withdraw money
through an ATM using her BDC.
Naziran is not feeling happy with alternate payment mode and she considered Pakistan Post the most
suitable option for delivery of cash grant installments at her door step. She mentioned that it would be
hard for her to travel, incur expenses to visit the bank each time for withdrawal of her cash grant. She
further mentioned that although she used to pay Rs.50-100 to the postman on delivery of her money
orders, but this had helped her receive her BISP money orders at her door step. Now she would have
to give the BDC to her husband who frequently visits the city for his work.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-Upper Punjab-04
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Nowshera Virkan
1. Introduction and Background of the Center:
Benazir Debit Card (BDC) Distribution Center Nowshera Virkan is functioning at BISP Tehsil
office Nowshera Virkan City. It is situated adjacent to special education Center in Mohallah Moti
Masjid. The Partner Organisations (POs) involved with BISP in BDC distribution process are
NADRA and United Bank Limited (UBL). BISP Tehsil office has spared a small room for the
POs in order to issue BDCs to the beneficiaries.
BDC distribution process was planned to be started from 20th February 2012; however because of
the delay in network installations and the hiring of staff by the POs, BDC distribution was
actually started on 13th March 2012.
Four BDC Centers have been established in BISP Tehsil offices of District Gujranwala including
BDC Center at: (i) Kamonki, (ii) Wazirabad, (iii) Gujranwala City, and (iv) Sadar. All BDC
Centers started working in March 2012 and were planned to remain operational for three months.
On June 20, 2012, NADRA decided to close all BDC Centers (except that located in BISP
Divisional Office Gujranwala which will remain functional till 31 st December 2012) due to
completion of 90% work. However, later on NADRA and BISP decided not to close any BDC
Center in district Gujranwala and to keep them operational till the completion of 100% BDC
issuance target.
There are 5,147 beneficiaries under the jurisdiction of BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera Virkan and
as of June 28, 2012, about 3,465 BDCs have been issued to beneficiaries. Earlier during the start
of BDC distribution, the target set by BISP HQ for BDC issuance was 120 per day. Currently, the
average number of beneficiaries visiting BISP office to collect BDC is around 10-20.
BISP HQ informed beneficiaries about the change in payment mode through postal letters but
most of the beneficiaries did not receive these letters. Some other communication tools were also
used by BISP staff including information dissemination through banners displayed at the main
entrance of each UC in tehsil, field visits by BISP staff, local notables and postmen. The
beneficiaries were asked to bring their original CNICs, Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey
acknowledgement slip and phone number.

2. General Observations (Logistics and Facilities) at BDC Center:
Accessibility to BDC Center is easy because it is conspicuously located. Most of the rickshaw and
chingchi drivers know the location of the Center at BISP Tehsil Office. There is a BDC standee
and a banner displayed at the BDC Center. The office building has ample space to accommodate
around one hundred visitors and the office porch and a hall are also used as a waiting area for
beneficiaries. For this purpose, one hundred plastic chairs were arranged at this Center. There was
shade and fans in the waiting area for beneficiaries, however, no washroom or drinking water was
available at the Center.
Initially, NADRA provided two security guards to handle any potential security concerns due to
presence of a large number of beneficiaries; however, now security guards are appointed on day
and night shift basis which implies that one security guard at a time remain present at BDC
Center. BISP management has provided an Assistant as a contingency staff in order to facilitate
the beneficiaries.
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BISP Tehsil Office staff did not receive any formal orientation training on BDC distribution and
coordination with POs. However, a number of planning and coordination meetings were held at
divisional level focused on the administrative arrangements.
No mechanism was communicated to BISP staff for handling, registering and processing BDC
related complaints like PIN loss/card deactivation or card loss etc. Currently, BISP Case
Management System (CMS) does not cater to payment related complaints. BISP office had
received 15 BDC related complaints till June 28, 2012 and which have been forwarded to BISP
Divisional Office Gujranwala and also to Area Manager UBL Omni Gujranwala for redressal; but
none of the complaint have yet been resolved. During TPE team observation time, one BDC
complainant was observed at the Center.

3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters:
a. BISP Counter:
The BISP Assistant Complaint’s (AC) desk was being used as BISP Counter for BDC. On
June 28, 2012, there were few beneficiaries gathered at the Center to collect their BDCs.
NADRA Chawkidar (Security Guard) and Naib Qasid appointed at the main entrance were
segregating beneficiaries as per their purpose of visit to BISP Tehsil Office. BISP Assistant
further verifies their documents (original CNIC, PSC survey acknowledgement, BISP letter
etc.) and after checking online eligibility status of beneficiaries, they are referred to NADRA
counter for further processing.
b. NADRA Counters:
Two NADRA counters are established in a small room which they share with the Bank staff.
There is seating arrangement for five beneficiaries in the room. NADRA computer systems
were not backed up with UPS and during electricity tripping they immediately shut down.
During TPE team observations, there was electricity tripping for two hours and NADRA
generator was turned on after 10 minutes after electricity went off.
At NADRA counters, there were two Data Entry Operators (DEOs), One BDC Site In-charge
and an Assistant Manager appointed to handle biometric verification of beneficiaries.
NADRA staff was appointed on an initial contract of three month from March till May 2012;
however now the contract has been extended as BDC distribution is still on-going at the
Center.
When BISP beneficiary reaches the NADRA counter, the staff checks the beneficiary
information by entering her CNIC number into the system. Beneficiary’s thumb impression is
verified through biometric system. After successful bio-metric verification, NADRA staff
enters beneficiary’s phone number (if the beneficiary has one), print a token slip and refer her
to bank counter for collecting her BDC.
If beneficiary’s details are not verified due to reason like unmatched thumb impression,
invalid CNIC or CNIC without picture, NADRA staff provides her an empty token slip and
refer her to nearest NADRA office for correction and updating of her CNIC. Such
beneficiaries can get their updated/ new CNIC without charge on priority basis from NADRA
office.
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c. Bank Counters:
There are two bank counters established at the BDC Center with two laptop computers in a
room shared by NADRA. The room can accommodate five beneficiaries at a time. There are
two Card Distribution Officers (CDOs) appointed by the bank for handling, processing and
issuance of BDCs. Bank staff was appointed on an initial contract for three month from
March till May 2012; however the contract has now been extended due to on-going BDC
distribution at this Center.
Due to some network sharing problems between NADRA and Bank systems, the working of
bank staff remained suspended from 23rd June 2012 till 4th July 2012. During this period,
NADRA processed and verified the beneficiary’s CNIC and provided them a token slip while
the bank staff remained present on their seats instructing beneficiaries to revisit the Center
after three days.
As on the day of visit, the bank counter was not issuing BDCs to beneficiaries, therefore the
actual BDC issuance process could not be observed by the TPE team. However during our
discussion with the bank staff regarding the process they had adopted for BDC issuance, they
had informed that when a beneficiary reaches the bank counter, the bank staff checks her
original CNIC and NADRA token slip. NADRA’s unique token number is entered into
bank’s online system in order to acquire beneficiary’s detail. It is important to note that
NADRA and bank system are interlinked and beneficiary’s record goes into bank’s database
after successful verification of the beneficiary at NADRA counter. NADRA’s token number
is used as a ‘unique identifier’ for a particular beneficiary.
Bank staff obtains and enters following beneficiary information into their record before
issuing a BDC to her:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Date of birth of beneficiary.
Birth place of beneficiary.
Mother’s maiden name of beneficiary
CNIC number of beneficiary.
Expiry date of beneficiary’s CNIC.
Mobile phone number of beneficiary.

After entering the above information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures)
on the back of the NADRA’s token slip, registers BDC in beneficiary’s name and handed
over BDC envelope to her. Furthermore, they instruct the beneficiary to use UBL Omni
Franchise situated on Karrial road, quite near to BISP tehsil office (BDC Center) for the
withdrawal of cash grant.

4. Lessons Learnt:
The working of the Bank counter remained suspended from 23rd June 2012 till 4th July 2012 and
the bank staff advised the visiting beneficiaries to come after three days. As bank staff was unsure
when the network problem would be resolved, they had communicated a wrong date that
increased the number of visits of the beneficiaries.
In addition to the above, networking issue between NADRA and Bank systems remained
sustained for about 11 days and no action was taken by the concerned NADRA staff until the
BISP AD and Divisional Office Gujranwala intervened for resolving the issue.
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One NADRA staff introduced himself as NADRA’s Assistant Manager (AM) (who became
permanent with new job title Deputy Assistant Director) and who is in fact a contract employee
and working as Data Entry Operator (DEO). NADRA has not deployed its Deputy Assistant
Directors/ AMs at any BDC Center for beneficiaries’ biometric verifications, as only the DEOs
and Site In-charge/ Supervisor at BDC Centers perform necessary beneficiary verifications.
Staff of BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera Virkan do not prefer the changing of payment mode. They
consider that although there are lapses by Pakistan Post but no other partner has such an outreach
and coverage. The BISP Assistant Director (AD) expects that there will be numerous complaints
after the release of second BISP instalment to be withdrawn through BDC.
BDCs can be used at BISP registered Omni franchises for the withdrawal of cash grant. There is
only one BISP registered Omni franchise working in Nowshera Virkan city whose license has
recently been cancelled by UBL Omni Management because of a number of payment related
complaints from BISP tehsil staff. The beneficiaries are currently being referred to UBL ATM for
withdrawing BISP cash grant.
No further action has been taken on 15 BDC related complaints which were sent by BISP Tehsil
Office to BISP Divisional Director Gujranwala and Area Manager UBL Omni Gujranwala for
resolution. The cases are still pending in BISP Tehsil office record.
Currently, BISP CMS does not cater to the payment related complaints. This may be because the
payment agencies including Pakistan Post and banks do not have a common interface with BISP
CMS.

5. Recommendations:







BISP Tehsil staff should establish proper communication and coordination with POs and
obtain day-to-day progress report on the number of BDCs issued. This will help to formulate
future strategy for expediting the BDC distribution process.
POs should ensure proper coordination with BISP staff in case of any issue hampering
smooth flow of BDC distributing process.
Being front end service providers, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can inform
the beneficiaries about benefits of alternative payment mechanism and remove their
apprehensions.
There is a need to introduce and enhance the number of Omni Outlets where beneficiaries can
withdraw their amount with some ease and comfort. There is also a strong need to develop a
mechanism for monitoring of Omni franchise for smooth and transparent working.
BISP should ask the Payment Agencies to develop their Complaint Redressal Systems
compatible with the BISP CMS interface. This will ensure on-time resolution of payment
related/ BDC complaints on fast-track basis allowing efficient and quick follow up.
BISP CMS should be suitably modified so that it can register and process Payment related
complaints also.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Bashiran Bibi wife of Mohammad Latif was declared BISP beneficiary with discrepancy in CNIC
after the Poverty Score Card (PSC). She had a valid CNIC at the time of PSC survey and which she
had given to the survey enumerators to be mentioned in the ‘form’. She did not receive any eligibility
letter and learnt about her eligibility when the postman brought her first instalment at her doorstep.
She has received four BISP instalments through postman till May 2012 and was also informed about
the BDC through same postman.
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In May 2012, she visited the BDC Center for the first time along with a neighbouring beneficiary on
Chingchi rickshaw after covering 5 kms and spent Rs.40 (for both travellers-Rs.80 for round trip).
During her first visit, NADRA biometric system did not recognise her thumb impression. She was
given an empty token by NADRA staff and referred to NADRA office in Nowshera Virkan city to
obtain a new CNIC without cost on a priority basis.
She obtained her new CNIC from NADRA after 25 days and has returned to BDC Center today (June
28, 2012). She came alone on Chingchi rickshaw and reached the Center at around 8:00 a.m. Office
was quite crowded because there were other visitors coming in for submitting appeals/ complaints and
to check their PSC survey status etc. She waited at the Center for more than three hours in the waiting
area. The BISP counter verified her eligibility status and sent her to NADRA counter where the staff
checked her CNIC and entered her CNIC number in computer, verified her thumb impression on
biometric system and asked for her contact number which she did not have. After successful NADRA
verification, she was issued a token slip and the staff asked her to revisit the office after a week as the
bank is currently not issuing BDCs.
Bashiran Bibi has five daughters and two sons, of whom one son and three daughters are married. The
other son is a medical student. Her husband is a labourer at a ‘khaddi’ but due to his acute asthma he
is unable to work regularly. She had used the previous BISP instalment to pay back her debt which
she incurred for her daughter’s wedding. She is very obliged to the Pakistan Government for ‘Benazir
scheme’ and expressed great respect for ‘Benazir Shaheed’.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Munazza Bibi wife of Mansab Ali was visiting BISP Tehsil Office for complaint about delay in her
second BDC instalment. She had withdrawn her first BDC instalment of Rs.3,000 from a UBL Omni
shop in May 2012.
Munazza had been a BISP beneficiary after the PSC survey conducted in August 2010. She did not
receive any eligibility letter from BISP and learnt about her eligibility when the postman brought her
first instalment in April 2011. She had received total nine (9) BISP instalments through Pakistan Post
and the 10th through BDC. She was also informed about BDC by the postman in May 2012 and she
visited the BDC Center with her husband on Chingchi rickshaw after covering a distance of about 5
kms and spent Rs.40 (for both travellers-Rs.80 for round trip). Her status was an active beneficiary on
BISP CMS, and she received her BDC in a single visit, without any difficulty. She complied with all
the verification at different counters and received her BDC in about five minutes. The staff behaviour
was satisfactory and they facilitated her through the process. She was also briefed about the payment
process and money collection points in the city Nowshera Virkan. She said that the bank officer at the
counter informed her that she can collect her money from the Omni shop every month. But it has been
many days above a month and the Omni owner always tells her that her money has not been
transferred to her account.
When she collected her BDC in May, she visited the prescribed UBL Omni franchise on her way back
and received a partial payment of Rs. 2,900 from the franchise owner. She did not know the reason for
the deduction of Rs.100. She mentioned that there were many other beneficiaries and the Omni
franchise owner was deducting Rs.100 from each transaction. She did not report this to BISP Tehsil
Office as she was feeling shy and also none of other beneficiaries showed any concern. When the
Assistant Director was consulted about the matter, he explained that it is being done purposively; the
Omni franchise owner believes that some amount should be kept in beneficiaries’ account so that their
accounts stay alive.
Munazza wanted BISP staff to inquire about the delay and wanted to lodge a complaint against the
Omni owner, as she suspected him for embezzling her money. BISP staff tried to explain the BDC
payment schedule of three monthly instalments and also referred her to the Bank counter, who
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checked her account status and informed her that no misappropriation has been taken place. They
informed her that her next BISP instalment will be transferred after two months and advised her to
visit the Omni franchise in August 2012. She reconfirmed this from the BISP staff, but even after that
she did not seem satisfied.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-Upper Punjab-05
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Sialkot City
1. Introduction and Background of the Center:
Benazir Debit Card (BDC) Distribution Center Sialkot City is functioning at BISP Tehsil Office
Sialkot City. The office building is owned by Dr. Firdous Aashiq Awan, (Federal Minister) and is
located in Syed Pur, Gondal Road, Lalazar Colony Sialkot. BISP Tehsil Office Sialkot City was
established in February 2012. Partner Organisations (POs) involved with BISP in BDC
distribution process are NADRA and United Bank Limited. BISP Tehsil office has spared a small
room for the POs in order to issue BDCs to the beneficiaries.
BDC distribution process was planned to start from 16th August 2012; however due to some delay
in network installation by NADRA and its provision to bank counter, the BDC distribution
process actually started on 20th August 2012.
There are three other BDC Centers established at BISP Tehsil Offices of Sialkot District including
BDC Center at: (i) Pasrur, (ii) Daska, and (iii) Sambrial. They were planned to remain operational
for three months till 31st October 2012 until the completion of about 90% of BDC distribution
target and have now been closed. BDC Center Sialkot City will remain functional till 31st
December 2012 or until 100% completion of BDC distribution to all BISP beneficiaries in the
district. The beneficiaries from other tehsils, who have not obtained their BDCs from concerned
BDC Centers, can now visit BDC Distribution Center Sialkot City for collecting their BDCs.
We were informed that 3,738 beneficiaries are getting BISP cash grant through Pakistan Post in
the jurisdiction of BISP Tehsil Office Sialkot City. Till 3rd September 2012, according to BISP
tehsil office record, about 200 BDCs have been issued. There is no target given by BISP HQ for
issuance of BDCs per day, however, currently, the average number of beneficiaries visiting this
BDC Center is 20-30.
According to the Assistant Director (AD), BISP HQ informed beneficiaries about the change in
payment mode by letters but most of the beneficiaries did not receive these letters or they had lost
those letters. BISP HQ issued these letters in January 2012, more than six months ago. The
inauguration ceremony for BDC distribution in Sialkot city was held on 12 th August 2012 in the
village of Dr. Firdous Aashiq Awan (village name Kubbay Chak). During inauguration Dr.
Firdous Aashiq took the responsibility of informing beneficiaries regarding change in payment
mode and accordingly she advised and involved All Pakistan Press Association (APPA) Sialkot
City and electronic media for this purpose. Information dissemination was done through local
notables and postmen. Beneficiaries were advised to bring their original CNICs, PSC Survey
acknowledgement slip and contact phone numbers.

2. General Observations (Logistics and Facilities) at BDC Center:
BDC Center is easily accessible because it is conspicuously located and known as ‘Old Camp
Office of Dr. Firdous Aashiq Awan’. Most of the community, as well as rickshaw and chingchi
drivers know the location of BISP tehsil office/ BDC Center. No BDC standees and banners were
displayed at the Center. The office building has ample space to accommodate around one hundred
visitors and the office porch and main hall was being used as a waiting area for beneficiaries. One
hundred plastic chairs were arranged for beneficiaries coming to the Center to collect their BDCs.
There were no fans, water cooler or washroom facilities for the beneficiaries.
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There was no security guard provided by NADRA but the BISP Chowkidar was present. An
Assistant was not provided by BISP management to facilitate the beneficiaries.
BISP staff did not receive any formal orientation training about BDC distribution and
coordination with PO. However, BISP AD was deputed to BISP Divisional Office Gujranwala for
two days to work on BDC assignment. This has helped him to gain experience of managing and
administering a large number of beneficiaries at BDC Center.

3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters:
a. BISP Counter:
The BISP Assistant Complaint (AC) desk was being used as BISP Counter for BDC. On
September 03, 2012, not many beneficiaries gathered at the Center to collect their BDCs.
BISP Chawkidar (Security Guard) was stationed at the main entrance who was segregating
beneficiaries as per their purpose of visit to BISP tehsil office.
b. NADRA Counters:
There are two NADRA counters with two desktop computers in a separate room with seating
arrangement for two beneficiaries. UPS was not available with NADRA computers and
during electricity tripping computer systems shut down. During observation, there was
electricity load shedding for two hours.
At NADRA counters, there is no data entry operator appointed till now. A female Supervisor
and a male Site In-charge have been appointed to handle biometric verifications of
beneficiaries. NADRA staff has an initial contract of three month from August to October
2012.
When BISP beneficiary reaches NADRA counter, the staff access her information by entering
her CNIC number in the system. Beneficiary’s thumb impression is verified through
biometric system. After successful bio-metric verification, NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s
phone number (if the beneficiary has one), print a token slip and refer her to bank counter for
collecting her BDC.
If the beneficiary details are not verified due to reasons like unmatched thumb impression,
invalid CNIC or CNIC without picture, NADRA staff provides her an empty token slip and
refer her to nearest NADRA office for correction and updating of her CNIC. Such
beneficiaries can get their updated/ new CNIC without charge on priority basis from NADRA
office.
c. Bank Counters:
There are two counters established for bank staff in the same room where NADRA staff
performs its duty. Two Card Distribution Officers (CDOs) have been appointed by the Bank
for handling, processing and issuing BDCs. All staff is deputed on an initial contract of three
month from August to October 2012.
When a beneficiary reaches the bank counter she presents her original CNIC and NADRA
token slip. NADRA’s unique token number is entered in bank’s online system in order to
access the beneficiary’s details. It is important to note that NADRA and Bank system are
interlinked and beneficiary’s record is transferred to bank’s database after successful
verification of the beneficiary at NADRA counter. Otherwise Bank will have no record of the
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beneficiary in its database. NADRA’s token number is used as a ‘unique identifier’ for a
particular beneficiary.
Bank staff obtains and enters the following information in their record before issuing a BDC
to her:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Date of birth of beneficiary.
Birth place of beneficiary.
Mother’s maiden name of beneficiary
CNIC number of beneficiary.
Expiry date of beneficiary’s CNIC.
Mobile phone number of beneficiary.

After entering the above information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures)
on the back of NADRA’s token slip, registers BDC in her name and hand over BDC envelope
to her. They instruct the beneficiary to visit UBL Bank in Sialkot city for withdrawal of her
cash grant after two days.

4. Lessons Learnt:
Card distribution process started at 9 a.m. when beneficiaries started coming. About 20-30
beneficiaries visited the Center to collect BDCs. On 3rd September 2012, during TPE team visit,
15 beneficiaries were present at the Center to collect their BDCs.
BISP AD mentioned that for BDC assignment NADRA has sanctioned three Data Entry
Operators (DEOs) and two security guards, however, none of them had joined till 3 rd September
2012. BISP management has not provided a separate Assistant (Contingency staff) for BDC
Center Sialkot City.
Behaviour of staff at the three counters was satisfactory but the only lapse was that they did not
greet the beneficiary. NADRA and bank staff were processing and issuing BDCs without asking
and recording the contact details of beneficiaries. The staff informed that they were advised by
BISP AD to facilitate beneficiaries and even if they don’t have their contact numbers, we verify
them and issue their BDC.
Bank staff explained to beneficiary about contents of BDC envelope and how to use BDC and
instructed them to visit UBL branch and give the envelope to bank staff. The beneficiaries did not
seem confident about using the BDC.
BISP staff appreciated and encouraged the decision of BISP HQ for changing the payment mode.
They consider Pakistan Post as an inefficient department despite its maximum outreach and
coverage.
BDCs can be used at BISP registered Omni franchises for withdrawal of cash grant but BISP AD
mentioned that at the moment there is no BISP registered Omni franchise working in Sialkot city.
Currently, beneficiaries can visit some ‘One Link’ ATM Machine or UBL ATM in order to
withdraw their cash grant.
In BISP office some notables were observed who were bringing groups of four/five beneficiaries
for collection of BDCs. After obtaining BDCs, the notables took those beneficiaries to UBL ATM
and helped them in withdrawing their cash grant. When asked from such beneficiaries about
usage of BDCs, the notables interrupted and mentioned that the poor women do not know about
using debit card and “that’s why they were there to help them in this regard”.
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During observations some beneficiaries from Kubbay Chak (village of Dr. Firdous) were
observed with eligibility appeal and they had brought visiting cards of Dr. Firdous Aashiq Awan.
The AD is processing these appeals after confirming their PMT but without checking and
comparing defined eligibility appeal criteria set for ineligible households. The AD disappointedly
mentioned that he is compelled to process and entertain beneficiaries having reference of Dr.
Firdous.
On 3rd September 2012, the bank staff brought only 80 BDCs out of which 51 had been issued.
BISP AD does not know how to handle, record and process BDC complaints. BISP staff
mentioned that upon receiving BDC complaints they will chalk out an action plan with the
direction and involvement of bank staff, BISP management and his colleagues. No mechanism
was communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC complaints. BISP Case Management
System (CMS) do not cater for payment related complaints. BISP staff did not receive any BDC
related complaint till 3rd September 2012.

5. Recommendations:







BISP staff being the main facilitators of BDC should keep an eye on and take some radical
steps to reduce the role of notables coming with beneficiaries as they may exploit
beneficiaries.
As the number of beneficiaries visiting BDC Center is very low, therefore, there is a strong
need to mobilise the remaining beneficiaries for collecting their BDCs so that the present staff
and resources could be effectively utilised.
NADRA may provide Mobile Registration Vans (MRVs) at BDC Center to issue CNICs to
those beneficiaries whose bio-metric verification does not exist or not verified.
Bank staff should keep ample stock of BDCs at BDC Center so that they don’t have to go
back to the bank branch to bring more BDCs.
There is a need to add some BISP registered Omni outlets/ franchises where the beneficiary
can withdraw BISP cash grant.
BISP CMS should be suitably modified so that it can register and process Payment related
complaints also.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Zuhra Bibi wife of Liaqat Ali was visiting BDC Center for the first time. She had been a BISP
beneficiary during the parliamentarian phase and had received Rs.30,000 from 2009 till December
2010. She was declared eligible after Poverty Score Card (PSC) phase in 2010 and has received five
installments through Pakistan Post.
She has been informed about change in payment mode through a phone call by a local councilor, who
also informed her to take her CNIC and a functional contact phone number with her to BDC Center
on 3rd September 2012. She visited the Center alone on a local bus from Chakrala, a village some 25
kilometers away from BDC Center Sialkot after spending Rs.60 (Rs.120 for a round trip). She had
never visited the office before and was briefed about the location by the councilor.
She reached BDC Center Sialkot city at 8:30 a.m. but office was not opened yet. The peon asked her
to wait outside as the office courtyard was being washed. She waited at the main entrance for ten
minutes and then were taken inside. She waited in the veranda for the next 25 minutes, meanwhile
more women started arriving and the office became crowded very soon. However her turn came after
about ten beneficiaries and she was led through various desks by the BISP representative. NADRA
desk officer verified her CNIC and after biometric verification, she was issued a NADRA token slip
to be taken to the Bank counter to get her BDC. After reaching bank counter, the bank staff took her
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thumb impression on the back of NADRA token slip and issued her BDC envelope; however she
didn’t receive any guidance from bank staff on how to use her BDC.
She was unaware of the contents of BDC envelope and quoted that “unhon ne to kuch nahee bataya
kay is mein kia hei, bas lifafa de kar ap kay paas bhej diya” they (bank staff) didn’t tell her anything
except giving her the envelope and sending her to the TPE team. During this interview, a political
representative who was accompanying beneficiaries of her area was also present who offered the
interviewee to join him as he would facilitate her to withdraw her money from UBL ATM on their
way back.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Sajida Parveen wife of Nazir Ahmed has successfully collected her BDC from the BDC Center
Sialkot city after completing the whole process at the three counters. This was her first visit to the
BDC Center and she had received her BDC after waiting for about 15 minutes.
She was declared BISP beneficiary after PSC survey. Her household was declared eligible and she has
received five BISP instalments through Pakistan Post. She was informed about BDC collection
through village councillor’s representative who visited from door to door in the village to inform
beneficiaries as per list issued by BISP Tehsil Office Sialkot city. She was informed to collect her
BDC on 3rd September 2012. She was accompanied with five other neighbouring beneficiaries and
travelled by a local bus after covering a distance of about 20 Kms and spent Rs.60 (Rs.120 for round
trip).
As the other accompanying beneficiaries had already visited BDC Center they informed Sajida
Parveen about what documents are required to get her BDC. She carried everything with her on the
day of her visit. She has expressed complete satisfaction on facilities and behaviour of staff at BDC
Center.
Sajida was confused about using BDC to collect money from the bank as neither she nor her husband
has visited a bank and they were more comfortable with money orders through Pakistan Post.
However she was a bit relaxed to think that she would visit the bank with other beneficiaries and
would do exactly what other women would do in order to withdraw the money, however, she was not
satisfied with disbursement of BISP cash grant through BDC.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-Upper Punjab-06
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Chakwal
1. Introduction and Background of the Center:
Benazir Debit Card (BDC) Distribution Center Chakwal is functioning at the BISP Tehsil Office
Chakwal City located on Rawalpindi Road, near Zafar CNG Station Chakwal. Two Partner
Organisations (NADRA and Tameer Microfinance Bank) are involved with BISP for BDC
distribution. BISP Tehsil Office has provided a single room for NADRA and bank counters for
BDC distribution.
The BDC distribution process was planned to start from first week of February 2012; however
due to some delay in network installation by NADRA, the process was actually started from 9th
February 2012.
There are also three other BDC Centers established in Chakwal district including BDC Center at:
i) Kallar Kahar, ii) Talagang and iii) Choa Saidan Shah. All the BDC Centers in Chakwal were
planned to remain operational for three months i.e. February till April 2012. BDC Center at
Talagang and Choa Saidan Shah has been closed on 30th June 2012 by NADRA while BDC
Center Kallar Kahar and Chakwal are planned to be closed on 31 st December 2012. The
remaining beneficiaries of tehsil Talagang and Choa Saidan Shah can now visit BDC Center
Chakwal city to obtain their BDCs.
There are 6,656 beneficiaries in the jurisdiction of BISP Tehsil Office Chakwal. Till 16 th July
2012, about 4,849 BDCs were issued. According to BISP Tehsil staff, 1,800 new beneficiaries
have also been added after CNIC update and eligibility appeal and their status in NADRA record
has been updated, they will also get their BDCs. There is no daily BDC issuance target set by
BISP management for this BDC Center. Currently, the average number of beneficiaries visiting
this Center to collect BDC is around 10-20.
BISP management informed beneficiaries about change in payment mode through postal letters
but most beneficiaries did not receive these letters. Some other communication tools were also
used by BISP staff. These included information dissemination through local notables and
postmen. Beneficiaries were asked to bring their original CNICs, PSC survey acknowledgement
slip, post office payment receipts and contact phone numbers.

2. General Observations (Logistics and Facilities) at BDC Center:
Accessibility to BDC Center is easy though it is located in a street however rickshaw and Qingchi
drivers know the location of BISP office. No BDC standees or banners were displayed at the
Center. The office building has ample space to accommodate about fifty visitors and a small
veranda and room of BISP Assistant Complaint (AC) were being used as a waiting area for the
beneficiaries. Although there was some shade and fans available for beneficiaries; but there was
no wash room or drinking water arrangement.
To handle potential security concerns and to control the large number of beneficiaries, NADRA
has provided two security guards while BISP arranged one. BISP also provided an Assistant
(contingency staff) at this BDC Center to facilitate beneficiaries.
BISP Tehsil office staff did not receive any formal orientation training on the BDC distribution
and coordination with POs. However, a number of planning and coordination meetings were held
at Divisional level which was focused towards administrative arrangements.
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3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters:
a. BISP Counter:
There was a separate BISP counter and a BISP Assistant to facilitate beneficiaries.
On 16th July 2012, only a few beneficiaries came to BDC Center and so staff was not required
at the main entrance to segregate them as per their purpose of visit. The beneficiary upon her
arrival at BDC Center is first received at BISP counter, where BISP Assistant verifies her
documents (original CNIC, PSC survey acknowledgement slip and BISP letter etc.). BISP
staff after verifying the beneficiaries’ online eligible status advised them to revisit the office
after a week as the NADRA and bank counters were not functional at that time.
b. NADRA Counters:
There are two NADRA counters with two computers in a separate room with seating
arrangement for two beneficiaries at a time. No UPS was available and the computer systems
were shutting down instantly after electricity tripping. During TPE team, observations, there
was no electricity for one hour.
At NADRA counters, two Data Entry Operators (DEOs) and a site In-charge perform
beneficiaries’ biometric verification. NADRA staff has an initial contract for three month
from February till April 2012 which has now been extended as BDC assignment is still inprogress.
When BISP beneficiary reaches NADRA counter, the staff access her information by entering
her CNIC number in the system and verify her thumb impression through biometric system.
After successful bio-metric verification, NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone number (if
the beneficiary has one), print a token slip and refer her to bank counter for collecting her
BDC.
If the beneficiary’s details are not verified due to reason like unmatched thumb impression,
invalid CNIC or CNIC without picture, NADRA staff provides her an empty token slip and
refer her to nearest NADRA office for correction and updating of her CNIC. Such
beneficiaries can get their updated/ new CNIC without charge and on priority basis from
NADRA office.
c. Bank Counters:
Earlier there were two bank counters with two Card Distribution Officers (CDOs). The
number of bank staff was reduced to one in June 2012 who shares the room with NADRA
staff. The CDO is deputed on an initial contract for three month from February till April 2012
and has now been extended as the BDC assignment is still in-progress.
When a beneficiary reaches bank counter, bank staff see her original CNIC and NADRA
token slip. NADRA’s unique token number is entered in bank’s online system in order to
access the beneficiary’s details. It is important to note that NADRA and Bank system are
interlinked and beneficiary record goes into the Bank’s database after successful verification
of beneficiary at NADRA counter. NADRA’s token number is used as a ‘unique identifier’
for a particular beneficiary.
Bank staff obtains and enter the following information in their record before issuing a BDC to
beneficiary:
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Date of birth of beneficiary.
Birth place of beneficiary.
Mother name of beneficiary
CNIC number of beneficiary.
Expiry date of beneficiary’s CNIC.
Cell phone of beneficiary.

After entering the above information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures)
on the back of NADRA’s token slip, register BDC in her name and hand over BDC envelope
to her. Bank staff instructs beneficiaries’ to visit the Telenor Franchise working at a walking
distance from BDC Center Chakwal to get their first BISP instalment.

4. Lessons Learnt:
BDC distribution process started at 9 a.m. and the beneficiaries started coming soon after. The
number of beneficiaries visiting this Center was decreasing due to non-functioning of bank
counters. On 16th July 2012, during TPE team visit, only 10 beneficiaries were present at the
Center to collect their BDCs. These beneficiaries were asked to revisit the Center after one week.
There was heaps of garbage as well as a corporation van parked near the boundary wall of BISP
tehsil office. No banner/ standee were observed outside the office that could help the visitors
recognise the BISP office building.
Bank staff remained on strike for about 24 days (13th July to 5th August 2012). AD BISP told us
that there was some administrative issue between BISP and Tameer Bank. During this period, the
bank and NADRA staff remains deputed at their counters but the NADRA staff did not process
and verify the beneficiaries CNICs on the instruction of NADRA HQ. During this period, the
beneficiaries made frequent follow-up visits spending time, money and energy to collect their
BDCs. BISP staff didn’t know when the problem would be resolved and the bank would resume
its working, however, they hoped that whatever the problem was it would be resolved in a week’s
time and they informed accordingly to the beneficiaries.
BISP AD complained about the noncompliance and nonprofessional behaviour of POs staff. In
this context, the AD mentioned that POs staff feel reluctant in sharing BDC progress. On asking
about daily progress/report, NADRA and bank staff refused and suggested to contact their
respective HQ for these numbers.
BISP staff of Tehsil Office Chakwal appreciates the decision of BISP HQ for change in payment
mechanism such as BDCs. Despite its maximum outreach and coverage, they consider Pakistan
Post as an inefficient department. They feel that with the passage of time beneficiaries will learn
how to use their BDC.
BDCs can be used at BISP registered Telenor franchises for withdrawal of cash grant but at the
moment there is only one such franchise working in Chakwal city. BDC Center staff advised and
referred the beneficiaries to visit the Telenor franchise only for withdrawal of their cash grant.
BISP tehsil staff do not know how to handle, record and process the BDC related complaints and
they refer all BDC complainants to bank counter where the bank staff handle and record the
complaints. No mechanism was communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related
complaints. BISP Case Management System (CMS) does not cater for payment related
complaints. BISP staff does not maintain the record of BDC complaints received from
beneficiaries.
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5. Recommendations:






The remaining beneficiaries should be reminded to get their BDCs. This will ensure
appropriate usage of BISP and POs staff deployed at this BDC Center.
Proper training of BISP and POs staff is recommended for registering and processing BDC
related complaints. BISP CMS should cater to Payment related complaints.
BISP staff should keep and take radical steps to reduce the role of notables coming along with
beneficiaries as they may be exploiting beneficiaries.
There is a need to add more BISP registered Telenor franchise where the beneficiaries can
withdraw amount comfortably rather than using ATM at any bank branch.
BISP CMS should be suitably modified so that it can register and process Payment related
complaints also.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Bushra Parveen was visiting BDC Center BISP Tehsil office Chakwal for the fifth time during the
past three months for collecting her BDC. She was accompanied by her mother-in-law who was also a
BISP beneficiary and was visiting the office for the same purpose. She arrived at the office at around
8:45 a.m. and had waited in the veranda for the office to start functioning.
After the BISP staff arrived and the office started at 9:00, she went to BISP counter established in the
same waiting room and asked about her BDC issuance, as she was told during previous visit that
distribution will start in this week. But BISP assistant told her once again that BDC distribution will
start in a few days. Bushra seemed frustrated as she had been visiting the office repeatedly during the
last three months and it was not very easy for her to spare three hours just to wait and return empty
handed after spending money on transport for each visit.
Bushra Parveen did not receive any BISP intimation letter for her eligibility or discrepancy. She learnt
about her eligibility through a letter from the local PPP Chairman’s office, which was intended to
inform beneficiaries about collecting BDCs in collaboration between BISP tehsil office and local
notables. The letter suggests BDC collection date as 21st May 2012.
Bushra Parveen and her mother-in-law had visited the office for collecting BDC earlier in May 2012,
and after data verification BISP Assistant referred them to Assistant Complaint for CNIC update
complaint. Their CNIC update requests were entered in CMS in July and had been corrected, but they
were not informed about this. She had been repeatedly visiting the office since May and was always
told to come after a few days. She informed that during her last three visits she did not see any staff in
the office responsible for BDC distribution. In her own words, “kehtay hein kay system mein koi
kharabi ho gae hei is liay staff bhi naee aa raha, pata naheen ye system kab theek ho ga”-They say
(bank staff) there is some fault in the system and therefore staff (bank) is not coming (to BDC
Center). They don’t know when will this start working. She is also not satisfied with behaviour of
BISP staff, who speak to beneficiaries in a harsh tone.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Sajida Parveen w/o Liaqat Mehmood had been declared an eligible BISP beneficiary in the PSC phase
of BISP program and received three BISP instalments through Pakistan Post till May 2012. She did
not receive any intimation letters from BISP and was informed about change in payment mode to
BDC through a notable of her area. She visited BISP office earlier in August but due to the system
network problem (as told to her by the staff), BDC distribution was halted for some days. Today was
her second visit to the Center but the problem in the system persists due to which she could not collect
her BDC.
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Sajida Parveen was informed to collect her BDC by the chairman union council who announced about
BDC distribution in her village. She had never come to Tehsil office before and was informed about
the location by her brother. She was accompanied by a neighbouring beneficiary during the earlier
visit but today she visited the office alone. She said that the office location is not conspicuous and she
faced problem in reaching the office. She had to change two busses and spend Rs.90 to reach office.
She also showed concern about her next BISP instalment as her postal payments had stopped after she
received her previous instalment in April 2012.
Despite the disappointment of a fruitless visit, she expressed satisfaction about facilities at the office
and behaviour of staff. She told that she had been waiting on a chair in veranda under the fan and also
drank cold water from the water cooler in the office kitchen. Like all other visiting beneficiaries she
was also told to wait for a few more days and visit again for collecting her BDC.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-Upper Punjab-07
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Gujrat
1. Introduction and Background of the Center:
Benazir Debit Card (BDC) Distribution Center Gujrat is functioning at BISP Tehsil Office Gujrat
City located on Rehman Shaheed Road, Shadman Colony Gujrat. NADRA and United Bank
Limited (UBL) are partner organisations of BISP for BDC distribution at this Center. For
NADRA and bank counters, BISP Tehsil Office has provided the main hall..
BDC distribution process was planned from 28th February 2012; however due to delay in network
installation by NADRA, the process actually started on 6th March 2012.
There are two other BDC Centers established in each Tehsil Office of Gujrat district including
BDC Center at i) Kharian and ii) Sarai Alamgir. All three BDC Centers in this district started in
March 2012 and were planned to remain operational for three months. Currently, BDC Center
Gujrat City is operational and issuing BDCs to not only the beneficiaries in its jurisdictions but
also to remaining beneficiaries of the other two tehsils.
Initially, there were 7,400 beneficiaries in the jurisdiction of BISP Tehsil office Gujrat City. After
the CNIC update and eligibility appeals, 3,664 more women became BISP beneficiaries. Till 4th
September 2012, total BISP beneficiaries in the tehsil are 11,064; out of these about 8,490 BDCs
had been issued. There was no BDC issuance target set by the BISP HQs and currently 40-50
beneficiaries’ daily visit BDC Center for BDC collection.
BISP HQ informed beneficiaries about change in payment mode through postal letters; however
most beneficiaries did not receive these letters. Some other communication tools used by the
BISP staff included information dissemination through local politicians, banners displayed at the
main entrance of each UC and through postmen, etc. The beneficiaries were asked to bring their
original CNICs, PSC Survey acknowledgement and contact phone numbers.

2. General Observations (Logistics and Facilities) at BDC Center:
BDC Center accessibility is difficult because it is not conspicuously located; however, most of the
rickshaw and Qingchi drivers know the location. A BDC related banner was displayed at the
Center. The office building has ample space to accommodate around one hundred visitors and the
office porch, lawn and a spacious room were being used as waiting area for beneficiaries. One
hundred (100) plastic chairs were provided for the beneficiaries. Fans and water coolers were
available for the beneficiaries in waiting area; however beneficiaries did not have access to
washroom facility.
When BDC Center started working in March 2012, NADRA provided two security guards in
order to handle any potential security concern due to the expected large number of beneficiaries.
BISP management also provided an Assistant who has now been withdrawn after completion of
major workload. Currently, Naib Qasid (who is a graduate) of BISP Tehsil Office is performing
Assistant’s job for BDC in addition to his current duties.
BISP Tehsil office staff did not receive any formal orientation training on BDC distribution and
coordination with Partner Organisations. However, number of planning and coordination
meetings with POs on BDC distribution related administrative arrangements were held at BISP
divisional office.
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3. Arrangement and Processes at Different Counters:
a. BISP Counter:
BISP Counter was established in the main hall along with NADRA and bank counters. There
is no BISP Assistant available these days; therefore, BISP Assistant Director (AD) trained
and deputed a Naib Qasid to perform Assistant’s job.
On the observation date, there was no person at the main entrance in order to segregate
beneficiaries as per their nature of visit to the Center. After reaching BDC Center,
beneficiaries are first dealt by BISP Naib Qasid who verifies their original CNICs, PSC
survey acknowledgement slip and BISP letter etc. After verifying the online eligibility status
of beneficiaries; they are referred to NADRA counter for further processing.
b. NADRA Counters:
When this BDC Center started in March 2012, there were three NADRA counters which were
reduced to two in July 2012 after the completion of major BDC issuance target. There are two
desktop computers in a hall which NADRA staff is using for biometric verifications; however
there is no seating arrangement for beneficiaries in the hall. No UPS is available with
computers and they instantly shut down during electricity tripping. There was no electricity
for one hour during TPE team observation.
At NADRA counters, there is one Data Entry Operator (DEO) and a Supervisor appointed to
handle beneficiaries’ biometric verifications. When BISP beneficiary reaches NADRA
counter, the staff access her information by entering her CNIC number in the system. The
beneficiary’s thumb impression is verified through biometric system. After successful biometric verification, NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone number (if the beneficiary has
one), print a token slip and refer her to the Bank counter for collecting her BDC.
If beneficiary details are not verified due to reasons like unmatched thumb impression, invalid
CNIC or CNIC without picture, NADRA staff provides her an empty token slip and refer her
to nearest NADRA office for correction and updating of her CNIC. Such beneficiaries can get
their updated/ new CNIC without charge on priority basis from the NADRA office.
c. Bank Counters:
When this BDC Center started operation, there were three bank counters with 3 Card
Distribution Officers (CDOs). Currently, there are two counters with two CDOs as most
BDCs have already been issued. The bank staff obtains CNIC from beneficiary and the token
number issued by NADRA staff. They enter the serial number/ code in their online record
which serves as a key for data sharing between NADRA and bank record.
When a beneficiary reaches the bank counter, the bank staff checks her original CNIC and
NADRA token slip. NADRA’s unique token number is entered in bank’s online system in
order to fetch the beneficiary’s details. It is important to note that NADRA and Bank system
are interlinked and beneficiary record goes into bank’s database after successful verification
of the beneficiary at NADRA counter. NADRA’s token number is used as a ‘unique
identifier’ for a particular beneficiary.
Bank staff obtains and enters the following beneficiary information into their record before
issuing a BDC to her:
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Date of birth of beneficiary.
Birth place of beneficiary.
Mother name of beneficiary
CNIC number of beneficiary.
Expiry date of beneficiary’s CNIC.
Cell phone of beneficiary.
Cell phone number of beneficiary.

After entering the above information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures)
on the back of NADRA’s token slip, registers BDC in beneficiary’s name and hand over BDC
envelope to her. They instruct the beneficiary to visit UBL Omni Franchise working adjacent
to BISP office for withdrawal of their cash grant.

4. Lessons Learnt:
BISP staff arrived late on the observation day. The Assistant Complaint (AC) and Naib Qasid
arrived at 9:30 a.m. while AD reached at 10:15 a.m. as he had a meeting with postal staff. The
behaviour of BISP AD with beneficiaries was found to be a bit harsh and the AC was processing
the CMS updates while using the AD’s/ Supervisor’s login.
The AD is running a construction business (in partnership) in Gujrat city. During the observation,
he left the office for an hour for a business meeting with a construction party and on his return he
informed that the meeting was with NADRA.
Till 4th September 2012, BISP Tehsil Office Kharian has processed 1,500 CNIC updating cases
and 500 appeals for eligibility while BISP Tehsil office Sarai Alamgir has processed 506 CNIC
updating cases and 243 appeals for eligibility. Most of these will get their BDC from this BDC
Center.
There are two CDOs at bank counter with one laptop computer. They complained that they had
not received their monthly salary for the last two months. Bank staff did not explain to
beneficiaries about the contents of BDC envelope and how to use their BDC. They instructed the
beneficiaries to visit the UBL Omni Franchise working adjacent to BISP Tehsil office and give
this envelope to franchisee. The beneficiaries after getting BDCs were not confident about its
usage.
BISP staff of Tehsil office Gujrat did not favour the decision of BISP HQ for change in payment
mechanism such as BDCs. They consider that although there are some lapses in the staff and
management of Pakistan Post but none of the other department has a similar outreach and
coverage as Pakistan Post. The AD mentioned there will be a huge number of issues and
complaints at the release of second BISP instalment through Alternate Payment Mechanism.
BDCs can be used at BISP registered Omni franchises for withdrawal of cash grant and at the
moment there are five BISP registered Omni franchises working in Gujrat city. The good thing
regarding Omni franchise is that the five franchise owner on the advice and recommendation of
BISP AD and through an internal contract established a single franchise in a shop adjacent to
BISP Tehsil office/ BDC Center for disbursement of BISP cash grant to beneficiaries with some
ease and comfort. Each Omni owner remains on that franchise on a specific day with his own
petty cash. During visit to the Omni Franchise, five beneficiaries were observed to whom the
franchisee disbursed cash grant while using internet on his cell phone because the Point of Sale
(POS) machine had not yet been installed on this Omni franchise and the computer was not
working due to electricity load shedding.
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BISP Tehsil Office staff does not know how to handle and record BDC related complaints and
mentioned that launching and processing of BDC related complaints is not their responsibility.
They simply refer the BDC complainant to UBL where BDC complaints are taken care of. No
mechanism was communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related complaints. During
TPE team observations, no BDC complainants were observed.

5. Recommendations:







Proper training of BISP and POs staff is recommended on how to register and process the
BDC related complaints.
BISP staff being the main sponsor of BDC assignment should take radical steps to reduce the
role of notables coming with beneficiaries as they may exploit the beneficiaries.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should inform the beneficiary about the
contents of the envelope and guide her properly on using the BDC as well as the importance
of PIN code etc.
There is a need to introduce some more BISP registered Telenor franchise where the
beneficiary can withdraw amount with some comfort rather than drawing through the ATM.
BISP staff should strictly follow the office norms and regulations and BISP management
should also monitor the activities of staff appointed at Tehsil offices.
BISP CMS should be suitably modified so that it can register and process Payment related
complaints also.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Niamat Bibi widow of Nanno is a 73 years old housewife from tehsil Kharian, who was visiting the
BDC Center Gujrat for the third time. She was declared a BISP beneficiary after Poverty Score Card
(PSC) survey in 2010 and has received Rs.19, 000 through Pakistan Post till April 2012. She did not
receive any eligibility letter or information for BDC collection from BISP HQ. She learnt about
Benazir card from the postman who informed her to visit the BDC Center at BISP tehsil office
Kharian in May 2012.
At Kharian office, the BISP Assistant informed her to get a new CNIC as her old one had expired, and
was without her picture. She was issued an empty NADRA token slip to be taken to nearest NADRA
office to get new CNIC on priority basis and without any charges.
When she returned to BDC Center Kharian with a new CNIC in June, the staff informed her that the
BDC distribution has been stopped at this Center and the beneficiaries were being referred to BDC
Center Gujrat city. She visited BDC Center Gujrat for the first time in July but the staff informed her
that her BDC has not been received from the head office till then and she may visit after one month.
She visited BDC Center for the second time in August 2012, but after waiting for three hours when
her turn came, she was refused at the bank counter because of not having a contact phone number. On
4th September 2012, she came to the BDC Center with her contact number and her original CNIC and
was finally successful in collecting her BDC.
Niamat had expressed annoyance at the change in payment mode, mainly due to the exertion she has
been through for collecting BDC. She had no idea about the contents of BDC envelope and was only
briefed by the bank desk officer that she will collect her money by showing the card at an Omni shop
in the neighbourhood of the BDC Center. When asked about collecting her next instalment, she had a
worried expression on her face as she has to spend Rs.100 to reach to the BDC Center from her
residence each time, changing bus and rickshaw to reach the Center in about two hours. She was not
aware about any other money collection point near her house.
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Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Asma Begum and Nazia Rashid, two sisters-in-law from Gujrat have collected their BDCs today, after
their CNICs update requests were accepted in July 2012. Their mother-in-law, who died in November
2011, had been BISP beneficiary during the parliamentarian phase (2009-2011). Their household was
also declared eligible with discrepancy after the PSC survey conducted in October 2010.
The household learnt about their eligibility when late Irshad Bibi’s daughter started visiting the BISP
tehsil office in May 2012, with a request for selection as next-of-kin of her late mother. On one such
visit, the BISP AC verified the online household information and realised that there are two more
potential beneficiaries in the house. When inquired from the beneficiary she mentioned that they are
her sisters-in-law. The AC explained to her that next-of-kin criterion has not been implemented yet;
however she should inform her sisters-in-law to submit their CNICs instead.
Asma Begum and Nazia Rashid both visited BISP tehsil office in June and submitted their requests
for the CNIC updates, and were also informed about the change in payment mode and BDC
collection. Their requests have been accepted now and they were informed about the resolution
telephonically. Today they were both visiting the BDC Center accompanied by their sister-in-law.
They reached the office at 11:00 a.m. and had waited for about half an hour for their turn to get their
BDCs. They had brought the photocopies of their CNICs with them. Their record was verified at each
of the three counters and they obtained their BDCs without any difficulty.
Both the beneficiaries expressed gratitude to Pakistan people’s Party (PPP) government for the BISP
scheme, and were quite satisfied with the facilitation and behaviour of the staff. Although they did
not know how exactly this card is used to get money but they seemed not worried or confused like
other beneficiaries. When asked about it, they pointed out towards their sister-in-law and mentioned
that she knows how to withdraw the amount and she will help them to get their cash grants.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-Upper Punjab-08
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Gujranwala
1. Introduction and Background of the Center:
Benazir Debit Card (BDC) Distribution Center Gujranwala City is functioning at BISP Tehsil
Office Gujranwala City. The building also houses BISP Divisional Office Gujranwala, and, is
situated on Main Zia Ul Haq Road, New Civil Lines Gujranwala. NADRA and United Bank are
partner organizations involved with BISP in BDC distribution process at this Center. There are
two rooms in BISP Tehsil Office building for NADRA and bank counters.
The BDC distribution process was planned to start during last week of February 2012 but due to
some delay in hiring and training of POs staff, the process was started in the last week of March
2012.
In addition to this Center, there are three other BDC Centers established at other BISP Tehsil
offices in district Gujranwala at: i) Kamonki, ii) Wazirabad, and iii) Nowshera Virkan. Currently,
all BDC Centers in district Gujranwala except Gujranwala City have been closed. Those
beneficiaries, who failed to obtain their BDCs from these three tehsil offices, will now have to
visit BISP Tehsil Office Gujranwala city in order to collect their BDCs.
There are around 14,500 beneficiaries in the jurisdiction of BISP Tehsil office Gujranwala City.
Till July 3, 2012, about 12,000 BDCs have been issued. Currently, the average number of
beneficiaries visiting BISP office daily to collect BDC is around 20-30, however, during peak
time even 350 BDCs have been issued during a working day.
BISP HQs informed beneficiaries about the change in payment mode through postal letters but
most beneficiaries did not receive or have lost these letters. BISP Tehsil Office uses some other
communication tools also, which include public announcements in area mosques, and information
dissemination through local notables and postmen. The beneficiaries were asked to bring their
CNIC, contact phone number and BISP letter (if they had received) for collecting their BDC.

2. General Observations (Logistics and Facilities) at BDC Center:
BDC Center is conspicuously located and can be easily accessed as rickshaw and Qingchi drivers
know the location of BISP office. The office building has an ample space to accommodate around
one hundred visitors and the office courtyard was being used as waiting area for beneficiaries.
There were one hundred plastic chairs arranged at the Center along with shade and fans. Cooler
for drinking water and washroom were available for beneficiaries.
To handle any potential security concern two security guards from a private security agency were
provided by NADRA. To facilitate the beneficiaries, an Assistant has also been hired by BISP for
a period of three months.
BISP Tehsil office staff did not receive any formal orientation training on the distribution of BDC
and coordination with POs. Number of planning and coordination meetings were held between
BISP Divisional office and POs officials in which the planning and arrangements regarding the
management of a large number of beneficiaries during BDC distribution were discussed. BISP
staff learnt about technical details through interaction with the PO representatives and through
observation of distribution.
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3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters:
a. BISP Counter:
BISP Chowkidar and Naib Qasid are present at the main entrance of BISP Tehsil Office to
segregate the beneficiaries in line with their purpose of visit. The beneficiary upon her arrival
at BDC Center is entertained by BISP Assistant (hired for BDC assignment). BISP Assistant
and Assistant Complaints (AC) verify the beneficiaries’ documents (CNIC, survey
acknowledgement slip, BISP letter etc.) and also the online eligibility status. Eligible
beneficiaries are then referred to NADRA counter for further processing with a printed token
number bearing a serial number.
b. NADRA Counters:
In a separate room, there are five NADRA counters with five desktop computers and the
room has seating arrangement for five beneficiaries at a time. No UPS was available and the
computer systems instantly shut down during electricity load shedding. There was no
electricity at the BDC Center for two hours during TPE team observation timings and
NADRA generator was being used during that time.
At NADRA counters, there are four Data Entry Operators (DEOs), one Assistant Supervisor
and two Site In-charges for handling and processing bio-metric verifications of beneficiaries.
NADRA staff has an initial contract for three month which has now been extended as the
BDC assignment is still in process.
The beneficiary’s thumb impression is biometrically verified by NADRA staff. After
successful verification, NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone number (if the beneficiary
has one), print a token slip and refer her to the Bank counter for collecting her BDC.
If beneficiary’s details are not verified due to unmatched thumb impression, invalid CNIC or
CNIC without picture, then NADRA staff provides her an empty token slip and refer her to
nearest NADRA office for correction and updating of her CNIC. Such beneficiaries can get
their updated/ new CNIC on priority basis from the NADRA office, without any charges.
c. Bank Counters:
There are three bank counters in a separate room having seating arrangement for five
beneficiaries at a time. There are two Card Distribution Officers (CDOs) and bank’s District
Coordination Officer (DCO) hired specially for handling, processing and issuing BDCs to
BISP beneficiaries. All staff was deputed on an initial contract of three month which has been
extended as the BDC assignment is still in process.
When a beneficiary reaches at bank counter, she presents her original CNIC and NADRA
token slip. NADRA’s unique token number is entered in bank’s online system in order to
fetch beneficiary’s details. It is important to note that NADRA and Bank system are
interlinked and the beneficiary record goes into the Bank’s database after successful
verification of the beneficiary at NADRA counter. NADRA’s token number is used as a
‘unique identifier’ for a particular beneficiary.
Bank staff obtains and enters the following beneficiary information into their record before
issuing a BDC to her:
i.

Date of birth.
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Birth place.
Mother’s name of beneficiary
CNIC number.
Expiry date of her CNIC.
Cell phone of the beneficiary/ or some contact number.

After entering this information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures) on
back of NADRA’s token slip, registers BDC in her name and hand over the BDC envelope to
her. They instruct the beneficiary to visit the nearest UBL Omni Franchise after three days for
withdrawal of cash transfer.

4. Lessons Learnt:
Behaviour of the staff at BISP, NADRA and Bank counters was satisfactory. The language of the
bank staff was not easily understandable by the beneficiaries as they were communicating with
beneficiaries in Urdu.
Bank staff does not explain what is in the BDC envelope or how to use the BDC but only instruct
beneficiaries to visit the nearest UBL Omni franchise and give this envelope to franchisee. The
beneficiary after getting BDC is not confident about its usage.
BISP Tehsil office staff appreciates the decision of BISP HQ for change in payment mechanism
such as BDCs. They consider Pakistan Post as an inefficient department despite its maximum
outreach and coverage. They feel that beneficiaries with the passage of time will learn the usage
of BDC.
There are only five BISP registered UBL Omni franchises working in Gujranwala city to disburse
BISP cash grant to massive number of beneficiaries. During TPE team’s visit to the nearest UBL
Omni franchise, two beneficiaries were observed there but the concerned franchisee did not
disburse their cash transfer citing paucity of funds. It was also observed that the franchisee has
unlawfully recorded some PIN code numbers along with BDC numbers on one side of the register
maintained for cash grant disbursement.
No mechanism for handling of BDC related complaints like PIN lost/deactivation, card lost etc.
BISP Case Management System (CMS) system was communicated to BISP staff. The CMS does
not cater to payment related complaints. However, BISP staff is recording complaints on a paper
and according to BISP AD, these complaints will be forwarded to BISP Divisional Director
through an email. During TPE team observation timings, no BDC complainant was observed at
the BDC Center.

5. Recommendations:







Proper training of BISP and POs staff to register and process BDC related complaints is
recommended.
BISP staff being the main partners in BDC assignment should take radical steps to restrict the
role of notables coming with beneficiaries as they may exploit the beneficiaries.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should inform the beneficiary about contents of
BDC envelope and guide her on using the BDC as well as the importance of PIN code etc.
There is a need for more BISP registered UBL Omni franchises in Gujranwala city where the
beneficiary can withdraw amount.
There is a need to develop a mechanism for monitoring of franchises to ensure transparency.
BISP CMS should be suitably modified so that it can register and process Payment related
complaints also.
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Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Bushra Bibi wife of Mohammad Sharif is a 65 years old BISP beneficiary, who visited the BDC
Center with a relative (who is also a BISP beneficiary) to collect her BDC. Both ladies travelled in a
Qingchi rickshaw to reach the Center by paying Rs.30 per side per person (Rs.120 for both for the
round trip). She was informed about the change in payment mode by the postman who visited her
house to deliver her last postal payment in June 2012. She also heard about BDC through other
beneficiaries of her Mohalla who had collected their BDCs. This was her first visit to the Center
regarding BDC collection and she reached the Center without any difficulty.
Bushra Bibi has expressed satisfaction on the facilities at the Center; she sat on a chair under the fan
and was provided drinking water when required. The Center was not crowded and there were only
eight ladies in the room when she arrived at 10:00 a.m. She had to wait for about 25 minutes for her
turn and collected her BDC with the assistance of the BISP representative (Assistant).
When TPE team asked her regarding her views about the change in payment mode, she mentioned
that she was very satisfied with the postal method for delivery of cash grant at her door step; however,
she also mentioned that she will gradually learn how to use BDC. She had been a BISP beneficiary
during the parliamentarian phase in 2009 and receiving her money orders without any difficulty. She
did not seem familiar with the alternate method and was a little uncomfortable with the collection
process. She did not know about the contents of BDC envelope and mentioned that she does not know
how she will manage to collect her money through the BDC.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Shakila Bibi wife of Mohammad Sarwar was declared BISP beneficiary with discrepancy in CNIC
after the Poverty Score Card (PSC). According to Shakila Bibi, she had a valid CNIC at the time of
survey; however her CNIC was not required by the survey team and only her husband’s CNIC
number was taken by them. She did not receive any eligibility letter and learnt about her discrepancy
when she visited the BDC Center in May 2012 to collect her BDC after listening to an announcement
made in her village’s mosque.
She visited the BDC Center in May 2012 for the first time along with a relative (who was also a
beneficiary) on Qingchi Rickshaw after covering 6 kms and spent Rs.50 per head on fare. She had
brought her survey slip and CNIC with her and when the BISP Assistant Complaint (AC) checked her
online status, her CNIC discrepancy was identified. She was required to submit a photocopy of her
CNIC in order to get her CNIC discrepancy removed. She obtained a photocopy of her CNIC from a
nearby photocopier shop on the same day and her request for CNIC update was entered in BISP Case
Management System (CMS) by the AC. BISP staff advised her to visit after 15 days so that her CNIC
record can be updated in BISP and NADRA record.
As per advice of BISP staff, she visited the BDC Center again in June 2012 but due to heavy crowd of
beneficiaries, she could not get access to the BDC Center and had to return after waiting for about
three hours in the street.
Today (July 03, 2012) was her third visit to the Center and she had successfully obtained her BDC
after a series of verifications at BISP, NADRA and Bank counters. She has expressed satisfaction on
the facilities at the Center and the staff behaviour. She was relieved that, as compared to her last two
visits, the rush of beneficiaries has subsided to a great extent.
She has never received any BISP instalment before and is very excited about the money she will
receive, however she is completely unaware about using her BDC and mentioned that the bank staff
didn’t explain anything regarding the contents of BDC envelope. All she understood was that she will
have to visit some UBL Omni shop in the bazaar and present the envelope to the shop keeper and he
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will give her the money. She was informed that the rickshaws standing outside the Center will take
her to the prescribed Omni shop. She was waiting for other beneficiaries to collect their BDCs and
then they would go to the Omni franchise together.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-Upper Punjab-09
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Kharra Chungi
1. Introduction and Background of the Center:
Benazir Debit Card (BDC) distribution Center Kharra Chungi is operating under BISP Tehsil
office Kasur and is located at a distance of around five kilometres from BISP Tehsil Office.
NADRA, Bank Alfalah and Ufone are the partner organizations at this Center for BDC
distribution. The rented building has two separate rooms for NADRA and Bank counters. There is
an Ufone counter outside the office building in the waiting area for beneficiaries.
There are about 32,000 BISP beneficiaries in 52 union councils under the jurisdiction of BISP
Tehsil Office Kasur. In order to meet BDC distribution target, three BDC Centers (at Kasur,
Khara Chungi and Khuddian) were established by BISP management under the control and
supervision of BISP Tehsil Office Kasur. BDC Centers Kasur City and Khara Chungi started
functioning from May 2012 while BDC Center Khuddian became operational in July 2012. Till
July 12, 2012, about 5,949 BDCs have been issued by BDC Center Kharra Chungi.
According to BISP Tehsil Office staff, BDC Center Kharra Chungi has been assigned distribution
of 11,000 BDCs and to date about 1,000 beneficiaries remain to collect their BDCs from this
Center. Currently, the average number of beneficiaries visiting this Center to collect BDCs is
around 40-50; however, earlier upto 229 BDCs were being issued in a day.
BISP HQs informed beneficiaries about the change in payment mode through letters but most of
the beneficiaries did not receive or have lost these letters because BISP HQ printed and posted
these letters in January 2012 much ahead of the distribution time. Some other communication
tools were also used by BISP staff including BDC banners that were displayed at some main place
in each UC, field visits by the BISP staff, use of local notables to inform beneficiaries for
collection of their BDCs, announcement in local mosques and through postmen while delivering
BISP money orders to beneficiaries. For collecting their BDCs, beneficiaries were asked to bring
their original CNICs, Payment receipts of the money orders and phone numbers.

2. General Observations (Logistics and Facilities) at BDC Center:
Access to this BDC Center is difficult as it is not conspicuously located but most of the rickshaw
and Qingchi drivers know the location of the Center. There were no BDC banners or standees
displayed at the Center. The rented building of the Center can accommodate about thirty
beneficiaries at a time. Accordingly, a school building located opposite the BDC Center was
voluntarily provided by the school owner for seating the beneficiaries. Fans and drinking water
were provided in the sitting area.
BISP provided one while NADRA provided two security guards at the Center in order to cope
with potential security concerns. BISP has also provided two Assistants (contingency staff) at the
Center to facilitate beneficiaries.
BISP Tehsil Office staff did not receive any formal orientation /training on the distribution of
BDCs and coordination with PO. However, a number of planning and coordination meetings were
held at divisional level which were focused towards administrative arrangements and planning
about how to manage large number of visitors during BDC distribution process.
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3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters:
a. BISP Counter:
There was one BISP counter with two Assistants who were verifying the beneficiary’s
eligibility status and other documents. On 12th July 2012, not many beneficiaries were present
at the Center and at the main entrance of the Center BISP Chawkidar, Naib Qasid and
NADRA security guard were directing the visitors according to their purpose of visit. After
entering the Center, the beneficiary is arrived at BISP counter and is entertained by BISP
Assistants who verify their documents (CNIC, survey acknowledgement slip, payment
receipts and BISP letters etc.) and check their online survey status. After necessary
verification, eligible beneficiary is referred to NADRA counter for further processing.
b. NADRA Counters:
In a small room, there are six NADRA counters with five computers with seating arrangement
for five beneficiaries at a time. No UPS was available for the computers and they were
instantly shut down during electricity load shedding. NADRA generator provided electricity
back up for one hour during TPE team observation.
At NADRA counters, there are five Data Entry Operators (DEOs) and one Site In-charge who
perform biometric verification of beneficiaries. NADRA staff has an initial contract of three
months from May to July 2012 which has been extended as the BDC assignment is still in
progress.
When beneficiary reaches NADRA counter, the staff accesses her information by entering her
CNIC number in the system. Beneficiary’s thumb impression is verified through biometric
system. After successful bio-metric verification, NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone
number (if the beneficiary has one), print a token slip and refer her to the Bank counter for
collecting her BDC.
If the beneficiary details are not verified due to unmatched thumb impression, invalid CNIC
or CNIC without picture, NADRA staff provides her an empty token slip and refer her to
nearest NADRA office for correction and updating her CNIC. Such beneficiaries can get their
updated/ new CNIC on priority basis from the NADRA office without any charge.
c. Bank Counters:
There are three bank counters with three laptop computers in another small room having
sitting arrangement for five beneficiaries at a time. There are two Card Distribution Officers
(CDOs) and a TCO (Tehsil Coordination Officer) appointed at the Center for handling,
processing and issuing of BDCs. All bank staff was deputed on an initial contract of three
month from May to July 2012 and which has now been extended as the BDC assignment is
still in process.
When a beneficiary reaches the bank counter, the bank staff checks her original CNIC and
NADRA token slip. The NADRA’s unique token number is entered in bank’s online system
in order to fetch the beneficiary’s details. It is important to note that NADRA and Bank
system are interlinked and the beneficiary record goes into the Bank’s database after
successful verification of the beneficiary at NADRA counter. NADRA’s token number is
used as a ‘unique identifier’ of a particular beneficiary.
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Before issuing a BDC, bank staff enters the following information of the beneficiary into their
record:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Date of Birth.
Birth Place.
Beneficiary’s Mother’s Maiden Name.
CNIC Number.
CNIC’s Expiry Date.
Beneficiary’s Contact Phone Number (if she doesn’t have one already, the newly
issued Ufone SIM Card number is entered).

After entering this information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures) on the
back of NADRA’s token slip, registers BDC in beneficiary’s name and hand over BDC
envelope to her. They instruct the beneficiary to use Bank Alfalah’s ATM in Kasur city after
two days for withdrawal of their cash grant.
d. Mobile Phone Counter:
Though establishment of Mobile Phone Counter is not a part of BISP prescribed BDC
distribution process, but Bank Alfalah has arranged for issuing Ufone SIM cards at BDC
Center. The purpose of providing Ufone SIM cards is to keep BISP and bank in contact with
beneficiaries and keep them updated.
There is a Ufone counter with two Ufone representatives (hired from local Ufone franchise)
working in a partitioned area of beneficiaries’ waiting area. After the issuance of BDC, bank
staff refers the beneficiary to Ufone counter for SIM card registration and activation. SIM
card registration takes around seven to ten minutes and (during the earlier months when the
daily number of beneficiaries was very high) this was reported to be a major bottleneck.

4. Lessons Learnt:
The BDC distribution process started at 09:00 AM and the beneficiaries started coming soon
after. The number of beneficiaries has decreased and about 40-50 beneficiaries visit for collecting
their BDCs. The TPE team observed 14 beneficiaries at BISP counter, 8 at NADRA counters and
8 at bank counters.
Ufone counter was established outside the Center in the waiting area and some beneficiaries were
going without getting their SIM card. The beneficiaries were confused and frustrated as they
didn’t know where the counter is to get a free of cost Ufone SIM.
Behaviour of the staff at the three counters was satisfactory.
BISP staff of Tehsil office Kasur favoured the decision of BISP HQ for change in payment
mechanism. The Assistant Director (AD) mentioned that although the beneficiaries at the moment
are reluctant and not feeling happy with using BDCs but gradually (probably from next BISP
instalment) they will be confortable in using their BDC.
The bank staff does not explain what is in the BDC envelope or how to use the BDC but only
instruct them to visit Bank Alfalah after two days and give the envelope to bank manager who
will help them getting their cash grant.
BDCs can be used at BISP registered Ufone franchises for withdrawal of cash grant through
Point-of-Sale (POS) machine. BISP staff referred the beneficiaries to Ufone franchise to get their
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cash grant. There are only two BISP registered Ufone franchises that are currently working, one
in Kasur city while the other is in Khuddian.
No mechanism was communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related complaints like PIN
lost/deactivation, card lost etc. BISP Case Management System (CMS) does not cater for payment
related complaints. BISP staff does not know how to record, handle and process BDC related
complaints. BISP staff simply refers the BDC complainant to bank counter who record and
resolve the complaints. During TPE team observation timings no BDC complainant visited the
Center.

5. Recommendations:









In line with the standard procedure, Bank staff should inform a beneficiary about the contents
of the BDC envelope and guide her properly on using her BDC as well as the importance of
PIN code etc.
One Assistant may provide proper guidance to beneficiaries about withdrawal of cash grant
through BDC, in local language.
The AD is not fully aware of the exact number of BDCs issued by each of the three Centers in
Kasur city under his supervision. Similarly he was not aware about the number of remaining
beneficiaries who have to collect their BDCs. He should therefore communicate with bank,
NADRA and BISP Management in order to have a complete picture of the situation. For this,
a formal weekly meeting with the POs officials is recommended.
NADRA may provide Mobile Registration Van(s) (MRVs) at BDC site for the comfort and
ease of beneficiaries.
The number of BISP registered Ufone franchises where the beneficiaries can withdraw their
amount with some ease and comfort. There is a strong need to develop a mechanism for
monitoring of these franchises for smooth and transparent working.
Being the front end service providers, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about the benefits of alternative payment mechanism and remove
their apprehensions.
BISP CMS should be suitably modified so that it can register and process Payment related
complaints also.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Nazia Bibi is 36 years old living in Mohallah Haji Gaggan, which is about five kilometres from BISP
Tehsil Office Kasur City. She was declared an eligible beneficiary after Poverty Score Card (PSC)
survey in 2010. She was informed regarding change in payment mode by a local notable who also
advised her to visit the BDC Center and carry her original CNIC, post office payment receipts and
contact phone number.
On 12th July 2012, she was visiting the BDC Center for the third time in last two months. She was
accompanied by her eldest sister and her small baby. They reached the Center on rickshaw after
covering a distance of about 7 kms and spent Rs.100 (Rs.200 for both for a round trip) on fare.
Earlier, in early June 2012, in response to the invitation to collect her BDC she visited the BDC
Center along with her eldest sister; however she saw a large number of beneficiaries gathered outside
the BDC Center. She waited for her turn for two hours but returned home without a BDC as she
couldn’t bear that her little child suffers in the suffocating environment. Similarly, she visited again
after two weeks but due to the presence of a large number of beneficiaries she again returned unsuccessful.
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Some two weeks ago, she learnt from her neighbouring beneficiaries that now the crowd has lessened
and it is now easier to collect a BDC. Due to some ailment she could not visit the office promptly and
therefore came to the Center today.
This time although she had to wait for her turn in the porch but she was completely satisfied with the
process and treatment by the staff of BDC Center. She did not know the contents of the BDC
envelope given to her at the bank counter. She was asked by the bank staff to visit Bank Alfalah
branch after two days and give this envelope to the bank manager who will explain how to withdraw
money from the ATM by using her BDC.
After receiving her BDC, Nazia is not very happy because she considers using her BDC is a very
difficult task. She considers Pakistan Post to be a better delivery mechanism. In this context, she
mentioned that although the postman has been deducting Rs.100 from almost every BISP installment,
but she was happy to receive cash grant at her door step without spending time and money to go to the
bank.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Nasreen Akhtar is 48 years old living with her family in Mohalla Hussain Khan Wala about fifteen
kilometres away from BDC Center. She was declared an eligible beneficiary after PSC survey and has
so far received Rs. 16,000 in eight different instalments through Pakistan Post. She neither received
BISP letter nor was she informed by anyone regarding the change in her payment mode. She received
her last BISP instalment in April 2012.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-01
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Hangu
1. Introduction and Background of the Center
BDC Center Hangu is located within the premises of BISP Tehsil Office Hangu. BISP
management decided to start BDC distribution from this Center on 3rd July 2012 and due to good
planning it actually started its functions on that day. NADRA and Tameer Bank Limited are the
partner organizations for the issuance of BDCs.
BDC Center Hangu is the only distribution Center in the whole district. The overall number of
beneficiaries in this district is about 13,000 and till 16th August 2012 it has distributed almost
5,500 BDCs with an average of about 200 cards per day.
Different means such as BISP letter, public announcements, local notables and postmen have
been adopted to communicate to the beneficiaries regarding change in payment mode.
Interpersonal interaction and exchange of information played an important role in contacting
BISP beneficiaries and to advise them to visit BDC Distribution Center for obtaining their BDCs.

2. General Observations (Logistics and Facilities) of the BDC Center
BDS Center Hangu is located on main Hangu Road near the Police Lines. The building of BDC
Center Hangu is easily accessible and conspicuous. Banners and posters make it easier for the
beneficiaries to locate the BDC Center.
About 700 to 800 beneficiaries were present at the Center. They were managed in lines. A BISP
employee was checking the documents brought by the beneficiary (CNIC, survey slip, BISP letter
regarding change of payment mode) before allowing her to enter the Center. Beneficiaries were
first visiting BISP counter, if they were eligible then they were directed to NADRA counters by
allotting them a BISP token for NADRA reference. Beneficiaries visiting for some other purpose
such as complaint redressal were being directed to Assistant Complaints for lodging their
complaints.
Police was posted outside and inside the Center’s building. BISP management and local police
have good coordination. Whenever required due to increase in number of beneficiaries, the
number of police personnel deployed at the BDC Center is also increased.
BDC Center Hangu has sufficient space to accommodate a large number of visitors but sometime
the beneficiaries come as a large crowd which gets accommodated somehow in the Center but
seating arrangements are not enough for them. There are separate rooms for specific counters.
Beneficiaries were present in different rooms, a common hall, veranda and the courtyard. The
waiting rooms were provided with chairs. The rooms of NADRA and bank were provided with
chairs for the beneficiaries who also formed a queue near the desks.
The total staff of BDC Center Hangu comprises of 22 individuals included 12 BISP
representatives, 7 NADRA representatives and 3 Bank representatives. The staff resumes their
duties on time.
No air coolers were installed and fans were not available in the waiting spaces. Almost all the
space available for waiting was covered. Wash rooms were available only for the staff though the
beneficiaries were also allowed to use these.
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Electricity is a rare entity in this area. BDC Center Hangu is facing severe power outages ranging
upto 18 hours. The BDC Center Hangu uses generator as an alternate to WAPDA power supply.
No UPS was available as a backup.

3. Arrangement and Processes at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
The role of BISP is very important and it is handling all kinds of beneficiaries. There are two
BISP Counters. One is for checking the documents of incoming beneficiaries. Document
submitted to this counter by the beneficiary were subjected to scrutiny and if her documents
are Ok then guiding her to the NADRA counter or in case of any problem guiding her to the
other BISP counter set up to address her complaints.
BISP has 12 personnel at this BDC Center. To address the problems due to heavy turnover of
beneficiaries, BISP brought additional staff from its office at Kurram Agency to this BDC
Center. These persons are working here since the time this BDC Center started its operations.
b. NADRA Counter
There were three NADRA counters in BDC Center Hangu. Each counter had beneficiaries
queued up in lines inside a room. About ten beneficiaries were present in the room for
NADRA counters.
The beneficiaries were showing their CNIC and the NADRA representative was checking
their status from NADRA database by entering their CNIC. Beneficiaries with discrepancy in
their CNIC were directed to the nearest NADRA office to obtain an updated CNIC. The
eligible beneficiaries were asked to put their thumbs on the biometric machine for finger print
verification purpose. The eligible beneficiaries were issued a reference slip with a unique ID.
They were then sent to the Bank counter for the next step.
c. Bank Counter
Tameer Bank Ltd has three counters in a separate large room. The room was properly
furnished and about 25 women were present.
At the bank counter, beneficiaries showed the reference slip with unique ID which was given
to them at NADRA counter along with their original CNIC. The bank representatives enter
the unique ID in the bank database to create a virtual account of the beneficiary. The bank
representatives provide an envelope to the beneficiary. The envelope includes BDC brochure,
BDC and PIN code of the BDC. The bank representative guides the beneficiary about how to
use the BDC. The bank representatives also highlighted the importance for keeping the PIN
code securely.

4. Lessons Learnt
BDC Center Hangu was functioning as planned. Around 200 Cards are being distributed per day
and the total cards distributed from 3rd July 2012 to 16th August 2012 were about 5,500. All the
staff is well trained and has command over their responsibilities. They were very cooperative and
respectful.
It has been observed that quite a large number of beneficiaries were present in the BDC Center
and some of them were outside the building but there was complete discipline. There was no
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disturbance in the waiting room. Harmony was maintained at the counters and no one was
bypassing the other.
Only a single beneficiary was noticed complaining about BDC on the day our team visited the
Center for observation. The complaint was that the payment was not generated on the card as her
BDC was of “58” series and there was a problem with all BDCs of “58” series that have been
issued. The reason was, however, not clarified by BISP or bank staff.
Currently BISP staff does not have any role in addressing BDC complaints. They do not even
record these in a register but simply direct the complainants to the bank counter for redressal of
their BDC complaint. The bank counter too simply records the complaint but these could
presently be addressed by the Bank Head Quarter only.

5. Recommendations








NADRA should speedily update the data which is cleared by BISP as most newly updated
cases by BISP appear on NADRA database after delay of a few days.
At NADRA offices, orders for free service and for treating BISP beneficiaries on a priority
basis for updation/new CNIC, should be displayed prominently.
Banks should have toll free hotlines for BISP beneficiaries as a poor beneficiary cannot bear
the charges of long distance call in case she has to contact the banks.
ID for redressing some types of BDC complaints may be allotted to bank representatives who
can then resolve the issue on-the-spot and do not have to wait for action by their bank’s HQ.
Female staff may be hired at the BDC Centers for issue of BDC to the beneficiaries.
Signs should be displayed prominently to show directions to washroom and/ or drinking water
facility.
Role of BISP staff for addressing BDC Complaints may be defined. BISP staff should at least
record the basic information about the complaint (e.g. date, complainants’ name, CNIC,
Phone number and nature of complaint) so that they can pursue the redressal of complaint,
know whether the complaint has been addressed or not, and inform the beneficiary about the
result.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1
Naseeb Jan wife of Mehboob Khan is a 42 year old woman. She is living in Al Zahir Town, District
Hangu. She is a BISP beneficiary and did not have discrepancy in her CNIC. She received her BDC
from Hangu BDC Center on her third attempt as during her two previous visits she could not receive
her BDC due to (i) very large crowd of beneficiaries; and (ii) she was told that the Bank counter was
not functional on those days.
She lives in Al-Zahir Town which is about 6 kms from BDC Distribution Center Hangu. Though she
did not receive any BISP letter to visit BDC Center but through the public campaign she became
aware that BISP Tehsil Office Hangu was issuing BDCs. She came to BDC Center Hangu in a Suzuki
van which costs her Rs.60 per person per visit. She cannot come alone due to cultural restrains
therefore her son and a neighbouring woman accompanied her. She easily found BDC Center Hangu
because it was her third visit.
At the BDC Center she waited in the courtyard where other beneficiaries were seated to obtain their
BDC. There was a large crowd and the waiting area and the seating arrangements were not enough to
cater to all beneficiaries who were waiting, therefore, she sit on floor. The courtyard where she waited
was not shaded nor had any fan or air cooler. She could not find drinking water in the Center nor did
the Center have a separate washroom for beneficiaries.
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Naseeb Jan found BISP staff very cooperative and after issuance of the token at BISP counter she was
guided to NADRA counter where she showed the BISP token and was allowed to enter that room,
after waiting for her turn. As she did not have CNIC discrepancy or biometric issue therefore she got
the NADRA token and was guided towards bank counter for receiving her BDC. The staff was
cooperative and she was satisfied.
She showed her original CNIC and NADRA printed token with a unique ID at the bank counter,
where the representative recorded her details and handed over the envelope which included BDC
brochure, BDC and PIN. Though bank staff was cooperative but she was not briefed regarding how to
use the BDC and/or importance of BDC PIN code.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2
Naseera Jana wife of Abdur Raheed, 38, is resident of Naka Mela, Umerzai, Kotki area of Hangu.
After the PSC survey, she became a BISP beneficiary and regularly received her cash transfers
through money orders.
When BDC was launched at Hangu she did not receive any letter from BISP to visit BDC Center for
collection of her BDC. She came to know from neighbouring BISP beneficiaries that she needs to
visit BDC Distribution Center Hangu for receiving her BDC. As there is no public transport
available, therefore, she came in an old rented car to the Center which cost her Rs 500 per round trip.
She was accompanied by her son as due to cultural problems she could not travel alone.
She found the Center easily as this was her eighth visit for collecting her BDC and she was happy that
finally she has received her BDC. In the earlier visits she could not get her BDC due to a large crowd
on some visits, power shut down on others, identification of biometric issue for which she got a new
CNIC from NADRA, etc.
Naseera Jana waited in the courtyard of the BDC Center Hangu. She was complaining about the nonavailability of wash room, drinking water, air coolers or fans. She remained seated on floor as there
was no vacant chair available to her and so she was angry about this situation.
In the previous visit, she presented her CNIC at NADRA counter. The NADRA staff checked her
status and issued a reference slip with a unique ID and guided her to the bank counter. Due to power
break down, the bank staff could not entertain her that day.
On her current visit, she was directed to the bank counter by the supporting staff at BISP counter. She
presented the reference slip issued to her on her previous (yesterday’s) visit. The bank staff entered
the unique ID in bank database which opened a virtual account of the beneficiary. They did not make
her sign in a register but hand over an envelope to the beneficiary which included BDC jacket, BDC
brochure, BDC and PIN. They did not explain how to use this card but informed her about the outlets
where this card could be used. No guidance was provided regarding security of the PIN code. She was
satisfied with the behaviour of the staff at all counters especially the BISP counter. She stated that
BISP staff is always very cooperative and understanding.
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P-Q2-KPK-BDC-Center-02
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Shahi Bagh Site 3 Peshawar
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Distribution Center Shahi Bagh Site 3 Peshawar is functioning at a public football ground in
Peshawar City. Watan cards are also being issued at the same premises. NADRA and Bank
Alfalah are partner organizations for BDC distribution. In addition, Bank Alfalah has further
partnered with Ufone, as the bank is issuing Ufone SIMs with their BDCs but Ufone does not
have a separate counter at the BDC Center.
The BDC distribution process was planned to start on 9th March 2012 but due to delay by the bank
in taking approval from their headquarter for making necessary arrangements, the process started
on 19th March 2012.
There are 81,432 BISP beneficiaries that are planned to be covered by the BDC Centers of
Peshawar and the beneficiary may go to any Center that she finds convenient. NADRA has a filter
at district level in their system (as they had taken such data from BISP), and were dealing with all
beneficiaries whose PSC survey was done in Peshawar District. Till 2nd September 2012, BDCs
have been issued to 24,691 beneficiaries by this BDC Distribution Center. BISP staff considers
that these are 86% of what should have been covered by this Center and the remaining
beneficiaries are those who earlier had some grievance or problem with their CNICs and are now
coming back at the Center to obtain their BDC, after getting their grievances removed through
CMS or after their problem has been addressed by NADRA.
The daily turnover has now been greatly reduced. Presently it was around 80 per day, though, as
told by staff, earlier about 700-1,000 came each day. Initially, the daily target was fixed at 80
BDCs for the bank counter while at NADRA counters between 300 to 400 visitors attended daily.
Now there is no set target and the Center caters to all beneficiaries who visit to collect their
BDCs.
The beneficiaries were informed through local notables and BISP local contacts about the change
in payment mode, as most of the beneficiaries did not receive the letters sent by BISP
Headquarter. The beneficiaries were asked to bring their CNIC and their phone numbers for
collecting their BDC.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
The access to BDC Center is not difficult as it is located in a conspicuous well-known place.
Beneficiary could easily reach the Center on foot or by using Suzuki, rickshaw and Chingchi and
their drivers know the location of BDC Center. Though banners were displayed but no standees
were seen inside or outside the Center.
As it is a football ground, there is ample space to accommodate a large number of visitors,
although it does not have seating arrangement for beneficiaries except a few chairs in the hall
where NADRA, Bank and BISP counters have been set up. The football ground is not shaded and
does not have tents for the beneficiaries. In the initial days they had arrangements of chairs as
well as tents but latter when the number of beneficiaries started to decrease they could not sustain
the cost therefore these were removed. As now few beneficiaries are left, therefore beneficiaries
can come and get their work done quickly. The Center has no drinking water or washroom
facilities for the beneficiaries.
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During the early weeks of this BDC Center, police was used for manning the gates and managing
the crowd. As now the beneficiaries are few in number, therefore no security personnel were
available to manage them.
BISP Tehsil Office staff did not receive any formal orientation/training regarding the distribution
of BDCs and coordination with Partner Organizations. However, planning and coordination
meetings were held at divisional level which was focused towards administrative arrangements
and planning for management of BDC distribution process. BISP staff learnt about technical
details through interaction with the PO representatives and through observation of the distribution
operations.

3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
The BDC Center did not have an active counter of BISP, as BISP staff was present there only
for supervision. BISP counter did not have internet or computer and was not dealing directly
with the beneficiaries. The beneficiaries were being dealt by NADRA first, and were then
guided to BISP counter for complaint registration (manually) or to NADRA Office for CNIC
updates. In case everything was alright, then the staff at NADRA counter guided the
beneficiaries to the bank counter for issuance of BDC.
BISP Assistant Director and Assistant Complaints deal with beneficiaries who want to lodge
a complaint or were found ineligible according to NADRA database. BISP has no computer
or internet facilities at the Center for checking the beneficiaries’ updated status or resolution
of their problems.
b. NADRA Counters
NADRA has set up four counters in two rooms near the main gate of the stadium (football
ground) who were dealing with beneficiaries and were guiding them accordingly. One of
these is a special counter for dealing with pregnant, aged beneficiaries and beneficiaries with
young children. Instead of asking them to stand in the queue at the normal counter, such
beneficiaries are attended at the special counter and sent directly to the hall for obtaining their
BDCs. This is a very positive step.
There are 8 NADRA counters with seven computers installed (four computers on two
counters in a room near the gate, and 3 computer on counters in the hall). NADRA has a
backup power generator for alternative electric power which also provides backup to the
bank’s computers. No UPS was available and the computer systems were abruptly shut down
on power failure. During observation, there was electricity load shedding of four hours.
At NADRA counters, there are 13 data entry operators, 3 ADs, and 1 Supervisor to handle
CNIC verification for BDC distribution. NADRA staff has their contracts till end of issuance
of BDCs at this Center. NADRA staff number was very high compared to the number of
current beneficiaries so a right sizing may be done by NADRA to cut expenses
NADRA staff confirms BISP beneficiary from their database by entering her CNIC number that
produces her details and then verify her fingerprints. After successful bio-metric verification
NADRA staff prints a token and refer her to the Bank counter for BDC collection.

Regarding thumb impression two types of messages are displayed. In one situation when the
DEO enters the CNIC an automated message comes which indicates that the beneficiary
should immediately consult NADRA as there is a problem and her data does not appear on
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the computer. The second message comes in cases of beneficiaries whose finger prints do not
match and they are directed to consult NADRA for biometric issues. In the first scenario
NADRA cannot issue the slip while in the second scenario a slip “empty” is handed over to
beneficiary for further pursuance and for getting a new CNIC made. If beneficiary’s CNIC
has some problem, then NADRA refer her to the nearest NADRA office for correction of
CNIC. The major reasons for CNIC modification include expired CNIC, CNIC without
photograph, and thumb impression not clear or mismatch of finger prints. A printed token is
given to her that entitles her to a free new CNIC as well as priority service at NADRA office.
Cases which are resolved through BISP CMS were being updated in NADRA system after
some time lag which created some confusion and the beneficiary had to revisit a few days
after such correction.
Cases with biometric problems were mostly resolved but some cases were observed which
still had biometric issues even after re-issue of new CNIC. A NADRA representative
explained that after the new thumb impression, the system shall take the beneficiary’s new
biometric data once the old thumb impression is discarded by NADRA HQ and until that is
not discarded the problem persists despite the fact that many times she updates her thumb
impression.
c. Bank Counters
Bank Alfalah has two counters (one representative sitting on each) which were dealing with
beneficiaries coming either for issuance of BDCs or for BDC related complaints. There is one
CDO (Card Distribution Officer) and a DCO (District Coordination Officer), who both issue
BDCs while the DCO also deals with BDC complaints. All staff is deputed on an initial
contract of 3 months from end February to May 2012 which has been extended as the BDC
assignment is still in process.
Bank staff receives the CNIC and the token number issued by NADRA staff from the
beneficiary. They enter the serial number/ code in the online record which serves as a key for
data sharing between NADRA and bank. Bank staff also enters the following information
about the beneficiary in their record before issuing a BDC to her:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Date of birth of the beneficiary.
Birth place of the beneficiary.
Mother’s name of the beneficiary
CNIC number of the beneficiary.
Expiry date of the beneficiary’s CNIC.
Cell phone number of the beneficiary.

The bank staff then obtains her thumb impression (or signatures) on the back of the printed
token, registers BDC to the beneficiary’s name, tag Ufone SIM with her account and
handover BDC envelope and Ufone SIM. They instruct the beneficiary to get the Ufone SIM
registered in her name from the Ufone franchise anywhere, and, to visit the nearest Bank
Alfalah branch for payment withdrawal after two days.

4. Lessons Learnt
The rush of beneficiaries has now decreased. Each day out of about 80 overall beneficiaries, about
30-50 visitors come for collecting their BDCs, while the remaining come to get the discrepancies
corrected. The Center remains open on Saturday but the number of visitors on Saturday and
Friday is much lower. Behaviour of the staff at the three counters is satisfactory.
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There were 13 data entry operators, 3 AD and 1 supervisor at NADRA counter but they had only
7 computers. The bank staff comprised a total of 2 members; 1 Card Distribution Officers (CDO)
and a District Coordination Officer (DCO) and they had two computers. Presently, as the number
of beneficiaries is very low so there is no problem, though NADRA staff is much higher than
required.
NADRA staff complains about the delay in updating of database provided to them at this Center
with main record at NADRA HQ. In some cases although the beneficiary gets her new CNIC after
required modifications but such information/modification did not appear in their record and this is
a major problem that they have to face and in such cases they advise the beneficiary to wait and
come back after a week.
The beneficiaries did not know about how to withdraw money through BDCs - most of them have
never even gone to a bank. The bank staff did not explain what is in the envelope or how to use
the card but only instruct them to visit the nearest Bank Alfalah Branch to collect the payment.
No instructions appear to have been communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related
complaints like PIN lost/deactivation, card lost/captured at ATM etc. The CMS system do not
cater for payment related complaints and so currently BISP staff is completely isolated from BDC
related complaints; no record of complaints is maintained by them and such complaints are simply
referred to the Bank counter. Even the bank has no formal record of such cases though they were
dealing the complaints. BISP staff was simply asking beneficiaries with BDC complaints to meet
the staff at bank counter for redressal of their complaints.

5. Recommendations






NADRA’s verification takes about a minute per beneficiary and BDC issuance at bank
counter takes around two minutes. NADRA counters may be reduced in view of the decrease
in number of beneficiaries who come to collect their BDCs.
Reminders may be sent to the beneficiaries who have not collected their BDCs till now, so
that the present staff could be appropriately utilized.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should inform the beneficiary about the
contents of the envelope and guide her about using the BDC as well as the importance of PIN
code.
Being the front end service providers, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about the benefits of alternative payment mechanism.
The bank representative may be provided a complaint ID from bank HQ through which
complaints could be initiated at once, without waiting for HQ response.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1
Ishrata w/o Suleman was visiting BDC Center for the first time to collect her BDC. She is 28 and
lives in Suleman Khel which is an area bordering Khyber Agency (though her CNIC address was
Storikhel, Sheen Kamar, Bara Kajuri, which is in Khyber Agency) which is about 15 kms from the
BDC Center. She came via Rickshaw and reached here in two hours. The return fare of rickshaw was
Rs 300.
She was guided towards the first desk where a BISP official checked her documents she had brought
with her (CNIC, survey slip and the PMT score information) and referred her to the NADRA counter.
At the NADRA counter, after checking her CNIC and biometrics she was issued a NADRA token slip
and was referred to the bank counter for issuance of BDC.
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This was her first visit and she was completely satisfied with the process and treatment by staff. She
said that it was much peaceful and she did not have to wait long though she was complaining of
facilities at the Center as even drinking water and a washroom was not available.
After getting her BDC and instructions from Bank Alfalah staff, she was still not confident that she
will be able to use her card. All she has learned is to visit the nearest bank branch after two days.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2
Muhammadia w/o Nurul Amin is 30 and lives in Hayatabad Peshawar about 10 kms from this BDC
Center. She came via bus which cost her Rs 50 per side, which took her 1½ hour to reach the Center.
Earlier in March 2012 in response to the invitation to collect her BDC, she visited BDC Center for
collecting her BDC. She had to return back as there was a large crowd of beneficiaries who had come
to collect their cards. Though BISP staff and security staff tried to bring some order but they failed as
the beneficiaries became unmanageable. She therefore went back without collecting her BDC.
On her next visit to the BDC Center there was no electricity therefore she went back and then in May
2012 she had some biometric issue and after repeated visits to NADRA her new CNIC was issued.
She learnt from some neighbour that the rush has subsided and it has become easier to collect BDCs
from the BDC Center. She therefore came today and brought her CNIC as well as survey slip to
collect her BDC.
She was completely satisfied with the treatment by staff of this BDC Center. She said that this time it
was much peaceful and she got her card without waiting. She did not know the contents of the
envelope given at the bank counter and she was simply asked to visit the nearest bank branch after
two days for payment/ withdrawal.
She did not know about usage of BDC as this was not explained to her at the bank counter.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-03
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Dera Ismail Khan
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background
BDC Center D.I.Khan has been established in the upper portion of BISP Divisional Office
D.I.Khan. BISP management decided to start operating this Center from 3rd April 2012 and it
started its functions on 4th April 2012. The reason for one day’s delay was conducting of rehearsal
by the staff. NADRA and Habib Bank Limited are partner organizations for the BDCs being
issued at this Center.
BDC Center DIK is one of the two active BDC distribution Centers in this district. Another three
BDC Center of this district have accomplished their tasks and have been closed.
Till 30th August 2012 BDC Center DIK has distributed 16,315 BDCs with an average of about
300 (target was 400-600) cards per day. With the passage of time, the number of visiting
beneficiaries for collecting their BDCs has decreased.
We were informed that most beneficiaries were not informed through letters, however, BISP used
various means of communication like information dissemination through local notables, public
announcements in mosques, radio and newspapers etc. An opening ceremony was organized by
BISP in which a large number of community elders and volunteers participated.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
BDC Center DIK is located near circular road DIK. The Center is easily accessible in terms of
location but not conspicuous because there were no banners and posters helping the beneficiaries
to locate the Center.
About 30 beneficiaries were present at the Center on the day of observation. They were managed
in lines to different counters. There was no BISP official to check the documents before allowing
a beneficiary to enter the BDC Center. Two Police men were present at the entrance of the
Center’s building. BISP management and local police have good coordination.
BDC Center D.I.Khan did not have sufficient space to accommodate a large number of visitors.
NADRA and Bank have separate rooms for their counters. Beneficiaries were present in the upper
storey, as well as, in a shaded courtyard which could easily accommodate 80 beneficiaries. The
waiting rooms were furnished with chairs. The rooms of different counters were also provided
with chairs for beneficiaries.
No air coolers or fans were installed in the waiting area. Almost all the space available for waiting
was covered. Wash room was available for the beneficiaries, and, a tub was placed for providing
drinking water to the beneficiaries.
The total staff of BDC Center DIK comprises of 9 individuals including 3 BISP representatives, 4
NADRA representatives and 2 bank representatives. The staff resumed their duties on time.
Electricity shortage is a major problem. BDC Center D.I.Khan is facing severe power shortages.
Electricity was not available for approximately two hours during our observation. No UPS was
available, and generators of NADRA and BISP are used as an alternate source of power supply.
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3. Arrangement and Processes at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
Beneficiaries first visited the BISP counter, however, it was observed that some beneficiaries
visited NADRA counter before checking their status with BISP. The BISP counters staff was
checking the status of beneficiaries and giving directions accordingly. It was observed at the
BISP counters that more than 80% of the beneficiaries entertained were ineligible. These
were mostly beneficiaries who were rejected by NADRA counters before their visit at BISP
counter on the same day. Attitude of the BISP staff at BISP counters was good.
b. NADRA Counters
NADRA has 4 counters and usually five women were present in the room. NADRA counters
were visited by beneficiaries who were refereed by BISP counters, however, some
beneficiaries were directly visiting NADRA counters. The status of a beneficiary was checked
first and then, if found eligible, verified through bio-metric device installed at the counter.
After bio-metric verification, those who had thumb impression issue were referred to
NADRA office for new CNIC with an “empty token” as a receipt while those whose thumb
impression matched, were referred to the bank counter with NADRA token, bearing
beneficiary CNIC number, name, husband’s name, date, time, and NADRA unique ID
number. The attitude of NADRA counters staff was good. Those without CNIC discrepancy,
were guided to bank counter.
c. Bank Counters
Habib Bank Ltd had three counters in a separate room. Beneficiaries were entering the room
one by one as only one bank counter was operational.
Beneficiaries cleared by NADRA counters with reference slip bearing important information
went to the bank counters. The bank counters staff asked the beneficiaries to affix thumb
impression in a register and were provided with an envelope consisting of BDC, BDC jacket,
brochure and PIN code.
During TPE observation, none of the beneficiaries opened the BDC envelope to check what is
inside it. The bank staff at the counter did not brief the beneficiaries about BDC usage, its
safety and about the outlets from where payment could be obtained.

4. Lessons Learnt
BDC Center D.I.Khan was not conspicuous as there were no banners, posters or standees.
The security situation was such that one can easily enter the Center’s premises. There were no
women security guards and women entering the Center were not asked to show BISP documents
that they had brought.
Beneficiaries were free to visit either BISP counter or NADRA counter. This disregard to
protocol allowed the ineligible beneficiaries to un-necessarily waste the time of staff working at
NADRA counters.
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There were no facilities for the beneficiaries like drinking water and fans. A number of
beneficiaries came for redressal of BDC complaints such as PIN lost or BDC lost etc. which the
bank staff was noting in a register.
Bank staff was not following the prescribed procedure as they were not briefing the beneficiaries
as to how payment can be withdrawn using BDC and from where. The beneficiaries were not
informed about the safety of PIN code and BDC usage.

5. Recommendations






BDC Center staff should follow the set procedure and guidelines as prescribed by BISP. The
beneficiaries should be provided with clean drinking water, air coolers or fans and the area
should be secured by employing security guards.
Beneficiaries must not be allowed to enter the Center without having proof of being a BISP
beneficiary and should not be free to visit any counter by avoiding the established procedure.
The bank staff should stick to the protocol and brief the beneficiaries about the usage and
safety of BDC as well as inform about outlets where payments could be withdrawn by using
their BDCs.
It would be useful to have a demo ATM machine at the Center. Beneficiaries receiving BDC
should be informed about using their BDC and its PIN code, as it is difficult for them to
understand it through a brochure.
It is recommended that BISP should make available mobile phone (toll free) access of the
beneficiaries to easily check her eligibility status, appeal status and follow her complaint. By
providing CNIC number the BISP database should provide a text response including name of
beneficiary, CNIC number, eligibility status and in case of discrepancy, guidance about how
to get it corrected. Using such a system will reduce financial burden on the poor beneficiaries.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1
Mairaj Bibi wife of Ghulam Qadir is a 36 years old woman, resident of Taikwara Charnala PO
Tikwara Tehsil Kulachi, District D.I.Khan.
She was declared as an eligible beneficiary after the PSC Survey. She did not receive any letter from
BISP advising her that mode of payment has been changed and that she should come to the Center
and receive her BDC. She came to know about BDC through public announcements in her village.
She visited BDC Center D.I.Khan accompanied by her husband Ghulam Qadir. She travelled in a
Chingchi which cost her Rs.400 and took about an hour to reach the BDC Center. She cannot travel
alone due to cultural problems. She easily reached BDC Center DIK because she had visited the
Center before. She did not receive her BDC during her earlier visit due to electric failure at BDC
Center DIK
According to beneficiary, she waited in a shaded compound having sufficient seating arrangement but
there was no fan or air cooler in the waiting area. Drinking water was available but she could not find
wash room facility.
The beneficiary did not visit BISP counter rather she visited NADRA counter first. At the NADRA
counter, she was found eligible and after checking her thumb impression in the bio-metric device she
was given a reference slip and was referred to bank counter. She was satisfied with the attitude of
NADRA staff.
She then visited bank counter where the NADRA reference slip was checked and then she was asked
to affix her thumb impression in a register. She was given a packet which she did not open. She was
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sure it contained her BDC. The bank counter representative did not guide her about the usage and
safety of BDC/PIN Code or informed her about outlets from where she can withdraw payments
through BDC. She was satisfied with the behaviour of the bank staff.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2
Memona Bibi wife of Mohammad Ameer is a 42 years old woman resident of Kot Esa Khan PO
Draban Kalan, Tehsil Draban of District D.I.Khan.
She was declared as eligible beneficiary in the Poverty Score Card phase of the programme. She
received a letter from BISP asking her to visit BDC Center DIK to collect her BDC. She did not
remember the date on which BISP recommended her to visit the BDC Center DIK.
She visited BDC Center D.I.Khan accompanied by her husband, as she cannot travel alone due to
cultural restraints. She reached BDC Center DIK in 1¼ hours through Chingchi which cost her
Rs.400. it was her first visit to BDC Center DIK therefore it was difficult for her to locate BDC
Center DIK. Her husband asked in DIK bazar for directions to the BDC Center.
At BDC Center, she waited for her turn in a veranda and then in a compound. She said there was
sufficient shaded seating arrangement for the beneficiaries present at the Center but there was no fan
or air cooler in the waiting area and there was no wash room facility at the Center. On a question
about drinking water facility, she pointed to an uncovered tub of water saying “yes this water is
available”.
She visited BISP counter first where her eligibility status was checked and then she was guided to
NADRA counter. She considered the attitude of BISP counter staff as good.
NADRA counter again checked her eligibility status and found no discrepancy. NADRA
representative asked her to put her thumb in the bio-metric device for verification and on being
satisfied, gave her a reference slip with her basic information printed on it, and asked her to proceed
to the bank counter. She was satisfied with the attitude of NADRA representative.
At the bank counter she submitted the reference slip given to her by NADRA. She was asked to affix
her thumb impression in a register and given a packet including BDC, PIN code and a brochure. She
did not open the packet. The bank representative did not guide her about the usage of BDC or about
the outlets where it could be used. She was not informed about the safe keeping of BDC or its PIN
code. She was happy and satisfied with the behaviour of the bank representative.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-04
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Charsadda
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Distribution Center Charsadda is currently located within the premises of BISP’s Tehsil
Office Charsadda. The Center’s initial setup was in the Agriculture Department’s farm services
section. It was decided by BISP management to establish the office in the Agriculture Department
to comfortably accommodate a large number of beneficiaries. Later once a major percentage of
beneficiaries were covered, the Center was shifted to BISP’s Tehsil Office Charsadda in August,
2012.
The originally planned date for starting issuance of BDC was 19th March 2012 but started with a
delay of one and a half month, as a suitable and secure place for BDC Center could not be found,
therefore, the Center started functioning from 1st May 2012.
District Charsadda has two distribution Centers; one in tehsil Tangi and the other in tehsil
Charsadda. Charsadda BDC Distribution Center serves beneficiaries of tehsil Charsadda and
tehsil Shabqadar. The total number of BDCs issued by this BDC Center is 30,600.
NADRA and United Bank Limited are the partner agencies involved in BDC distribution process.
BISP letter through Pakistan Post was generally not received by beneficiaries. Beneficiaries were
informed about establishment of BDC Center and BDC distribution through DCO Office, Cable
Operators, Dilber Radio Channel, Parliamentarians, Nazims, PTV and Duniya News.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
BDS Center Charsadda has been established inside BISP Tehsil Office Charsadda. The building
of the BDC Center was easily accessible and at a conspicuous place, however, no banners or
standees were displayed. The fact that the Center was located inside the BISP Tehsil Office
Charsadda makes it easier for the beneficiaries to find it.
The BDC Center was opened on time with the arrival of the relevant staff. There were about thirty
beneficiaries at the Center at the time of observation. The premises were being guarded by 5 male
guards who were employed by NADRA and BISP.
BDC Center Charsadda has sufficient space to accommodate a large number of beneficiaries.
There were separate rooms for specific counters. Beneficiaries were present, in a shaded
courtyard which could easily accommodate 50 beneficiaries.
No air coolers or fans were installed in the waiting area. Some of the space available for waiting
was shaded the rest was not i.e. the lawn and the courtyard. One wash room was available only
for BDC Center’s staff. A water cooler was placed for providing drinking water to beneficiaries.
The total staff of BDC Center Charsadda comprises of 12 persons including 2 BISP
representatives, 8 NADRA representatives and 2 bank representatives. NADRA and Bank have
separate rooms for their counters.
Electricity shortage was creating trouble in functioning of the office. BDC Center Charsadda is
facing severe power shortages. Electricity was not available for approximately two and a half
hours during our observation time. BDC Center Charsadda uses NADRA’s generator as an
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alternate source of power supply, while there is no UPS available. The BDC Center staff was
mostly using laptops.

3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
There was one BISP counter and the staff was referring eligible beneficiaries to NADRA
counters. There was no restriction on beneficiaries to first visit any specific counter, and so
they could visit BISP or NADRA counter. Most of the beneficiaries were directly visiting
NADRA counters. The attitude of BISP Representatives was not good as a beneficiary was
complaining that she was treated badly and pushed out of the room.
b. NADRA Counters
NADRA had 6 counters, though the number of staff was eight. Most of the beneficiaries were
directly visiting NADRA counters. In the first instance NADRA representatives were
checking their eligibility status. Eligible beneficiaries were verified through bio-metric
devices installed on each counter. After verification each beneficiary was given a reference
slip bearing specific information about her and forwarded to bank counter.
c. Bank Counters
United Bank Ltd has one counter in a separate room. Beneficiaries were not allowed to enter
the bank counter room, they formed a queue and they are dealt through a window.
Beneficiaries were not asked for their personal information or to affix their thumb impression
or signatures in a register.
A BISP Representative was present outside the bank room, opening the envelope given to the
beneficiaries by bank and wrote the address of the Bank branch/ outlet on the envelope. This
practice helped the beneficiaries a lot. It was a blessing for beneficiaries because the bank
representative was not guiding the beneficiaries about any aspect of the BDC.

4. Lessons Learnt
BDC Center Charsadda is located on main Peshawar Road in BISP Tehsil Office Charsadda and
is easily accessible though there were no banners or standees installed outside the Center’s
premises.
There was only one BISP counter which was entertaining different complaints and providing
information. Beneficiaries were not visiting BISP counter but were going directly to the room
with counters for NADRA.
The ratio of NADRA and bank counters was irrational. There were 6 NADRA counters and only
one bank counter. Bank counter was in a room and beneficiaries were provided their BDCs
through a window. The only communication between the bank representative and beneficiaries
was the submission of NADRA token and delivery of BDC packet to the beneficiaries. It was not
practically possible for the bank representative to communicate to the beneficiary and provide
important information about BDC’s usage, safety and outlets.
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A BISP Representative was present near the bank room’s window, who was opening every BDC
envelope and guiding the beneficiaries. He was directing the beneficiaries to a specific franchise
in Shabqadar and Charsadda bazar.
Cases which were resolved by BISP were not being updated in NADRA system and there was a
time lag and confusion that if cleared by BISP then why wasn’t it updated on the NADRA system.
Biometric issues of most beneficiaries were resolved after they got new CNICs, but few cases
were observed which still had biometric issues even after issue of a new CNIC. A NADRA
representative explained that after the change of thumb impression, the system accepts the
beneficiary’s biometrics only after the old thumb impression is discarded from the record of
NADRA HQ and until it is discarded the problem persist despite the fact that she has updated her
thumb impression.

5. Recommendations






BISP should make the BDC Distribution Centers more conspicuous by placing banners and
standees at prominent places.
Beneficiaries should be filtered first at BISP counter and then the eligible beneficiaries should
be guided to NADRA counter. This will help reduce burden on NADRA staff.
Bank staff should follow the protocol and guide beneficiaries properly. Beneficiaries should
be able to sit with bank representatives and get their queries answered.
The BISP representative opening the BDC envelope and referring beneficiaries to a particular
franchise was helpful to beneficiaries but it is the duty of bank staff to guide beneficiaries
about the outlets from where cash can be withdrawn.
BISP may consider providing a demo ATM machine at BDC Centers so that beneficiaries can
practice the use of BDC.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1
Sajawat Bibi wife of Khalil-ur-Rehman is a 64 years old woman who is a resident of Mandezai, PO
Shabqadar, Tehsil Shabqadar of District Charsadda. This was her third visit to the BDC Center.
She was declared eligible for BISP Cash Transfer Scheme. She was informed about establishment of
BDC Center and BDC distribution through public announcements in her village Mandezai. She
visited BDC Center located in BISP Tehsil Office Charsadda and brought her CNIC.
She visited BDC Center accompanied by a neighbouring beneficiary because due to old age and
cultural restraints she could not come alone. There was no problem locating the BDC Center as she
visited this office twice before. She could not obtain a BDC in her previous two visits because she
was told that she is ineligible.
She first waited on the road outside the BDC Center’s premises and later in the courtyard inside the
Center. According to her, there was insufficient shaded waiting area. She further added that there was
no facility like water, fans, wash room and seating.
She directly visited NADRA counter instead of BISP counter. She was found eligible and was asked
to put her thumb on the bio-metric device for verification. She was given a reference slip and referred
to the bank counter. She was satisfied with the attitude of NADRA counter staff.
She visited bank counter and submitted the reference slip given to her by NADRA representative. She
was not asked to affix her thumb impression in a register. She was given a packet which she did not
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open and the bank representative did not guide her about the usage and safety. The bank
representative told her about the outlets from where she can withdraw her payments.
Beneficiary Exit interview 2
Zulfania Bibi wife of Shah Adam khan is a 42 year old woman, resident of Mohalla Tor Korona Mez
Turangzai, PO Turangzai, Tehsil and District Charsadda. This was her third visit and she could not get
her BDC as she is not an eligible beneficiary for BISP cash transfers.
She received no letter from BISP for collection of BDC. She came to know about the establishment of
BDC Center and BDC distribution through public announcements by BISP. She visited BDC Center
using a Chingchi which cost her Rs.130 for the round trip. She brought her CNIC along with her.
Finding BDC Center was not difficult for her as previously she visited this BDC Center twice, but she
could not obtain a BDC as she is ineligible for BISP cash transfers. She visited BDC Center (BISP
Tehsil Office) Charsadda (for filing an eligibility appeal) along with a family member because she
can-not travel alone due to cultural reasons.
At BDC Center she waited in a compound for her turn. According to her, there were no basic facilities
like seating, water, fan and wash room.
In the first attempt she visited BISP counter. The BISP Representative did not refer her to the
NADRA counter. According to her, she was being shifted from one counter to another but her
problem was not being solved. Her PMT score is 17.15 and she can appeal. She said that the BISP
Representative did not receive her appeal but pushed her out of the BISP room and abused her.
According to BISP website, no appeal has been filed till date. The reason might be that the BISP
Representative checked her appeal acceptability status and found no ground for the appeal to be
accepted, but this practice is not acceptable. BISP Representative has no authority to check the PSC
form before appeal and search for the grounds for success. Either he should be given this right as a
matter of policy or this practice should be abandoned because it causes a great setback to the
confidence of beneficiaries about BISP programme when they come to know that beneficiaries of
higher PMT have successfully been able to lodge their appeal (irrespective of whether it is accepted or
rejected after processing).
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-05
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Bannu
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Center Bannu Township was set up in BISP Divisional Office Bannu located in Bannu
Township. BISP management decided to start BDC distribution on 09 June 2012. It actually
started on 12 June 2012, the three days were spent on rehearsal and testing the overall system.
NADRA and Tameer bank are the partner organization in distributing BDCs in district Bannu. In
this Center, 3 BISP, 3 NADRA and 5 bank counters were established.
BDC Center Bannu Township was the only BDC Center in district Bannu. Initial target for BDC
distribution was 1,000 per day which was later increased to 1,500. About 1,000 beneficiaries were
visiting daily but 10 to 15% were rejected due to different discrepancies. Total number of BDCs
issued till 27th August 2012 is 17,927 BDCs. Around 200 to 300 beneficiaries were visiting for
reasons other than BDC collection i.e. for filing complaints or for obtaining information.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
BDC Center Bannu Township was located in BISP Divisional Office which was easily accessible.
Although there were no banners, posters or standee available at the BDC Center but it was
conspicuous because of being located immediate to the township main gate. The scheduled timing
of BDC Center as set by BISP was 09:00 am to 05:00 pm which was being followed strictly by all
the partners at BDC Center.
There were about 400 beneficiaries present at the Center at the time of visit. Two policemen were
present at the main gate of the BDC Center. Three females were hired by BISP for managing the
crowd. The beneficiaries were asked to be in queues but they did not follow.
The Center was provided with limited facilities. There was insufficient waiting space for
beneficiaries who were standing in corridors. There was insufficient seating arrangement. Tap
water was available for drinking. There was no fan in the waiting area (courtyard of the Center
and corridors). A single wash room was available for hundreds of beneficiaries.
Total staff at BDC Center Bannu Township was 17 consisting of 7 BISP representatives, 5
NADRA representatives and 5 bank representatives all being male.
There was a separate room for NADRA counters. Five counters were established by NADRA. 8
to 10 beneficiaries were standing in the NADRA room as there was no seating arrangement.
Tameer Bank counters were in a separate room. Five counters were established by the bank. 8 to
10 beneficiaries were standing in the bank room as there was no seating arrangement for them.
Power breakdown was a big issue which was addressed by generators installed by NADRA and
BISP. There were no UPS available with any computer at BDC Center.
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3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
The beneficiaries of Bannu district were informed by BISP through letters and public
announcements. The major mean adopted for this purpose was announcement through
loudspeakers of mosques in each village.
Beneficiaries visiting BISP counters were not greeted by BISP representatives. Beneficiaries
visited BISP counter with their CNICs and survey acknowledgment slips. BISP
representatives were checking their eligibility status and if found eligible sent them to
NADRA counters. Usually the time taken to process one beneficiary was one minute.
b. NADRA Counters
Beneficiaries were not greeted by NADRA representatives. They checked the documents
presented to them especially the CNIC. If a beneficiary was eligible, he asked the beneficiary
to put her thumb for bio-metric verification. After verification, a reference slip was issued to
the beneficiary and she was forwarded to the bank counter. The whole process took only 2
minutes.
c. Bank Counters
Beneficiaries at bank counter were also not being greeted. They showed NADRA reference
slip to the bank representative. The beneficiaries were not asked to affix their thumb
impression in a register. In most cases it was observed that after issuing BDC to a beneficiary,
the bank representative did not guide her about the usage, safety and outlets for withdrawal of
payment. The attitude of the bank representatives with beneficiaries was fair. The process at
bank counter took only 3 minutes per beneficiary.

4. Lessons Learnt
The overall situation at BDC Center Bannu Township was not up to the mark. Banners, posters
and standees were absent. The beneficiaries were not being managed in lines.
There was insufficient seating arrangement and insufficient waiting space, the beneficiaries were
waiting outside the premises on the roadside. There was no cold drinking water despite hot
weather. The counters were established in rooms in a narrow corridor. In the first accessible room
on the right hand, bank counters were established which practically blocked the beneficiaries from
visiting BISP counters established in the next room.
Staff at bank counter explained the contents of BDC envelope and method of using a BDC only if
the beneficiary herself asked for it.
The bank representative do not have access to complaint ID and can therefore only register
complaints and forward it to Bank HQ.
Lost BDCs could not be blocked immediately but have to be referred to the HQ.
During the time TPE Team stayed at the Center, no beneficiary came in connection with BDC
complaint.
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Information of discrepancy cases which are resolved by BISP is not linked immediately and
information in NADRA system is updated after some time.
Biometric issues of most beneficiaries were resolved after they got new CNICs, but few cases
were observed which still had biometric issues even after issue of a new CNIC. A NADRA
representative explained that after the change of thumb impression, the system accepts the
beneficiary’s biometrics only after the old thumb impression is discarded from the record of
NADRA HQ and until it is discarded the problem persist despite the fact that she has updated her
thumb impression.

5. Recommendation




The BDC management should provide basic facilities for the beneficiaries like shaded waiting
area, fans and seating arrangements. The beneficiaries should be managed properly in lines.
BISP should make the BDC Distribution Centers more conspicuous by placing banners and
standees at prominent places.
The bank representatives should greet the beneficiaries first and then guide them as per
protocol.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Amtari Jan wife of Amtali Khan is 56 years old resident of Malang Khojri Khas, PO Khojri, Tehsil
and District Bannu.
She was declared eligible with a discrepancy by BISP. She received a letter from BISP asking her to
update her CNIC to start receiving her cash transfers. She got her CNIC updated. She received letter
from BISP asking her to visit BDC Center Bannu Township to obtain her BDC along with her CNIC.
She travelled to BDC Center by a Qingchi covering the distance in two hours and spending Rs.250
per side. She was accompanied by her brother as she could not travel alone due to cultural limitations.
She obtained her BDC on her first visit to BDC Center.
She visited BDC Center and waited on the roadside, and after entering the Center she waited in a
veranda. She said there was no seating arrangement at the BDC Center and she sat on the ground. The
waiting area was not shaded and there were no facilities like fan, drinking water and washroom at the
Center.
First she visited the BISP counter. The BISP Representative guided her and the behaviour of the BISP
Representative was good.
Her eligibility status was checked and then she was asked for bio-metric verification, after that she
was given a reference slip and guided to the bank counters in the next room. She was satisfied with
the attitude of NADRA representative.
Beneficiary submitted the reference slip given by NADRA at the bank counter. The bank
representative gave her the BDC envelope. She was not asked to affix her thumb impression in a
register. She did not open the BDC envelope and the bank representative did not inform her about
how to use her BDC, keep the PIN safely and guide her about the outlets where she could withdraw
her cash grant.
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Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Behram Shehzadi wife of Shah Qiyaz Khan is 38 years old resident of Shamshi Khel, PO Ghorewala,
Tehsil and District Bannu.
She was declared eligible with discrepancy by BISP in the Poverty Score Card phase of the
programme. She received a letter from BISP asking her to update her CNIC to start receiving her cash
transfer payments. She did not receive any letter from BISP asking her to visit BDC Center Bannu
Township to obtain her BDC. She visited BDC Center Bannu Township after learning from her
neighbouring beneficiaries about distribution of BDCs.
She travelled to BDC Center by Qingchi paying Rs.400 per side and reached the Center in two hours.
She was accompanied by her husband as she could not travel alone due to cultural problems. It was
easy for her to find BDC Center as she had visited this once before. She could not obtain her BDC on
her first visit because of discrepancy in her CNIC.
This was her second visit. She arrived at BDC Center and waited first on the road, then she entered
the Center premises and waited in a veranda. According to her, there was no seating arrangement
inside the BDC Center and she sat on the ground waiting for her turn. The waiting area was not
shaded and there was no fan, drinking water or washroom at the Center.
First she visited BISP counter where BISP representative guided her about how to obtain her BDC.
The behaviour of the BISP Representative was good.
Her eligibility status was confirmed and then she was asked to put her thumb on the bio-metric
device. In the end she was given a reference slip and sent to bank counter in the next room. She was
satisfied with the attitude of NADRA representative.
She showed the reference slip at the bank counter and the bank representative gave her BDC envelope
but she did not open it. She was not asked to affix her thumb impression in a register. The bank
representative did not inform her about how to use her BDC, keep the PIN safely and guide her about
the outlets where she could withdraw her cash grant.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-06
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Tangi, District Charsadda
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Center Tangi is located in Committee Building Tangi. BISP management decided to start
BDC distribution on 1st March 2012 but it actually started on 1st May 2012. The delay was due to
the delayed approval of NADRA head quarter to start working although NADRA staff was
present since 1st March 2012
NADRA and UBL are the partner organizations distributing BDCs in Tehsil Tangi. Earlier there
were one BISP, four NADRA and three bank counters at BDC Center Tangi but now there is one
bank and three NADRA counters. There is currently no BISP counter at the BDC Center Tangi.
This was the only BDC Center working in Tehsil Tangi. Initial target for BDC distribution was
400 per day which was later reduced to 80-100. The number of BDCs issued till 7th September
2012 is 14,700. Around 200 beneficiaries were visiting for BDC collection while another 200 for
other reasons such as complaints and/or for obtaining information.
The beneficiaries of Tehsil Tangi were informed through public announcements throughout the
Tehsil. The major means adopted for this purpose was people to people contact and asking
beneficiaries of different union councils to visit BDC Center on specified dates.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
BDC Center Tangi is easily accessible. Although there were no banners, posters or standee at the
BDC Center but it was conspicuous because of being located inside the prominent Committee
building. The scheduled timing of BDC Center was 09:00 am to 05:00 pm which was being
followed strictly by all the partners. There were 3 beneficiaries present at the Center when we
started our visit. Later on the number of visitors increased to 15. There was no security guard
present at the main gate of the BDC Center.
The Center had limited facilities though there was sufficient waiting space for beneficiaries. The
beneficiaries were standing in the veranda and lawns of the Center as there was no seating
arrangement. Tap water was available for drinking and there was no fan in the waiting area
(veranda of the Center) or a wash room facility.
Total staff at BDC Center Tangi was six consisting of five NADRA and one bank representative.
There was no BISP counter at the Center. Two hours load-shedding was observed during our
visit. The issue was addressed by ensuring functional generator installed by NADRA. There was
no UPS available with any partner organization at BDC Center, however, this did not cause any
problem as the staff was using laptops.

3. Arrangement and Processes at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
There was no BISP counter at the time of our visit. BISP Tehsil Office is located at a walking
distance of about ten minutes from BDC Center.
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b. NADRA Counters
There was a separate room for NADRA counters. Three counters were established by
NADRA. There was one beneficiary present at each of the NADRA counters during our
observation.
Beneficiaries were not welcomed with greetings by NADRA representatives. NADRA
representative checked the documents presented to them especially the CNIC. There was no
internet facility and only NADRA intranet was available. Those beneficiaries whose data was
shared with NADRA by BISP were considered eligible by NADRA. When the NADRA
representative found that a beneficiary was eligible according to its database, he asked the
beneficiary to put her thumb on the bio-metric device for verification. After verification, a
reference slip was issued to her bearing important information about her and she was asked to
go to the bank counter. The whole process took only 2 minutes.
Regarding thumb impression two type of messages were displayed; in one situation when the
DEO enters the CNIC an automated message comes which indicates that the beneficiary
should immediately consult NADRA as she has thumb impression problems and her data
cannot be accessed by DEO’s computer; while the second messages comes in cases where
finger prints do not match and they are also directed to consult NADRA for biometric issues.
In the first scenario NADRA cannot issue the slip while in the second scenario a slip is given
to the beneficiary.
c. Bank Counters
There was a separate room for a single UBL counter. There was no seating arrangement in
this room for beneficiaries.
Beneficiaries were asked to submit the NADRA reference slip. They were not asked to affix
their thumb impression in a register or on back of the slip. In most of the cases observed, after
issuing BDC to a beneficiary the bank representative did not guide her about the usage, safety
and outlets for withdrawal of payment. The attitude of the bank representatives with
beneficiaries was fair though they were not welcomed with greetings.. The process at bank
counter took only 3 minutes per beneficiary.

4. Lessons Learnt
There were no banners, posters or standees at the BDC Center. There was no security guard at the
main gate and anyone could enter the premises any time as there was no check.
There was no seating arrangement, no wash room facility, no drinking water and no fan. There
was no BISP counter at the Center to check the PMT and guide the beneficiaries to collect their
BDCs.
There were three NADRA counters but there was work load for only one. NADRA staff was
huge in relevance to the number of current beneficiaries so a right sizing should be applied by
NADRA to cut expenses.
In exit interviews it was observed that most beneficiaries did not know what they were supposed
to do after obtaining their BDC, and, when and where should they go to collect their cash transfer.
Most beneficiaries did not even open the BDC envelope which they received from the counter.
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There was only intranet facility with NADRA and bank and they could not check status of a
beneficiary via internet. They could only ask the beneficiary to visit the nearby BISP office in
case the data did not match NADRA record.
Currently BISP Tehsil Office Tangi and BDC Center had no communication as BISP has no
counter in this facility. Earlier they had a counter but when the workload minimized they closed it
as they wanted to focus on grievance cases – and at the BDC Center there was no internet facility,
so they had to move back to their office.
Cases which are resolved by BISP were not being updated in due time to the NADRA system
which created a confusion that if cleared by BISP then why these had not been updated in
NADRA system.
In case of biometric problem, despite showing NADRA slip at NADRA Office Tangi, BISP
beneficiaries were not being given any special treatment and they had to submit the normal fee.
During the time that the TPE team remained at the BDC Center, no beneficiary was observed who
came in connection with a BDC complaint.

5. Recommendation






In line with BISP SOP, standard facilities for a BDC Center like water, wash room, seating
should be provided and a BISP counter must be established at BDC Center. Similarly
banners, posters and standees should be displayed at the Center and a security guard may be
hired for checking visitors.
In view of the decrease in number of beneficiaries, the number of NADRA counters may be
reduced. Reminders may be sent to the beneficiaries who have not collected their BDCs till
now, so that the present staff could be appropriately utilized.
It is recommended that the BDC Center may be shifted to BISP Tehsil Office because the
whole setup of BDC Center can easily be accommodated in a single room at BISP Tehsil
Office.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should not only inform the beneficiary about
the contents of the BDC envelope but also guide her about using the BDC as well as the
importance of PIN code.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Badam Bibi wife of Amin-ud-Din is a 59 years old resident of Mohalla Awal Din Sherpao, tehsil
Tangi of district Charsadda. She was declared eligible with discrepancy by BISP.
She travelled to BDC Center by Qingchi and rickshaw which cost her Rs.80 for the round trip
reaching the Center in 30 minutes. She was accompanied by neighbouring beneficiary as she could
not travel alone due to cultural constraints. It was easy for her to find BDC Center because she had
been repeatedly visiting this office for obtaining her BDC. She did not receive any letter from BISP
asking her to visit BDC Center Tangi to obtain her BDC but after learning about the Center from
neighbours, she started visiting BDC Center Tangi for obtaining her BDC.
Her earliest visit was regarding removal of her biometric discrepancy which was finally corrected
when she visited NADRA Office. On her next visit to BDC Center the internet link was down and
then on the next two visits she could not get her BDC due to a large crowd at the Center. This was her
5th visit to BDC Center Tangi and she was successful in obtaining her BDC.
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She visited BDC Center and did not have to wait as there was no crowd at the BDC Center. She said
that at this BDC Center, there were no seating arrangements, nor any other facilities like fan, drinking
water or washroom.
NADRA representative checked her eligibility status and then she was asked to put her thumb on the
bio-metric device to verify her. She was given a reference slip and forwarded to bank counter. She
was satisfied with the attitude of the NADRA Representative.
Beneficiary submitted the reference slip given to her by NADRA at the bank counter. She was not
asked to affix her thumb impression on a register. The bank representative gave her a BDC envelope.
She did not open the BDC envelope given by the bank representative. The bank representative did not
explain to her the usage of BDC, about its safety and outlets of payments.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Khalida Bibi wife of Gul Mohammad is 27 years old, resident of Nehr Ghara, Mohalla Saeed Abad,
tehsil Tangi of district Charsadda.
She was declared eligible with discrepancy by BISP for the cash transfer scheme. She did not receive
any letter from BISP asking her to updates her CNIC to remove the discrepancy. She updated her
CNIC after knowing through BISP Tehsil office Tangi. She went to the NADRA office to get her
CNIC updated and today came to BDC Center with an updated CNIC.
She did not receive any letter from BISP asking her to visit BDC Center Tangi to obtain her BDC but
she visited BDC Center Tangi after learning about it from some neighbouring beneficiaries.
She travelled to BDC Center by Qingchi which cost her Rs.60 per side reaching the Center in an hour.
She was accompanied by a female family member as she could not travel alone due to cultural
problems. It was easy for her to find BDC Center as she visited once before in a nearby BISP Tehsil
office. She could not obtain her BDC during her first visit because of discrepancy in her CNIC.
She arrived at BDC Center and waited under a tree. According to her, there was no seating
arrangement inside the BDC Center and there was no fan, drinking water or washroom at the Center.
First she visited NADRA counter as there is no BISP counter at this BDC Center. At the NADRA
counter she was not welcomed with greetings. Her eligibility status was first confirmed and then she
was asked to put her thumb on the bio-metric device for verification. In the end she was given a
reference slip and asked to proceed to the bank counter. She was satisfied with the attitude of the
NADRA representative.
Beneficiary showed the reference slip at the bank counter. The bank staff gave her a BDC envelope
but she was not asked to affix her thumb impression in a register. She did not open the BDC envelope
and the bank representative did not guide her about the usage of her BDC, its safety, and, outlets from
where she can withdraw her cash transfers.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-07
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Towda, Town II, Peshawar
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Center Town II Towda Peshawar is located in BISP Tehsil Office, Towda Khazana,
Peshawar. BISP management decided to start BDC distribution on 6th February 2012 and the
work started on its scheduled date. NADRA and Bank Alfalah are the partner organizations for
distributing BDCs.
There are 81,432 BISP beneficiaries that are planned to be covered by the BDC Centers of
Peshawar and the beneficiary may go to any Center that she finds convenient. NADRA has a filter
at district level in their system (as they had taken such data from BISP), and were dealing with all
beneficiaries whose PSC survey was done in Peshawar District. Target for BDC distribution at
this Center was 1,000 per day but the number has been greatly reduced. The number of BDCs
issued by this Center till 5th September 2012 is not known to the BDC management though they
were of the view that most of the targeted beneficiaries have been covered. Around 150
beneficiaries were visiting for reasons other than BDC collection i.e. for complaints and for
obtaining information.
BISP beneficiaries were informed through public announcements and people to people contact by
the supervisors throughout the area assigned to this office.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
BDC Center Town II Towda Peshawar is quite easily accessible, however, there were no banners,
posters or standees at the BDC Center and it was not conspicuous as it is located in a house near
the main road. The scheduled timing of BDC Center as set by BISP was 09:00 am to 05:00 pm
which was being followed strictly by all the partners.
There were about 30 beneficiaries present at the Center at the time of visit of the TPE team. There
were two security guards; one was a policeman and the other was an employee of BISP.
At this BDC Center there was sufficient shaded waiting space for beneficiaries but they were
standing in the veranda and lawn of the Center though there was sufficient seating arrangement.
Drinking water was available for beneficiaries; there was no fan in the waiting area though
washroom facility was available.
There were one BISP, four NADRA and one bank counter in BDC Center Town II Towda
Peshawar. Total staff is 21 including 18 NADRA, one bank and two BISP representatives at the
Center.
Power breakdown was an issue as one hour load-shedding was observed during our visit.
Generator of NADRA was used during load-shedding and there was no UPS available at any
counter.

3. Arrangement and Processes at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
As currently not many beneficiaries are coming for BDCs, therefore, there is no need for
making a queue. The beneficiary upon her arrival at BDC Center is entertained by BISP
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Assistant Complaint, who segregates them in line with their purpose of visit to BISP office.
BISP Assistant Complaints verifies their documents (CNIC, token number etc.) and refer the
beneficiaries to NADRA desk for further processing.
b. NADRA Counters:
There was a separate room for NADRA counters. Initially NADRA had established 12
counters but now these have been reduced to four counters though the staff has not been
reduced. Four beneficiaries can be present in the room of NADRA counters.
The NADRA representatives did not welcome beneficiaries with greetings. He took
beneficiaries’ CNIC for checking.
NADRA staff confirms BISP beneficiary from their database by entering her CNIC number to
access to her details and then verifies her fingerprints. After successful bio-metric verification
NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone number, print a token and refer her to the Bank
counter for BDC collection.
If beneficiary’s CNIC has some problem, then NADRA refer her to nearest NADRA office
for correction of CNIC by providing a printed token that entitles her to a free change of CNIC
as well as priority service at NADRA office. The major reasons for CNIC modification
include expired CNIC, CNIC without photograph, and/or thumb impression not clear or
mismatch. The whole process took only 1 minute.
c. Bank Counters
There is a separate room for a single Bank Alfalah counter. There was sufficient seating
arrangement in the room and the beneficiaries were managed in queue. There were 10
beneficiaries present in the room.
The bank representatives did not welcome beneficiaries with greetings. Beneficiaries were
asked to submit the NADRA reference slip which the bank representatives kept with them.
The beneficiaries were asked to affix their thumb impression in a register. After issuing BDC
to a beneficiary the bank representative guided the beneficiary about the usage, safety and
outlets for withdrawal of payment in most of the cases observed. The attitude of the bank
representatives with beneficiaries was fair. The process at bank counter took only 3 minutes
per beneficiary.

4. Lessons Learnt
BDC Center Tehsil Town II Towda Peshawar had no banners, posters or standees installed.
Drinking water was not available. The Center was provided with sufficient seating arrangement,
washroom and generator. Security guards were also present at the main gate.
All the 18 representatives of NADRA were still on duty although the work load has been greatly
reduced. NADRA link was down for two days and restored at 11:30 am on the day of observation.
NADRA staff complains about the delay in updating of database provided to them at this Center
with main record at NADRA HQ. In some cases although the beneficiary gets her new CNIC after
required modifications but such information/modification did not appear in their record. This is a
major problem that they have to face and in such cases they advise the beneficiary to wait and
come back after a week.
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In a few cases, biometric issues continued even after re-issue of new CNIC (a NADRA
representative explained that after a new thumb impression, the system can take the beneficiary’s
biometric information after the old thumb impression has been discarded by NADRA HQ and
until that is not discarded the problem persists).
At bank counter it was observed that in some case they explained to the beneficiary regarding the
contents of BDC envelope and its use, while in other cases they were just handing over the BDC
envelope without providing any guidance.
Under its standard policy, the bank asks the BDC number and PIN code from a beneficiary for
blocking their BDC. This becomes problematic for the beneficiary as most of them do not
understand the language and technicalities. Being illiterate it is not possible for them to enter or
dictate their CNIC and BDC numbers.
Many beneficiaries were noticed who had come in connection with BDC complaint.
No instructions appear to have been communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related
complaints like PIN loss, card deactivation, card lost or captured by ATM etc. The CMS do not
cater for payment related complaints and so currently BISP staff is completely isolated from BDC
related complaints; no record of complaints is maintained by them and such complaints are simply
referred to the bank counter. BISP staff was simply asking beneficiaries with BDC complaints to
meet the staff of bank counter for redressal of their complaints. Bank representative entered the
complaints in an excel sheet to forward it to their HQ or these were being referred to the bank
representative at Peshawar Site 3.

5. Recommendations







BDC Centers needs to display banners, posters and standees as per BISP SOP.
NADRA staff is huge with reference to the number of current beneficiaries so a right sizing
should be applied by NADRA to cut expenses. BISP staff should mobilize the beneficiaries
who have not collected their BDCs till now. For this, reminders may be sent to those
beneficiaries who failed to get their BDC so that resources and staff may be properly utilized.
Bank representative may be given a complaint ID through which they can help the BDC
complainants to resolve some type of complaints online.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should not only inform the beneficiary about
the contents of the BDC envelope but also guide her about using the BDC as well as the
importance of PIN code.
Role of BISP staff for addressing BDC Complaints may be defined. BISP staff should at least
record the basic information about the complaint (e.g. date, complainants’ name, CNIC,
Phone number and nature of complaint) so that they can pursue the redressal of complaint,
know whether the complaint has been addressed or not, and inform the beneficiary about the
result.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Rozia wife of Fayaz Khan is 24 years old, resident of Dagi Mula, Khan Shah Alam, PO Nahqi, Tehsil
and District Peshawar.
She was declared as an eligible beneficiary with discrepancy in the BISP cash transfer scheme. She
was informed by BISP through a letter asking her to update her CNIC and subsequently she updated
her CNIC at NADRA office. She did not receive a letter from BISP regarding collection of her BDC
form the BDC Center Town II Towda Khazana but she learnt about it from a public announcement in
her village.
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She travelled to the BDC Center by Suzuki van which cost her Rs.20 for the round trip. She visited
alone as her house is located at a very short distance from the BDC Center.
In her final visit she waited in a shaded compound for a while. According to her, there was sufficient
seating arrangement but there were no fans or air coolers and drinking water. Wash room facility for
beneficiaries was available.
In her first visit to the BDC Center, she learnt about the discrepancy and got it corrected from
NADRA. On the next two visits she could not get her BDC due to the crowd. This was her fourth visit
to this BDC Center for collecting her BDC and she obtained her BDC.
She visited BISP counter first where the BISP representative guided her about how to obtain her
BDC. The BISP representative referred her to NADRA counter for further processing. The attitude of
the BISP representative was good. She was satisfied with the dealing of BISP representative.
The NADRA representative did not welcome her with greetings. Her CNIC was checked and she was
asked to put her thumb on the bio-metric device for verification. She acted accordingly and obtained a
reference slip from NADRA representative. She was then sent to Bank Alfalah counter for obtaining
her BDC. The attitude of the NADRA representative was good.
The Bank Alfalah representative like those of NADRA and BISP representatives did not welcome the
beneficiary with greetings. She submitted the reference slip with the bank representative and affixed
her thumb impression in a register. The bank representative gave her the BDC envelope. She did not
open the BDC envelope. The bank representative did not guide her about the usage of BDC, safety of
PIN code and/or the outlets where she could withdraw her cash transfer.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Shereena wife of Fida Mohammad is 54 years old living in Ahmad Abad, Charsadda Road, Towda
PO Wahid Ghari, tehsil and district Peshawar.
She was declared as eligible beneficiary by BISP for its cash transfer scheme. She did not receive any
letter from BISP asking her to collect her BDC from BDC Center but she knew the establishment of
BDC Center in Towda Khazana through public announcement.
She, along with a neighbouring beneficiary, visited BDC Center by Qingchi which cost her Rs.10 per
side. Her house is located at a short distance from the BDC Center Town II Khazana. She could not
travel alone due to cultural reasons. This was her second visit to this BDC Center in the near past. She
paid a visit recently but her problem was not solved in that visit due to electricity load-shedding.
According to her, there were sufficient shaded space and seating arrangements for visitors though
there were no fan, drinking water and wash room.
The beneficiary visited in connection with the BDC complaint therefore she did not visit BISP and
NADRA counters. She directly visited the bank counter and told the bank representative about her
problem. She told the bank representative that she obtained BDC eight months ago and had
withdrawn only one instalment and then there was no transfer to her account that she could withdraw
through her BDC.
Earlier, the bank representative directed her to visit Pakistan Post. She visited Pakistan Post where she
was advised to visit Bank Alfalah. She said she is hanging in between since last winter.
The fact is that two installments (one through money order and the other through bank) were
generated in her name - one on 28th March 2012 (Rs.3,000) and the other on 18th February 2012
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(Rs.3,000). This means that she has received instalments for six months and so her next instalment
will be generated possibly in October 2012. It appears that BISP or Bank Alfalah or Pakistan Post did
not see the Payment Detail and advise her about this.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-08
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Mardan
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Distribution Center Mardan is located in BISP Divisional office at Sheikh Maltoon Town
Mardan. BISP management had decided to start BDC distribution on 17th February 2012. It
actually started on 29 February 2012 but the delay occurred due to various arrangements.
NADRA and Habib Bank Limited are the partner organization in distributing BDCs in district
Mardan. Three NADRA counters (earlier there were eight NADRA counters), one BISP and two
bank counters (earlier there were eight bank counters) were present at the Center. The counters
were established in rooms. In the first room on the right hand, counters of NADRA while in a
room on the left hand, counter for BISP were setup. A room at the back side was used for bank
counters.
There were two BDC Centers in district Mardan (Takhtbai Tehsil BDC Center and Mardan BDC
Center). Mardan BDC Center was catering to beneficiaries of two tehsils (Katlang and Mardan).
Initial target for BDC distribution was 500 per day which decreased with the passage of time as
beneficiaries were getting clear and now this has reduced to 60 BDCs per day. 36,089 BDCs have
been issued till 8th September 2012. Around 100 beneficiaries were visiting for reasons other than
BDC collection such as complaints and/or for obtaining information.
BISP beneficiaries of Tehsil Katlang and Mardan were informed through public announcements.
In addition local influential as well as postmen were mobilized for this purpose.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
BDC Center Sheikh Maltoon Town Mardan is located in BISP Divisional Office which is easily
accessible. Although there were no banners, posters or standee available at the BDC Center but it
was conspicuous because of being located next to main gate of the township. The scheduled
timing of BDC Center as decided by BISP was 09:00 am to 05:00 pm which was being followed
strictly by all the partners.
Ten beneficiaries were present at the BDC Center at the time of TPE Team’s visit. Earlier there
were police men posted at the main gate of the BDC Center. Now due to less influx of
beneficiaries, one BISP security guard and an office boy are managing the beneficiaries. The
beneficiaries were not being asked to make a queue as there were only a few beneficiaries at the
Center. Total all male staff at BDC Center was seven; consisting of one BISP representative, four
NADRA representatives and two bank representatives.
The Center had inadequate facilities; there was no drinking water, fan or air cooler, though there
was a washroom. There was sufficient covered/ shaded waiting space for beneficiaries and the
seating arrangements were enough for the targeted number of beneficiaries.
Power breakdown was managed by a generator installed by NADRA when there was electric load
shedding for 40 minutes during our observation time. No UPS was available at the BDC Center.
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3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
Beneficiaries brought their CNICs and survey acknowledgment slips with them. BISP
representatives were checking their eligibility status and if found eligible, they were being
guided to the NADRA counters. The time taken to process one beneficiary was less than a
minute. The attitude of the BISP representatives with beneficiaries was good though they
were not being greeted by BISP staff.
b. NADRA Counters
There was a separate room for three NADRA counters and beneficiaries were coming one by
one in a queue. Beneficiaries were not welcomed with greetings at NADRA counters by
NADRA representatives who checked the documents especially the CNIC. When they found
a beneficiary to be eligible, they asked the beneficiary to put her thumb on the bio-metric
device for verification. After verification, a reference slip was issued to her bearing important
information and she was asked to go to the bank counter. The whole process took almost a
minute. Only once the NADRA connectivity was lost due to some technical problem for six
minutes, after which the process continued.
c. Bank Counters
There was a separate room for the two UBL counters established by the bank and
beneficiaries were coming one by one to these counters. Beneficiaries at bank counter were
also not welcomed with greetings. Beneficiaries were asked to submit the NADRA reference
slip which the bank representatives gave them. These were entered in their system for BDC
issuance. The beneficiaries were asked to affix their thumb impression in a register. After
issuing BDC envelope to a beneficiary, in most of the cases it was observed that the bank
representative guided them about the usage and safety of BDC and outlets for withdrawal of
payment. The attitude of bank representatives with beneficiaries was good. The process at the
bank counter took only 2-3 minutes per beneficiary.

4. Lessons Learnt
The overall situation at the BDC Center was easily manageable due to the fact that there were
very few beneficiaries. Banners, posters and standees were not seen. The beneficiaries were not
being managed in queues as it was not required due to the small number of beneficiaries. There
was sufficient seating arrangement for the beneficiaries. There was no drinking water cooler
despite hot weather.
It was difficult for (mostly illiterate) BISP beneficiaries to understand the BDC process due to the
technicalities. The main information regarding BDC was being provided by the bank counter
which took on an average 2-3 minutes per beneficiary to explain the whole BDC process which is
not sufficient for a lay person to become fully informed. The bank representative considered that
the issuance of BDC was their main duty and little focus was placed on explaining the process of
using the BDC. Due to this, in exit interviews most beneficiaries did not know the process of
using a BDC, when to expect the payment, and, where to go to withdraw their cash transfer. Most
beneficiaries had not even opened the BDC envelope which was handed over to them by the bank.
Cases which are resolved by BISP were not being updated in due time by the NADRA system
which created a confusion that if cleared by BISP then why these were not being immediately
updated in NADRA system.
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In a few cases biometric issues continued even after re-issuance of new CNIC. A NADRA
representative explained that the system can take the beneficiary’s new biometric information
only after the old thumb impression has been discarded by NADRA HQ and until that is not done
the problem persists.
It was observed that at the bank counter, BDC process was explained to some beneficiaries while
in few cases they were just given the BDC envelope.
No instructions appear to have been communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related
complaints like PIN loss, card deactivation, card loss, card captured at ATM etc. The CMS do not
cater for payment related complaints and so currently BISP staff is completely isolated from BDC
related complaints; no record of complaints is maintained by them and such complaints are simply
referred to the bank counter. BISP staff was simply asking beneficiaries with BDC complaints to
meet the staff at bank counter for redressal of their complaints.
Bank representative guided the beneficiaries about filing their complaints. They were asked to call
HBL HQ on specified telephone numbers for resolution of their problems. HBL hotline at Karachi
is not free toll number therefore the beneficiary has to bear the cost of call which is an additional
burden on the beneficiary. The representative was not registering BDC complaints and lost cards
are not being re-issued at this Center.
Bank policy to talk to the beneficiary for PIN code or blocking of BDC is problematic for the
BISP beneficiaries as most of them are illiterate and do not understand their language and
technicalities. Being illiterate it is not possible for them to enter or dictate their CNIC and BDC
numbers.

5. Recommendation







In line with BISP SOP, BDC Center should be made conspicuous through banners and
posters.
The bank representatives should greet the beneficiaries first and then guide them as per
protocol.
There should be a demo ATM machine so that beneficiaries could understand the system and
practice how to use their BDC.
Complaint ID may be given to bank representative so that he is able to process and address
complaints at a BDC Center.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should not only inform the beneficiary about
the contents of the BDC envelope but also guide her about using the BDC as well as the
importance of PIN code.
Role of BISP staff for addressing BDC Complaints may be defined. BISP staff should at least
record the basic information about the complaint (e.g. date, complainants’ name, CNIC,
phone number and nature of complaint) so that they can pursue the redressal of complaint,
know whether the complaint has been addressed or not, and inform the beneficiary about the
result.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Hidayat wife of Azim Khan is 41 years old, resident of Khazana Dheri Gharib Abad, Mardan. She
was declared eligible by BISP. She came to know about the issue of BDCs through BISP’s public
campaign in her area.
She travelled to BDC Center by Suzuki van which costs her Rs.40 per side and she reached the Center
in one hour. She was accompanied by her husband as she could not travel alone due to cultural
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limitations and it would not have been easy for her to find the BDC Center if she was alone. She
obtained her BDC during her first visit to BDC Center.
She visited BDC Center and did not have to wait for BDC collection, as there was no crowd. She said
there was enough seating arrangement in the BDC Center. The waiting area was covered and shaded
but there were no facilities of fan, drinking water and washroom at the Center.
First she visited BISP counter where BISP representative guided her about how to obtain her BDC.
She feels that the behaviour of BISP representative was good.
She was not welcomed with greetings at the NADRA counter. Her eligibility status was first checked
then she was asked to put her thumb on the bio-metric device for verification. Later she was given a
reference slip and asked to go to the bank counters in the room ahead. She was satisfied with the
attitude of the NADRA representative.
Beneficiary submitted the reference slip given to her by NADRA at the bank counter. The bank
representative gave her the BDC envelope. She was asked to affix her thumb impression in a register.
She did not open the BDC envelope at the bank counter and the bank representative did not explain
the usage of her BDC, its safety, and, about the outlets where she can withdraw her cash grant.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Khanzadgai wife of Fazal is 38 years old and lives in Misri Abad, Mardan.
She was declared eligible with discrepancy by BISP after the PSC Survey. She received a letter from
BISP asking her to update her CNIC to start receiving monthly cash transfers. She updated her CNIC
subsequently. She did not receive letter from BISP asking her to visit BDC Center but learnt about it
from her neighbours. She visited the BDC Center and brought her CNIC.
She travelled to BDC Center by Qingchi which cost her Rs.80 per side reaching the Center in one
hour. She was accompanied by her husband as she could not travel alone due to cultural problems. It
was easy for her to find BDC Center as she had visited twice before. She could not obtain her BDC in
one earlier visit because she had discrepancy in her CNIC and on the next visit there was electricity
outage.
She did not have to wait and entered the premises as there were few women. According to her, there
was enough seating arrangement inside the BDC Center though she did not need to sit as she could
directly go to the BISP counter. The waiting area was shaded but she said that there was no fan,
drinking water or washroom at the Center.
She first visited BISP counter where the representative guided her about how to obtain her BDC. The
behaviour of the BISP Representative was good.
At the NADRA counter she was not welcomed with greetings. Her eligibility status was first
confirmed and then she was asked to put her thumb on the bio-metric device for verification. In the
end she was given a reference slip and sent to bank counter in the next room. She was satisfied with
the attitude of the NADRA representative.
Beneficiary showed the reference slip at the bank counter. The bank counter gave her the BDC
envelope. She was asked to affix her thumb impression in a register. She did not open the envelope at
the bank counter and the bank representative did not guide her about the usage of her BDC, its safety,
and, about the outlets where she can withdraw her cash grant.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-09
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Batkhela
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Distribution Center Batkhela is functioning at the BISP Tehsil Office Malakand. The
building houses BISP Divisional Office Malakand. NADRA and United Bank Limited are the
partner organizations involved in BDC distribution process at this Center. BISP Tehsil Office has
spared a room for NADRA and Bank counters and a waiting veranda where women wait for
collecting their BDC. BISP has two rooms where they have two counters.
The BDC distribution process was planned to start on 4th April 2012 but got delay as they wanted
to start BDC distribution with Dargai BDC Center, and so this Center actually started on 10 th
April 2012.
BDC Centers located at each BISP tehsil office of Malakand district were planned to remain
operational for three months. According to BISP HQ’s decision, BDC Centers at other tehsil
offices of Malakand stopped functioning once their achievement got close to their total target. The
beneficiaries who failed to collect their BDCs from BDC Centers when they were operating at
respective tehsil offices can now collect these from BDC Center at Divisional Office which will
remain operational.
There are 11,727 (83%) beneficiaries covered by BISP Tehsil Office Malakand to whom BDCs
have been issued. According to BISP staff, the remaining beneficiaries had discrepancies which
they were getting cleared through CMS and can now collect their BDC. Earlier the target was set
at 300 BDCs per NADRA counter per day. Now there is no set target and the distribution Center
caters to all beneficiaries who visit to collect their cards. Currently, the average number of
beneficiaries visiting BISP office to collect BDC is around 50-60, however, during peak time;
even 400 BDCs were being issued in a single day.
BISP HQ informed beneficiaries about the change in payment mode through public
announcements in area mosques, information dissemination through local notables and social
workers. The beneficiaries were asked to bring their CNIC, and their phone numbers.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
The access to BDC Center is easy as it is conspicuously located in BISP office, however, there
were no BDC banners and standees at the BDC Center.
The office building has ample space to accommodate around 40 visitors in the veranda though
earlier they had tents inside and outside the Center with chairs for 400 persons. During the initial
busy days, the weather was not very harsh hence no shade or fans were required. Currently the
office can comfortably accommodate visitors in the veranda. Water cooler and washroom are
available for the beneficiaries.
Despite the arrangement for controlling the flow of visitors in BISP Tehsil (and Divisional)
office, security has been another major issue as Malakand was hard hit by militant though there is
no physical threat but still people are afraid, but the Center does not have security arrangements.
BISP Tehsil office staff did not receive any formal orientation training regarding the distribution
of BDC and coordination with PO. However, a number of planning and coordination meetings
were held at divisional level which were focused towards administrative arrangements and
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planning about how to manage large number of visitors during BDC distribution process. BISP
staff learnt about technical details through interaction with the PO representatives and through
observation of the distribution operations.
No mechanism was communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related complaints like PIN
lost/deactivation, card lost/captured at ATM etc. The CMS system do not cater for payment
related complaints and so currently BISP staff is completely isolated from BDC related
complaints; no record of BDC complaints is maintained by them and such complaints are simply
referred to the Bank counter.

3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
As currently not many beneficiaries are coming for BDCs, therefore, there is no need for
making a queue. The beneficiaries upon their arrival at BDC Center are entertained by BISP
staff who, after verification of their documents (CNIC etc.) refer them to NADRA desk for
further processing.
b. NADRA Counters
There are two NADRA counters with two computers installed in a room shared with bank,
which has seating arrangement for two beneficiaries at a time. NADRA has a backup power
generator for alternative electric power which also provides backup to the bank’s computers.
No UPS was available and the computer systems got abruptly shut down on power failure.
During observation, there was electricity load shedding of one hour. As currently BDC
distribution is slow, NADRA usually waits for three to four beneficiaries to be present, before
starting power generator and immediately turn it off after the bank finishes issuing BDCs to
them.
At NADRA counters, there are 2 data entry operators and one Site In-charge to handle CNIC
verification. NADRA staff has an initial contract of three months which will continue to be
extended till the BDC assignment is completed.
The NADRA staff confirms BISP beneficiary from their database by entering her CNIC
number that produces the details of each beneficiary and then verifies her fingerprints. After
successful bio-metric verification NADRA staff prints a token and refer her to the bank
counter for BDC collection.
If beneficiary’s CNIC has some problem, then NADRA refer her to the nearest NADRA
office for correction of their CNIC by providing a printed token that entitles her to a free
modification of CNIC as well as priority service at NADRA office. The major reasons for
CNIC modification include expired CNIC, CNIC without photograph, and, thumb impression
not clear or mismatch of finger prints.
c. Bank Counters
There is a counter for bank staff in the same room with NADRA which can accommodate
about five beneficiaries at a time. One CDO (Card Distribution Officer) has been hired for
handling, processing and issuance of BDCs to beneficiaries. All staff is deputed on an initial
contract of three month which shall be extended as long as the BDC assignment is in process.
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Bank staff obtains CNIC and token issued by NADRA staff, from the beneficiary. They enter
the serial number/ code in the online record which serves as a key for data sharing between
NADRA and bank record.
Bank staff obtains and enters the following information about the beneficiary in their record
before issuing a BDC to her:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Date of birth of the beneficiary.
Birth place of the beneficiary.
Mother name of the beneficiary
CNIC number of the beneficiary.
Expiry date of the beneficiary’s CNIC.

After entering this information, bank staff obtain beneficiary’s thumb impression (or
signatures) in a register, registers BDC in her name, and handover the BDC envelope. They
instruct the beneficiary to visit the nearest UBL branch to withdraw their cash transfer.

4. Lessons Learnt
The card distribution process started at 9 a.m. and the beneficiaries started coming soon after
BDC distribution staff settled in their seats. The rush of the beneficiaries is decreasing day by day
as almost 83 % of BDC’s have been issued. The remaining are those which had discrepancies
which they are getting resolved through CMS. All the visiting beneficiaries received their BDCs
through the same step by step procedure detailed above.
NADRA staff complains about the delay in update of NADRA HQ record with database provided
to them at BDC Center. The staff told that for some discrepant cases although the beneficiary gets
her new CNIC after required modification but such information/modification did not appear in
their record and this is the major problem they have to face and in such case they advise the
beneficiary to wait and come back after a week.
NADRA were issuing token number on a plain hand written paper as their print rolls had finished
some days ago and they did not receive new stock.

5. Recommendations



Being the front end service providers, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about the benefits of alternative payment mechanism and remove
their apprehensions about using BDCs.
NADRA should ensure that required print rolls are available so that tokens can be printed for
the beneficiaries moving on to bank counters as well as those who need to modify their CNIC
from NADRA office.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1
Nazia w/o Muhammad Rafique was revisiting BDC Center for the fifth time to collect her BDC. She
is 20 and lives in Baghuna, Dheri Al Dhand, Batkhela, and Malakand which is about 10 kms from the
BDC Center. She spent Rs 40 to reach the Center in an hour. She was accompanied by her mother-inlaw due to cultural constraints as she cannot move alone. She found the Center easily as she had come
here earlier also.
She came today after getting a new CNIC prepared from NADRA office. On her earlier visit she was
returned back due to discrepancy in her CNIC. She was informed by a relative to visit BDC Center at
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BISP tehsil office on a certain day for collecting her BDC. She was advised to bring her CNIC, a
phone number (her own or of her neighbour) and the token with her. When she reached the office she
was told that she has a CNIC discrepancy and needs to remove the discrepancy first and after removal
of the discrepancy she should come again. She visited the BDC Center repeatedly but was told that
the discrepancy has not been removed despite the fact that she had received a new CNIC.
This was her fifth visit for BDC collection and this time she received her BDC. On this visit she was
completely satisfied with the process and treatment by staff. She said that only drinking water was not
available but the rest of the facilities were available.
After getting her BDC and instructions from Bank staff, she was still not confident that she will be
able to use her card. All she has learned is to visit the nearest bank branch and withdraw the amount
by using her BDC.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2
Parveen w/o Bakht Zamin Khan is 37 and lives in Mohalla Khan Palau, Dheri Al Dhand, Batkhela,
Malakand, located about 6 kms from this BDC Center. She came via Qingchi from her village to the
BDC Center which took about 30 minutes and she had to spend Rs.20 on fare. It was her first time to
collect her BDC; she visited BDC Center located near her house at BISP Tehsil Office for collecting
her BDC. She was completely satisfied with the process and treatment by staff of this BDC Center.
She said that she received her BDC on her first visit. She said that except drinking water the rest of
the facilities were in the Center. She was satisfied with the process and understood what was told to
her at the bank counter regarding usage of her BDC and its security.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-10
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Haripur
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Distribution Center Haripur is functioning at the BISP Tehsil Office Haripur City. NADRA,
Bank Alfalah and Ufone are the partner organizations involved in BDC distribution process at this
Center. BISP Tehsil office has spared a hall for NADRA, Bank and Ufone counters for the
issuance of BDC.
The BDC distribution process was planned to start from 12th April 2012 but due to some delay in
the hiring and training of POs staff, the process could start on 26th June 2012.
Till the date of our visit 3,365 beneficiaries had collected BDCs from this BDC Center. The target
set in August 2012 was 60-70 BDCs per day. If the number of visitors for BDC collection
increases they are catered irrespective of the per day BDCs issuance target. Currently, the average
number of beneficiaries visiting BISP office to collect BDC is around 50-60.
BISP HQ informed beneficiaries about the change in payment mode through public
announcements in area mosques, information dissemination through local notables and social
workers, and, through BISP supervisory staff visits. The beneficiaries were asked to bring their
CNIC, their phone numbers and BISP tokens along with them for collecting their BDC.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
The access to BDC Center is easy as it is conspicuously located. Banners and standees helped in
guiding beneficiaries to the BDC Center.
The office building has ample space to accommodate around two hundred visitors and the office
courtyard was used as a waiting area for the beneficiaries which was covered and shaded. The
waiting area did not have a fan or air cooler for the waiting beneficiaries, but it was at least
shaded and had chairs. Water cooler and washroom facilities were available for beneficiaries.
Despite the arrangement for controlling the flow of visitors in BISP Tehsil office, the security has
been a major issue.
BISP Tehsil office staff did not receive any formal orientation training regarding the distribution
of BDC and coordination with PO. However, coordination meetings were held at different levels
which were focused towards administrative arrangements and planning about how to manage
large number of visitors during BDC distribution process. BISP staff learnt about BDC processes
through interaction with the PO representatives and through observation of the distribution
operations.
No mechanism was communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related complaints like PIN
lost/deactivation, card lost/captured at ATM etc. The CMS system do not cater to payment related
complaints and so currently BISP staff is completely isolated from BDC related complaints; no
record of complaints is maintained by them and such complaints are simply referred to the Bank
counter.
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3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
The beneficiary upon her arrival at BDC Center is entertained by BISP staff who segregates
them in line with their purpose of visit to BISP office. BISP staff verifies their documents
(CNIC, token number etc.) and refer the beneficiaries to NADRA desk for the next stage.
b. NADRA Counters
There are two NADRA counters with two computers. There was no seating arrangement for
beneficiaries and they were standing in the room. NADRA has a backup power generator for
alternative electric power which also provides backup to the bank’s computers. No UPS was
available and the computer systems were abruptly shut down on power failure. During
observation, there was electricity break down of 5 minutes only.
At NADRA counters, there are 4 data entry operators to handle CNIC verification for BDC
distribution. NADRA staff has an initial contract of three month since the BDC started but
this shall keep on extending till all BDC issues are covered.
NADRA staff confirms BISP beneficiary from their database by entering her CNIC number
that produces the details of each beneficiary and then verifies her fingerprints. After
successful bio-metric verification, NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone number, print a
token and refer her to the bank counter for BDC collection.
If beneficiary’s CNIC has some problem, then NADRA refer her to nearest NADRA office
for correction of CNIC by providing a printed token that entitles her to a free change of CNIC
as well as priority service at NADRA office. The major reasons for CNIC modification
include expired CNIC, CNIC without photograph, thumb impression not clear, or, mismatch.
c. Bank Counters
There are two counters for bank staff. Two CDOs (Card Distribution Officers) were hired for
handling, processing and issuance of BDCs to beneficiaries. All staff is deputed on an initial
contract of three month since the BDC Center started working and the contract is being
extended as the BDC assignment is still in progress.
Bank staff obtains CNIC and token number issued by NADRA staff from each beneficiary.
They enter the serial number/ code in the online record which serves as a key for data sharing
between NADRA and the bank.
Bank staff obtains and enters the following information about the beneficiary in their record
before issuing a BDC to her:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Date of birth of the beneficiary.
Birth place of the beneficiary.
Mother name of the beneficiary
CNIC number of the beneficiary.
Expiry date of the beneficiary’s CNIC.
Cell phone number of the beneficiary.

After entering this information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures) in a
register, register the BDC to her name, tag Ufone SIM with her account and handover BDC
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envelope and Ufone SIM. They instruct the beneficiary to get the Ufone SIM registered in her
name from the Ufone counter, and, to visit the nearest Bank Alfalah branch after two days to
learn about how to use the BDC.
d. Mobile Phone Counter
Though this is not standard procedure, but beneficiaries of Bank Alfalah are being provided
with a Ufone SIM also. The basic purpose of providing Ufone SIM is to inform the
beneficiary about the release of disbursement through a short messaging Service (SMS).
There is one Ufone counter with two Ufone representative working closely with the bank
staff. After issuance of a BDC, the bank staff refers the beneficiary to Ufone desk for SIM
registration and activation.

4. Lessons Learnt
The card distribution process started at 9 a.m. and the beneficiaries started coming soon after.
Presently, the number of beneficiaries visiting daily is very low so there is no problem, but BISP
staff informed us that during the earlier stages there used to be a delay at bank counters because
the number of staff at NADRA and bank was not balanced.
NADRA staff complains about the delay in update of NADRA HQ record with database provided
to them at BDC Center. The staff told that for some discrepant cases although the beneficiary gets
her new CNIC after required modifications but such information/modification did not appear in
their record and this is a major problem that they have to face and in such cases they advise the
beneficiary to wait and come back after a week.
Though the bank staff explains to the beneficiary about what is in the BDC envelope or how to
use their BDC but keeping in view the level of understanding of the beneficiaries this is not
enough. The beneficiary is not very clear about how she will use the BDC for withdrawal of her
cash transfer.

5. Recommendations





As most of BDC distribution work has been completed, therefore, the staff strength at BDC
Center appears to be too high for the present workload. Reminders may be sent to the
beneficiaries who have not collected their BDCs till now so that the present staff could be
appropriately utilized.
Being the front-end service providers, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about the benefits of alternative payment mechanism and remove
their apprehensions.
There could be a demo ATM at the BDC Centers which may be used for demonstration to the
beneficiaries.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1
Maryam Bibi w/o Ilyas was revisiting BDC Center a second time to collect her BDC. She is 36 and
lives in Pharhari Haripur which is about 25 kms from the BDC Center and took 3 hours to reach the
Center and she had to spend Rs.500.
She came to know through an announcement and was advised to bring her CNIC, a phone number
(her own or of her neighbour) and the token with her. On her turn, she was guided towards the first
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desk where the BISP official checked her documents she had taken with (CNIC, survey slip and the
PMT score information) and referred her to the NADRA counter. At the NADRA counter, the staff
after checking her CNIC told her that she has discrepancy of CNIC and so the BDC cannot be issued
on it. She was advised to go to the nearest NADRA office and get a free of cost new CNIC.
This was her second visit for BDC collection. She came today after getting a new CNIC prepared
which took about 45 days. On this visit she was completely satisfied with the process and treatment
by staff. She said that this time it was much peaceful and she did not have to wait long.
After getting her BDC and instructions from Bank Alfalah staff, she was still not confident that she
would be able to use her card. All she has learned is to visit the nearest bank branch after two days.
She was not very clear about even the exact name of the bank branch which she is required to visit.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2
Zaitoon Bibi w/o Muhammad Akram is 62 and lives in Mandanka, Post Office Noorpur, Haripur,
which is located about 15 kms from this BDC Center. She came with her daughter as she is of old age
and could not come alone. She reached the BDC Center in about 1½ hour and had to spend Rs.500 on
fare.
She was visiting for the third time and was not very clear about why she did not receive her BDC
during earlier visits. She remembers that there was a large crowd of beneficiaries who had come to
collect their cards. Though BISP staff and security staff tried to bring some order and help the aged
women on priority basis but they failed to help Zaitoon Bibi on her first visit. She therefore went back
without collecting her BDC. In August she visited for the third time and brought her CNIC for
collecting her BDC.
She was completely satisfied with the process and treatment by staff of this BDC Center, as she
received her BDC. According to her all arrangement for the beneficiaries were satisfactory except the
lack of fans and drinking water.
She did not know the contents of the BDC envelope given at the bank counter as she had not opened it
but was sure that with the help of this she would be able to receive her cash transfer. At bank counter
she was not briefed about the use of BDC and its PIN code etc and was simply asked to visit the
nearest bank branch after two days, to learn about how to use her BDC to draw money from an ATM.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-KPK-11
Observation of BDC Distribution Center Mansehra
1. Introduction and Background of the Center
BDC Center Mansehra is located in BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. The BISP management
planned to start this Center on 6th February 2012 though it actually started functioning on 29th
February 2012 as NADRA system was not working due to a DSL problem. NADRA and Summit
Bank are the partner organizations, and Summit bank has a further partnership with Ufone.
There are two BDC distribution Centers in the district – Oghi and Mansehra. Till 31st August
2012 this Center has distributed 20,014 Cards with an average of 200 cards per day.
A variety of means were adopted to communicate to the beneficiaries regarding change in
payment mode. BISP letter, public announcements, local notables and post men were used.
Interpersonal interaction and exchange of information also played an important role in informing
BISP beneficiaries to visit BDC Center for collecting their BDCs.
2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
BDC Center Mansehra is located in Ghazi Kot Township on Shahrah-e-Resham. The building is
easily accessible and conspicuous. Banners and posters make it easier for the beneficiaries to
locate the BDC Center.
About 20 beneficiaries were present at the Center. They were managed in lines. A person was
checking the documents that she brought with her (CNIC, survey slip, BISP letter) before
allowing a beneficiary to enter the Center. Beneficiaries first visited BISP counter, if they were
eligible then were directed to NADRA counter.
Police was not available outside or inside the Center’s building. The BISP has its security guard
and naib qasid who were checking the related documents at the entrance.
BDC Center has sufficient space to accommodate 50 visitors but sometime the beneficiaries came
in large numbers which got accommodated somehow in the Center but seating arrangements were
enough for the present number of visitors. There are separate rooms for different counters.
Beneficiaries were present in different rooms, veranda and the courtyard. The waiting rooms were
provided with chairs. The rooms with NADRA and bank counters were also provided with chairs.
While wash room and drinking water was available for the beneficiaries, there were no fans in the
waiting areas.
The total staff at this BDC Center comprised of 13 individuals included 1 BISP representative, 10
NADRA representatives, one Bank representative and one Ufone representative. The staff
resumed their duties on time.
NADRA and Bank have separate rooms for their counters. The BDC Center used generator as an
alternate form of power supply during the electric outage of one hour. There was no UPS
available.
No BDC complainants were observed on the day of TPE team visit.
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3. Arrangement and Processes at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
The role of BISP counter was very important. It was handling all kinds of beneficiaries.
Documents were submitted to this counter by the beneficiary, which were subjected to
scrutiny, and in case these were OK, the beneficiaries were directed to NADRA counter.
b. NADRA Counters
There were four NADRA counters. The beneficiaries showed their CNIC and NADRA
representative was checking their status. Beneficiaries with discrepancy in their CNIC are
directed to nearest NADRA office to obtain an updated CNIC. The eligible beneficiaries were
asked to put their thumb on the biometric machine for verification. The eligible beneficiaries
were issued a reference slip with a unique ID and they were sent to the bank counters for
further process.
c. Bank Counters
Summit Bank has one counter in a separate large room and five women were present who
were in a queue and seating arrangement were enough for them. Beneficiaries showed the
reference slip with unique ID given to them at NADRA counter and their original CNIC at the
bank counter. The bank representative entered the ID into the bank database to create a virtual
account of the beneficiary, and gave a BDC envelope to the beneficiary. He also guided the
beneficiary about how to use her BDC. The bank representative also advised the beneficiary
about the privacy of PIN code.
d. Mobile Phone Counter
Though this is not standard procedure, but beneficiaries of Summit Bank are being provided
with a Ufone SIM also. The basic purpose of providing Ufone SIM is to inform the
beneficiary about the cash transfer to her bank through a short messaging service (SMS).
There is one Ufone counter with a Ufone representative working closely with the bank staff.
After the issuance of BDC, bank staff refers the beneficiary to Ufone desk for SIM
registration and activation.

4. Lessons Learnt
During our observation visit, electricity was not available for two hours and NADRA’s generator
was used during this load shedding. There was no UPS with NADRA therefore during load
shedding connectivity was lost twice (till the time the generator could be started). Bank
representatives had laptop but once NADRA system was down then bank connectivity was also
lost.
Beneficiaries could not understand how to use their BDCs as the technicalities were beyond their
comprehension. The bank representatives on an average took 2-3 minutes to explain the whole
process to a beneficiary which did not seem enough for her to understand. The bank
representatives considered the issuance of BDC as their main duty and paid little attention on
explaining the process of using a BDC.
In exit interviews most of the beneficiaries did not know the BDC cash withdrawal process in
detail, where can they possibly go for withdrawing cash, and, when shall the amount be credited
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to their account. Most beneficiaries did not even open the BDC envelope which the bank
representative had handed over to them.
BISP staff has no role in dealing with BDC complaints, therefore they refer complainants to the
bank counter where their BDC/CNIC information and nature of complaint was noted on an excel
sheet.
Cases which were resolved by BISP CMS were not being updated in due time in NADRA
database and there was a confusion that when once cleared from BISP then why the updated
information was not forthcoming in NADRA system.
Cases with biometric issues were mostly resolved but some cases were observed which still had
biometric issues even after issue of new CNIC. One NADRA representative explained that after
the new thumb impression, the system takes the new biometric information after the previous
information is discarded by NADRA HQ and until it is not discarded the problem persists despite
the update.

5. Recommendations






Like BISP counter, female staff may be hired or their number increased to cater to
beneficiaries at the NADRA and bank counters.
Role of BISP staff for addressing BDC Complaints may be defined. BISP staff should at least
record the basic information about the complaint (e.g. date, complainants’ name, CNIC,
Phone number and nature of complaint) so that they can pursue the redressal of complaint,
know whether the complaint has been addressed or not, and inform the beneficiary about the
result.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should inform the beneficiary about the
contents of the envelope and guide her about using the BDC as well as the importance of PIN
code.
Being the front end service providers, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about the benefits of alternative payment mechanism.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Gul Mina wife of Mairaj is a 42 year old woman. She is living in Banda Peran, Post Office Baffa
Mansehra. She received her BDC from the BDC Center on her third attempt as previously she had a
discrepancy for which she did not receive any letter from BISP.
The area where she lives is at a distance of 15 kms from BDC Center. Though she did not receive any
BISP letter to visit BDC Center but she learnt that BDC Center Mansehra was issuing BDCs through
their public campaign. She came to the BDC Center in public transport which cost her Rs.60 per
person per visit. She could not come alone due to cultural constraints therefore her husband
accompanied her. She easily found BDC Center because it was her 3rd visit.
At the BDC Center she waited in the veranda with other BDC beneficiaries. The veranda had no fan
or air cooler. She said that drinking water and washroom facility was available. Gul Mina found BISP
staff very cooperative and after issuance of the token at BISP counter she was guided to NADRA
counter where she showed that token and after waiting for her turn was allowed to enter that room.
As she did not have any CNIC discrepancy or biometric issue this time therefore she was issued a
token by NADRA and was guided to the bank counter for receiving her BDC. The staff was
cooperative and she was satisfied. She showed her original CNIC and the NADRA printed token with
a unique ID at Bank counter, where the representative asked for details and handed over the BDC
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envelope containing BDC brochure, BDC and PIN Code. The Bank staff was cooperative and she was
briefed about the process of using her BDC but not about the importance of PIN code.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Shakeela Bibi wife of Sabireen is a 31 year old woman. She is living in Banda Kech, Mansehra. She
received her BDC from this Center on her second attempt as previously she had a CNIC discrepancy
for which she did not receive any letter from BISP.
The area where she lives is at a distance of 40 kms from BDC Center. Though she did not receive any
BISP letter to visit BDC Center but through their public campaign, she knew that BDC Center
Mansehra was issuing BDCs. She came to the BDC Center in a Suzuki van which cost her Rs.200 per
person per visit. She could not come alone due to cultural constraints therefore her husband
accompanied her. She easily found BDC Center because it was her 3rd visit.
At the BDC Center she waited in the veranda with other BDC beneficiaries. The veranda had no fan
or air cooler. She said that drinking water and washroom facility was available. Gul Mina found BISP
staff very cooperative and after issuance of the token at BISP counter she was guided to NADRA
counter where she showed that token and after waiting for her turn was allowed to enter that room.
Shakeela Bibi found BISP staff very cooperative and after issuance of the token at BISP counter she
was guided to NADRA counter where she showed that token and was allowed to enter that room.
As she did not have any CNIC discrepancy or biometric issue this time therefore she was issued a
token by NADRA and was guided to the bank counter for receiving her BDC. She showed her
original CNIC and the NADRA printed token with a unique ID at Bank counter, where the
representative asked for details and handed over the BDC envelope containing BDC brochure, BDC
and PIN Code. The bank staff was cooperative and she was briefed regarding the process of using her
BDC and importance of BDC PIN code.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-GB-01
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Gilgit
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Distribution Center Gilgit is located within the premises of NADRA Office Gilgit, near
Jaglot Adda Tehsil Gilgit. This BDC Distribution Center started its operations on 20th March
2012. NADRA, Summit Bank Limited and Ufone are the partner organizations. Currently only
two BDC Distribution Centers are operating in the whole G-B region, one is at Gilgit and the
other one in located in Chilas.
Total number of beneficiaries to be covered by BDC Distribution Center Gilgit is about 8,000,
and till end July 2012, it has distributed about 4,000 Cards with an average of 30-40 cards per
day. There were few beneficiaries in the center the day we visited.
BISP Divisional Office informed the beneficiaries about this change in payment mechanism
through political workers and social activists. BISP Divisional Office also used other
communication modes to inform beneficiaries, including public announcements through area
mosques, information dissemination through local notables and social workers, and, sending
messages through the postmen to active beneficiaries. The beneficiaries were asked to bring their
CNIC and their phone numbers for collecting their BDCs.

2. Logistics and Facilities at the BDC Center:
BDC Center Gilgit, is located near Jaglot Adda Gilgit. It is easily accessible by the beneficiaries
since it is within the NADRA building and surrounding it there are various banners, and standees
that make it easier for the beneficiaries to locate the BDC.
The security situation in GB remained very unpleasant and tense during the month of July and
August 2012. Certain security measures have been taken, and male police was on duty outside the
Center whereas few female police/lady constables were posted inside the veranda of the office, to
deal with any security issues. BISP management and local police have been working in close
coordination. The police authorities increase the number of police guards inside and outside the
building whenever the law and order situation in the city deteriorates.
BDC Center Gilgit has sufficient space to accommodate 50-70 visitors. The three counters (BISP,
Summit Bank, and Ufone) counters were established in a single room for performing their duties,
whilst the NADRA counter was established in a separate room. Seating arrangements for
beneficiaries were made in the veranda and courtyard. There were about 50 chairs in the veranda
and lawn, and an additional 5 chairs in the room where they were dealing with beneficiaries. The
beneficiaries wait outside and move to the room upon their turns.
Electric pedestal fans were available in the waiting area. The entire waiting area was covered, to
protect against rain and sunshine. Separate toilets for male and female visitors were also available
inside the office. Drinking water facility was available for visitors in the veranda.
The total staff of BDC Center Gilgit comprised of seven individuals including 2 BISP
representatives, 2 NADRA representatives and 2 bank representatives whereas there was only one
representative from Ufone. All the staff members arrived at the office on time.
Electricity outages in Gilgit are less frequent in summers, whereas they increase in winters, as
most of the power generation is through hydro-electricity, and the quantity of water available
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decreases in winters, thus affecting the power generation. The BDC Center uses a generator for
power breakdown. There was no UPS available at the Center.

3. Arrangement and Processes at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
Two female internees at BISP counter check all the relevant documents (CNIC, survey slip,
and BISP letter) before allowing a beneficiary to enter the Center. If they are eligible and
have the documents they are directed to NADRA counter by giving them a BISP token for
NADRA reference. It was observed that the Assistant Director BISP visits the Center quite
frequently. The interns informed that they were hired for a period of four months since the
project started in March and now their contracts are almost finished.
b. NADRA Counter
There are two NADRA counters at the BDC Center Gilgit manned by two NADRA data entry
operators to enter data and to handle CNIC verification for BDC distribution.
NADRA staff informed that they confirm BISP beneficiary data from their database by
entering her CNIC number that produces the details of each beneficiary and then they verify
her fingerprints. After successful bio-metric verification, NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s
phone number, print a token and refer her to the bank counter for collecting her BDC.
If beneficiary’s CNIC has some problem of mismatch of information or thumb impression,
then NADRA staff refers her to the nearest NADRA office for modification of CNIC. A
printed token is provided that entitles her to preparation of a new CNIC free change, as well
as, avail priority service at NADRA office. The major reasons that require CNIC modification
include expired CNIC, CNIC without photograph, thumb impression not clear or mismatch.
After visiting NADRA counter, the beneficiaries go to the bank and Ufone counters.
c. Bank Counter
The bank staff informed that they obtain from the beneficiary her CNIC and token number
issued by NADRA staff. They enter the serial number/ code in their online record which
serves as a key for data sharing between the bank and NADRA.
Bank staff obtains and enter the following information about the beneficiary in their record
before issuing a BDC to her: date of birth of the beneficiary, birth place of the beneficiary,
mother’s name of the beneficiary, CNIC number of the beneficiary, expiry date of the
beneficiary’s CNIC and cell phone number, etc.
After entering this information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures) on the
back of the printed token, registers BDC in her name, tag Ufone SIM with her account and
handover BDC envelope and Ufone SIM. They instruct the beneficiary to get the Ufone SIM
registered in her name from the Ufone counter, and, to visit the nearest Summit Bank branch
to use the BDC.
d. Mobile Phone Counter
There is one Ufone counter with a Ufone representative. After the issuance of BDC, bank
staff refers the beneficiary to Ufone counter for SIM registration and activation.
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4. Lessons Learnt
It was observed that the staff working at the Center was energetic and they were efficiently
handling the beneficiaries.
While trying to review some of the complaints, the team could not find any official records of
complaints. There is a lack of systematic mechanisms of managing the complaints. For instance
there was no complaint register available or any other proper documentation of the complaints.
They spend an average of 15 minutes per beneficiary and they are guided to the relevant desk,
however this is all done verbally and nothing is recorded.
After this visit, a meeting was arranged with the Divisional Director BISP, and he was informed
about the situation of not finding the official record of complaints and non-availability of BISP
officials. He informed that they were in charge of running a three month project of BDC Center
from BISP Head Quarters. Although it was initially for three months but due to the law and order
situation in Gilgit, it was extended to four months.
BISP staff feels that being illiterate, the beneficiaries will be dependent on their male family
members or even outsiders for using BDCs for cash withdrawal from ATM.
The bank staff does not explain what is in the BDC envelope or how to use the BDC but only
instruct the beneficiaries to visit the nearest Summit Bank branch and give this envelope to the
bank representative.

5. Recommendations





Some of BISP senior staff should be present in BDC Center, or at least pay regular and
frequent visit, for overseeing the work of the interns as this would facilitate the beneficiaries.
All the complaints regarding BDC should be documented properly, and kept for record.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should not only inform the beneficiary about
the contents of the envelope but also guide her about using the BDC as well as the importance
of PIN code using some demonstration or pictorial.
Being the front-end service provider, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about the benefits of alternative payment mechanism and remove
their apprehensions.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1:
Mehar Bano Wife of Sher Ullah Baig is 46 years old women, living in Mohalla Majukal Danyore,
Gilgit. She received her BDC from BDC Center Gilgit on her second visit. She had a CNIC
discrepancy since she had an old ID card her photo is not visible. In her earlier visit she was informed
about the discrepancy and so she visited NADRA office to get her new CNIC.
Though she did not receive any BISP letter to visit BDC Center but through their public campaign she
became aware that BISP Tehsil Office Gilgit was issuing BDCs. The area where she lives is at
distance of 7 kms from Gilgit BDC Center. She came to the BDC Center Gilgit partly by Suzuki van
and partly by taxi which cost her Rs.125 per visit. She could not come alone due to cultural restrains
and language barriers; therefore her sister-in-law and her husband accompanied her.
At the BDC Center she waited in the same room where the cards were being distributed. There was
not a big crowd in the Center people were time to time coming to collect their BDC s and some were
there for registering their complaints. Sitting arrangements were enough for the beneficiaries who
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were waiting there. The courtyard was shaded and fans and water coolers were available. There was
no separate washroom for the beneficiaries but they were allowed to use the staff washroom.
Mehar Bano found BISP staff very cooperative and after issuance of the token at BISP counter she
was guided to NADRA counter where she showed the token and was allowed to enter the bank
counter room. She showed her original CNIC and NADRA printed token with a unique ID at Bank
counter, where the representatives ask details and handed over the packet which includes BDC
brochure, BDC jacket and BDC pin. The bank staff briefed her about the usage of the card and also
informed her to take care of the PIN and her card. She said that the entire staff was very cooperative.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2:
Khush Nisa widow of Abdullah 55 is resident of Mohalla Basin Khari, Gilgit. She received her BDC
from BDC Center Gilgit on her second visit. She is an eligible beneficiary and but had a CNIC
discrepancy since she had an old ID card her photo is not visible. In her earlier visit she was informed
about the discrepancy and so she had to visit NADRA office twice to get her new CNIC.
Though she did not receive any BISP letter to visit BDC Center but through their public campaign she
became aware that BISP Tehsil Office Gilgit was issuing BDCs. The area where she lives is at
distance of 5 kms from Gilgit BDC Center. She came to the BDC Center Gilgit partly by Suzuki van
and partly by taxi which cost her Rs.250 per visit. She can’t speak very well (disabled) therefore her
daughter-in-law accompanied her. She told that she couldn’t found the BDC Center easily but kept
asking different people for guidance.
For BDC collection she brought her original CNIC, Photocopies of her CNIC, survey slip and
acknowledgement slip. Khush Nisa waited in the veranda till her turn came. When her turn came she
moved towards the first desk where the BISP official checked her documents and asked her to go to
NADRA counter. At the NADRA counter the staff after checking her CNIC and biometric
verification, guided towards the Bank counter. She informed that she is satisfied with the behaviour of
staff present at all three counters
After collecting BDC envelope which included BDC brochure, BDC and PIN, she herself asked the
bank staff about the usage of BDC which they explained.
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P-Q2-BDC Center-AJK-01
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Muzafarabad
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Distribution Center Muzafarabad is functioning on the premises of the BISP Tehsil Office
Muzafarabad situated on Chattar Road behind AJK Parliament House. The same building houses
BISP Divisional Office also. NADRA, Bank Alfalah and Ufone are the partner organizations
involved in BDC distribution process at this Center. BISP Tehsil Office has spared a room for
NADRA counters and the waiting hall for Bank Alfalah and Ufone counters for the issuance of
BDC.
The BDC distribution process was planned to start during first week of February 2012 but due to
some delay in hiring and training of POs staff, the process could start from 18 th February 2012.
This BDC Distribution Center caters to two tehsils - Muzafarabad and Pattika and beneficiaries of
both these tehsils collect their BDCs from this Center.
There are almost 23,000 BISP beneficiaries in the tehsils of Muzafarabad and Pattika and till the
date of our visit about 8,500 BDCs had been issued. According to BISP staff, about 14,500
beneficiaries will still visit and collect their BDCs. Earlier the target was set at 150 BDCs per
NADRA counter per day but actually they have issued 250 to 300 per day. Now there is no set
target and the distribution Center caters to all beneficiaries who visit to collect their cards.
Currently, the average number of beneficiaries visiting this Center to collect BDCs is around 5060.
BISP HQ informed beneficiaries about the change in payment mode through political workers and
social activists. BISP Divisional Office also used other communication modes to inform
beneficiaries, including public announcements through area mosques, information dissemination
through local notables and social workers, and, sending messages through the postmen to active
beneficiaries. The beneficiaries were asked to bring their CNIC and their phone numbers for
collecting their BDCs.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
The access to this BDC Center is difficult as it is not conspicuously located however most
notables and beneficiaries, as well as van drivers know the location of BISP office Muzafarabad.
There were 4 BDC banners and standees at the BDC Center (2 in the waiting area and 2 at the
main gate).
The office building has ample space to accommodate around two hundred visitors and the office
lawn, covered with tents, is used as a waiting area for the beneficiaries. Chairs and stools were
arranged and/or the beneficiaries sat on the lawn also. Currently the office can comfortably
accommodate additional visitors in the garage also. Water cooler and washroom for beneficiaries
are available.
BISP Tehsil Office staff did not receive any formal orientation training regarding the distribution
of BDCs or for coordination with PO. However, a number of planning and coordination meetings
were held at regional level which was focused towards administrative arrangements and planning
about how to manage the large number of visitors expected during BDC distribution process.
BISP staff learnt about technical details through interaction with the PO representatives and
through observation of BDC distribution operations.
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BISP staff has not been guided for handling of BDC related complaints like PIN lost/deactivation,
card lost/captured at ATM etc. but the bank counter deal with these. The CMS system do not cater
for payment related complaints and so currently BISP staff is completely isolated from BDC
related complaints; and no record of complaints is maintained by BISP staff. However, such
complaints are simply referred by BISP staff to the Bank counter, and, a register for recording
complaints is being maintained by the staff of Bank Alfalah Counter.

3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
As currently not many beneficiaries are coming for BDCs, but, there was a small queue. The
beneficiary upon her arrival at BDC Center is entertained by BISP Assistant (one person from
BISP regional staff has been assigned duty for BDC assignment), who segregates them in line
with their purpose of visit to BISP office. BISP Assistant verifies their documents (CNIC etc.)
and refers the beneficiaries who have come for collecting their BDC to NADRA desk for
further processing.
b. NADRA Counters
There are two NADRA counters with two computers installed in a separate room, which has
seating arrangement for five beneficiaries at a time. NADRA has a backup power generator
for alternative electric power which also provides backup to the bank’s computers. No UPS
was available and the computer systems were abruptly shut down on power failure.
At NADRA counters, there are two data entry operators to enter data and to handle CNIC
verification for BDC distribution. NADRA staff had an initial contract of six month from end
February to August 2012 which has been extended as the BDC assignment is still in process.
NADRA staff confirms BISP beneficiary data from their database by entering her CNIC
number that produces the details of each beneficiary and then verifies her fingerprints. After
successful bio-metric verification, NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone number, print a
token and refer her to the Bank counter for collecting her BDC.
If beneficiary’s CNIC has some problem of mismatch of information or thumb impression,
then NADRA staff refers her to the nearest NADRA office for modification of CNIC. A
printed token is provided that entitles her to preparation of a new CNIC free change, as well
as, priority service at NADRA office. The major reasons that require CNIC modification
include expired CNIC, CNIC without photograph, and/or thumb impression not clear or
mismatch.
c. Bank Counters
There are two counters for bank staff in a spacious hall that can accommodate around five
beneficiaries at a time. There is one CDO (Card Distribution Officer) and a DCO (District
Coordination Supervisor) hired for the handling, processing and issuance of BDCs to
beneficiaries. All staff is deputed on an initial contract of six month from end February to
August 2012 which has been extended as the BDC assignment is still in process.
The bank staff obtains CNIC and the token number issued by NADRA staff from beneficiary.
They enter the serial number/ code in the online record which serves as a key for data sharing
between the bank and NADRA.
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Bank staff obtains and enters the following information about the beneficiary in their record
before issuing a BDC to her:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Date of birth of the beneficiary.
Birth place of the beneficiary.
Mother’s name of the beneficiary
CNIC number of the beneficiary.
Expiry date of the beneficiary’s CNIC.
Cell phone number of the beneficiary.

After entering this information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures) on the
back of the printed token, registers BDC in the beneficiary’s name, tag Ufone SIM with her
account and handover BDC envelope and Ufone SIM. They instruct the beneficiary to get the
Ufone SIM registered in her name from the Ufone counter, and, to visit the nearest Bank
Alfalah branch after two days to learn how to use the BDC.
d. Mobile Phone Counter
Though this is not a standard procedure, but BISP beneficiaries obtaining BDCs from Bank
Alfalah are being provided with a Ufone SIM also. The main purpose of providing Ufone
SIM is to inform the beneficiary about the release of disbursement by sending a short
messaging Service (SMS).
There is one Ufone counter with a Ufone representative working closely with the bank staff.
After the issuance of BDC, bank staff refers the beneficiary to Ufone desk for SIM
registration and activation. SIM activation takes around five minutes and it was reported to be
a major bottleneck during the earlier months when the daily number of beneficiaries was very
high.

4. Lessons Learnt
The card distribution process started at 8.30 a.m. and the beneficiaries started coming soon after
BDC distribution staff settled in their seats. The rush of the beneficiaries has decreased and each
day about 50 to 60 beneficiaries visit the Center for collecting their BDCs and few of them revisit
after removing discrepancies in their CNICs. Due to rain, only 35 beneficiaries visited the office
for BDCs during the observation time from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. All the visiting beneficiaries receive
their BDCs through the same step by step procedure detailed above. Behaviour of the staff at the
three counters was satisfactory but the only lapse was that they did not greet the beneficiary.
NADRA staff complains about the delay in update of NADRA HQ record with database provided
to them at BDC Center. The staff told that for some discrepant cases although the beneficiary gets
her new CNIC after required modifications but such information/modification is not immediately
updated in the record available at NADRA counter and this is a major problem that they have to
face and in such a case they advise the beneficiary to wait and come back after a week.
BISP staff of Tehsil Office Muzafarabad is enthusiastic about alternative payment mechanism
such as BDCs. They consider that although Pakistan Post has maximum outreach and coverage
but their staff is deducting money from beneficiaries.
BISP staff feels that being illiterate, the beneficiaries will be dependent on their male family
members or even outsiders for using BDCs for cash withdrawal from ATM.
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BISP should ask the banks to install ATM machines in larger villages so that the beneficiaries can
have an easy access.
The bank staff does not explain what is in the BDC envelope or how to use the BDC but only
instruct the beneficiaries to visit the nearest Bank Alfalah Branch and give this envelope to the
bank representative.
Bank staff at BDC Center does not inform the beneficiaries that BDC could be used at most
ATMs and franchises, but only ask them to go to a certain Bank Alfalah branch. This results in
abnormal crowd at that particular ATM which gives riser to a number of complaints.

5. Recommendations






As almost half of BDC distribution work has been completed, therefore, the staff strength at
BDC Center appears to be too high for the present workload. Reminders may be sent to the
beneficiaries who have not collected their BDCs till now, so that the present staff could be
appropriately utilized.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should not only inform the beneficiary about
the contents of the envelope but also guide her about using the BDC as well as the importance
of PIN code using some demonstration or pictorial.
Being the front-end service provider, BISP staff must be properly trained so that they can
inform the beneficiaries about the benefits of alternative payment mechanism and remove
their apprehensions.
Instead of directing the beneficiary to go to a specific bank branch and give the BDC
envelope to the bank manager, the bank representative at BDC Distribution Center should
inform the beneficiaries about “all’ the places from where she could draw her cash grant.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1
Shakila Bibi w/o Muhammad Bashir was revisiting BDC Center a third time to collect her BDC. She
is 48 years old and lives in Bari Narat of Muzafarabad which is about 45 kms from the BDC Center.
She came today after getting her new CNIC prepared which took about two months. On her first visit
in May 2012, she was returned back as her thumb impression did not match with NADRA’s CNIC
database. She told that a social activist informed her to visit BDC Center at BISP Tehsil Office on a
certain day in March for collecting her BDC. She was advised to bring her CNIC, a phone number
(her own or of her neighbour) with her.
When she reached the office in March at 9:00 a.m., she directly entered the card distribution room.
She told that an official organized a group of 15-20 women who were sent inside the building for
getting their BDCs. On her turn, she was guided towards the first desk where the BISP official
checked the documents that she had taken with her (CNIC, survey slip and PMT score information)
and referred her to the NADRA counter. At the NADRA counter, the staff after checking her CNIC
told her that her thumb impression did not match with the NADRA database and so the BDC cannot
be issued on it. She was advised to go to the nearest NADRA office and get a free of cost new CNIC
made.
This was her third visit for BDC collection because on the second visit she showed them the coupon
that NADRA had given to her when she applied for a new CNIC. On this visit she was completely
satisfied with the process and treatment by staff. She said that this time the distribution Center was
much peaceful and she did not have to wait long.
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After getting her BDC and instructions from Bank Alfalah staff, she was still not confident that she
will be able to use her card. All she has learned is to visit the nearest bank branch after two days and
share this envelope with the Bank representative who will advise about using this BDC.
She does not have any problem with payment through Pakistan Post as they were delivering payments
to her at her village or home.
Beneficiary Exit Interview 2
Kalsoom Bibi w/o Syed Fida is 42 and lives at Chaila Bandi village of Muzafarabad. Chaila Bandi is
located about 8 kms away from this BDC Center. She came by van from her village to BISP Office
Muzafarabad which took half hour and she had to spend Rs.50 on fare.
Earlier in March 2012 she got a BDC from the same BDC camp and got an instalment of Rs. 3,000 by
using a BDC but then her card was lost during travelling. She visited the BDC Center located at BISP
Tehsil Office Muzafarabad for requesting a new BDC and went to NADRA counter because she did
not know the complaint procedure and requested them to issue her a new BDC. NADRA
representative advised her to go to the Bank counter and register her complaint for losing her card and
request for issue of a new BDC. She came to the bank counter and requested them to issue a new card.
The bank supervisor told her that they will send her request to their head office and asked her to come
after two weeks to get new BDC.
She was completely satisfied with the process, treatment and cooperation by staff of this BDC Center.
She said that this time it was much peaceful
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P-Q2-BDC Center-AJK-02
Observation Report of BDC Distribution Center, Mirpur
1. BDC Center – Introduction and Background:
BDC Distribution Center Mirpur is functioning on the premises of BISP Tehsil office Mirpur
located near the City School. NADRA, Bank Alfalah and Ufone are the partner organizations
involved in BDC distribution process at this Center. BISP Tehsil office has spared a room for
NADRA counters and for Bank Alfalah and Ufone counters for the issuance of BDC.
The BDC distribution process was planned to start during 1st week of August 2012 but due to
some delay in the hiring and training of POs staff, the process could start from 28th August (only 2
BDCs were issued) but actual distribution work started from early September 2012. The
beneficiaries of tehsil Mirpur collect their BDCs from this distribution Center.
There are almost 2,400 beneficiaries covered by BISP Tehsil office Mirpur and till the date of our
visit about 834 BDCs had been issued. According to BISP staff, still about 1,450 beneficiaries
have to collect their BDC. Earlier the target was set at 150 BDCs per NADRA counter per day but
actually they issue 10 to 15 per day. On the first day they issued only two BDCs because of new
staff and they were not properly trained. Now there is no set target and the distribution Center
caters to all beneficiaries who visit to collect their cards on a certain day. Currently, the average
number of beneficiaries visiting BISP office to collect BDC remains between 25-35.
BISP staff informed beneficiaries about the change in payment mode through political workers
and social activists. BISP Divisional office used other communication modes also to inform
beneficiaries but did not cover far flung areas. The beneficiaries were asked to bring their CNIC
and their phone numbers with them for collecting their BDCs.

2. Logistics and Facilities at BDC Center:
The access to BDC Center is difficult as it is not conspicuously located however most
beneficiaries know the location of BISP office Mirpur. There were 2 BDC banners and standees at
the BDC Center (1 in waiting area and 1 in the veranda).
The office building has ample space to accommodate around 100 visitors and the office lawn
covered with tents is also used as a waiting area for the beneficiaries. Chairs and stools have been
arranged and/or the beneficiaries sit in the lawn and veranda also. Currently the office can
comfortably accommodate visitors in the garage. Plastic chairs for seating, water cooler and
washroom are available for the beneficiaries.
BISP Tehsil Office staff received an orientation/ training regarding distribution of BDCs and
coordination with partner organizations. A number of planning and coordination meetings were
held at regional and divisional level which were focused on administrative arrangements and
planning about how to manage large number of visitors during BDC distribution process. BISP
staff learnt about technical details through interaction with the PO representatives and through
observation of the distribution operations.
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3. Arrangement and Process at Different Counters
a. BISP Counter
As currently a few beneficiaries are coming for collecting BDCs so there is small queue. The
beneficiary upon her arrival at BDC Center is entertained by BISP Assistant (one person from
BISP divisional staff has been assigned for BDC assignment) who segregates them in line
with their purpose of visit to BISP office. BISP Assistant verifies their documents (CNIC etc.)
and refers them to NADRA counter for further processing.
b. NADRA Counters
In a separate room, which has seating arrangement for five beneficiaries at a time, there is one
NADRA counter with a computer installed. NADRA has a backup power generator for
alternative electric power which also provides backup to the bank’s computers. No UPS was
available and the computer systems are abruptly shut down when there is a power failure.
At NADRA counter, there is one data entry operator to enter data and to handle CNIC
verification for BDC distribution. NADRA staff has a contract of three months from
September to December 2012 which is considered to be sufficient to cover 2,400
beneficiaries.
NADRA staff confirms the record of BISP beneficiary from their database by entering her
CNIC number that produces her details and then verifies her fingerprints. After successful
bio-metric verification NADRA staff enters beneficiary’s phone number, print a token and
refer her to the Bank counter for BDC collection.
If beneficiary’s CNIC has some problem, then NADRA staff refers her to the nearest
NADRA office for correction of her CNIC (by providing a printed token that entitles her to a
free new CNIC as well as priority service at NADRA office). The major reasons for CNIC
modification include expired CNIC, CNIC without photographs, and/or thumb impression not
clear or there is a mismatch.
c. Bank Counters
There is one counter for bank staff in a hall that can accommodate five beneficiaries at a time.
There is one CDO (Card Distribution Officer) and a DCO (District Coordination Supervisor)
hired for the handling, processing and issuance of BDCs to beneficiaries. All staff is deputed
on an initial contract of three months from September to December 2012 which has been
extended as the BDC assignment is still in process.
The bank staff obtains from the beneficiary her CNIC and the token issued by NADRA staff.
They enter the serial number/ code in the online record which serves as a key for data sharing
between NADRA and the bank.
Bank staff obtains and enters the following information about the beneficiary in their record
before issuing a BDC to her:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Date of birth of the beneficiary.
Birth place of the beneficiary.
Her mother’s name.
Her CNIC number.
Expiry date of her CNIC.
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Cell phone number of the beneficiary (or where she could be contacted).

After entering this information, bank staff obtains her thumb impression (or signatures) on the
back of the printed token, registers the BDC in her name, tag Ufone SIM with her account and
handover the BDC envelope and Ufone SIM. They instruct the beneficiary to get the Ufone
SIM registered in her name from the Ufone counter, and, to visit the nearest Bank Alfalah
branch after two days to learn how to use the card.
d. Mobile Phone Counter
Though this is not a standard procedure, but beneficiaries of Bank Alfalah are being provided
with a Ufone SIM also. The basic purpose of providing Ufone SIM is to inform the
beneficiary about the release of disbursement through a short messaging Service (SMS).
There is one Ufone counter with an Ufone representative working closely with the bank staff
but there is no signal available in this area. After the issuance of BDC, bank staff refers the
beneficiary to Ufone desk for SIM registration and activation. SIM activation cannot be done
at this Center, Ufone representative writes the name, contact number and other relevant detail
for registering her SIM and at night he email all the record to his Field Manager for SIM
registration.

4. Lessons Learnt
The card distribution process started at 9.00 a.m. and the beneficiaries started coming soon after
BDC distribution staff settled in their seats. The rush of the beneficiaries has increased and each
day about 50 to 60 visit the Center for collecting their BDCs and few of them revisit after
removing discrepancies in their CNICs. Due to rain, only 35 beneficiaries visited the office for
BDCs during the observation time from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. All the visiting beneficiaries received
their BDCs through the same step by step procedure detailed above. Behaviour of the staff at the
three counters was satisfactory but the only lapse was that they did not greet the beneficiary.
NADRA staff complains about the delay in update of NADRA HQ record with database provided
to them at BISP office. The staff told that for some discrepant cases although the beneficiary gets
her new CNIC after required modifications but such information/modification does not appear in
their record for some time. This is a major problem that they have to face and in such cases they
advise the beneficiaries to wait and come back a week after their CNIC modification.
The bank staff explains only the contents of the BDC envelope but do not advise how to use the
BDC. They only instruct beneficiaries to visit the nearest Bank Alfalah Branch after two or three
days and give this envelope to the bank staff at the branch.
Bank staff at BDC Center does not inform the beneficiaries that BDC could be used at most
ATMs and franchises, but only ask them to go to a certain Bank Alfalah branch. This results in
abnormal crowd at that particular ATM which gives riser to a number of complaints.
No guidelines were communicated to BISP staff for handling of BDC related complaints like PIN
loss, card deactivation, card loss/capture by ATM etc but the staff available with the bank counter
deal with them. The CMS system do not cater for payment related complaints and so currently
BISP staff is completely isolated from BDC related complaints and no record of BDC complaints
is maintained by them. Such complaints are simply referred by BISP staff to the staff at Bank
Alfalah counter who maintain a register and try to address their complaints.
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BISP Tehsil Office Mirpur staff is very keen about the alternative payment mechanism such as
BDCs. They consider that postal staff is deducting some tip from the beneficiaries but Pakistan
Post has the maximum outreach and coverage. BISP should ask the banks for installing ATM
machines in larger villages so that beneficiaries can have an easy excess.
They feel that the beneficiaries will be dependent on their male family members or even outsiders
for cash withdrawal through BDCs.

5. Recommendations






As almost one third of BDC distribution work has been completed, therefore, the staff
strength at BDC Center appears to be too high for the present workload. Reminders may be
sent to the beneficiaries who have not collected their BDCs till now, so that the present staff
could be appropriately utilized.
In line with the standard procedure, bank staff should not only inform the beneficiary about
the contents of the envelope but guide her about using the BDC as well as the importance of
PIN code using some demonstration or pictorial matter.
Before starting distribution of Ufone SIMS, BISP and Bank Alfalah must ensure that Ufone
signals are present in the area.
Instead of directing the beneficiary to go to a specific bank branch and give the BDC
envelope to the bank manager, the bank representative at BDC Distribution Center should
inform the beneficiaries about “all’ the places from where she could draw her cash grant.

Beneficiary Exit Interview 1
Shamim w/o Zakirullah was revisiting BDC Center for a second time to collect her BDC. She is 35
years old and lives in village Chak Sawari of Mirpur tehsil which is about 45 kms from this BDC
Center.
She heard from some neighbouring women that BISP office is issuing cards as an alternate mode of
payment to Pakistan Post and if she did not get her BDC then her cash transfers will stop. When she
reached the BISP office at 10:00 a.m., she directly entered the BDC distribution room. She came with
her husband because of the distance as she could not come alone. She told that an official organized a
group of 15-20 women who were sent inside the building for getting their BDCs. There she was
guided towards the first desk where a BISP official checked the documents she had brought with her
(CNIC, survey slip and the PMT score information) and referred her to the NADRA counter. At the
NADRA counter, the staff after checking her CNIC told her that her thumb impression did not match.
They gave her a token to get her a new CNIC on a priority basis.
She came today after getting her modified CNIC (and phone number) to get her BDC. NADRA
counter checked her new CNIC and thumb impression and gave her a token and asked her to go to the
bank desk to get her BDC. After getting her BDC the bank staff asked her to go to the Ufone counter
and get a SIM. On this desk the Ufone representative noted her details for SIM activation and advised
her that the SIM will be activated after 2 days. They could not activate it at the BDC Center because
Ufone signals are not available in this area.
She was completely satisfied with the process and treatment by staff. She said that this time it was
much peaceful and she did not have to wait long.
After getting her BDC and instructions from Bank Alfalah staff, she was still not confident that she
will be able to use her card. All she has learned is to visit the nearest bank branch after two days and
share this envelope with the Bank representative. She, however, did not have any problem with
payment through Pakistan Post as the postal staff delivered payment at her home.
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Beneficiary Exit Interview 2
Salamat Bibi wife of Ishtiaq is 45 years old and lives in village Samwal Sharif of Mirpur Tehsil.
Samwal Sharif is located about 50 kms from this BDC Distribution Center. She came via van from
her village to Mirpur BISP office which took about an hour and she had to spend Rs.150 on fare.
On 7th September 2012 she got her BDC from the same BDC Distribution Center but could not get
any amount from the bank through her BDC because her PIN code was blocked after entering it 4 or 5
times in the ATM. She has been coming to BDC Center Mirpur with request for a new PIN code but
her matter was not solved.
Actually she does not remember her mother’s actual name as per NADRA record and so when her
mother’s name was entered for generation of a new PIN; this did not match with the NADRA record.
Her mother had died and she doesn’t remember her mother’s full name. She told during interview that
this is her fifth visit for getting her new PIN code but she has not been successful till now.
She was not satisfied with the process, treatment and cooperation by staff at this Center because her
issue has not been resolved. She said that this time she is very disheartened and has lost hope because
the Bank supervisor asked her to go to NADRA office and bring her mother’s name from there or ask
them to solve her issue as BDC Center staff cannot do anything for her.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-01
Missing CNIC.
Parveen Bibi
Muhammad Tufail
NA
Shamsi Colony, nearby Purana Pull, Mohallah Purana
Jhelum, Sarai Alamgir.
3420375177418
25962102
6th April 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/Complainant:
Parveen Bibi is 47 years old, married and illiterate working woman. She has ten children (nine
daughters and a son). Her six children (six daughters) are school going while two of her daughters
got married a year ago. One of her daughters, who is 16 years of agestays at home. Her 20 years
old son is learning the motorcycle repair from a nearby workshop and gets Rs.100 per day.
Parveen’s husband runs a scrap shop in the Baithak of his house and manages to get Rs.300 per
day. Parveen herself sells clay pots by making door to door visit in adjoining areas and earns
around Rs200 daily.
She lives in three Marla, semi pPacca self-owned house. The house comprises of two small
rooms, a Katcha Pacca bathroom and a Baithak. The small veranda is used as a kitchen. The
family has a colour television, few trunks, a bicycle, and two functional mobile phones.
The area where she resides is known as Purana Jhelum situated at a road leading to old Jhelum
Bridge. All the streets in their area are paved with bricks, having open sewerage system. The
street leading to her house is also paved and has around fifty houses.
Parveen’s two married daughters named Shabana and Gulshan have also been declared eligible
under the BISP Program but with CNIC discrepancies. They both did not have their CNICs at the
time of Poverty Score Card Survey (PSC). Parveen was not sure that both of her daughters will
also receive the cash grant instalment provided they submit their CNICs in the BISP office.
2. Relationship with BISP:
Parveen was selected as a BISP beneficiary under the PSC phase. She was surveyed for the PSC
at her doorstep in June 2011 and she also received the survey acknowledgement slip. She also had
a valid CNIC at the time of survey but she didn’t show it to the enumerators. She said, neither the
enumerators asked nor she presented it. In March 2012, she received a BISP letter regarding her
eligibility and about the CNIC discrepancy. She was also informed in the letter that BISP didn’t
have the record of her CNIC. She was advised to visit the nearest BISP office and submit a copy
of her CNIC.
She does not know about BISP and is unaware about the BISP eligibility criteria. But, she
considered herself poor to receive the financial assistance provided by the government. She has
planned to utilize the cash grants to participate in “Kamaytee” that she will utilize for her
family’s health and education.
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3. How did the Complaint emerge?
She and her husband are illiterate and when she received the BISP letter, she had to consult one
of her daughter’s teachers to understand the subject. The teacher informed the family that Farzana
Raja has sent a greeting message for becoming a BISP beneficiary. The teacher further informed
that BISP didn’t have the record of her CNIC and advised her to submit a copy in the nearest
BISP office in order to receive cash grant instalments. The teacher guided them the location of the
BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir, which is situated in Wapda Colony Sarai Alamgir Town.
Next day, Parveen went alone to the BISP Tehsil office, located at a distance of around two
kilometres from her house. She walked to the office and submitted the copy of her CNIC, the
BISP letter and survey acknowledgement slip.
4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version:
Parveen visited the BISP Office Sarai Alamgir and met with the Assistant Director BISP
there, whom she found courteous and cooperative. She shared copies of her CNIC, survey
acknowledgement slip and the BISP letter. The BISP Officer after taking her CNIC and
survey slip checked her status from the BISP website and told her about the nature of
discrepancy due to which she didn’t receive the cash grant instalment.
The BISP officer noted her cell phone number, got copies of her CNIC and survey
acknowledgement slip from the beneficiary and advised her to wait for a month to resolve her
grievance. She was also issued a complaint number on a slip of paper for future reference.
The complaint number was generated through the Complaint Management System (CMS).
She was advised by the BISP Officer that she doesn’t need to visit BISP Office frequently, as
she will be informed about the progress on her complaint. She was further advised that she
may contact the BISP office through phone call to follow her case.
The BISP office received this complaint on 12th March 2012 directly submitted by the
beneficiary. This complaint bears a serial number 94 on a register maintained for recording of
different grievances related complaints. The Complaint Assistant or the Data Entry Operator
(DEO) register the complaint under CMS and forwarded the same to the Assistant Director,
the Supervisor. The Supervisor verified the contents of the compliant received from DEO and
then forwarded it to the final authority i.e. the Approver, who is the BISP Divisional Director.
The Divisional Director later approved and accepted the complaint against update ID
10008661.
The complaint was processed and accepted or resolved on 22nd March 2012. When asked, the
concerned officials were of the view that CMS only shows the date at which the AC/DEO has
registered the specific complaint/appeal. Though the AD further told that they maintain
manual record of the dates when the complaint was registered.
b. Client’s Version:
The beneficiary visited the BISP Office three times, once to lodge the complaint and twice for
follow up. Each time she visited the BISP office by foot and went alone. At her second visit,
she was informed about the resolution of her complaint and advised her to wait for two
months for the delivery of cash grant. She is happy and satisfied with the complaint resolution
mechanism but she does not know when she will get cash grant instalment.
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She said, she has been asked to wait till the month of June 2012 to receive the cash grant
instalment. She is neither aware of the commercial banking system nor familiar with the
alternate payment mode. She considers that Pakistan Post is the most suitable option for
delivery of the cash grant instalment at her doorstep.
5. What We Learne?
In this particular case, the enumerators at the time of survey didn’t inform the beneficiary about
the importance of CNIC. The information update form was neither sent to the beneficiary nor was
available in BISP Tehsil office to record the correct information to update the BISP information
system.
Beneficiary’s two daughters have also been declared eligible with CNIC discrepancy under the
BISP programme but she is unaware about the fact that her daughters can also receive cash grants
if their CNICs are submitted in the same BISP office.
There seems to be a communication gap between the BISP and the beneficiaries as most of the
beneficiaries don’t know about their eligibility or discrepancy status and what to do in case of any
complaint.
The complaint was lodged by the beneficiary in the BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir and she
also received a CMS based acknowledgement slip/token issued by the BISP office for further
reference.
It has been observed that the staff was not fully aware of the CMS.
The BISP staff is unsure about the exact time for the disbursement of payments and also about the
mode of payment for the beneficiaries.
Although the BISP staff has started to work on the resolution of complaints through CMS, they
are not clear about the capabilities and options available in the CMS to resolve complaints and
reports available to monitor the progress.
It took around ten days for resolution of the complaint but as per the BISP website, her first
payment was deposited in her account on May 30th, 2012 and she withdrew it on the same day
from a local franchise.
The BISP staff is unsure about the exact time for the release of payment and also about the mode
of payment i.e whether the payment will be delivered through Pakistan Post or the beneficiary has
to collect her BDC.
6. Recommendations:




Well trained staff should be deputed for the survey/data collection and data entry process to
minimise information mismatch incidents.The enumerators must be trained and they should
inform the beneficiaries in case if they didn’t have CNIC.
There is also need to bring awareness among beneficiaries about the BISP programme
packages and its criterion. For this purpose, cable TV, radio and announcement through
mosques can be used in the villages so that people should not suffer and wait.
BISP should coordinate with concerned NADRA authorities and requested them to send their
Mobile Registration Van (MRVs) in the areas, where substantial numbers of discrepant
beneficiaries are available.
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BISP Management should coordinate with the Divisional and Tehsil Offices staff in order to
further clarify their concepts regarding CMS and also to redress their confusion about the
mode of payment
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Grievance Case Study Number:

G-Q2-Upper Punjab-02

Nature of Case:
Complainant/ Beneficiary:
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CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Case Study Date

Missing CNIC
Zahida Begum
Wife of Tabarak Hussain
NA
House number 61, 62, Kashmir Colony, Jhelum
3730129118530
17165110
22nd May 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/Complainant:
Zahida Begum, 43, is married and illiterate woman. She has eight children (three daughters and
five sons). None of her children are married. Her one son and three daughters are school going.
Her matriculated eldest son, around 22 years of age, is an apprentice auto mechanic at nearby
workshop and gets Rs.3000 per month for his work. Her other three sons are of school going age
but stay at home.. Her husband, Tabarak Hussain runs a tea shop on main GT Road and earns
around Rs8,000 a month. Zahida herself is not involved in any income generating activity to
support her family.
She lives in a five Marla self-owned pacca house, which consists of two rooms, a kitchen and a
washroom. The family has a colour television, a sofa set, some wooden chairs, a wooden bed, few
charpoys and two functional mobile phones.
The area where she resides is known as Kashmir Colony, situated adjacent to the main GT Road
leading to Dina. All the streets in the area are paved with bricks and have open sewerage system.
The street leading to her house is also paved and has around five houses.
2. Relationship with BISP:
Zahida was not selected as a BISP beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase. She was surveyed
for Poverty Score Card (PSC) by the enumerators at her doorstep in March 2011 and she also
received the survey acknowledgement slip. Her husband provided the required information to the
survey team. Zahida has a valid CNIC which she could not share with the enumerators at the time
of survey because she was in the nearby market to purchase groceries. In October 2011, she
received a letter regarding her eligibility in the BISP Programme. She was also informed in the
letter that BISP didn’t have the record of her CNIC. She was advised to visit the nearest BISP
office and submit a copy of her CNIC.
She does not know much about BISP and is unaware of the eligibility criterion under the cash
grant programme. But, she is well aware that the BISP programme distributes Rs1,000 cash grant
to poor and needy people. She has plans to utilize the cash grant to support her husband’s
business.
Her eldest son (Sajjawal) has also enrolled in Waseela Rozgar scheme and will get trained
through four months diploma of “Computer Hardware Technician”. His training was scheduled to
start from 01st July 2012 in Punjab College Jhelum and he will also receive monthly honorarium
of Rs6,000.
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3. How did the Complaint emerge?
After receiving the BISP letter, she discussed the matter with her husband and eldest son whose
workshop is situated quite near to the BISP Tehsil Office Jhelum and decided to visit the office
next day. Zahida walked to the BISP Tehsil Office, along with her son, which is around one
kilometre from her house. She shared copies of her CNIC, survey acknowledgement slip and the
BISP eligibility letter with Assistant Director BISP.
Without registering her complaint, Assistant Director BISP found that her CNIC was expired and
advised her to visit the nearest NADRA office for her CNIC renewal. He further told her to
submit a copy of renewed CNIC to remove the discrepancy. Following the advice, she visited the
NADRA office located at Civil Line Jhelum with her eldest son on a Rickshaw. She has not paid
any money for the renewal of CNIC to NADRA after showing them BISP eligibility letter but the
travel cost her Rs100. She got her new CNIC in forty days.
4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version:
After CNIC renewal, Zahida again visited the BISP Tehsil office Jhelum and submitted a
copy in March 2012. She met with the Assistant Director BISP, whom she found courteous
and cooperative. She shared copies of her renewed CNIC, survey acknowledgement slip and
the BISP eligibility letter. The officer took copy of her CNIC and survey slip and checked the
status from BISP website.
After checking the status of the beneficiary at the BISP website, the officer got the cell
number, copies of her CNIC and survey acknowledgement slip from the beneficiary and
advised her to wait around for a month. She was issued a complaint ID on a slip of paper for
future reference with landline number of the BISP Office. She was further advised that she
may contact BISP office telephonically to get update on her complaint rather than visiting the
office personally.
The BISP Tehsil Office Jhelum received this complaint on 5th March 2012 directly from the
beneficiary. This specific complaint bears a serial number 06 on a register maintained for the
recording of different grievances complaints. The Assistant Complaint or the Data Entry
Operator (DEO) registered the complaint in CMS (Complaint Management System) and
forwarded to the Assistant Director, the Supervisor for approval on 22 nd March 2012. The
Supervisor verified the contents of the compliant and forwarded the same to the final
authority i.e. the Approver, who is a Divisional Director. The Divisional Director accepted
and approved the said complaint against update ID 10009108.
As per BISP records, this complaint processed and resolved on 22nd March 2012. It has been
observed that the staff is not clear much about CMS. When asked, the concerned officials
were of the view that CMS only reflects the date at which the AC/DEO has registered the
specific complaint/appeal. Though the AD further told that they maintain manual record of
the dates when the complaint was registered.
b. Client’s Version:
Zahida visited the BISP Tehsil Office twice, once to submit a copy of her CNIC and second
time when she actually submitted the required documents after renewal of her CNIC. In late
June 2012, her eldest son again visited the BISP Tehsil Office to know about the status of her
complaint, where he was informed that her mother’s grievance hads been addressed. He was
further advised to wait till July 2012 for the delivery of the cash grant instalment. Although
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Zahida did not incur much for the resolution of her complaint but she is happy and satisfied
with the complaint resolution mechanism and is anxiously waiting for the cash grant
instalments.
5. What We Learned?
During the interview, Zahida’s husband Tabarak Hussain was of the view that the enumerators
did not ask for the CNIC of Zahida. The enumerators, at the time of survey didn’t inform the
household about the importance of CNIC.
The complaint was lodged by the beneficiary in BISP Tehsil Office Jhelum and she also received
a complaint number for future reference.
Beneficiary’s son who is already learning the skill of auto mechanic has enrolled in Waseela
Rozgar programme for four months Computer Hardware Diploma.
Although the BISP staff has started to work on the resolution of complaints through CMS but they
are not clear about the capabilities and options available in CMS to resolve complaints and reports
available to monitor the progress.
After resolution of her complaint, first payment was generated on March 28th, 2012 and delivered
to her on May 25th, 2012. The second instalment was generated on June 30th, 2012 but when
checked in October 2012, it was not delivered yet.
6. Recommendations:





The enumerators should be trained enough to sensitise the households about the importance of
CNIC.
Well trained staff should be deputed for the survey/data collection and data entry process to
minimise information mismatch incidents.
BISP should coordinate with concerned NADRA authorities and request them to send their
Mobile Registration Van (MRV) in the areas where substantial numbers of discrepant
beneficiaries are available without CNICs.
BISP Management should coordinate with Divisional and Tehsil Offices staff in order to
clarify their concepts regarding CMS and also to redress their confusion about the mode of
payment.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-03
Eligibility Appeal.
Nasreen (As per her CNIC)
Wife of Ameer Khan
NA
Mohallah Noor, GT Road, Dina.
3730405718432
17187699
18th May 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Nasreen, 33, is a married and illiterate woman. She has six children (three sons and three
daughters). Her four children (two sons and two daughters) are school going. Her eldest child (a
son) is sixteen years of age is in class 9th while her youngest child (Aiman, daughter) is physically
challenged and unable to sit, speak and listen. Doctors suggest that she will get better and normal
while growing up with the passage of time.
Her husband (Ameer Khan) runs a scrap shop on the main GT road and earns Rs10,000 per month
out of which he pays Rs1,800 as a shop rent. Nasreen herself is not involved in any income
generating activity to support her family.
She lives in a five Marla self-owned semi Pacca house, which consists of one room, a Baithak, a
washroom and a spacious brickyard used as a kitchen. The family has a colour television, a
washing machine, some wooden charpoys, a bicycle and two functional mobile phones.
The area where she resides is known as Mohallah Noor situated on Main GT Road Dina. All the
streets in the area are unpaved having drain lining sewerage system. The street leading to her
house is also unpaved and has around ten houses.
2. Relationship with BISP:
Nasreen was not selected as a BISP beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase. She was
surveyed for the Poverty Score Card (PSC) by the enumerators at her doorstep in January 2011
and she also received the survey acknowledgement slip. She has a valid CNIC that she shared
with the enumerators at the time of survey. She did not receive any letter from BISP Programme,
as she was not declared eligible beneficiary.
She does not know much about the BISP and is unaware about its eligibility criteria. But, she
considers herself deserving to receive the financial assistance provided by the BISP. She has
planned to utilise the cash grant instalment for the treatment of her paralysed youngest daughter.
3. How did the Complaint emerge?
In February 2012, a stranger on a motorbike visited their locality. His shirt had the BISP
monogram and he also had some BISP identity/service Card. He introduced himself as a BISP
Complaint Officer told that he came from Islamabad to assist those women who are not receiving
BISP cash grant. After making some confirmation from the beneficiaries i.e. whether they are
receiving cash grant instalments or not, he charged Rs300 each who are not receiving the cash
grant instalment and provided them a reference slip. Like other beneficiaries he also visited
Nasreen’s house and charged Rs300 to register her complaint. The fraud person after providing
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reference slip further advised her to visit the BISP Tehsil Office Dina if she didn’t receive cash
grant within a month.
After a month, when she and her other neighbouring women did not receive the BISP cash grant
instalment, she decided to visit the BISP Tehsil Office that is situated on main GT Road in Chak
Akka. She visited the BISP Tehsil Office along with her husband. They walked to the office,
which is located at a distance of around two kilometres from their house. She had copies of her
CNIC, survey acknowledgement slip and also a reference slip provided by that fraud person.
4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version:
When she arrived at the BISP Tehsil Office Dina, security guard took her to the Assistant
Director’s Office where Nasreen told him that she had not yet received cash grant instalment
despite she had paid Rs300 to a BISP Complaint Officer who came from Islamabad. The
BISP Officer informed her that she had been deceived by that man as BISP never charges any
fee from beneficiaries or general public.
Later, the BISP officer took the copy of her CNIC and survey slip and checked the PMT
status from BISP website, where she was declared as an ineligible beneficiary. Nasreen was
advised to submit a written complaint along with a copy of her CNIC. The information which
the BISP Officer collected from the beneficiary was:





Presence of one or more disable person in her family
Presence of senior citizens in her family
Size of her household (size of household with three or less)
Age of her children (household with four or more children under 12 years of age)

Nasreen managed to get written complaint with the assistance of the BISP staff. After
completing the required documents i.e. written complaint and copy of her CNIC, she
submitted the request for eligibility appeal to the BISP Officer, who got the cell phone
number of the beneficiary. After writing her PMT status and survey form number on written
complaint, she was advised to wait around a month. She also received printed complaint
number for future reference at which her complete name, complaint number and landline
number of BISP office were mentioned. She was advised by the BISP Officer that she does
not need to visit BISP Office frequently as the office will inform her about the progress on her
appeal. She was further advised that she may telephonically contact BISP office to get
information rather than visiting personally.
The BISP Office received this appeal for eligibility on 12th March 2012 directly from the
beneficiary. This particular appeal bears an appeal number 07 on a manual register
maintained for the recording of different grievances complaints and eligibility appeals.
The Complaint Assistant or the Data Entry Operator (DEO) registered the complaint under
CMS and forwarded the same to the Assistant Director, the Supervisor. The Supervisor
verified the contents of the compliant received from DEO and then forwarded it to the final
authority i.e. the Approver, who is the BISP Divisional Director. The Divisional Director
latter approved and accepted the said complaint against appeal ID 10012725.
The said eligibility appeal processed and approved on 27th March 2012. The appeal approved
for meeting two criteria i.e. existence of one physically challenged child and four children
under the age of 12 in the household. When asked, the concerned officials were of the view
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that CMS only shows the date on which the AC/DEO has registered the complaint/appeal.
Though he added further that they maintain manual record of the dates when the complaint
was registered and processed.
It took around two weeks for the resolution and approval of the said appeal but the
beneficiary has not received the money yet, though the payment was generated on June 30 th,
2012. The BISP staff was unsure about the exact time line for the release of payments and
also about the mode of payment i.e. whether the payment will be delivered through Pakistan
Post or the Benazir Debit Card (BDC).
b. Client’s Version:
Nasreen visited the BISP office just for once to get the information about her status, where
she filed an appeal for eligibility at the recommendation of the BISP Officer. She did not visit
the BISP Office frequently as it was advised by the BISP Officer that they will inform her
about the progress.
However, in the first week of June 2012, she telephonically contacted the BISP Office and
she was informed that her eligibility appeal has been approved and further advised her to wait
for three months for the delivery of cash grant instalment.
She neither knows the commercial banking system nor is she familiar with any other alternate
payment mode. But, she considers that Pakistan Post is most suitable option for the delivery
of cash grant instalment at her doorstep.
5. What We Learned?
Nesreen was deceived by a stranger in the name of BISP and she visited the BISP Office where
she lodged an appeal for eligibility on the recommendation of BISP Assistant Director.
BISP staff duly followed the prescribed procedure for the eligibility appeal and processed by the
DEO (AC) and Supervisor (AD) and was finally approved by the Approver (Divisional Director).
The BISP staff is not fully clear about the working of CMS.
BISP staff is unsure about the exact time of the cash instalment disbursement and also about the
mode of payment for discrepant households and eligibility appellants.
The prominence observed in the BISP Tehsil oOffice Dina is that the concerned Assistant
Director has designed a computerised format to record grievance related complaints. The staff
keeps number of copies of that format for the recording of different grievances. That particular
format also comprises of an acknowledgement slip at the bottom of the page that staff provides to
the beneficiaries for future reference.
In order to facilitate beneficiaries, some notables had established an office in Maddu Kalas in
Tehsil Dina, District Jehlum on voluntarily basis, where they check PMT and payment status and
refer them to the BISP Tehsil Office for resolution.
6. Recommendations:


There is a need to bring awareness among general public about the BISP programme
packages and its criterion. For this, cable TV, radio and mosque announcement in villages can
be used so that people do not have to suffer and become victim of fraudulent activities.
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BISP staff should monitor and hold grip on all the field level activities in order to immunise
the poor beneficiaries from exploitation and also from fraud. For this, sufficient budget must
be allocated for the concerned staff so that they may visit and oversee the field level
activities/follow up of complaints etc.
BISP Headquarter should coordinate with the field offices in order to further clarify their
concepts regarding CMS and also to remove confusions, if any.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-04
Grievance/CNIC Updates
Yasmin Bibi
Wife of Sabir Hussain
NA
House No.35, Street No.55, New Saggian
Muslimabad, Post Office Daroghawala Lahore.
3520115825888
25240152
29 February 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Yasmin Bibi is a 35 years old, illiterate housewife and has three daughters and three sons. Her
eldest son is sixteen years old and youngest is five. All her six children are school going. Her
husband is a vendor and sells fruits and vegetable in streets on a donkey cart and earns around
Rs300 a day. Like other women in her house, Yasmin has to support her household in a tight
financial situation, through taking up the work of cutting and cleaning the scales from the bamboo
sticks which are then used by the cottage industry for making blinds (chicks). For this job, she
gets Rs100 per 40kg.
Yasmin was diagnosed with tuberculosis (TB) a year and a half ago and her treatment is being
carried out at Gulab Devi Hospital Lahore. She has to get her medical tests every fifteen days, and
it costs her Rs2000 for the medicines per visit. Major portion of their income is being spent on her
treatment.
She lives in one of the rooms of an eighteen Marla semi Pacca house with her in-laws. The house
has three old Pacca rooms with a vast veranda in front and four new, under construction Pacca
rooms with temporary roof of wooden planks. All the four families share a single bathroom, a
store room and one of the under construction rooms is used as kitchen.
Mohallah Saggian was famous for its electric fan manufacturing factories and local people still
call the place as Pakhian wala karkhana but once an industrial area has now been replaced by the
congested housing area with paved streets. The houses are mostly self-owned by lower middle
working class. Education is deemed a top priority and parents put their efforts for managing
finances to send their children to schools.
2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Yasmin has been declared a BISP beneficiary in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Phase. Her
motherinlaw was the beneficiary during the parliamentarian Phase but could not be selected in the
PSC phase. Yasmin’s survey was conducted in February 2011 at her doorstep. She did not have
her CNIC made at that time. She has also been provided with the survey slip by the survey team.
Her PMT is 14.4 and she was declared as an eligible beneficiary with the CNIC discrepancy.
However she has not received any letter from the BISP yet informing her about her eligibility or
the discrepancy. She got her PMT score checked at an internet café in her Mohallah without any
fee. The café owner also told her that her form has been selected by the BISP and she will receive
money, but did not tell about the discrepancy for obvious reasons. On October 12 th, 2011, the
local postman approached her household to deliver the cash instalment but did not make the
payment because Yasmin’s CNIC number not matched the number entered in the Money Order.
The postman advised her to register a complaint in the BISP Office in order to receive the
payments.
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She learnt about BISP’s second phase through her neighbours and her brother who has TV set at
his house. Her brother told them that it was the same cash grant scheme under which her
motherinlaw has been receiving money from. She thinks that the BISP grant is being issued by
Peoples Party (PPP) in the name of Benazir. She wants to spend the money on her children’s
education.
3. How did the complaint emerge?
On October 12th, 2011, the local postman approached her household to deliver the cash instalment
but did not make the payment because Yasmin’s CNIC number not matched the number entered
in the Money Order. The postman advised her to register a complaint in the BISP Office in order
to receive the payments.
4. Processing of the case:
a. Provider’s Version
Yasmin paid a visit to the BISP Divisional Office Lahore in November 2011 and requested
Assistant Complaint (AC) to correct her records so that she can receive the Money Orders
from the postman, which are being returned undelivered due to mismatched CNIC number.
The AC BISP Divisional Office received her hand written application on which the
complainant’s required information (name, CNIC number and survey form number) and her
thumb stamp was added. The application along with attached photo copy of complainant’s
CNIC and survey slip was forwarded to the AD for approval and further processing. The
complaint was also entered in the manual grievance complaint register for office record and
forwarded the same to the higher level manually because the Complaint Management System
(CMS) was not launched yet.
The AD forwarded the complaint to the Divisional Director for approval and then dispatched
it to the BISP Headquarters Islamabad for further processing. The complaint later resolved
and an amount of Rs2000 delivered to Yasmin on March 26th, 2012.
b. Client’s Version
Yasmin, the applicant, approached the BISP Division Office Lahore and lodged a complaint
with the request to correct the CNIC number in BISP record in November 2011, because her
issued money Orders were being returned undelivered due to the CNIC mismatch. At BISP
office she constantly followed her complaint. After several visits and consistent follow up the
staff at BISP Divisional office Lahore sent her to NADRA office for correction in CNIC
number where they collected her previously issued CNIC for correction. Finally she received
her new CNIC in the third week of March 2012 with the same number as recorded in BISP
record and received her cash instalment on March 26th, 2012.
Yasmin has expressed great dissatisfaction at the complaint redressal system at BISP and time
they took to address her complaint. She is unable to figure out how some CNIC number has
been written in her record because at the time of survey she did not have any CNIC. She was
unhappy about the money she spent on the transport and phone calls and time out of busy
routine but finally her problem is resolved.
5. What We Learnt?
The particular complaint has been lodged at Divisional Office BISP Lahore in November 2011,
before the launch of CMS. It was registered by the Assistant Complaint (AC) and was forwarded
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to the Divisional Director for further action. The Divisional director discussed the matter with
BISP Headquarters and it was decided to resolve it through CMS, but there was no category in
CMS to address this case.
Nobody is clear about how and where did the wrong CNIC number got entered in the
beneficiary’s record. She has been declared eligible with CNIC discrepancy, of which she was
ignorant. And when postman brought her Money Order, it was discovered that her discrepancy
has already been removed and a CNIC number has been entered in her record. When she visited
the BISP Office to submit her new CNIC to remove her discrepancy, her record was already
updated with a CNIC which did not belong to her.
The complaint was resolved when NADRA replaced her old CNIC with new one with the same
number that was recorded in BISP record.
6. Recommendations:




It is important that awareness should be created among the beneficiaries where they can file
their complaint.
BISP letter should be sent to all beneficiaries regarding their eligibility or discrepancy along
with the instruction how to resolve the issue.
Well trained staff should be deputed for the survey process and data entry so the chances of
mistakes can be minimised.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-05
CNIC update
Khalda Begum
Widow of Kala Khan
Safeer Ali (Grandson)
Mohallah Gora Gora, Post Office Mawara, Tehsil Kahuta,
District Rawalpindi
3740287076210
24610030
31st March 2012

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Case Study Date

1. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information:
In her mid eightees, Khalda Begum is an illiterate and a widow. She had been working as maid at
houses all her life and had worked very hard to earn a living for her children until she got very old
and sick. Her husband was a labourer and had died more than thirty years ago. She has two sons
and three daughters; all of them are married and settled in their houses. Khalda lives with one of
her sons, his wife and seven grandchildren. Safeer (complainant) is the eldest among her
grandchildren and has been following her complaint with the BISP Office. He is working as a van
conductor in Islamabad since last two years.
Khalda lives in a self-owned six Marla Kacha house in the village, Mowara, Tehsil Kahuta,
district Rawalpindi. The house comprises two rooms and a yard in front. There is no kitchen or
bath room in the house and water is fetched from a public hand pump in the street. Family owns a
small TV set and a cow. She has become very weak and her general health is very vulnerable due
to her weakness and old age and she has partially lost her eyesight due to cataract as well.
The village Mowara, where she lives is situated at a distance of about ten kilometres from Kahuta
town and the road is paved up to half way from Kahuta.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Khalda Begum’s household has been selected as an eligible household but with discrepancy after
the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey conducted in June 2010. The survey team visited her house
and all the family gathered while the survey form was being filled and CNICs of all adult family
members were presented to the survey team. After filling their form, the survey team gave them
the survey slip and briefed them about the BISP cash grant program.
There was an issue with Khalda’s CNIC for which the complaint has been submitted at the BISP
Tehsil Office, Kahuta. Khalda’s grandson CNIC number has been mistakenly written instead of
her own CNIC in the PSC family roster. This might have happened either at the time of survey or
by the Data Entry Operator, but the issue has halted her payments of BISP Money Orders. During
the postal payment till June 2011, her Money Orders had been returned unpaid due to unmatched
information in her record and the CNIC. And she is unable to receive her mobile set due to same
discrepancy. Also, her grandson Safeer who was nominated for the Waseela-e-Rozgar training
was returned from the training due to the CNIC discrepancy in the family record.
Khalda’s daughterinlaw, Mrs. Shereen has been a BISP beneficiary during the Parliamentarian
Phase and has received total ten instalments of amount Rs29,000 from March 2009 to February
2011. She has been declared a beneficiary in the PSC survey 2010 as well.
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Khalda has very little knowledge about the BISP programme and due to her weakness, is unable
to speak as well. Her grandson told that they will spend the money on her treatment.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
The issue with Khalda’s CNIC was revealed in July 2011, when the postman informed Safeer Ali
that some money orders in name of Khalda Begum are issued and for that, she is required to visit
the Post Office with her CNIC to collect them. Safeer Ali went to the Post Office next day with
Khalda’s CNIC, as she herself was too ill to travel to the Post Office. The postal staff checked her
CNIC for validity and found that the name in the payment list against beneficiary’s CNIC number
was different than what was written on her CNIC. They told Safeer that they will reconfirm it
from BISP and then deliver the Money Order. Hence the first instalment of five Money Orders of
total amount Rs10,000 was returned unpaid.
Later, when Safeer himself checked the beneficiary’s CNIC number and the one listed with the
postal record, he realized that it was his own CNIC number written in postal list instead the
beneficiary’s number. The very next day, he contacted to the BISP Tehsil Office Kahuta to find a
way to get the issue resolved, probably on 12th July 2011.

4. Processing of the Cases:
a. Provider’s version:
Upon ariving at BISP Tehsil Office Kahuta, Safeer discussed the matter with Assistant
Complaint (AC) and wanted to know how the issue could be resolved. AC checked the
beneficiary detail at the BISP website and found that there was a mistake about the
beneficiary name and the CNIC in the family record. The beneficiary’s CNIC was correctly
entered but instead of her name Khalda Begum, her grandson Safeer’s name was written
against beneficiary column. The matter was forwarded to AD with details.
AD also verified the beneficiary detail on the BISP website and also checked all the letters
issued in beneficiary’s name. He found that all the letters issued by BISP in the beneficiary’s
name were addressed to Safeer Ali as a beneficiary.
The AD then told him to submit a written application for making correction in the
beneficiary’s records. Safeer wrote the application on beneficiary’s behalf, in which he
explained the problem in detail. He also attached the photo copies of Khalda’s and his own
CNICs and submitted it at the BISP Tehsil Office Kahuta on 12th July 2011.
The complaint with attached CNIC of the beneficiary was kept in the general grievance
complaint file and was also registered in the complaint register.
Before forwarding the complaint to the Divisional Office, AD discussed the issue with the
Director at the BISP Divisional Office Rawalpindi to seek advice for further processing. The
Divisional Office advised him to keep the complaint at the office till the launch of the
Complaint Management System (CMS). But after the launch of CMS in Division Rawalpindi,
the complaint has still been pending. When contacted by the AD, Divisional Director
Rawalpindi advised him to deal this complaint as a special case and asked to submit
beneficiary’s handwritten complaint with attached CNICs and a covering letter to his office.
The AD forwarded to the application to the Divisional Director on 27th March 2012.
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b. Client’s Version
Safeer Ali, the applicant, approached the BISP Tehsil Office Kahuta and lodged a complaint
on behalf of his grandmother with request to correct the CNIC. Due to the mistake, Mr. Safeer
Ali has been declared the beneficiary and the potential beneficiary has not been given the due
benefits since a year and a half. The Money Orders which have been issued at the CNIC of
potential beneficiary are being returned undelivered at the Post Office since a year due to the
unmatched information against the CNIC in their list.
The application has been submitted at the BISP Tehsil Office for more than a year now but
the complaint was not forwarded to any other BISP level and the issue was always discussed
verbally among the BISP authorities. Tehsil Office finally forwarded the case to the
Divisional Office Rawalpindi on 27th 2012 for further processing and it is being considered
for resolution. AD Tehsil Office was of the view that the case will be treated as a special case
and there is no option at the CMS for such cases.
Safeer has been visiting the BISP Offices at various levels since the issue was discovered
when they received the beneficiary’s eligibility letter. He has been visiting BISP Tehsil Office
Kahuta very frequently and the matter has been discussed telephonically among the BISP
authorities but there was no solution to the issue so far. Tehsil Office was also asked to wait
till the launch of CMS for the complaint’s resolution. Safeer Ali has also visited the BISP
Headquarters and complaint cell Islamabad but he was always sent back without any positive
response. Safeer has expressed extreme dissatisfaction and annoyance due to behaviour of the
staff at BISP Headquarters and about the complaint resolution mechanism as a whole.
Safeer used to go to the BISP Tehsil Office in Kahuta city on the local Suzuki van for Rs15.
He works as a conductor with a local van in Islamabad and has visited the BISP Headquarter
thrice regarding her grandmother’s CNIC issue, but has not met with any solution so far. He
is satisfied with the behaviour of the BISP Tehsil Office staff.

5. What We Learnt?
The particular case was considered to be dealt as a special case, as it cannot be placed under any
category of the complaints under existing standard classification the CMS.
Safeer was also enrolled in the Waseela-e-Rozgar scheme for the mobile repairing training in
Islamabad, but when the discrepancy was revealed after a month. He had to discontinue it, as the
trainee’s name (Khalida Begum) did not match the CNIC information in the BISP record.
However, his younger brother has completed his Air Condition repair training nominated on his
mother’s (Shareen Bibi) Waseela-e-Rozgar form.
Safeer has developed a good rapport at the BISP Tehsil Office Kahuta and has been voluntarily
facilitating BISP Tehsil Office staff in many tasks regarding interaction with the community, such
as disseminating BISP related information to the beneficiaries in his village and also helping the
beneficiary about their grievances.

6. Recommendations



It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/complainant
should file her complaint, especially in such cases.
BISP should consider complaints of different nature and develop policies to resolve them on a
priority basis.
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BISP should raise the issue of wrong data entry with NADRA and survey organisation and
should facilitate eligible households on priority basis.
BISP should maintain and update the required, accurate information at the BISP website in
order to avoid any confusion for the concerned BISP staff and also for the partner
organizations.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-06
Missed Out Household
Nazeeran Bibi
Widow/o Mohammad Qasim
NA
Mohallah Kashmir Colony, Post Office Khas, Tehsil
Sohawa District Jhelum
3730131697218
24356099
28th March 2012

Address:
CNIC Number:
PSC form number:
Case Study Date

1. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information:
Nazeeran, 40, is a widowed and illiterate working woman. She has three daughters and three sons.
Her eldest daughter is eighteen years old and is metric literate and youngest one is three years old.
Her sixteen years old son is working as a conductor with a van since two years after leaving
studies in class six. Younger children are sent to madrassas in Jhelum.
Nazeeran works as a maid in houses in the Sohawa city for a monthly salary of Rs2000. Her
husband was a labourer and has died some three years ago with heart disease. She started working
eight years ago when her husband was confined to bed due to illness. She has been the sole earner
for the family before her son started working. Her brother helped her in times of need, but they
themselves are living in a hand to mouth condition.
She lives in the self-owned two Kanal house, jointly owned by her and her inlaws. The house
comprises two Kacha rooms, two kitchens and a roofless washroom. Nazeeran lives in one of the
two rooms and other room is occupied by her brotherinlaw and his family. There is no electricity
in the house and water is fetched from a well. The room is furnished with beds, charpoys, an old
sofa set, a cupboard and utensils. Nazeeran owns a cow and some chickens to fulfil the household
nutritional requirements.
Mohallah Kashmir Colony is a beautiful hilly suburb of Sohawa, some 3kilometres from the main
city and links with the GT Road via an unpaved earth road.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Nazeeran’s house was missed out during the survey in the months of August/September 2010, and
has been surveyed after a year when she lodged her complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Sohawa.
Her problem was resolved after the three months of the complaint and the survey team visited her
house in August 2011. She has a valid CNIC which she shared with the survey team. She also
received the survey acknowledgement slip from the surveyors.
She has been declared as a BISP beneficiary for Poverty Score Card (PSC) phase but she has not
received any letter from BISP. She learnt about her eligibility form the BISP Office, where the
Assistant Director checked her status and told her that her house has been declared eligible and
the Money Order will be issued soon. Her first Money Order of Rs2,000 was delivered in January
2012. The postman called her in a nearby village to collect her Money Order.
Nazeeran learnt about the BISP from her sister who lives in nearby village. Her eldest daughter
Asia is also declared as a potential beneficiary with CNIC discrepancy but she has no information
about the fact. She has spent the money on the medical treatment of her eldest daughter’s skin
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allergy and also bought books for children. She thinks of the BISP as government Zakat Fund for
poor and widowed women.

3. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Nazeeran’s house could not be included in the PSC survey. Nobody was at the home when the
survey team visited her house in August 2011. Nazeeran did not know about the survey until May
2011 when she happened to meet the Assistant Director (AD) BISP while crossing the BISP
Tehsil Office Sohawa on her way to work. She enquired the AD about the Money Orders the
women in her village are receiving. AD told her to visit the office with her CNIC and the survey
slip. Nazeeran visited the BISP office next morning but she did not have the survey slip and
showed ignorance about the survey.
When the AD told her that only the surveyed houses were included in the BISP programme, she
enquired about the possibility wether her household could also be surveyed. The AD told her
about lodging the application for the missed out household and referred her to Complaint
Assistant to register her complaint.

4. Processing of the Cases:
a. Providers Version:
At BISP Tehsil Office Sohawa, the AD checked for her record at BISP website for
verification and found that there was no record against her CNIC number. She then asked her
to get copies of her CNIC from a nearby photo copy shop and submit an application to
Complaint Assistant.
The Complaint Assistant (CA) entered her complaint in the complaint register, under the
Missed out Households section. He noted down required information as CNIC Number,
Name, Current Address and Contact Number. Copy of her CNIC was also attached in a file
with other CNICs for missed out households. An existing Excel Sheet for missed out
household was also updated.
The Assistant Complaint wrote a note on a slip of paper, attached a copy of her CNIC with it
and told Nazeeran to post it through the Post Office. Nazeeran took it to the Post Office,
where they charged her Rs10 for the envelope and Rs10 for writing the address of BISP Head
Office on the envelope.
This complaint was included in 152 other complaints of same nature that were forwarded to
the BISP Head Office Islamabad by the AD Tehsil Office Sohawa for resurvey in June 2011.
The survey team visited Nazeeran Bibi in August 2011. She was called by the BISP Tehsil
Office to inform her about the survey, a day before, and was told to stay at home. She came to
the office early next morning and met the NRSP Data Collector. She guided the data collector
to her house and her survey was finally conducted. She was given the survey
acknowledgement slip and was told to wait for a month till her survey information is
uploaded at BISP website.
Nazeeran visited the BISP Tehsil Office many times for getting information about the result.
Then after another three months, the AD BISP informed her about the goodnews that her
household has been declared eligible for the cash grant and she start getting her Money
Orders soon.
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b. Client’s Version:
Nazeeran has visited the Tehsil Office frequently as the office lies on her way to work. She is
very satisfied with the behaviour of the staff. She also expressed complete satisfaction with
the complaint resolution process
She received her first Money Order in January 2012 when she was called by her brother in a
nearby village that the postman has brought her money order and she has to come to his house
to collect her money. The problem of survey of missed out house hold was resolved in about
three months after the lodging of the complaint and she received her first Money Order after
six months. Out of four payments generated, she has received four until October 2012.

5. What We Learnt?
Beneficiary’s understanding about the BISP cash grant and other initiatives is not very clear, and
she thinks of it as a Zakat Fund for the widow and poor women. She is also unaware about the
BISP cash grant instalment payment procedure. However she has expressed complete satisfaction
about the complaint redressal procedure.
The Tehsil Office staff expressed complete satisfaction about the payment agency’s (Pakistan
Post) performance. They told that they have never received any kind of complaint regarding
payments of the BISP Money Orders, or against Pakistan Post. But in field, the beneficiaries told
that the postman always deducts a hundred or two hundred from the instalment in the name of
service charges. Nazeeran also told that she has mentioned it at BISP Tehsil Office but they
ignored it.
The postman is also deviating from the BISP standard distribution procedure, and instead of
delivering Money Orders at beneficiaries’ doorstep, he calls them at his house and the
beneficiaries has to walk all the way to the other village to collect their Money Orders.

6. Recommendations



It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
BISP should maintained and update the required, accurate information at the BISP website in
order to avoid any confusion for the concerned BISP staff and also for the partner
organizations.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-07
Missing CNIC
Samina Bibi
Wife of Ibrar Hussain
NA
Pind Zinda Shah Madar, PO Sohawa, tehsil Sohawa,
Distt. Jhelum
3730351114724
21062127
14th May 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Samina Bibi is a 26 years old, illiterate housewife. She has two small sons of ages three and six.
Her elder son is physically challenged and has hearing and speaking impairment. Her husband
Ibrar is matriculated and works as a conductor with a truck at a daily wage of Rs250. They cannot
afford the medical treatment and sending him to school for special children. The other son attends
school.
Samina lives in a joint family and house is shared with Ibrar’s elder brother. The 20 Marla semi
Pacca house was built by their father some 18 years ago. The house has three rooms, a kitchen, a
flush system bathroom and a vast earthyard in front of the rooms. The house is furnished with
necessary furniture as beds, chairs, cupboard, trunks, etc., mostly brought by their wives in
dowry. They also have a TV set and a refrigerator in the house.
The house is situated in a broad paved street with drainage system. The other houses in the street
are mostly Pacca and well maintained. Most of population in the Mohallah is engaged in the blue
collar jobs and works on daily wage labour. Village Zinda Shah Madar is situated on the main GT
road and is about 15kms from Sohawa city.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Samina has been a BISP beneficiary after the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, which was
conducted probably in October/ November 2010. She did not have her CNIC made at that time.
The survey team gave her the survey acknowledgement slip and advised her to get her CNIC
made. She received her eligibility letter in October 2011, in which the discrepant beneficiaries
were advised to make their CNIC from nearest NADRA office within 15 days and submit a copy
to the BISP Office. She made her CNIC in January 2012 and submitted it at BISP Tehsil Office
Sohawa for update.
Samina’s sister-in-law, Azra has also been declared eligible with CNIC discrepancy, which she
has removed by the same process through CMS.
Ibrar has also applied for the Waseela-e-Rozgar scheme and has submitted his form at the BISP
Tehsil Office Sohawa for the driving course. He learnt about the Waseela-e-Rozgar Scheme
through a post survey verification team. Ibrar learnt about the BISP Tehsil Office from a relative
whose wife is also a BISP beneficiary.
Samina thinks of the BISP cash grant programme as a government scheme to help the poor
women and provide them with a cushion to pull through the difficult times. Both husband and
wife are quite hopeful that their issue will be resolved soon and they will receive the cash grant.
Samina wants to buy a good sewing machine with the BISP money and want to learn sewing to
increase their income by stitching cloths so that she is able to send both her children to school.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Samina received her eligibility letter in October 2011, in which the discrepant beneficiaries were
clearly advised to get their CNICs made from nearest NADRA Offices by showing this letter
within 15 days and submit a copy to BISP Office. When Ibrar read this letter, he consulted his
cousin for further clarification, whose wife is also a BISP beneficiary.
They followed the instructions and received her new CNIC in second week of January 2012. In
last week of January 201 both the husband and wife took their eligibility letter with survey slip
and the CNIC to the BISP Tehsil Office Sohawa for getting it updated in her record.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Provider’s Version
At Tehsil Office Sohawa, the Complaint Assistant (CA) checked their household information
and the beneficiary eligibility. He then collected the required information from complainant
and entered in the complaint register, and in the Excel Sheet. He also collected a copy of her
eligibility letter, survey slip and CNIC to be kept in the file. No written application was
submitted and the beneficiary was told that her complaint will be forwarded to the BISP
Headquarter Islamabad for further processing, and gave them the office contact number to be
contacted when required.
The complaints regarding discrepancies and the eligibility appeals at BISP Tehsil Office
Sohawa were kept pending due to the delay in the launch of the CMS, and were not forward
to any other level of the BISP Office till the launch of CMS. In March 2012, the BISP staff
training on CMS was completed and the staff was assigned their login passwords to use CMS
for online complaint redressing. Samina’s CNIC was also forwarded to the next level of
hierarchy for approval in March 2012.
In the step by step process of complaint resolution, The Complaint Assistant or the Data Entry
Operator (DEO) registered the complaint under CMS and forwarded the same to the Assistant
Director, the Supervisor, after necessary verification. The Supervisor verified the contents of
compliant received from DEO and forwarded it to the final authority i.e. Approver who is the
BISP Divisional Director. The Divisional Director finally approved the update on 22 nd March
2012 against the update ID 10009470. This information was shared with Samina’s husband
when he called for update on his complaint on 13th May 2012.
b. Provider’s Version
Samina’s CNIC update case has been followed by her husband Ibrar. Samina has visited the
BISP Tehsil Office with Ibrar only once to submit the copy of her CNIC. The Complaint
Assistant checked their house hold record, noted down the information in a complaint register
and collected copies of her CNIC, survey slip and the discrepancy letter for office record. The
Complaint Assistant gave them the office contact number and told them that they do not need
to visit the office and can call for further information.
Ibrar is quite satisfied with the BISP complaint resolution procedures and the staff behaviour
at the BISP Tehsil Office Sohawa. The couple is very hopeful about the resolution of their
discrepancy problem and was waiting patiently. Although Ibrar hadbeen in contact with
Tehsil Office for the updates regarding the issue yet was never annoyed with the delays. Ibrar
came to know that the complaint had been resolved after a month or so when he called the
office for the getting the update.
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5. What We Learnt?
The beneficiary and her husband are active and have fulfilled the BISP eligibility requirements in
timely manner.
The standard BISP procedure has been duly followed for the resolution of the grievance in this
case. The complaint has been lodged via the CMS and after a step by step process of verification
at each hierarchical step, the application was finally accepted and the beneficiary CNIC has been
updated in her record.
The payment record available at the BISP website also shows that two instalments of Rs3,000
each have been generated in March 2012 and June 2012 in her name. While she has only been
delivered her first payment on May 30th, 2012.
Samina also wanted to join the tailoring course under the Waseela-e-Rozgar training program but
she is sacrificing the opportunity for her husband. However she is planning to buy a sewing
machine with the BISP money and will learn sewing through practice. She really wants to help
her husband in his financial struggle. The young couple is striving hard to make a better future for
their children and is especially very concerned for their physically challenged son.

6. Recommendations




It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
There should be a proper feedback system for communicating the complaint resolution status
with the beneficiary.
BISP need to update the payment record on their website in timely manner to facilitate the
beneficiaries and to reduce the chances of fraud or misappropriation at later stage.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-08
CNIC Update
Ambreen
W/o Mohammad Asif
NA
Village: Chechi Badhdar, Damial PO Susral, tehsil Gujar
Khan, District Rawalpindi.
1730192609516
17418153
30thMarch 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile:
Ambreen is a resident of village Chechi tehsil Gujar Khan, district Rawalpindi. She is a 22 years
old house wife and got education up to 8th grade. She was married a couple of years ago and does
not have any children yet. She lives in a combined house with her in-laws and two brothers inlaw. But all the three families live as separate households.
Her husband works at a mill on a monthly salary of Rs5000. but he has recently quit his job on
16th March 2012 and is interested in trying his luck in some bigger city like Rawalpindi or Lahore
for better earning opportunity. Her father in law is an army retired pensioner. Elder brother-in-law
is also a mill worker and is married, and the younger one is a student of class nine.
Her room is furnished with charpoys, chairs, cupboard and trunks. The house is supplied with
electricity and water is fetched from the common well in the Mohallah. She has also brought a TV
set in her dowry.
Village Chechi is a far flung suburb area of Gujar Khan, and agriculture is the main economic
activity. The educated ones are also employed in government jobs, armed forces and
mills/factories in the city.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Ambreen’s Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was conducted some time during June-November
2010 and her household was declared eligible with discrepancy. The survey was conducted at her
house and all the three household women (herself, motherinlaw, and sisterinlaw) provided the
information to the survey team. Ambreen does not remember if she gave her CNIC to the survey
team or not. Only one form was filled for the entire household, and her fatherinlaw was
mentioned as household head. They were given the survey acknowledgement slip and were
briefed about the BISP cash grant of Rs1000 for the eligible ones.
She was not aware about her eligibility until she received eligibility letter on 29 th April 2011,
which she brought to the BISP Tehsil Office Gujar Khan to get it understood. Her motherinlaw
had also received her eligibility letter and both the ladies visited the office together. Their
household’s PMT score is 14.28 but the household was declared eligible with discrepancy. Her
motherinlaw’s had started receiving her instalment right after the issuance of eligibility letter.
Ambreen has also received a letter for Waseela-e-Rozgar scheme on 22nd February 2011, but no
body from her house has enrolled for training yet. She received another letter for the mobile
collection on 27th March 2012, and has successfully collected it on 29th March 2012.
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She learnt about BISP from the survey team and through TV commercials. She learnt about the
complaint process on her visit to the BISP Tehsil Office Gujar Khan. She thinks of BISP as a
Benazir’s government institution which has been established to provide the poor women with
financial assistance to cope with the increasing poverty in the country resulted from the ever
increasing inflation. She has used the BISP money for buying daily groceries.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Ambreen did not know about the BISP eligibility criteria until she received her
eligibility/discrepancy letter in April 2011 in which the beneficiaries without their CNICs were
advised to make their CNICs and submit a copy at a given address. Her motherinlaw also received
her eligibility letter in the same month and both the ladies did not know what to do with the
letters, as Ambreen already had a CNIC.
Her fatherinlaw showed the letters to many people in his Mohallah but no one could guide them
properly. Then a relative told him about the BISP Tehsil Office in Gujar Khan and both the ladies
visited the office with their CNICs, survey slip and the eligibility letters in first week of May
2011. The Complaint Assistant (CA) at the BISP Tehsil Office checked their household details on
the BISP website and told them about discrepancy.
She asked them if they had their valid CINCs at the time of the survey, to which they both
presented their CNICs. Complainant Assistant discovered that Ambreen’s CNIC was without the
picture. The CA advised her to get a new CNIC by showing the letter at the NADRA Office and
submit a copy for update BISP record.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Provider’s Version
Ambreen came again to the BISP Tehsil Office Gujar Khan for CNIC update in second week
of June 2012. The CA checked her record on BISP website and recorded her complaint in the
complaint register with her important detail, such as name, CNIC, form number, date, and
contact number of the complaint.
The CA then asked her to get a photo copy of her CNIC from a nearby shop, which she
brought immediately. The CA attached the copy of CNIC with a slip of paper and wrote down
the details about the complaint like the nature of complaint (i.e. discrepancy in CNIC),
complainant’s name, her form number, contact number, etc. and took her thumb impression
on the slip. After that CA placed it in a file to be submitted to the BISP Headquarter in
Islamabad with other complaints via postal service.
This complaint along with the other complaints in similar format i.e. on slips of paper with
attached copies of complainants’ CNICs was sent to the BISP Headquarter Islamabad for
further processing in June 2011.
Ambreen’s complaint was resolved as her status was changed on the BISP website as eligible,
and her CNIC was entered in BISP record. The complainant has visited the BISP Tehsil
Office thrice but her grievance of CNIC update has been resolved only in one visit after
submitting copy of new CNIC.
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b. Client’s Version
Ambreen visited the BISP Tehsil Office for the first time in 1st week of May 2011 for getting
information about the issue in her eligibility. When she became aware about the CNIC
discrepancy, she immediately applied for the CNIC at the NADRA Office by showing the
BISP letter.
She has collected her new CNIC in 2 nd week of June 2011and after few days came to the
BISP Tehsil Office with her motherinlaw to submit it for update. The officer at the BISP
Office noted down required information (name, form number, contact number and date) on a
piece of paper, on which she put her thumb stamp and attached it with the CNIC copy. She
was also told by the BISP Tehsil Office staff that her CNIC will be forwarded to the BISP
Head Office for further processing. The BISP Officer also told her that she will be informed
after update and there is no need to visit again to follow up the complaint. Ambreen did not
visit the office to follow up her this complaint until she received her first BISP Money Order
of Rs2,000 on 10th March 2012, which has an issuance date of 25th December 2011 in her
payment record at BISP website. Up to October 2012, she had received four payments.
She visited the BISP Tehsil Office for the third time to collect her Ufone mobile on 29th
March 2012 with her motherinlaw. Ambreen is very satisfied with the complaint resolution
system and is very happy with the cooperation of the BISP staff.

5. What We Learnt?
The discrepancy in this case was that the second potential beneficiary i.e. Ambreen’s CNIC was
not entered in her record. But when she visited the BISP Tehsil Office, her issue of replacing the
old CNIC without the picture with the new one has also been addressed, which would have
caused her the same exertion and the delay latter at the time of mobile collection.
Ambreen’s CNIC discrepancy was resolved and she received her first instalment about nine
months after the registration of complaint.
This particular case belongs to the time before the launch of Complaint Management System
(CMS) in Rawalpindi division. The complaint redressal at that time in BISP Tehsil Office Gujar
Khan was carried out manually. The Grievance complaints regarding the CNIC discrepancies, the
appeals and missed out households were forwarded to the concerned departments in the BISP
Head office in Islamabad for further processing.
The CNIC discrepancies and appeals were forwarded on the slip of paper describing the nature of
complaint and necessary information about the complainants with the CNIC copies attached. The
missed out household lists with their important information and a cover letter from AD were
forwarded to the survey partners.
The Assistant Director has pointed out about the non-existent formal feedback mechanism of
BISP complaint redressal system.

6. Recommendations



It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
The survey team need to ask for required information about CNIC and guide the household in
case of discrepancy.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-09
Missing CNIC
Nasreen Bibi
W/O Mohammad Aslam Haidri
NA
GT Road mohallah Noor, PO Dina, Tehsil Dina, District
Jhelum
3730405842102
17186250
22nd May 2012

1. Beneficiary/Complainant’s Profile/Background information:
Nasreen Bibi is a 36 years old, illiterate housewife. She has eight children; four daughters and
four sons. Her eldest daughter is seventeen years old and youngest daughter is only three months
old. Only one of her sons aged elevenis being sent to a government school and is in class five.
Her husband is a scrap dealer and has a small scrap shop in Dina. His monthly average income
from the business is about Rs8000, which is not sufficient for a family of ten. Nasreen shares her
husband’s financial burden by selling the glass utensils in streets for scrap collection. She also
works as housemaid for cleaning and washing till 11:00 AM. and then goes for scrape collection
till evening. Her average monthly income out of both the jobs is about Rs9,000. None of her
children are engaged in any work yet. She is not in favour of sending her young daughters out for
work, and her sons are too young to work.
Nasreen’s family had migrated from Chiniot in search of work more than twenty years ago and
has settled in Mohallah Noor, which is situated on the main GT Road Dina. The piece of land the
family is living on in their mud-straw huts (jhonpri) for last 15 years was given to her husband
without any rent by an affluent person living nearby who himself is settled abroad and visit his
home (in same Mohallah) occasionally. Nasreen's family lives in a single 12’by 15’ room. There
is a latrine and a bathroom in the house and open earth yard is used as kitchen. The house is
supplied with the electricity and water is collected from a neighbour.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Nasreen became the BISP beneficiary after the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, which was
conducted probably in April/May 2010. She was not at home at the time of survey and her
husband Aslam provided the required information to the enumerators. Her CNIC was not made at
that time. The enumerators gave him the survey acknowledgement slip and told him that his
wife’s CNIC is the basic requirement for eligibility in the BISP cash grant scheme. Aslam got her
survey slip checked at the local Pakistan Muslim League-N (PML-N) office in Dina some 7-8
months after the survey. The PML worker (member) told him that his house has been declared
eligible for the cash grant, and also told him about the discrepancy. He advised him to get her
wife’s CNIC made from NADRA Office.
Aslam and Nasreen went to NADRA Office Dina for applying the CNIC but they were asked to
bring their marriage certificate (Nikah Nama) and B-form. Nasreen had lost her marriage
certificate during the shifting and did not have it with them. NADRA did not accept her repeated
requests for the CNIC issuance without the required documents.
At last Nasreen received her eligibility letter in December 2011, in which she was advised to get
her CNIC made in 15 days by showing this letter at nearby NADRA Office. They went to
NADRA Office with the eligibility letter and made the CNIC in 20 days without any charges.
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Nasreen thinks of BISP as a government’s programme for poverty alleviation in the country. She
is satisfied with the fairness of the survey and selection of the deserving families. She thinks that
payment through banks would be safer and more reliable. She wants to buy some furniture for her
house, and also wants to save some money for her daughters’ marriage. Her sisterinlaw (Aslam’
sister) living in the same house has also been declared eligible with CNIC discrepancy, but her
CNIC could not be made by the NADRA for the similar reasons, despite showing the discrepancy
letter issued by the BISP, NADRA has still refused to issue her the CNIC without the marriage
certificate.

3. How did the complaint/grievance emerge?
Nasreen did not have her CNIC made at the time of survey. After she realized the importance of
CNIC for eligibility, both the husband and wife tried to get her CNIC made at the NADRA but
couldn’t get it until she received her eligibility letter through the postman in December 2011. In
which the discrepant beneficiaries were advised to get their CNICs by showing this letter at the
NADRA. She got her CNIC made in 20 days and received it in second week of March 2012.
Aslam, her husband went to the BISP Tehsil Office Dina for lodging the complaint of CNIC
update on her behalf.

4. Processing of the Cases:
a. Provider’s Version
On his visit to the BISP Tehsil Office Dina, Aslam met with the Complaint Assistant (CA)
and told the purpose of his visit. CA checked the household information and eligibility status
and collected the required information from complainant to be entered in the complaint
register. CA then took the complaint on a pre-written application form prepared by the Tehsil
Office in which the complainant requested for update of her CNIC. The personal information
about the beneficiary (name, address, CNIC number and the survey form number) was added
and Aslam signed the application. The Complaint Assistant also attached a copy of Nasreen’s
CNIC with the application form and kept it in the CNIC update complaint file. The
complainant was given the office contact number and the BISP toll free numbers on a piece of
paper for the further information and was told that the complaint has been lodged.
Nasreen’s complaint was entered in CMS for updates on 27th March 2012. The CA uploaded
the application after required verification and forwarded it to the next level authority i.e. to
the Assistant Director (AD). The AD verified the contents of the complaint and forwarded it
on same date to the Approver who is the Divisional Director. The Divisional Director finally
approved the complaint and the complaint was resolved. The beneficiary status has been
changed to eligible. This information has been shared with Aslam when he called for getting
information update on 10th May 2012. He was also told to wait and BISP will officially
contact with them for the issuance of her Debit card within 15 days.
b. Client’s version
Nasreen received her CNIC from NADRA in second week of March 2012. Her husband
submitted her CNIC and the application for update at BISP Tehsil Office Dina on 16th March
2012. BISP Tehsil Office is at a distance of about two kilometres from her house and he went
there on foot. Nasreen could not visit the BISP Office, mainly due to her strict “seven days a
week” work schedule; hence her husband had to take care of the matter. He went to lodge the
CNIC update request with local political worker.
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At the BISP Tehsil Office Dina, Aslam met with Complaint Assistant (CA) and told the
purpose of his visit. He also took Nasreen’s eligibility letter and the survey slip along with her
CNIC. The CA checked the beneficiary’s record on the BISP website, and asked him to get a
photo copy of the CNIC. Aslam got it from a nearby shop and submitted it. The CA gave her
a pre-typed application form which he filled by writing required information about the
beneficiary and then signed it. The CA told him that his complaint has been accepted and also
gave him the office contact numbers for the follow up of the complaint.
He has revisited the office thrice after the lodging the complaint for updates. He has also been
in contact with the BISP Tehsil Office through telephone, and at one such call, he was
informed that her CNIC has been updated. The office also informed him about the BDC
distribution and has told him to wait and the office will call the beneficiary for collection.
Aslam has expressed his dissatisfaction on the complaint redressal process; he has made many
visits and called the office many times during the process. In his view the office attitude was
not welcoming and cooperating.

5. What We Learnt?
The particular complaint for CNIC update has been processed through CMS on 27th March 2012
against the complaint ID number 10012070.
The standard BISP procedure has been dully followed for the resolution of the grievance in this
case. The complaint has been lodged via the CMS and after a step by step process of verification
at each hierarchical step, the application was finally accepted and the beneficiary CNIC has been
updated in her record. However, the complainant was not given the complaint ID for the future
reference.
Aslam is a primary educated person and has good relations with the local political representatives.
The PML-N office is situated near his house; a member (PML-N party worker) lives in his
Mohallah near his house. The political party workers are socially active and respond to the needs
of people for party’s goodwill. Aslam has been consulting to the same member for the issue of
making his wife’s CNIC at NADRA, but it was not of much help. However the member has been
accompanying him to his visits to the NADRA and the BISP Tehsil Office Dina.
The payment mode at the BISP Tehsil Dina was through Pakistan Post and the alternate mode has
been decided to be the Benazir Debit Card. The BDC distribution process started in the last week
of May 2012.
Up to October 2012, Nasreen Bibi’s two payments have been generated, out of which she has
received one on May 28th, 2012.

6. Recommendations



It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
There should be a proper feedback system for communicating the complaint resolution status
with the beneficiary.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-10
Missing CNIC
Noreen Bibi
Wife of Alfat Shah
NA
Kachi Abadi Sabzi Mandi, House No.2, Street No.2,
Sector I-11/4, Islamabad.
1730169609758
21372017
27th March 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Noreen Bibi belongs to the tribal area of the Mohmand Agency and her family was migrated to
Islamabad in search of work for more than 25 years ago. She is a 30 years old, illiterate housewife
and has nine children. Her eldest son is 12 years old and youngest one is one month old. Three
elder sons are studying at a private school but none of the three daughters are sent to school. The
reason for not sending them to school is their financial constraints. They cannot enrol their
children in government schools because they cannot make their birth certificates which are the
basic requirement for admission. They are paying about Rs10,000 a year for the education of her
three sons in private school. Her husband Alfat Shah is a daily wage labourer in fruit market and
earns Rs300 daily.
The four Marla house is situated in the Kachi Abadi in sector I-11/4 on the Faqeer Aipi Road near
Sabzi Mandi right in front of METRO. House is made of mud and bricks, comprises two rooms, a
pit latrine and a small room for cattle. Small open yard in front of rooms is used as kitchen and
homemade mud stove is used for cooking. Water is collected through the hand pump. The house
is furnished with charpoys, wooden chairs and table, trunks and cooking utensils. The family also
have two cows and a calf and their milk is sold for additional income.
2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Noreen has been declared as a BISP beneficiary after the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, which
was conducted probably in March/April 2011 at her doorstep. She did not have her CNIC at that
time and her husband’s CNIC was entered as family head. The survey team gave her the survey
acknowledgement slip and advised her to get her CNIC made immediately for being eligible for
the BISP cash grant, but no one cared at that time. When Alfat Shah went to the BISP
Headquarters Islamabad for getting her PMT score information probably in July 2011, there he
learnt that his household is declared eligible with CNIC discrepancy. He made her CNIC from
NADRA Office High Court branch for free within 15 days in August 2011 and both husband and
wife went to BISP Headquarter for the getting it updated in September 2011.
Alfat learnt about complaint cell at BISP Headquarter from a notable through his friends. They
think of BISP as a poverty alleviation venture by the government of Pakistan. Both husband and
wife want to spend the cash grant for their children’s education.
3. How did the complaint emerge?
Noreen and Alfat were unaware about the BISP cash grant until the postman brought the first
BISP instalment for the other eligible beneficiaries in the area three months after the survey,
probably in June/July 2011. Noreen and Alfat were very disappointed to find that the postman did
not bring any Money Order for them, and when the postman asked Alfat about their eligibility, he
could not understand it. Later when he talked to his friends, they told him about the PMT score
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and also about the BISP Office in Islamabad. He visited the BISP Headquarter to get her PMT
information where he learnt about their eligibility and also the discrepancy attached to it. He was
also guided about the process for removing the discrepancy by submitting the beneficiary’s valid
CNIC copy at the BISP complaint cell in Islamabad. The BISP Officer also wrote a little note in
Urdu on the back of survey slip as reminder about getting the CNIC submitted at BISP and that
the form is accepted.
Alfat immediately applied for his wife’s CNIC at the NADRA Office and got it made in 15 days
in August 2011. Both husband and wife took the CNIC and the survey acknowledgement slip to
the BISP Complaint Cell and lodged their complaint for updating her BISP record in October
2011.
4. Processing of the Cases:
a. Provider’s version:
At BISP Complaint Cell Islamabad the complainants were received by the Assistant
Complaint (AC). The Complaint Office was established for catering the personal visits of the
complainants and a number of complaint desks are established which are facilitating the large
number of complainants. When Noreen and Alfat discussed their problem, the Complaint
Assistant (CA) took copy of her CNIC, and updated an Excel Sheet for the CNIC discrepancy
complaints for office record. He also entered the required beneficiary information with
beneficiary contact number in the Excel Sheet. He told that their complaint will be forwarded
to the concerned department for the update very soon and they should wait for some time and
gave them the BISP toll free number for further enquiries.
The complaints regarding discrepancies and the eligibility appeals at the BISP Complaint Cell
were mostly kept pending due to the delay in the launch of the Complaint Management
System (CMS), and staff was not forwarding them to any other level for processing. Noreen’s
CNIC was also kept waiting to be forwarded through the CMS after its launch in March 2012.
However the particular case was forwarded to the higher level for processing manually, a
little before launch of the CMS in March 2012 and has been approved as the beneficiary
status showed her an eligible beneficiary on the BISP website in “Potential Beneficiary
Detail” when checked on 24th March 2012.
In fact the Complaint Assistant at the BISP Complaint Cell seemed a little confused on how
the case has been forwarded to the higher level for processing. At first he told that the
particular case has been resolved through CMS, but later when he checked the beneficiary
detail on the BISP website, he found that the there was no updates at the Case Management
System and hence concluded that complaint has not been uploaded through CMS.
b. Client’s version:
Noreen lodged a complaint at the BISP Complaint Cell Islamabad for getting her CNIC
updated in the BISP record on 4th October 2011. Her CNIC was not made at the time of
survey which she got made later in August 2011 and submitted at the BISP Complaint Cell at
Embassy Road Islamabad. She went there with her husband on taxi that cost them Rs.150 for
one way. The BISP Office collected the copy of her CNIC and gave her husband a toll free
number for follow up of the case. She was also told that the office will contact with them on
phone and they don’t need to revisit the office.
Alfat made many calls at the BISP toll free number for getting updates after two weeks and
learnt that her complaint has not been resolved yet. He visited the complaint cell after a month
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(in November 2011) too but they told him to wait a little more. He wanted to know about the
obstacle in resolving the complaint, and also visited the BISP Headquarter again but no one
gave him the satisfactory answer and only told him that the processing is going on and he
should wait.
It has taken BISP about six months to get the CNIC updated, and finally the issue was
resolved. However she has not been intimated by BISP and this information was gathered by
her husband when he called BISP for the updates in May 2012. She has received all three
payments generated until October 2012.
Alfat has expressed great disappointment and annoyance about the BISP procedures and
especially the complaint redressal process. It has been nine months after submission of the
complaint in October 2011 and still waiting for cash instalment. Alfat told that whenever he
has called BISP for update information, he was always told to wait a little further.
5. What We Learnt?
In this particular case the beneficiary did not received a BISP letter regarding her eligibility in the
BISP programme neither about the discrepancy attached to her eligibility, or any other
information about the offices where she can submit her CNIC for update.
Her status was finally changed to “eligible beneficiary” at BISP website in March 2012, but Alfat
did not know about it. When he called the BISP office on 8th May, he was informed that her
wife’s discrepancy was removed and that they should wait a little more and BISP will contact
with the beneficiary in next 15 days, but they never did.
Noreen’s name on her CNIC is written as “Noreena Bibi” while in her BISP record its “Noreen
Bibi”, also the current residential address on her CNIC is that of her address in Peshawar (of her
father’s house) while she is living in Islamabad for last 25 years.
The particular grievance complaint has been lodged at BISP Complaint Office Islamabad. The
office was established for catering the personal visits of complainants and a number of complaint
desks are established which are facilitating the large number of complainants from 8:30 AM to
4:30 PM. The office staff comprises two female and five male complaint assistants and a male
and a female security officers. The CMS has been launched in March 2012 and the complaints are
now being handled directly through uploading them on Complaint Management System.
However Noreen’s complaint has not been resolved through the CMS, and there is no record
available online for tracking the exact date of complaint resolution.
6. Recommendations




It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
BISP eligibility status should be communicated to the eligible households on time, with direct
and clear instructions about how to remove the particular discrepancy, so that the grievance
can be removed as soon as possible.
BISP should update payment record on its website as soon as possible to facilitate the
beneficiaries and to prevent any fraud.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-11
Missing CNIC
Sughra Bibi
W/O Liaqat Ali
NA
Mohallah Shamspur, near Railway bridge, Tehsil Dina,
Distt. Jhelum
3730405841174
17187625
6th June 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Sughra Bibi is a 42 years old, illeterate woman. She works as a scrap collector like her other
family members and sells glassware in streets for an exchange of scrap iron, which she sells at the
scrap shop for money. Her average daily income is around Rs250. Her husband, two sons, a
daughter and daughterinlaw are also engaged in the same business.
Sughra has three daughters and three sons. Her eldest son and two daughters are married and the
youngest son is 12 years old. The family of nine people live in a three room Kacha house. The
house is made on a piece of land jointly rented by four families of her clan. Her house comprises
two straw huts and a mud room. There is a common bath room for four families and the open
common space is used for cooking. The houses are not supplied with electricity, and the water is
fetched from the public water tap in street. The rooms are furnished with few charpoys, trunks and
utensils.There are four other families of her clan living on the same rented piece of land and each
household has to pay a monthly rent of Rs500 to the land owner.
The small Kachi Abadi is situated in Mohallah Shamsabad, on main GT Road near Mirpur
bypass. Shamsabad Mohallah is a developed area and the streets are mostly paved with drains run
on both sides. Houses are mostly Pacca, in good well maintained condition, depicting the
reasonable living standard of the population (other than the few kacha houses of these migrants
tribes).
2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Sughra has become the BISP beneficiary after the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey held in
April/May 2011 at her house. Her household has been declared eligible with discrepancy. Her
CNIC was not made at the time of the survey. The enumerators told her to submit her CNIC at
BISP Office for being eligible for the cash grant. She immediately applied for CNIC but NADRA
refused to issue the CNIC without submission of family’s B-form and the marriage certificate of
the applicant which had been burnt in a fire accident in past, hence her CNIC formation had been
kept pending for quite some time.
After few months of the survey when all the survey slips of her clan were collected for eligibility
check by the local office of a political party (Pakistan Muslim League-N), it was declared that her
household has been declared eligible. Sughra has not received her eligibility letter from the BISP
and does not know about the eligibility criteria or the PMT score; the party representative not only
told her that her form has “passed” and she will get the cash grant from the BISP but they also
told her to submit her CNIC at the BISP Office for getting the Money Order.
After knowing about eligibility at the PML-N office, Sughra visited the BISP Tehsil Office Dina
to seek help regarding her CNIC formation from NADRA.
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Sughra Bibi learnt about the BISP through her neighbors that the Benazir government is
distributing money among poor households. She wants to spend money on daily groceries.
3. How did the complaint emerge?
Sughra has not received her eligibility letter from the BISP. After realization about her eligibility
and the attached discrepancy, she visited the BISP Tehsil Office Dina in February 2012 to seek
solution for her problem.
At Tehsil Office Dina, the Complaint Assistant (CA) attended her complaint. CA verified her
household information and the beneficiary eligibility. After confirmation, CA consulted with the
Assistant Director, and then wrote her a small note to be presented at NADRA for CNIC
application. Sughra did as directed by CA BISP, and got her CNIC made in next 15 days. She
returned back to the BISP Tehsil Office with her new CNIC on 12th March 2012 and submitted it
for an update.
4. Processing of the Cases:
a. Provider’s version:
At BISP Tehsil Office Dina, the Complaint Assistant entered her information in the complaint
register. An Excel Sheet was also updated about the complaint. She then received her
complaint on a prewritten application format designed by the Tehsil Office for the CNIC
update requests. The beneficiary particulars (name, address, CNIC, date and the survey form
number) were added and stamped with beneficiary thumb. A copy of her CNIC was also
attached with the application and kept it in the CNIC update grievance file. The complainant
was given the office contact number and the BISP toll free number on a piece of paper as
reference and was told that her complaint has been lodged.
The complaints regarding discrepancies and the eligibility appeals at the BISP Tehsil Office
Dina were kept pending due to the delay in the launch of the Complaint Management System
(CMS). Then finally in March 2012, the BISP staff training about CMS was completed and
the staff was assigned their login passwords to use CMS for online complaint redressing.
Sughra’s complaint was also forwarded through CMS to the next level of hierarchy for
approval on 27th March 2012. Which was verified at each level before forwarding to the next
and finally was approved by the Divisional Director and the complaint was resolved.
Beneficiary’s status has been changed to eligible beneficiary.
b. Client’s Version
Sughra has lodged her complaint about the CNIC update at the BISP Tehsil office Dina on
12th March 2012. She had to visit the BISP Tehsil Office twice for her CNIC formation. At
first she came to seek help regarding CNIC formation and got a written note from BISP on a
slip of paper which she presented at NADRA. Then she brought her CNIC for update on 12 th
March 2012. She lives at a distance of about one kilometer from office and had walked to the
office.
The information about the resolution of discrepancy was shared with her when she visited the
BISP Tehsil Office to get an update on 4th April 2012. She was also told to wait and BISP will
officially contact with her for the issuance of her Debit Card but she has not received any
information yet. However, she is satisfied with the behaviour of the BISP staff.
Sughra has expressed great annoyance at the behavior of NADRA staff. She said that she has
visited the office many times and pleaded but they never listen to her problem that her
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marriage certificate had been lost in a fire accident and she cannot reproduce it. She even
asked for any alternative way out for the issue but they always return her saying it’s not
possible without her marriage certificate. She told that it was impossible for her to search for
the registrar in her village in Jhang to get a new copy of the marriage certificate.
5. What We Learnt?
NADRA treats the BISP beneficiaries on priority basis and on reference from the BISP Office
beneficiary get their CNIC without any problem.
Another common issue observed with these migrated clans was about their CNIC formation. Like
in the case with Sughra, meeting with few other discrepant eligible women in the locality has
revealed that NADRA has strictly refused their application for CNIC formation in the absence of
their marriage certificates. Some of women are really suffering as their money orders are being
returned due to absence of their CNIC. Most of those women have not received their BISP
eligibility letters and they have no other reference to be submitted at NADRA either.
The standard BISP procedure has been followed for the resolution of the grievance in this case.
The complaint has been lodged via the CMS and after a step by step process of verification at
each hierarchical step, the application was finally accepted and the beneficiary CNIC has been
updated in her record. But the complainant has not received any intimation letter or phone call
from BISP regarding her payment and BDC collection still. It has been three months that her
status has been changed to eligible now.
Out of two payments generated, Sughra Bibi has received only one on May 30th, 2012.
6. Recommendations




It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
There should be a proper feedback system for communicating the complaint resolution status
with the beneficiary.
CNIC formation of the discrepant beneficiaries should be properly facilitated.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-12
Missing CNIC
Sumera Bibi
D/O Mohammad Maqsood
NA
Mohallah Shams Abad, PO Dina, Tehsil Dina, Distt.
Jhelum
3730405842590
17187605
18th May 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Sumera Bibi is a 20 years old, illiterate and unmarried girl. She lives with her parents and ten
siblings in a three room Kacha house (mud and straw huts). One of the three sisters is married and
lives nearby, and an elder brother is also married and has one small son. Sumera’s father incurred
a huge loss in his scrap business and had to sell his property and migrated to Jhelum for work
opportunities. He has also completely lost his eyesight and now he is unable to do anything. Her
brothers and mother are also into scrap business. Her mother, like all the other women in her
family, sells glass utensils in streets in exchange for iron scrap. She also works as a maid at
houses.
Sumera herself is a major contributor to the family income by sewing cloths at her home. She has
done a six month diploma in sewing from a government vocational training institute two years
back and has bought an electric sewing machine last year. She bears the education expenses of her
two younger brothers who are primary students at a government school, and has decided to send
her youngest sister (aged three) to school as well.
Her house is built on a rented piece of land for which the different families are paying Rs1,000
per month each. Sumera’s family lives in the three mud and straw, self-built huts. A common
latrine and a wash room are used by all families and an open yard is used for cooking. The huts
are provided with electricity and public water supply. Sumera’s family has a small TV set with
cable connection, two pedestal fans and a refrigerator. The three rooms are furnished with
charpoys, two old cupboards, trunks and utensil.
The small Kachi Abadi is situated in Mohallah Shamsabad, on main Dina GT Road near Mirpur
bypass. Shamsabad Mohallah is situated at a distance of about one kilometre from the BISP
Tehsil Office.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Sumera was declared as a potential beneficiary of the BISP programme after the Poverty Score
Card (PSC) survey held in April/May 2010. Her household has been declared eligible with
discrepancy. In fact there were two potential beneficiaries in the house, her mother and she herself
(she was 18 years old). Her mother’s CNIC was entered by the enumerators during the survey but
her own CNIC was not made at that time. Her mother received her eligibility letter in January
2011 and is receiving her instalments through Pakistan Post since February 2011. Sumera learnt
about her eligibility through discrepancy letter she received in November 2011. Sumera got her
CNIC made in March 2012. Her mother went to the BISP Tehsil Office Dina alone after few days
to lodge the complaint about her daughter’s CNIC update.
Sumera learnt about BISP through TV commercials. Her mother also got their survey
acknowledgement slip checked for PMT at an internet café in Dina for Rs20. She came to know
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about the BISP Complaint Cell through the postman who used to deliver her mother’s Money
Orders. She wants to spend the cash grant on buying new cloths and shoes for herself and for her
siblings. She also wants to send her youngest sister to school.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Sumera’s eligibility letter was issued by the BISP in October 2011, which she received through
the postman in early November 2011. The postman explained the letter to her and told her that she
is eligible to receive the BISP cash grant instalment and to get her CNIC made at the earliest by
showing this letter at the NADRA Office. She went to the NADRA Office in Dina city next
month with her mother and applied for the CNIC. Her CNIC was made in three months and she
received it on 12th March 2012.

4. Processing of the Cases:
a. Provider’s Version
Sumera’s mother went to the BISP Tehsil Office Dina to lodge her complaint for the CNIC
update on 15th March 2012. The Complaint Assistant (CA) received their complaint. CA
entered beneficiary’s information in the complaint register and took the complaint on a prewritten application format designed by the Tehsil Office for CNIC update requests. CA also
attached the copy of her CNIC with it and kept it in the CNIC update complaint file. The
complainant was given the office contact number on a piece of paper and was told that her
complaint has been lodged.
The complaint was uploaded on the Complaint Management System (CMS) on 27th March
2012. The Complaint Assistant or the DEO (Data Entry Operator) registered the complaint
under CMS and forwarded the same to the Assistant Director, the Supervisor. The Supervisor
verified the contents of compliant received from DEO and then forwarded it to the final
authority i.e. Approver who is the BISP Divisional Director. The Divisional Director later
approved and accepted the said complaint against update ID 10012046.
This information has been shared with the beneficiary when she called for getting update
regarding the same issue on 10th May 2012. She was also told to wait and BISP will officially
contact with her for the issuance of her Debit Card within 15 days.
b. Client’s Version
Sumera did not visit the BISP Office herself instead her mother went to lodge the complaint
for CNIC update on her behalf. Her CNIC was not made at the time of survey and she got it
made after she received the discrepancy letter from the BISP Head Office in November 2011.
She received her CNIC from NADRA in March 2012 and her mother went to the BISP Tehsil
Office Dina to submit it for update on 15th March 2012. She went there on foot and she also
took her discrepancy letter with her.
She was asked to get a copy of Sumera’s CNIC from a nearby shop which she did and then
the officer asked her to put her thumb stamp on an application. After this process the
Complaint Assistant told her that her daughter’s application has been registered. Her mother
has expressed satisfaction at the complaint process and Sumera is anxiously waiting for the
delivery of her cash grant.
Sumera has been informed about the resolution of her discrepancy when she called at the
BISP Tehsil Office early in May 2012, and was also told about the Benazir Debit Card
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issuance. She is waiting for the letter or call from the Tehsil Office for collection of her
Benazir Debit Card.

5. What We Learned?
Sumera’s application has been logged through CMS against Complaint ID: 10012046 on 27 th
March 2012. She has been told to wait and the BISP Office will contact with her for the issuance
of the Debit card very soon.
Her mother Balqees is also the BISP beneficiary and is receiving the cash grant since April 2011.
Although her first instalment of four Money Orders of Rs2000 each issued in February 2011 had
been returned unpaid by the postman. But the issue was later resolved when postman finally
found their house, and told them that her earlier instalments has been returned unpaid.
When she tried to seek help from the BISP Tehsil Office for the recovery of the returned money
order, the AD Dina, according to beneficiary, has told that there is no way to recover the returned
money from the BISP, and did not accept her complaint. She has been informed by the Tehsil
Office about the alternative payment mode through debit card; however she has not received her
debit card collection letter yet.
The standard BISP procedure has been followed for the resolution of the grievance in this case.
The complaint has been lodged via the CMS and after a step by step process of verification at
each hierarchical step, the application was finally accepted and the complainant CNIC has been
updated in her record.
Another important thing to be mentioned is that it was clearly mentioned in the BISP letter that all
married/divorced/widow women in the family will get financial assistance. BISP letter also
mentioned that either Sumera has no CNIC or record of her marriage is no update in NADRA
record.
In the BISP Tehsil Office Dina nobody is clear about the correct BISP beneficiary criteria for an
eligible household, that whether an unmarried daughter can also be entitled for the cash grant
where a mother is already an active beneficiary. The AD BISP has ensured the complainant that
she will receive her BDC collection letter after her discrepancy of CNIC is removed and now
Sumara is waiting for that letter.

6. Recommendations




BISP management need to ensure proper training to its staff on beneficiary eligibility criteria
for unmarried women.
It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
There should be a proper feedback system for communicating the complaint resolution status
with the beneficiary.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-13
Missing CNIC
Bushra Naseem
Wife of Khalid Hussain
NA
Pind Aziz, Mandi Bhalwal, nearby Masjid Nakka, City
and Tehsil Sarai Alamgir.
3420312873810
22358374
9th April 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Bushra Naseem is 34 years old, married and a literate woman up to Primary level. She has four
children (one son and three daughters). Her three children (three daughters) are school going
while her son is too young to attend the school. Her children are acquiring education from a
government school. Bushra’s husband works as labourer in a garment factory and he gets
Rs.8,000 in a month. Bushra herself is not involved in any income generation activity to support
her family.
She lives in a three Marla self-owned pacca house, which consists of two rooms, a Baithak and a
bathroom while a small veranda is used as a kitchen. The family has a colour television, a motor
cycle, some wooden chorpoys, plastic chairs and two functional mobile phones.
The area where she resides is known as Mandi Bhalwal. The entire area is surrounded by an
agricultural land. All the streets in the area are unpaved having open sewerage system. The street
leading to her house is also unpaved and has around ten houses.
Bushra’s sisterinlaw (Maqsood Begum Wife of Fazal Hussain CNIC number 3420312757052),
resides in the same premises, is also declared as BISP beneficiary and she had received Rs9000
from BISP (Rs6000 through Pakistan Post and Rs3000 a week ago through BDC).

2. Relationship with BISP:
Bushra was selected as a BISP beneficiary under the Poverty Score Card (PSC) phase. She was
surveyed for PSC by the enumerators at her door step in April 2011 and she also received the
survey acknowledgement slip. She also has a valid CNIC that she could not share with the survey
team as she was unable to found it at that time (misplaced her CNIC). She did not receive any
letter regarding her eligibility or discrepancy in the BISP Programme.
She does not know much about the BISP and is unaware of its eligibility criteria. But, she
considers herself deserving to receive the cash assistance. She has planned to utilise the cash grant
partially for the purchase of groceries and partially for the better education and schooling of her
children.

3. How did the Complaint emerge?
In March 2012 she learnt from her neighbouring women that they are going to visit the BISP
Tehsil Office to check the PMT status of PSC Survey and also to enquire about the delivery of
cash grant instalments. The neighbouring women also invited her to visit the office along with
them. After discussing with her husband, she went to the BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir along
with five other women. Like other women she also took her CNIC and survey acknowledgement
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slip with her. None of them knew the exact location of the BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir, the
Rickshaw driver took them to the BISP Tehsil Office that is located in Wapda Colony at a
distance of around six kilometres from their locality and charged Rs300 for the trip. The amount
of Rickshaw fare was latter shared among all visitors.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version:
On Bushra’s visit to BISP Tehsil Office, she met with the BISP Officer (Assistant Director)
whom she found courteous and cooperative. She told to the BISP Officer that her PSC survey
was conducted a year ago but she did not receive any cash grant yet. The BISP Officer, by
taking her CNIC and survey acknowledgement slip, checked her status from the BISP website
and informed that she has been declared eligible in the BISP programme but the BISP did not
had the record of her CNIC. At this Bushra told the reason that how she failed to share her
CNIC with the enumerators. AD advised her to submit a copy of her CNIC for update to the
Complaint Assistant. She was further informed that it will take around one month for the
update.
She managed to get a copy of her CNIC from nearby shop and then submitted to the BISP
Office. The Complaint Assistant recorded her cell phone number, PMT status and survey
form number on the copy of her CNIC. She did not receive any complaint number for future
reference. The CA provided her a cell phone number and a landline number of the BISP
Tehsil Office for contact instead of personal visit.
The BISP Tehsil Office received this complaint on 16th March 2012 directly from the
beneficiary. This complaint bears a serial number 134 on a register maintained for the
recording of different grievance complaints. The Complaint Assistant/Data Entry Operator
(DEO) registered the complaint in Complaint Management System (CMS) and forwarded the
same to the Assistant Director, the supervisor. The Supervisor verified the contents of the
compliant received from the DEO and then forwarded it to the final authority i.e. Approver
who is the BISP Divisional Director. The Divisional Director later approved and accepted the
said complaint against update ID 10020674.
The complaint was processed and accepted on 3rd April 2012. When asked, the concerned
officials told that the CMS only shows the date at which AC/DEO has registered the specific
complaint/appeal. Though the AD further told that they maintain the manual record of the
dates when the complaint was registered.
b. Client’s Version:
The beneficiary visited the BISP Tehsil Office three times, once to lodge the complaint and
twice for follow up. She did the follow up visits along with her husband on motor bike. At her
third visit she learned about the resolution of her complaint and also advised to wait for two
months for the delivery of cash grant. She is happy and satisfied with complaint resolution
mechanism but not sure when she will receive cash grant instalment.
She knows little about the commercial banking system but she considers that BDC is the most
suitable option for the delivery of cash grant instalments. In this context she told that she does
not know how to use the BDC but her sister in law is using the BDC and has no problem with
the card.
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5. What we learned?
In this particular case, the enumerators, at the time of survey did not inform and sensitise the
beneficiary about the importance of CNIC.
There seems to be a communication gap between the BISP and the beneficiaries as most of the
beneficiaries do not know about their eligibility or discrepancy status and, how and what to do in
case of any complaint or discrepancy.
It has been observed that the staff is not very comfortable with the CMS and they need further
training.
The complaint was lodged by beneficiary in BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir and she did not
receive any acknowledgement slip/complaint number for future reference.
The BISP staff is unsure about the exact time for the release of payment and also about the mode.
i.e. whether the payment will be delivered through Pakistan Post or the beneficiary has to collect
her BDC. In this situation they just communicate to the beneficiaries to visit again next month.
It took around three weeks for the resolution of the complaint but as per BISP website, payment
was deposited to her account on July 13th, 2012 and she withdrew it on the same day through
nearby franchise.

6. Recommendations:




There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility/discrepancy letter to the beneficiary. There is
also a need to bring awareness in beneficiaries with the other programme packages. For this,
cable TV, radio and announcement in the villages can be used.
The Enumerators must be trained and they should sensitise the beneficiary in case if she did
not present/share her CNIC. Well trained staff should be deputed for the survey/data
collection and data entry process to minimise information mismatch incidents.
BISP management should coordinate with the Divisional and Tehsil Offices staff in order to
further clarify their concepts regarding CMS and also to redress their confusion about the
mode of payment.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-14
Missing CNIC
Rukhsana
Daughter of Sikandar Shah
NA
Mohallah Shaheedan, City and Tehsil Sarai Alamgir.
1610126133282
25965413
10th April 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Rukhsana is 27 years old, an orphan, unmarried and a literate woman up to primary level. Her
parents had died some seven years ago and left behind five children (four daughters and a son).
She is the eldest amongst siblings and by that time she, along with her three sisters and a brother,
lives at her uncle’s residence in Sarai Alamgir. Her brother is unmarried and illiterate and works
as a construction labourer. His monthly income is around Rs8,000. She and her other sisters are
not involved in any income generation activity to support their family. The household has a
Pakhtoon background and the whole family has shifted from Wana, Waziristan to Sarai Alamgir
some ten years ago.
She lives in a four Marla self-owned semi Pacca house, which consists of four rooms, a bathroom
and a kitchen. The family has a colour television, some wooden chorpoys, a bicycle, few hens and
two functional mobile phones.
The area where she resides is known as Mohallah Shaheedan situated on a road leading to
Kharrian. All the streets in the area are paved with brick soling having open sewerage system. The
street leading to her house is also paved and has around twenty houses.
Rukhsana’s two aunts (Naveeda Bibi wife of Nadir Shah, CNIC number 1610178061396 and
Amna Bibi wife of Munawwar Shah, CNIC number 1610130451696) have been declared eligible
with discrepancy for BISP cash grant programme. Moreover one of Rukhsana’s sister (Kinha Bibi
daughter of Sikandar Shah, CNIC number 16101168510880) has also been declared BISP
beneficiary but with discrepancy of missing CNIC. They all were surveyed in a single household.

2. Relationship with BISP:
Rukhsana was selected as a BISP beneficiary under the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Phase. Her
survey was held in April 2011. The team of enumerators camped in a nearby play ground where
they filled their PSC survey forms. Her uncle provided the information to enumerators and later
he gave her a survey acknowledgement slip. In March 2012, she received a BISP letter. The letter
has the information about the eligibility and discrepancy of four beneficiaries i.e. Rukhsana,
Kinha, Naveeda and Amna. It was further advised in the letter to submit the CNIC copies of listed
beneficiaries in the nearest BISP Office for update of the BISP record and for the provision of
cash grant instalment.
She does not know much about the BISP and is unaware about its eligibility criteria. She
considers herself a BISP beneficiary because they are orphaned and poor. She has planned to
utilise the cash grant instalment partially for participating in “Kamaytee” and partially for the
purchase of groceries.
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3. How did the Complaint emerge?
In March 2012, she received a letter regarding her acceptance in the BISP programme and got
information that she need to submit a copy of her CNIC in the nearest BISP Office. Three days
latter, she went along with her two aunties and a sister to the BISP tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir on
Rickshaw. She did not know the location of the BISP Tehsil Office. The Rickshaw driver took
them to the BISP Tehsil Office that is located in the Wapda Colony at a distance of around eight
kilometres from her house. They spent Rs200 for the trip to the BISP Tehsil Office. At the time of
visit she has copies of CNIC, survey acknowledgement slip and eligibility letter she received from
the BISP Headquarter.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version:
Rukhsana visited the BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir and met with the BISP Assistant
Director there whom she found courteous and cooperative. She shared copies of CNIC,
survey acknowledgement slip and BISP eligibility letter with the AD. The officer after taking
her CNIC and survey acknowledgement slip checked the status from BISP website and
informed her about the discrepancy due to which she did not receive cash grant instalment.
The BISP Officer noted her cell phone number, got copies of her CNIC and advised her to
wait for a month. She also received a complaint number on a slip of paper for future
reference. The complaint number was generated through the Complaint Management System
(CMS). The BISP Officer also provided her a visiting card on which cell phone number and a
landline number of the BISP Office were mentioned. She was further advised that she may
contact with the BISP Office to get information through telephone rather than personal visit.
The BISP Office received this complaint on 15th March 2012 directly from the beneficiary.
The said complaint bears a serial number 132 on a register maintained for the recording of
different grievance related complaints. The Assistant Complaint/Data Entry Operator (DEO)
registered the complaint in CMS and forwarded the same to the Assistant Director, the
Supervisor. The Supervisor verified the contents of the compliant received from DEO and
then forwarded it to the final authority i.e. Approver who is the BISP Divisional Director. The
Divisional Director later approved and accepted the complaint against update ID 10020684.
The complaint was processed and accepted on 3rd April 2012. When asked, the concerned
officials told that the CMS only shows the date at which AC/DEO has registered the specific
complaint/appeal. Though the AD further told that they maintain the manual record of the
dates when the complaint was registered.
b. Client’s Version:
Rukhsana visited the BISP Tehsil Office once to register the complaint. However, she
telephonically confirmed the status of her filed complaint couple of time and some two days
ago she was informed about the resolution of her complaint. She was further advised to wait
for three months for the delivery of cash grant. She is happy and satisfied with the
cooperation of BISP staff and also with the complaint resolution mechanism.
She is not aware of the commercial banking system nor is familiar with any alternate payment
mode. But, she considers that Pakistan Post is the most suitable option for the delivery of cash
grant at her doorstep.
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5. What we learnt?
At the time of survey the enumerators did not follow the prescribed procedure for the survey
process and they completed the PSC Forms while camping at nearby playground.
The discrepancy of Rukhsana, her two aunties and a sister has also been removed but none of
them has received the cash grant instalments yet.
The BISP staff is not sure about the ever married criteria for becoming the BISP beneficiary.
It has been observed that the staff is not very comfortable with the CMS and they need further
training.
The complaint was lodged by beneficiary in the BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir and she did
receive acknowledgement slip/complaint number for future reference.
It took around two weeks for resolution of the complaint but as per BISP website, the beneficiary
has not started to receive the cash grant money, when checked in October 2012.

6. Recommendations:




The enumerators should be trained and they should sensitise the households about the
importance of CNIC. Well trained staff should be deputed for the survey/data collection and
data entry process to minimise information mismatch incidents.
BISP needs to ensure that survey team should follow the survey/data collection guidelines.
BISP management should coordinate with the Divisional and Tehsil Offices staff in order to
further clarify their concepts regarding CMS.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-15
Eligibility Appeal.
Shahnaz Akhtar
Wife of Zulfiqar Ahmad
NA
Qasba (Town) Karyali City and Tehsil Sarai Alamgir.
3420312910714
22298375
10th April 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant
Shahnaz Akhtar is 48 years old, married and a literate woman up to primary level. She has four
children (two sons and two daughters). Her three children (one son and two daughters) are
attending the school at the moment. Her eldest son is twenty years old and enrolled in Madrissa to
become a Hafiz-e-Quran. Two of her daughters are in class eighth while a son is in class sixth.
Three of her children (two sons and a daughter) are suffered from shortsightedness (Myopia).
Her husband (Zulfiqar Ahmad) runs a confectionery and book binding shop in the Baithak of his
house. He earns Rs8000 per month. Shahnaz had worked as housemaid for some five years but
due to arthritis she had left that job and currently she is not involved in any income generation
activity to support her family.
She lives in a five Marla self-owned Pacca house with her parents in law. The house consists of
two rooms, a Baithak, a wash room and a brick yard which is used as kitchen. The family has a
colour television, a refrigerator, two functional mobile phones, some wooden chorpoys and few
wooden racks in shop.
The area where she resides is known as Qasba Karyali situated adjacent to Mandi Baha-ud-din
Road. All the streets in their area are semi paved having open sewerage system. The street leading
to her house is paved with bricks and has around ten houses.
It has been observed that the parents in law of Shahnaz had surveyed twice by the enumerators.
As the name of her parents in law mentioned in the survey form of Shahnaz Akhtar (PSC Form
number 22298375). But, BISP Tracking System available at BISP website shows beneficiary’s
parents in law also surveyed separately under PSC Form number 22356609 in which they have
been declared ineligible.

2. Relationship with BISP
Some three years ago Shahnaz was selected as a BISP beneficiary under the Parliamentarian
Phase. She got the survey form from a notable (Mr. Rajab Ali). She had received Rs31,000
through the postman at her door step and had no complaint or problem with the delivery of cash
grant instalment through Pakistan Post. She was again surveyed in PSC Phase by the enumerators
at her door step in June 2011 and she also received the survey acknowledgement slip. She also has
a valid CNIC that she shared with the enumerators. She did not receive any BISP letter regarding
her ineligibility in BISP Programme.
She does not know much about the BISP and is unaware of the BISP eligibility criteria but she
considers herself a BISP beneficiary as her husband gets very little to support the family. She had
utilised the cash grant instalment partially for the purchase of groceries and partially for the
schooling of her children and she has same plan in future.
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3. How did the Complaint emerge?
Shahnaz had worked as housemaid for some five years in the house of a NADRA Officer. He
thought to help for the provision of cash grant to Shahnaz and informed her about some of the
eligibility appeal criteria introduced by the BISP for ineligible household. The different criteria
set for the eligibility appeals once shared and discussed by the BISP Officer. In the last week of
March 2012, she went to the BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir along with the NADRA Officer.
The BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir is situated at Wapda Colony at a distance of around five
kilometres from Qasba Karyali. They went there on motor bike owned by the NADRA Officer.
She has her CNIC and the survey acknowledgement slip at the time of visit to the BISP Office.

4. Processing of the Case
a. Providers Version:
The NADRA Officer took her to the BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir where they met with
the Assistant Director and requested her to help his housemaid as she met some of the
eligibility criteria set by the BISP management for ineligible household. The BISP Officer by
taking her CNIC and survey acknowledgment slip checked the PMT status from the BISP
website and after getting the following information, Shahnaz was advised to submit a written
application along with a copy of her CNIC. The information which the BISP Officer collected
from beneficiary is as follows:





Presence of one or more disable person in her family
Presence of senior citizens in her family
Size of her household (size of household with three or less)
Age of her children (household with four or more children under 12 years of age)

Shahnaz managed to get a written application and a copy of her CNIC with the cooperation of
NADRA Officer. After completing the required documents i.e. complaint and copy of her
CNIC she submitted the appeal for eligibility to the BISP Officer. The BISP Officer noted the
cell phone number, PMT status and PSC Form number on written complaint. She was advised
to wait for around a month. She was also issued a complaint number on a slip of paper for
future reference. The complaint number was generated through the Complaint Management
System (CMS). The BISP Officer also provided her visiting card at which cell phone number
of BISP Officer and a landline number of BISP Office were mentioned. She was advised that
she may contact the BISP Office through phone to follow her case rather than personal visit.
The BISP Office received the said appeal for eligibility on 29th March 2012 directly submitted
by the beneficiary. The said appeal bears a serial number 180 on a register maintained for the
recording of different grievance related complaints and eligibility appeals.
The Assistant Complaint/Data Entry Operator (DEO) registered the complaint under CMS
and forwarded the same to the Assistant Director, the Supervisor. The Supervisor verified the
contents of the appeal for eligibility received from DEO and then forwarded it to the final
authority i.e. the Approver, who is the BISP Divisional Director. The Divisional Director later
approved and accepted the appeal against appeal ID 10024042.
The said appeal for eligibility processed and approved on 05th April 2012. The said appeal
approved for meeting two criteria i.e. existence of two disable persons and one senior citizen
in the household. When asked, the concerned officials were of the view that CMS only shows
the date on which the AC/DEO has registered the complaint/appeal. Through the AD further
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told that they maintain manual record of the dates when the complaint was registered and
processed.
b. Client’s Version:
The beneficiary visited the BISP Office just for once to file an appeal for eligibility without
spending any money for travel. She did not know about the approval of her eligibility appeal
but she is happy and satisfied with the criteria set by BISP Management for ineligible
household.
Shahnaz neither knows about the commercial banking system nor is she familiar with
alternate payment mode. But, she considers that Pakistan Post is most suitable option for the
delivery of cash grant instalment at her door step.

5. What we learned?
It has been observed that although there is the existence of two senior citizens in the household
but no disable person was observed in the household. During interview Shahnaz told that she is
not working at the moment due to arthritis but NADRA officer at BISP Tehsil Office disclosed
that Shahnaz is still working in his house as housemaid at a salary of Rs4,000 per month.
The Eligibility Appeal was lodged by the beneficiary in BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir with
the help and guidance of NADRA officer. There is also an acknowledgement slip/token issued to
the complainant by the BISP Office.
It has been observe that staff is not fully clear about the working of the CMS.
It took around a week for the approval of appeal but as per BISP website, first payment was
deposited to her account on June 26th, 2012 and the beneficiary withdrawn it on June 29, 2012.

6. Recommendations






There is a need to ensure delivery of eligibility/discrepancy letter to the beneficiary. There is
also a need to bring awareness in beneficiaries with programme packages and its criterion.
For this, cable TV, radio and announcement in villages can be used so that people don’t have
to suffer and wait.
For Eligibility Appeal Cases, copies of CNIC with respect to criteria set by BISP (like
existence of senior citizens, disable children etc.), should be attached along with complaint so
that the concerned BISP staff may authenticate the criteria for the approval of eligibility
appeal.
BISP management should coordinate with the Divisional and Tehsil Offices staff in order to
further clarify their concepts regarding CMS and also to redress their confusion about the
mode of payment
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-16
Missing CNIC
Walayat Begum
Widow of Shah Swaar Khan
NA
Chowha Karyala City and Tehsil Sarai Alamgir.
3420312757948
25884257
8th April 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant
Walayat Begum is 80 years old, widow and a literate woman up to primary level. She has two
children (one daughters and a son). Both her children are married. Her son (Mukhtar Hussain)
works in Pakistan Army at Chaklala and earns Rs20,000 per month. Walayat herself being aged
and patient of Asthma is not involved in any income generation activity to support her family.
She lives in a five Marla self-owned Pacca house, which consists of two rooms, a bathroom and a
kitchen. The family has a colour television, a bed set, few trunks, some wooden chorpoys, and
two functional mobile phones.
The area where she resides is known as Chowha Karyala which is surrounded by belt of
mountains and barren land. A semi Pacca road leads to Chowha Karyala and the entrance of
transport in the area is not feasible as it is located at some height of a hill and there is no smooth
road for transport. There is a taxi/Rickshaw stand camped at a distance of around one kilometre
from the main locality of Chowha Karyala and the local inhabitants have to travel by foot to
access the transport for their further mobility to the desired areas. All the streets are paved having
open sewerage system. The street leading to her house is also paved and has around five houses.
Walayat’s daughterinlaw (Abida Parveen) also declared as BISP beneficiary. So far she had
received Rs9000 (Rs6000 through Pakistan Post and Rs3000 through Benazir Debit Card). Abida
also enrolled her eldest son (Ibraar Hussain) in Waseela-e-Rozgar programme, who is learning the
skill of Auto Mechanic at NLC Mandra Training Centre since 1st March 2012.

2. Relationship with BISP
Walayat was selected as BISP beneficiary under the PSC Phase. She was surveyed for the PSC by
the enumerators in the month of June 2011. The enumerators camped in a nearby Haveli and
filled the PSC Forms. She also got the survey acknowledgement slip from the survey team. She
also has a valid CNIC that she shared with the enumerators at the time of Survey. In the month of
March 2012 she received a BISP letter regarding her eligibility and discrepancy in CNIC.
She does not know much about BISP and is unaware about the BISP eligibility criteria. But, being
widow she considers herself a BISP beneficiary. She has planned to utilise the cash grant
instalments partially for the purchase of groceries and partially for her own medical treatment.

3. How did the Complaint emerge?
In the month of March 2012, she received a letter regarding her acceptance in the BISP
Programme and got information that she need to submit a copy of her CNIC in the nearest BISP
Office. She did not know the location of BISP Tehsil Office in Sarai Alamgir and local the
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postman guided her about the address of the BISP Office. Later, she telephonically discussed this
matter with her son who advised his wife to visit the BISP Office along with his mother.
After two days, she went to the BISP Office along with her daughter in law. The BISP Office is
situated at Wapda Colony at a distance of around four kilometres from their house. They went
there by Ching-Chi Rickshaw that cost them Rs100 for the trip. She has copies of her CNIC,
survey acknowledgement slip and the letter she received from the BISP Headquarter.
In BISP Tehsil Office, Assistant Director advised her that she needs to modify her CNIC as her
CNIC has expired and did not possess her piscture which is now necessary for beneficiaries to
avail the benefits of BISP Programme through Benazir Debit Card. On her enquiry the officer
referred her to NADRA counter camped in the BISP Tehsil Office Sarai Alamgir for the
modification in her CNIC.
She went to NADRA counter and applied for modifications in her CNIC by spending Rs75. The
NADRA officer issued a token number for future reference and advised her to collect her CNIC
within 40 days from NADRA office Tehsil Kharrian by presenting the token.
After completing the process the BISP Officer advised her to visit the BISP Tehsil Office when
she received her new CNIC for the issuance of BDC.

4. Processing of the Case
a. Providers Version:
After going through the CNIC renewal process, she again met with the BISP Officer
(Assistant Director) and shared copy of her new CNIC, survey acknowledgement slip and a
letter from BISP Headquarter. The BISP Officer after taking her CNIC and survey slip
checked her status from BISP website and informed her that she will start getting cash grant
instalments soon.
The BISP Officer noted her cell phone number, got the copies of her old CNIC and survey
acknowledgement slip and advised her to wait for a month. She received a complaint number
on a slip of paper for future reference. The complaint number was generated through CMS.
The BISP Officer also provided her visiting card at which cell phone number of BISP Officer
and a landline number of BISP Office were mentioned. Walayat was advised that she may
contact the BISP Office through phone call to follow her complaint rather than personal visit.
The BISP Office received this complaint on 6th March 2012 directly submitted by the
beneficiary. This complaint bears a serial number 72 on a register maintained for the
recording of different grievance related complaints. The Assistant Complaint/ Data Entry
Operator (DEO) registered the complaint under CMS and forwarded the same to the Assistant
Director, the supervisor. The Supervisor verified the contents of compliant received from
DEO (AC) and then forwarded it to the final authority i.e. Approver who is the BISP
Divisional Director. The Divisional Director later approved and accepted the said complaint
against update ID 10017088.
The complaint was processed and accepted on 31st March 2012. When asked, the concerned
officials were of the view that CMS only shows the date at which the AC/DEO has registered
the specific complaint/appeal. Though the AD further that they maintain manual record of the
dates when the complaint was registered.
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b. Client’s Version:
Walayat visited the BISP Office just once to lodge the compliant, however, her daughterinlaw
visited the BISP Office a week ago to know the status of complaint lodged by her. She was
informed by the BISP staff about the resolution of complaint and further advised to wait for
two months for the delivery of cash grant. Walayat is pretty much happy and satisfied with
the complaint resolution mechanism and also with the cooperation of BISP staff. On asking
about the mode for the delivery of cash grant, she told that both the payment modes are good,
but, in case of Pakistan post she can collect her money directly from the postman while in
case of BDC she cannot visit the ATM/franchise each time for the withdrawal of cash grant.

5. What we learned?
The beneficiary, during interview, told that she had shared her CNIC with the enumerators and
probably it’s the enumerators who did not record her CNIC number in the PSC Form.
In BISP Office, NADRA has installed fully equipped set up where they can process that
application of modification in beneficiary’s CNIC. The beneficiaries have to pay some cost and
they can collect their modified CNIC from NADRA office Tehsil Kharrian within 40 days.
It took around four weeks for resolution of the complaint but as per BISP website the beneficiary
has received her first payment through BDC card on May 30, 2012.
It has been observed that the staff is not fully aware of the CMS and the BISP staff was unsure
about the exact time for the release of payment and also about the mode of payment. i.e. whether
the payment will deliver through Pakistan Post or the beneficiary has to collect her BDC. Later
the payment deposited through BDC card.
Although the BISP staff has started to work on the resolution of grievance complaints through
CMS but they are not clear about the capabilities and options available in CMS to resolve
complaints and reports available to monitor the progress.

6. Recommendations




Well trained staff should be deputed for the survey/data collection and data entry process to
minimise information mismatch incidents.
BISP Management should coordinate with Divisional and Tehsil Offices staff in order to
clarify their concepts regarding CMS and also to redress their confusion about the mode of
payment.
NADRA should also exempt the processing cost from those beneficiaries who are visiting the
BISP office for modifications in their CNICs.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-17
Quality of Services
Dil Begum
Wife of Mirza Abdul Aziz
NA
Village Dhandgdev Isran, Post Office Alamabad, Ghazian,
Tehsil Gujar Khan, Distt. Rawalpindi.
3740155012740
21312549
10th May 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant:
Dil Begum is an old lady in her 70s and has been a house wife throughout her life. She has four
sons and four daughters, all her children are married. Two of the married sons live together with
her in the same house. Her husband is a cancer patient and is living with his son in Lahore where
he is also being treated in a hospital. He had been government servant in the Pakistan Army. All
her sons are engaged in daily wage labour.
She lives in a self owned Pacca house. It has three bedrooms, two store rooms, a kitchen and a
bath room. The house is adequately furnished with necessities of a village life. One of her
daughters in law has brought TV, refrigerator and washing machine in dowry which are
commonly used by all the family members living in the house. Dil Begum also owns a buffalo
and sells milk for some extra income.
Her house is situated in a paved street with a drain running along one side. Other houses in the
street are semi Pacca and the population is mostly engaged in blue collar jobs. The village
Dhadgdev is situated at a distance of about 30 minutes’ drive from the main Gujar Khan city.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP:
Dil Begum is a BISP beneficiary of the Poverty Score Card (PSC) phase and her survey was
conducted in March/April 2010 at her doorstep. She had a CNIC which she presented for entering
in her personal information and the survey team gave her the survey acknowledgement slip. She
did not receive her eligibility letter and learnt about her eligibility when the postman brought her
first instalment of Rs3000 in October 2011. She has also received her Waseela-e-Rozgar letter in
July 2011 but no one at her house was interested or available for the training programs.
She does not have any idea about the BISP eligibility criteria, and thinks that Benazir government
is giving the money to the poor families. She spends the BISP money for her personal needs, like
everyday groceries and her medical treatment.

3. How did the grievance emerge?
Dil Begum received the BISP letter for mobile phone collection in early March 2012 with
collection date of 29th March 2012.When she visited the BISP Tehsil Office Gujar Khan for
collection of her mobile, her finger prints did not match with the NADRA record during the
Biometric Verification Process. She could not be issued her mobile without fulfilling the
verification criteria and was referred towards the Assistant Director (AD) BISP who lodged her
complaint on CMC after consulting with the BISP Division Office Rawalpindi under complaint
ID 10000201.
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4. Processing of the Cases:
a. Provider’s Version
When Dil Begum received her second BISP letter for mobile collection in March 2012, she
visited the BISP Tehsil Office Gujar Khan again (exact date is not available). But the
NADRA Biometrics Verification System denied to accept her thumb print and the issue was
forwarded to the BISP Assistant Director, who kept the complaint in record for uploading on
Complaint Management System (CMS) after consulting with the BISP Divisional Office
Rawalpindi. The beneficiary was told that she will be contacted from the office on some next
date.
On 29th March 2012 beneficiary visited the BISP Tehsil Office again for update and the
Complaint Assistant lodged her complaint by uploading her application on CMS under
complaint ID 10000201.
The Complaint Assistant who has been assigned the designation of DEO (Data Entry
Operator) forwarded this complaint on 29st March 2012 through CMS application to the
Assistant Director, the Supervisor. The Supervisor verified the contents of compliant and
forwarded it to the final authority i.e. Approver, who is the BISP Divisional Director, on same
date. Currently the complaint status on CMS is “in progress”. The Assistant Director was not
sure about the reason but has a view that probably there is no mechanism available in the
BISP procedures to resolve this type of complaints.
b. Client’s Version
Dil Begum seemed a little annoyed at the delay in the process as she has to travel for about 30
minutes to reach the BISP Tehsil Office and it was her seventh visit to office in seven months
and her issue was not resolved still. Although she has received three instalments till March
2012 but now she was afraid that her Money Order might be stopped by the BISP.
She also prefers the Pakistan Post as her payment mode because the money is delivered at her
doorsteps but she did not know that there is any option for her to choose payment mode.

5. What We Learnt?
Dil Begum lodged her first complaint in August 2011 at the BISP tehsil Office Gujar Khan but
the complaint had been kept pending for processing from August 2011 till March 2012. The
complaint was finally lodged on 29th March 2012 after start of the CMS.
Dil received two letters for mobile collection. Her first letter came on 20 th July 2011 on which the
prescribed collection date was 29th August 2011. But the beneficiary visited the BISP Tehsil
Office Gujar Khan very next day, she received the letter. When the Complaint Assistant checked
her CNIC, she found that it is very old and is without the picture. She referred her to NADRA
Office and told her to get a new CNIC with her picture on it from NADRA by showing the letter
and come again with it to collect her mobile on 29th August.
When Dil Begum came to collect her mobile phone with her new CNIC on 29th August 2011, her
Biometric Verification at NADRA desk showed that her thumb impression does not match with
those in her NADRA record. She could not be issued the mobile without fulfilling the verification
criteria, and was referred to the AD BISP who discussed the matter with the Divisional Director
BISP Rawalpindi. There was no ready solution for the problem and AD was advised to forward
the issue to the Divisional Office through complaint redressal process. AD forwarded a letter
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addressed to the Divisional Director in which he stated about the issue and explained that this is
one of the common problems with older women and requested to find a way out so that the
beneficiary can be issued the mobile phone. The complaint was kept unresolved and the
beneficiary was always told to wait for resolution for seven months.
Dil Begum received her second letter for mobile phone collection in March 2012 on which the
mobile phone collection date was 29th March 2012. When she came to the BISP Tehsil Office
Gujar Khan to receive her mobile phone on 29th March 2012, the same issue arose again and the
mobile phone could not be issued. The complaint was filed once again in CMS. The complaint is
still in process for approval after its lodging on CMS.

6. Recommendations




The BISP management need to devise new policies and procedures to resolve this type of
complaints and complaint resolution mechanism should be available as soon as possible in
CMS.
The alternate payment methods should be customized according to the convenience of the
beneficiaries, and they should be given the choice for selecting the payment mode for
themselves.
Beneficiaries should also be educated and facilitated through the change in mode of payment
option, in case where one mode is not being feasible for all the beneficiaries.
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G-Q2-Upper Punjab-18
CNIC Update
Rani Bibi
w/o Khursheed Ahmed
NA
House No.13, Street-1, Military dairy Forms, Sarfaraz
Rafeequi Road, Tehsil Lahore Cantt.,
3520112463626
25305850
13th March 2012

1. Profile of the Beneficiary/Complainant
Rani Bibi is 51 years old married working woman and has eleven children. She is working as
house maid since last 25 years. Currently she works at three houses for an average monthly
income of Rs3000. Her husband is a government employee and works as a Chowkidar at an office
in the military dairy forms. Her eldest married son works as a painter and lives with his family of
five people in the same house. The second son is studying in class 8 th. Out of her nine daughters,
five are married, a 20 years old daughter is a special person and is mentally challenged, and two
other grown up daughters work as housemaids in the military housing colony like their mother.
She lives in a housing colony for government employees near the military dairy forms at Sarfaraz
Rafeequi Road, near Garrison University Lahore. The colony comprises about 100 Pacca, 4-5
Marla old houses. Streets are vast and unpaved and are littered with garbage heaps and leaking
sewerage pipes.
Rani’s four Marla house comprises two bedrooms, a small veranda and a yard in front. There is a
kitchen, a latrine and a bathroom in every house in colony. The house is furnished with double
beds in rooms, charpoys, sofa set, plastic chairs, colour TV with cable connection, refrigerator,
washing machine and trunks. Some of the furniture is brought by her daughter in law in dowry.
The population living in this colony has almost the same socioeconomic status.

2. Beneficiary’s Relationship with BISP
Rani Bibi was declared as a BISP beneficiary in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) phase. The survey
team visited her house probably in November/December 2010. Rani was not present at home and
the household information was provided by her daughters. They could not find their mother’s
CNIC at the time of the survey to present to the survey team. The enumerators gave them the
survey acknowledgement slip and advised them to submit a copy of their mother’s CNIC at BISP
Office for fulfilling the eligibility criteria.
Rani learnt about the her eligibility in the BISP programme and the PMT score in August 2011,
when she visited the Post Office to inquire about her own instalment after the other eligible
women in locality started receiving their instalments. The post office referred her to the BISP
Divisional Office Lahore located at Harbanspura. At BISP Divisional Office the Complaint
Assistant (CA) told her about her eligibility and CNIC discrepancy and also told that her CNIC
has been expired in 2010. CA advised her to get the CNIC renewed from NADRA and submit a
copy to the BISP Office as soon as possible.
Rani thinks of BISP as a government scheme. She learnt about BISP from TV commercial and
discussion with neighbours. She wants to spend the cash grant for her daughters’ marriage.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Rani Bibi’s CNIC could not be entered in her record at the time of survey. Later she learned about
her eligibility and discrepancy in August 2011 from the Post Office and the BISP Divisional
Office Lahore.
At BISP Divisional Office, the CA also pointed out about the expiry of her CNIC and advised her
to get a new CNIC made from NADRA and then submit a copy in the BISP Office for update.
She applied for a new CNIC at the NADRA Office in September 2011, but due to some missing
information in her application form, she could not get her CNIC for three months and finally
received it in January 2012. However her old CNIC was accepted at the BISP Divisional office
Lahore for update, and her application for CNIC update was lodged in September 2011.

4. Processing of the Cases
a. Provider’s Version
Rani Bibi W/O Khursheed Ahmed lodged a complaint for CNIC update at the BISP
Divisional Office Lahore in September 2011. She stated in her written application that her
household is declared eligible but her CNIC is not entered in her record. She requested to
update her CNIC information in the record to get the BISP cash grant.
The Complaint Assistant (CA) entered the complaint in the grievance complaint register,
assigned it the chronological serial number and updated its current status. She also updated an
Excel Sheet and entered her complaint in the list of other CNIC discrepant house hold record.
The complaint with a copy of beneficiary’s (old) CNIC and the household information print
out was kept in the file with the other CNIC discrepancy complaints. A list of all the
complainants’ names with their CNIC numbers and survey form numbers was prepared which
was then forwarded to the BISP Division Director for further processing. The Assistant
Complaint forward all the CNIC update complaints to the BISP Division Director through
email by sending a list of all complaints compiled in the Excel Sheet.
The Divisional Director forwarded the list along with a covering letter to the BISP
Headquarter through postal service in October 2011. Rani’s complaint has been resolved and
her status has been changed to eligible beneficiary on the BISP website, but no one is sure
about the exact date of complaint resolution.
b. Client’s Version:
At the BISP Divisional Office Lahore located at Harbanspura, Rani and her husband met with
the Complaint Assistant (CA) and discussed the problem. The CA checked her eligibility
status on the BISP website for confirmation and lodged her complaint. CA gave her a hand
written application form used for the CNIC update complaints. Her husband got it copied
from the nearby shop and filled it by writing her name, CNIC number and survey form
number in it. A copy of her CNIC was attached with the application and was submitted for
further processing.
She visited the BISP Office only once to submit her complaint in September 2011. They had
to change the conveyance (Chingchi) thrice to get to the BISP Office in Harbanspura and it
cost them Rs150 for the visit. She is very satisfied with the BISP staff behaviour as they
listened to her complaint carefully and provided necessary assistance in submitting the
application.
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The CA also gave her the office phone number on a slip of paper and told them to contact
through phone instead of visiting the office. CA also assured her that her issue will be
resolved very soon, and she does not need to revisit the office or go anywhere else in this
regard.
Rani’s CNIC discrepancy has been removed now, and she learnt about it when the postman
brought her first instalment of Rs3,000 in April 2012, some six month after the complaint
submission. As per BISP records, her first payment delivered to her on July 5th, 2012.

5. What We Learnt?
Till November 2011, the grievance complaints at the BISP Divisional Office Lahore were being
handled manually and the complaints regarding CNIC and name discrepancy were periodically
forwarded to the BISP Headquarter via postal service or E-mail. But from November 2011
onward, no complaints were forwarded to the BISP Headquarter. All complaints were kept in the
office pending for resolution through CMS after it gets launched in March 2012.
The Complaint Assistant collects the CNIC update complaints (by complainant’s visits or
telephonically), compiles them in the grievance file, maintains a record on the grievance
complaints register and on the Excel Sheet. CA then forwards the list of the CNIC complaints
either to the Divisional Director Lahore or directly to the BISP Headquarter in Islamabad, on
weekly basis for update. Rani Bibi’s complaint has also been resolved through same mechanism.
However, there is no formal feedback mechanism to communicate the result of complaint back to
the complaint offices. Hence the Complaint Assistant is unable to determine the current status of
the complaint in the office record. The staff has very high hope that with the CMS launch, the
quality of their work will improve and the gaps between policy and practice will be minimised.
The complainant has shown full satisfaction regarding the complaint resolution process. She
visited the BISP Office for complaint resolution only once.

6. Recommendations




It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/ complainant
should file her complaint.
BISP staff also needs to be trained on complaint handling and recording mechanism, that is
their biggest concern at the moment.
BISP need to devise a formal feedback mechanism to communicate the result of complaint
back to the complainant
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G-Q2-KPK-01
CNIC Updates
Bibi Maryam
Muhammad Ramzan
Village Thatha Balochan Tehsil; Pahar Pur Distt; D.I.Khan
1210101391864
7212068
26th August 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Bibi Maryam W/O Muhammad Ramzan, 38, is the resident of village Thatha Balochan, Tehsil
Pahar Pur, Dist. D.I.Khan. She is an illiterate woman and remains busy doing her household
activities. She is has three children—two sons and a daughter.
She lives in a ten Marla house with her husband and children. The house has two rooms, one
Kacha and another Pakka. The house has a semi-constructed bathroom but no structured kitchen
at all. The house is fortified by a low height wall which is made of mud.The family has their own
water handpump which is installed at the courtyard of the house, from where they take water for
drinking and other household activities.. The village she lives in has no proper drainage system
which usually results in flood-type situation especially in rain. There is a primary school in the
vicinity where her children are enrolled.
Muhammad Ramzan is on daily wages and earns approximately Rs200 per day. This meagre
income is the only source for the whole family of five. The expenses are more than his income
and he remains in debt.
The village was severely hit by the devastating floods of 2010. The flood had damaged the houses
completely and the luggage of the villagers therein, so her house was too damaged by the flood.
Latter on the family constructed the house where she lives now.
Thatha Baloachan is about five kms from the main Chashma Road and at a distance of 25kms
from D. I. Khan city. The leading road to the village was narrow which was constructed some
years back but now the road is in bad condition. The village consisted of around 500 houses, and
its total population was about 3000 persons. Most of the villagers were farmers by profession as
people prefered farming due to the fact that the land was fertile. The village has primary and
middle schools each for boys and girls. The village has no drainage system, and the streets were
narrow and Kacha.

2. Relationship with BISP
Bibi Maryam was not included in the Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant scheme therefore
she did not receive any payments in the phase-1. The Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey team
approached at her doorstep around the end of 2010. Her form was filled by one of the surveyors
and issued her the acknowledgement slip. After the survey, she was declared as an eligible
household but with discrepancy of CNIC.
Bibi Maryam knew about the BISP programme, as she had heard about it from the villagers, that
it is for the poor families. She was unaware about the criteria for being an eligible beneficiary for
cash grant but the only criterion she knew was that her family is poor and deserved cash grant.
If the family avails the BISP cash grant money, it will be used for the education of children and
other basic needs of the family.
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3. How did the Complaint/Grievance Emerge?
Bibi Maryam came to know that she is an eligible beneficiary with discrepancy when her husband
visited BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur. His visit was the result of the curiosity which was
developed after seeing other beneficiaries who were receiving the cash grant, so he thought that
why his wife was not receiving the cash grant. At BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur, Ramzan came to
know about the CNIC discrepancy that his wife CNIC was missing in the PSC form. At times of
survey his wife’s CNIC not issued by NADRA therefore could not be registered by survey team.
Later, it was issued by NADRA.
The family was unaware regarding complaint redressal mechanism but the complainant got the
relevant information from BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur about the mentioned discrepancy, where
he lodged a formal complaint along with a copy of beneficiary’s CNIC which she had recently
received from NADRA in June 2011.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant Muhammad Ramzan visited BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur and submitted an
application though date of the complaint was not recorded by the office, yet month of the
complaint registration could be extracted (August 2012) from the monthly summary of the
Tehsil Office which they use to share with the Divisional Office at the end of each month.
The Assistant Complaints at BISP Tehsil Office received his complaint, filed it in a complaint
file, and monthly summary was prepared on an Excel Work Book on 22nd August 2011. The
Tehsil Office forwarded the complaint via E-mail and an official letter to the BISP Divisional
Office, D.I.Khan on 26th August 2011 for further process.
On receiving the complaint, BISP Divisional Office D. I. Khan forwarded the same to its
Headquarters in Islamabad for further necessary action and data correction in the database, on
the same date. In order to pursue his case, the complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar
Pur more than three times, but the case was pending for complaint redressal mechanism at
BISP Headquarters in Islamabad. This case was not lodged under BISP’s Complaint
Management System (CMS), as it was not operational in the year 2011.
Her complaint was resolved when her first MO was generated in October 2011 which she had
received in February 2012 as shown by BISP website. The BISP website shows that further
two MO are generated in December 2011 and March 2012 in which she had received the MO
which was generated in December 2011 but still the last MO yet to be delivered as shown by
BISP website as of 12th September 2012.
b. Client version
The beneficiary knew nothing about the progress of her complaint after submission of the
complaint at BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur around June 2011 after recalling the month of her
visit, which indicates that her complaint was kept for three month in Tehsil Office before
forwarding it to Divisional Office for redressal.
She pointed out that Officials at BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur told her that her complaint has
been forwarded to BISP Headquarter in Islamabad for further process, and they can not give
her a fixed timeframe. Muhammad Ramzan, husband of the beneficiary visited BISP Tehsil
Office, Pahar Pur three times in order to pursue his complaint. BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur
is 18km away from the complainant’s village, which cost him Rs100 per visit.
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The beneficiary was looking completely unsatisfied, as the process took huge time. Though
the case has been resolved but until receiving her first MO in February 2012 which was
generated in October she had no idea whether her case was being resolved or not therefore
she showed concerns about the communication gap, as she was not informed by BISP that her
case has been resolved in October 2011.

5. Lesson Learnt/ Conclusion
According to the complainant, she lodged the complaint in June 2011 but this date could not be
verified at BISP Tehsil Office as they did not have the date of complaint lodging at their records,
as there was no register in which they could enter fresh cases. They are keeping complaints in a
file and when they receive a total of 100 cases, they forward a list of 100 cases at once. The
complaint was lying for around three months at the BISP Tehsil Office if we calculate from the
date which the complainant recall till it was forwarded to BISP Division Office on 27th August
2011.
The complaint was solved as beneficiary’s CNIC was updated in the BISP Database, but neither
BISP Officials nor the complainant was aware of the resolution of the case, as both of them were
of the view that the case is still unresolved. But when the beneficiary status was checked at the
BISP website, the case was resolved and her first MO was generated in October 2011.
The overall impression of the complainant was negative about the complaint redressal
mechanism, as the process took huge time, but he was fully satisfied from the cooperation and
behaviour of the staff at BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur.

6. Recommendations






Official record at the BISP Tehsil level should be kept and maintained properly along with
receiving and dispatch dates.
A reception counter should be maintained at the BISP Tehsil level offices. This may help in
guiding and educating the complainants properly regarding their complaints, and the work
load on the complaint handlers may be reduced, which will result in smooth official
functioning.
In order to provide client friendly atmosphere and early resolution of the grievances, number
of officials at the Tehsil level should be increased as the workload is quite high as compared
to the Divisional Office.
12th Sep 2012
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G-Q2-KPK-02
Duplicate household and CNIC updates
Hayat Bibi
Muhammad Yousaf
Mohallah Jatan wala Tehsil Pahar Pur D.I.Khan
1210378669126
7122183 & 28526801
6th August 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Hayat Bibi W/O Muhammad Yousaf, 60, resides in Mohallah Jattanwala Pahar Pur D.I.Khan.
She is an illiterate house wife and a mother of nine children—six daughters and three sons.
The family lives in a house of four Marla, which comprises of two Kacha-Pacca rooms, a
bathroom and a kitchen in a corner of the house. The house is surrounded by a low level boundary
wall, made of mud, which is in bad condition. The family uses water from a handpump, which is
installed in the house courtyard. Though a drainage system exists in the Mohallah but it is not
properly planned therefore bad odours come from everywhere in the street.
The couple is in their sixties and unable to work. The potential beneficiary was suffering from
skin allergy and was having diabetes while her husband was a heart patient. Beneficiary’s elder
son and a daughter were sewing clothes whose combined income does not exceed Rs300 per day.
It is the only source of income for the whole family of nine. Their earning is very little through
which their basic needs can meet hardly.
The family is living in a congested Mohallah, Jattan wala which is located at Pahar Pur Tehsil.
The leading street was paved properly which connect to her house. In Jattan Wala most of the
people are either teachers or shopkeepers or daily wagers. The village has middle schools for boys
and girls and a BHU in the center of the village.
Sumaira Yusaf daughter of Hayat Bibi was also declared as potential beneficiary, and she
submitted her complaint at BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur, for extending the benefits of the case
grant to her after removal of the discrepancy.

2. Relationship with BISP
Hayat Bibi was part of the parliamentarian Phase and received Rs31,000 of the cash grant while
Rs4,000 as flood money till April 2011. Her Phase-1 payment stopped after the Poverty Score
Card survey. Later she was declared as a potential beneficiary but with a discrepancy.
Survey team approached at her doorstep for filling out her Poverty Score Card around the end of
2010. Her PSC form was filled by an enumerator who issued her an acknowledgement slip. And
as a result of the survey she was declared as a potential beneficiary but with a discrepancy.
The beneficiary did not know the technicalities of the BISP Programme, only what she knew was
that that this programme is for poor families like them and for her the criteria is, that one must be
poor and needy.
If the family avails the BISP cash grant money it will be used to buy edible items and other basic
needs of the family which they have been denied. Earlier they spent the money on medication for
her and her husband and other household needs.
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3. How Complaint/Grievance Emerged
As women of the localities visit BISP Office expecting that they might receive some benefits, so
she too visited with the same expectation. Previously, she was a beneficiary under the phase-1
therefore she was confident, being poor, that she will definitely receive some money or even a
future date when she would receive the cash grant.
She visited BISP Pahar Pur and checked her status with the Complaint Assistant who told her that
she is having a discrepancy as her CNIC number was wrongly registered (1210378609126 rather
1210378669126—compare annexes given at the end) in the survey by survey team. Therefore she
was asked to submit her CNIC copy along with an application which shall be sent to Islamabad
for data correction and updates.
The family was unaware regarding complaint redressal mechanism but the beneficiary got the
information from BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur, where she lodged a formal complaint as was
guided by Assistant Complaints.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s Version
Her complaint was processed manually as CMS got functional in March 2012.
The beneficiary visited BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur and submitted an application along
with a copy of her CNIC in August 2011. A specified date was not recorded and maintained
at Tehsil Office even the month of the complaint lodging was extracted TPE team from the
monthly summary sheet they sent to BISP Divisional Office. The Complaint Assistant file the
application in complaint file, and monthly summary was prepared on Excel Work Book on
22nd August 2011, as CMS got functional in March 2012.
BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur forwarded the complaint via E-mail and through an official
letter to BISP Divisional Office D.I.Khan on 26th August 2011. On receiving the complaint,
the BISP Divisional Office, D.I.Khan, forwarded the same to BISP Headquarters Islamabad
for further necessary action and data correction in database on the same date they received
from Tehsil Office. In order to follow her complaint, the beneficiary visited BISP Tehsil
Office, Pahar Pur just once as was stated by Assistant Complaints.
Till introduction of CMS in BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur in March 2012, the case was still
pending with BISP Headquarter therefore; Tehsil Office revisited the case to finish their
backlogs cases and found two types of problems with the case, Duplication and CNIC
updates.
The complaint was re-lodged (ID 10246546) and first her request for CNIC updates, in the
form in which she was declared ineligible, was accepted by 6th July 2012 and then her
duplication removal request was accepted on 13th July 2012 in same form. The case was
further pursued as the issue was addressed therefore; on the same date of 13th July 2012 her
request for CNIC updates (ID 10273484) was accepted, in the form in which she was a
potential beneficiary as was shown by BISP website when checked on 30th August 2012.
Though the technical issue has been redressed and her request for CNIC updates accepted on
13th July 2012, in the form in which she is a potential beneficiary but she still waits for
payment generation, as of 30th August 2012.
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b. Client’s version
According to the beneficiary she did not know the progress of her complaint after submission
of the complaint at BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur, in the start of August 2011 when she was
interviewed on 21st February 2012. She pointed out that officials at BISP Tehsil Office Pahar
Pur told her that her complaint had been forwarded to BISP Headquarters Islamabad for
further process, and Tehsil Office cannot give her a fix time frame for resolution of problem.
The beneficiary along with her daughter visited BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur more than
three times in order to get updates about the progress of her complaint. As BISP Office was
located on walking distance from her house which cost her nothing but the energy she had in
her frail body, now she even cannot afford that due to her old age. The beneficiary was
looking completely unsatisfied as the process was taking huge time and the case was on the
same stage after the expiry of more than six months since it was was lodged, till the time of
the interview with the beneficiary. As of 15th August 2012 she was informed of the
acceptance of her request for CNIC updates when she had visited the Tehsil Office in start of
August 2012 though still was waiting for payment generation.

5. What We Learnt
From the presumed dates of complaint lodging till the request acceptance, the case has almost
taken a year which is a huge time for a poor family to wait and not be benefited in due time of the
BISP benefits.
The delay in complaint resolution may decrease the confidence level of potential beneficiaries in
BISP.
The receiving date was not available at BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur, as there was no register in
which they could enter fresh cases, they only keeping complaints in file, and when 100 cases
received, then they forward a list of 100 cases at once to its higher offices, through which the
dates of complaint lodging are presumed.
The complaint of Hayat bibi was also lying for around a month at BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur,
as it was submitted in start of August 2011 as was stated by the beneficiary and it was forwarded
on 27th August 2011 by Tehsil Office to Divisional Office, almost one month later.
The behavior of the staff with the beneficiaries/ complainants was well and appreciative, as only
two persons (Assistant Director and Assistant Complaints) were dealing the huge crowd in a
decent way.
Those cases which were pending with in BISP Headquarters for complaint resolution were started
redressed through CMS since March 2012, when CMS got function at Teshil level. As mentioned
earlier record keeping of the cases was not in line with BISP standard procedure, as it was very
difficult to find a specific case in the dozens of files, because numbers were not issued to the
cases, just months were written on the files.
The officials at BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur could not give updates to the beneficiaries
regarding the progress of their pending cases for complaint mechanism, as no communication was
existed among the various BISP Offices and complainants.

6. Recommendations


A reception counter should be maintained at BISP Tehsil level offices, it may help in guiding
and educating the complainants properly regarding their complaints and the work load on
complaint handlers may be reduced, it will result in smooth official functioning.
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A list of complaints and resolved cases to be displayed at each Tehsil Office, for such people
who are enquiring time and again, to ease pressure on the Assistant Complaints and if
someone is enquiring then s/he may see the displayed list.
In order to provide client friendly atmosphere and early resolution of grievances, number of
officials at those Tehsil Office should be increased which has huge cash grant scheme
population.
Once the approver accepts any request then payment should be generated at once as that
might give confidence to approver as well the lost confidence of complainants could be
restored. As in this case the request for technical issues resolution has been accepted by 13 th
July 2012 but still her payment was not being generated after lapse of almost 45 days as of
30th August 2012.
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G-Q2-KPK-03
Duplicate Household
Sakina Bibi
Muhammad Yaqoob
Basti Ali Abad, U/C Bigwani, Tehsil; Pahar Pur Distt;
D.I.Khan
1210369646860
7049893 and 28521133
6th August 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Sakina Bibi widow of Muhammad Yaqoob, 56, is the resident of Basti Ali Abad, Union Council
Bigwani, Tehsil Pahar Pur Distt. D.I.Khan. She had no formal schooling but learned to read
Quran and remains busy teaching how to read Quran to the female kids of the surroundings. She
is not charging her pupil with any fee.
Her family consists of twelve persons (two daughters-in-law, three sons, six daughters, and the
beneficiary). The family is residing in ten Marla house having two Kacha/Pakka rooms, without
bathroom and kitchen facility. The house is surrounded by a low level Kacha boundary wall. The
family has their own water hand pump in the courtyard from where they are using water for
drinking and other household usage. No drainage system existed in the Mohallah which create
problems especially in monsoon season. The children are attending the government school which
is located in Pahar Pur on the distance of three km from the village.
The family has no agricultural land or other regular sources of income. Her husband died three
years ago a natural death. Her elder son is a daily wager and is supporting the family. He earns
approximately Rs300/- per day. It is the only source of income for the whole family.
The village Basti Ali Abad has some 70 houses and its population was around 600 persons. The
Village was on the distance of three km from the main town of Pahar Pur. Its leading road was
narrow, though it was shingled. The leading street was Kacha and unpaved. Most of the people
were daily wagers and farmers. There was no school and hospital in the village and the village
children were going to Pahar Pur for getting education.
Daughter of the beneficiary named Kalsoom Bibi was also declared as potential beneficiary with
discrepancy as her CNIC was not issued yet by NADRA. They were of the impression that the
case grant could only be availed by married women as a neighbour had told them, therefore
Kalsoom neither applied for issuance a CNIC from NADRA nor submitted any complaint in
BISP.

2. Background of Relationship with BISP
Sakina Bibi was part of the parliamentarian Phase and was regularly receiving the cash grant.
After the PSC survey, she was declared as eligible household with discrepancy. When she visited
BISP Pahar Pur Tehsil office, the Complaint Assistant told her that the discrepancy happened due
to mismatch of the addresses in the PSC form and her CNIC.
Two forms were filled for the same household in the end of 2010; one in Basti Aliabad while the
other at Begum Borin that caused her the duplication of CNIC in two forms but BISP staff told
her that her CNIC address and PSC form address do not match therefore the discrepancy emerged.
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The beneficiary did not know in detail about BISP Programme and its working. She only knew
that BISP is for poor families. While she was unaware about the criteria for being an eligible
beneficiary for cash grant but like many other of her locality, she considers BISP as a cash grant
for poor and needy people. The only criterion known to her was that her family is a poor one and
the cash grant is for the families like hers therefore she deserved to be a beneficiary.
The amount she received in phase-1 was used for daily food stuff and in future she is planning to
use it for her children’s education.

3. How Complaint/Grievance Emerged
The beneficiary was receiving cash grant of the phase-1 therefore she still considered herself
eligible even after the survey. When her payment got stopped after survey she visited BISP Tehsil
Office Pahar Pur to check that why her payment was not forthcoming. In BISP Tehsil Office
Pahar Pur she was told by the Complaint Assistant that she was having a discrepancy of address
as her address was not matching with address of her CNIC (Basti Ali Abad) for which she needs
to lodge a complaint. She registered her complaint by submitting her CNIC along with an
application with the Complaint Assistant.
She was wrongly guided by the Complaint Assistant as she was not having discrepancy of address
rather two forms were filled for her which caused duplication and so discrepancy.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The beneficiary herself visited BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur in October 2011 and submitted
an application along with a copy of her CNIC but dates for complaint lodging were not
maintained at the said office. The Complaint Assistant at BISP Office received her complaint,
filed the application in complaint file No.10, and its monthly summary was prepared on Excel
Work Book on 28th November 2011. No acknowledgement slip was issued to the beneficiary
which would be used as a reference in future.
BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur, forwarded the complaint via E-mail and official letter to BISP
Divisional Office, D.I.Khan on 28th November 2011. On receiving the complaint, BISP
Divisional Office, D.I.Khan, forwarded the same to its Headquarters in Islamabad for further
necessary action and data correction in database on the same date. In order to follow her
complaint, the beneficiary visited BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur more than three times, but
the case was pending for complaint redressal mechanism at BISP Headquarters in Islamabad
as of February 2012 when the interview of the beneficiary was taken. Now as of August 2012
the website shows that her request has been accepted and her duplication removed after the
complaint was re-lodged through CMS. The CMS got functional in March 2012 in the Tehsil
Office. The complaint got resolved in June 2012 and her first MO was generated on 30 th June
2012.
b. Client’s version
The beneficiary did not know about the progress of her complaint after submission of the
complaint at BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur. She pointed out that Officials at BISP Tehsil
Office Pahar Pur told her that her complaint had been forwarded to BISP Headquarters for
further process, and they cannot commit when the discrepancy will be removed. The
beneficiary herself visited BISP Tehsil Office, Pahar Pur three times in order to pursue her
complaint.
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BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur is 3km away from the complainant’s village, which costs her
Rs30 per visit. At times of interview, the beneficiary was completely unsatisfied as the
process had taken huge time and the case was on the same stage after the passage of more
than four months as of February 2012 when her interview was taken. These kinds of
complaints were not being redressed by BISP until introduction of CMS in March 2012.

5. What We Learnt
According to the beneficiary, the complaint was submitted in October 2011 at BISP Tehsil Office
Pahar Pur but was forwarded on 28th November 2011 almost after a month. A register for entering
fresh complaints was not maintained at BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur, therefore, receiving dates
were not available at the office, that is why acknowledgement slips could not be issued to the
beneficiary.
Her complaint was for correction of address, but after checking her detail from BISP website, it
was found that she had filled two different PSC forms at two different locations. A form No.
28521133 was filled on the name of Sakina Bibi at Basti Aliabad, and its PMT score was zero (0),
and the second PSC form No. 7049893 was also filled in the name of Sakeena Bibi at the address
of village Begum Borin, and its PMT score was 18.95.
BISP Tehsil Office Pahar Pur did not point out about the duplication of PSC forms and registered
her complaint against mismatch of address in her CNIC and her PSC form which according to the
staff had caused the discrepancy.
The complaint was addressed through CMS when re-lodged through CMS when they started
addressing the backlog of the complaints.

6. Recommendations





Manual register should be maintained in which exact receiving dates and complements could
be entered, it may help in allotting number to the complaint which may be issued to the
complainant as an acknowledgement as a future reference.
A reception counter should be maintained at BISP Tehsil level offices, it may help in guiding
and educating the complainants properly regarding their complaints and the work load on
complaint handlers may be reduced, it will result in smooth official functioning.
The staff needs further trainings over different types of discrepancies and the way out for each
discrepancy.
In order to provide client friendly atmosphere and early resolution of grievances, number of
officials at Tehsil level may be increased.
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G-Q2-KPK-04
CNIC Updates
Basta Wari
Mir Daraz Khan
Awan Abad, Aral Taraf, Tehsil; Domel Distt; Bannu
1110205652848
29059964
6th August 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Basta Wari W/O Mir Daraz Khan, 47, is resident of Awanabad, Aral Taraf, Domel, Bannu . She is
an illiterate woman and remaine engaged in her household activities.
She has four sons and four daughters who all live with her in a three Marla Kacha house. The
house has a single room that accommodates all 10 persons who are on roster with her on the PSC
form. The house has no structured kitchen or bathroom. They are using a corner of the house for
open defecation while another corner of the house as a makeshift kitchen.. The family fetches
drinking water from the nearby common water tab as they don’t have an installed tap at their
house. The children do not attend school due to meagre economic resources.
Her husband, Mir Daraz Khan is the sole earning person of the household who works as a daily
wager and earns approximately Rs150/- per day. The family has no agricultural land and no other
regular sources of income other than his daily wage. The family basic needs could get hardly
satisfied with such a small amount.
The village Awanabad has around 100 houses and its population was about 700 persons. The
village is on a distance of one km from the main town of Domel. The village is having a black top
road used for transportation. The houses in the village are small and Kacha, as commonly the
population is poor and most of the people are daily wagers who either work in D.I. Khan or in the
nearby districts. There was no school for boys and girls but were situated in the main town of
Domail at a distance of one KM. The village also does not have any health facility and travel
either to Domail or to DI Khan in case anyone becomes ill or an emergency happens.
Basta Wari is a single potential beneficiary in the household as her sons and daughters are
unmarried and were not declared as potential beneficiaries by BISP.

2. Relationship with BISP
Neither the beneficiary Basta Wari nor someone else from her family was included under
Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant scheme.
Her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form was filled at the end of 2010 by SRSP at her doorstep and
issued her the acknowledgements slip. As a result of the survey, she was declared as a potential
beneficiary but with discrepancy.
The family did not know much about BISP Programmes but they knew only that it is for poor
families. Moreover, she was unaware regarding the criteria of being an eligible beneficiary for
cash grant but like many other of her locality, she considers BISP as a cash grant for poor and
vulnerable people.
If she receives the cash grant amount, it will be used for family’s daily food and other basic needs
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as their economic means are not sufficient enough to have three times quality food for the entire
family.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Her husband took Basta Wari CNIC and visited the BISP Tehsil Office Domel in October 2011
for general status enquiry under the programme, which usually every household did after their
survey had been completed. In the BISP Tehsil Office Domel, Assistant Complaints checked
Basta Wari’s status and told him that she has been declared as potential beneficiary but having
discrepancy of CNIC, which could be removed by submitting her CNIC through lodging a
complaint. .
She did not possess a NADRA CNIC at the time of survey therefore the number could not be
recorded in the PSC form. The survey team advised her to apply for a CNIC in NADRA as
without her CNIC, she would not be able to receive the benefits of BISP. She applied in NADRA
for issuance of a CNIC around July 2011 and received her CNIC in 45 days free of cost.
The family was unaware regarding complaint redressal mechanism but the beneficiary’s husband
got the possible information from BISP Tehsil Office Domel, where he lodged a formal complaint
by submitting a copy of beneficiary’s CNIC.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office, Domel and submitted an application along with
a copy of his wife’s CNIC in November 2011 but the specific date was not available in the
said office. The Assistant Complaints at BISP Tehsil Office received his complaint and filed
in a complaint file, and its monthly summary was prepared on Excel Work Book on 7th
November 2011. BISP Tehsil Office Domel forwarded the complaint via E-mail and official
letter to the BISP Divisional Office, Bannu on 21st November 2011. On receiving the
complaint, BISP Divisional Office, Bannu, forwarded the same to its Headquarters in
Islamabad for further necessary action and data correction in the database on the same date.
In order to follow his complaint, the complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office, Domel only
once according to the Assistant Complaint. The case kept on pending till June 2011 at the
BISP HQ for resolution. The case was re-lodged on 11th June 2012 under 10171819 at the
BISP Tehsil Office Domel after functioning of the Complaint Management System (CMS).
The BISP website indicates that her request has been accepted and her first MO of Rs3,000
has been generated on 30th June 2012, yet to be delivered as of August 2012.
b. Client’s version
Husband of the beneficiary Mir Daraz khan lodged the complaint by submitting a copy of his
wife CNIC
at the BISP Tehsil office Domel by mid of October 2011. Assistant Complaints received his
complaint but did not issue him its acknowledgement slip and told him that it would be solved
after a month.
The complainant stated that he visited three times (according to Assistant Complaints the
complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office just once) in order to pursue his case but Assistant
Complaints could not provide him reasonable answer that why the complaint resolution had
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taken too long. At each visit he was told that his complaint has been forwarded to Islamabad
and he should wait for the resolution of the case.
Though BISP Tehsil Office was on one km of walking distance from his house, which cost
him nothing but the complainant was worried for its resolution. The complainant was
dissatisfied from the BISP complaint redressal mechanism as till times of the interview with
the beneficiary as of 16th February 2012, the complaint was not resolved. Later, when the
complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office in June, he came to know that his complaint has been
resolved through CMS, though she could not receive the complaint number. Her ID was
generated under CMS (10171819) as is shown by the BISP website.

5. What we learned?
The complaint took one month through CMS. It was re-lodged on 11th June 2012 through CMS
and resolved by 30th June 2012. The case was resolved in the same Tehsil from where it was
originated with a delay of about seven months since it was registered manually.
Before CMS, there was no proper complaint registration mechanism maintained at the BISP
Tehsil Office Domel. Therefore, complaint registration dates for this complaint were not available
at the office. The acknowledgement slip also could not be issued to the complainants as a
reference for future. The lodged complaints could only be inferred from the monthly summary
they prepare in an excel sheet, which they forward in the end of every month for case resolution
The complainant was fully satisfied with the behaviour and dealing of the BISP Tehsil Office
Domel staff though complained of the long process even for a simple CNIC update case.
The delay in the resolution of the complaints was due to the centralized complaints redressal
system, which deals and receives complaints from the entire country. BISP officials at Tehsil and
Divisional level neither provided timeframe nor any updates regarding the resolution of the
complaints, as there is no proper communication among the various level of BISP Offices or any
protocol how and when to inform the complainant after case resolution.

6. Recommendations





Manual register should be maintained in which exact receiving dates and complements could
be entered, it may help in allotting number to the complaint which may be issued to the
complainant as an acknowledgement to a future reference.
The data maintained on the BISP website should be reviewed so that to avoid contradiction in
the beneficiary profile and payment status.
In order to provide client friendly atmosphere and early resolution of grievances, number of
officials at Tehsil level should be increased especially in those areas where the numbers of
beneficiaries are greater in number.
Complainant whose complaints are resolved should be informed by the BISP Tehsil Office.
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G-Q2-KPK-05
CNIC Update
Mehnaza
Sharif Ullah Khan
Sharif Ullah Khan
Tarkhoba Kalan Asperka, Aral Taraf, Tehsil; Domel
Distt;
Bannu
1110155003854
29059957
7th August 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Mehnaza D/O Bukhar Bibi is 19 years old, young unmarried girl, having no education. She helps
her mother in household activities. The family is living at village Tarkhoba Kalan Asperka, Aral
Taraf, Tehsil Domel District Bannu. The family consists of eight members (her parent, three
brothers, two sisters, and she herself). The family is residing in ten Marla Kacha house, having
one room without a kitchen and bathroom facility. They use a corner of the house for open
defecation. The household do not have a water source within the boundary wall therefore they
fetch water from a municipality water tab which is located in the mid of the M. The children are
not attending school due to meagre economic conditions and non-availability of school in the
village; they are getting religious education at the village mosque.
The appellant’s father has its own small shop in the local market in which he sells snuff (Naswar).
Her elder brother also helps his father at the small snuff shop. They earn around Rs5,000/- per
month. The family has no agricultural land and no other regular sources of income.
The Village Tarkhoba Kalan is on the distance of two km from the main town of Domel. The
village Tarkhoba Kalan has around 20 houses and its population was about 250 persons. The
leading road to the village was Kacha and even it was not shingled. The houses were small and
Kacha, as the population were poor and most of the people were daily wagers. Schools, colleges
and hospital were on a distance of two km located at the main town of domail.
Bukhar Bibi mother of Mehnaza was declared as a single potential beneficiary under the BISP
cash grant scheme in the household, but she was not issued her CNIC from NADRA yet therefore
she was having a discrepancy in the BISP records.

2. Relationship with BISP
No one was included from this household for BISP cash grant scheme under Parliamentarian
Phase.
She was approached at her doorstep at the end of 2010 and her PSC form was filled by the
enumerator and was also issued her the acknowledgement slip. In result, Mehnaza’s mother,
Bukhar Bibi was declared as a potential beneficiary for the cash grant though with a discrepancy.
At times of survey, neither her mother nor she had a valid CNIC issued by NADRA.
The family did not know about the BISP Programme in detail but they knew only, that it is for
poor families. She also did not know the criteria of being an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant
but like many other of her locality, she considers BISP as a cash grant for poor and vulnerable
people.
If she receives the cash grant amount, it will be used for family daily food stuff and other basic
needs.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When Mehnaza’s father saw that his neighbours who were having grievances had contacted BISP
Office for problem resolution, he too visited BISP Tehsil Office and met the Assistant
Complaints. He got the information from BISP Tehsil Office Domel that the household’s PMT
score is below the cutoff point and his daughter could be declared as a potential beneficiary and
can receive the BISP benefits along with his wife, if they update their CNICs in the family roster
and lodge a complaint. At that time, only his daughter CNIC was issued by NADRA so he
pursued the case of his daughter, while BISP staff did not stress that his wife is already been
declared as a potential beneficiary and she only needs to produce a valid CNIC. The family was
unaware regarding the BISP complaint redressal mechanism but the beneficiary’s father got the
possible information from BISP Tehsil Office Domel, where he lodged a formal complaint by
submitting a copy of his daughter’s CNIC.

4. Processing of the complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant visited the BISP Tehsil Office Domel and submitted an application along
with a copy of his daughter’s CNIC in November 2011 but specific date was not maintained
at the Tehsil Office. Moreover, the month of complaint lodged was inferred from the monthly
Excel Sheet summary, which they had prepared to forward to the BISP Divisional Office
every month. The Assistant Complaints received this complaint, filed in a complaint file, and
its monthly summary was prepared on Excel Work Book on 07TH November 2011.
The whole process was done manually as at that time the CMS was not functional. BISP
Tehsil Office Domel forwarded the complaint via E-mail and official letter to the BISP
Divisional Office, Bannu on 21st November 2011. On receiving the complaint, BISP
Divisional Office, Bannu, forwarded the same to its Headquarters in Islamabad for further
necessary action and data correction in database on the same date. In order to follow his
complaint, the complainant visited the BISP Tehsil Office, Domel only once as was stated by
the Assistant Complaints. Her CNIC was updated in the family roster but still she is waiting
to be declared as a potential beneficiary.
b. Client’s version
Sharif Ullah father of Mehnaza visited and filed the complaint by submitting a copy of his
daughter’s CNIC at BISP Tehsil office Domel in October 2011. Assistant Complaints
received his complaint but did not issue him its acknowledgement slip and told him that it
would be solved after a month. According to the complainant, he visited two times (in
provider’s version the Assistant Complaints told that the complainant had visited just one) in
order to follow his case but according to the complainant the officials at BISP Tehsil Office
Domel could not give him a satisfactory answer for the delay. They were only saying that his
complaint had been forwarded to Islamabad and he should wait till his complaint is redressed.
BISP Office was on the distance of two kms from complainant’s house, which cost him
nothing but he was worried for its resolution. The complainant was not satisfied from BISP
complaint redressal mechanism. Even she did not know that her CNIC was updated in family
roster.

5. What we learned?
The BISP Tehsil Office should have guided the complainant that he needs to remove the
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discrepancy of his wife first for which she needs only to have a CNIC from NADRA and then to
submit that in the BISP Office. Her case was more genuine and could have been resolved in no
time but his expectation was wrongly raised by the BISP Tehsil Office staff.
After learning that his daughter Mehnaza can be declared as a potential beneficiary, he decided to
submit her CNIC for which he pursued the complaint. This may have happened because the staff
themselves was not fully aware regarding BISP Policies that who could be declared as a potential
beneficiary.
The instant complaint was filed at the BISP Tehsil Office Domel in the mid of October 2011, and
BISP Office kept it in a file for a month which caused a delay of one month. At last it was
forwarded to its Divisional Office, Bannu, in November 2011, almost after a month via E-mail
with official letter. Divisional office Bannu forwarded the same E-mail to BISP Headquarters in
Islamabad on the same day. If complaint registration dates are not maintained then monitoring of
specific cases could not be done efficiently.
Registration of fresh complaints was not maintained at the BISP Tehsil Office Domel nor was
acknowledgement slips issued to the complainants that could be used as a reference for future.
The complainant was fully satisfied with the behaviour and dealing of the BISP Tehsil Office
Domel staff.
The delay in the resolution of the complaints is due to the centralised complaints redressal system,
which deals and receives complaints from the entire country. BISP OPfficials both at the Tehsil
and Divisional level neither promise a fix time frame nor updates regarding the resolution of the
complaints, as there is no proper communication among the various level BISP offices.
The CMS got functional in the end of March 2012 at this BISP Office.

6. Recommendations






BISP needs to circulate policy guidelines in all Tehsil and Divisional Offices over the issues
of potential beneficiaries. By this way the unnecessary complaints could be minimised and
only genuine complaints will be submitted.
Manual register should be maintained in which exact receiving dates and complements could
be entered. It may help in allotting number to the complaints, tracking of specific cases,
issuance of acknowledgement numbers as a future reference.
BISP should introduce awareness programmes for the beneficiaries to guide and educate the
masses about its schemes and complaint mechanism.
In order to provide client friendly atmosphere and early resolution of the grievances, number
of officials at the Tehsil level should be increased.
Complainant shall be guided that what type of complaints could be registered and who could
be the possible beneficiary as by such way unnecessary complaints could be minimised to a
great extent.
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G-Q2-KPK-06
CNIC Updates
Gulfam Bibi
Abdul Salam
Nazif Ullah
Village Kam Chashmi, Tehsil; Domel Distt; Bannu
1110155030408
29003538
7th August 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
The beneficiary Gulfam Bibi W/O Abdul Salam is 54 years old, uneducated house wife and
performs her household chores. The family is residing at village Kam Chashmi, Tehsil Domel
District Bannu.
She has two married sons living in the same household. She has three grandchildren. Her family
consists of eight members (two sons, two daughters-in-law, two grandsons, one granddaughter
and she herself). Gulfam Bibi’s husband, Abdul Salam, lives separately with another wife. The
family is residing in a seven Marla house, having three Kacha rooms but without bathrooms, a
kitchen in a corner. Though the boundary wall of the house was Pakka and made of bricks. The
family has water handpump in the court yard. Her three grandchildren are attending school in the
village.
Beneficiary’s two sons are working in a departmental store in Islamabad and receive monthly
remuneration of Rs8,000 each but they only send Rs10,000 per month to run the household
kitchen. Besides, the family has another regular source of income except a piece of three Kanal
arid agricultural lands, on which they cultivate wheat and corn.
The village Kam Chashmi was around 8km away from the town of Domel. The road in the village
was black top and the house of the beneficiary was located on the right side of the road that was
leading to the village. The villagers were having arid agricultural lands that were located around
the village but no canal system existed in the area and crops depended on rainfall. Mostly
villagers were daily wagers, government employees and some were having own businesses. The
houses were small and Kacha, as the population were mostly poor. Separate primary schools each
for boys and girls were available in the village. Colleges and hospital were on the distance of
around 10km which were located at the main town of Domel.
Gulfam Bibi having two daughters-in-law named Fazila and Zubaida, the former one is been
declared as a potential beneficiary, but both have not yet made their CNICs from NADRA as
they had never applied so far.

2. Relationship with BISP
Gulfam Bibi was not included under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant scheme and was
declared as beneficiary once her survey was done at the end of 2010 by SRSP. After her form was
filled by the team and also issued an acknowledgment slip.
The family did not know about BISP’s different programmes in detail but they considered it, as
Pakistan People’s Party’s programme for poor families, and party was distributing the amount
among the vulnerable families. While, she was unaware about the criteria of being an eligible
beneficiary for cash grant but like many other women of her locality, she considered BISP as a
cash grant for poor and needy people.
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The family was unaware regarding complaint redressal mechanism but they came to know about
the discrepancy after receiving BISP letter at home, then they lodged a formal complaint.
The amount she has received so far is used on purchase of food items and in future it will again be
used for daily food items.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The beneficiary received eligibility letter from BISP in which she was informed of her inclusion
as an eligible beneficiary for the cash grant scheme but mentioned having discrepancy which she
needs to remove by visiting the nearest BISP Office.
At times of survey, her CNIC was not entered in the PSC form as on that occasion her CNIC was
misplaced in the house. After receiving the letter from BISP her son Nazif Ullah visited the BISP
Tehsil Office Domel and submitted a photo copy of Gulfam Bibi CNIC and lodged the complaint
manually, as CMS got functional at a later on stage in March 2012.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office Domel and filed an application along with a copy
of his mother’s CNIC in September 2011 but specific date of the complaint was not recorded.
The Assistant Complaints received his complaint, filed in a complaint file, and its monthly
summary was prepared on Excel Work Book on 21st September 2011. BISP Tehsil Office
Domel forwarded the complaint via E-mail and official letter to BISP Divisional Office
Bannu on 21st September 2011. On receiving the complaint, BISP Divisional Office, Bannu,
forwarded the same to its Headquarters in Islamabad on the same day for further necessary
action and data correction. The complainant did not visit again to follow up his case as was
stated by the Assistant Complaints. The complaint was resolved and her first payment
generated on 28th October 2011, which she received in January 2012 while later on she
received another MO on 19th April 2012.Two MOs have also been generated on March 28th
and June 30th but yet to be delivered as of August 2012.
b. Client’s version
When the family received the BISP eligibility letter at home, beneficiary’s son Nazifullah
visited BISP Tehsil Office Domel and filed a complaint in September 2011, which was
submitted by the Assistant Complaints. The complainant was advised that after a month, the
grievance would be redressed. According to the Assistant Complaints he visited three times
BISP Tehsil Office Domel (In the Providers Version the Assistant Complaints stated that the
complaint did not visit again for follow up) which is on a distance of 8km from the village
which cost him Rs40 per visit.
In order to follow his complaint, the complainant visited Post Office Domel in January 2011,
where he received the first instalment amounting Rs2, 000/-, which was generated on 28th
October 2011 and later on in April 2012 received the second MO of Rs 2,000.

5. What we learnt
In the instant case, the CNIC numbers of the potential beneficiaries were missing in the PSC
form, when she received BISP discrepancy letter and followed the instruction. Her grievance
stands resolved and her payment started to deliver. The letter from BISP helped them in tracking
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their problem and the grievance resolved within a month of the complaint lodging.
Receiving date was not available at the BISP Tehsil Office Domel, as there was no register in
which they could enter fresh cases. That is why they could not issue complaint acknowledgements
slip to the complainants. The non-availability of dates in Tehsil Office poses difficulty in
monitoring of specific cases as when the complaint was lodged and how much time it had taken
till resolution.
A gap of communication existed, as the issue was resolved and her payment status was activated
but BISP Tehsil Office Domel was unaware regarding the resolution of her complaint and the
case was kept in pending files. The complainant himself visited the Post Office Domel on his own
pursuance and received her first instalment.
Till August 2012, four instalments of Rs2,000 each were generated in October, December 2011,
March and June 2012, respectively, but only two instalments of Rs2,000 each were shown
delivered while the last two yet to delivered as the BISP website did not show it delivered.

6. Recommendations




Manual register should be maintained in which exact receiving dates and complaints could be
entered. It may help in allotting specific number to a complaint which may be issued to the
complainant as an acknowledgement for future reference.
In order to provide client friendly atmosphere and early resolution of the grievances, number
of officials at Tehsil level may be increased in those areas where numbers of beneficiaries are
greater in number.
Once a complaint get resolved and payment generated, the Tehsil Office should receive an
automated response from the BISP website after which the beneficiary could be informed at
earliest so that they can check their payments with the relevant Post Office.
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G-Q2-KPK-07
Missing CNIC
Khabaray
Niaz Wali
Niaz Wali
Ghani Kooroona,Risalpur,Gandairai, Nowshera KhyberPakhtunkhwa
2110415359638
7094941
12th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Khabaray wife of Niaz wali is 24 years old and lives in Ghani Koroona, Risalpur, Gandairai,
Nowshera Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, with her two daughters. She is a housewife. Her house is
situated on a 2.5 Kanal plot and consists of two Pacca rooms; a flush and latrine, one in each
room and a kitchen adjacent to her room.
Her husband is a farmer and works on someone else’ land. Their earnings are in form of yearly
harvests which make hardly the two ends meet. It is the only source of income for the family;
which is barely sufficient for meeting the family’s basic needs.
The village of Ghani Koroona is located in the outskirts of Nowshera. A rural setting surrounded
by agricultural lands and is some 25-30 kms away from Nowshera city. The beneficiary’s home is
situated around 6km from the nearest main road. The streets of the village are unpaved and lack
any form of systematic drainage system. They have access to clean drinking water as they have a
water handpump within their house. The primary economic activity is agriculture as the land is
fertile. Schools for both girls and boys are situated within the village that leaves parents at ease.
The local Post Office is also situated nearby the village and is at a walking distance.

2. Relationship with BISP
Khabaray was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the programme. During the
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey, a team visited her village, filled a form for her and issued her
an acknowledgement slip. She did not possess valid CNIC at the time of survey which was held in
the end of 2010. When she received an intimation letter by that time she also received her CNIC
from NADRA because soon after the survey, she applied for issuance of a valid CNIC as was
guided by the survey team.
The beneficiary claimed to have no information about how the BISP cash grant scheme works.
She first heard of the ‘Benazir Fund’ from her neighbours. The family believed that it was
Benazir Bhutto’s Zakat money that the Pakistan People’s Party was distributing among the poor
of the country.
The beneficiary and the complainant (her husband) were unfamiliar with the existence of any
complaint redressal mechanism other than the personal visit and submission of application. The
cash grants, if the beneficiary would receive will be spent on food items and other household
essentials. The family plans to spend the grant on improving the condition of their home as well.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
After she received intimation letter from BISP, she requested her husband to check the payments
with the local postman. She had an understanding that the letter indicates to receive the payments
from Post Office but actually that letter informed her that she is having a CNIC discrepancy
which she needs to remove.
She could not understand what the letter is all about. In the post office, her husband did not find
any amount for his wife as such and MO was never generated. A neighbour of him checked the
BISP letter who told him that he should visit the BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera to enquire about
his wife’s status.
Upon visiting the BISP Tehsil Office in the end of December 2011, the Assistant Complaints told
him that there is a discrepancy for which he needs to lodge a complaint along with copy of CNIC.
The Assistant Complaints also guided him and told how to lodge a complaint and what documents
shall be needed.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
At BISP Tehsil Ooffice Nowshera, Niaz Wali, husband of the potential beneficiary lodged a
complaint on 25th December 2011 and submitted a copy of his wife’s CNIC to remove the
discrepancy. The Assistant Complaints said that the complaint was sent in the fortnightly
report of December 2011 to BISP Divisional Office Peshawar. Though the complaint was
originally lodged manually at the Tehsil Office, as at that time CMS was not functional but it
was re-lodged through CMS on 23rd April 2012 for resolution.
The BISP websites shows that her request has been accepted and discrepancy is removed. Her
payment has been generated on 30th June 2012 but yet to be delivered as indicated by the
BISP website.
b. Client’s version
The complainant was informed by the Assistant Complaints at the BISP Tehsil Office
Nowshehra that Khabaray is having discrepancy in CNIC. Earlier they had received an
intimation letter in which the discrepancy was shown, but due to illiteracy the household did
not understand the nature of the letter. They considered the intimation letter as a sign that
their cash has been sent to Post Office. Therefore they once made a visit to Post Office but did
not find any MO, as at that time her discrepancy was not removed. The complainant visited
BISP Tehsil Office 5-6 times by motorcycle which cost him Rs230 for fuel per visit.

5. What We Learned?
The level of understanding among beneficiaries were very low, therefore the beneficiary was
unaware regarding the process of the case and its resolution. The complainant was very happy
with the behaviour of the staff in Tehsil Office who guided him in lodging the complaint. In most
of the BISP Offices the major problem is date-wise record keeping of complaint processing and
resolution. They don’t follow the set protocols, if they follow the simple basics of the record
keeping they would be able to track down where is the real problem that causes delay in the
resolution of cases.
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The problem of delay was also due to the piling up of cases at the Tehsil Office, as there is a
single Assistant Complaint at Tehsil level and workload is extensive.

6. Recommendations




The office should be provided with the standby generator or UPS’s in the Tehsil Offices to
save lot of time and money.
The staff at Tehsil Offices should be set according to the population of each Tehsil in order to
share the workload and to deal them effectively.
The Tehsil Offices that are resolving the pending cases should keep on informing the
complainants regarding their updated status as by such measures unnecessary visits by
potential beneficiaries could be minimised.
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G-Q2-KPK-08
CNIC Updates
Niazo Bibi
Raghib Gul
Zara Mella, Jarma, Khyberabad, Kohat, KPK
2160487320822
5171640
9th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Niazo Bibi wife of Raghib Gul is a 20 years old uneducated house wife. She has three children
(one daughter and two sons) and living in a joint family system where other relatives also share
their specified sections within the same house. They are residents of Zara Mella, Jarma,
Khyberabad, Kohat.
She is living in a small house comprising of four Katcha rooms without toilet or wash room
facilities. There is only an open space covered by makeshift sheets, which is used for open
defecation. Women bath in their rooms and men bath at the local mosque.
The street where they live is Katcha (unpaved) with no drainage system. The family gets their
water from a handpump which is located within the boundary wall of the house.
Niazo Bibi’s husband is an unskilled labourer by profession and earns meagre amount of Rs250 a
day; even these earnings are dependent on availability of work. The family brings daily food stuff
from the nearby market, which they pay on a monthly basis. There is another potential beneficiary
in the family, Khanab Jan who is Nazo’s mother-in-law. She has also submitted a complaint for
the removal of a discrepancy, which was removed after lodging of a complaint.

2. Relationship with BISP
Niazo Bibi was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarians’ Phase of the cash grant scheme. Her
Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was held somewhere in January 2011, and an acknowledgment
slip was also issued to her. Later, she received an intimation letter stating that she has been
declared as an eligible beneficiary but with a discrepancy which needs to be redressed. She does
not have any clear idea about BISP and its processes; she said it was Benazir Bhutto’s money
which is being distributed by the Government.
She said, that “first I will pay off the grocer, then I will buy some cloths for everyone in the
household and at a latter stage I will invest in some goats or sheep so I can generate some
income”.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
She knew that she is a beneficiary as she has received an intimation letter from BISP but she was
not able to read and understand its contents. The letter clearly stated that she had a discrepancy
and she needs to immediately contact BISP. She could not read it as she is illiterate.
She came to know about the discrepancy, when her husband (Raghib Gul) and brother-in-law
(Arbab Gul) visited the BISP Tehsil Office. She sent them to the Office to make enquiries after
seeing that others had started receiving instalments under the cash grant scheme.
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At the BISP Tehsil Office Kohat, Arbab Gul and Raghib Gul was told that Niazo Bibi’s CNIC
number was incorrectly entered into the BISP database, which has caused a discrepancy. The
Assistant Complaints further told him that the issue could be resolved by lodging a complaint. Her
husband and brother-in-law, then submitted a copy of Niazo Bibi’s CNIC along with an
application in BISP Tehsil Office Kohat.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The Assistant Complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Kohat informed Arbab Gul and Raghib Gul
about the discrepancy in the CNIC and guided them to lodge a complaint to remove the
discrepancy. The complainant followed the guidance and launched a written complaint on 12th
November 2011 by submitting an application along with the copy of Niazo’s CNIC to the
BISP Tehsil Office Kohat.
The complaint was registered manually as at that time the CMS was not functional. At the
Tehsil Office there was a standardised process for dealing with grievance cases, which was
followed for Niazo Bibi as well.
The complaint was sent to the BISP Divisional Office Kohat for further action within a week
of the compliant lodging, and subsequently was further sent to the BISP Headquarters for data
correction. When checked on 13th August 2012, Niazo bibi’s complaint has been resolved
and payments are generated on 28th March and 30th June 2012 respectively but yet to be
delivered.
b. Client’s version
Initially after receiving the intimation letter, they visited the nearby Post Office with the
intention of collecting the cash grant but the postman told them that Money Orders in the
name of Niazo Bibi had not been received yet. They then visited the BISP Tehsil Office
Kohat to ask about the cash grant, where they were advised to lodge a complaint which they
did on 12th November 2011.
On 30th January 2012, the TPE team interviewed the potential beneficiary and till that date
neither the beneficiary nor the BISP Tehsil Office had any idea about the progress on the case
except that no cash grant had been generated in Niazo’s name.
The complainant visited the BISP Tehsil Office more than 4-5 times spending Rs150 per visit
for each individual. There was no result conveyed to her that the case has been resolved and
the payment has been generated. The first MO was generated 28th March 2012 and second on
30th June 2012 but none of them shown as delivered

5. What We Learnt?
Niazo Bibi and her family were uneducated therefore they were unaware about the process to
register the complaint and follow it up, even though she received an intimation letter that had
directed her to visit the BISP Office and have the discrepancy resolved at the earliest by
submitting a copy of her CNIC.
The case was efficiently resolved within a time span of four months and her payments were first
generated on March 2012. The case was registered and resolved manually, as the CMS got
functional in March 2012.
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It is also learnt from the case study that BISP Tehsil Office Kohat has no proper record keeping
mechanism, although BISP has developed SOPs for the registration of the complaint.

6. Recommendations





The only communication gap noticed was that the complainant should be given ample
information so that s/he should not keep visiting the BISP Office in pursuance of the
complaints.
There should be an automated response from the BISP website to concerned Tehsil Offices
via messages/emails regarding the complaint resolution updates. The BISP Tehsil Office then
can further disseminate the information among the complainants.
BISP Tehsil Office Kohat should maintain a proper record of complaint registration and
process of the case.
The complainants, whose grievances have been redressed and their payment have been
generated should be immediately contacted, so that they would be able to pursue for the cash
grant at the earliest.
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G-Q2-KPK-09
Missing CNIC
Manija
Haj Nawaz
Miangan Colony, Mohallah Miangan colony, Post office:
Babri mill, UC Null Miangancolony, Kohat,KhyberPakhtunkhwa
2160299770634
5348621
6th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Manija, wife of Musharat Khan is 26 years old and lives in village Miangan Colony, Mohallah &
Post office Babri mill, UC Null Miangan, District Kohat She has not received any formal
education and is a housewife.
There are eight male and eight female adults and eleven children (five boys and six girls),
including her only son, living with her. This family became IDP from Orakzai agency in the wake
of military operation started in early 2010.
She lives on rented house for Rs3,000 per/month. The house is situated on a two Kanal plot and
consists of four semi Pacca rooms. The house has a makeshift bathroom and latrine while a
covered area for kitchen. The house has an unpaved courtyard surrounded by a boundary wall of
mud. The house is rented on Rs3000/ month.
Her husband is a daily wager and works as an unskilled labourer for Rs250 /day. His monthly
income does not exceed Rs5,000/. Because of the influx of IDPs from Orakzai agency, there is a
constant situation that people are not able to find work and remain jobless. The source of income
for the family is not sufficient to fulfil family’s basic needs. He was a farmer in Orakzai agency
but now he has to work on daily wages as labourer.
The village is located in the outskirts of Kohat, a rural setting surrounded by agricultural lands
and is some 10-15 km away from Kohat city. The streets of the village are unpaved and lack any
form of systematic drainage system. Most the villagers have access to clean drinking water in
their homes from water pumps or the wells. The primary economic activity in the village is
farming. There are three Potential beneficiaries in the house hold, Manija, Sakhela Jan and Ajmira
among which only Manija had discrepancy.

2. Relationship with BISP
Manija was not part of the Parliamentarian Phase of the programme. During the Poverty Score
Card (PSC) survey, which was held in the end of 2010, a team visited her village and filled the
form. She was also issued an acknowledgement slip. Soon after the survey, she was declared as a
potential beneficiary but with a discrepancy, though she did not receive any
intimation/discrepancy letter from BISP through which she could be informed at earliest.
The beneficiary had no information about the working of the BISP cash grant scheme. She first
heard of the ‘Benazir Fund’ from her neighbours and mother-in-law. The family believed that
Benazir Bhutto’s son is distributing her Zakat money among the poor of the country.
The beneficiary was unfamiliar with the existence of any complaint redressal mechanism. Manija
believes that when she will receive her cash grant, she will be spent on food items and other
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household essentials--especially cloths for her son. In future, she plans to spend the grant on
improving the condition of their life style.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
At the time of survey, she did not possess CNIC therefore her CNIC number was not inserted in
the PSC form which latter on caused her the discrepancy. Soon after the survey, she applied in
June 2011 for issuance of CNIC as was advised by the survey team. After six months she received
her CNIC from NADRA. She had applied in NADRA for her CNIC in “normal mode process”
therefore got her CNIC free of cost.
As two other potential beneficiaries of the same household had received the intimation letter and
they started receiving their payments, therefore she thought that she might be eligible beneficiary
for the cash grant being a member of the same household. Moreover, at times of survey, the
survey team had advised her that once her CNIC get issued by NADRA, she needs to submit the
same in the nearest BISP oOffice because without entry of her CNIC in the BISP records, she
would not be able to receive cash grants.
After receiving her CNIC from NADRA, she sent her husband, along with a copy her CNIC, to
visit BISP Office to check her status and make entry of her CNIC.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The Complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office Kohat on 19th December 2011 to check his wife
status where he was told by Assistant Complaints that Manija is having a discrepancy which
could be removed by lodging a complaint. As was guided by Assistant Complaints, Haj
Nawaz submitted a copy of his wife’s newly made CNIC and lodged the complaint on 19th
December 2011 for CNIC Updates. On 29th December 2011 the Assistant Complaints further
sent the case to the BISP Divisional Office Kohat who sent to BISP HQs for further process
on the same day.
Though the complaint was initially lodged as manually and was kept on pending at the BISP
HQs. When CMS was lodged in March 2012 in BISP Tehsil Office Kohat, the same
complaint was re-lodged through CMS on 4th April 2012 for redressal. Her status was updated
and the case resolved on 30th June 2012, after which her first MO was generated, though she
still awaits to receive the amount, as shown by the BISP Website as of 15th August 2012
b. Client’s version
Manija, wife of Haj Nawaz did not possess CNIC at the time of survey. She applied for the
CNIC in June 2011 and received her CNIC after six months in December 2011. For Manija,
her brother-in-law Alimat Khan gathered the information about the complaint redressal. The
BISP Tehsil Office assured them that they will send the copy of CNIC to the BISP
Headquarters. The Assistant complaints BISP Tehsil Office Kohat registered the complaint
and it was forwarded to the Divisional Office on 29th Dec 2011.
The Tehsil Office or the complainant had no idea what has happened to their complaint till it
was re-lodged on 4th April 2012 and resolved on 30th June 2012 and her payment was
generated.
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Since 19th December 2011, they visited BISP Tehsil Office almost 5-6 times for follow-up of
the complaint which cost them Rs60 per person per visit. They used public transport to visit
BISP Tehsil Office Kohat. There was no amount paid to file the case in BISP Tehsil Office
and they found the BISP staff was very cooperative in handling of their case.

5. What We Learned?
When CMS was not functional the case kept on pending for almost four months till it was
resolved through CMS. After re-lodging through CMS their case redressed within a span of three
months and their payment generated. CMS was quick enough in resolving the case as compared to
manual.
It was observed that as Kohat division is dealing with Kohat and FR Kohat altogether, therefore
by entering complaint via CMS needs extra human resources for lodging and re-lodging
complaints.
The behaviour of the staff of the BISP Tehsil Office Kohat was satisfactory for the complainants,
though in record keeping if their capacity is enhanced, it would augment the whole process. The
salvation of the case took more than it should have taken as the case kept on pending till CMS
finally lodged. The communication gap was within the Tehsil and Divisional Office which is
uniform in this grievance related case.

6. Recommendations




More communication needed between the Tehsil and Divisional offices.
There is a need to clear the backlog of pending cases through CMS.
More emphasis on beneficiary education through different mediums eg:-FM, mosques and
working group discussions as that could minimise undue visitors, who are time and again
visiting Tehsil Offices for follow ups. Such visits have impact on the quality of work of
Tehsil staff in registering cases.
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G-Q2-KPK-10
CNIC update
Alia
Roz Ali
Naya Mohallah, Abba Khail, Nowshera Cantt, KhyberPakhtunkhwa
1720159648940
30263160
14th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Alya wife of Roz Ali is 29 years old uneducated house wife who belongs to Mohallah Abba khel,
Nowshera. Her husband is a mason who works on daily wages. She is living in a slum on the
outskirts of Nowshera city.
Alya has five Children (four sons and one daughter). The house where Alia and her family live
consists of six Pacca rooms, a small pit latrine and a kitchen. The family gets drinking water from
the tap which is installed inside the boundary wall of the house. The house has no proper drainage
and sanitation system nor is it in the neighbourhood. The family has easy access to the basic
facilities of life like health, education and market.
Mohallah Abba Khel is a small village located seven kilometer away from Nowshera Cant. The
nearest main road is at two kilometer distance from the village where her family lives. The village
she lives in consists of approximately 130 houses and mostly Katcha-Pacca. School, hospital and
market are on two kilometer distance from the house of the complainant. There is no other
beneficiary in the household.

2. Relationship with BISP
She was not part of the Parliamentarians’ Phase of the cash grant scheme, but she was wellinformed about the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey which was conducted more than a year ago
at the start of 2011. She also received an acknowledgment slip once her PSC form was filled. At
times of survey, she did not have a valid CNIC therefore her CNIC number could not be recorded
in the PSC form. As a result of the survey, she was declared as potential beneficiary for the cash
grant.
Alia and her family were aware about the BISP as a government programme for the safety of
poor. She considers BISP as cash grant scheme for the poor, though she doesn’t know about the
exact criteria for being an eligible BISP beneficiary.
She did not receive letter of intimation from BISP which could inform her eligibility for the cash
grant or the discrepancy. If she avails the cash grant, she will spend it on the provision of basic
needs of the family. Complainant was aware about the complaint redressal mechanism in the
BISP Office.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Alia got informed by the one of her relatives in May 2011 that she is eligible for the grant but has
a discrepancy, as she did not have a CNIC and she needs to get it issued by NADRA. A neighbour
also suggested her to first apply in NADRA for issuance of CNIC and then submit the same for
removal of the discrepancy by lodging a complaint. Alia applied in NADRA for issuance of CNIC
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in September 2011 and got it issued in November 2011. Her CNIC was issued free of cost by
NADRA, as she had applied in “normal delivery mode”. After receiving her CNIC her husband
lodged a complaint in the BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera for removal of the discrepancy.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Alia’s husband lodged a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera for CNIC Updates
between 20th and 31st December 2011. The Assistant Complaints registered the complaint
manually, as CMS was not functional at that time. The Assistant Complaints further
dispatched the application in the batch of December 2011 to the BISP Divisional Office
Peshawar for further action. Divisional Office dispatched the batch on the same day to BISP
Headquarters for further process.
As of August 18th, 20120, the complaint is still pending, as the BISP website is not reflecting
the CNIC number of the beneficiary. According to BISP Tehsil Office staff, the complainant
visited only once to register the complaint. Once the applications are dispatched or forwarded
to the higher office, the BISP Tehsil Office staff has no idea what happened to the cases nor
does the Divisional Office inform them about it.
b. Client’s version
Roz Ali lodged the complaint in the BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera in the end of December
2011. Since survey was done, Alia had considered herself to be the eligible for the cash grant,
as for her the cash grant is for the poor. When other women of the locality started receiving
payments, she inquisitively asked one of her relatives to check her status and then she came to
know about the missing CNIC number that had caused her a discrepancy. As of 18th August,
no result was communicated. Alia was lamenting that a simple CNIC update took more than
eight months and if this amount had been received by her, then her family would have
benefitted a lot.
The complainant visited the Tehsil Office only once spending Rs20/person/visit by a local
public transport. The case is still pending. They said they have no idea what is happening on
the other end.

5. What We Learnt?
District Nowshera was hit by 2010 floods which affected the lives of the people in the area. Alia’s
family was also flood affected and borne heavy losses due to flood. As her discrepancy was not
yet removed, she could not even receive the flood compensation from BISP, which every eligible
household of the area received.
In this particular case, the level of understanding of the beneficiary was high as compared to the
other due to the TV and radio advertisements. The positive aspect of the case study is that the
household income will increase after Alia would start receiving the cash grants.
If the BISP Office had followed set procedures/protocols, it wouldn’t have taken this long. It has
been almost eight months since the complaint was registered, as no follow ups are available at the
BISP to solve cases on priority basis.
The general idea about the staff behaviour is that they are very pleasant and friendly towards
beneficiaries. Though poor record keeping of this particular case and others were noticed.
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The communication/coordination gap between the BISP Offices is mainly the cause of delay, if
there was a system for follow up from bottom to top then the missing chain could have been
identified at the earliest.

6. Recommendations






Strategic planning is bneeded to speed up the resolution of complaints which are pending at
all levels.
Trainings and workshops on record keeping and public relations/dealings could expedite the
process and the efficient tracking system, which would not allow cases to go in pending for
long.
To improve communication between the BISP Offices, Divisional Directors need to visit
Tehsil Offices on regular basis.
Rigorous campaigning is needed to educate the masses and to avoid unnecessary complaints.
As the CMS has been made functional in March 2012, therefore the, pending cases should be
registered and resolved on priority basis.
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G-Q2-KPK-11
Missing CNIC
Rahmina
Naeem Khan
Village Sais Mandi Fazal Ganj District Nowshera
1720153896364
5270043
8th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Rahmina wife of Naeem Khan, 38, belongs to village Sais Mandi Fazal Ganj District Nowshera.
Rahmina is illiterate and has four children (three sons and one daughter).
Her husband is uneducated and is a labourer with limited income. Naeem Khan works in a hotel
on daily wage rate of Rs250 per day. Her husband wants to increase his income but for that he
needs proper skills and trainings to increase the level of his income.
Rahmina and her family are living in an eight Marla house consists of four room Pacca house
with a washroom, toilet, and a kitchen. The family takes water from the well which is dug inside
the house. The house she lives in has no drainage and sanitation system.
Nowshera District was hit hard by the worst flood of 2010 which destroyed the houses, livelihood
and agricultural land of the area including the house of the beneficiary.

2. Relationship with BISP
Rehmina was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarians Phase of the cash grant scheme. In
December 2010, survey team came to her village and filled her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form
and issued her an acknowledgment slip for future reference. Rahmina and her family were
unaware about the BISP’s different programmes. She only knew the cash grant scheme and
considered that government is helping poor by giving them money in monthly instalments.
Though she does not know about the exact criteria for being an eligible BISP beneficiary, only
she knew that it is for poor families like her.
She received a letter of intimation from the BISP Office which informed her about the eligibility
for the cash grant and mentioned to produce the CNIC at the earliest, as at the time of survey she
did not have a CNIC.
If she receives the cash grant, she will spend it on provision of the needs of her family.
Complainant was not aware about the complaint redressal mechanism in the BISP Office.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
At the time of survey, Rahmina did not have a CNIC therefore a discrepancy was marked.
Rahmina had gotten a letter of eligibility by the BISP but did not bother to ask someone to read it
to her that they have been asked for the submission of the CNIC. After some time of survey
completion, she went to the nearby Post Office to collect the cash grant as almost every woman
did.
The postman had checked her status in BISP Office and informed her that though she is been
declared as potential beneficiary however she has a discrepancy, as her CNIC number was
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missing. Then she recalled that she had not even applied in NADRA for issuance of a CNIC and
was not recorded at times of survey. The postman told her to apply in NADRA at the earliest, to
make her CNIC and lodge complaint in the BISP Office, as without CNIC she would not be able
to get the benefits of the BISP.
After applying for the CNIC in NADRA in July 2011, she received the same in 40 days. As she
had applied in NADRA in general category so they did not ask for any fee and was issued free of
cost.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Naeem Khan lodged the complaint with Assistant Complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera
in December 2011 for CNIC Update. The Assistant Complaint received the complaint along
with the CNIC of Rehmina and filed in the complaint file. Monthly summary was also
prepared for office record.
The case was forwarded at the end of December 2011 to BISP Divisional Office Peshawar in
their dispatch of the month of December. BISP Divisional Office forwarded the case to BISP
HQs for further process on the same day but as of 15th August 2012, the case was still pending
and is not resolved.
According to Tehsil Office the complainant might have visited once or twice and the only
answer to his query was that this case has been sent to BISP HQs for removal of the said
discrepancy.
b. Client’s Version
N/A

5. What We Learnt?
Rahmina was one of the flood victims of 2010 that has been deeply affected along with her
family. Her house was completely demolished by the flood and with the help of an NGO and with
the help of some philanthropist; she became able to reconstruct her house. She said “ we did not
receive that government help even which everyone has availed”
It is observed that BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera has not properly maintained the record regarding
lodged complaint and further processing of the cases, even the dates they gave for this case study
were their assumed dates, which they have inferred from the monthly dispatch record maintained
for the BISP Divisional Office.
Tehsil Office staff said that they have sent the copy of CNIC to Peshawar office but as of 15 th
August 2012 nothing has happened regarding the discrepancy removal. So it looks either they
have misplaced the complaint at BISP Divisional Office or at the HQs.
The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low and they even did not understand
the intimation letter which BISP sent.
The positive aspect of the case study is that household income will increase after Rahmina would
start receiving cash grants. The income may also be used on education of children of Rahmina.
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Naeem Khan wishes to enhance his skills through training to earn a decent living which could
only be possible once their discrepancy removed, through Wasila Huq and Rozgar.

6. Recommendations




It is highly recommended that capacity building workshops on record keeping should be
organised for the staff.
As a policy, the BISP should take the initiative to remove the discrepancy of pending cases on
priority basis. Even BISP can hire people which are specifically assigned for this task, on
short term engagement, just to finish the pending cases.
BISP HQs should fix targets for Tehsil Offices, in light of the list they keep for pending
cases. The Divisional Office should monitor the performance of Tehsil Offices for pending
cases.
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G-Q2-KPK-12
Eligibility Appeal
Yousafzai
Zahoor Gull
OTS Road, Jangal Khel, Near Old Ice Depot, Kohat
1430186371609
5503845
18th August 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Yousafzai, widow of Zahoor Gul, is a 47 years old woman, having primary education. She is
mother of five children (four daughters one son) who are living with her in a one room rented
house of eight Marlas at OTS Road Kohat, District Kohat. The house she lives in is rented on
Rs4,000 per month. The house has a kitchen and toilet in a corner.
Yousafzai is the only bread earner of her family. Earlier she was sewing cloths and was quite
popular in her neighbourhood. Women of her neighbourhood used to get their cloths sewed
through her, which was a source of income of the family. But now she is very weak, due to her
fragile health, as she became a patient of low-blood pressure. Therefore, she stopped working as a
tailor and now totally depends on Zakat, alms and help of her relatives.
She is unable to provide education to her children as in the current circumstances she cannot
afford their school expenses but it is her lasting desire to provide them with quality education.
Basic facilities of life are available within her household premises as for instance electricity, clean
drinking water, gas and drainage system. Yousafzai mainly depend on Liaqat Memorial
Government Hospital and a private clinic outside her house for treatment when required.

2. Relationship with BISP
Yousafzai was not a beneficiary under Parliamentarians Phase. Her Poverty Score Card (PSC)
form was not filled at her doorstep when the survey team approached her at the end of 2010. The
survey team did not visit her again therefore she visited SRSP Office who had done survey in
Kohat, where her form was filled instantly and issued her the acknowledgment slip for future
reference.
She did not receive any letter of intimation from the BISP regarding her status. She does not know
anything about the BISP except that government is giving money to poor families through the
BISP. She intends to use the cash grant money in daily expenses of household.

3. How Complaint/Grievance Emerged
Yousafzai doesn’t know the eligibility criterion. She considers herself a potential beneficiary
because she is poor and widow. When she came to know that other women in the surrounding
have started getting money, she visited BISP Tehsil Office Kohat as was told by her neighbour
and asked the Assistant Complaints to check her status. The Assistant Complaints told her that she
is not eligible, as her PMT is 17.38. He advised her to lodge the eligibility appeal.
Yousafzai did not know about the complaint mechanism but was confident that her problem could
be redressed in the BISP Tehsil Office.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s Version
Yousafzai visited BISP Tehsil Office Kohat on 17th July 2012 and submitted an application,
along with a copy of her CNIC. The Assistant Complaints received the documents (written
application, copy of CNIC and survey acknowledgement slip) and lodged the complaint under
CMS on 20th July 2012 with ID-10301222. The Assistant Director at BISP Tehsil Office
Kohat accepted the complaint and forwarded it to the BISP Divisional Office Kohat.
Yousafzai did not visit the BISP Tehsil Office Kohat again after filing of this appeal. The
BISP Divisional Office Kohat rejected the appeal with the stand that she does not meet the
criterion to be considered as eligible, as of 16th August 2012.
b. Client’s version
Yousafzai visited BISP Tehsil Office Kohat to know her status of eligibility on 17 th July
2012. The staff told her that she is not eligible. The staff further directed Yousafzai to write
an application through a commercial agent sitting outside the Tehsil Office Kohat. Yousafzai
paid Rs50 to the agent for writing an application. The application was then submitted in the
BISP Tehsil Office Kohat with the Assistant Complaints on 17th July 2012.
The Assistant Complaint verbally told Yousafzai to visit a month latter to know the progress
of her complaint. On 17th of August 2012 (date of interview) she still don’t know the status of
her complaint whether she became eligible or not. She was of the opinion that at the time of
writing application through a commercial agent which was sitting near the BISP Tehsil Office
Kohat, the agent told her that when BISP Tehsil Office staff asks someone for filling of an
application, it means that she will be declared as eligible beneficiary.
Yousafzai visited Tehsil Office only once, to know her eligibility status and that was the day
when she lodged complaint in the same office. She visited alone the Tehsil Office in public
transport which cost her Rs20 per person per visit.
As she did not visit Tehsil Office a second time, so as of 16 th August 2012 she doesn’t know
about rejection of her appeal. She feels comfortable with the behaviour of BISP Tehsil Office
Kohat staff.

5. What We Learnt
The staff at the BISP Tehsil Office seemed very much cooperative and helpful to the
complainants, and was dealing the beneficiaries/complainants in a very professional manner.
The record of complaints was kept not according to the set standards. All the complaints were
kept in in a cupboard.
Interesting point in this case is that the beneficiary has five children named Sumaia 16, Laiba 15,
Tehmina 13, Hamza 12 and Malaika 10 but BISP roster shows two extra names of Sunat and
Uzair, which the complainant don’t know as to who they are. Moreover the survey team missed
the name of Tehmina to be included with her in her family roster.
There is a check box under the CMS that whether documents are available or not at the time of
lodging complaint, therefore the staff considers such documents necessary and compels the
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complainant to provide them the necessary documentation. For instance, application, copy of
CNIC, survey acknowledgement slip which cost the complainant at least Rs 60-70.
The time taken from filing to result is exactly not known due to the fact that CMS software
doesn’t have this detail but according to the AD, it takes only two weeks for a case of this nature
to be resolved or get decided under CMS.

6. Recommendations




For the availability of the required documents, arrangements should be made at the BISP
Tehsil Office, like standby generator and UPS.
The BISP should also make arrangements to facilitate complainants in filing written
applications and in this connection pre-written forms can be helpful to save time and money.
The BISP should appoint a complaint cousellor to provide this service to complainants free of
cost inside the BISP Offices.
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G-Q2-KPK-13
Missing CNIC
Atmina
Raza khan
Akber Colony, Bara Banda, Nowshera, KhyberPakhtunkhwa
1720152924538 beneficiary CNIC (1720180044811 HH
Head CNIC)
6861652
14th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Atmina wife of Raza Khan, 62, is an uneducated woman, who lives in Akber Colony Bara Banda,
Nowshera, KP. She is the mother of seven children (four sons and three daughters) who are all
married though her sons still live with her in a joint family system, as none of them are working
therefore they feel secure in joint system. Raza Khan is a pensioner and the whole family of 13,
including her daughters-in-law and grandchildren, feed on that pension of Rs5,000 per month.
The house where Atmina and her family live consists of two Pacca rooms, a small pit latrine and
a kitchen. There is no drainage and sanitation system which exists in the street. Akbar Colony is a
small village located 21 kilometer away from Nowshera Cantt while the nearest main road is on a
distance of 7 kilometers. Village consists of 100 houses mostly Katcha Pacca. School, hospital
and market are on a distance of 5-6 kilometers from the house of the complainant. There are three
potential beneficiaries on the same form two are eligible and only Atmina is having discrepancy.

2. Relationship with BISP
Atmina and her family did not know in detail about BISP working. She considers BISP as cash
grant scheme through which poor families are financially assisted. She did not know about the
exact criteria for being an eligible BISP beneficiary though had the opinion that whoever is poor
shall be eligible for getting the cash grant.
She was well-informed about the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey which was conducted more
than a year and a half ago, in the start of 2011. She did not have a valid CNIC at times of survey
therefore CNIC number could not be registered at times of filling of the PSC form for the
household. The rest of the information was recorded in her PSC form by the survey team and was
issued the acknowledgment slip.
If she starts receiving the cash grant, she will spend it on the needs of the family as well as would
be able to buy some medicine for herself and her husband.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Soon after the survey, she received an intimation letter from BISP though she was informed about
her eligibility for the cash grant and indicated that she is having a CNIC discrepancy. She was
asked to contact a nearby BISP Office and submit her CNIC copy.
Since the times of survey, she was very clear about the importance of CNIC, that if she got
selected she had to produce her CNIC to BISP as was told by one of her neighbour. Therefore
soon after the survey, she had applied for CNIC which was issued by NADRA within two
months. Upon receiving the intimation letter, she visited BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera along
with her newly made CNIC.
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She came to know about the complaint redressal mechanism after receiving the intimation letter.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Atmina and her husband lodged a complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera in the last week
of December 2011 (complaint launching and processing dates and records were missing in the
BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera, though the month for complaint lodging extracted from the
monthly summary sheet they use to send at the end of each month) for CNIC updates. The
complaint was forwarded to the BISP HQs for CNIC updates in the same month.
The complaint was lodged manually as CMS as CMS got functional in March 2012. The case
was still pending at the BISP Headquarters for redressal and response is still awaited by the
BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera and to complainant.
b. Client’s version
Atmina and her husband took copies of intimation letter and CNIC and went to Nowshera by
local transport which cost them Rs80/person/trip. Since December 2011, they have visited
BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera 2-3 times to follow the complaint. . As of 24th August 2012, her
case was still pending to be redressed. She said, there is no question of satisfaction as her
complaint was not redressed yet.

5. What we learnt?
It is observed at the beneficiary level that family was very poor and the only income source is
Raza Khan’s pension. Atmina and her family are uneducated and poor therefore they were not
able to properly follow-up their case. The level of understanding among beneficiaries usually
remains low but Atmina has learnt about some of the process to lodge a complaint despite being
uneducated. This became possible only through the intimation letter she received.
It is observed that the BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera has not properly maintained the complaints
record keeping and further processing. Therefore no dates and process of the case traced by the
TPE team, except the month which too was inferred from the monthly report which they usually
sent at the end of each month.
The staff behaviour was observed up to the mark in dealing with the complainants.
The case was not registered through CMS, as at that time CMS was not functional but after being
launched still this pending case was not re-lodged to be resolved as of 24th August 2012.
The CMS is made operational at the BISP Tehsil Office Nowshera to improve the complaint
mechanism/system but without follow ups it is of no help especially for pending cases.

6. Recommendations



A date in the record keeping is very important in tacking and follow up therefore it should be
made mandatory.
BISP should internally monitor the cases, which are pending since long for resolution. Staff at
Tehsil Office should be given a time line to redress all the pending cases. Pending cases
should be redressed on priority bases through CMS.
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Beneficiaries should further be educated regarding the programme and necessaries of
complaint redressal system through public messages and programme to minimize irrelevant
visitors or follow up visits.
Intimation letters are very effective, for illiterate women. Therefore special strategy should be
adopted to ensure timely delivery of such letters to each beneficiary declared under BISP cash
grant scheme.
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G-Q2-KPK-14
Missing CNIC
Faila (CNIC Faila Naz)
Ikhtiar Muhammad
Ikhtiar Muhammad
Village Ajmeera, Tehsil and District Batagram
1320291228384
2617513
10th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Faila Naz W/O Ikhtiar Muhammad, 22, is resident of village Ajmeera, Tehsil and District
Batagram. She has done her matriculation and remains engaged in her household activities.
She has two kids; one son and one daughter, who live with her in a two Marla Kacha house. The
house has a single room and a kitchen and washroom as well. The family is fetching drinking
water from the nearby community water tab, located in the Mohalla, as they don’t have water tap
at their house. The kids are not at school going age therefore they remain at home and are not yet
enrolled in school.
Her husband Ikhtiar Muhammad is the sole bread earner for the whole family who works at
chicken shop. His per month earning is not more than around Rs.8,000. The family has no
agricultural land other source of income other than the mentioned one.
The village Ajmeera is on a distance of two km from the main town of Batagram. The village is
having a black top road used for transportation. The houses in the village are small and Kacha, as
mostly people are poor and are daily wagers. Separate Primary and Middle Schools were
available for boys and Girls in the village. The village also does not have any health facility and
had to travel to Batagram in case anyone becomes ill or in case of an emergency.
Gulnar Begam, mother-in-law of Faila is also a potential beneficiary who is getting BISP cash
grant along with the beneficiary in the same house hold.

2. Relationship with BISP
Neither the beneficiary Faila nor someone else of her family was included under Parliamentarian
Phase for BISP cash grant scheme.
Her Poverty Score Card (PSC) was filled at the end of 2009 by Pakistan Census Organization
(PCO) at her doorstep and issued her the acknowledgement slip. As a result of the survey she was
declared as potential beneficiary but with a CNIC discrepancy. She did not have CNIC at the time
of survey.
The family did not know much about BISP Programmes but they knew only like many other in
her locality that it is Pakistan People Party cash programme for poor families. Moreover, she was
unaware regarding the criteria of being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant but like many other
of her locality, she considers BISP as a cash grant for poor and vulnerable people.
The cash grant she received so far, was used for daily food stuff, and in future it will be used for
children’s education whenever she enrolls them in school.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
A notable of the village Mr. Shaukat Ali received a list of those potential beneficiaries who were
eligible but having discrepancies. Faila name was also on that list. Her husband was guided by
Shaukat to first make a CNIC from NADRA and then visit BISP Tehsil Office Batagram for
submission. She applied in NADRA for issuance of a new CNIC under normal fee of Rs300, in
February 2012, which she received in May 2012.
Her husband took Faila CNIC and visited BISP Tehsil Office Bata Gram in June 2012. At BISP
Tehsil Office Batagram, the Assistant Complaints checked Faila’s status and told him about her
inclusion as a potential beneficiary in the programme. He was also told about the CNIC
discrepancy, as she did not have a CNIC at the time of PSC survey. The Assistant Complaints told
the complainant that the discrepancy could be removed by submitting her CNIC and lodge a
complaint.
The family was not fully aware regarding complaint redressal mechanism but the beneficiary’s
husband took guidance from the notable of the village before visiting BISP Office. Her husband
visited BISP Tehsil Office Batagram, where he lodged a formal complaint by submitting a copy
of beneficiary’s CNIC.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office, Batagram and submitted an application along
with a copy of his wife’s CNIC on 22 June 2012. The Assistant Complaints received his
complaint, and her CNIC were entered in CMS and as a process forwarded it to the
Supervisor for further action. The complaint was also entered in a manual register. The
complainant was not issued the acknowledgement slip or any computer ID for the complaint
they lodged.
The supervisor checked the complaint, accepted it and recommended it for approval, on the
same date of complaint lodging to the Divisional Director BISP Divisional Office Abbotabad,
who checked the complaint and also accepted the request on 25/06/2012.
The CMS resolution process took only three days to address the grievance. The case was
lodged on 22nd June 2012 at BISP Tehsil Office Batagram. The BISP websites indicates that
her request has been accepted and her first MO of Rs3,000 has been generated on 30 th June
2012 but delivery is yet to be made.
b. Client’s version
Husband of the beneficiary Ikhtiar Muhammad lodged the complaint by submitting a copy of
his wife CNIC at BISP Tehsil Office Batagram in June 2012. The Assistant Complaints
received his complaint but did not issue him its acknowledgement slip and told him that it
would be solved within a week. The complainant visited after a week in order to pursue his
case and he was informed by Assistant Complaints that his issue has been resolved. BISP
Tehsil Office was on a distance of two km from his house, which cost him nothing as he
travelled by foot but if he hired a vehicle, it would have cost him Rs250 per visit. The
complainant was satisfied from BISP complaint redressal mechanism as his issue was
resolved in time.
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5. What we learned?
The instant complaint was initiated at BISP Tehsil Office Batagram on 22nd June 2012, both
Assistant Complaints and Supervisor processed it on the same date and the request was accepted
by approver on 25th June 2012. The BISP staff through BISP CMS played its due role and the
issue was within three days.
During the last visit at beneficiary premises, in reply of a question the complainant replied that
missing CNIC issue was resolved at BISP Tehsil Office Batagram but when he visited for
collecting mobile along with his wife, the finger prints of Faila were not matching at NADRA
Biometrics. The complainant further added that he was told that a mobile could be issued only
after having issued a new CNIC with updated thumb impression. The matter was not resolved till
the last visit at her premises as she did not apply for the issuance of another new CNIC. Due to
none matching of finger prints she could not receive the amount which is already generated on
30th June 2012. They were instructed to visit at NADRA swift center for issuance of a new CNIC.
Her real name is Faila Naz but it was recorded as Faila in her PSC form. Though her CNIC
discrepancy was removed, her name remained the same in the BISP database.
Besides CMS, BISP Tehsil Office Batagram also kept the complaints record manually in a proper
register for entering fresh complaints with complaints receipt dates and other compliments which
is a good practice on their side.
The complainant was fully satisfied with the behaviour and dealing of BISP Tehsil Office Bata
Gram staff. He was also appreciating BISP complaint redressal mechanism as his issue was
resolved just in a three days short time.
The early and in time resolution of the complaints is due to the decentralization of complaints
redressal system, which deals and receives complaints at the tehsil level. Now BISP officials at
Tehsil and divisional level can give a specified timeframe to the complainants or any updates
regarding the resolution of the complaints, which they could not gave before the CMS launched.
This not only enhances the confidence of the BISP staff but also restores the trust of beneficiaries
in the complaint system.
The complainant visited twice to BISP Tehsil Office Batagram, once for complaint lodged and
second time for follow up of the case. The BISP Office is on a walking distance of 2km therefore
he visited by foot.

6. Recommendations





Those beneficiaries whose names are wrongly registered at PSC forms may also be corrected
along with other corrections.
In order to provide client friendly atmosphere and early resolution of grievances, number of
officials at Tehsil level should be increased especially in those areas where the numbers of
beneficiaries are greater in number.
The complainants whose complaints are resolved should be informed by Tehsil Office.
The payment details should also indicate which mode of payment will be used to receive
payments..
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G-Q2-KPK-15
Eligibility Appeal
Bibi Ziver Jana
Shamshay
Village Gandori, Ajmeera District Bata Gram
1320206014722
2617340
12th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Bibi Ziver Jana widow of Shamshay, 37, is an resident of village Gandori Ajmeera of district
Batagram, KP. She is an illiterate woman and remains busy in the household activities.
The beneficiary has five children i.e. two sons and three daughters who live along with their
mother in a two Marla’s Kacha house. The family accommodated in a single room. The house has
a kitchen but does not have a bathroom. The house has no drainage system. She takes water for
the household usage from a community tap which is connected with a spring, because they don’t
have a tap within their house. Her three daughters and a son were enrolled in as religious school
located within the village while one son is getting education from nearby government school.
Her husband, Shamshay died some years back and the family has no regular income resource.
Brother-in-law of the beneficiary is supporting the household with food stuff and with other basic
necessities. There are few families in the village who are well of, are also supporting the family
via Zakat and alms. The family has neither agricultural land nor any other regular source of
income.
The village Gandori is a small village which is on the distance of three km from the main town of
Batagram. A black top road was constructed some years back but now it was rough surfaced and
rifts were made due to flooding and heavy raining. Mostly the residents of the village were poor
after seeing the houses in the village which were small and kacha. Separate Primary schools were
available for boys and girls in the village. During illness or in any emergency the villagers rush
their patients to Batagram city for treatment as the village does not have such a facility where
cases of emergency could be dealt.
There is another potential beneficiary with discrepancy, Habib Nisa, in the household who is
daughter of Bibi Ziver Jan but she has not yet made a CNIC from NADRA, as she is under age.

2. Relationship with BISP
No one was included from Bibi Ziver Jana’s family under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash
grant scheme.
An enumerator of Pakistan Census Organization (PCO) had filled her Poverty Score Card (PSC)
form at the end of 2009 at her doorstep and issued her the acknowledgement slip. As a result of
the survey, her household declared as ineligible with discrepancy.
The family did not know about BISP Programmes in detail but they knew only that it is for poor
families. Moreover, she was unaware regarding the criteria of being an eligible or ineligible
beneficiary for cash grant but like many other of her locality, she considers BISP as a cash grant
for families with meagre economic resources.
The cash grant she received so far, was used for daily food stuff, and in future it will be used for
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the same purpose.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
As she was declared ineligible household but after introduction of right of appeal in the BISP
complaint mechanism, her brother-in-law got the information from BISP Tehsil Office Batagram
and pursued the case of Bibi Ziver Jana by submitting a copy of her CNIC along with an
application. The family was not fully aware regarding complaint redressal mechanism.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers version
The complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office, Batagram and filed an application along with a
copy of the beneficiary’s CNIC on 29th May 2012. The Assistant Complaints at BISP Tehsil
Office Batagram received his complaint, and processed the appeal for her eligibility through
CMS with appeal ID 10136123 (request type: eligibility appeal form, sub-request type:
ineligibility appeal).
The Assistant Complaints forwarded it to the supervisor for further action on his behalf. The
complaint was also entered in a manual register. The supervisor at BISP Tehsil Office
checked the complaint and recommended it for approval on the same date. According to BISP
Divisional Director Abbotabad, the complaint was accepted on 31 st May 2012. Her issue was
resolved within three days since the complaint was lodged.
The BISP websites shows that her request has been approved and her first instalment of
Rs3,000 has been generated on 30th June 2012 as of 12th September 2012 but delivery is not
made. Furthermore, the Mobile Banking Telco has also issued her a mobile for money
withdrawal in the mid of July 2012 on which she received Rs1,000.
b. Client’s version
Hazrat Din, brother-in-law of the beneficiary initiated the complaint by submitting a copy of
beneficiary’s CNIC at BISP Tehsil Office Batagram in May 2012. Assistant Complaints at
BISP Tehsil Office Batagram received his complaint for appeal but did not issue him the
acknowledgement slip or the complaint ID. He was told that the complaint would be solved
within a week. The complainant again visited the office after a week in order to pursue his
case where he was informed by Assistant Complaints that the appeal has been accepted and
bibi Ziver Jana will soon receive cash grants.
BISP Tehsil Office was on a distance of five km from his house, and he went there by foot.
The complainant was satisfied from BISP complaint redressal mechanism as his issue was
resolved in time.
After resolution of her case, she received Rs1,000 in August 2012 and did not receive any
further amount as of 12th September 2012. After withdrawing her money from easypaisa, she
received a message on her mobile which stated as “ID 346896324, You have successfully
withdrawn Rs1,000.00 from easypaisa account number Mobile Account No, 034297739616,
your new easypaisa account balance is Rs 0.00. The fee for this transaction is Rs40.00”. She
was hopeful that she will continue to receive further instalments.
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5. What we learned?
The complaint was filed at the BISP Tehsil Office Batagram on 29th May 2012, both Assistant
complaint and Assistant Director at BISP Office processed the appeal on the same date and at it
was accepted by the Divisional Director BISP Abbotabad on 31st May 2012. And consequently
her MO of Rs3,000 generated on 30th June 2012.
Mobile was issued almost two months later i.e. on 26th July 2012 from mobile telecom and in
result of that she received Rs1, 000 from mobile franchise in August 2012.
BISP website shows that her one MO of Rs3, 000 is the only generated MO on 30th June 2012 and
no further MOs generated, nor the website shows the status of delivery as either delivered or
undelivered as of 12th September 2012. There seems some misappropriation that her total amount
which the BISP website shows is Rs3,000 and after receiving Rs1,000 (the first and last amount
she withdrawn) from easypaisa her net balance was Rs 0.00
The website indicates another potential beneficiary on the roster of the family named Miss Habib
Nisa, who is underage girl and having no CNIC yet. She is the daughter of Bibi Ziver Jana and
getting education from a religious school.
BISP Tehsil Office Batagram, also maintains complaints record manually by entering
compliments of the complaint into a register with receipt dates. Keeping the complaints record
besides CMS is a good practice on their side. During electricity shut down, the officials can
provide information regarding the progress of the cases from the manual record, as well as it helps
to lodge the complaints later
The complainant was fully satisfied with the behaviour and cooperation of BISP Tehsil Office
Batagram staff. He was also appreciating BISP complaint redressal mechanism as his issue was
resolved just in a three days short time.
Before decentralization of CMS, most of the complainants do not get accurate and satisfactory
information regarding their complaints from BISP Offices and the complaints were pending for
months. But now the early and in time resolution of the complaints is due to the decentralization
of complaints redressal system, which deals and receives complaints at Tehsil level. Now BISP
officials at Tehsil and Divisional level can give fix timeframe to the complainants or any other
updates regarding the resolution of the complaints.

6. Recommendations







The data maintained at the BISP website should be reviewed so that to avoid contradiction in
the beneficiary profile and payment status.
In order to provide client friendly atmosphere and early resolution of grievances, number of
officials at Tehsil level should be increased especially in those areas where the numbers of
beneficiaries are greater in number.
Complainant whose complaints are resolved should be informed by Tehsil Office.
The BISP website should reflect mode of payment delivery, as currently there is a confusion
that the MO generated shall be delivered through Post Office or easypaisa or any other mean.
There should be some information on the website regarding the new mode of payment that
how much money will be coming each month.
The account balance at easy paisa and BISP website should be in the harmony to avoid
confusion and simultaneously be updated.
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G-Q2-KPK-16
Missing CNIC
Gul Sawa
Rasool Khan
Village Bella Adam Khan, Ajmeera District Bata Gram
1320232353368
2527996
12th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Gul Sawa W/O Rasool Khan, 27, is resident of village Bella Adam Khan, Ajmeera, Batagram.
She is an illiterate housewife who remains engage in her household domestic functions.
She has four daughters, a co-wife and her two sons who are roster with her on her Poverty Score
Card (PSC) form, thus the family consists of nine persons. The family dwells in a two Marla’s
rented house, having two small Kacha rooms, a kitchen in a corner without a bathroom, on annual
rent of Rs15, 000. The family fetches water from a neighbouring house where a water handpump
is installed in their courtyard. Her daughters enrolled in a nearby mosque and getting religious
education.
The beneficiary’s husband is working as a daily wager and his earnings are approximately Rs200
per day. The family has neither agricultural land nor any other regular source of income other
than his daily wage.
Her village Bella Adam Khan, Ajmeera was about 4km away from the main town of Batagram.
The road was narrow and Kacha that was leading to the village. The village was located in a
mountainous region and agricultural land was scarcely found therefore most of the villagers were
daily wagers. Majority of the people were poor therefore most of the houses were small and
Kacha. Schools were not available in the village and children of the village were attending
schools in the nearby village. Colleges and hospital were located at the main town of Batagram.
No drainage system and gas facilities were available, but the village was having electricity
connection.
Rasool Khan’s second wife Gulshan is also an eligible beneficiary in the same household and is
receiving BISP benefits.

2. Relationship with BISP
Gul Sawa and Gulshan from this household were not included under Parliamentarian Phase for
BISP cash grant scheme.
Gul Sawa’s Poverty Score Card (PSC) form was filled at the end of 2009 by a survey team of
Pakistan Census Organization (PCO) and as a result of the survey, she was declared as potential
beneficiary. At times of filling her PSC form at her doorstep, she did not have a CNIC. She
received an acknowledgment slip.
The family was not fully aware regarding BISP various programmes but they have an
understanding that it is a Benazir Scheme for poor families, which too they heard it in the village.
While they were unaware about the criteria of being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant but like
many other their locality, they considered BISP as a cash grant for poor and needy families like
them.
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The family did not know about the complaint redressal mechanism but they came to know about
the discrepancy after informing by a notable of the village, who guided them to visit BISP Tehsil
Office Batagram where they lodged a formal complaint.
The amount she has received so far, was used on purchase of food stuff and in future it will again
be used for daily food items and children education.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
A notable of the village received a list, from BISP Tehsil Office Batagram, of those beneficiaries
who were eligible but were having discrepancies, in which her name was also included. So she
was informed by the notable to visit BISP Tehsil Office Batagram to remove the discrepancy by
submitting Gul Sewa’s CNIC copy.
At the time of survey, her CNIC was not inserted in her PSC form as her CNIC was not issued by
NADRA, though latter she had made. After receiving instructions from the notable, Sewa’s
husband Rasool khan visited BISP Tehsil Office Batagram and submitted a photo copy of Gul
Sawa CNIC and lodged the complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers version
Complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office Batagram and filed an application along with a copy
of his wife’s CNIC on 13th June 2012 for CNIC updates. The Assistant Complaints processed
the complaint through CMS under complaint ID 10180278 and forwarded to supervisor for
further action, on the same date of the complaint lodged. Besides CMS, the gist of the
complaint was also recorded in the manual register maintained in the office with accurate
receiving date. One week time was given to the complainant for its resolution.
Assistant Director BISP Btagram after checking the complaint and its enclosures accepted the
request and was further marked to Approver for approval on 14th June 2012. Divisional
Director BISP Office Abbotabad checked accepted the request for CNIC updates on19 th June
2012. The complainant did not visit again to follow up his case as it was solved within a
week. The complaint was resolved and her first payment was generated on 30 th June 2012,
and mobile was also issued by mobile telecom on 29th August 2012.
b. Client’s version
After the family was informed by the notable in the village, beneficiary’s husband Mr. Rasool
Khan visited BISP Tehsil Office Batagram and filed a complaint in June 2012, which was
received by the Assistant Complaints and processed through the CMS. The complainant was
advised that after a week the grievance would be redressed. The complainant visited just once
to BISP Tehsil Office Batagram which is on a distance of 4km from the village which cost
him no amount as he went by foot but if he hired a vehicle that would have cost him Rs300
per visit. The complainant was satisfied with BISP staff as well of the CMS, as his issue was
resolved in time.

5. What we Learnt?
The family did not know regarding her eligibility, but a local notable got a list of those eligible
beneficiaries of the village with discrepancies. A notable called Sewa’s husband and advised him
to file a complaint along with a copy of his wife’s CNIC at BISP Tehsil Office Batagram.
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CNIC numbers of the potential beneficiary were missing in the PSC form, when she was informed
by the local notable then her husband lodged the complaint and followed the instructions.
The complaint was resolved within one week of the lodging under CMS.
A positive move was observed on the part of BISP Tehsil Office Batagram that Beside CMS, a
proper register was maintained with receiving dates, addresses, CNIC numbers and other relevant
entries.
A gap of communication existed, as the issue was resolved on 19th June 2012 but the mobile was
issued on 29th August 2012 almost two and a half months later. Two days later after receiving the
mobile Rs1,000 were generated in her account which she received on 31st August 2012 from easy
paisa shop. The said amount which has been already received by the beneficiary but nothing is
displayed regarding this amountat the BISP website yet as of 12th September 2012.
Further one thing needs to be pointed out here that website indicates one MO Rs3, 000 which was
generated on 30th June 2012, now here is a confusion that whether the easypaisa has given
Rs1,000 from the generated Rs3,000 or that Rs1,000 which she received through easypaisa is a
different amount.
In both cases, BISP website does not indicate details. The payment detail status not updated at the
BISP website and not marked as delivered/undelivered as of 12th September 2012. On the other
hand, complainant was advised by the BISP Tehsil Office that Pakistan Post would deliver the
amount which was generated in June 2012.
The complainant having another wife named Gulshan roster on her form, who is also BISP
beneficiary and getting BISP cash grant benefits having the same story as of Gul Sawa.
Before decentralization of CMS, mostl of the complainants do not get accurate and satisfactory
information regarding their complaints from the BISP Offices. Hundreds of complaints were
pending since months. But now the complaints are getting resolved in weeks after the launching
of CMS, which are restoring public trust.
Speedy and timely resolution of the complaints is due to the decentralization of complaints
redressal system, which deals and receives complaints at Tehsil level. Now BISP Officials at
Tehsil and Divisional level can give fix time frame to the complainants or any other updates
regarding the resolution of the complaints.

6. Recommendations




In order to provide client friendly atmosphere and early resolution of grievances, number of
officials at Tehsil level should be increased in those areas where numbers of beneficiaries are
greater in number.
There should be an automated response once the complaint is resolved and payment
generated. The response should go to the relevant Tehsil Office and the beneficiary so that
she could be informed at earliest.
The payment details at the BISP websites should be in harmony with new payment modes and
show the generated and delivered/received amount.
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G-Q2-KPK-17
Duplicate Household
Bazaa Bibi
Noor Rehman
Village Dhodial Batagram Road Mansehara
1320107512378
0582004 & 6587125
13th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Bazaa Bibi wife of Noor Rehman, 32, is an illiterate house wife. She has two sons and a daughter
who live with her in a three Packa rooms house of seven Marla’s, at the rent of Rs4,000 per
month, at village Dhodial Batagram Road Mansehra. The house has a kitchen and a bathroom.
The family has no regular source of income except her husband Noor Rehman who is working as
a daily wager and earns approximately Rs. 200 – 300 a day. Moreover the family does not have
agricultural land. Her children attend a government school in the same village. She is unable to
provide quality education to her children due meager economic resources.
Her house is at a distance of half km from the Batagram Road Mansehra, though had no proper
link road to her house which could connect her house to the main road. Basic facilities of life are
not available within her household premises as for instance, clean drinking water, gas and
drainage system. She fetches water from the nearby springs in pitchers on her head. During
emergency or illness they take patients to Mansehra city for treatment.

2. Relationship with BISP
Bazaa bibi did not qualify for the Parliamentarian Phase of the programme. Two separate Poverty
Score cards were filled for her. One was filled by Pakistan Census Organization (PCO) in her
native town of Batagram in 2009, facilitated by her husband. While the second PSC form was
filled SRSP at village Dhodial Mansehra at the end of 2010, facilitated by her. She was not aware
that filling two forms would create problem for her. Though she had the acknowledgement slip
both the acknowledgements were issued.
She did not receive any letter of intimation from BISP regarding her status. She does not know
anything about BISP except that it’s a government programme through which government is
giving money to poor families through BISP. She intends to use the cash grant money in daily
expenses of her household.
The family neither knows regarding BISP different programmes nor the eligibility criteria of
being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant. They just consider that it is for poor families.
She did not know about complaint redressal mechanism but she came to know about the
discrepancy after visiting BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra when she wanted to check her status
where she filed a formal complaint.
The amount she has received so far is used on purchase of food stuff and in future it will be used
for the same purpose.
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3. How Complaint/Grievance Emerged
When she came to know that other beneficiaries in the surrounding areas started receiving the
BISP money, then she visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra to enquire about the money. Her
status was checked by Assistant Complaints, who found that two forms were filled for her at two
different places, which has caused the discrepancy. Form no. 0582004 bears the address of her
Native town Batagram with PMT 26.10, while the second form no. 6587125 which was filled at
Dhodial Mansehra declared her potential beneficiary but with discrepancy because of the first
filled form. Thus the household was marked as duplicate household. The Assistant Complaints
advised her that she would have to cancel one form by lodging a complaint through CMS.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s Version
The beneficiary had visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra on 5 th July 2012 and submitted an
application, along with a copy of her CNIC for removal of the duplication. The Assistant
Complaints received the documents and lodged the complaint under CMS for cancelling her
first PSC form on the same date but its acknowledgement slip with complaint ID 10244741
was not issued to her.
The Assistant Director at BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra accepted the request and forwarded it
to the Divisional Director BISP for Approval. Approver (Divisional Director BISP
Abbotabad) checked the credentials and approved her request on 9th July 2012. Thus her
request was accepted, her second form was cancelled, issue was resolved and the process took
almost four days.
Interestingly the BISP website shows the payment box, but with no amount as of 13th
September 2012 which seems to be a technical problem.
b. Client version
Bazaa Bibi herself visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra to know her status of eligibility on 5 th
July 2012. The Assistant complaints checked her status and he directed the beneficiary to
submit an application along with a copy of her CNIC.
The application was then submitted in BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra on 5th July 2012. Her
application was received by Assistant complaints and processed it through CMS though did
not receive the acknowledgement slip. The application was kept in a file as well and she was
advised that her issue would have been resolved in a week, so she can check after the expiry
of a week time.
When she visited again after some days her issue was resolved. The beneficiary visited BISP
Tehsil Office Mansehra two times, which is on a distance of 20km from the village, for which
she used public transport. Each visit cost her Rs100. The beneficiary was satisfied with BISP
staff as well as from BISP complaint redressal mechanism as her issue was resolved in time.
After receiving her BDC card, she received Rs3,000 on 24th August 2012 through her BDC
but BISP website does not show any amount generated as of 13th September 2012.
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5. What We Learnt
The instant complaint was initiated by the beneficiary at BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra, Assistant
complaint processed the case through CMS. The application was kept in complaints file and
assured the beneficiary that her issue would have been resolved in a week so she can check her
after the expiry of a week time. The Assistant Complainant did not issue her the
acknowledgement slip with complaint ID.
Supervisor also processed and forwarded it on the same day and finally it was approved and her
second form was cancelled by the Approver on its fourth day. The whole process was smooth,
speedy and according to BISP standard procedure except the Complaint ID which was not given
to the complainant.
BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra adopted a parallel method of preserving complaints record beside
CMS as the complaints are kept in a separate file. The record in hard copy are also due to the fact
that some time they are not able to process the complaints instantly, due to load shedding, so they
have to process such cases through CMS, once their connectivity becomes possible.
Further it was pointed out that the beneficiary received her BDC at her next visit at BDC Center
Mansehra on 16th August 2012, almost a month later, after the resolution of her issue. It is
observed that such delays are taking place due to a gap of communication between BISP Data
Base and NADRA Data Base.
As the BDC was issued on 16th August 2012, and the beneficiary withdrew her first instalment of
Rs3, 000 on 24th August 2012, immediately after Eid holidays, but BISP website does not show
her payments, only a proforma is shown on website as of 13th September 2012.
The family left the native village of Allai and is now settled at village Dhodial District Mansehra,
some years back, due to the earthquake of October 2005. As earthquake has destroyed their house
and they could not bear the expenses of construction, so they have to shift somewhere else and
live in a rented house.
The staff at BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra was cooperative and helpful as the beneficiary was
satisfied with their professional dealing. The beneficiary was happy with BISP complaint
redressal mechanism as the issue was resolved just in a week.
Decentralisation of CMS, benefited the beneficiaries/ complainants, as the complaints which were
not solved in months now it is solving in some days. Bulk of complaints is decreasing day by day
as most of the complaints are solved by the concerned BISP Tehsil Offices in its respective
jurisdictions.

6. Recommendations



Once a complaint get resolve and payment generated then the Tehsil Office and the
beneficiary/complainant should receive an automated response.
The website should be updated and harmonized with BDC payment, as currently the website
does not show any amount in this case.
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G-Q2-KPK-18
Missing CNIC
Amna Bibi
Abdul Ghafoor
Muhallah Michan Khel union council Lakki Marwat 2 Tehsil
and District Lakki Marwat
1120142220702
17779105
13th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Amna BiBi wife of Abdul Ghafoor is a 32 years old illiterate house wife, living in Muhallah
Michan Khel Tehsil and District Lakki Marwat. She was has fourchildren (one son and three
daughters) at the time of survey in 2009. Now she gave birth to two more sons Muhammad and
Ahmad which were not included in the BISP roster at times of survey.
Her husband is working as driver in D I Khan. His income is not enough to meet the family
expenses therefore Amna Bibi also helps her husband. She works in the neighbouring houses. In
one of the houses where she works there is a female teacher at government school who pays her
Rs500 per month with lunch. In April 2012, she stopped working because she was expecting a
child that month. Now because she is a feeding mother therefore she does not work and only look
after her son Ahmad.
She is living in a five Marla rented house (Rs1500/month) since 2007. Her house is located in
Muhallah Michan Khel located less than a half kilometer away from Lakki Marwat Main Bazaar.
Her house is having two Kaccha rooms and no kitchen and bath facility. She uses a corner of the
house as a kitchen. The other corner is being used for open defecation.
Her house is located in the center of irregularly designed streets. There is no drainage system in
Muhallah. Dumps of heaps, unpleasant smell and mosquitoes in the stagnant kaccha sanitation
channel which was in the street where the beneficiary lived. Like all others, her house has no gas
facility but electrified.
She sent her children Kainat and Akhtar Munir to nearby Government Primary School. She
considers education important for progress. She was inspired from a female school teacher who
was living in her neighbourhood and where she was working as a maid.

2. Relationship with BISP
She was not a potential beneficiary in the Parliamentarian Phase. In September 2009survey team
visited her home. Her neighbouring relative provided her household information at her door step
to the survey team. She received acknowledgments when her PSC form got filled. She has been
declared as potential beneficiary by BISP.
She knows BISP through television promotions and women in the neighbourhood. She considers
it a government scheme in the name of Benazir. She does not know much about BISP except that
it helps poor. She intended to spend the Cash Grant money in paying the house rent and children’s
school expenses.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
She considers herself eligible beneficiary. After the completion of survey, someone guided her
husband to check her status through internet. Upon checking her status he found her eligible but
on that occasion he was not told that she is having discrepancy.
She started thinking there was some problem when other beneficiaries started receiving money. In
March 2012 when Pakistan Post was distributing money in the locality she developed concerns
about her payment that why it is not forthcoming. Her husband visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki
Marwat and inquired about the problem.
At BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat, Assistant Complaints explained him that there is
discrepancy with his wife as her CNIC was not registered at times of survey though she had her
CNIC issued at times of survey but was not available on that occasion. He guided him that he
needs to produce her wife CNIC to lodge a complaint and redress the issue.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
On 19th March 2012, Complainant Abdul Ghafoor (husband of Amna BiBi) visited BISP
Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat. He submitted CNIC of Amna BiBi along with an application for
CNIC update and removal of discrepancy. Assistant Complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Lakki
Marwat registered his complaint. No Acknowledgment Slip was given to him for his
complaint. BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat was not issuing complaint IDs to beneficiaries
due to excessive work load though they keep in their record.
The complaint has been registered through CMS and Complaint Unique ID generated for this
case as 10027995. Assistant Complaints forwarded his complaint to Assistant Director BISP
Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat on the same day of receiving the complaint. Assistant Director
BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat approved the complaint and forwarded to the Approver.
Record of the date of approval and sending to Approver by Assistant Director is not
maintained neither in the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat nor does the CMS website have
this facility. The Approver accepted the request on 9th April 2012 and Amna Bibi’s CNIC has
been added to the BISP roster and the discrepancy is removed.
Amna Bib’s first instalment of cash grant has been generated on 30 th June 2012. In the
payment detail the first instalment was still undelivered as of 30 August 2012.
b. Client’s version
Amna Bibi was of the view that in early 2012, Pakistan Post started distribution of money in
her area Michan Khel. The Post Man delivered money to many beneficiaries in the Muhallah
but she was ignored. Six months before (March 2012) her husband visited BISP Tehsil Office
Lakki Marwat, who was told by the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat staff to bring CNIC of
your wife to get the money.
She did not visit BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat herself to file complaint because she does
not understand much, being illiterate. Moreover at that time she was pregnant too. BISP
Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat registered her complainant and no Acknowledgment Slip given
to her.
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“Complaint has been lodged six month before but still I am not receiving money. I never ever
visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat. My husband is doing all the things” said Amna
Bibi as of 30th August 2012 when she was interviewed by the TPE team.
The Complainant visited twice to BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat, once to know the
problem and second to submit Amna bib’s CNIC. He visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki
Marwat because it’s the nearest and the only BISP Office in the city. BISP Tehsil Office
Lakki Marwat is about 1.5 km away from her house. Complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office
Lakki Marwat in rickshaw which cost him Rs30 one side.
She is not satisfied with the complaint mechanism because she has been declared as eligible
but still waits to receive the amount as of 13th September 2012.

5. What We Learned?
BISP survey was conducted by SRSP in 2009 in Lakki Marwat district. When the Survey Team
visited Amna BiBi house, her husband was not at home. She asked her relative in the
neighbourhood to assist her in giving household information to the Survey Team. At the time of
survey she was not having her CNIC on spot therefore; one the CNIC of her husband was inserted
in the family roster.
Later on her husband checked her eligibility status through internet in Lakki Marwat city and was
informed that Amna Bibi is an eligible beneficiary but was not told that she is having a
discrepancy as well. He was not aware of the discrepancy (missing CNIC of Amna BiBi). When
the other eligible beneficiaries started receiving their money from Pakistan Post, Amna Bibi got
worried about her cash grant. Her husband visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat in March
2012. BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat explained to him the nature of discrepancy and asked
him to submit the copy of CNIC of Amna BiBi. He submitted a copy of CNIC along with written
application in BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat. He did not receive Acknowledgment Slip for
this complaint.
The grievance is solved in 20 days and payment generated in 81 days on 30 June 2012. 60 days
have been lapsed since the payment has been generated (MO2020672) but her instalment has not
been delivered to her as of 30 August 2012.
BISP has done its job well, removed the discrepancy in 20 days and generated payment in 81
days. The payment delivery seems delayed by the Pakistan Post.
She is not satisfied with the policy of the programme. She thinks that eligibility criterion is not
just. She considers this cash grant scheme is only for the poor people. She said that even people
with good income are also receiving money from BISP but payment to poor like her is still
pending.
In the instant case the beneficiary is eligible, her complaint is properly lodged, processed,
resolved, and payment is also generated but not delivered, which raised questions in the minds of
beneficiaries about the effectiveness of the complaint mechanism.

6. Recommendations


It is recommended in this particular case that Pakistan Post should improve its quality of
services as 60 days have been passed since payment has been generated as on 30 June 2012
but the payment has not yet been delivered to her as of 30th August 2012 when the beneficiary
was interviewed.
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The BISP should establish a direct link with millions of beneficiaries through effective
communication tools in local languages of the region. This will help create basis for further
comprehensive intervention.
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G-Q2-KPK-19
Missing CNIC
Shah Zeen
Malik Muhammad Zareen
Village Saryan Dharm Pani, P/O Sarai Naimat Khan Hari
Pur
1330289305386
30319769
13th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Shah Zeen D/O Malik Muhammad Zareen, 21, unmarried, is residing in village Saryan Dharm
Pani Sarai Naimat Khan, district Haripur. She has recived primary education and helps her mother
in her household activities.
Her mother was divorced by her father after second marriage. Shahzeen and her sister live with
her father and step-mother. She is having three step-brothers and two step-sisters, thus the family
consists of nine persons. The family is residing in eight Marla’s Kacha house. The house has
three Kacha rooms, a bathroom and a kitchen in a corner of the house. The boundary wall and the
infrastructure of the house were very old. The family fetches water from a tap of a tube well
which was in their vicinity. Her younger step sisters and brothers are attending the nearby
government school of the village. She and her sister had not continued their education, after
completion of their primary. As in the village there was no middle school and the family could not
afford their education expenses outside the village.
Her father is working as a daily wager who earns approximately Rs300 a day. The family has
neither agricultural land nor other regular source of income except the mentioned source.
Village Saryan Dharm Pani was located in a mountainous range, around 10km from the main
town of Hari Pur. The path that the villagers were using was a road was narrow and kacha and
crossing through a flood channel. Most of the villagers were daily wagers and some were in
farming sector. There was a primary school for boys and girls each. . Colleges and hospital were
on a distance of about 10km, located at the main town of Hari Pur. The village was not having
basic facilities as for instance a drainage system, gas pipelines, road and clean drinking water in
each home, though the village had electricity line but were having extensive load shedding.
Her step-mother Kalsoom Bibi is an eligible beneficiary and getting BISP benefits. Her sister
Afsheen was also a potential beneficiary but she is unmarried and could not get BISP benefits.
When she and her sister updated their CNICs in BISP their names from the category of BISP
potential beneficiaries removed.

2. Relationship with BISP
Shah Zeen was not a potential beneficiary under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant
scheme.
SRSP conducted the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey by the end of 2010 and as a result she was
declared as a potential beneficiary. After filling her PSC form by the team, she was issued an
acknowledgment slip.
The family was unaware regarding BISP various programmes but they knew it, that it is Benazir
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Scheme for poor families, which they heard it in the village. They did not know regarding the
criteria of being an eligible beneficiary for the scheme, they considered BISP as a financial
support for poor and needy families like them.
The family having no idea of complaint redressal mechanism but they came to know regarding
her discrepancy after receiving BISP letter through which they were informed to submit a copy of
her CNIC. Soon after she lodged a formal complaint as was guided through the letter.
If she receives BISP cash grant amount, it will be used for the education of her younger brothers
and sisters.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Though her step mother was receiving cash grant instalments, they were not aware regarding
Shah Zeen’s declaration of being a potential beneficiary for cash grant scheme. They came to
know about the Shah Zeen status when they receive the BSIP letter. The BISP letter also guided
her to remove the discrepancy by submitting her CNIC in the nearest BISP Office.
At the time of survey, the team did not register her CNIC as it was not issued by NADRA. After
receiving the intimation letter from BISP, she applied with NADRA for CNIC in November 2011
and issued in February 2012. After receiving her CNIC, Kalsoom Bibi visited BISP Tehsil Office
Hari Pur and submitted a photo copy of Shah Zeen’s CNIC and lodged the complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur and initiated a complaint by submitting an
application along with a copy of her daughter’s CNIC on 16th March 2012. The Assistant
Complaints received her complaint, processed it through CMS with complaint ID10005557.
The complaint was then forwarded to Supervisor for acceptance, on the same date. Besides
CMS, the main compliments of the complaint were also recorded in the manual register,
which was maintained in the office.
One week time was given to the complainant for its resolution as usually they are giving one
week to such complaints. Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur, after checking the
complaint and its enclosures thoroughly, accepted it and recommended for approval on 16 th
March 2012. Approver BISP Divisional Office Abbotabad approved her request by updating
her CNIC in her roster on 19th March 2012. As a matter of fact she was unmarried therefore
her name was removed from the category of being Potential Beneficiary. The complainant did
not visit again for follow up of her case as it was solved within five days.
b. Client’s version
When the family was informed through BISP discrepancy letter, Shah Zeen’s step mother
Kalsoom Bibi visited BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur and filed an application along with a copy
of Shah Zeen’s CNIC in April 2012 (though record of BISP shows that she visited in March
for complaint lodging). Her application was received by the Assistant Complaints and
processed the case through complaint redressal system though did not receive the
acknowledgement slip. She was given a week’s time for its resolution. The complainant
visited BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur two times which is at the distance of 10km from her
village and expenses incurred her Rs200 per visit.
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The complainant was satisfied with BISP staff behaviour at office but showed concerns over
her disqualification as a potential beneficiary, as before the complaint submission BISP
declared her a potential beneficiary. She was still hopeful for the release of cash grant.

5. What we learnt?
The family came to know about her inclusion as potential beneficiary once they received the
intimation letter. The letter intimated the CNIC discrepancy and guided her to visit BISP Office
for removal of the discrepancy. When she followed the whole process, she hoped that her issue
will be resolved but was removed from the category of potential beneficiary.
She thinks that she was wrongly declared ineligible even when she had received a letter signed by
the BISP Chairperson.
Her other sister Afsheen Bibi was also declared a potential beneficiary for BISP cash grant,
having the similar story.
BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur was maintaining the complaint records manually in a separate
register besides CMS, in which receiving dates, addresses, CNIC numbers and other relevant
entries were recorded.
The complainant expressed satisfaction over the behaviour and dealing of BISP Tehsil Office
Hari Pur staff but not satisfied from the process, as she did not know regarding BISP requirements
for the cash grant scheme.

6. Recommendations




In order to avoid unnecessary hopes, BISP officials should tell the truth to those beneficiaries/
complainants at the time of launching of the complaint, who are having no chances of being
an eligible beneficiary or even such things shall be clearly mentioned in the intimation letter
they are receiving.
Public awareness campaign should be launched to avoid such confusion that whether
unmarried women would not be declared eligible in any case.
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G-Q2-KPK-20
CNIC Updates
Nagina
Ikhlaq
Maqbool Jan
Village Talhad, P/O Sarai Naimat Khan Hari Pur
1330233626286
63339881
14th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Nagina W/O Ikhlaq, 26, is the resident of village Talhad P/O Sarai Naimat Khan, Hari Pur. She is
a house wife and remains engaged in handling her household activities.
Nagina has two children, a daughter and a son. They have a joint family system therefore eight
other members are also roster with her on her form, thus the family consists of twelve persons.
The family is settled in five Marla’s Kacha old house, which has three kacha rooms but without a
bathroom and kitchen. Her family fetches water from the nearby springs. Nagina’s children are
not at school going age.
Her husband, Ikhlaq is working as a daily wager who earns approximately Rs200 per day, while
Ikhlaq another brother Ishtiaq is working as a waiter in a hotel who gets Rs6,000 per month.,
which is the whole family net earnings. The family has neither agricultural land nor other regular
source of income other than the mentioned one.
Village Talhad was a remote and backward area, even had no proper road. The kacha road
between village Talhad andSarai Naimat khan was passing in the mid of the flood water course
which flows from the nearby mountainous range. It was used as road.
Village Talhad was around 15km away from the main town of Hari Pur. Though the road from
Sarai Naimat Khan to Haripur Town was black top though single and narrow. Most of the
villagers were daily wagers and some were attached with farming profession. Primary schools
were available for boys and girls in the village. Colleges and hospital were on a distance of about
15km which were located at the main town of Haripur. No basic facilities were available in the
household like drainage system, gas, drinking water and even an electricity connection.
Two other beneficiaries Maqbool Jan and Azima Bibi from her household are getting BISP cash
grant amount.

2. Relationship with BISP
The complainant and no one else from her family were beneficiaries under Parliamentarian Phase.
Her Poverty Score Card form was filled by SRSP at the end of 2010, its acknowledgement was
issued. Three women were declared as potential beneficiaries for BISP cash grant, in the
household including Nagina.
The family was aware regarding BISP programmes and they knew that it is government scheme
for poor families, which they heard it from the villagers. They have no idea about the criteria of
being an eligible beneficiary for the scheme. They considered BISP as a financial help of the
poor and needy families.
The family did not have any idea of complaint redressal system but they came to know regarding
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her discrepancy after receiving BISP letter, through which they were informed to submit a copy of
her CNIC to remove the discrepancy.
If she receives BISP cash grant amount, it will be used for having food stuff and other daily usage
items for the house hold.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
She received BISP discrepancy letter in which she was informed about being a potential
beneficiary but with CNIC discrepancy and was instructed to remove it by visiting the nearest
BISP Office.
Her CNIC was not inserted in her PSC form at the time of filling of the PSC form as she did have
CNIC. After receiving the BISP letter, she applied for CNIC with NADRA in
November/December 2011 and consequently received her CNIC in March 2012 by paying a
normal fee of Rs300. Soon after receiving the CNIC, her mother-in-law, Maqbool Jan took her
CNIC copy and visited BISP Tehsil Office Haripur and lodged a complaint for removal of
discrepancy.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
An application along with a copy of Nagina’s CNIC was received by the Assistant Complaint
from the complainant at BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur on 17th April 2012. Assistant
Complaints processed it through complaint Management System (CMS) with complaint ID
10040510 and forwarded it to supervisor for further process, on the same date of complaint
lodging. Its compliments were also recorded in a manual register besides CMS.
Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur checked the complaint and its enclosures and
after acceptance recommended it for approval on the same date. Divisional Director BISP
Office Abbotabad (Approver) accepted the request for CNIC update on 20 th April 2012 and
her first MO generated on 30th June 2012. She is still waiting to be paid, as of 14th September
2012.
b. Client’s version
Nagina followed the instructions mentioned in the BISP letter and applied for CNIC and
received it in March 2012. After receiving her CNIC her mother-in-law Maqbool Jan took her
CNIC copy and visited BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur.
The complainant was assured early resolution without giving a fix time frame for its disposal.
The complainant did not receive the complaint ID or acknowledgment slip which she could
use for follow up.
The complainant visited almost eleven times BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur which is on the
distance of 15km from her village. The expenses she incurred were Rs320 for a round trip.
The complainant was satisfied with BISP staff behaviour. They were not fully satisfied as
they did not know regarding the resolution of her case as of 4th September 2012 when she was
interviewed.
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5. What we Learnt?
Her complaint was lodged through CMS and her data updated and her issue resolved but still at
times of interview she was not aware whether her issue has been resolved or not. BISP Tehsil
Office Hari Pur told the TPE team that Nagina’s grievance has been redressed BDC has been
issued and Rs3, 000 has also been delivered. On the other hand, the beneficiary pointed out that
she neither received the BDC nor the amount and even she was not aware that her complaint has
been resolved.
According to BISP website, Nagina’s first payment has been generated on June 30th, 2012 after
her grievance redressed but as of September 14, 2012, it is not delivered yet.
Complaint receiving date at BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur and other dates regarding the process of
the complaint were given as 7th April, which were recorded in a manual register, but when her
status was checked at BISP website, the dates were different, as 17th and 20th April 2012. It seems
that the case first registered manually on April 7th and later recorded under CMS on April 17,
2012.
BISP Tehsil Office Hari Pur was maintaining complaints record besides CMS, in which receiving
dates, addresses, CNIC numbers and other relevant entries were noted.
Communication gap was observed, as her roster was updated by insertion of her CNIC numbers in
the mid of April 2012 and the payment was generated by the end of June 2012.
The complainant expressed her satisfaction over the behaviour and dealing of BISP Tehsil Office
Hari Pur staff. But she was not fully satisfied from the process, as she did not know regarding the
disposal of her complaint till her interview was done by TPE team.
The BISP website creates confusion in cases of those beneficiaries whose MOs have been
generated in June 2012 and has also received the BDC payment in the same month.

6. Recommendations






Steps should be taken to harmonise the data displayed at the BISP website with payment
details.
BISP should inform the complainants whose complaints have been resolved and they are
waiting for the payments to deliver.
The CMS does not show correct dates at different levels of a complaint process till approval
therefore the software should be updated.
There should be clear guidelines to the BISP staff to inform the beneficiaries about the
payment delivery timeframe.
The BISP website should reflect some policy guidelines as why this happened and then
onward what shall be the process for their future payment.
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G-Q2-KPK-21
Missing CNIC
Shakeela Bibi
Abdul Sattar
Bazorgay, Tehsil Oghi, Mansehra
1350421766308
6360797
14th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Shakeela Bibi W/O Abdul Sattar, 27, is the resident of Bazorgay Tehsil Oghi, Mansehra. As an
illiterate housewife, she remains engage in her household domestic activities.
The beneficiary has three daughters and four sons who are roster with her on her form, thus the
family consists of nine persons. The family dwells in ten Marlas house which is having two kacha
rooms, but with no kitchen and bathroom facility. The beneficiary fetches water from the springs
on her head. Her children are attending the government school.
The beneficiary’s husband is working as a daily wager and his earnings are approximately Rs200
per day. The family has neither agricultural land nor other regular source of income other than the
mentioned one.
Beneficiary’s house was located at a distance of about 2km from the main town of Oghi. There
was no road that was leading from the main town towards her house, as the house was located at
the peak of the nearby mountains range.
Majority of the people in the outskirts of the town were poor therefore most of the houses were
small and kacha. Schools were not available in the surroundings and children were going to
schools which were located in the town. Colleges and hospital were on a distance of 2kms at the
main town of Oghi. No basic facilities were available like drainage system, gas and drinking
water, though the village was having electricity line.

2. Relationship with BISP
Shakeela Bibi was not included under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant scheme. Poverty
Score Card (PSC) form was filled for the beneficiary at the end of 2010 by a survey team of
Sarhad Rural Support Program (SRSP) who issued her the acknowledgement slip at her doorstep.
After completion of the survey she was declared as potential beneficiary.
The family knew nothing regarding BISP programme. They knew only that it is for poor families,
which they heard in the village. They were unaware about the criteria of being an eligible
beneficiary for cash grant but like many others of their locality, they were of the view that their
family is poor and the poor are receiving financial support from BISP.
The family did not know about complaint redressal mechanism but they heard it from the
neighbouring people that BISP Tehsil Office Oghi was making the payments. Her husband visited
BISP Tehsil Office Oghi, where they came to know about the discrepancy and lodged a formal
complaint.
The amount she has received so far, used on purchase of food stuff and in future it will be used
for the same purpose.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When some other women in their surroundings were getting BISP amounts, the beneficiary
thought that why she is not receiving the amount from BISP. Her husband visited BISP Tehsil
Office Oghi for payment to his wife. He was told by Assistant Complaints that his wife CNIC was
missing in the Poverty Score Card (PSC). The missing CNIC caused her the discrepancy. The
Assistant Complaints further told him that the payments would be generated once the discrepancy
is removed by submitting his wife CNIC copy.
At the time of PSC survey, Shakeela’s CNIC number was not inserted in her PSC form as she did
not have CNIC. Later, she had made it in two months in February 2012 after paying the normal
fee which cost her Rs300. Her husband Abdul Sattar took her CNIC and visited BISP Tehsil
Office Oghi and submitted a copy of Shakeela Bibi’s CNIC and lodged a formal complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The Assistant Complaints BISP Tehsil Office Oghi received Shakeela’s complaint for CNIC
update on 24th April 2012. Assistant Complaints processed through Complaint Management
System (complaint ID 10056478) and forwarded it to the supervisor for further process on the
same date. The complaint was also recorded in a manual register which was maintained by
the Assistant complaints.
The complaint was further processed by the concerned Assistant Director of BISP Tehsil
Office Oghi, who accented the request and forwarded the complaint to the Approver on the
same day of receipt. Divisional Director BISP Abbotabad accepted the request for CNIC
updates on 26th April 2012.
The complainant was advised that he could enquire regarding the resolution of his complaint
after a week. Thus the grievance was redressed and her request accepted in just two days.
Though she has been issued a BDC card and first payment has been withdrawn but as of 14 th
September, 2012, the BISP website is not reflecting payment details.
b. Client’s version
Shakeela’s husband Abdul Sattar visited BISP Tehsil Office Oghi and initiated a complaint by
submitting an application along with a copy of beneficiary’s CNIC in April 2012. He was
advised to visit after a week, as till then the grievance would have been redressed. The
complainant visited just once to BISP Tehsil Office Oghi which is on a distance of 2kms from
the village.
The complainant was satisfied with BISP staff as well of CMS as his issue was resolved in
time. After her complaint redressed she also received the BDC card and so the first instalment
of Rs3, 000 was withdrawn via BDC.

5. What we learnt?
The family did not know regarding her eligibility/ineligibility, but when other women in their
neighbourhood were getting the amount, her husband checked her status from the BISP Tehsil
Office Oghi and came to know regarding the CNIC discrepancy.
Benazir Debit Card (BDC) issued to the beneficiary and she withdrew her first instalment of
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Rs3,000, but not displayed at the BISP website, as her payment status is blank.
A manual register was also maintained at BISP Tehsil Office Oghi in which entries were made
regarding complaints, which were received at the said office.
The Assistant complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Oghi pointed out that those cases which are
getting clear through CMS, their update at NADRA data base takes more than normal time, for
issuance of BDC card, and their updates some time takes up to 15 days.
Speedy and timely resolution of the complaints is due to the decentralisation of complaints
management system, which deals and receives complaints at Tehsil level. Now BISP Officials at
Tehsil and Divisional level can give fix timeframe to the complainants or any other updates
regarding the resolution of the complaints.

6. Recommendations




Once a complaint gets resolved and payment generated, the Tehsil Office and the beneficiary
should receive an automated response about the complaint status and payments details, if any.
The payment details at the BISP websites should be in harmony with new payment modes and
show the generated and delivered amount.
The dates given in the CMS should be in harmony with the process and, need uniformity.
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G-Q2-KPK-22
CNIC Update
Fatama Isha
Khalid Lateef
Muhallah Michan Khel union council Lakki Marwat 2
Tehsil and District Lakki Marwat
1120142220702
17779105
14th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Fatama Isha (CNIC Fatma Bibi) wife of Khalid Lateef is a 23 years old woman. Fatama is
illiterate and she is living in Muhallah Saeed Khel near Haji Baba Masjid Tehsil and District
Lakki Marwat.
She is the mother of a son Hasnain whose age is fourteen months. Her husband is also illiterate
and works as tailor in a nearby market. She lives in a ten Marla pakka house, which is the
property of her father in law. There are five rooms in the house, though only one is occupied by
Fatima Bibi. Kitchen and bathroom facility is available in the house which is shared by all the
family members. She lives in a joint family along with her parents-in-law and four brothers-inlaw and a sister-in-law.
Her house is located at a distance of half a kilometer from the main Lakki Marwat bazaar.
Electricity is available but gas facility is not available. Drainage system is in bad condition. The
level of the street is above the level of her house which becomes a serious problem for the
household during rainy season.
Government primary school is located at a distance of about 0.5 kilometers from her house. Lakki
Marwat city hospital is the nearest health facility which is at a distance of about two kilometer.

2. Relationship with BISP
Fatama Isha was not declared as an eligible beneficiary in the first phase. The PSC survey in
Lakki Marwat was conducted by PPAF in October 2009. At the time of survey, she was not
married and was in her mother home. The survey team visited her doorstep and filled her PSC
form. She and her father assisted the survey team in providing information about the household.
She was given the PSC form acknowledgement slip.
She was declared as eligible beneficiary with discrepancy as her CNIC was not recorded at times
of survey, though she had the CNIC at the time of survey. She considers BISP as a government
scheme for poor. She is informed of BISP through television programmes, neighbors and
relatives.
She intended to utilize the cash grant in household expenses.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
She considers herself a beneficiary because she belongs to a very poor family. After the survey
has been held, the mother of Fatama Isha visited BISP Tehsil Office to enquire about the status of
herself and her daughter. She was told by the BISP Tehsil office Lakki Marwat that both of them
were eligible beneficiaries but were not told that her daughter is having discrepancy.
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At the end of 2010, Fatama got married to Khalid Lateef. In June 2012, complainant Naimatullah,
brother in law of Fatama visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat to enquire about her eligibility
status. BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat staff told him that there is a CNIC discrepancy.
Assistant complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat told him that she needs to submit her
updated CNIC. Afterwards, she applied for an updated CNIC and received in two week time in
June 2012 after paying an urgent fee of Rs1000.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant Naimatullah visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat and filed a complaint
about missing CNIC on 19th June 2012. The Assistant Complaints at BISP Tehsil Office
Lakki Marwat registered his complaint through CMS (Complaint ID 10325731).
Assistant Complaints forwarded the complaint to Assistant Director for further action.
Assistant Director checked the details and further forwarded to Divisional Director BISP
Office Abbottabad, who accepted the request for CNIC updates on 26th June 2012.
The record of the dates when the Assistant Director forwarded the case to the Approver is not
known as the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat has no record, though the mentioned dates
were written on the manually maintained register. The Offices of BISP Tehsil Lakki Marwat
maintain record of each complaint as a separate file.
b. Client’s version
At the time of PSC survey, the beneficiary was unmarried and was at her mother’s home
(Shameem Akkhtar 1120157269184). The survey team visited her mother home, though she
considers that two separate forms were filled for each, but actually both mother and daughter
are on the same PSC form. Both of them were declared as potential beneficiaries despite the
fact that Fatama Isha was unmarried. In the first week of June 2012, her brother in law visited
BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat to check her status. He went to the office by foot which is
at a 30 minutes walking distance. The purpose of the visit was to know why the payment was
pending.
BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat staff told him that there is discrepancy in the CNIC of
Fatama Isha as her CNIC number was not inserted in the PSC form. The complainant applied
with NADRA for her updated CNIC as was guided by BISP Tehsil Office. On 19th June 2012,
the complainant submitted updated CNIC of Fatama Isha with the Assistant Complaints BISP
Tehsil office Lakki Marwat and complaint was registered under CMS.
The complainant did not follow his complaint. Though the missing CNIC updated in the
roster but as of 14th September 2012, she is still awaiting her payment to be generated. She
has not been communicated by BISP about the status of her complaint. She is not receiving
money and is not satisfied with the complaint mechanism.

5. What We Learned?
There is a confusion regarding the name of the complainant as BISP record shows Mumtaz
Ahmad (father of the Fatama Isha) while the beneficiary stated that her brother-in-law Niamat
Ullah has lodged the complaint.
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It is observed that when the PSC form was filled before Fatama’s marriage in 2009, then how she
was declared potential beneficiary as a result of the PSC survey. Her mother is still alive and a
potential beneficiary of BISP. Her mother’s first instalment was generated on 29 April 2010.
Fatama Isha has been entered in PSC form as unmarried daughter of Shameem Akhtar. She has
been declared as potential beneficiary might be due to the earlier policy of BISP to declare all the
adult females of household as potential beneficiary.
Later on, after marriage, Fatama Isha has been shifted into an ineligible household of Khalid
Lateef (form 1778253, CNIC 1120103974023). She updated her CNIC and incorporated her
husband name in her CNIC but still Fatama Isha is a potential beneficiary.

6. Recommendations




BISP should convey its policies to the field offices regarding unmarried potential
beneficiaries. For example in this case, an unmarried woman declared eligible and when she
moved to an ineligible household after her marriage, she remained the eligible beneficiary.
This confusion needs to be made clear.
There should be a fix timeframe to generate and deliver payments after resolution of the
complaints.
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G-Q2-KPK-23
Missing CNIC
Shehnaz
Sadaqat Hussain Shah
Village Dakhan, p/o Aziz Abad, Abbotabad Tehsil Oghi,
Mansehra
1310109380660
6541616
14th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Shehnaz W/O Sadaqat Hussain Shah, 37, is the resident of village Dakhan Abbotabad. She is an
illiterate woman and remains busy in the household activities.
The beneficiary has six children i.e. four sons, two daughters who are living with her. Her fatherin-law and mother in law also live with them in a four Marla’s kacha house. All the ten persons
who are roster with her on the PSC form are accommodated in the single room as the household
has only one room. The house is having a kitchen but does not have a bathroom. She fetches
drinking water from the tube well of the village which is located nearby their house. Basic
facilities for life are not available in their house as for instance drainage system, gas, and drinking
water. Her children are getting education from the government school in the same village.
Sadaqat Hussain Shah is the sole earning person and is a chowkidar in a private school. His
monthly income is Rs6,000. He also supports his parents who are in their early sixties. The family
has neither agricultural land nor any other regular source of income.
Dakhan is a small village, which is at a distance of two km from the main road. The link road that
connects her house with the main road was cemented though at some places it was kacha. The
main road was black top but the floods of 2010 became rough surfaced and in bad condition.
Primary school was available for boys and girls in the village though had no health facility. In
cases of emergency they take their patients to Abbottabad for treatment.
There is another eligible potential beneficiary, Hazrat Jan (mother-in-law of the beneficiary), in
the household, who is getting cash grant instalments.

2. Relationship with BISP
Shehnaz was not a beneficiary under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant scheme.
Her Poverty Score Card (PSC) was filled by an enumerator of Sarhad Rural Support Program
(SRSP) at the end of 2010 at her door step who issued her the acknowledgement slip. As a result
of the survey she was declared eligible beneficiary though with CNIC discrepancy.
The family knew about BISP other programmes as for instance Wasila Huq and Wasila Rozgar
which they consider helps poor and struggling against poverty. In their view the cash grant
supports their income. Though, she was unaware regarding the criteria of being an eligible or
ineligible beneficiary for cash grant, as how the PMT is been calculated but like many other of her
locality, she considers BISP as a cash grant for families with meagre economic resources.
If the family receives cash grant amount, it will be used for the construction of a room in the
house as the family was in a dire need of another room.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The beneficiary and her family were unknown to her eligibility or the discrepancy until they
received a BISP letter. The letter guided her about the removal of discrepancy and to visit the
nearest BISP Office. Her CNIC was not issued by NADRA at times of survey. Soon after
receiving the BISP letter, she applied for her CNIC in early 2012 and received it after 3-4 months
from NADRA. Her husband followed the case by submitting an application and a copy of his
wife’s CNIC at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad which is located at BISP Divisional Office
Abbotabad.
The family did not know regarding complaint redressal mechanism but they came to know, after
receiving BISP letter at home.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
According to BISP Office, Shehnaz’s husband submitted a grievance complaint on 6th August
2012 regarding CNIC update to the Assistant complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad.
Assistant Complaints processed the complaint through CMS (complaint ID 10377826) and
forwarded it to supervisor for further action on his behalf. The supervisor at BISP Tehsil
Office Abbotabad checked the complaint and recommended it for approval on the same date.
BISP Divisional Director Abbotabad accepted the request on 9st August 2012. Shehnaz’s
issue regarding CNIC update was resolved within four days of the complaint lodged but still
the beneficiary was waiting for the payment as checked on 15th September 2012.
b. Client’s version
Sadaqat Hussain Shah, husband of the beneficiary, registered his complaint by submitting a
copy of beneficiary’s CNIC at BISP Tehsil office Abbotabad in July 2012 (though official
record of BISP shows August 2012). Complaint for CNIC update was received by Assistant
Complaints at the BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad but did not issue him its acknowledgement
slip or complaint ID and told him that it would be solved within a week.
The complainant visited after a week in order to pursue his case and he was informed by
Assistant Complaints that his issue has been resolved, and the applicant was advised that a
BDC would be issued within two weeks.
BISP Tehsil Office was at a distance of eleven km from his house, where he went through
public transport which incurred the complainant by Rs100. The complainant was satisfied
from BISP complaint redressal mechanism as his issue was resolved in time.

5. What we learned?
BISP letter regarding discrepancy and being a potential beneficiary played an important role by
informing the family, because the family was unaware regarding the fact that she was an eligible
beneficiary and having CNIC discrepancy. The family pursued the case in line with the
instruction given by BISP in the letter. If the letter were not received to them, they would not be
in a position to process the case at the earliest.
CNIC update complaint was lodged at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad on 6th August 2012, both
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Assistant complaint and Supervisor at BISP Tehsil Office processed the complaint on the same
date and finally it was approved by the Divisional Director BISP Abbotabad on 9 th August 2012.
Thus the grievance, regarding CNIC update, was redressed within four days through CMS.
Despite her data was updated in the roster but she still waited for her payment to be generated.
The website indicates another potential beneficiary on the roster of the family named Hazrat Jan,
who is Shehnaz’s mother in law and receiving cash grant instalments, which she was saving for
the construction of another room which is their dire need.
BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad also maintains complaints record manually by entering
compliments of the complaint into a register with receiving dates. Keeping of complaints data
besides CMS is a positive move on their side.
The complainant was fully satisfied with the dealing and behaviour of BISP Tehsil Office
Abbotabad staff. He was also happy with BISP complaint resolution mechanism as the data was
updated in a three days short time, once it was processed through CMS. Though she was having
concerns that why her case was not immediately lodged through CMS. They have not yet
received BDC and the payment but they are optimistic and hopeful to receive it soon.
Now BISP Tehsil Offices can give exact date of complaint registration at BISP Tehsil Office
which earlier they could not before the introduction of CMS, but still the software does not show
exact date when the case was finally approved by the approver.
Decentralisation of CMS created a client friendly atmosphere at BISP Offices. A lot of problems
were existed in centralised system as mostly complainants could not get accurate and satisfactory
information regarding their complaints from BISP Offices and the complaints were pending for
months. But after the centralisation of CMS efficiency has been enhanced to some extent and the
work load on officials has been decreased.
Maintenance of a register for keeping the record of receipt of the complaints is a good practice by
the BISP Tehsil Office.

6. Recommendations






In order to further enhance and make the disposal of complaints speedy, fair and transparent,
BISP needs to introduce computerised diary system through CMS. Computerised diary and
dispatch may save the time and unreasonable delay of complaints.
BISP Officials at Tehsil level should be bound by issuing diary number to the applicants on
the spot. It may create a proper check and balance on the work of officials.
The data maintained on the BISP website should be reviewed so that to avoid contradiction in
the beneficiary profile and payment status.
Complainant whose complaints are resolved should be informed by the Tehsil Offices.
There should be some information on the BISP website regarding payments details including
mode of payment.
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G-Q2-KPK-24
Name Change
Roela Bibi CNIC record (Rubina Bibi BISP record)
Amin Khan
Moh, Kanisan Malach, P/O Nathia Gali, Abbotabad
1310182980446
6364599
15th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Roela Bibi W/O Amin Khan, 26, is the resident of Mohalla Kanisan Malach, Abbotabad. She has
had her education up to middle level and remains busy in the household affairs.
The beneficiary has one year old son. Her husband’s parents and three sisters also living with
them in one and a half Marla house. All the eight persons who were roster with her on the PSC
form are accommodated in the single room. The house is having a small kitchen a bathroom and
a pipeline for drinking water. Basic necessities, as for instance drainage system and gas were not
available within their house. Her husband’s sisters were getting education from a government
school in the same village.
Amin Khan is the sole bread earner in the family, who works in a private company at Abbotabad
city. His monthly salary is Rs11, 000. The family has neither agricultural land nor any other
regular source of income.
Some 175 households live in the village, having a population of around 1000 individuals. The
village Kanisan Malach is on the distance of 36km from Abbotabad. The village is linked with the
main road via a 5km kacha road. Primary schools were available for boys and girls. The villagers
having no hospital in the village, during emergency they take their patients to Abbotabad for
treatment.
There is another eligible beneficiary in the household, Nagma Jan who is the mother-in-law of the
beneficiary. She is getting cash grant instalments regularly since February 2012.

2. Relationship with BISP
Neither the beneficiary nor someone else from her household was declared beneficiary under
Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant scheme.
An enumerator of Sarhad Rural Support Program (SRSP) filled her Poverty Score Card (PSC)
form at the end of 2010 at her doorstep. The enumerator issued her the acknowledgement slip and
as a result of the survey, she was declared as potential beneficiary but with discrepancy.
The family was well aware of the BISP Programme and they knew it that it is government
scheme, which is financially supporting the poor families. Moreover, Roila was unaware
regarding the criteria of being an eligible or ineligible beneficiary for cash grant but like many
other of her locality, she considers BISP as a cash grant for families with meagreeconomic
resources.
If the beneficiary receives BISP cash grant amount, it will be used for purchase of daily usage
food items for the family.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The family did not know regarding her discrepancy as they had not received the intimation letter
from BISP and nor bothered to check her status at the BISP Office or via internet. One day a
phone call was received from BISP Divisional Office Abbotabad and they were informed
regarding her inclusion. She was advised to visit BISP Office for changing her name in her family
roster.
Her name was written as Rubina Bibi in her PSC form, as she is known in her family over Rubina
name, and so was recorded as Rubina in PSC form while her CNIC bears Roela Bibi, which
caused her the discrepancy. Her husband pursued her case by submitting an application and a
copy of his wife’s CNIC at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad which was located in the same
building, where BISP Divisional Office Abbotabad is located.
The beneficiary and her family were unaware about the complaint redressal mechanism but they
came to know after receiving BISP Office phone call at their home, then her husband visited BISP
Tehsil Office Abbotabad, where he lodged a formal complaint by submitting a copy of his wife’s
CNIC.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
A complaint, regarding name change was received by the Assistant complaints at BISP Tehsil
Office Abbotabad on 13th August 2012. The applicant submitted application, stamp paper
duly signed by the Oath Commissioner and a copy of the beneficiary’s CNIC. The application
states that her real name is Roela Bibi while it was wrongly inserted as Rubina Bibi in the
PSC form and the request was made for its change in her roster. Assistant Complaints
processed the name change complaint through CMS under complaint ID 10385137 and
forwarded it to supervisor for further action on his behalf.
The supervisor at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad checked the complaint and recommended it
for approval on the same date. BISP Divisional Director Abbotabad accepted the request on
17st August 2012, according to his statement, though CMS don’t show the date of such
approval. Her issue was resolved within five days since the complaint lodging though she still
awaits for payment generation as of 15th September 2012, as shown by the BISP website.
b. Client’s version
BISP Divisional Office Abbottabad guided the complainant regarding the nature of the
discrepancy. He was told that she would have her written statement on a duly signed stamp
paper from Oath Commissioner that her name was wrongly entered in the PSC form. The
complainant Amin Khan, beneficiary’s husband, lodged the complaint by submitting a copy
of beneficiary’s CNIC and the attested stamp paper (cost him Rs135) which he received from
the Oath Commissioner, at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad on 8th August 2012. Though the
official record of BISP shows the complaint was lodged on 13th August 2012.
The complaint was submitted to the Assistant Complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad
but did not receive the acknowledgement slip or complaint ID. The Assistant complaints told
him that the case will be solved within a week. The complainant visited after a week in order
to pursue his case and he was informed by Assistant Complaints that his issue has been
resolved, and the applicant was advised that she needs to make the BDC card as well.
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BISP Tehsil Office was at a distance of 36km from his village, he went there by public
transport which cost him Rs180 per visit. The complainant was satisfied from BISP complaint
redressal mechanism as his issue was resolved in time, and Benazir Debit Card (BDC) was
issued after two weeks from the day of its resolution, but yet no payment was generated as of
15th September 2012.

5. What we learned?
Initially the family had no idea about her eligibility for cash grant with discrepancy but BISP
telephonic call played an important role by informing the family, that she was an eligible
beneficiary and having name discrepancy. The family pursued the case in line with the
instructions received from BISP. If the call was not made, they would not have initiated the
complaint.
Complaint was initiated at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad on 13th August 2012, both Assistant
complaint and Supervisor at BISP Tehsil Office processed the complaint on the same date and
finally it was approved by the Divisional Director BISP Abbotabad on 17th August 2012. Thus the
grievance was redressed within five days.
The website indicates another eligible beneficiary on the roster of her form named Hazrat Jan,
who is Roela Bibi’s mother-in-law and receiving cash grant instalments regularly since February
2011.
The complainant submitted his complaint on 8th August 2012, but it was registered on 13th August
2012, almost five days delayed at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad. The office maintains complaints
record manually by entering compliments of the complaint into a register with receipt dates.
Keeping of complaints data beside CMS is a good practice on their behalf, but delaying it for five
days is a clear cut departure from BISP established rules and practice.
The complainant was fully satisfied with the dealing and behaviour of BISP Tehsil Office
Abbotabad staff. He was also happy with BISP complaint resolution mechanism as he was called;
his issue was resolved just in five days and also received BDC though payment was not generated
yet.
BISP case redressal mechanism became speedy after introduction of CMS at Divisional and
Tehsil level offices and the resolution of grievances take almost a week, and such cases were
taking months for its resolution before CMS.

6. Recommendations






In order to further enhance and make the disposal of complaints in a speedy, fair and
transparent manner, BISP needs to introduce computerised diary system through CMS.
Computerised diary and dispatch may save the time and unreasonable delay.
BISP officials at Tehsil level should be bound issue diary number and or the complaint ID to
the applicants on the spot. It may create a proper check and balance on the work of officials
who may monitor from the BISP Headquarters and complaints would be registered on the
spot.
There should be some information on the website regarding the new mode of payment that
how much money shall be coming each month.
Submission of stamp paper from the Oath Commission should not be made mandatory by the
BISP Offices as it costs to the beneficiary.
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G-Q2-KPK-25
Missing CNIC
Malkan Bibi
Muhammad Farooq
Banda Said Khan U/C Dhamtoor, Abbotabad
1310166097632
5478918
15th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Malkan Bibi w/o Muhammad Farooq, 37, is resident of village Banda Said Khan, Dhamtoor,
Abbotabad. She is an illiterate house wife, though helping her husband in the fields, besides her
household activities.
The beneficiary’s one daughter and four sons is roster with her on the PSC form, thus the family
consists of seven persons who all are accommodated in a three Marla’s house which is having a
single kacha room. The house where they live is the property of a landlord and they were living
as his tenants. The house was having a toilet in a corner but no kitchen for which they were using
another corner of the house as a makeshift kitchen. The house was having a boundary wall but
without a gate. The beneficiary fetches water from the water tap which was installed in the
Mohallah. Her children were attending the government school of the village.
The beneficiary’s husband is working in the fields as a tenant and the piece of land, he cultivates
around 15 Kanal, and it is the only source of income of the family, having no other sources.
The village Banda Said Khan is at a distance of 13kms from the main Murree Road, which was
connected through a link road with the main Muree road. The link road was half was black top
while half was kacha. The, village was located in the mountains and was on the distance of 16km
from the main city of Abbotabad. Primary Schools were available for both boys and girls in the
same village. Health, sewerage system and gas facilities were not available and in cases of
emergency they rush their patients to Abbotabad for treatment.
No other married female existed on her house hold roster except her, so she is the only one
beneficiary from her house hold that is getting BISP benefits.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant scheme.
During the survey for the second phase, her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form was filled at the end
of 2010 by an enumerator of Sarhad Rural Support Program (SRSP) and was issued with an
acknowledgement slip at her doorstep. She did not have a CNIC at the time of filling her form, as
a result of the survey she was declared as potential beneficiary but with discrepancy.
They having no idea of BISP various programmes, to quote the complainant “we are villagers, we
are illiterate people, and how can we know such type of programmes?” They just knew that their
family is a poor one and they should be helped. Even they were unaware about the criteria of
being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant scheme.
The family did not know about complaint redressal mechanism but they heard it from the people
in the village that other women were receiving the amount, then the beneficiary herself visited
BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad, where she filed a formal complaint.
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If the family receives BISP cash grant amount, they will use it for the education expenses of their
children.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When some other beneficiaries in her neighbourhood were getting BISP cash grant instalments,
the beneficiary thought that why she is not receiving the amount as her survey was too done by
the survey team. Then she herself visited the BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad and got checked her
status by the Assistant complaints, who told her that her CNIC number was missing in the PSC
form and advised her to submit a copy of her CNIC, to remove the discrepancy.
At times of survey her CNIC numbers were not inserted in her PSC form as her CNIC was not
issued by NADRA. She was advised by a member of survey team that she would have to make
her CNIC, otherwise, she could not be able to get BISP benefits, and then she applied for issuance
of her CNIC which was issued after 60 days by NADRA, though it was applied soon after the
survey.
The beneficiary herself took her CNIC and visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad which is located
in the same building of BISP Divisional Office and submitted a copy of her CNIC and lodged a
formal complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Complaint for CNIC update, regarding the insertion of beneficiary’s CNIC numbers in her
family roster, was received by the Assistant complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad on
31st May 2012. Assistant complaints processed the case through Complaint Management
System under complaint ID 1014393 and forwarded it to the supervisor for further process on
the same date.
The complainant was advised that she could enquire regarding the resolution of her complaint
after a week. The case was further processed by the Assistant Director, who checked and
forwarded the case to the Divisional Director BISP Abbotabad on 31 st May 2012 after his
review. Divisional Director BISP Abbotabad accepted the request for CNIC updates on 4 th
June 2012, according to his statement. Thus the grievance was redressed by updating her
family roster and the process completed just in five days.
Her payment generated on 30th June 2012 but she still is waiting to receive as shown by BISP
website as of 15th September 2012. On her next visit, the beneficiary received her Benazir
Debit Card (BDC) from BDC center Abbottabad.
b. Client’s version
The beneficiary, Malkan Bibi herself visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad and filed CNIC
update complaint by submitting an application along with a copy of her CNIC at the end of
May 2012, which was received by the Assistant Complaints and processed the case through
CMS.
She was told that after a week, her issue would be resolved, but it took more than two months,
as despite her BDC has been issued, her payment has not yet credited and also not delivered
by the Post Office. Therefore she still considers that she might be having some problem (her
1st MO generated on 30th June 2012).
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In order to pursue her case, she visited thrice to BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad which is on a
distance of 15km from her village which cost her Rs60 per visit. The beneficiary was satisfied
with BISP staff as well of CMS as her data updated.

5. What We Learnt?
Neither eligibility nor discrepancy was in her knowledge, but when some other women in her
neighbour were getting the amounts then she visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad, where the
Assistant Complaints checked her status and told her that she was a potential beneficiary but with
CNIC discrepancy. She filed a formal complaint and the issue was resolved within five days and
her CNIC was updated in her roster.
Benazir Debit Card (BDC) has been issued to the beneficiaryon 27th August 2012, but no amount
was received to her till the last visit at her premises as of 6 th September 2012 nor did the BISP
website shows the payment generated as delivered as of 15th September 2012.
The family was shifted from Tehsil Bala Kot District Mansehra after the earthquake of 2005, and
settled at Banda Said Khan Abbotabad for the last seven years. Their house at Balakot was
damaged and the luggage was lost.
Speedy and timely resolution of the complaints is due to the decentralisation of complaints
management system, which deals and receives complaints at Tehsil level. Now BISP Officials at
Tehsil and Divisional level can give fix time frame to the complainants or any other updates
regarding the resolution of the complaints.

6. Recommendations





The payment details at the BISP websites should be in harmony with the new payment modes
and should show the generated and delivered payments details.
BISP shall ensure the time delivery of intimation letter as it is an effective means of
communication with the beneficiaries through which they could timely be informed regarding
their status.
Those beneficiaries, whose payments are generated but not delivered, after their complaint
redressal, should be delivered at priority bases.
Those beneficiaries who receive their BDC, their payments should be transferred without
delay.
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G-Q2-KPK-26
Missing CNIC
Bandai Bibi
Abdul Haleem
Haryala Nikka, Data, Mansehra, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
1350381504854 (1350399244385 Head CNIC)
6185864
15th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Bandai Bibi wife of Abdul Haleem is 32 years old uneducated house wife .She belongs to Haryala
Nikka, Data, Mansehra, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa. She is the mother of six children (four sons and
two daughters).
Her husband is a farmer who works on the leased lands of a landlord. Sometimes the shares are ¼
and sometimes ½ from the profit. The house where Bandai Bibi lives consists of one katcha room, a
small pit latrine and an uncovered kitchen. The family fetches water for drinking and other
household usage, from the water tape of their neighbour as they don’t have such a facility
available at their house. The house has no drainage or sanitation systems nor existed in the street.
The village had no facility of health and education though was available in Mansehra city.
Haryala Nikka is a small village which is located 3 kilometer away from the Mansehra city.
Nearest main road is on 15 minutes’ walk. Village consists of 25-30 houses which are mostly
katcha.

2. Relationship with BISP
Bandai Bibi was not part of the Parliamentarians Phase of cash grant scheme. Her survey form
was filled in August 2010, which was done by SRSP. She received the acknowledgement slip on
the spot at her door step. As a result of the survey she was declared potential beneficiary but with
discrepancy.
Her family was unaware about the BISP except that they are distributing cash grant on Benazir
Bhutto’s behalf. She considers BISP as cash grant Scheme for the poor people, she does not know
about the exact criteria for being an eligible BISP beneficiary. The only criterion she knows that
her family is poor and the cash grant is being distributed among the poor.
She did not receive letter of intimation from BISP through which she could be informed about her
eligibility and discrepancy.
She says “If she avails the cash grant, she will spend on provision of the needs for her family”.
Complainant was not aware about the complaint redressal mechanism in the BISP tehsil Office.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality got started receiving their cash grant, Bandai Bibi
thought that she should also be receiving the cash grant because she is also poor therefore Bandai
Bibi along with her husband Abdul Haleem visited the local Post Office to ask about the cash
grant but they didn’t get any information in the Post Office. . Then she was informed by one of
her relative, when he had checked her status in a net café that she is having discrepancy, and she
needs to make her CNIC and then to submit in BISP Office.
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At times of survey she was not having her CNIC therefore could not be registered at her Poverty
Score Card form. At the advice of her relative, she applied in NADRA for CNIC in December
2011, under normal fee of Rs300 and received her new CNIC in a two months’ time. Soon after
receiving the CNIC she visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra for complaint lodging.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Bandai Bibi’s husband lodged a complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. It was registered
with Assistant Complaints. The complainant received the telephone number of the office as
an acknowledgment, on a piece of paper, through which they can follow up the case.
The complaint was processed through CMS under complaint ID 10092914while manual
record was also made by the Assistant Complaints. The manual record shows that the
complaint was received 26th April 2012. The case was forwarded on 11th May 2012 to
Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra who approved it and recommended it for
approver, on the same date. The case was then forwarded to the Divisional Director
Abbottabad who acted upon it on 7th June 2012 (according to his statement) and accepted the
request for CNIC update.
The missing CNIC updated and her 1st MO of Rs3,000 generated on 30th June 2012 but not
delivered as of 16th September 2012, as shown by the BISP website.
After insertion of her CNIC at her family roster, her BDC card was issued on 7 th September
2012 but did not receive any amount nor via Post Office, as of 16th September 2012.
b. Client’s version
After issuance of her CNIC by NADRA, the complainant visited the BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra. At Tehsil Office, he was told by the Assistant Complaints that there is discrepancy
in the CNIC of Bandai Bibi as her CNIC was not inserted at times of survey. The Assistant
Complaints guided him to lodge a complaint for CNIC update, by submitting Bandai Bibi
CNIC photo copy.
The complainant submitted the CNIC photo copy on the same date of his visit, on 26th April
2012. The husband visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra 4-5times by foot as it is
approximately on a 30-45 minutes’ walk from his house. They were told that their application
has been sent to the higher office of BISP.
She showed dissatisfaction on the time which BISP Office has taken in resolving the case, as
the complaint registration date is 26th April 2012 and her first MO generated on 30th June
2012. Even the generated amount was not received by her at times of interview of the
beneficiary.

5. What We Learned?
District Mansehra was hit by 2005 earthquake which affected worse the lives of the people in the
area. Bandai Bibi’s family was also earthquake affected and bears heavy losses due to earthquake.
It is observed at beneficiary level that family was very poor and there is only one earning member
of the family who is Bandai Bibi’s husband. Bandai Bibi and her family are uneducated and poor
therefore they couldn’t follow up the case properly but frequent visits were fruit full said Bandai’s
husband.
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It is observed that BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra has maintained proper record regarding
complaint launching and process of the case.
The level of understanding among beneficiaries were very low, therefore beneficiary was unaware
regarding the process of the case and resolution. The complainant was very happy with the
behaviour of the Assistant Director but had some reservations on Assistant Complaint’s
behaviour.
In Mansehra Tehsil BISP Office, the major problem is that the staff is not fully aware of the CMS
which is the reason they cannot expedite cases under the CMS.
The complaint was lodged on 26th April 2012 and her payment generated on 30th June 2012, so
her complaint resolution since lodging of the complaint till her first MO generated took almost
two month.

6. Recommendations





By imparting r training to the staff on CMS, delays can be further curtailed.
The BISP website should reflect the generated and delivered MOs, as currently the
beneficiaries are confused about mode of the payments.
The website site should also show the BDC payments made and details of withdrawals.
The BISP intimation letters plays an important role in informing beneficiaries in times about
their discrepancy therefore delivery may be ensured.
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G-Q2-KPK-27
Missing CNIC
Parveen
Muhammad Hanif
Mohri Mera, P/O Muslim Abad, Abbotabad
1310114566104
30445714
15th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Parveen Bibi W/O Muhammad Hanif, 37, is resident of village Mohri Mera, Muslim Abad,
Abbotabad. She is an illiterate house wife and remains at home and engaged in her household
activities.
The beneficiary has three daughters and three sons, who are roster with her on her form. She is
living in a six Marla house, which is having three rooms. The house is having a toilet and a
kitchen in the corner. The family is using water of the water tap which is installed in the house.
One son is enrolled in a government school and the other one is in a religious Madrassa. While
the rest of her daughters and a son remains at home.
The beneficiary’s husband is a mechanic by profession, who is having auto workshop in
Gujranwala, and he mostly remains there. His monthly income is around Rs10, 000, which is the
only source of income. The family has no agricultural land and no other source of income.
Mohri Mera was on the distance of 5kms from Abbotabad. The village was linked through a link
road with the main road. The link road was black top though had rifts and was in bad condition.
The village has a primary school for boys and another for girls. Sewerage system was not
available. There was no health facility in the vicinity therefore in emergency they have to rush to
Abbottabad for treatment. The village was having electricity, gas and drinking water necessities.
Her daughter Faiza was also declared a potential beneficiary, but was having discrepancy and
after CNIC update, she was disqualified as a BISP potential beneficiary.

2. Relationship with BISP
Neither the beneficiary nor someone else from this house hold was a beneficiary under
Parliamentarian Phase. During Poverty Score Card survey, a member of surveying organisation,
i.e. Sarhad Rural Support Program (SRSP), filled her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form at the end
of 2010, its acknowledgement slip was issued at her doorstep. In result of the survey, she was
declared a potential beneficiary with discrepancy.
It was known to the family that BISP is a government body, established for the welfare of general
public and financially supports the poor families of the country, which they heard in the village.
The family was unaware regarding the criteria of being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant
scheme, but they were on the view that it is for poor families like them.
The family did not know about complaint redressal mechanism but they received a letter from
BISP, through which she was advised to update her CNIC at the nearest BISP Office. If she
receives BISP cash grant amount, it will be used for purchasing construction material of her under
constructed house in the village.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The family was unaware regarding her eligibility with discrepancy for the BISP cash grant, but
through BISP letter, she learnt about her eligibility under the programme. She also learnt that she
is a potential beneficiary but needs to remove the discrepancy by submitting a copy of her CNIC
at the nearest BISP Office to get able for BISP benefits.
At times of survey, her CNIC number was not inserted in the PSC form as her CNIC was missing
somewhere in the house at times of survey. As a result of the survey she was declared as potential
beneficiary with discrepancy. After receiving the letter from BISP, the beneficiary herself took
her CNIC and visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad which is located in the same building of
BISP Divisional Office Abbottabad and submitted a copy of her CNIC and lodged a formal
complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
A complaint regarding CNIC updates was received by the Assistant Complaints at BISP
Tehsil Office Abbotabad on 21st June 2012. The applicant stated that her CNIC number was
missing in her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form and requested for the insertion of her CNIC
number in her family roster.
Assistant complaints processed the case through Case Management System under complaint
ID 10200187 and forwarded it to the supervisor for further process on the same date. He told
to the complainant/ beneficiary that her updates could be done soon and she can check with
BISP officeafter a week. Further, it was processed by the concerned Assistant Director, who
checked her request and forwarded it to the Divisional Director BISP Abbotabad on 21 st June
2012.
Divisional Director BISP Abbotabad checked and accepted her request for CNIC updates on
25th June 2012 (the dates at each level of authority was given by BISP Tehsil Office
Abbottabad). Thus her issue of CNIC updates was resolved by updating her family roster and
the process took just four days time.
Her payment box appears on the BISP website but do not show any payment record, as of 17th
September 2012.
b. Client’s version
The beneficiary herself lodged complaint for CNIC update at BISP Tehsil Office Abbottabad
on the next day of receiving BISP letter of intimation. She submitted a copy of her CNIC in
June 2012, which was handed over to the Assistant Complaints, who processed her complaint
through CMS.
The complainant did not receive an acknowledgement slip for the complaint lodged. The
beneficiary was advised that after a week, her issue would be resolved. Though her data has
been updated, she could not receive her Benazir Debit Card (BDC) as her data was not
updated at NADRA data base, as of 7th September 2012.
In order to pursue her case, she visited twice to BISP Tehsil office Abbotabad which is on a
distance of 8kms from her village which cost her Rs50 per visit. The beneficiary was satisfied
with BISP staff as well of CMS, though she did not receive BDC and cash grant amount yet
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but was hopeful for its release.

5. What We Learnt?
She was having no knowledge regarding her eligibility with discrepancy and complaint redressal
mechanism, but she came to know, when she received BISP discrepancy letter through which she
was advised to submit a copy of her CNIC at the nearest BISP Office. Following the instruction
given in the letter, she visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad, and filed a formal complaint and the
issue of CNIC update resolved within four days and her CNIC was updated in her roster. As her
issue was resolved on 25th June 2012, almost two months have been lapsed but she did not receive
BDC due to the fact that her updated data was not available at NADRA data base.
The BISP letter of intimation played an important role in informing the beneficiary in time,
regarding her grievance.
Though the BISP website shows the payment box, which indicates that her issue has been
resolved but do not show any MO generated.
The house of the family was under construction in the village and they erected its walls but hadno
further money to complete its construction and its construction has been stopped for the last two
years. The family currently dwells in his brother house.
Faiza, daughter of Perveen, was also declared a potential beneficiary with discrepancy. She also
received the BISP letter and in result lodged the complaint to update the roster. Though her CNIC
updated but after that she was disqualified as potential beneficiary, as she was unmarried.
As mentioned above, Perveen’s roster was updated on 25th June 2012, but BDC was not issued
almost two months later due to the fact that her updated data not available at NADRA data base.
Due to this delay the beneficiary was thinking that her issue did not resolve after the expiry of two
months.
Speedy and timely resolution of the complaints is due to the decentralisation of complaints
management system, which deals and receives complaints at Tehsil level. Now BISP Officials at
Tehsil and Divisional level can give fix time frame to the complainants or any other updates
regarding the resolution of the complaints.

6. Recommendations





Delay in issuance of BDCs should be avoided, as the concerned BISP Offices should clearly
guide the beneficiary at the time of filing the complaint that she should visit again after one or
two weeks to get the BDC.
The BISP Offices should make calls to the beneficiaries in its respective jurisdictions to
receive the BDCs.
NADRA Data Base should be updated quickly for early resolution of the complaints.
In order to ensure transparency, check and balance on the payment agency and in time
delivery of the amount, BDC holders’ payment and withdrawals details must be displayed at
the BISP website. The BISP payment details should be in harmony with the payment agency
data, automatically update, once the payment generated and released by the payment agency.
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G-Q2-KPK-28
Missing CNIC
Farasat
Muhammad Haleem
Moh, Sikandar Abad, Supply, Abbotabad
1620292794264
5218800
16th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Farasat W/O Muhammad Haleem, 27, is resident of Sikandarad Abad, Supply,Abbotabad. She is
an illiterate house wife and working as a maid in a neighbouring house, besides doing her own
household activities.
The beneficiary has three daughters and two sons who are roster with her on her form. They are
living in three Marla’s kacha house rented on Rs3,000 per month. The house has two small
rooms, a bathroom and a kitchen. They were using water from a water tap which is installed in
her house. Her thirteen years son was not mentally fit and his treatment was in progress. The
remaining children were attending the government school of the village.
Muhammad Haleem is working as a valve man, a regular employ in Cantonment Board
Abbotabad. He earns Rs12, 000 per month. The beneficiary also contributes to the family budget
as she is getting Rs600 per month, from two houses where she works as a maid. The family has
neither agricultural land nor other source of income other than the mentioned in above lines.
Beneficiary’s house was located at the center of Abbotabad city, but no proper street was leading
to her house. An uncovered sewerage course was passing through her house’s main entrance, and
a small concrete plank was extended over the course to have passage possible from the house.
As stated above, the family dwells in the center of the city, so therefore, every facility of life as
for instance education, health, sanitation, gas, electricity, drinking water and markets were
available.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included for BISP cash grant scheme under Parliamentarian Phase.
Farasat’s Poverty Score Card (PSC) form was filled at her doorstep by Sarhad Rural Support
Program (SRSP) at the end of 2010 and acknowledgement slip was issued to the beneficiary. As a
result of the survey she was declared as potential beneficiary.
The family was aware regarding BISP programmes, they knew it, that it is government scheme
for poor families, which too they heard it in the village. The family did not know about the criteria
of being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant but like many other of their locality, they were of
the view that their family was poor and the poor are receiving financial support from BISP.
The family having no idea about complaint redressal mechanism but they heard it from the
neighbours, and then she herself visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad, where she lodged a
formal complaint.
If the family receives BISP cash grant amount, she will use it for the treatment of her kid
treatment.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When she heard that some other women in their surroundings were getting BISP amounts, she
visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad and got checked her status by the Assistant complaints,
who told her that her that she is been declared as potential beneficiary. She was also told that her
CNIC number was missing in the PSC form, which caused her the discrepancy and advised her to
submit a copy of CNIC to remove the discrepancy.
At times of survey, her CNIC was not inserted in her PSC form though she had CNIC issued by
NADRA, therefore was marked with the discrepancy.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
A complaint, regarding CNIC update in her family roster was received by the Assistant
complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad on 24thAugust 2012. Assistant complaints
processed the case under complaint ID 10413959 through Complaint Management System
and forwarded it to the supervisor for further process on the same date. The beneficiary was
advised that she could re-visit after a week, and her issue would have been resolved.
On receiving the complaint, Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad checked and
processed the case. He recommended her request for approval on the same day. The approver
BISP Divisional Director Abbotabad approved the request for CNIC updates on 27 th August
2012. Thus the grievance regarding CNIC update was redressed just in four days though as of
17th September 2012, she is still awaiting her payment to be generated and delivered.
b. Client’s version
The Beneficiary herself visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad and launched a complaint by
submitting a copy of her CNIC in August 2012, which was handed over to the Assistant
Complaints and he processed the case through CMS. The beneficiary was advised that after a
week, her CNIC information in her roster would have been updated though she did not
receive the any acknowledgement slip for the complaint she lodged at BISP Tehsil Office.
In order to follow her case, the beneficiary visited twice to BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad
which is on a distance of 1/2 km from her house, which cost her no amount as she went there
by foot. Though her issue regarding CNIC update has been resolved but she did not know
regarding the disposal of her complaint as of 7th September 2012.

5. What we learnt?
As stated above, she was had no knowledge regarding of the fact that she has been declared
potential beneficiary or having a discrepancy. She did not receive any BISP letter through which
she could be informed at earliest. She came to know about the discrepancy after her visit to BISP
Office. While beneficiary’s husband real name is Muhammad Haleem, but Muhammad Saleem
has been inserted in her family roster, which has not been corrected even after CNIC update took
place.
The beneficiary was hopeful for BISP cash grant amount and was satisfied with dealing and
cooperation of BISP staff.
Speedy and timely resolution of the complaints is due to the decentralisation of complaints
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management system, which deals and receives complaints at the Tehsil level. Now BISP Officials
at Tehsil and Divisional level can give fix time frame to the complainants or any other updates
regarding the resolution of the complaints.

6. Recommendations




The Tehsil Office and the beneficiary should receive an automated response from BISP after
resolution of the complaint, which would help the beneficiary to follow the payments with the
Payment Agency.
The payment details should be in harmony with new payment modes and reflect Money Order
generation, delivery and withdrawal details at the BISP website.
BISP letters of intimation play an important role in informing beneficiaries in time regarding
their discrepancies; therefore timely delivery of such letters must be ensured.
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G-Q2-KPK-29
CNIC updates (missing CNIC)
Akhtar Nisa
Fazal ul Rehman
Trawra Manchora, Belian, Oghi, Mansehra .KPK
1350414417472 (1350423807461) Head CNIC CNIC)
6429194
9th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Akhtar Nissa wife of Fazal-ul-Rehman is a 29 years old woman and an uneducated house
wife.She belongs to Trawra Machora, Belian, Oghi, Mansehra, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa. She is the
mother of four children (one son and three daughters) who are all school going. Her husband is a
labourer who works on daily wages. Often he finds work every day but in winters there is seldom
any work for months. The house where Akhtar Nissa lives consists of two rooms and is katcha
pacca. It is built on a five Marla plot, and has only a small pit latrine and an outdoor kitchen.
The family fetches water for drinking and other household usage, from the nearby springs as they
don’t have wells or tap water available at their house. The house has no drainage or sanitation
systems and nor are there any in the street. There is no other beneficiary in the family except
Akhtar Nissa. The village had no facilitiesfor health and education though these are available in
Oghi city.
Trawra Machora is a small village which is located 5-6 kilometer away from the Oghi on main
Batagram Road. The nearest main road is a 45 minutes’ walk away. The village consists of 30 -50
houses which are mostly katcha and are set on the hills. It is a rural area but there are government
primary schools for girls and boys situated at a walking distance. There is no gas available
however there is access to the electric grid.

2. Relationship with BISP
Akhtar Nissa was not part of the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the BISP cash grant scheme. Her
survey form was filled around October November of 2010, by an enumerator from a local NGO.
She received the acknowledgement slip on the spot at her doorstep. As a result of the survey she
was declared a potential beneficiary “with discrepancy”.
Her family was unaware about the BISP except that the institution is distributing cash grant on
Benazir Bhutto’s behalf. She considers BISP as cash grant scheme for the poorest of people.She
does not know the exact criteria for eligibility.
She did not receive a letter of intimation from BISP through which she could learn about her
eligibility and the discrepancy. She found out that she is an eligible beneficiary from BISP staff
when she visited the BISP Tehsil Office Oghi for information.
She said, “If I avail the cash grant I will spend it on provisions we needs (cloths and food) for my
family”. She was not aware about the complaint redressal mechanism functioning at the BISP
Tehsil Office prior to her first visit.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality started receiving their cash grant, Akhtar Nissa
assumed that she should be receiving the cash grant too since she is also poor and deserving.
Akhtar Nissa along with her husband Fazal-ul-Rehman and a neighbour visited the local Post
Office to ask about the cash grant but they couldn’t get any information from the Post Office.
Then she was informed by one of her relatives (and later the postman as well) that she is ‘eligible
with a discrepancy’.
Akhtar Nisa’s relative had checked her status at the BSP Tehsil Office Oghi.He told her that she
needs to have anew CNIC made and then submit it to the BISP Tehsil Office. He also told her that
two forms have been filled in her husband’s name and she and her husband must visit the Oghi
Tehsil Office. They went to the office and requested the removal of one form on which they were
not eligible and later they also submitted a copy of her new CNIC.
At the time of the survey, she did not have her CNIC therefore her CNIC could not be registered
on her Poverty Score Card form. At the advice of her relative, she applied for a CNIC in July
2011 for a fee of Rs1,000 and received her new CNIC in one month’s time. Soon after receiving
the CNIC she visited BISP Teshil Office Oghi for complaint lodging.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a) Provider’s version
Akhtar Nissa’s husband launched a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Oghi. It was
registered with the Complaints Assistant. The complainant received the telephone number of
the office as an acknowledgment, on a piece of paper, through which they can follow up the
progress of the case.
The complaint was processed on the CMS under the complaint ID 10189058 whilst a manual
record was also made by the ComplaintsAssistant. The manual record shows that the
complaint was received on the 17th of August2011. The case was forwarded on the same day
to the Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Oghi who approved it and recommended it for
approval, on the same date. The case was then forwarded to the Divisional Director
Abbottabad who acted upon it on 27th August 2012 (according to his(the AD’s) statement)
and accepted the request for CNIC update.
The missing CNIC was updated and her first MO of Rs3,000 was generated on 30th June 2012
though she still waits to receive the generated MO as of 16th September 2012, as per the BISP
website.
After insertion of her CNIC on her family roster, her BDC card was issued sometime in
September 2012 but she did not yet receive any amount through her BDC or via the Post
Office, as of 16th September 2012, as shown by the BISP website.
b) Clients version
Akhtar Nisa and her husband narrated a story similar to that told to the TPE team by BISP
Tehsil Office staff, though the complainant did not receive the complaint ID or
acknowledgement slip for the complaint registration.
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The beneficiary visited the Oghi BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint 3 to 4 times
according to the complainant spending Rs50 on each visit. She was satisfied that at least some
thing is happening on BISP level “as you people (the TPE team) have visited me”.

5. What We Learnt?
Oghi was hit by the 2005 earthquake which affected the lives of the many of the people living in
the area. Akhtar Nissa’s family was also earthquake affected and bore heavy losses due to the
earthquake. It was observed that the family was very poor and the only earning member of the
family is Akhtar Nissa’s husband. Her father-in-law also lives with them. Akhtar Nissa’s and her
family are uneducated and poor therefore they couldn’t follow up the case properly but frequent
visits were not able to benefit them as they still have not received any amount, said Akhtar
Nissa’s husband.
Staff of the BISP Tehsil Office Oghi was maintaining record regarding complaint launching and
processing of the case with due diligence.
The level of understanding amongst beneficiaries was very low, was and Akhtar Nissawas
unaware with regard to the processing of the case and its resolution. The complainant was very
happy with the behaviour of the Assistant Director but had some reservations about the change of
address of the office his office was relocated during the complaint process.She also mentioned
that although she had reservations about the address change the new location was better than the
previous one.
In the Oghi Tehsil BISP Office there were two major problems; staff did not undergo full-fledged
training on the CMS which is the reason they cannot process cases speedily using the CMS and
the second one is electricity outages. Beneficiaries have to come repeatedly because their
complaints cannot be processed when the electricity is gone.
Beneficiaries are having confusion over they should receive the generated amount through post
office or BDC. There is another cause for confusion as well; they have been directed to receive
the amount from the bank or franchise and the Post Office as well.

6. Recommendations





Refresher trainings on the CMS to the Complaints Assistants would be useful as they are the
back bone of the organisation and this will speed up the time it takes them to process CMS
complaints.
The BISP website should show how the generated MO is to be received by the beneficiary
whether it is via the BDC, mobile banking or through the post.
The website site should also show the BDC payments and should be in harmony with BDC
payment withdrawal, i.e. show the status of the BDC account online.
The BISP intimation letter plays an important role in informing beneficiaries in times about
their discrepancy therefore their timely delivery should be ensured.
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G-Q2-KPK-30
Missing HH
Jameela Bibi
Ghulam Mustafa
Street Mohallah ,upper chinai.PO khas, Mansehra
1350304985780 (1350305601459) Head CNIC)
9th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Jameela, wife of Ghulam Mustafa, is a 35 years old uneducated \house wife. She belongs to Street
Mohallah
, Upper Chinai P.O. Khas, and Mansehra. She is the mother of four children (two sons and
two daughters).
Her husband is a tailor who works in a shop owned by someone else. Sometimes there is plenty of
work but because of the electricity problem all over Pakistan it is difficult to earn when his
machine is not operational. He doesn’t have access to a generator and when he does have some
work to do he earns Rs300 per day as he works as a “Karigar” and not as a head tailor. The house
where Jameela lives consists of 1 pacca room, a small attic, a washroom with a flush latrine and a
kitchen.
The family fetches water for drinking and other household usage, from the water tap in their
neighbours home as they do have access to the municipal water supply but they get water usually
once a week. The house has no pacca drainage or sanitation systems but there is also no such
system in the street. They live in main Mansehra city in a street opposite the Fauji Foundation
Hospital. Facilities for health and education are easily available in Mansehra city.

2. Relationship with BISP
Jameela was not part of the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the cash grant scheme. Her survey form
was not filled during the Poverty Score Card survey when it was held in August 2010 in
Mansehra. The PSC survey was in the area was carried out by staff of the SRSP (Sarhad Rural
Support Programme) As a result of being left out of the survey, she was not able to become a
potential beneficiary, and for that she has submitted an application requesting she be considered
for the programme.
Her family was unaware about the BISP except for the knowledge that BISP is distributing cash
grants on Benazir Bhutto’s behalf. She considers BISP as cash grant Scheme for the poor. She
does not know about the exact criteria for being an eligible BISP beneficiary; the only criterion
she knows of is that her family is poor and the cash grant is being distributed amongst the poor.
At the time of the survey she was not at home, although she possessed a valid CNIC, she could
not be registered and her Poverty Score Card form was not filled. At the advice of a relative she
applied to the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra to be added in the programme.
She said “If I avail the cash grant I will spend on the needs of my family and repay her debts
slowly and gradually”. The complainant, her husband, was not initially aware of the existence of
the complaint redressal mechanism at the local BISP Tehsil Office.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality started receiving their cash grant, Jameela thought that
she should also be receiving the cash grant as she is also poor and deserving. Jameela, along with
her husband, visited the local Post Office to ask about the process of the reception of cash grant
but could not get any information on her payments. Then she was informed by one of her
neighbours that she needs to go to BISP Tehsil Office to submit an application if she wants her
issue resolved.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Jameela’s husband lodged an application at the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. It was
registered manually by the Complaints Assistant on 11th November 2011. The complainant
received no acknowledgment, which they could use to follow up progress of the case.
The application was processed using the CMS although a manual record was also made by the
Complaints Assistant. The manual record shows that the complaint was received on 11 th
November 2011 and kept pending. The case was lodged under CMS on 14th April 2012 and
the Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra after approving it recommended it further
to the Approver on the same date. The unique ID given to the case is 10036584. The case was
then forwarded to the Divisional Director Abbottabad who usually acts upon the case within
seven working days but as per CMS records the case has been closed.
The missing update is still pending and she is not added to the programme as shown by the
BISP website on 16th September 2012.
b. Client’s version
After submission of her application, the applicant visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra
several times. At the Tehsil Office she was told by the Assistant Complaints that it will take
some time and there will be a re-survey in which her Poverty Score Card would be filled. The
Assistant Complaints advised her to return after two months but almost a year has elapsed
since. The complainant submitted a CNIC photo copy on the same date of her initial visit.
Her husband visited the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra 4-5 times on foot; it is approximately a
25-35 minutes’ walk from his house. They were told that their application has been sent to “a
higher office” of BISP.
She showed dissatisfaction on the time which BISP has taken in resolving the case, as the
complaint was registered on 11th Nov 2011.

5. What We Learnt?
District Mansehra was hit by the 2005 earthquake which affected the lives of almost all the people
in the area. Jameela’s family was also affected by the earthquake and suffered great losses due to
it. Jameela’s and her family are uneducated and poor therefore they couldn’t follow up the case
properly; “our frequent visits were fruitless” said Jameela’s husband Ghulam Mustafa.
It was observed that staff of the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra maintained proper record regarding
complaints and process of the case.
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The level of understanding among beneficiaries was very low and they were largely unaware
regarding the processing of the cases and their resolution. The complainant was very happy with
the behaviour of the Assistant Director but had some reservations about Assistant Complaint’s
behaviour.
In Mansehra Tehsil’s BISP Office the major problem is that they did not have full-fledged
training on use of the CMS which is the main reason they cannot expedite the process using it.
The case has been termed as closed, which does not make any sense to the beneficiary. Even the
complainant is not aware about the status the complaint. It seems to be some communication gap
between BISP Headquarter and its Divisional Office or the Tehsil Office on this complaint.
The Divisional Director Abbottabad was of the view that the case has been forwarded to BISP
Headquarter and they decided the closure of the complaint but the reasons of closure never
communicated to them, therefore they themselves don’t know the reason of closure.
After re-lodging the case under CMS, the complainant was not issued any acknowledgment of the
complaint or the complaint ID.

6. Recommendations




BISP must give refresher trainings on the CMS to the Assistant Complaints then perhaps
delays could be curtailed.
The complainant should be issued complaint acknowledgment or the CMS complaint ID.
The BISP HQ should inform the complainant about status of the complainant along with
reasons so that he can further take future course of action.
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G-Q2-KPK-31
Missing CNIC
Shama
Abdul Jabbar
Moh, Upper Kehaal Near Kohati Masjid Ward No.13,
Abbotabad
1310157613334
6379404
17th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Shama W/O Abdul Jabbar, 27, is resident of Mohallah Kehaal Ward No.13, Abbotabad. She
remains busy in her household domestic activities.
The beneficiary has five daughters and one son who is roster with her on her form. The family
lives in a three Marla pakka house, rented on Rs4,500 per month. The house has a single room for
living, besides a bathroom and kitchen. They are using water from a municipality water tap
which is installed within the house boundary wall. Her elder four daughters are attending the
government school located in their vicinity
The beneficiary’s husband is selling fruits and vegetables on a mobile cart in the local market. His
earning is approximately Rs200 – Rs300 per day.
Her house was located in a congested residential area, at the foothill of adjacent mountains, at the
eastern side of the main city Abbotabad. The house having no leading road up to its main
entrance, as the path was having stairs up to their house. It is residential area of the city that is
why basic facilities of life were available to the residents like health, education, gas, sewerage
system, drinking water, electric power supply and even markets for shopping.
Shama is the only married female in this household, who has been declared as potential
beneficiary for BISP cash grant scheme.

2. Relationship with BISP
Shama was not a beneficiary under the BISP’s Phase 1. During the survey for the second phase,
an enumerator of Sarhad Rural Support Program (SRSP) filled her Poverty Score Card (PSC) at
her doorstep by the end of 2010. She received the acknowledgement slip on spot. As a result of
the survey she was declared as potential beneficiary.
It was known to the family that BISP programme was launched by the Government; a financially
support for the poor class of the country. While they were unaware about the criteria of being an
eligible beneficiary for cash grant scheme, but they knew that its main aim is to provide financial
aid to the poor families like them.
The family did not know regarding BISP complaint redressal mechanism but they heard it that
other women were receiving the amount then beneficiary’s husband visited BISP Tehsil Office
Abbotabad, where he came to know about the discrepancy and lodged a complaint accordingly, as
was guided by the Assistant Complaints.
If the family receives BISP cash grant amount, it will be used it for the educational expenses of
their children.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When she saw that other eligible beneficiary started receiving cash grant, she asked her husband
to enquire about her status in BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad. After visiting BISP Tehsil Office,
the Assistant Complaints checked his wife’s status, who told him that beneficiary CNIC number
was missing in the PSC form though she is declared as potential beneficiary. The Assistant
Complaints advised him to submit a copy of her CNIC, then the discrepancy could be removed,
and family roster could be updated.
During the PSC survey, she did not have CNIC, due to this her CNIC number was not inserted in
her PSC form and the house hold was marked eligible but with discrepancy. She applied for
CNIC at NADRA, soon after visiting the BISP Office. Her CNIC was issued almost after a month
in January 2012. The beneficiary’s husband took her CNIC and visited BISP Tehsil Office
Abbotabad which is located in the same building where its Divisional Office is situated and
submitted a copy of her CNIC and lodged a formal complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Complaint for CNIC updates was received by the Assistant complaints at BISP Tehsil Office
Abbotabad on 23rd August 2012. Assistant complaints processed the case under complaint ID
10409196 through Complaint Management System and forwarded it to the supervisor for
further process on the same date. He informed the complainant/ beneficiary that the issue
would have been resolved in a week. Assistant Director sent the case to Approver for further
action, after initial verification, on 23rd August 2012.
Interestingly, the Approver had rejected the request but still her CNIC updated and her
discrepancy removed. The Approver had acted upon the request on 27th August 2012. Thus
the grievance, regarding CNIC updates was redressed by updating her family roster and the
process completed just in five days. As of 17th September 2012, the MO is not generated.
b. Client’s version
Abdul Jabbar, beneficiary’s husband visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad and filed
complaint for CNIC update by submitting a copy of his wife’s CNIC at the end of August
2012. The application was handed over to the Assistant Complaints who processed the case
through complaint Management system but did not receive the acknowledgement slip.
In order to pursue his case, he visited twice to BISP Tehsil Office Abbotabad which is on a
distance of around 5kms from his house which cost him Rs60 per visit. The complainant was
satisfied with BISP staff as well of CMS as the CNIC updated in the family roster.

5. What We Learnt?
Being a potential beneficiary, neither the beneficiary nor her familyhad the knowledge of her
eligibility with discrepancy at all, but they came to know once they visited BISP Tehsil Office.
They did not receive BISP letter through which they could be informed regarding their
discrepancy.
The issue of CNIC updates was resolved within five days and her CNIC was updated in her roster.
Though BISP website shows a different picture in the complaint box, as it shows that the
complaint has been rejected, but contrary to rejection the discrepancy has been removed and the
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roster is showing her as eligible without any discrepancy. This might be because of the fact that in
such cases the approver cannot reject such cases and BISP Data Base accept such cases whether
rejected or accepted, if once fetch and are in harmony with the NADRA records.
Benazir Debit Card (BDC) has not been issued to the beneficiary as of 7 th September 2012. The
BISP website don’t show any payment generated as of 17th September 2012, which is creating
difficulties for those beneficiaries who don’t have access to internet and they cannot check their
payment generation.
Her CNIC bears her name is Shama Bibi, which is her full name, and only Shama was inserted in
her PSC form, but it is not corrected after the submission of her CNIC in her family roster.
Despite of the fact, that she did not receive cash grant amount yet, but the complainant was
satisfied with the behaviour and dealing of BISP staff as well as CMS.
Speedy and timely resolution of the complaints is due to the decentralisation of complaints
management system, which deals and receives complaints at Tehsil level. Now BISP Officials at
Tehsil and Divisional level can give fix time frame to the complainants or any other updates
regarding the resolution of the complaints.
According to the Divisional Director Abbottabad, he has approved the case and the status updated
in the roster. He also told that some time when they are in the process of approving cases, and if
due to electric failure or when system do not respond, they restart and re-login to their accounts
but the case still keep on pending. When they press the button of “approve” an automated
message comes that “the applicant is no more in pending” so they have to reject it, that’s why,
despite the fact that the data updated in the initial process, but keep on pending in the login that’s
why they have to reject to get it remove from the list. Such rejections have no effect on the status
of the case as that already updated and accented.

6. Recommendations




Refresher trainings on the CMS to the Complaints Assistants would be useful as they are the
back bone of the organisation and this will speed up the time it takes them to process CMS
complaints.
The BISP intimation letter plays an important role in informing beneficiaries in times about
their discrepancy therefore their timely delivery should be ensured.
The BISP should remove the confusion in the software that how to remove cases from
Approver login, once accepted and updated but due to technical fault remain in the list of
approver.
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G-Q2-KPK-32
Misisng CNIC
Fozia Bibi
Mohammad Shakir
Village:Mhar Shah Wali,Dabi Mhari Shah Wali, Postoffice:Mhari
khan khel, Hamsherian, Mansehra ,Abbottabad,KPK Mansehra
.KPK
1350381852938 (1350112714127) Head CNIC CNIC)
9thAugust 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Fozia Bibi, wife of Mohammad Shakir, is a 23 years old housewife. She has been educated till the
primary level. She belongs to the village of Mhar Shah Wali, Dabi Mhari Shah Wali, Post Office:
Mhari khan khel, Hamsherian, Mansehra. She is the mother of two infants (one son and one
daughter). Her husband is a farmer who works on someone else’s fields. Sometimes he has to
work as a daily wage labourer and earns approximately Rs200 each day.
The house where Fozia Bibi lives consists of two katcha rooms, and boasts a small pit latrine and
an outdoor kitchen. Her husband’s parents and siblings also live with them. The family fetches
water for drinking and other household usage, from the nearby springs as they don’t have a well
or access to the municipal water supply. The house has no drainage or sanitation systems or are
there any in the area. The village had no health and education facilities though these are available
in nearby Mansehra city.
Dabi Mhari Shah Wali is a small village which is located 10 kilometer away from the Mansehra.
The nearest main road is an hour to 45 minutes’ drive away. The village consists of 45-60 houses
which are mostly katcha. There is one beneficiary in the family other than her; her mother-in-law
Janay bibi.

2. Relationship with BISP
Fozia Bibi was not part of the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the cash grant scheme. Her survey form
was filled in August 2010; the Poverty Score Card survey was conducted by the Sarhad Rural
Support Programme (SRSP). She did not have a CNIC at the time of the survey. She received an
acknowledgement slip on the spot. As a result of the survey she was declared a potential
beneficiary with a discrepancy, caused due to the missing CNIC numbers on her PSC form.
Her family was unaware about the BISP except that they are distributing cash grant on Benazir
Bhutto’s behalf. She considers BISP to be a cash grant scheme for the poor. She does not know
about the exact criteria for being selected as a BISP beneficiary. She believes she should be
selected as the only criterion in her view is poverty.
She did not receive any letter of intimation from BISP which could inform her of her eligibility
and discrepancy.
She said “If I avail the cash grant I will spend it on provision for my family and on her medical
bills as I am in a family way and need money for medication”. She was not aware of the existence
of a complaints registration system at the outset.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality started receiving their cash grant, Fozia Bibi thought
that she would also be receiving the cash grant as she is poor and deserving. Fozia Bibi along with
her husband Mohammad Shakir and his sister visited the local Post Office to ask about the cash
grant; they were told to consult the BISP Tehsil Office. A relative of hers who was familiar with
workings of the programme checked her status online at a net café and learnt that she was tagged
as ‘discrepant’. He advised her to have a new CNIC issued and to submit it to the BISP Tehsil
Office Mansehra.
At the time of the survey she did not possess her CNIC and therefore she could not be registered
on her Poverty Score Card form. Acting on the advice of her relative she applied to NADRA for a
new CNIC, paying the normal fees of Rs300 she received her new CNIC in two months’ time.
Soon after receiving the CNIC she and her husband visited the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra for
lodging a complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Mohammad Shakir launched a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. It was
registered with the unique ID 10366914 by the Complaints Assistant on 8th July 2012. The
complainant received the telephone number of the office to call on the follow up progress of
the case.
The complaint was processed through CMS while a manual record was also made by the
Complaints Assistant. The manual record shows that the complaint was received on 21 st June
2012. The case was forwarded on 29th June 2012 to the Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra who approved it and recommended it for approval on the same date. The case was
then forwarded to the Divisional Director Abbottabad who acted upon it within seven
working days (according to his statement) and accepted the request for CNIC update.
After insertion of her CNIC on her family roster her issue was still not resolved and no cash
has been generated in her name as of 22nd October 2012, as shown on the BISP website.
b. Client’s version
After issuance of her CNIC by NADRA the complainant visited the BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra. At Tehsil Office she was told by the Assistant Complaints that there is a CNIC
discrepancy on Fozia Bibi’s form as her CNIC number was not recorded at the time of the
survey. The Assistant Complaints guided her to lodge a complaint for CNIC update, by
submitting Fozia Bibi’s CNIC’s photo copy. The complainant submitted the CNIC photo
copy on the same date of her visit, 21st June 2012. Her husband visited the BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra 7-8 times, approximately spending Rs240 for each round trip; an hour 30 minute
drives from his house. They were told that their application has been sent to the higher offices
of BISP for processing.
She showed dissatisfaction on the time which BISP Office has taken in resolving the case, as
the complaint registration date is 21st June 2012 and her first MO is still not generated. She
received her BDC on 22nd October 2012.
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5. What We Learnt?
District Mansehra was hit by the 2005 earthquake and Fozia’s family was also affected by it. It
was observed that the beneficiary’s family was very poor and the only earning member of the
family is Fozia’s husband. Fozia’s and her family are uneducated and poor and this meant they
were not confident in what they were doing. They felt that frequent visits to the Tehsil Office
were fruit-full said Fozia’s husband, as she received her BDC.
It is observed that BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra has maintained proper record regarding
complaint launching and process of the case.
The level of understanding among beneficiaries were very low, therefore the beneficiary was
unaware regarding the process of the case and resolution. The complainant was very happy with
the behaviour of the Assistant Director.
She did not receive the unique complaint ID which was generated by processing her complaint
through CMS.
There is an inconsistency of dates of the manual record maintained at BISP Office and the
complaint lodging through CMS which indicates that the complaint was received earlier before
lodging through CMS. Such a practice is due to load shedding and workload due to which the
Assistant Complaints cannot process cases instantly through CMS.

6. Recommendations









To give refresher training on CMS to all staff who must use it regularly so that delays in
processing complaints may be curtailed.
The BISP website should show how the generated MO is to be received by the beneficiary.
Currently the beneficiaries are having confusion about whether they will receive their money
in the post of or in their BDC account.
Complainant should be given with the complaint ID as an acknowledgement receipt for the
lodged complaint.
The website should show the date of acceptance of the complaint, as currently it only shows
the date of complaint lodging.
There should be electric generator as alternate power supply in times of load shedding.
Complaints should be processed instantly through CMS at times of receiving complaints and
should not be left as backlog.
The BISP intimation letters play an important role in informing beneficiaries in time about
their discrepancy; their timely delivery must be ensured.
Her complaint has been processed through CMS on 7th August 2012 and the status shown as
accepted but still her payment not generated, therefore the payment should immediately be
generated.
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G-Q2-KPK-33
Duplicate HH
Bakhmina
Gul Raj
Mohallah Sahibzada,Baffa town,Mansehra .KPK
1350365046354 (1350352992859) Head CNIC
5434413
9thAugust 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Bakhmina, wife of Gul Raj, is a 30 years old woman. She is uneducated and only performs her
duties in the domestic sphere as a house wife. She belongs to Mohallah Sahibzada, Baffa town,
Mansehra, KPK. She is the mother of five children (three sons and two daughters) three of whom
are school going. Her husband is a labourer who works on daily wages and ears Rs350 to Rs400 a
day on days when there is work available.
He earns more in harvest season, and tries to earn enough to cover their expenses in the rainy
seasons when there is no work; sometimes he finds work every day but in the winters there is
seldom any work for months.
The house where Bakhmina lives consists of one Katcha/Pacca room and is built on a three3
Marla plot. It boasts only a small pit latrine and an outdoor kitchen. The family fetches water for
drinking and other household usage from nearby springs as they don’t have wells or taps for water
available in their house. The house has no drainage or sanitation system nor is there any in the
street. There is no other beneficiary in the family except Bakhmina. The town has all the facilities
of health and education available to them in Baffa town.
Baffa is a small town which is which is located 17kms away from Mansehra, down main
Batagram road. The nearest main road is a 25 minute walk. The area she lives in consists of 180190 houses which are mostly Katcha. It is a rural area but there are government primary schools
for girls and boys at a walking distance. There is no gas available but they do have electricity
connections.

2. Relationship with BISP
Bakhmina was not part of the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the cash grant scheme. Her Poverty
Score Card survey forms were filled in August 2010; the PSC was conducted by a local NGO.
She received an acknowledgement slip on the spot at her doorstep. As a result of the survey she
was declared a potential beneficiary, with a discrepancy.
Her family was unaware about the BISP except that they are distributing cash grant on Benazir
Bhutto’s behalf and it is a PPP scheme. She considers BISP as cash grant scheme for the poorest
of people, she does not know about the exact criteria for being an eligible BISP beneficiary. The
only criterion she knows that her family is poor and the cash grant is being distributed among the
poor.
She did receive a letter of intimation from BISP through which she could be informed about her
eligibility and discrepancy. She found that she is an eligible beneficiary through BISP staff after
making a visit to the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra.
She said, “If I avail the cash grant I will spend it on provisions (cloths and food) for my family”.
She was not aware about the complaint redressal mechanism at the BISP Tehsil Office.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality started receiving their cash grant, Bakhmina thought
that she would also be receiving the cash grant. Bakhmina along with her husband Gul Raj and a
relative visited the local Post Office to ask about her cash grant but they could not get any
information from the Post Office except that there was no Money Order generated in her name.
They were advised to consult the BISP Tehsil Office.
One of her relatives checked her status at the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra where he learnt that
she is tagged with a discrepancy. Her relative told her that she must go to the office with a copy of
her CNIC and submit an application requesting her discrepancy be resolved.
The discrepancy arose because three forms were filled by survey team for her, at three different
places but in the same district. In all three forms (5435887, 5434575, 5434413) the household was
declared as eligible household though due to duplication the household was having discrepancy.
In form # 5434413 she wanted to be updated and receive BISP benefits therefore she visited BISP
Tehsil Office Mansehra along with copy of her CNIC on 2nd June 2012 to lodge complaint.They
went to different relative’s houses where the survey was taking place and filled different Poverty
Score Cards in different places to increase the percentage of getting the cash grant. They had no
idea that at the end all the Poverty Score Cards will go to one data base and will cause the
discrepancy.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Bakhmina launched a complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. It was registered with the
complaints. The complainant received the telephone number of the office as an
acknowledgment, on a piece of paper, on which they could follow up progress of the case.
The complaint was processed through the CMS (complaint ID 10260544) while a manual
record was also made by the Assistant Complaints. The manual record shows that the
complaint was received on 2nd June 2012 though was processed on 21st June 2012 through
CMS. The case was forwarded on 21st June 2012 to the Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra who approved it and recommended it for Approver, on the same date. The case was
then forwarded to the Divisional Director Abbottabad who acted upon it on 21st June2012
(according to his, the AD’s statement) and accepted the request for removal of duplicated
forms removal.
b. Client’s version
Bakhmina and her husband launched a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. It was
registered with the Assistant Complaints. The complainant received the telephone number of
the office as an acknowledgment, on a piece of paper, through which they can follow up the
case. It’s been three months since the complaint has been launched and no payments have yet
been generated in her name.
After insertion of her CNIC on her family roster although her BDC card was issued to her
sometime in September 2012 but she did not receive any amount through her BDC nor via the
Post Office, as of 19th September 2012, as shown by BISP website. The complainant visited
the Mansehra BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint 3-4 times by spending Rs70 a
person for each visit. She was satisfied that at least some thing is happening on BISP level “as
you people (the TPE team) have visited me”.
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5. What We Learnt?
Mansehra was hit by the 2005 earthquake which badly affected the lives of the people in the area.
Bakhmina’s family was also earthquake affected and bore heavy losses due to the earthquake. It
was observed at the beneficiary level that the family was very poor and the only earning member
of the family was Bakhmina’s husband. Her father-in-law also lives with them. Bakhmina’s and
her family are uneducated and poor therefore they couldn’t follow up the case properly; even
frequent visits were not able to benefit them as they still have not have received any amount said
Bakhmina’s husband.
It was also observed that the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra had maintained proper records
regarding complaint launching and processing of the case.
The level of understanding among beneficiaries were very low, therefore beneficiary was unaware
regarding the process of the case and resolution. The complainant was very happy with the
behaviour of the Assistant Director.
In Mansehra Tehsil BISP Office there are two major problems is that they have not had fullfledged training on the CMS which is the reason they cannot process cases speedily using the
CMS. Secondly, electricity is a major problem; beneficiaries have to come repeatedly to have
their issues addressed because of electricity outages. To over the electrification problem, the BISP
staff is maintaining record in hard copy, which could latter on be updated. This also causes delay
in processing cases due to whichsome cases get ignored and left on pending for long.
There is confusion among the beneficiaries that they have been directed to receive amount from
the bank or franchise and the Post Office as well which will prevail the misunderstanding in
future.

6. Recommendations



To give refresher training on CMS to Assistant Complaints as they are the back bone of the
organisation then the delay could perhaps be curtailed.
The BISP website should show the mode of payment after an MO is generated, as currently
the beneficiaries are having confusion that they shall receive the generated amount through
Post Office or BDC.
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G-Q2-KPK-34
Duplicate HH
Bibi Nargis
Muhammad Khursheed
Phulra, Mansehra, KPK
4240151530506 (4240177047947) Head CNIC
5465749
19th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Bibi Nargis, wife of Muhammad Khursheed, is a 32 years old educated house wife who belongs
to Phulra village of Mansehra, KPK. She is the mother of fourchildren (two sons and two
daughters) three of whom are school going.
Her husband was a labourer working in Karachi; he used to work on daily wages in a textile
factory and earn Rs350 to Rs400 day but then he became asthmatic because of the dust in the
textile factory and had to leave the job and come back. They are now living on charity. The house
where Bibi Nargis lives consists of one Katcha/Pacca room built on a three Marla plot. There is
only provision for a small pit latrine and an outdoor kitchen.
The family fetches water for drinking and other household usage, from nearby springs as they
don’t have well or tap water facilities available at their house. The house has neither drainage or
sanitation systems, nor are there any in the street. There is no other beneficiary in the family
except Bibi Nargis. The village has the facilities for both health and education available.
Phulra is a small village which is located 35kms away from Mansehra city. The nearest main road
is on a 55 minutes’ walk. The area she lives in consists of around 180 -190 houses which are
mostly Katcha. It is a rural area and there are no gas connections in the area. They do however
have electricity and government schools for both girls and boys at a walking distance.

2. Relationship with BISP
Bibi Nargis was not part of the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the cash grant scheme. Her survey
forms were filled in August 2010. One was filled out by her husband in Karachi and the other one
was filled in Phulra. She had received the acknowledgement slips for both at the conclusion of
the interviews. As a result of the survey, she was declared a potential beneficiary, with
discrepancy.
Her family was unaware about the BISP except that it was distributing cash grants on Benazir
Bhutto’s behalf and that it is a PPP scheme. She considers BISP to be a cash grant scheme for the
poor and this was the only criteria, in her knowledge, for becoming an eligible BISP beneficiary.
She did not receive a letter of intimation from BISP through which she could be informed about
her eligibility and discrepancy, but she got confirmation that she is an eligible beneficiary from
BISP staff during avisit to the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra.
She said “If I receive the cash grant I will spend it on the school fees of my children and buy
some warm cloths for winter”. She was not initially aware of the existence of the complaint
redressal system at the BISP Tehsil Office.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality started receiving their cash grant, Bibi Nargis thought
that she would also be receiving the cash grant since she was as deserving as anyone in the
locality. Bibi Nargis sent her husband Muhammad Khursheed, along with a relative of his visited
the local Post Office to ask about the cash grant but they could not get any information at the Post
office except that there is no Money Orderin Bibi Nargis’s name with the post office; they were
advised to consult with the BISP Tehsil Office.
Afterwards, she was informed by one of her relatives, who had checked her status at the BISP
Tehsil Office Mansehra, that there is a discrepancy and that she needs to go to Mansehra with a
copy of her CNIC to have her issue resolved. The discrepancy was caused because two PSC
forms had been filled on her husband’s CNIC.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Bibi Nargis’s husband Muhammad Khursheed lodged a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra sometime in April of 2012. It was registered by, the Assistant Complaints. The
complainant received the telephone number of the office as an acknowledgment, on a piece of
paper, through which they can follow up the case.
The complainant submitted an application requesting that one of the forms be discarded and
the discrepancy be resolved, along with a copy of Bibi Nargis’s CNIC.
The complaint was processed through the CMS whilst a manual record was also made by the
Assistant Complaints. The manual record shows that the complaint was received on 28th April
2012. The case was forwarded on 05th May 2012 to the Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra who approved it and recommended it for Approver on the same date.
The case was then forwarded to the Divisional Director Abbottabad who acted upon it on 10 th
May 2012 (according to the AD’s statement) and accepted the request for removal of
duplicated forms. It took five days, according to the AD to resolve the case. Her 1st MO for
Rs3,000 was subsequently generated on 30thJune 2012.
b. Client’s version
Bibi Nargis and her husband lodged anapplication at the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra in
April of 2012 requesting a duplicate form be removed to resolve their discrepancy. It was
registered with the Assistant Complaints. They received the telephone number of the office as
an acknowledgment, on a piece of paper, which they could call to follow up the case.
After insertion of her CNIC on her family’s roster, her BDC card was issued to her some time
in September 2012. She may or may not have received her 1st instalment yet as the BISP
website does not show transactions made via the BDC.
The complainant visited the Mansehra BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint 11to
12times, spending Rs180 for each person’s round trip. She was satisfied that at least some
thing is happening at the BISP level “as you people (the TPE team) have visited me”.
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5. What We Learnt?
Mansehra was hit by the 2005 earthquake which affected the lives of many of the people in the
area. Bibi Nargis’s family was also affected and suffered heavy losses due to the earthquake.
It was observed that BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra had maintained proper records regarding
complaint launching and processing of the case. The CMS allowed the issue to be resolved
relatively quickly as her payments are now being generated.
The beneficiary’s husband was very happy with the behaviour of the Assistant Director.
There is more confusion caused since they have been directed that they should receive amounts
from the bank or franchise and the Post Office as well.

6. Recommendations




To give refresher training on CMS to Assistant Complaints as they are the backbone of the
organisation then the delay could further be curtailed.
The BISP website should show the mode of payment after an MO is generated, as currently
the beneficiaries are having confusion that they shall receive the generated amount through
Post Office or BDC.
The website site should also show the status of BDC payments and should be in harmony
with the BDC payment withdrawal.
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G-Q2-KPK-35
Missing CNIC
Taj Bibi
Khalil ur Rehman
Sheen bagh Tarlai, Inayat abad, Mansehra
1350356578270 (135035657827) Head CNIC
6168013
19th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Taj Bibi, wife of Khalil ur Rehman, is a 47 years old woman. She is an uneducated housewife
who resides in Sheen Bagh Tarlai, Inayatabad, Mansehra. She is the mother of sevenchildren (five
sons and two daughters) three of whom are school going. One boy has been given up for adoption
and one boy left school after 6th grade and is working as a daily wage labourer.
Her husband is a mobile electrician, meaning he goes to places and repairs electronic devices. He
earns Rs350 to Rs400 a day if there is work available. The house where Taj Bibi lives consists of
two Katcha/Pacca rooms built on three Marla plot of land. Their house has a small pit latrine and
a small kitchen that a family allows them to use in lieu for the work Taj Bibi does for them. The
family fetches water for drinking and other household usage, from the nearby springs as they
donot have well, or tap water available at their house. The house has no drainage or sanitation
systems nor is there any in the street. The town people have all the facilities of health and
education available to them in Baffa.
Baffa is a small town which is located 17kms away from Mansehra, down main Batagram Road.
The main road is a 13 minutes’ walk from the town. The area she lives in consists of around 60
houses which are mostly Katcha, although those belonging to the better-off are Pacca. There is no
gas connection to the area although they are connected to the electric grid.

2. Relationship with BISP
Taj Bibi was part of the BISP cash transfer scheme during the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. Her Poverty Score Card survey form was filled by an enumerator from the Sarhad
Rural Support Programme (SRSP) in July 2010. She received the acknowledgement slip for her
participation on the spot. As a result of the survey she was once again declared a potential
beneficiary, albeit with a discrepancy; she did not have a valid CNIC at the time of the survey
Her family was unaware about the BISP except that they are making these cash transfers on
Benazir Bhutto’s behalf. She considers BISP agrant scheme for the poor of Pakistan. She did not
know about the exact criteria for selection into the programme. She had received a letter of
intimation from BISP informing her of her eligibility and discrepancy.
She said, “The cash grant I receive is spent on provision for the needs of my family and on my
husband’s medical bills; he needs money for medication”. The family was not aware of any
complaint redressal system at the outset.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality started receiving cash transfers, Taj Bibi thought that
she would also be receiving them since she is also deserving and was already part of the
Parliamentarian’s Phase. Taj Bibi along with her husband Khalil ur Rehman and Khalil’s nephew
Mohammad Naveed visited the local Post Office to ask about her Money Orders. They were told
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to go to make enquiries at the BISP Tehsil Office. She was also informed by one of her relatives,
Mohammad Naveed, after he had checked her status online at a net café, that she had
a‘discrepancy’, and she needs to get her CNIC made and submit it to BISP.
At the time of survey she did not possess her CNIC therefore she could not be registered on her
Poverty Score Card form. At the advice of her relative she applied to NADRA for a CNIC, with
the urgent fee of Rs1,000 and received her new CNIC in one months’ time. Soon after receiving
the CNIC she visited BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra for complaint lodging.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Taj Bibi lodged an application requesting her CNIC info be updated to the BISP Data Base
withthe BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra. It was registered bythe Assistant Complaints on 28th
April 2012 according to the manual register which they do maintain. The complainant
received the telephone number of the office as an acknowledgment, on a piece of paper, on
which she could call to follow up the progress of her case.
The complaint was processed through the Complaints Management System (CMS) on 10th
May 2012 at 12:52 AM at night as shown by BISP website. . The case was forwarded on 10th
May2012 to the Assistant Director of the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra with the complaint ID
10089092. The Assistant Director approved it and recommended it for approver on the same
date. The case was then forwarded on 10th May2012 to the Divisional Director Abbottabad
who acted upon it within seven working days (according to the Divisional Director’s
statement) and accepted the request for CNIC update. She was provided with the mobile
banking SIM and BDC within seven days of approval of her application.
After insertion of her CNIC on her family roster her case stands resolved and she has started
receiving cash transfers through her BDC account, as of 9th October 2012; the BISP website
shows that she received Rs3,000 on 18th May 2012.
b. Client’s version
After issuance of her CNIC by NADRA the complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office
Mansehra. Taj Bibi as her CNIC was not inserted at time of survey. The Assistant Complaints
guided her to lodge a complaint for CNIC update, by submitting a photo copy of Taj Bibi’s
CNIC for which she did not receive any acknowledgement slip.
She submitted the CNIC photo copy on the same date of her visit, on 28 thApril 2012. She
herself visited the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra 4-5 times, spending approximately Rs240 for
each round trip. She was told that her application had been sent to the higher offices of BISP
for processing.
She expressed satisfaction on the time which BISP Office has taken in resolving the case; she
received her BDC and SIM.

5. What We Learnt?
District Mansehra was hit by 2005 earthquake which affected badly the lives of the people in the
area. Taj Bibi family was also earthquake affected. It is observed at the beneficiary level that
family was very poor and the only earning member of the family is Taj Bibi’s son. Taj Bibi’s and
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her family are uneducated and poor therefore they couldn’t follow up the case properly, however,
frequent visits were fruitful said Taj Bibi as she has received her BDC and SIM.
It was observed that the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra had maintained complete records regarding
complaint launching and process of the case.
The dates maintained in the register and dates which are shown for complaint processing through
CMS are not in harmony, which indicates that the complaint was lying for few days till it was
processed through CMS.Such a practice might be due to excessive load shedding or due to work
load.
The complainant was very happy with the behaviour of the Assistant Director.
The complaint resolution through CMS took just five days once it was lodged (10 th May 2012) till
her payment generated (15th May 2012).
Interestingly the case lodging time through CMS is 12:52 AM in mid-night, whether the staff
works late night or the CMS has problem in showing the correct times.

6. Recommendations







Complaints should be processed through CMS instantly in the presence of the beneficiaries.
There should be a standby generator as an alternate power supply at times of electric outages.
The Divisional Office should asses the current work load and may hire staff to clear the
backlog.
The website should also show the BDC payment details and should be synced to show BDC
withdrawal transactions as well.
The BISP intimation letters plays an important role in informing beneficiaries in times about
their discrepancy therefore their time delivery should be ensured.
The complainants should be issued acknowledgments for future reference.
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G-Q2-KPK-36
Missing HH
Shazia Amjad
Mohammad Amjad
Daban,P.O Dalola.Tehsil /District Abbottabad
1350367960888
18th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Shazia Amjad wife of Mohammad Amjad is a 23 years old woman. She is an illiterate house wife
who sometimes stiches cloths on order for the neighbours to earn some extra money. She belongs
to Daban,PO Dalola Tehsil and District Abbottabad, but is living in main Mansehra city. She is
the mother of one toddler.
Her husband is a skilled mason, works as a daily wage labourer. Although there is often plenty of
work it is sometimes difficult for him to find work. He earns Rs300 per day as he works as a
“Karigar” and is not a head mason. The house where Shazia’s family lives consists of a Pacca
room, with a flush and pours latrine and a kitchen.
The family fetches water for drinking and other household usage, from the water tap in their
neighbour’s home.They do have a tap in their home but water usually only flows in it once a
week.
The house has a Pacca drainage and sanitation system, but there is no sanitation system in the
street.
The family lives in main Mansehra city in the servant quarter of a private school called “Muslim
Public School.” They are allowed to live in the school rent free as caretakers. The facilities of
health and education are easily available in Mansehra city.

2. Relationship with BISP
Shazia Amjad was not part of the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the cash grant scheme. Her survey
form was not filled during the Poverty Score Card survey when it was held in her locality in
August 2010.
As a result being left out of the survey (perhaps they were missed out because they were living on
the school premises) she was not included in the programme. She has applied to be included in the
programme.
Her family was unaware about the details of the BISP except the knowledge that BISP is
distributing cash grants on behalf of the Government of Pakistan. She considers BISP to be a cash
grant Scheme for the poorest people; she did not know about the exact selection criteria for
becoming an eligible BISP beneficiary.
She said,”If I avail the cash grant I will spend it on the needs of my family and pay off my debts
slowly and gradually” She laughed and said “I want to buy a sewing machine and buy loads of
good utensils for my kitchen as I have been raised in an SOS village I want to give my child a
proper house”. The beneficiary was not aware about the complaint redressal mechanism available
at the BISP Tehsil Office.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality started receiving their cash grants, Shazia Amjad
assumed that she should also be receiving the cash grant as she is also poor and therefore eligible
by default. Shazia Amjad, along with her sister-in-law visited the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra to
make enquiries after she was advised by one of her neighbours to go to the BISP Tehsil Office to
submit an application.
At the time of survey she was home and although she possessed a valid CNIC the Poverty Score
Card form for herwas not filled. At the advice of her neighbour she applied to the BISP Tehsil
Office Mansehra to be added in the programme.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Shazia Amjad submitted an application at the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra requesting she be
considered for the programme. It was registered manually by, the Assistant Complaints on the
14th April 2012. The complainant did not receive complaint ID as an acknowledgment,
through which they could follow up the case.
The application was processed on the CMS (Complaints Management System) whilst a
manual record was also made by the Assistant Complaints. The Assistant Complaints
forwarded the appeal on the 14thApril 2012 to BISP Headquarter through CMS. As a matter
of policy such complaints are directly sent to BISP Headquarter for further actions, without
sending such cases to Assistant Director or Divisional Director. The unique CMS ID given to
the case is 10036566.
The BISP website shows that the status of the case as closed, while BISP Tehsil Office and
Division Offices don’t know the reason nor communicated to them that why the BISP
Headquarter closed the case.
b. Client’s version
After submission of her application the applicant visited the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra
several times. At the Tehsil Office she was told by the Assistant Complaints that it will take
some time and there will be another survey soon in which her Poverty Score Card will be
filled.
The Assistant Complaints advised her to return after two months, but it has been almost six
months since. She visited the BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra 4-5times by Suzuki spending
Rs70 for a round trip each time since it is approximately a 25minute drive from her house.
She was told that their application has been sent to a higher office of BISP. She says her
efforts have been fruitless.
She expressed dissatisfaction over the amount of time which BISP has taken in considering
her for inclusion in the programme; the complaint registration date was 14thMarch 2012.

5. What We Learnt?
District Mansehra was hit by 2005 earthquake which affected badly the lives of the people in the
area. Shazia Amjad’s family was also earthquake affected. It is observed at beneficiary level that
family was very poor and the only earning member of the family is Shazia Amjad’s husband.
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Shazia Amjad and her family are educated and poor, because of the poverty her husband is never
free and she has to manage between her home, baby and make frequent visits to the BISP Tehsil
Office, therefore she couldn’t follow up the case properly and even her frequent visits were
fruitless said Shazia Amjad.
It is observed that BISP Tehsil Office Mansehra has maintained proper record regarding
complaint lodging and processing of the case.
The level of understanding amongst beneficiaries was very low; beneficiaries were unaware
regarding the processing of the case and resolution. The complainant was very happy with the
behaviour of the Assistant Director but had some reservations about the Assistant Complaint’s
behaviour.
In the Mansehra Tehsil BISP Office the major problem is that they don’t have full-fledged
training on CMS which is the reason they cannot process cases speedily at the CMS.
The case has been termed as closed, which does not make any sense to the beneficiary. Even the
complainant is not aware about the status the complaint. It seems to be some communication gap
between BISP Headquarter and its Divisional Office or the Tehsil Office on this complaint.
The Divisional Director Abbottabad was of the view that the case has been forwarded to BISP
Headquarter and they decided the closure of the complaint but the reasons of closure never
communicated to them, therefore they themselves don’t know the reason of closure.
There is an inconsistency between dates of complaint lodging as indicated by Provider’s version
and Client version, almost a gap of one month.

6. Recommendations




The dates and schedules for surveys and re-surveys must be advertised to all the public so that
all hopefuls for the programme may know when to expect the PSC teams at their homes.
The BISP HQs should inform the complainant about status of the complainant along with
reasons so that he can further take future course of action. Complaints should be processed
instantly through CMS once it reached BISP Office.
The complainant should be issued complaint acknowledgment or the CMS complaint ID.
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G-Q2-KPK-37
Name Change
Zubida (Mayam LAL)
Zahir Shah
Gandori,Ajmera, Ajmera, Batagram, KPK
1320291573918 (1340322386625) Head CNIC
2617358
9thSeptember 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Mayam Lal, wife of Zahir Shah, is a 57 years old woman. She is an uneducated house wife who
belongs to the Village Gandori, Ajmera in Batagram, Abbottabad. She is the mother of five
children (five sons and one daughter). Her husband used to be a farmer who has suffered paralysis
and now remains bedridden. The only bread earning person in the family is her son who works as
a daily wage labourer; he earns around Rs200 a day when he is able to find work. Two of her sons
are married and living independently, the other two are enrolled at a madrasa along with their
sister.
The house where Mayam Lal lives consists of four Katcha rooms, a small pit latrine for open
defecation and an uncovered kitchen. The family fetches water for drinking and other household
usage from nearby springs as they don’t have well or water tap available at their house. The house
has no drainage or sanitation systems and there are no such systems in the locality either. The
village has no facilities for health and education, though these are present in Batagram.
Gandori, Ajmera is a small village which is located 4kms away from Batagram. The nearest main
road a 60 minutes’ walk away. The village consists of only around 60 houses which are mostly
Katcha.

2. Relationship with BISP
Mayam Lal was not part of the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the cash transfer scheme. Her Poverty
Score Card survey form was filled in August 2009 when it was held in her area and she received a
slip acknowledging her participation on the spot. She did not have a valid CNIC at the time of the
survey. Thus, as a result of the survey, she was a declared a potential beneficiary, with a
discrepancy.
Her family was unaware about the BISP except that BISP was distributing cash grants on Benazir
Bhutto’s behalf. She considers BISP a cash transfer scheme for the poor people of Pakistan, but
did not know about the exact criteria for being selected as an eligible BISP beneficiary.
She did not receive any letter of intimation from BISP through which she could be informed about
her eligibility and discrepancy.
She said, “If I am granted the cash transfer I will spend the money on medicines for my husband
as the medicines are very expensive and we need the money”. The family was not initially aware
of the complaint redressal mechanism functioning at the BISP Tehsil Offices.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality started receiving their cash grant, Mayam Lal thought
that she would also be receiving cash transfers as she also deserves them. Mayam Lal’s son and a
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relative who is an ex-Nazim visited the local Post Office to ask about her money orders; they
were told to contact the BISP Tehsil Office Batagram for information.
The ex-Nazim, Mr. Abdul Rasheed, also checked her status online at a net café and found that has
a ‘discrepancy’. He told her that she must get her CNIC issued from NADRA and submit a copy
of it to BISP to have the issue resolved. He did not, at the time, have any idea what was causing
the discrepancy.
At the time of survey she did not possess a CNIC. Therefore, she could not be registered on her
Poverty Score Card form as well as her name was wrongly written as Zubida. At the advice of the
ex-Nazim she applied to NADRA for a CNIC, with the regular processing fee of Rs300 and
received her new CNIC in two months’ time. Soon after receiving the CNIC her son visited BISP
Tehsil Office Batagram to lodge a complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Sajjad Ali (son of Mayam Lal) lodged a complaint for CNIC update and name change at the
BISP Tehsil Office Batagram. It was registered by, the Assistant Complaints. The
complainant received the telephone number of the office as an acknowledgment, on a piece of
paper, on which he could call to enquire about progress on his mother’s case.
The complaint was processed on 1st August 2012 through the Complaints Management
System (CMS) and the system created the complaint ID 10350228., A manual record was also
made by the Assistant Complaints in a register. The manual record shows that the complaint
was received on 27th July 2012. The case was forwarded on the same date (27th July 2012) to
the Assistant Director of the BISP Tehsil Office Batagram who approved it and recommended
it for approver, on the same date. The case was then forwarded on 2 nd August 2012 to the
Divisional Director Abbottabad who acted upon it within seven working days (according to
the Divisional Director’s statement) and accepted the request for CNIC update.
After insertion of her CNIC in her family roster her issue resolved. There was also a
discrepancy with her name; she was listed as Zubaida but her CNIC has her name as Mayam
Lal. Though the discrepancy has been removed but still there is no cash generated in her
name as shown by BISP website on 9th October 2012.
The CMS details show that the case was lodged twice before the acceptance of her request on
her third attempt, but for that the BISP Tehsil Office did not have record in hard. The first
attempt was made on 28th May 2012 with complaint ID 10131267 and the status is shown as
rejected. Actually the case was sent back by the Approver, rather rejected, for submitting the
relevant documents for a name change along. The complainant did not submit the attested
stamp paper at time of lodging the complaint which is a requisite for name change
complaints.
The second attempt was made on 22nd June 2012 with complaint ID 10205723 and the status
is shown as “in process” though again the case was sent back to Assistant Director for
submitting the relevant documents. According to the Assistant Director at the second round of
the process she had submitted the attested stamp paper for name change but the office missed
sending the documents to Approver. In the thirst attempt the office resend the complaint as
well the relevant document and was then accepted by the Approver.
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b. Client’s version
After having her CNIC issued by NADRA, the complainant visited the BISP Tehsil Office
Batagram. At the Tehsil Office the she was told by the Assistant Complaints that there is a
discrepancy in her CNIC as the details were not entered on her roster.
The Assistant Complaints guided her to lodge a complaint for CNIC update, by submitting
Mayam Lal’s CNIC’s photo copy. The complainant submitted the CNIC photo copy on the
same date of her visit, on 27th July 2012. Her son visited BISP Tehsil Office Batagram only
one time, approximately spending Rs700 for the round trip as the Office is an hour away from
his house, He was told that the application has been sent to the higher office of BISP for
processing.
She showed dissatisfaction over the amount of time which BISP has taken in resolving her
case; the complaint’s registration date is 27th July 2012 and her 1st MO has still not been
generated. As the amount was not generated so still she thought that her issue not redressed
yet.

5. What We Learnt?
District Batagram was hit by the 2005 earthquake which was the most devastating one in
Pakistan’s history. It affected the lives of many people in the area, including Maryam Lal’s
family.
It was observed that the family was very poor and the only earning member of the family is
Mayam Lal’s son. Mayam Lal and her family are uneducated and poor therefore they couldn’t
follow up the case properly. It was observed that the BISP Tehsil Office Batagram was
maintaining complete records on complaints that were lodged at the office.
The level of understanding amongst beneficiaries was very low and Maryam Lal was unaware of
the processing and resolution of the case. The complainant was very happy with the behaviour of
the Assistant Director.
Since the CMS has become operational, electricity has become crucial to allowing the system to
run smoothly. All complaints are registered online; the frequent electricity outages coupled with
the fact that there is no generator makes it extremely difficult for the complaints process to run
efficiently.
The instance case was processed twice through CMS before it got accepted by the Approver
because the complaint did not have the supporting documents for name change.
For name change complaints an attested verified stamp paper is an essential part of the documents
which are submitted for complaint process.
Stamp Paper price is Rs35 with an addition cost of Rs50 – Rs60 of the commercial agents who are
sitting in law courts, so for a verified attested stamp paper beneficiaries have to bear Rs85 – Rs95.

6. Recommendations


CMS trainings to staff at all levels would perhaps speed up the complaints process even
further now that the CMS has been introduced.
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The complainants should be issued acknowledgments for future reference. The BISP
intimation letters plays an important role in informing beneficiaries in time about their
discrepancies, therefore their time delivery must be ensured.
BISP should bear the expenses which the beneficiary incurred on the verified stamp paper for
complaints of name change or the verified stamp paper should not be a mandatory document
at all.
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G-Q2-KPK-38
Missing CNIC
Akhtar Bibi
Ali Muhammad
Muhallah Shah Alam Khel, Aba Khel, PO Aba Khel, Tehsil
and District Lakki Marwat
11201-9659411-2
1781009
22nd September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Akhtar Bibi is a 29 years old woman living in Muhallah Shah Alam Khel Aba Khel PO Aba Khel
Tehsil and District Lakki Marwat. She is an illiterate house wife who suffers from a mental
disability; she is also the mother of six children (two sons and four daughters). Her husband is a
government employee working for the health department. He earns Rs6,000 each month; an
amount that is not sufficient to make both their ends meet.
She lives in a ten Marla house consisting of four rooms (two Kacha and two Pakka). There is no
toilet or kitchen in the house. A well in the neighborhood is the only water source for the
immediate community. The house has electricity connection and there is a decent drainage system
that services all the houses in the Mohallah.
The village is located 6km away from main city of Lakki Marwat. The village is an aggregation of
40 to 50 houses with irregularly designed Kaccha streets. There is a Government Primary School
in the village and for medical needs the villagers must travel to the government hospital located in
Lakki Marwat’s bazar.

2. Relationship with BISP
Akhtar Bibi was not declared as an eligible beneficiary in the first phase of the BISP cash transfer
programme. The BISP Poverty Score Card survey was conducted in Lakki Marwat some time in
2010, she was not sure when exactly. The Poverty Score Card survey team visited her doorstep to
fill her PSC form and her brother-in-law gave all the information about her household to the
survey team to fill in her form. An acknowledgment slip is given to her on the spot.
She received no intimation letter from BISP informing her of her eligibility. Her husband asked a
friend of his who resides in Islamabad to check her eligibility status in the programme. The friend
informed her husband that Akhtar Bibi had been declared an eligible beneficiary with
‘discrepancy’. Akhtar Bibi does not know much about BISP. She considers BISP a government
scheme for the poor. She intends to utilise the cash grant money for medication and hopes to save
up and buy a goat whose milk she could sell for profit.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
At the end of 2011, neighbouring women started receiving money from BISP through the
Pakistan Post but Akhtar Bibi did not receive any Money Orders from the postman. In March
2012, upon making enquiries, a friend of Ali Muhammad’s told him to visit BISP Tehsil Office
Lakki Marwat and lodge a complaint so that Akhtar Bibi’s discrepancy may be resolved.
The complainant, Ali Muhammad, visited the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat for information
and he was told by staff to submit a copy of Akhtar Bibi’s CNIC so that her information may be
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updated to the BISP database; it had not been entered on her family roster at the time of the
survey. He submitted her CNIC to the Assistant Complaints at the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki
Marwat on 22nd March 2012.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant, Muhammad Ali, visited the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat on 22 nd
March 2012 and lodged an application requesting Akhtar Bibi’s CNIC information be
updated. The Assistant Complaints registered his complaint through the electronic Complaint
Management System (CMS). A complaint ID (100253537) was issued to Ali Muhammad for
future reference.
The complaint was forwarded to the Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat
who accepted the complaint and forwarded to the Approver for further action. The date of
forwarding complaints to approver is not recorded but usually complaints are forwarded to
approver on the same date. There is no record of the follow-up visits by the complainants.
The Approver approved the complaint on 5th April 2012 and the problem stands resolved.
Akhtar Bibi’s first payment was generated on 30th June 2012. But as on 8th October 2012, it
was not delivered.
b. Client’s version
Five months ago (March 2012) the complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat to
know the status of his wife Akhtar Bibi’s cash grant money. He traveled through Dotson
which cost him Rs30 for the round trip. In the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat the assistant
complaint informed him to submit a CNIC photo copy of Akhtar Bibi.
The complainant submitted photo copy of CNIC of Akhtar Bibi and the assistant complaints
registered his complaint in his computer. The assistant complaints gave him PTCL number of
the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat for future contact. The complainant has been informed
one and a half month before (as of 29th August 2012) that the issue has been solved. The
complainant visited 5 – 6 times for follow-up to the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat. The
complainant is satisfied with the complaint mechanism but he would be fully satisfied when
he receives the cash grant money.

5. What We Learned?
BISP survey was conducted in Lakki Marwat in August 2010. PSC form for Akhtar Bibi was
filled but her CNIC was not available at the time of survey. She was declared as eligible
beneficiary with discrepancy. The husband of Akhtar Bibi submitted her CNIC in BISP Tehsil
Office Lakki Marwat on 22nd March 2012. The case is forwarded to the approver and the request
has been accepted by the approver on 5th April 2012. The issue has been resolved within 14 days
through CMS.
In the instant case, BISP performed well. The credit goes to Complaint Management System.
Complaint has been successfully processed within two weeks. Payment for Akhtar Bibi started on
30th June 2012.
The 1st instalment has been generated 82 days before (as of 22nd September 2012) but it has not
yet been delivered to the beneficiary. The complainant asked the local postman about her Money
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Orders several times but, according to the complainant, the postman said, “your money has been
transferred somewhere else”.
The complainant said that he visited the twice to follow up progress of his complaint.

6. Recommendations




It is recommended that BDC Centre should start working in Lakki Marwat district as soon as
possible. The beneficiaries are suffering as Pakistan Post cannot deliver speedily enough.
The officials of Pakistan Post should be taken on board to help expedite the process. Pakistan
Post must offer quality services and ensure timely deliveries.
The BISP intimation letters plays an important role in informing beneficiaries in time about
their discrepancies, therefore their time delivery must be ensured.
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G-Q2-KPK-39
Duplicate Household
Noor Jan Bibi
Bazid Khan
Wanda Fateh Khan PO Lakki Marwat, Tehsil and District
Lakki Marwat
11201-8101038-0
1822747 – 1787410
22nd September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Noor Jan Bibi, wife of Bazid Khan, is a 59 years old woman living in Wanda Fateh Khan, PO
Lakki Marwat. She is an illiterate woman having eight children (four sons and four daughters).
She is living with her husband, her sons, daughters-in-law and grandchildren. Her husband Bazid
khan is an agricultural daily wager who works only during the harvesting season.
She is living in a 20 Marla Kacha house. The families share a six room in the house in which one
room is occupied by Noor Jan Bibi and her husband. There is no kitchen in the house; food is
cooked in a makeshift outdoor area. There is no toilet in the house and the family members,
mostly children, defecate in the bushes surrounding the house. A corner of the house is also used
as a toilet. There are few houses in the neighbourhood. The house is electrified like other houses
in the neighborhood.
Village Wanda Fateh Khan is a desert like area located at a time distance of an hour from main
Lakki Marwat bazar. Transport facility is available only two times a day. There is a Government
Primary School in the village but there is no medical practitioner in the village; the villagers visit
Lakki Marwat city for medical assistance.
Noor Jan’s given name is actually Door Jan Bibi but in BISP records it is Noor Jan Bibi. Daud
Khan, Mosum Khan, Nasreen Bibi and Robina Bibi are all children of Noor Jan Bibi who have
been left out on her BISP household roster.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary Noor Jan Bibi was not declared as an eligible beneficiary in the Parliamentarian’s
Phase of the cash transfer scheme. She became part of the programme only in the 2nd phase after
the BISP Poverty Score Card survey was conducted in District Lakki Marwat three years ago in
August 2009. The Poverty Score Card survey team visited her door step to fill her PSC form and
her son provided all information about her household to the survey team. An acknowledgment
slip was issued to her on spot by a survey team enumerator.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and did not know much about BISP or the
cash transfer scheme. The women in the neighborhood had told her all she knew about the BISP.
At the outset, neither she nor her sons knew about the complaints redressal system in place at all
Tehsil Offices.
She intends to utilise the cash transfer money to help pay for her household’s expenditure.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Being poor, she considered herself deserving of eligibility and thus assumed herself to be a
beneficiary by default. Her husband inquisitively visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat, as
most of the people do to check their status. He came to know from the staff of the BISP Tehsil
Office Lakki Marwat that she has been declared as an eligible beneficiary of BISP.
Meanwhile Noor Jan Bibi visited the Post Office and by showing her CNIC to the postman, she
had received Rs8,000 in July 2011; the payments generated against her CNIC number in February
2011, according to payment details on the BISP website. After those first four instalments she did
not receive any money.
She had been told by the post man that she received four instalments at a time therefore her next
instalment will generate after eight months and could check with BISP Office. Thus she kept on
waiting for eight months. In July 2012 she asked her husband to visit the BISP Tehsil Office
Lakki Marwat to enquire about her payments, if any were generated.
Contrary to the beneficiary expectations, at the Office the Assistant Complaints told her husband
that there is discrepancy which cannot be removed as the case cannot be resolved through CMS.
The complainant visited again but the same reply was given to him by the Assistant Complaints of
BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat.
Noor Jan Bibi herself doesn’t know the details as to when and where the complaint has been
registered. Everything was done by her husband and son.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Beneficiary Noor Jan Bibi visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat along with her husband
on 30th August 2012. The Assistant Complaints received her complaint and her data was kept
in a file.
The beneficiary submitted a copy of her CNIC and a written application requesting the
resolution of the discrepancy. The Assistant Complaints for BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat
registered her complaint but was unable to process it through the CMS since it is not designed
to process such cases.
Noor Jan BiBi is an eligible beneficiary with a ‘discrepancy’ caused because on her form, no
1787410, Bazid khan is listed as the household head. She wishes to update her CNIC on this
form; her CNIC was missing on this form. There is another form (1822747) in which Noor
Jan Bibi’s CNIC is shown against the name ‘Tamama Bibi’ (a woman Noor Jan Bibi did not
know), with Muhammad Anwar shown as the household head.
In order to update Noor Jan Bibi’s CNIC on form no 1787410, the form no 1822747 where
her CNIC is incorrectly shown against Tamama Bibi’s name, must be suspended. However,
form no 1822747 cannot be suspended due to the fact that this would be detrimental to the
interest of another potential beneficiary, Tamama Bibi. Therefore under current BISP policy
and software this complaint cannot be resolved using the CMS.
The nature of the grievance was ‘CNIC update’ and ‘duplicate household’. The Assistant
Director of BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat is of the opinion that such kind of complaints
cannot be addressed through the CMS. He added that this complaint cannot be resolved under
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current BISP policy and CMS software; the software must be changed to deal with issues like
this in the future.
b. Client’s version
The beneficiary Noor Jan Bibi received Rs8, 000 a year ago through the Post. The local
postman asked her husband for a bribe; Rs300 once and Rs400 a second time to hand over her
MOs. Her husband gave him the same and obtained Rs8000 in two turns. Since then, the
postman has not returned to deliver any money.
The beneficiary does not know anything about the problem with her BISP account, the
complaint mechanism and the progress on her complaint. Everything was done by her
husband and son. She remembers only the first two of Rs3000 and Rs5000 of the payments
she had received. In July 2011, her husband and son visited the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki
Marwat to enquire about any payment generated.
The Assistant Complaints informed them that Noor Jan Bibi is eligible but there is some
discrepancy which cannot be removed by this office although the Assistant Complaints took a
copy of her CNIC and filed it. The complainant visited the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat
by wagon, which cost him Rs50 for the round trip.
Noor Jan BiBi never visited BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat, but she was not satisfied with
the complaint mechanism.

5. What We Learnt?
In this case, interview with the beneficiary is conducted on the same day as of complaint lodging.
There are many interesting points in this study.
According to the Provider’s version, the beneficiary herself visited the Tehsil Office for lodging
the complaint but she denies making any visit to the BISP Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat
Two different forms were filled, one in Union Council Begu Khel and another in Union Council
Tajori. Noor Jan Bibi’s CNIC was entered on both the forms and both the forms were eligible but
one with discrepancy. It is observed that the form number 1787410 was filled at the door step of
Noor Jan Bibi because it includes the children of Noor Jan Bibi. The other form 1822747 was
filled somewhere else because the roster information does not match with the actual household
information of Noor Jan Bibi.
It’s a really interesting that on form number 1822747, Tamama Bibi has been declared as eligible
beneficiary (without discrepancy) with CNIC number 11201-8101038-0 (which is in fact Door
Jan Bibi’s CNIC). BISP also generated four instalments of Rs2000 each in February 2011 for
Tamama Bibi, which were received by Noor Jan Bibi.
The question is how was the name Tamama Bibi and CNIC# 11201-8101038-0 verified by
NADRA because NADRA issued a CNIC to Door Jan Bibi with the same number on 19th July
2010.
Another question is that if these two forms were filled for two different households located in two
different areas, then how were the four instalments generated on 28 th February 2011 for Tamama
Bibi, wife of Muhammad Anwar Khan, been received by a discrepant beneficiary Noor Jan Bibi.
It is also observed that instalments have not been generated since 28th February 2011 for a
beneficiary who BISP considers eligible without discrepancy.
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It is also a possibility that a family member or relative of the beneficiary might have lodged a
complaint long ago (but Noor jan is unaware of) and the complaint was forwarded to BISP
Headquarters manually by the Tehsil Office Lakki Marwat and BISP might have processed the
case and stopped the payment generation due to the facts explained above.

6. Recommendations




It is observed that the problem is rooted in the process of data entry. The wrong name has
been entered in form number 1787410 for Door Jan Bibi while the wrong CNIC was entered
on the roster for Tamama Bibi. The DEO must be careful while making entries.
BISP should address the issue by making proper changes into the CMS software. The issue on
hand cannot be resolved until the software allows the BISP staff to do so.
BISP payment website shows that payment has not been generated since February 2011 it
might be due to the fact that BISP is informed of the confusing situation; therefore it should
take proper care in such instances.
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G-Q2-KPK-40
Missing CNIC and Address Change
Rangmahal
Said Wahid
Mohallah Nasir Khel Odigram Tehsil and District Swat
15602-8253297-4
11483187
25th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Rangmahal wife of Said Wahid, 35, is residing in Mohallah Nasir Khel Odigram Tehsil and
District Swat. Her name in her CNIC is Rang Mahal while in BISP record her name is wrongly
entered as Ranmahal during survey. She is an illiterate house wife. She has six children (five sons
and a daughter). Her two elder sons and daughter are married. Her younger sons are studying in a
nearby school. Her husband is a farmer, who cultivates a piece of land obtained on lease in Nasir
Khel area. The average income from the land is Rs25,000 per annum around Rs2200 per month.
They have two cows, the products of which are utilised for household needs and also it is sold to
buy foodd for them.
She lives in a five Marla house consisting of three newly constructed Pakka rooms. There is no
toilet in the house. A semi-constructed kitchen is in a corner of the house. The house has an
electric connection but there is no gas facility in the area. A dug well inside the house is the
source of water. There is no furnished drainage system.
The house is located in the outskirts of Mohallah Nasir Khel which is at a distance of one
kilometer from main Odigram bazar. A Government Primary School is located in Mohallah Nasir
Khel while a high school and a college for boys are located in Odigram bazar. The villagers used
to travel to Odigram government hospital for medical assistance.

2. Relationship with BISP
Rangmahal was not declared eligible beneficiary in Parliamentarian Phase. The BISP survey was
conducted last winter in 2011 in Karachi South, Sindh, where their Poverty Score Card survey
was done. The survey team enumerator visited the house of her relatives, for filling her PSC form,
where she stayed in Karachi. The enumerator filled her form and gave an acknowledgment slip to
her on spot. She did not receive intimation letter from BISP. She had a short stay in Karachi and
soon after the survey she came back Swat.
Her husband visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora to know her eligibility status where he was
informed that she is eligible beneficiary with discrepancy. She does not know much about BISP.
She does not know BISP eligibility criterion. She intends to utilise the cash grant money in
purchasing food items.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other women in Muhallah started receiving money from BISP through Pakistan Post,
Rangmahal asked her husband to visit BISP Office to enquire why she is not receiving money.
Her husband visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora to know her eligibility status. The BISP Tehsil
Office Mingora Assistant Complaint informed that she is eligible beneficiary with discrepancy.
The Assistant Complaint also told him that the problem cannot be solved here in swat. He told
him that for this he needs to visit the particular BISP Office in Karachi south, Sindh, where their
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survey was held. Even then he asked him to submit Rangmahal’s CNIC to remove the
discrepancy. Though the BISP Tehsil Office Mingora had received her CNIC in mid of July 2012
but again the complainant submitted the CNIC along with an application on 10th September 2012.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora on 10th September 2012. The complaint
was not lodged though it was received by the Assistant Complaint. The Complaint Assistant
at BISP Tehsil Office did not lodge the complaint as he thought that the complaint cannot be
processed from this office. The nature of the problem is twofold; missing CNIC and change
of address.
The PSC form was filled in Karachi South but the address on CNIC is that of Swat. Her CNIC
was not inserted in PSC form at the time of survey. The issue could only be solved in a
particular BISP Office in Karachi where her form was filled. Till the TPE team visit to
concern office, no action was taken on this complaint as there was confusion in the addresses,
whether the beneficiary belongs to Swat or Karachi and the Assistant Complaint was feeling
difficulty in dealing such kind of complaints.
But now the BISP website shows that the complaint has been processed through CMS for
address change and CNIC update on 1st October 2012 from the Assistant Complaint CMS ID
Tehsil Office Mingora. The case was then forwarded to Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office
Mingora. After his recommendation the Approver accepted the request, when checked on 8th
October 2012 on BISP website.
The information has been updated but still the beneficiary waiting for the payment to be
delivered.
b. Client’s version
In the mid of July 2012, When women in the neighbourhood started receiving BISP money
through Pakistan Post, Rangmahal sent her husband to BISP Tehsil Office Mingora to know
that why she is not receiving money. Her husband travelled to BISP Tehsil Office Mingora
through Suzuki which cost him Rs200 for the round trip.
Her husband was informed that Rangmahal is an eligible beneficiary with discrepancy. BISP
Tehsil Office staff told him that she needs to remove this discrepancy by submitting her CNIC
in BISP Office. The BISP Tehsil Office Assistant Complaint also told him that her form was
filled in Karachi South, Sindh therefore her problem cannot be solved here. Her husband
resubmitted her CNIC in the BISP Tehsil Office Mingora on 10th September 2012.
She does not know whether her case processed through CMS or not as at time of submitting
her CNIC the Assistant Complaint told them that their case cannot be processed from this
office.

5. What We Learned?
Earlier the Assistant Complaint was not processing the case through CMS because he was not
clear about the technicality of the case but now the website shows that he has processed the case
through CMS. This indicates that after the TPE team visited, he might have consulted someone
(which is an encouraging practice) over the issue and after getting guidance he processed the case.
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The fact is that all the BISP Offices either the Tehsil Offices or Divisional Offices can deal such
cases. The Assistant Complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora can successfully lodge and
process this complaint but due to his lake of understanding of the policies of BISP, he kept on
delaying this complaint till it was finally lodged.
There might be other cases as well, more or less of the same nature, which are pending with the
Assistant Complaints. There should not be communication gap between the two tiers of BISP
offices i.e. Tehsil Offices and Divisional Offices.

6. Recommendations






The payment should immediately be generated as the roster has been updated through CMS.
The beneficiary should be informed immediately by the Tehsil Office, as she was told earlier
that her case would only be resolved in Karachi and she would be preparing to visit BISP
Karachi South Office, to save her from inconvenience.
In this case, it is obvious that there is poor quality of services observed on the part of BISP.
BISP should conduct a refresher training for its front desk staff i.e. the Assistant Complaints
in the light of these kinds of issues.
There observed a communication gap between the BISP Offices. The Assistant Complaints
should consult the Assistant Director or even the Divisional Office and discuss such problems
or there should be fortnight meetings at Divisional Office where such cases are discussed.
BISP should educate the beneficiaries about its policies more effectively through mass
communication campaign
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G-Q2-KPK-41
Missing CNIC and Name change
Hadia
Ataullah
Dangram, PO Box Kokarai Tehsil and District Swat
15602-6349054-6
6737653
25th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Hadia (CNIC name Atya) wife of Ataullah is a 24 years old woman. She is the resident of
Mohallah Narobo Garhasa, Dangram, Post Office Kokarai, Tehsil and District Swat. She is an
illiterate house wife and has two children, a son of four years and a daughter of three months. Her
husband is a daily wager whose income is Rs250 to Rs300 per day but it is not certain for him to
get work opportunity throughout the month.
Hadia lives in five Marla house consisting of two Kaccha rooms. There is no kitchen and toilet in
the house. She lives with her parent-in-law, brother in law and his family. One of her brother-inlaw is unmarried and is having a disability (dumb).
Banos Bibi, her mother in law is living in the same house, is also an eligible BISP beneficiary.
She is receiving the cash grant instalments since April 2011.
The houses are built in a sequence going up on the hill. Most of the houses are single roomed. A
nearby spring water channel coming down the hill is the only source of water in the locality. The
women used to fetch water on their heads. There are no basic facilities like electricity, school and
hospital in the village.
The village is located at a distance of two kilometer from Dangram and eight kilometer from
Mingora bazar. There is no proper road from Dangram to Narobo Garhasa and the locals are used
to travel by foot.

2. Relationship with BISP
Hadia was not declared as eligible beneficiary in the Parliamentarian Phase. BISP survey was
conducted in swat last winter around January 2011. Enumerator of the survey organisation visited
her doorstep and filled her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form. After filing her form an
acknowledgment slip was issued to her on spot. After the survey has been completed her fatherin-law asked a local influential to check her eligibility status. He informed him that she had been
declared as eligible beneficiary. She does not know much about BISP cash grant scheme but
considers BISP a government scheme for helping poor. She intends to utilise the BISP cash grant
money in purchasing food and nutritional items for her new born daughter.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
After the completion of survey, her father-in-law asked a local influential to check the eligibility
status of Hadia, who checked it in BISP Tehsil Office Mingora and informed the complainant that
Hadia is an eligible beneficiary with discrepancy. He added that Hadia did not have CNIC at the
time of PSC survey and the name was also wrongly entered as Hadia instead of Atya.
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The complainant, the father-in-law visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora himself and the same
answer was given to him by Assistant Complaints. The Assistant Complaints told the complainant
to register a complaint in the same office to solve this problem by submitting a copy of the CNIC
of Hadia.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora on 12th June 2012 and requested to
register a complaint for removal of discrepancy of Hadia. The complainant submitted the
photo copy of Hadia’s CNIC with the Assistant Complaints. The Assistant Complaints
registered her complaint through CMS, and as a result unique ID was created as 10176672
though did not give her acknowledgment slip in return. The complaint was lodged on 12 th
June 2012. The Assistant Director accepted the complaint and forwarded to the Approver for
further action.
The Approver accepted the request and the issue regarding her CNIC update is resolved and
payment generated on 30th June 2012. The date of resolution of the problem is not known as
neither the CMS software keeps the record of the dates of acceptance nor there any other
means to track the date of acceptance of complaints.
b. Client’s version
At the time of survey the CNIC of Hadia was not issued by NADRA. The survey team
enumerator told her to obtain CNIC from NADRA as it may cause discrepancy in future. She
went through the NADRA process and obtained CNIC from NADRA in February 2012 by
paying them fee of Rs1,000.
Latter on she came to know through a local influential that she has been declared as potential
beneficiary but has CNIC discrepancy. Her father-in-law visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora
through public transport and rickshaw which cost him Rs150 for a round trip. He visited BISP
Tehsil Office Mingora to confirm eligibility status of his daughter-in-law. The Assistant
Complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora told the complainant that Hadia is eligible with
discrepancy and he needs to submit her CNIC to remove the discrepancy from her status.
The complainant submitted the CNIC along with a written application for the removal of
discrepancy. The Assistant Complaint registered the complaint in his computer. The
complainant visited almost six times to the BISP Tehsil Office Mingora to know the status of
his complaint. The last time he visited the BISP Tehsil Office Mingora was on 16th September
2012. On 16th September 2012, the Assistant Complaints informed the complainant that the
request has been accepted and the issue is resolved. The BISP Tehsil Office Mingora told the
complainant that the payment has been generated on 30th June 2012.
The Assistant Complaints told the complainant to visit Pakistan Post Office Kokarai and ask
the post man for payment. The complainant visited the Post Office and asked for Hadia’s
payment but the post man told him that no MO has been received by this office in the name of
Hadia.
The complainant is not satisfied with the complaint mechanism as still the payment yet to be
delivered although he has no concerns with the behaviour of the BISP staff at BISP Tehsil
Office Mingora.
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5. What We Learnt?
At times of survey she did not CNIC therefore could not be registered at her PSC form, which she
did latter on. The enumerator wrongly entered her name as Hadia instead of Atya. There were two
issues in her PSC form, the missing CNIC and the wrongly entered name. She applied for CNIC
in NADRA and received her CNIC in February 2012.
According to the complainant, the complaint has been registered in May 2012 but it was lodged
actually on 12th June 2012 through CMS. The reason may be the burden of work and continuous
power failure. This compels the Assistant Complaints just to collect the complaints during office
timing and launch it on CMS in the night time (the instant complaint is lodged on 11:11:58 PM as
shown by BISP website).
The complainant visited six times for follow-up of the complaint. At his last visit on 16th
September 2012, the Assistant Complaints told him that the issue has been resolved and payment
has been generated on 30th June 2012. The Assistant Complaints told him to visit Pakistan Post
Office and ask the post man about the MO in the name of Hadia.
The complainant visited Pakistan Post Office and asked the post man about Hadia’s payment but
he told him that he did not receive any payment yet.
Apparently there seems to be no issue in this case and the problem is resolved. The payment detail
of Hadia could not be retrieved by any means as of 25th September 2012, though the Assistant
Complaints had checked the payment details with his ID. On 26th September 2012 the BISP
website shows her payment detail that indicates either there was some technical problem with the
website or the Assistant Director ID shows payment detail before it gets public.
The survey enumerator did perform his duties well by explaining the beneficiary to obtain CNIC
from NADRA which she followed and NADRA issued her a CNIC the next month.
She did not receive letter of intimation from BISP which could inform her of her discrepancy at
an earlier point.

6. Recommendations





The BISP staff should lodge the complaints immediately when received by the Assistant
Complaints.
The CMS software should be upgraded so the time and date of resolution of a complaint can
easily be tracked. There is no other way to check the time a complaint takes in between the
two offices of BISP i.e. the Assistant Complaints and the Approver.
BISP should ensure time delivery of intimation letters to those who are having discrepancy.
NADRA should cater BISP beneficiaries on priority basis and there should not be any fee, if
potential beneficiaries are making/ updating their CNIC or BISP shall compensate for their
fee.
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G-Q2-KPK-42
Name Change & CNIC Updates
Humaira
Rehmat Ullah
Moh, Miangano Cham, Jambel, Kokarai, District Swat
1560244376264
6822750
25thSeptember 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Humaira w/o Rehmat Ulaah, 22, is the resident of Mohallah Miangano Cham, Jambel, Kokarai,
District Swat. She remains busy in her household domestic activities.
The beneficiary has three children i.e. two daughters and a son, who are roster with her on her
form, thus her family consists of six persons including her mother -n-law. The house, where the
family dwells in was a six Marla’s house, having four Pakka (cemented) rooms, a kitchen and
bathroom. The household uses water from a water tap of local municipality which is installed
within the boundary wall of the house. Her son is enrolled in a private school of the same village
while her daughters are not of the school age.
The beneficiary’s husband is having his own Auto Diesel Workshop in Mingora city, where he
works all the day. His monthly saving is around Rs6, 000 from this workshop. It is the only
source of income of the family. The family does not have agricultural land.
Village Jambel was located in the mountainous range and was at a distance of about 11km from
Mingora. The leading road to the village, though it was black top, was rough surfaced and was in
bad condition. Her house was around 100ft away from the road. No basic facilities of life were
available to the residents of the locality like health, gas or Sewerage system. Primary and
secondary schools for boys and a middle school for girls was available in the village where she
lived.
There was another potential beneficiary from the same household which was on BISP roster.

2. Relationship with BISP
Though Humaira was not included in BISP for cash grant scheme under Parliamentarian Phase,
but her mother-in-law was included and she was receiving BISP cash grant amounts regularly.
An enumerator of National Rural Support Program (NRSP) filled her Poverty Score Card (PSC)
form at her doorstep and was issued an acknowledgement slip. As a result of the survey she was
declared as potential beneficiary with CNIC discrepancy.
The beneficiary did not know about BISP different programmes in detail though they considered
all such programmes as a financial support of the poor families. They were unaware about the
criteria of being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant scheme, but they knew it that its main aim
is to provide financial aid to the poor families like them.
The family did not know regarding BISP complaint redressal mechanism but they heard it in
BISP Tehsil Office Mingora when she visited the office. Her visit was the result of the
inquisitiveness she had developed after seeing other women in her surroundings, being benefited
with BISP cash grant.
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If the beneficiary receives BISP cash grant amounts, she will use it for the expenses incured on
the education of her children.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When it was known to the beneficiary that some other women were receiving cash grant amounts
in her village, then beneficiary visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora and got checked her status by
the Assistant complaints. The Assistant Complaints told her that her name was wrongly inserted
in the PSC form and CNIC number was also missing. He advised her to submit a copy of her
CNIC to update her family roster and remove the discrepancy.
During survey, her CNIC number was missed by survey team to get it registered in the PSC form
as well as her name Humaira was wrongly written as Umaira. Therefore she was marked with a
discrepancy after being declared as potential beneficiary. The beneficiary took her CNIC and
visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora and submitted a copy of her CNIC and lodged a formal
complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complaint for name change and CNIC update in her family roster was received by the
Assistant complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora with no date, though it was processed by
Assistant complaints through Complaint Management System, which had created a unique ID
as 10240755 and was forwarded to the supervisor for further process on 5 th July 2012. He
advised the complainant/ beneficiary that the issue would be resolved after a week.
Assistant Director checked the complaint and further forwarded to the Divisional Director
BISP Malakand on the same day. Divisional Director BISP Malakand Division accepted the
request for Name change & CNIC updates immediately on its receipt. Though exact approval
date could not be traced, as CMS does not show approval date, but usually Approver
processes the cases on the next working day of its receipt. Thus the grievance was redressed
by updating her family roster and the process completed just in three days though still awaits
the payment to be generated when checked on 26th September 2012, as shown by BISP
website.
b. Client’s version
The beneficiary herself visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora and lodged a complaint relating to
her Name change & CNIC update in her family roster. She submitted a copy of her CNIC in
April 2012 (though BISP record shows 5th July 2012), which was handed over to the Assistant
Complaints, who kept the complaint in file and told her that her issue would be resolved in
one month. In order to pursue her case, she visited ten times to BISP Tehsil Office Mingora
which cost her Rs100 per her round trip. The BISP office was on a distance of 11 km from
her house.
The complainant was satisfied with BISP staff as for as cooperation and behaviour is
concerned, but was dissatisfied with complaint resolution mechanism as she was of the view
that the resolution of her issue was taking an unreasonable time, as payment has not
generated yet.
Further she pointed out that BISP officials were saying to her every visit that the issue has
been resolved, if it was resolved then why the amount has not been released?
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5. What We Learnt?
As mentioned above, being a potential beneficiary, neither the beneficiary herself nor any other
member of her family was having the knowledge of her eligibility with discrepancy at all. But
when other beneficiaries in her neighbouring were receiving the amounts then she visited BISP
Tehsil Office Mingora where she came to know about her status.
Assistant Complaints at BISP checked her family roster and told her that she was a potential
beneficiary but with a discrepancy of Name change & CNIC update. Then she submitted a copy
of her CNIC at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora in April 2012. Though it was processed in July 2012
through CMS, which was delayed for almost two months, though was finally resolved. The
update took place in July 2012 but no amount has been generated as shown by BISP website as of
26th September 2012.
Her CNIC bears her name as Humaira, which is her actual name, but it was wrongly written in her
PSC form as “Umaira”. Though the name change accepted but still BISP website shows Umaira.
Her mother in law Gul Zadgai was included in BISP cash grant scheme under Parliamentarian
Phase, and she was receiving the instalments regularly, she is also a potential beneficiary in the
second phase with CNIC discrepancy, as she was paralysed and on the bed, therefore her
daughter-in-law was pursuing the case.
Despite the fact, that she did not receive cash grant amount yet, but the complainant was satisfied
with the behaviour and dealing of BISP staff.
She was not issued with any acknowledgement slip or complaint ID for the complaint she lodged.

6. Recommendations






In order to ensure transparent and speedy resolution of complaints, BISP Officials at Tehsil
level should be bound to process the complaints immediately.
Those cases which have been cleared from BISP, payments should be immediately generated
and delivered.
The practice that BISP Tehsil Office keeps complaints in hard copy and then do updatinglater
on, leave such complaints pending, therefore it should be in policy module that cases should
be lodged on the spot in presence of the complainant to avoid delay.
The practice of dumping complaints is due to extensive load shedding or sometimes due to
connectivity problems, therefore for each Tehsil Office a generator (with enough fuel) should
be allotted, to ensure electric supply.
BISP Office should make the issuance of an acknowledgement for complaints, as mandatory.
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G-Q2-KPK-43
Name Change
Guli Rokh (CNIC Gul Hero)
Bakht e Wahid
Spal Bandai, Tehsil: Babozai Saidu Sharif, Swat
1560705762144
5987873
24thSeptember 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Gul Hero w/o Bakht e Wahid, 30, is the resident of village Spal Bandai, Tehsil Babozai Saidu
Sharif, District Swat. She has her basic education up to middle class and lives as a house wife.
She remains busy in her household domestic activities.
The beneficiary has two daughters while fourteen other family members, who are roster with her
on her form, thus the family consist of eighteen persons. The joint family is having six Marla
house, which has three Kacha rooms, a kitchen and a bathroom. The family has a water tap of the
nearby spring, within the house boundary wall. Her daughters have not approached school going
age yet and remain with her at home.
Her husband and brother-in-law are carpenters and own a small furniture making workshop in
Mingora city. They earn approximately Rs3,000 each per month. . The family has neither
agricultural land nor any other regular source of income other than this workshop.
Village Spal Bandai was on a distance of 20km from Mingora though her house was further
located in small cluster of houses, Nazu Gram, which was on 40 minutes walking distance from
Spal Bandai. Though the village has a black-toped-single road up to Spal Bandai, while onward
upto Nazu Gram there is no road. Only a Primary school was available in the village for girls. The
villagers take their patients to hospital at Mingora city in cases of serious emergency, though a
basic health unit (BHU) was available in Islampur which was located at a distance of five km
from the village. The facility of a drainage system and gas were not available in the house though
it had electrification.
Three other beneficiaries from this household have been declared potential beneficiaries; Roh
Afza getting BISP cash amounts but other two (ghawhra and zahiro) were having CNIC
discrepancies. Another potential beneficiary named Bakht Farizada, who is unmarried and could
not qualify for the scheme.

2. Relationship with BISP
No one was included from this household under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant
scheme. Her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form was filled by an enumerator of National Rural
Support Program (NRSP) at her doorstep at the end of 2010. She received the acknowledgement
slip on spot. As a result of the survey she was declared as potential beneficiary with discrepancy.
Beneficiary’s family did not know about BISP various programmes, they considered it, that it is
Benazir scheme for poor families, which too they heard it in the village. The family was unaware
about the criteria of being an eligible beneficiary for cash grant but like many other villagers of
their locality, they were of the view that their family is poor and the poor are receiving financial
support.
The beneficiary and her family had no idea regarding BISP complaint redressal mechanism but
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her mother-in-law visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora for getting information regarding the
resolution of her own matter, where she was informed that Gul Hero could also become eligible
beneficiary for BISP cash grant from this house hold. Her mother-in-law on her next visit to BISP
tehsil Office Mingroa submitted a copy of beneficiary’s CNIC and lodged a formal complaint.
If the beneficiary receives BISP cash grant amounts, she will use it for the treatment of her five
years disabled daughter.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Roh Afza, her mother-in-law was on the visit of BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, as she went for
getting information regarding the generation of her own money of cash grant. Assistant
complaints informed her about Gul Hero, who was also a potential beneficiary from the same
house hold, though having dual discrepancies, of CNIC and of name, as neither her CNIC was
inserted nor her correct name in the survey. Further he advised her to submit a copy of Gul Hero’s
CNIC to remove the discrepancy.
Her CNIC numbers were not inserted in her PSC form during survey, as her CNIC was not issued
by NADRA, though it was made soon after the survey. Due to non-availability of her CNIC, her
name was written wrongly in PSC form, as Guli Rokh instead of Gul Hero. Then her mother-inlaw submitted a copy of her CNIC at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
A complaint regarding name change and CNIC update was received by the Assistant
complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora. The complaint was processed through CMS on
29th August 2012 and a unique ID was created by the system as 10435946, for this complaint.
Assistant complaints forwarded it to the supervisor for further necessary action on the same
date. The beneficiary was advised that she could enquire regarding the resolution of her issue
after a week. Further, it was processed by the concerned Assistant Director, who accepted her
request and recommended it to the Approver on the same day.
Divisional Director BISP Malakand approved the request for CNIC updates on the second day
of its receipt, though exact date of approval could not be found as CMS does not show date of
acceptance of a request. Such cases are usually accepted by the Approver on the next
working day of its receipt. Thus her grievance was redressed just in three days since the
complaint was processed through CMS but still her payment was to be generated when
checked on 26th September 2012.
b. Client’s version
Roh Afza, her mother-in-law on her next visit to BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, had submitted
a copy of beneficiary’s CNIC, regarding the dual discrepancy of name change and CNIC in
June 2012 though BISP record shows 29th August 2012 when the case was processed through
CMS. Her complaint was received by the Assistant complaints and he processed the case then
she was advised that her issue would be resolved in a week.
The complainant further stated that in order to know about the resolution of the issue, she
visited two times at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, but her case was pending at that time.
Complainant incurred Rs80 per visit to BISP Tehsil Office Mingora.
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The complainant was satisfied with BISP staff dealing and cooperation. She showed
dissatisfaction over CMS as she was unaware regarding the resolution of the issue, as she
considered it unresolved as payment had not been generated as of 26th September 2012.

5. What We Learnt?
The beneficiary and her family were unaware regarding her eligibility as well as the discrepancy
initially, but her mother-in-law got the information about Gul Hero discrepancy at her visit to
BISP Tsil Office Mingora. Her mother in law was informed that her daughter in law could
become a potential beneficiary for BISP cash grant scheme if her discrepancy is removed.
On her next visit she visited at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, where she submitted a copy of her
daughter-in-law’s CNIC, and the issue got resolved on the third day of her complaint processing
through CMS.
Her issue has been resolved at the start of September 2012, but yet no amount has been generated,
as her payment status is blank, and still her payment detail status is not update at BISP website.
A manual register was maintained at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora in which entries were made of
those complaints, which were processed at the office, but making entries in manual register was
almost a month later than the processing date through CMS, as the instant complaint was not
entered in manual register up till the last visit at the said office.
The beneficiary was having a five years daughter, who was mentally not sound anddisabled since
her birth. Her treatment is in progress, but according the beneficiary, her health conditions remain
the same and it is not improving since the treatment has been started.
According to the beneficiary, this complaint was submitted in June 2012, but it was processed
through CMS on 29th August 2012, almost three months latter. The complaint was kept in file,
and it was also observed during the visit that many such cases were kept in pending which was
not processed by BISP Office. In reply of a query that why the cases were pending. Assistant
complaints were on the view that due to heavy load work and load shedding, the cases could not
be processed speedily.
Five potential beneficiaries existed in the same household, who are roster in her form, among the
four her mother-in-law was getting the amount, four were having discrepancies including the
beneficiary, though two beneficiaries could become eligible for BISP cash grant scheme after
inserting their CNIC in the family roster. Bakht Farizada was an unmarried young girl, who could
not become eligible for the cash grant.
The beneficiary was satisfied with the behaviour and dealing of BISP staff, but showed
dissatisfaction over complaint management as she was on the view that more than three months
have been lapsed but the issue has not been resolved so far as the payment is concerned. Because
she would consider the resolution of her case on the day, on which she will receive the amount.
She was not issued with acknowledgement slip or complaint ID for the complaint.

6. Recommendations



Once a complaint gets resolved and payment generated then the Tehsil Office shall receive an
automated response from BISP website after which the beneficiary could be informed at
earliest and then they could check their payments with Post Office.
The complaints received at BISP Office should be processed on the same day, or a
computerised diary should be introduced and acknowledgement slip to the complainant
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should be issued on the spot. In this way the delay will not occurr.
Such pending complaints are due to heavy work load and electricity outages; therefore Tehsils
where work load is extensive, the staff should be increased while for electric outages a
generator with enough fuel must be installed to lodge complaints on spot.
In order to resolve the problem of pending complaints, the BISP should circulate a manual
that up to 70 % of complaints be lodged in presence of the complainant.
It should be made mandatory that the complainants are issued with an acknowledgement slip
for the complaint.
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G-Q2-KPK-44
CNIC update and Name Change
Sama
Mohammad Waqas
Mohallah Balaoo Islampur, PO saidu sharif Tehsil Babozai,
District Swat
15607-0569244-8
5971960
26th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Sama wife of Mohammad Waqas, 19, is residing in Mohallah Balaoo Islampur, PO Saidu Sharif
Tehsil Babozai, District Swat. She is an illiterate housewife. She has a son of age four months.
Her husband is a semi-skilled labourer, who weaves traditional chaddars and blankets over a
manual machine, in the neighbourhood. She helps her husband in making threads which are then
processed by her husband over the manual machine to weave chaddars. They work all the day,
since morning to evening, and earn an average of Rs3,000 per month.
She lives in a three Marla rented house (Rs1000 per month). There are two rooms in the house
but there is no kitchen and toilet. A spring in the neighbourhood is a common source of water for
the houses. The women of the locality are used to fetch water on heads. Electricity was available
in the house which cost them Rs800 per month as utility bill.
The house is located on the top of a hill having no easy access. Concrete steps were made to the
houses which were located on the hill in sequence. There is no school and hospital facility in the
neighbourhood. People usually travel to Saidu Sharif for seeking medical assistance. The small
scale wool handicraft industry is the popular profession of the locality.
Her name is Saman Begum in her CNIC but in BISP record it is Sama. There are two other
beneficiaries at her household, Sheno and Noorjehan.

2. Relationship with BISP
Sama was not declared eligible beneficiary in the Parliamentarian Phase of the programme. BISP
survey in district Swat was conducted two years before around the end of 2010. BISP survey
enumerator visited her house to fill her PSC form. After the filling of form, she was given an
acknowledgment slip on spot. In May 2011, her father-in-law visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora
to check her eligibility status. The BISP Tehsil Office Mingora informed her father-in-law that
she has been declared potential beneficiary of BISP but having discrepancy. She does not know
much about BISP cash grant scheme but she is familiar with BISP through television promotion
and interpersonal interaction. She intends to utilise the cash grant money for daily household
expenditure and utility bills.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Sama considers herself a beneficiary because she is poor. The BISP Tehsil Office Mingora staff
told her father-in-law that she is an eligible beneficiary. At the time of survey she had not
obtained her CNIC from NADRA. People in the neighbourhood told her that she cannot be
benefited from the programme unless she obtained CNIC from NADRA. She applied urgently in
NADRA for CNIC which cost her Rs1000. She received her CNIC in July 2011.
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In May 2012 her father-in-law was informed by BISP Tehsil Office Mingora that she has a
discrepancy therefore she needs to submit her CNIC. Her father submitted her CNIC in BISP
Tehsil Office Mingora. There was a two-fold discrepancy. Her CNIC number and name was
wrongly entered. Her father-in-law submitted her CNIC photo copy in BISP Tehsil Office
Mingora.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
The complainant registered twice this complaint in BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, once before
CMS and second time once the CMS got funtional in Tehsil Office. Initially when her case
was forwarded to HQ for CNIC update, as her CNIC was missing in the roster; she was
disqualified from the list of potential beneficiaries and the roster updated with CNIC (156021841199-8) against Saman. Though for such processes the BISP Office did not have a date
wise record that when the complainant had lodged the complaint and when was processed.
When CMS got functional the complainant visited again in May 2012 for re-lodging the case
but his complaint cannot be processed as once disqualified by BISP HQ then how it could be
re-lodged through CMS therefore the case was still pending with BISP Tehsil Office
Mingora.
b. Client’s version
Sama (Saman begum CNIC) was not having obtained her CNIC from NADRA at the time of
survey. Her form was filled at her doorstep but her CNIC was not inserted in the form. Later
on people in the neighbourhood told Sama that without a CNIC she cannot be benefited from
BISP scheme. She urgently applied for CNIC and obtained it which cost her Rs1000. Her
father-in-law visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora which cost him Rs40 for the round trip.
The purpose of the visit was to enquire about her eligibility status. The BISP Tehsil Office
Mingora staff told him that she is eligible but there is a discrepancy therefore she needs to
submit her CNIC in the same office. Her father-in-law submitted copy of her CNIC in BISP
Tehsil Office Mingora during the next visit. The complainant visited three times more for
follow up but the issue is not solved. She is not satisfied with the complaint mechanism.

5. What We Learned?
In thiscase, the provider version and the client version are in disagreement. Beneficiary says she
applied for CNIC for the first time in NADRA after the survey has been conducted and form
filled. She obtained CNIC bearing number 15607-0569244-8
The provider version says that she had CNIC (15602-1841199-8) issued from NADRA over
which her roster updated by HQ and consequently removed from the list of potential
beneficiaries, as was not meeting the criteria.
The issue might be that the complainant had initially submitted that CNIC in which she was not
shown married and as a result of the update removed from the list of potential beneficiaries. And
then someone might have told them that to be a potential beneficiary she would need her updated
CNIC against her husband name, as she is a married woman.
The case is very simple, due to ignorance the beneficiary might have submitted the un-updated
CNIC for BISP HQ submission, for which she latter on applied at NADRA and received the
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updated one, and wants to re-lodge the case through CMS. The BISP staff at Tehsil Office is
reluctant to pursue such cases just of the fear of higher management that if once rejected by HQ
how they could re-pursued such cases.

6. Recommendations


The case should immediately be processed and the applicant should be declared aspotential
beneficiary. If ineligible could become a potential beneficiary after updates, then why not a
disqualified potential beneficiary could become a potential beneficiary after necessary
updates.
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G-Q2-KPK-45
Missing CNIC
Khanaseeb Bibi (CNIC Kha Naseeb Bibi)
Hakeem Zaman
Moh, Khadim Lala Cham, Odigram, Swat
1560203534026
30544292
23rd September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Kha Naseeb Bibi W/O Hakeem Zaman, 53, is the resident of Odigram, Tehsil and District Swat.
As an illiterate house wife she remains busy in her household domestic work.
The beneficiary has three daughters and four sons who are roster with her on her form, thus the
family consists of eleven persons including two daughters-in-laws. The family dwells in four
Marla house rent house, having three Kacha rooms, while no kitchen and bathroom facility. The
household pays the monthly rent of Rs600 for the house they are living in. The household takes
water from a water handpump which is installed in a neighbouring house, which they fetch on
their heads. Her daughters are enrolled in government school which was located in the same
village.
Hakeem Zaman, beneficiary’s husband, was a labourer and the sole bread earner but now due to
bone fracture at his leg he cannot work. But now her two sons work to feed the family. They
prepare dishes in ceremonies of wedding etc and each earns Rs5, 000 a month. The family has
neither agricultural land nor any other regular source of income other than the mentioned one.
Village Odigram was on the distance of 4kms from Mingora and her house was about 100ft, from
the main swat road. Odigram is a populated area, having congested houses on both sides of the
main road and majority of the villagers were employees, shop keepers and labourers. Primary,
high school and a college were available for boys and girls. The villagers take their patients to
Mingora city for treatment in cases of severe problem, though they have an upgraded hospital in
the village. No basic facilities were available in her house like drainage system; gas and drinking
water, except electricity connection.
Samahat Bibi and Samina Bibi, her daughter-in-laws, who are roster with her, receiving BISP
cash transfer regularly.

2. Relationship with BISP
Neither she nor any other woman from her household was included under Parliamentarian Phase
for BISP cash transfer.
Her Poverty Score Card (PSC) form was filled by an enumerator of National Rural Support
Programme (NRSP) at her doorstep at the end of 2010, and was issued with the acknowledgement
slip. As a result of the survey she was declared as potential beneficiary but with discrepancy.
The family knew nothing regarding BISP programme, they just knew, that it is for poor families,
which they heard it in the village. Even they were unaware about the criteria of being an eligible
beneficiary for cash grant but like many other of their locality, they were on the view that their
family was poor and the poor are receiving financial support from BISP.
Her family did not know regarding complaint redressal mechanism but like many inquisitors she
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visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora for getting information regarding the matter, where she
lodged a formal complaint.
If the beneficiary receives BISP cash grant amounts, she will spend it on daily food stuff for her
family.

3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When her daughters-in-laws started receiving BISP cash grant amounts at home, then she thought
that why she is not receiving the amount. Therefore, she visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora,
where the Assistant Complaints checked her status and told her that she is having CNIC
discrepancy. Further he advised her to submit a copy of her CNIC to remove the discrepancy.
Her CNIC numbers were not inserted in her PSC form during survey which caused the
discrepancy. She submitted her CNIC on the spot at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
CNIC update complaint was received by the Assistant Complaints at BISP Tehsil Office
Mingora. Assistant Complaints processed the case in line with BISP standard grievance
redressal procedure through Complaint Management System on 5th September 2012 and in
result her complaint ID was generated by the system as 10468666. The complaint was then
forwarded to supervisor for further action. After checking the credential of the beneficiary the
supervisor accented and forwarded the complaint to Approver on the same date.
The complaint was not entered in a manual register due to workload. The beneficiary was
advised that she could enquire regarding the resolution of her issue after a week. Divisional
Director BISP Malakand approved the request for CNIC updates on the second day of its
receipt, though exact approval date could not be found as CMS is not showing such dates, but
usually the Approver checks and process the complaints on the next working day of its
receipt. Thus her grievance was redressed just in three days since the complaint was
processesd through CMS though her payment not generated when checked on 26th September
2012.
b. Client’s version
Once she knew regarding the discrepancy during her visit at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, she
launched a complaint by submitting an application along with a copy of her CNIC in June
2012 though BISP record shows that they receive complaint in September 2012, which was
received by the Assistant Complaints and processed the case.
The complainant was advised that after a week her grievance would be redressed. The
complainant visited more than six times to BISP Tehsil Office Mingora which is on a distance
of 5kms from the village which cost Rs.40 per round trip. The complainant was satisfied
with BISP staff dealing and cooperation. She showed dissatisfaction with complaint
resolution as still at times of interview the complainant was not aware whether her issue
resolved or not.
She did not receive an acknowledgement slip or complaint ID for the complaint she lodged.
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5. What we Learnt?
The beneficiaryhad no knowledge regarding her eligibility as well as the discrepancy initially, but
her daughters-in-law in this household started receiving cash grant instalments, and then she
herself visited and checked her status at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora. She was told that she is a
potential beneficiary but having CNIC discrepancy.
She did not receive BISP letter of intimation through which she could be informed about her
discrepancy.
Her issue has been resolved at the start of September 2012, but yet no amount has been generated,
as her payment status is blank, and still her payment detail status is not updated at BISP website.
A manual register was maintained at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora in which entries were made
regarding complaints, which were processed at the office, but making entries in manual register
was almost a month latter than the process through CMS, as the instant complaint was not entered
in manual register up till the last visit at the said office.
According to the beneficiary, this complaint was submitted in June 2012, but it was registered
almost three months later in September 2012 through CMS which indicates that the office first
collect complaints in hard and then processing through CMS. The Assistant Complaints was of
the view that due to heavy workload and electric outages, the cases could not be processed on
spot.
The beneficiary was satisfied with the cooperation and dealing of BISP staff, but was showing
concern with CMS, as she was of the view that more than three months have been lapsed but the
issue has not been resolved so far as payment was not yet generated. Because she would
considered the resolution of her case on that day, on which she will receive the amount.
She did not receive an acknowledgement slip or complaint ID for the complaint she lodged.

6. Recommendations








Payment should be immediately generated for those cases which have been cleared through
CMS.
Once a complaint gets resolved and payment generated then the Tehsil Office shall receive an
automated response from BISP website after which the beneficiary could be informed at
earliest and then they could check their payments with Post Office.
The complaints received at BISP Office should be processed on the same day of receipt, or a
computerised diary should be introduced and acknowledgement slip of the complainant
should be issued on the spot. In this way the delay will not be occurred.
Generator should be installed in Tehsil Offices to make convenient the process through CMS
and electricity outages could be avoided.
BISP should ensure time delivery of intimation letter through which beneficiaries could be
informed about their status.
The practice that Tehsil Office is compiling complaints in hard first and then processing at a
later stage, should be discouraged.
It should be mandatory that complainant should be given with an acknowledgement slip for
the complaint they lodge.
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G-Q2-KPK-46
CNIC update
Rehana Kousar
Muhammad Ishfaq
Kohla Kehl,Kasi Mohallah, Abbottabad
3340106475064 (3320149192945) Head CNIC
6379990
20th September 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complainant
Rehana Kousar wife of Muhammad Ishfaq is 38 years old woman. She is educated up till primary
and a house wife but sometimes stitches cloths on payment for the women of her
neighbourhood.She belongs to Kohla Kehl, Kasi Mohallah, Abbottabad city. She is the mother of
four boys. Her husband is a waiter in a hotel and earns approximately Rs3,500 per month.
The house where Rehana Kousar lives is on rent for which they are paying Rs2000 per month.
The house consists of a Pacca room, a flush and pours latrine and a kitchen. They are living on
the upper portion of the house.
The family fetches water for household usage, from the water tap of their neighbour as they do
have a water tap but water is not coming regularly. The house has a Pacca runnel, but there is no
systematic sanitation system exists in the street. The facility of health and education are easily
available in Abbottabad city.

2. Relationship with BISP
Rehana Kousar was not part of the Parliamentarian’s Phase of cash grant scheme. Her survey
form was filled in survey of August 2010, which was done by SRSP. As a result of the survey she
was declared being a potential beneficiary with discrepancy.
Her family was unaware about the BISP except that they are distributing cash grant on
Government of Pakistan behalf. She considers BISP as cash grant Scheme for the poor people,
she does not know about the exact criteria for being an eligible BISP beneficiary. The only
criterion she knows is that her family is poor and the cash grant is being distributed among the
poor.
She says” If I am granted the cash grant I will spend it on the needs for my family and give away
my husband’s debt slowly and gradually” She laughed and said “I want to buy a sewing machine
to start tailoring school and buy toys for my kids as I have been raised in a village with very poor
back ground I want to give my children a proper childhood”. Complainant was not aware about
the complaint redressal mechanism in the BISP Tehsil Office

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When other eligible women in the locality started receiving their cash grant, Rehana Kousar also
thought that she should be receiving the cash grant as she is also poor. Therefore Rehana Kousar,
along with her friend, visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbottabad. She was also informed by one of
her neighbours; she needs to go to BISP Tehsil Office to submit an application.
At the time of survey she was not home and although she possessed a valid CNIC. She was also
not sure whether her survey was done or not. She visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbottabad and
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submitted the copy of her CNIC and thought that she will start receiving her cash transaction right
from the next month. It is a case of CNIC update but somehow it was registered with the
Abbottabad Tehsil Office as (Missing HH) in their hard record, though when was processed
through CMS, it was rightly processed in the category of CNIC updates.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
Rehana Kousar lodged an application at BISP Tehsil Office Abbottabad. It was registered
manually with Assistant Complaints on 29th June 2012. The complainant received no
acknowledgment, through which they could follow up the case.
The application was processed through CMS with complaint ID 10413994 on 24th August
2012 and was forwarded to the Assistant Director for further processs on the same day. The
Assistant Director checked the relevant information and forwarded it to the Approver on the
same day of receipt. The Approver accepted the request who usually acts upon such the cases
within seven working days.
While manual record was also made by the Assistant Complaints. The manual record shows
that the complaint was received 29th June 2012 and was forwarded on 2nd July 2012 to
Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Office Abbottabad who approved it and recommended it for
approver, on the same date. The case was then forwarded to the Divisional Director
Abbottabad on 9th July 2012 who usually acts upon the case with in seven working days; in
this case he has approved it also.
Her grievance redressed by updating her CNIC in the roster though still her payment to be
generated when checked on 27th September 2012 on BISP website.
b. Client’s version
After submission of her application the applicant visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbottabad
several times. At Tehsil Office at times of complaint lodging she was told by the Assistant
Complaints her case shall take some time till another survey not materialised as her household
was missed out. The Assistant Complaints guided her to come after two months. The
complainant submitted the CNIC photo copy on the same date of her visit, on 29th June 2012.
She visited BISP Tehsil Office Abbottabad 4-5times by public transport spending which cost
her Rs110 per side. She was told that their application has been sent to the higher office of
BISP. Rehana Kousar says she visited the office 3-4 times but all the efforts were fruitless.
She said, she was not aware that her grievance has been redressed.

5. What We Learned?
Rehana told the TPE team that, she will try to arrange something to fix her son’s eye, who lost
one eye by falling on the corner of the table.
It is observed that BISP Tehsil Office Abbottabad has maintained proper manual record regarding
complaint launching and process of the case.
The dates of manual record and CMS are not in consensus. The manual record shows that the case
was lodged 2nd July 2012 while the CMS shows that the case was processed on 24th August 2012,
which indicates that the case was kept on pending till it was finally processed through CMS. Such
a practice is due to excessive load shedding and work load.
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The level of understanding among beneficiaries were very low, therefore beneficiaries were
unaware regarding the process of the case and resolution. The complainant was very happy with
the behaviour of the Assistant Director.
In Abbottabad Tehsil BISP Office the major problem is that they need refresher training on CMS.
The positive aspect of the case study is that household income will increase after Rehana Kousar
start receiving the cash grants.
At the initial day of complaint submission the beneficiary was told that her survey was not done
therefore she was told that her survey shall be done latter on. This might be due to the fact that the
office was having electric outages and could not see her status online, and when they asked that
whether her survey was done or not, so she was not sure therefore the house was initially put in
the category of missing household.

6. Recommendations






Refresher trainings on CMS need to be imparted to Assistant Complaints to avoid the delays
in complaint resolution.
The BISP website should show that the generated MO received through any mode of
payment, as currently the beneficiaries are having confusion that they would receive the
generated amount through Post Office or BDC.
Those cases which are getting clear through CMS, their payments should immediately be
generated.
To avoid electricity outages a separate generator shall be installed in each Tehsil Office for
processing cases through CMS, on spot and through this mean the compiling of cases in hard
could be discouraged, which are increasingday by day.
Complainants should be issued complaint acknowledgments numbers for future reference.
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G-Q2-KPK-47
Duplicate Household
Barhaleema Bibi
Bakht-e- Rawan
Moh, Ibrahim Khel, Odigram, Swat
1560273986712
3050881 & 30533096
26th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Barhaleema Bibi W/O Bakht-e-Rawan, 50, is the resident of Odigram, Tehsil and District Swat.
As an illiterate house wife she remains busy in her household domestic work.
The beneficiary has two daughters, who are roster with her on her form, and the family dwells in a
five Marla house which they rent out on Rs2,000 per month. The house is having two Kacha
rooms, a kitchen and bathroom. The family fetches drinking water from a well in their
neighbourhood. Her daughters are attending the government school in the same village.
Beneficiary’s husband is having a small general store in the village, and earns approximately
Rs2,500 per month. The family has neither agricultural land nor any other regular source of
income other than the mentioned one.
Her village was on the distance of 5kms from Mingora and the leading street was about half a
kilometer which was leading to her house. The street was Pakka, though it was narrow, which
connected the Mohallah with main GT road. . Odigram is a populated village, having congested
houses on both sides of the main road. Schools and colleges were available in the village for both
boys and girls. During illness and or severe emergency the villagers rush their patients to hospital
in Mingora city though they have an upgraded hospital within Odigram. No basic facilities were
available in her house like drainage system; gas and drinking water, except electricity connection.

2. Relationship with BISP
No one was included from her household under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash grant
scheme. An enumerator of National Rural Support Program (NRSP) filled her Poverty Score Card
(PSC) at her doorstep at the end of 2010, and its acknowledgement slip was issued on the spot.
Another form was also filled by the same organisation in District Swabi, when the family taken
refuge as IDPs during Swat Operation. Due to filling of two forms, the discrepancy occurred. In
one form she is eligible with discrepancy while in the other she is ineligible.
The family knew nothing regarding BISP programme, they just knew, that it is for poor families,
which they heard from others. Even they were unaware about the criteria of being an eligible
beneficiary for cash grant but like many other in their locality, they were of the view that their
family was poor and the poor are receiving financial support from BISP.
Beneficiary and her family did not know regarding BISP case redressal mechanism but like many
others of her village she visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora for getting information regarding the
matter, where she lodged a formal complaint.
If the beneficiary receives BISP cash grant amounts, she will use it for daily food stuff for her
household.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
Neither the beneficiary nor her family was aware regarding her declaration as potential
beneficiary with multiple discrepancies, as she did not receive BISP letter of intimation. When
postman started delivering payment to other women in her locality, she started thinking that why
she is not receiving the same. Therefore, she visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, where Assistant
Complaints checked her status and told her regarding her multiple discrepancies; of duplication,
name change and CNIC update. Further he advised her to submit an application along with a copy
of her CNIC to remove the discrepancy and cancellation of her form with ineligibility.
She got filled two forms, one at the native town and the second in District Swabi. The family had
been shifted during the then military operation against militants in Swat. In form # 30508881 she
was declared ineligible but had her CNIC and name while in the form # 30533096 she was
declared as potential beneficiary but her name was wrongly written as her CNIC was not inserted
for which she lodged a complaint.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
A grievance complaint was received a month ago in mid of August 2012 by the Assistant
Complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora to remove the discrepancy. The discrepancy was
manifold as for instance duplication of forms, name change and CNIC update. Assistant
complaints could not process the instant case in line with the BISP standard grievance
redressal procedure through Complaint Management System; because the case was technical
and he could not take risk by processing the complaint.
Assistant Complaints pointed that to resolve such cases they need to suspend the form in
which she is ineligible as that form bear her name as well CNIC, to update the one in which
her CNIC and name change to done. By not suspending the ineligible form, message of
duplication comes if they want to update her CNIC and name in the form in which she is
potential beneficiary with discrepancy.
BISP has a clear instruction that a form could only be suspended in two situations; in cases of
fraud or in cases if the household is well off (rich family). So in this case it is neither a fraud
nor rich family, so how this could be updated, therefore the case was not processed through
CMS unless they receive policy guidelines. The beneficiary was visiting regularly, in order to
pursue her case, and they were assuring her its redressal from BISP Headquarters.
b. Client’s version
After she came to know regarding the discrepancy during her first visit at BISP Tehsil Office
Mingora, she lodged a formal complaint by submitting an application along with a copy of
her CNIC in August 2012, which was received by the Assistant Complaints. He kept the
complaint in complaints file and she was advised that after a month her grievance would be
redressed. The beneficiary paid three consecutive visits to BISP Tehsil Office Mingora
through public transport, which is on a distance of 5km from her village, and cost her Rs40
per visit. The complainant was satisfied with BISP staff behaviour and cooperation. She
showed dissatisfaction with CMS as she was worried regarding the resolution of her issue.

5. What We Learnt?
She came to know about her discrepancy after paying visit to BISP Tehsil Office.
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She did not receive the intimation through which she could be informed and guided. Her two
forms were filled, one was filled when they were IDPs and the second one was filled at her house.
Form no. 30508881 having correct beneficiary’s name with CNIC numbers but the household was
declared ineligible for BISP cash grant. The second form no. 30533096, showing the household as
an eligible for cash grant but her name was written as Behri mulk and CNIC missing, while her
CNIC bears her real name as Barhaleema Bibi.
The complaint was pending since its receipt because the issues were multiple and technical, and
BISP Officials could not process the case under CMS as they did not know that how to deal and
process it. That’s why the complaint was lying for two months and the complaint yet to be
resolved after knowing about its technicality. BISP staff is not technically trained to deal with
such sort of cases.
One form needs to be suspended then the second one could be updated otherwise the CMS will
not allow the process as duplication message comes.
A manual register was maintained at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora in which entries of those
complaints were made, which were already processed through CMS, though the instant complaint
was not entered in manual register as the complaint was not processed yet through CMS.
The beneficiary was satisfied with the cooperation and dealing of BISP staff, but was showing a
huge concern with CMS, as she was on the view that more than two months have been lapsed but
the issue has not been resolved so far.

6. Recommendations




BISP Officials need further training of CMS, because they could not process technical cases
whenever received like the instant case.
The complaints received at BISP Office should be processed on the same day, or a
computerised diary should be introduced and acknowledgement slip to the complainant
should be issued on the spot. In this way the delay will not be occurred.
BISP needs to circulate policy guidelines for such cases, as currently the staff is considering
that they cannot suspend the form in such situation but without suspension the issue could not
be resolved.
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G-Q2-KPK-48
CNIC Update
Maryam (BISP Mariha)
Chamnay Khan
Spal Bandai, U/C Islam Pur, Thesil; Babozai, Swat
1560256175830
6097656
29th September 2012

1. Beneficiary/complainant’s Profile
Maryam (BISP Mariha) w/o Chamnay Khan, 42, is the resident of village Spall Bandai, Islampur,
Swat. She was an illiterate house wife, and remains busy in her household domestic activities.
The beneficiary has two sons and four daughters, who are roster with her on her form. The
family dwells in three Marlas Kacha house, having two small rooms without a kitchen and
bathroom. The family lives in the house without paying any rent. They have an installed water
tap of the municipality. Her two sons are getting education from a government school but her
daughters are not attending school due to meagreeconomic resources.
Beneficiary’s husband is working as a daily wager and earns approximately Rs300 a day. The
family has neither agricultural land nor any other regular source of income.
Village Spal Bandai was on the distance of around 20kms from Mingora, and the leading road to
the village was black topped, though it was single and narrow. The leading street to her house
was cemented and was very narrow. Primary and middle schools for each boys and girls were
available in the village. The villagers take their patients to Mingora city, though had a basic health
unit (BHU) in Islam Pur. No basic facilities were available in her house like drainage system, gas
etc.
No other married woman existed in this house, except Maryam who is a potential beneficiary for
BISP cash grant scheme.

2. Relationship with BISP
The beneficiary was not included from this household under Parliamentarian Phase for BISP cash
grant scheme. An enumerator of National Rural Support Program (NRSP) filled her Poverty Score
Card (PSC) form at her doorstep at the end of 2010, and was issued the acknowledgement slip.
As a result of the survey she was declared as potential beneficiary but with a couple of
discrepancies i.e. name and CNIC discrepancy.
She and her family did not know regarding BISP various programmes, though they considered it,
that it is for poor families like them. The family was unaware about the criteria of being an
eligible beneficiary for cash grant but like many other villagers of their locality, they were on the
view that their family was poor and the poor are receiving cash through it.
Beneficiary’s family was not aware regarding BISP Case redressal mechanism but she came to
know at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, that she could become an eligible beneficiary for BISP cash
grant after removing the dual discrepancies. The beneficiary herself visited to BISP Tehsil Office
Mingroa and lodged a formal complaint by submitting a copy of her CNIC.
If the beneficiary receives BISP cash grant amounts, she will use it on buying a cow and then the
milk would be sold.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
The beneficiary having no knowledge of being a potential beneficiary or having any discrepancy,
until she inquisitively visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora as other beneficiaries do. The Assistant
complaints checked her status and informed her that she is a potential beneficiary and having
discrepancy of CNIC and name change. Further she was advised to submit a copy of CNIC to
remove the discrepancy.
Her CNIC numbers were not inserted in her PSC form at the time of survey, as her CNIC was not
available and her name was wrongly registered as Mariha instead of Maryam. Therefore she
lodged a formal complaint at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, by submitting a copy of her CNIC.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Provider’s version
A grievance complaint regarding name change and CNIC update was received by the
Assistant complaints at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, he processed the case through CMS on
9th August 2012 and her complaint ID 10374790 was created by the system. Assistant
complaints forwarded the complaint to the supervisor for further necessary action and the
beneficiary was advised that she could enquire regarding the resolution of her issue after a
week.
Further, it was processed by the concerned Assistant Director, who accepted her request and
recommended it to the Approver on the same day. Divisional Director BISP Malakand
accepted the request for name change & CNIC updates on the second day of its receipt,
though exact approval date could not be found on CMS as CMS do not show such date.
Usually the Approver checks and processes such complaints on the next working day of its
receipt. Thus her grievance was redressed just in three days though she still awaits her
payment to be generated as of 1st October 2012.
b. Client’s version
The beneficiary herself visited and submitted a complaint having couple of grievances
relating to her name change and CNIC update at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora in June 2012
though BISP record shows August 2012. Her complaint was received by the Assistant
complaints and he processed the case then she was advised that her issue would be resolved in
a week.
She did not receive any acknowledgement slip or complaint ID. The complainant further
stated that in order to know regarding its resolution, she has visited the BISP Tehsil Office
Mingora four times but her case was still pending. Complainant incurred Rs50 per visit to
BISP Tehsil Office Mingora. The complainant was satisfied with BISP staff dealing and
behaviour as well as CMS.

5. What We Learnt?
Initially the beneficiary and her family had no knowledge regarding her eligibility as well as the
discrepancy, but when she inquisitively visited BISP Tehsil Office Mingora, where she was
informed about her discrepancy.
Her issue has been resolved at the start of August 2012, but yet no amount has been generated for
her. A manual register was maintained at BISP Tehsil Office Mingora in which entries were made
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of those complaints, which were processed at the office, but making entries in manual register
was almost a month latter than the processing date through CMS, as the instant complaint was not
entered in manual register up till the last visit at the said office.
The family was shifted from the village Kanjo, and settled at Spal Bandai in someone else house.
The house her family dwells in was given to them by its owner without receiving its monthly rent
as the family was very poor and had no regular recourse of income. It is also pointed out that they
have no house and infrastructure in village Kanjo, which they have left for years.
According to the beneficiary, the instant complaint was filed in June 2012, but it was registered in
CMS almost two months later in August 2012. The complaint was kept in file, and it was also
pointed out during the visit, many similar cases were pending to be registered through CMS. In
reply to a query that why the cases were pending, Assistant complaints were on the view that due
to heavy load shedding and workload, the cases could not be processed on daily basis.
The beneficiary was satisfied with the behaviour and dealing of BISP staff, as well as over CMS,
as no payment received to the beneficiary so far, but she on the view that BISP Officials assured
her that cash grant amount would issue to her in near future.

6. Recommendations





Once a complaint gets resolved and payment is generated, the Tehsil Office should receive an
automated response from the BISP website after which the beneficiary could be informed at
earliest and then they could check their payments with the Post Office or other payment
agency.
There should be a standby electricity generator for the BISP Tehsil Office
The complaints received at BISP Office should be processed on the same day, or a
computerised diary should be introduced and acknowledgement slip to the complainant
should be issued on the spot. In this way the delay will not occurre.
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G-Q2-GB-01
Missing CNIC
NASEEMA
Ghulam Haider
Ghulam Haider
Mohallah Shamsabad, Nasirabad P.O Aliabad, Tehsil
Aliabad, District Hunza-Nagar
7150403891162
7316456
N/A

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Naseema, wife of Ghulam Haider, is resident of Mohallah Shamsabad, Nasirabad P.O Aliabad,
Tehsil Aliabad, and District Hunza-Nagar. The beneficiary, 23, is married and mother of two
boys. She is schooled to the primary level and she remains at her home to perform her household
chores and take care of her children. She also works on her piece of agricultural land which is on
three kanals.
Her husband is unemployed and has recently done his FSc. There are 14 people living with them
including five men and seven women and the two children. The others are her husband’s
grandparents, her father in-law, mother-in-law, two brother in-laws, two disabled aunts and two
sisters-in-law. The house where she lives is built on a five Marla plot and is katcha. It has only
two rooms, a kitchen, no bath room, no proper water supply, no drainage and no gas connection.
There are four other beneficiaries in the same household, two of whom are receiving cash
transfers from BISP.
The beneficiary informed the case team that they earn a small amount from selling seasonal crops
and fruits which they farm. Her father in-law who is responsible for running the household’s
kitchen is a security guard in Karachi and earns Rs5,000 monthly.
Her village is situated near main Karakorum highway KKH; Tehsil HQ is Aliabad, where all
essential civic facilities are available.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Naseema was not a beneficiary under the BISP Parliamentarian Phase of the Cash Transfer
Scheme. The PSC survey was held in October 2010 in their area and she was declared as a
potentially eligible beneficiary after the PSC survey. She received an acknowledgment slip for her
participation in the survey. She informed the TPE team that she did not have a CNIC at the time
of the PSC survey. She did not receiv an eligibility letter from BISP informing her of her status in
the program.
She was not familiar with the workings of BISP; all she knew about the Programme was that the
newly elected government has started it for the benefit of the poor people of Pakistan. In July
2011, the BISP staff visited the area to follow up on a list of beneficiaries who had
“discrepancies”. They informed Naseema’s husband that his wife is eligible for cash transfers,
albeit with a discrepancy, caused because of her missing CNIC numbers on the PSC form.
She plans to save the cash transfer amounts for her children’s education.
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3. How did the Complaint Emerge?
When the other beneficiaries from the locality began receiving the cash transfers she started
thinking that perhaps there was some problem with her documents or CNIC due to which she was
unable to receive her cash transfers. She asked her husband to go to the BISP Tehsil Office
Aliabad to get information. Her husband visited the Tehsil Office Aliabad where BISP staff told
him to stay alert as they would visit his household very soon.
In July 2011 BISP staff visited their area, to follow the discrepancy list of beneficiaries sent to
them by BISP HQs. The team met Naseema’s husband and told him that his wife is “eligible with
discrepancy”. BISP staff told her husband about the complaint registration mechanism, and then
her husband took a copy of her valid CNIC and submitted it to the Tehsil Office Aliabad.
Naseema had received a BISP beneficiary letter so she knew about her eligibility but did not
know about her discrepancy.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers Version
The Assistant Director of the Tehsil Office Aliabad told the case team that on 30th July 2011,
Naseema’s husband submitted the copy of her valid CNIC for removal of her discrepancy,
which has forwarded to Divisional Director Gilgit on 19th December 2011.
The complaint was registered manually in a complaint register by the Complaints Assistant;
the CMS was not active in GB at the time. When the complaint reached to the Divisional
Director, it was further sent to the Regional Director on 30th December 2011 and on the same
day it was forwarded to the Director Beneficiary Services at BISP Headquarter. Her issue is
yet to be resolved as the BISP website still shows her as having a discrepancy, as of 24th
October 2012.
b. Client’s Version
The beneficiary informed the case team during the interview that her husband took a copy of
her CNIC and submitted to Tehsil Office Aliabad. She told The TPE team that, some time last
year, the BISP staff visited her locality and informed her about the discrepancy. She
informed the case team that her husband visited the Tehsil Office Aliabad four times.
The distance from the beneficiary’s home to BISP Tehsil office is almost 30km and they use
the local transport (Wagon) to reach the Tehsil office and the fare is Rs50 each side. Naseema
got her Valid CNIC from NADRA on 24th June 2011. Soon after getting her CNIC she sent
her husband to the BISP Tehsil Office in July 2011 with a copy of her CNIC.
She herself didn’t visit the Tehsil office. The Beneficiary informed the TPE team that she had
not received any cash transfer as of October 2012.

5. What We Learnt
CMS training has been delivered in GB in the last week of September 2012, but in the most rural
areas due to electricity and internet problems, it is not working properly. Therefore the complaints
registration system is still manual, and only one file is kept for all the documents, they forward
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the list of CNICs of discrepant beneficiaries along with covering letters. BISP office does not
issue any acknowledgement slip to the complainant.
The complainant herself didn’t visit BISP Tehsil office, because she is illiterate and not aware of
complaint registration mechanism.
This case was lodged on 30th July 2011 and the complainant submitted all the required
documents but even after the passage of one year and three months, the grievance is not yet
addressed.
The complaint processing system in BISP Tehsil offices is very slow. They kept the complaints in
their office for months, and then they forward it to Divisional Office for further action.

6. Recommendations




It’s important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/complainant
may file her complaint, because most of the beneficiaries are illiterate.
The BISP Tehsil offices should try to process the case as they receive it from the complainant,
they should not keep it with them for so long.
The BISP should also deliver/inform the beneficiary about her discrepancy or reason of not
getting her payment, so that timely action can be taken.
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G-Q2-GB-02
Missing CNIC
Laila
Muhammad Hussain
Father
Ranga Giayul, P.O Skardu, Tehsil & District Skardu
7110505765304
7313382
16th August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Laila, daughter of Muhammad Hussain is a resident of Mohalla Ranga Giayul, Tehsil Skardu,
District Skardu. Laila is 19 years old and unmarried. She completed her primary schooling but
due to financial problems, was unable to study any further. Her father is a carpenter and earn
Rs9,000 per month but in winter season there is no income for the household. She has six sisters
and one brother, who are studying in Govt. schools. Laila works round the clock with her mother.
They have a kitchen garden where Laila grows vegetables in the summer season and preserves
them for the harsh winter season. The house where she is living is six Marla Katcha/Pacca
having five small rooms, one kitchen and one bathroom with no water supply. Ranga Giayul is an
old settlement in the Skardu city, where all the civic facilities are available.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation With BISP
Laila does not know about her eligibility/discrepancy because she never received any intimation
letter from BISP. She had no interaction with the BISP staff. She learnt about BISP when her
grandmother received a cash grant in the Parliamentarian Phase and informed them that it is for
poor families. When the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey team came to her house in October,
2010, Laila provided all the required information about her household. Her father told the TPE
team that he submitted Laila’s CNIC at the BISP Tehsil Office, Skardu for removal of
discrepancy, but still his daughter has not received any cash grant from BISP. Laila’s
grandmother, who died last year, was a regular beneficiary of the cash grant, which helped the
household, but after her death the cash grant was stopped by BISP.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
The beneficiary did not receive any eligibility or discrepancy letter from BISP. She was also
unaware of the complaint registration mechanism. The TPE team had followed the discrepancy
list to trace the beneficiary, which was obtained from BISP Tehsil Office Skardu. The day when
the interview was conducted by the TPE team, Laila gave her CNIC to her father to submit it to
the BISP Office on 16th March, 2012. She was of the view that at that time she did not have a
CNIC at the time of the survey but now she had gotten her valid CNIC issued from NADRA.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers Version
Laila’s case was pulled out from a discrepancy list to trace the beneficiary, which was
obtained from the BISP Tehsil Office, Skardu. Laila’s father submitted the copy of CNIC at
the BISP Tehsil office Skardu on March 16, 2012. The BISP Assistant Director was of the
view that they collected the CNIC of Ms Laila and sent it to the BISP Divisional Office
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through letter no. BISP-TSKD-1(14)/2011, for removal of discrepancy. However, when the
TPE Team followed the case, they found that the AD had been unable to send the letter
because of some reason, and very recently they had sent the discrepancy list to DD Office,
Baltistan on 10th September, 2012. The discrepancy list with Laila’s name in it is still at DD
Office Baltistan and has not been forwarded further.
The Complaints Management System (CMS) is not active anywhere in GB and, therefore, the
cases are registered manually in a complaint register. They have kept one file for all the
relevant documentation (applications, CNIC, Beneficiary letters, etc).
b. Client’s Version
The beneficiary did not visit the BISP Tehsil Office because she did not know about her
eligibility or discrepancy. The beneficiary told the TPE team that she never received any
eligibility/discrepancy letter from BISP, and thus could not launch any complaint in any BISP
Office. She claimed that the BISP staff never visited her home to enquire about the
discrepancy. She was only made aware of her eligibility and her CNIC discrepancy through
the TPE team’s visit to her house, after which her father submitted her valid CNIC at the
BISP Tehsil Office, Skardu for removal of discrepancy on 16th March, 2012.
Since March 2012, they are still waiting for the cash grant and have received no response
from the BISP Tehsil Office. Laila stated that she was not satisfied with the process because
the BISP had not generated her Money Orders yet.

5. What We Learned
Complaint Management System (CMS) is not launched yet at the BISP Tehsil office, Skardu and
all the complaints are being registered manually and forwarded to BISP Divisional and then to the
BISP Headquarters for resolution.
In this case, BISP never sent any eligibility/discrepancy letter to the beneficiary, due to which she
was not aware of her discrepancy. She was also unaware that the Tehsil Office Skardu included
her name in the CNIC discrepancy list, which is in process of rectification in BISP office.
There is lack of understanding of the BISP Programme due to which the beneficiary went to the
BISP Tehsil Office to inquire about her status.
The Tehsil Office Skardu is 3kms away from her home and her father walked there by foot to
submit CNIC of Laila. According to him, he did not visit the BISP office to again to follow up the
complaint.
It has been six months after the complaint/CNIC was submitted in the BISP Skardu office but
there is no response on the complaint.The BISP Tehsil office does not issue acknowledgments to
the complaints or CNIC registered. The same was done in this case as well.

6.

Recommendations




It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/complainant
may file her complaint, because most of the beneficiaries are illiterate.
The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the instalment that she
will receive and the month. This would help in reducing the chance of misappropriation.
Complainants should be issued complaint acknowledgements in any format in order to follow
the
case
in
future.
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G-Q2-GB-03
CNIC Update/Duplicate Household
Sadmaira
Hassano
Brother
Beside Shop # 1, GB Gems Market near Police line Eidgah
Road Skardu.
7160105814746
7308662, 7388199
18th August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Sadmaira daughter of Hassano is a resident of at Eidgah Road, Skardu. She is currently living
with her brother. She is unmarried and has not received any formal education. The house in which
they are living is Katcha/Pacca and has three rooms, one kitchen and one bath room; there is no
proper water supply.
Sadmaira was living with her parents in District Astore at the time the Poverty Score Card (PSC)
survey. She is suffering from T.B (Tuberculosis) and is undergoing treatment for her ailment. Her
brother is employed as a labourer at a gemstone polishing factory and earns Rs9,000 per month.
There is also another BISP beneficiary in the household by the name of Zainab Batool. The total
strength of the household is eleven members; three males, three females and five children.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation With BISP
Sadmaira was not selected for the Parlimentarian’s Phase of the Programme. She was selected
only after she participated in the PSC survey which was held in October 2010. Her CNIC was also
not entered in the PSC form. Although she was given an acknowledgment slip for her
participation in the survey, she did not receive any intimation letter from BISP.
She was unaware about the details of the BISP cash grant programme. At the time the TPE team
met with her she had not received any instalment of the cash grant. She plans to spend instalments
on purchasing daily basic needs and medicines. She has never visited a BISP Office, Skardu and
was unaware about the existence or procedures of the BISP complaint registration mechanism.
When her brother went to the BISP Tehsil Office Skardu to make enquiries about her status, he
learnt that Sadmaira had a CNIC Discrepancy. The Tehsil Office staff had no direct interaction
with the beneficiary.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When others in the locality started receiving cash grants, Sadmaira became worried. Her brother
then went to the Tehsil Office to make enquiries about his sister’s payments on 17th of February
2012.
Here he saw her name on the list of beneficiaries with CNIC discrepancies. During the interview,
Sadmaira told the TPE team that she was unaware of the discrepancy and and the complaint
registration mechanism.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers Version
When Sadmaira’s brother came to the Tehsil Office Skardu on 17th February 2012, BISP
staff checked his sister’s status on website where they found that her name and address were
incorrectly entered in the BISP database. This caused her to be tagged as ‘discrepant’.
The name of Sadmaira was entered in two PSC forms during the PSC survey; First time in her
father’s household survey form (7388199) and at the second time in her brother’s household
form, which was held in his house in Skardu in October 2010. Sadmaira was declared a
beneficiary based on her entry in her brother’s survey form, because she lives in her brother’s
house. In her father’s PSC form, even though Sadmaira’s CNIC was valid, when her CNIC
number was entered in the MIS, she was not located as a beneficiary and thus, the case is of
duplicate household.
Sadmaira’s brother was told to submit a copy of Sadmaira’s CNIC along with an application
requesting that her information be updated in the BISP database; he duly followed this advice.
The case was registered manually by the Complaints Assistant of the Skardu Tehsil Office as
the CMS was not yet operational here. The case was forwarded to the BISP-HQ on 7th March
2012 for data correction. As of September 2012, the grievance was not yet addressed.
b. Client’s Version
Sadmaira told the case team that when her brother went to the Tehsil Office for information
and learnt of the discrepancy, he came back home, collected her CNIC and returned to the
Office to lodge the complaint. After having submitted the CNIC, she does not have any
knowledge of what became of her case; she has not followed-up its progress even though the
Tehsil Office is only 2kms away from her house. She is still waiting for her cash grants to
come through.

5. What we Learnt?
The beneficiary did not receive an intimation letter and was thus unaware of her status in the
program. She told the case team that her brother earns a minimal income which is not enough for
the house hold. Also, she is undergoing treatment for TB and is counting on the cash grant so she
may pay for her medication. Her discrepancy arose because her information was entered
incorrectly into the BISP database. This may be because of an error either on the part of the data
entry operator who entered her information into the BISP MIS or because of a mistake made by
the PSC enumerator who filled her form. It was also noted that Sadmaira’s name is written as
Sumaira by mistake in the BISP records, but her actual name is Sadmaira according to her CNIC.
This case was lodged in March 2012 and the complainant submitted all the required documents
but even after the passage of nine months, the grievance is not addressed.The Complaints
Management System (CMS) is not active in GB so all the complaints are recorded in a manual
register and only one file is kept for all the relevant documents. The BISP Office forwards the list
of CNIC s of discrepant beneficiaries with a covering letter. The BISP Office does not issue any
acknowledgement slip to the complainant. Sadmaira cannot visit the Office herself because she is
ill and an acute patient of TB (Tuberculosis) since last six years and under treatment at home.
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6. Recommendations.



Most of the beneficiaries are illiterate in the area and do not have information about the
complaint registration mechanism, if BISP offices make close contact with the beneficiaries,
the number of complaints may reduce considerably.
There is a need to make CMS operational at the BISP Tehsil Office in order to provide relief
to the complainants, who are waiting for months to receive the entitled cash grants.
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G-Q2-GB-04
Discrepency in CNIC(Name address change)
Sadjana
Shad Ali
Shad Ali
Jagot Colonony Jutal P.O Jutal Tehsil Danyoer District
Gilgit..
71501156620202
7892715
N/A

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information.
Sadjana wife of Shad Ali is a resident of Jutal Colony Tehsil Danyore District Gilgit. She got
married to Shad Ali who was already married and the father of five children. She is illiterate. Her
husband is a labourer, who works on daily wages for a local contractor and earns Rs8,000 each
month. The house where she is living is situated near the main road running beside a river. The
house is on a five Marla plot and is Katcha; it has one room, a kitchen and one bath room with no
water supply or proper drainage. There is no other beneficiary in the same household.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation With BISP
Sadjana, wife of Shad Ali was not selected in Parliamentarians’ Program. Shewas selected after
the PSC survey when it was held in October 2010. She did not receive a BISP eligibility letter.
She did however receive an acknowledgement slip for her participation in the PSC survey. She is
illiterate and unaware about BISP cash grant and its processes.
She had not, so far, received any installment of the cash grant but she told the TPE team that
when she gets the cash trasnfer amounts she will spend them on purchasing daily basic needs and
medicines. She never visited the BISP Gilgit Office herself and was unaware about the BISP
complaint registration mechanism. When her husband went to the Divisional Office on 12th March
2012, he came to learn that his wife is tagged as ‘discrepant’ in the BISP database. The Tehsil
Office had no direct interaction with the beneficiary.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When the other women of the locality started to receive cash transfers she started wondering
about her eligibility and asked her husband to visit the BISP Office in Gilgit whenever he goes to
Gilgit next. In March of 2012 when her husband went to the BISP Office he came was told that
she is tagged as having a CNIC discrepancy. This arose because she had been registered in the
PSC on the CNIC she possessed before her marriage which showed a different address than the
one mentioned on her PSC form (post-marriage).
Afterwards, on 12th of March, her husband returned with her updated CNIC and gave it in to the
staff of the Divisional Office along with an application requesting her information be updated.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers Version
The complaint was filed at the Divisional Office Gilgit on 12 th March 2012. The husband of
the beneficiary launched the complaint and the Complain Assistant entered in the complaint
register. The CMS was not active at the time in GB and the complaint was registered
manually.
On 24th April 2012 the Divisional Director sent a list of CNICs with names of beneficiaries to
the Regional Director from where it was sent to the Director Beneficiary Bervices on the
same day for removal of the discrepancy, (letters are attached). There was no follow-up by the
complainant. The Complaints Assistant told the case team that very soon the discrepancy will
be removed and her Money Orders will be generated.
However, as of 1st November 2012, her issue has not been resolved; her household is still
tagged as discrepant even though she herself is marked as an eligible beneficiary. The
Divisional Office is not in the practice of entering old cases into the CMS.
b. Client’s Version
Sadjana told the TPE team that when her husband went to the BISP office for information he
learnt that she has a CNIC discrepancy. He then came home, collected her valid CNIC and
submitted it to the Divisional Office for removal of the discrepancy. She said that her husband
earns a meagre income which is not enough for the house hold. After the submission of the
CNIC at the Divisional Office it is unclear what happened; her payments are yet to be
generated.

5. What we Learnt?
Because the beneficiary did not receive eligibility letter from BISP and was unaware of her status
in the program. The BISP Tehsil Offices should remain in close contact with their beneficiaries.
The BISP website does not show Sajdana as having any CNIC discrepancy; either there was a
discrepancy that was resolved successfully or the issue was never with her CNIC in the first place.
The website shows her as belonging to a ‘discrepant household’; this may have been cause by
some other factor not identified by the BISP staff.
At the time of the TPE teams last visit to her home, her husband said that he had submitted the
CNIC ‘two months ago’ but still his wife had not received any instalments.

6. Recommendations.


Most of the beneficiaries are illiterate in the area and do not have information about the
complaint registration mechanism; if BISP offices keep close contact with beneficiaries, the
number of complaints may be reduced.
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G-Q2-GB-05
Discrepancy in CNIC (Missing CNIC)
Nargis
Fida Hussain
Brother-in-law, Gulab Shah
Kot Sakwar Near Imambargah Sakwar, Tehsil Gilgit
District Gilgit
7150125038392
7591156
24th August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Nargis, wife of Fida Hussain is resident of Kot Sakwar in Tehsil Gilgit, District Gilgit. She is
illiterate and mother of four children. Her husband is physically challenged since last four years
(one side paralysed) remains at home. Her elder son is also jobless and three sons are schoolgoing. They have a piece of land where they grow vegetables. Kot Sakwar is situated near
mountains beside the main road (Karakuram Highway) in Gilgit city, where all the civic facilities
are available (communication, education and health). There is no other beneficiary in the same
household.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Nargis was not selected as a beneficiary in the Parliamentarian Phase of the cash grant. She got
selected after the Poverty Scorecard (PSC) Survey which was held in October 2010. She received
the survey acknowledgement slip. She is eligible but her CNIC was not entered in the BISP
database. She was unaware of the BISP Cash Grant Programme. If receives the cash grant, Nargis
wants to purchase clothes and save some money for “Hajj”. She did not receive any
eligibility/discrepancy letter from BISP.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When the other women in the same locality started receiving the BISP Money Orders, Nargis
wondered why she was not benefitting from BISP in the form of cash grants despite being poor.
She did not know about her eligibility. She was unaware about the BISP complaint registration
mechanism. Her brother-in-law told her that there is discrepancy in the BISP record since her
CNIC number was not entered at the time of the PSC Survey. The survey team did not enter her
CNIC in survey form in October 2010. Her brother-in-law had visited the BISP Tehsil Office,
Gilgit on March 3rd, 2012 where the Assistant Complaints checked the BISP website and found a
discrepancy in Nargis’ household data. Nargis’s brother-in-law told the Assistant Complaints that
the survey team did not enter the CNIC in the form during the PSC survey in October 2010.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers Version
On behalf of Nargis, her brother-in-law registered the complaint verbally at the BISP Tehsil
Office, Gilgit during his visit on 3rd March 2012. The Assistant Complaints entered the
complaint in a register on the same date on the request of Nargis’ brother-in-law. The
complaint was forwarded to the BISP Divisional Office, Gilgit on 3rd March, 2012. On 24th
April 2012, the BISP Divisional Director sent a list of CNICs with names of beneficiaries to
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the BISP Regional Director from where it was sent to the Director Beneficiary Services on the
same day for removal of discrepancy. There has been no follow-up by the complainant.
The Assistant Complaints informed the complainant that very soon the discrepancy will be
removed and the money will be delivered at her doorstep. The CMS is not yet operational in
GB and the complaints are entered manually.
b. Client’s Version
The beneficiary informed the TPE team during the interview that her brother-in-law is a
social worker, and that when the other poor women in the locality started receiving cash
grants, she requested him to visit the BISP Tehsil Office to inquire about her eligibility. When
he visited the BISP Tehsil Office, he came to know about the eligibility of Nargis and her
CNIC discrepancy. The PSC survey team had not entered her CNIC in the form during the
survey held in October 2010. Her brother-in-law told had told her that the BISP staff had
taken her CNIC and very soon she will start receiving the cash grants. She never received any
eligibility/discrepancy letter from BISP. She never visited the BISP Tehsil Office due to
cultural barriers and spent no money on the complaint. She was hoping to receive the Money
Orders very soon. The BISP Tehsil Office is 3km away from her home and her brother-inlaw walked there by foot.

5. What We Learned
BISP never sent any eligibility/discrepancy letter to the beneficiary, due to which she was
unaware of her discrepancy. She was also unaware that the Tehsil Office included her name in the
CNIC discrepancy list, which later processed for rectification at the BISP Office.
There is a lack of understanding of the BISP programme due to which the beneficiary did not go
to the BISP Tehsil Office to enquire about her eligibility status.
According to the BISP website payment details, the 1st money order mounting to Rs3,000 has
been generated (June, 2012) and the discrepancy has thus, been resolved. As of September 2012,
the payment was not generated to the beneficiary.
Though registered manually, this complaint took three months to solve the case and payment was
generated but even after the passage of four months, first instalment is not delivered to her. The
Complaints Management System (CMS) is not active in GB so all the complaints are recorded in
a manual register and only one file is kept for all the relevant documents. The BISP Office
forwards the list of CNICs of discrepant beneficiaries with a covering letter. BISP office does not
issue any acknowledgement slip to the complainant either.

6. Recommendations




It is important that awareness should be created about where a receiver woman/complainant
may file her complaint, because most of the beneficiaries are illiterate.
The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of the instalment that she
will receive and the month. This would help to reduce the chances of misappropriation.
In order to facilitate complainants and save them from repeated visits, CMS may be
operationalised with any further delays in the region.
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G-Q2-GB-06
CNIC Discrepancy (Change Address)
Bibi Gulnira
Muhammad Azeem
Iqra School Pakora P.O Chatorkhand Tehsil Ishkoman
District Ghizer.
7140405666906
7383157
26th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complaint
Bibi Gulnira, widow of Muhammad Azeem, is a resident of Pakora Chatorkhand, Tehsil
Ishkoman, District Ghizer. She is illiterate and working in local School as a sweeper. She earns
Rs4,000 per month. She is 64 years old and mother of two daughters who are married and living
in another village. Bibi Gulnira is living with her relative after death of her husband. The house
where she lives in is on a one Kanal plot, Katcha/Pacca, having two rooms, a kitchen and two
bathrooms. The area has proper water supply but no drainage and no gas.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Bibi Gulnira was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the cash grant. The Poverty
Score card (PSC) survey was held in October 2010. She received a survey acknowledgement slip.
In April 2011, she received the eligibility letter from BISP. She told us that when she received the
beneficiary letter, the BISP Office was not established in Tehsil Ishkomanat the time last year
(2011).She submitted her CNIC in Ishkoman Tehsil Office later but still she did not receive the
cash grant. She wants to save her cash grant for “Hajj”.
Gulnira’s late husband’s second wife is another beneficiary in the same household. Her name is
Barira. Gulnira has left the household and started living with a relative in another village where
she is working as a sweeper in a local school.

3. How does the complaint emerged
This Grievance case was picked up from the BISP Complaints Management System (CMS), and
the TPE Team conducted the interview with Bibi Gulnira on 10th August, 2012. She received the
beneficiary letter in February 2011. After receiving the BISP letter, she went to the BISP Tehsil
Office and submitted the photocopy of her CNIC on 12th March 2012. She was unaware of her
discrepancy and the complaint registration mechanism.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers Version
Until this case study was being developed, the CMS was not active in GB. The Regional
Director BISP told the TPE team that very soon they will arrange training for the BISP staff.
They said that perhaps a relative of the beneficiary launched a complaint in Islamabad. The
Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil Office, Ishkoman informed that Bibi Gulnira came to the
BISP Tehsil Office and submitted her CNIC on 12th March 2012, which was sent to BISP
Divisional Director on 16th March 2012.From there, it was sent to Regional Director, Gilgit
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on 26th March 2012, from where it was sent to the Director Beneficiary Services on 24th
April 2012.
The Complaints Management System (CMS) is not active in GB. Although the complaint was
registered in CMS, but the beneficiary explained to the TPE Team that due to being
uneducated she did not in the BISP HQ. In some cases, the Assistant Directors of BISP Tehsil
Offices send the lists of discrepant beneficiaries along with CNIC to Director Operations in
the HQs. But here, the complaints are recorded in a manual register and only one file is kept
for all the relevant documents. The BISP Office forwards the list of CNICs of discrepant
beneficiaries with a covering letter. The BISP Office also does not issue any
acknowledgement slip to the complainant.
b. Client’s Version
According to the beneficiary, she never launched any complaint in any BISP Office but
submitted copy of her CNIC. In April 2011, she received the beneficiary letter from BISP and
at that time in Tehsil Ishkoman there was no BISP Office setup. In May 2011, she visited the
new BISP Tehsil Office in Ishkoman but due to a huge crowd she returned home. On 12th
2012 March, she again went to BISP Tehsil Office, Ishkoman and submitted her CNIC. After
that she does not know what happened. The BISP Office is at walking distance of about 2 km
away from the beneficiary’s house, so no expenses were incurred in the visits. She explained
that 1 year had passed and she still had not received the cash grant.

5. What We Learned
CMS is not active in any district of GB, and all the complaints are being registered through a
manual process and forwarded to BISP Divisional and then to the BISP Headquarters for
resolution. On checking the BISP website, a Money Order of Rs3,000 for Bibi Gulnira has been
generated on June 30, 2012 but not delivered to her yet.

6. Recommendations






CMS should be active in GB. It is also important that awareness should be created about
where a receiver woman/complainant may file her complaint, because most of the
beneficiaries are illiterate. The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount
of the instalment that she will receive and the month. This would help to reduce the chance of
misappropriation.
CMS is not active in GB; therefore, all the cases are registered manually. If CMS will be
active here, then cases can be registered in a proper way.
Awareness should be created among beneficiaries regarding how and where to register a
complaint, because the illiterate beneficiaries are unaware of the complaint lodging
mechanism.
The first BISP letter to the beneficiary should mention the amount of instalment that she will
receive and the month. This would help to reduce the chances of misappropriation.
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G-Q2-GB-07
CNIC Discrepancy (Duplicate household)
Hoor Zahra
Nasir Hussain
Mohalla Sonikot Chalt Bala, P.O Chalt Tehsil Shainbur,
District Hunza/Nagar.
7170405664960
7365921
28th August 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary/complaint
Hoor Zahra, wife of Nasir Hussain, is a resident of Mohalla Sonikot Chalt Bala, Tehsil Shainbur,
District Hunza Nagar. She is 27 years old and a matriculate. She is a mother of three children. A
son and a daughter are disabled by birth. Her husband is a driver and working with a local
contractor on daily wages. He earns Rs7,000 per month. Hoor Zahra holds a piece of land on 50
percent basis and grows potatoes on it. She lives in a joint family system. There are 16 members
in the household. The house where she is living is a five Marla Katcha plot with three rooms
including a kitchen, one traditional Indian style bathroom. There is no water supply, gas, and
electricity available at the household.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Hoor Zahra, wife of Nasir Hussain was not selected in the Parliamentarian Phase of the BISP cash
grants. She was selected as a beneficiary after the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey was held in
October 2010 for which she received an acknowledgement slip. She did not receive the BISP
eligible beneficiary letter. She is literate but unaware of the BISP complaint registration
mechanism. On receiving the cash grant amount, she wants to spend it on purchasing daily basic
needs and medicines.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Hoor Zahra never received any intimation letter from BISP Headquarters to inform her about
eligibility or the discrepancy. The case was extracted from the list of Complaints Management
System (CMS) provided by the BISP Headquarters. According to Hoor Zahra, she went to the
BISP Office about her eligibility where the Assistant Director told her about her discrepancy.
After that, she submitted the photocopy of her CNIC.
She was unaware of her discrepancy and the complaint registration mechanism. When she went to
the BISP Tehsil Office, the Assistant Director checked her status and found that she is eligible but
with a discrepancy.
The BISP Tehsil Office has close interaction with the beneficiary. The Assistant Director, BISP
Tehsil Office, Shainbur during his routine visit met Hoor Zahra, where the beneficiary informed
him about her case. She explained that the other beneficiaries from her locality were getting the
cash grant, while she was not receiving any payment. The AD took her survey slip and told Hoor
Zahra to visit his office the next day with her CNIC.
The next day, when she visited the BISP Tehsil Office, the AD checked her status on the website
and found her eligible with a discrepancy.
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4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers Version
Though the CMS is not active in GB, the Regional Director, BISP informed that very soon
they will arrange training for the BISP staff to make it functional. When asked about how this
case was lodged under CMS, the BISP staff was of the view that any relative of the
beneficiary may have lodged the complaint in Islamabad. The Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil
Office, informed that Hoor Zahra came to the BISP Office on 30 th April 2012 and submitted
her CNIC, which was sent to the BISP Divisional Director on 4th May 2012. From there it was
sent to the BISP Regional Director on 7th June 2012. The Regional Director sent it to the
Director Beneficiary Services on the same day.
The Complaints Management System (CMS) is not active in GB. In some cases, the Assistant
Directors of BISP Tehsil Offices send the lists of discrepant beneficiaries along with CNIC to
director Operations in the HQ. But here, the complaints are recorded in a manual register and
only one file is kept for all the relevant documents. The BISP Office forwards the list of
CNICs of discrepant beneficiaries with a covering letter. The BISP Office also does not issue
any acknowledgement slip to the complainant.
b. Client’s Version
The beneficiary claimed that she never launched any complaint in any BISP Office. She did
not receive any eligibility letter but she went to the BISP Tehsil Office, Shainbur on 2 nd
July2012 where the Assistant Director checked the BISP website and informed her of a
discrepancy. After that he requested for her CNIC. She does not know what happened
afterwards. She claims that a year has passed and she has still not received the cash grant. On
checking the current status of Hoor Zahra’s payments from the BISP website, it shows that
one Money Order worth Rs3,000 has been generated by BISP but not delivered to the
beneficiary yet.

5. What we Learn?
The beneficiary did not receive the beneficiary letter from BISP and thus, she was unaware of her
eligibility and discrepancy. Most of the beneficiaries are illiterate and, therefore, they do not have
any knowledge regarding their status in BISP regarding their eligibility. Whenever they see that
some other beneficiaries from the same locality are getting the cash grants, then they start
thinking about their own status and try to approach the BISP Office or BISP staff directly or with
the help of a family member.

6. Recommendations




Most of the beneficiaries are illiterate in the area and do not have information about the
complaint registration mechanism. If the BISP Tehsil Offices make close contact with
beneficiaries, then maybe the ratio of complaints will be reduced.
The BISP Tehsil Office should timely inform the beneficiary about their status and problems
they are observing regarding the cash grants such as discrepancy in CNIC, late payment, the
status of complaints the beneficiary has lodged, etc.
The BISP office should improve its relations with the Pakistan Post, which may resolve the
cases in time.
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G-Q2-GB-08
CNIC Discrepancy
Rehan
Badam
Badam
Near Markazi Masjid Damas P.O Gahkuch,Tehsil Punial,
District Ghizer.
7140125832690
10.42
7379443
22nd August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Rehan, wife of Badam is resident of Damas, Tehsil Punial, District Ghizer. She is illiterate and a
mother of four children of ages between four to fifteen years (two sons and two daughters). Her
husband is a labourer and works on agricultural land. Rehan and her family hold a piece of land
on 1/3rd basis on which they grow vegetables and seasonal crops. She explained that she can’t
afford the expenditures of school and her children are working in the fields to earn for food for
survival. There is no other beneficiary in the household. The house where she lives is a Katcha
having one room, an open kitchen, no water supply, gas and electricity. The village Damas is
situated near the main road to Chitral, and it is a rural area of District Ghizer.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Rehan was not a beneficiary under the Parliamentarian Phase of the BISP cash transfer. The
Poverty Scorecard (PSC) survey was held in October 2010. She was given an acknowledgement
slip by the survey team. She also received the eligibility letter from BISP. She told the TPE team
that when she received the beneficiary letter, she was very excited .However, after some time, she
noticed that the other women of the locality were receiving the money orders while she was not.
She told her husband to visit the BISP Tehsil Office, Punial to enquire about her payment status.
She did not know much about the BISP Tehsil Office, and therefore she did not go there herself to
launch the complaint.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
When the other beneficiaries of the locality started receiving the cash transfers, Rehan told her
husband to get information from the BISP Tehsil Office, Punial. When her husband went to the
BISP Tehsil Office, Punial, he came to know about Rehan’s discrepancy. At BISP Tehsil Office
Punial, the Assistant Director checked the BISP website where he found a discrepancy in the
household. Rehan’s name was entered in two different survey forms during the PSC survey,
which was the reason of her discrepancy. In January 2012, her husband submitted the valid CNIC
at the BISP Tehsil Office, Punial for the removal of Rehan’s discrepancy.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers Version
The Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil Office, Punial processed the valid CNIC of Rehan on 9th
January, 2012, which was submitted by her husband. It was sent to BISP Divisional Director
on 18th January, 2012. The complaints are recorded in a manual register, and only one file is
kept for all the documents, The BISP staff forward the list of CNIC s of discrepant
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beneficiary with a covering letter. The BISP Office does not issue any acknowledgement slip
to the complainants. On 27th February2012, the BISP Divisional Director sent the discrepant
list of all the fourdistricts of Gilgit Division to the BISP Regional Director, and at the same
day he sent it to the Director Beneficiary Services BISP Headquarters.
b. Client’s Version
The beneficiary told the TPE Team during the interview that she never launched any
complaint in any BISP Office. During the survey, she did not have any valid CNIC. When she
received the BISP beneficiary letter, she was waiting for a valid CNIC from NADRA. Once
she received the valid CNIC, her husband submitted it to the BISP Tehsil Office. Since then,
she has been waiting for her cash transfers, whereas the other beneficiaries of the locality
were receiving their Money Orders. After the submission of her CNIC, she does not know
what happened. The BISP Tehsil Office is 10km away from the beneficiary’s house and her
husband went there by a public van and spent Rs30 per round.

5. What we Learnt?
When the TPE Team checked on the BISP website, the Money Orders of Rehan appeared
generated but not delivered yet. Once the Complaint Management System (CMS) will be active in
GB, these types of cases will be solved quickly.
Rehan’s case was sent to the TPE team in Islamabad from CMS record from BISP Headquarter.
Until this case was developed, CMS was not active in GB. When inquired, The BISP staff was of
the view that perhaps a relative of the beneficiary had lodged a complaint from Islamabad through
CMS.

6. Recommendations




The BISP Tehsil Office should have close contact with the beneficiaries so that they can
inform them about their status and problems (discrepancy in CNIC, late payment, the status of
cases that the beneficiaries have launched, etc) they face regarding the cash transfers.
The BISP staff should have close interaction with Pakistan Post, so that the payments can
reach the beneficiary without any delay.
If somehow the complaint is lodged through CMS, the complainant should be informed about
the status and the status in any case.
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G-Q2-GB-09
Missing CNIC
GulanBano
Gulbaz
Gulbaz (Husband)
Village Gulodass, P.O Gahkuch Tehsil Punial, District
Ghizer.
7140220670400
7380714
3rd September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Gulan Bano, wife of Gulbaz is resident of village Gulodass, Tehsil Punial, District Ghizer. She is
30 years old illiterate and mother of two children. Her husband is a labourer and working on daily
wages amounting toRs5,000 per month. Gulan Bano was living in a joint family system when the
PSC survey was held in October 2010.The household also has two more beneficiaries. Now she is
living independently with her husband and two children. The house where she lives comprises of
two rooms, one kitchen and one bathroom. There is no water supply and drainage, however, gas
and electricity are available.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Gulan Bano, wife of Gulbaz was not selected in the Parliamentarian Phase of the BISP cash
transfer. After the BISP team came to her house to conduct the PSC survey in October 2010, she
received an acknowledgement slip. Later, she also received a letter from BISP stating that she is
an eligible beneficiary, but did not receive any intimation of her discrepancy from BISP. She is
illiterate and was unaware of the BISP complaint registration mechanism. She never visited the
BISP Tehsil Office because of cultural restrictions limiting female mobility. She told us that when
she will receive the cash grant amount, she will spend it on purchasing daily basic needs and
clothes.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Gulan Bano received the beneficiary eligibility letter from BISP after her PSC form was filled in
October 2010.When the other beneficiaries started receiving instalments, she began to wonder if
there was some problem in her documents. Her husband, who is a labour and working in the city,
went to the BISP Tehsil Office, Punial on 30th March 2012 where the Assistant Director told him
about the discrepancy. Her actual name Gulan Bano had mistakenly been entered as Gulnaz in the
BISP/MIS records. Her husband submitted an application along with valid CNIC in the BISP
Tehsil Office, Punial in which he stated that in the BISP MIS system, the name of Gulan Bano is
Gulnaz, which is incorrect.

4. Processing of the Complaint
a. Providers Version
The complaint was filed in the BISP Tehsil Office, Punial on 30th March, 2012 by Gulan
Bano’s husband. It was entered manually in the complaint register by the Assistant
Complaint. The Assistant Director, BISP Tehsil Office, Punial informed the TPE Team that
due to sectarian unrest in Gilgit-Baltistan, their workload was stuck and it therefore, took him
two months on 31-05-12 to forward the list of discrepant beneficiaries to the Divisional
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Director BISP, Gilgit on 31st May, 2012. From there, the case was sent to BISP Regional
Director on 7th June, 2012 and on the same day it was also sent to the Director Beneficiary
Services, BISP-HQ. The Complaint Management System (CMS) is not active in GB; the
Regional Director informed the TPE Team that very soon they will arrange training for BISP
staff.
b. Client’s Version
When Gulan Bano was interviewed by the TPE Team, she informed that after receiving her
eligibility letter from BISP, she told her husband that the other poor women of the locality
were receiving Money Orders, whereas she was not. She told him to go to the BISP Office for
information with the survey acknowledgement slip and her valid CNIC. Her husband
submitted the CNIC months ago in March, 2012 but still she has not received the cash grant,
which is for poor families. She was of the view that she is illiterate and unaware of the
complaint registration mechanism and never launched any complaint through the BISP CMS.
The BISP Tehsil Office is at walking distance and 5km away from the beneficiary’s house.

5. What we Learnt
Gulan Bano’s case was sent to the TPE team from the Complaint Management System (CMS)
records of BISP Headquarter, because CMS is not active in GB.When CMS will be active, the
cases will be handled quickly and the ratio of cases may be reduced.
Due to sectarian violence in GB since February, 2012 all the communication systems were
disturbed and there, the BISP officials are still facing a difficult situation.

6. Recommendations



Most of the beneficiaries are illiterate in the area and do not have information about the
complaint registration mechanism. Regular contact with BISP offices/officials may help to
decrease the ratio of complaints.
The BISP Offices should improve relations with the Pakistan Post to ensure that the cases are
resolved in time.
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G-Q2-AJK-01
Missing CNIC
Zulekhan
Mohammad Sain
Village Sari Dara, P.O Peer Chanasi, Tehsil Muzaffarabad
822037835814-8
7863759
17th June 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Zulekhaan Bibi is a 38 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband, Mohammad Sain, live with their four daughters and three sons, two of whom are
enrolled in local Government schools. The family’s living quarter consist of two rooms built of
cement blocks with a sheet-metal roof. There is no provision for a kitchen or a bathroom;
however, they do have connections to both the water main lines and electric grid.
Zulekhan’s husband is a labourer who has difficulty making ends meet. One of her daughters is
working in the home of a local landlord and in return she receives some token money and spends
it on her education.
She lives in the village of Sari Dara, which is at three hours’ drive from the BISP Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabad and public transport charges Rs120 fare for a round trip. The main road is around
two hours from her home. The village has a Post Office, a dispensary and school for both girls
and boys. The village is perched on a hillside and situated approximately 10,000 feet above
Muzaffarabad city.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Zulekhan Bibi was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
BISP programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey in December 2010
when it was conducted in her village. She was given an acknowledgment slip on the spot. She had
a valid CNIC at the time of survey but did not know that CNIC details were integral to the survey
process.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform her about the status. She learnt that
she was tagged as ‘eligible with discrepancy’ after her husband checked her status online from a
local net café. She did not know of any complaint redressal system before she visited the local
BISP Tehsil Office.
She was quite unfamiliar with the BISP processes and selection criteria. Like many other women
of the area, she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families.
She didn’t know about the final selection criteria but she had a misperception that the survey team
did not fill forms of the families that owned livestock. She believed that everyone who had their
PSC filled would be eligible for the cash grant.
If she becomes eligible for the cash grant it will be a great source of financial support for her
family, effectively doubling their monthly income. She plans to spend the money on food for her
children.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Zulekhaan Bibi’s issue is that she had been declared as ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her
CNIC number was not entered or available in the BISP records.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and when a few other women in her village
started to receive cash grant instalments, she wondered why she did not receive hers. Neighbours
advised her to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
On May 3th of 2012, her husband reached the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad after a twohour
walk and a three hour drive on which he spent Rs120 for a round trip. The Assistant Complaints
checked her status at the BISP Tehsil Office and found that she is tagged as an ‘eligible
beneficiary with CNIC discrepancy.’
The Assistant Complaints advised her husband to register a complaint and submit a photo copy of
his wife’s CNIC, which he duly did.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
Zulekhan’s husband, Mohammad Sain visited the BISP Tehsil Office on May 3th, 2012 and
the Assistant Complaints checked his wife’s status on the BISP website. The staff asked him
to submit a copy of Zulekhan’s CNIC and a photocopy of her PSC acknowledgement slip.
On behalf of Zulekhan, Muhammad Sain registered a complaint under Complaint
Management System (CMS) and issued a complaint ID 10076050. The Data Entry Operator
(DEO) submitted the complaint with his login and forwarded to the supervisor, the Assistant
Director, who on the same day forwarded it to the Divisional Director. The Assistant Director
BISP Tehsil Muzaffarabad also kept Muhammad Sain’s written application and copies of the
other documents in a hard file.
As per latest update checked on August 8th, 2012, the complaint has been accepted by the
approver and Zulekhan’s CNIC has been updated in the BISP records but her Money Order is
yet to be generated.
b. Client’s Version
The beneficiary’s husband Muhammad Sian submitted an application in person to the
Assistant Director BISP Tehsil Muzaffarabad because his wife could not come personally due
to cultural constraints. The complainant, Muhammad Sain visited the Office on May 3 th and
had to wait for around fourhours to register his complaint under CMS regime because of the
load-shedding problem. He visited the BISP Tehsil office twice during the month of July
2012 to follow up his complaint.
When asked, Zulekhan told the TPE team that “Everyone is getting payments then why there
is no payment generated in her name”. She felt that the process for complaints is very slow
and for every follow up visit they have to spend more than hundred rupees for a round trip.
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5. What we learnt?
Zulekhaan Bibi was of the view that she don’t know that CNIC is necessary for being eligible
under the BISP cash grant programme because the survey team never asked for her CNIC during
the PSC survey process.
It is observed that no proper information and awareness campaign was followed in this village to
educate people about importance of the programme.
Due to regular power outages in the BISP Tehsil office, complainants have to suffer a lot and they
are forced to wait for 4-5 hours because the CMS is a computer and internet based programme
and no single complaint can be lodged in the absence of electricity in the office.
The BISP Tehsil office does not register complaints manually but they do keep copies of the
CNICs and other documents, which are submitted by the complainants.
After launching of the CMS at the BISP Tehsil Office, staff does not enter the old manually
registered cases in the CMS Only new complaints are being registered in the CMS and processed.

6. Recommendations.



The BISP Tehsil office should be provided with standby generators to make computers and
internet running at the peak office hours and if not, complaints should be manually registered
until the electricity returns.
The complainants who are registered under CMS should be instructed not to visit again
personally to follow their complaint. They should be asked to follow their complaint by
making a call to the office.
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G-Q2-AJK-02
Data Entry Error
Kalsoom Bibi
Mohamad Yaqub
Chatter Kalas, Muzaffarabad
8220327216504
7868158
17th June 2012

1. Profile of the beneficiary
Kalsoom Bibi is a 40 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband live with their two daughters and three sons. Three of their children are enrolled in local
government schools. The family’s house consists of two unfinished rooms built of mud and brush
with a sheet-metal roof. There is no provision for a kitchen or bathroom; however they do have
connections to both the water mains and the electric grid. Their home was damaged in the
earthquakes of 2005.
Kalsoom Bibi is a house wife and her husband works as a construction worker in Muzaffarabad
city. His income averages less than Rs6000 a month.
The family lives in the village of Chatter Kalas, Union Council Chatter Class of Tehsil and
District Muzaffarabad, which is at a 30 minutes’ drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad.
Public transport charges Rs80 fare to Muzaffarabad city for a round trip. The main road itself is a
fifteen minutes’ walk from her home. The village has a Post Office, a dispensary and schools both
for girls and boys. The village is perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Kalsoom Bibi was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey in December 2010 when it
was conducted in her village. She was given an acknowledgment slip on the spot. Even though,
she was in the possession of a valid CNIC which she showed to the enumerator but again a
discrepancy evolved.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform her about her status in the
programme. She learnt that she was tagged as ‘eligible with household discrepancy’ after staff at
the BISP Tehsil Office checked her status online. She did not know of any complaint redressal
system before she visited the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was quite unfamiliar with BISP, its processes and eligibility criteria for the cash grant
programme. Like many other women, she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants
to poor and needy families. She did not know about the final selection criteria and instead
believed that everyone who had their PSC filled would be eligible for the cash grant.
If her discrepancy is resolved and she becomes eligible for the cash grant it will be a great source
of financial support for her family. She plans to spend the money on food for her children and
repairing damage to their house.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Kalsoom Bibi’s issue is that she had been declared as ‘eligible with household discrepancy’
because the name of her Union Council was not entered on her PSC by the enumerator or could
not be entered by the Data Entry Operator at NADRA.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and when a few others in her village started to
receive instalments of the cash grants, she wondered why she did not receive hers. Neigbours
advised her to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
Some time around September of 2011, she and her husband reached the BISP Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabad after a 30 minute drive and 15 minutes’ walk on which they spent Rs160 for a
round trip. At the Tehsil Office, they came to knew that there is a discrepancy in her data. The
Assistant Director asked her to submit a copy of her CNIC and the PSC acknowledgment slip for
processing. The Assistant Director did not give her any acknowledgment against her complaint
because the complaint was registered manually and the Complaint Management System (CMS)
was not in place at the time of registering this complaint.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
Around September 2011, Kalsoom Bibi filed an appeal at the BISP Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabad for her CNIC details and Union Council data to be updated.
Staff at the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad did not able to process such kind of grievance
cases at their own. They simply register complaints manually and forward them to the BISP
Regional Office after entering basic information.
The Assistant Complaints filed Kalsoom’s application and submitted a photocopy of her
CNIC and PSC acknowledgement slip. Her application was also noted in a record for CNIC
cases that is forwarded to the BISP Regional Office on a monthly basis.
During the same month, the Assistant Directorforwarded the case to the BISP Regional
Office, Muzaffarabad for resolution. The Regional Office is currently dealing with some
3,000 CNIC discrepancy and UC cases including of Kalsoom Bibi. The Regional office
further forwards these cases to the BISP Headquarters in Islamabad for resolution. The Tehsil
Office and the Regional Office Muzaffarabad are still awaiting a response from the BISP
Headquarters regarding Kalsoom Bibi case. When checked in early August 2012, Kalsoom
Bibi’s discrepancy is not removed in the BISP records and her UC detail is still missing.
b. Client’s Version
Kalsoom’s family is exceptionally poor as her husband is working as a labourer and his
income is less than Rs6,000 per month. The miscommunication of Union Council name has
caused her great distress as she was counting on receiving the cash grant.
Thus far, she has made seven or eight visits to the Tehsil Office to follow up on her
complaint, hoping each time that she will be delivered her cash grant but she has not received
any positive feedback so far.
Although she submitted a written complaint and her CNIC photo copy in September 2011,
she has still not received any response from BISP. At the time of the case team’s last visit to
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Kalsoom Bibi, she did not know the status of her complaint and was not sure whether she
would get the cash grant or not. The Tehsil Office did not give her any acknowledgment
receipt or a complaint number for future reference. She was simply told that her case has been
forwarded to the BISP Regional Office and she will have to wait for a response.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to afford the cost of making repeated visits
to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint because the transportation cost amounts
to Rs80 for each trip. She often has to make the trip with her neighbour or ask her husband to
take time off from work to accompany her to the office.

5. What we learnt?
Kalsoom Bibi told the TPE team that she clearly remembered providing her CNIC and
information about the Union Council to the surveyor.
It is observed that either the surveyor or the Data Entry Operator made an error that has caused
her a great deal of suffering. The Tehsil Office has neither the capacity nor the authority to solve
this kind of complaint.
BISP Tehsil Officials often do not have sufficient knowledge of the programme and its processes
to provide the complainants with required information.
When complainants visit the BISP Tehsil Office, most of the time there is no internet and
electricity and they have to wait for hours to learn their status in the programme.
Now since the Complaint Management System (CMS) is made operational at the BISP Tehsil
Office, the said complaint or complaints of similar nature are not registered under the new system.

6. Recommendations.




All pending cases of any nature should be entered under CMS regime so that they should be
properly followed or monitored.
Provision of authority and training to the staff of the Tehsil Offices would mean a huge
savings of time and effort involved in resolving grievances such as this case.
Tehsil offices need to be equipped with standby power generators to allow them to be
functional, and allow access to the BISP systems at the office timings.
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G-Q2-AJK-03
CNIC Update
Mashrana Bibi
Aurangzeb
Village Sothat, UC Chatter Kalas, Tehsil and District Muzaffarabad
3740589616484
7868158
23rd June 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Mashrana Bibi is a 34 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband, Aurangzeb live with their two daughters and three sons, all of whom are enrolled at
local government schools. The family’s living quarters consist of two rooms built of cement
blocks with a sheet-metal roof. There is no provision for a kitchen or a bathroom however they do
have connections to both the water lines and the electric grid.
Mashrana Bibi is a house wife and her husband is a labourer working away from home in
Rawalpindi. Mashrana’s husband is doing labour work in Rawalpindi and her husband earning is
less than Rs6000 a month. She has a large family. Mashrana Bibi stated, “All my children are
getting education but I cannot afford to pay for their expenses since it is insufficient even to pay
for our meals.”
She lives in the village of Sohtar, which is at around 2-3 hour drive from the BISP Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabad and public transport charge fare of Rs300 for a round trip. The main road is a
twenty minutes’ walk from her home. The village has a basic Post Office, a dispensary and
schools for both girls and boys.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Mashrana Bibi was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of
the programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey in December 2010 when
it was conducted in her village. She was given an acknowledgment slip on the spot. However,
even though she was in possession of a valid CNIC which she presented to the enumerator, a
CNIC number discrepancy evolved.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform her about her status in the cash
grant programme. She learnt that she was tagged as an eligible beneficiary with discrepancy after
a neighbour advised her to check her status online from a local net café. She did not know of any
complaint redressal system before she visited the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was quite unaware about BISP, its processes and the selection criteria. Like many other
women she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families and
she didn’t know about the final selection criteria. She believed that all those who had their PSC
filled would be eligible for the cash grant.
If she becomes eligible for the cash grant, it will be a great source of financial support for her
family. She plans to spend the money on food for her children and to help them continue their
education.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Mashran Bibi had been declared as ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her CNIC number was
entered incorrectly by the PSC enumerator or Data Entry Operator at NADRA.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and when a few others in her village started to
receive instalments of the cash grant, she wondered why she did not receive hers. Neighbours
advised her to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
Sometime around February 2011, she and her son reached BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad after
two hour travel through public transport on which they spent Rs240 for a round trip. At the Tehsil
Office, the Assistant Director checked her status from the BISP website and told her that she had
a ‘CNIC discrepancy’. She advised her to submit a photo copy of her CNIC and the PSC
acknowledgement slip so that they may resolve her issue. She duly submitted all the required
documents.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version:
In February 2011, Mashrana Bibi filed an appeal at the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad
requesting her CNIC number be updated in the BISP database.
The Assistant Complaints submitted her application and a photocopy of her CNIC and PSC
acknowledgement slip. Her application was also noted in a record for CNIC cases that is
forwarded to the BISP Regional Office on a monthly basis.
Thus far she has made 4-5 visits to the Tehsil Office to follow up on her complaint, hoping
each time that she will be given her cash grant but she has not received any positive feedback
so far.
Her case was forwarded as is the practice, by the Assistant Director to the BISP Regional
Office, Muzaffarabad. The Regional Office is currently dealing with CNIC discrepancy cases
including Mashrana Bibi’s complaint. They forward these cases to the BISP Head Office in
Islamabad for final resolution. According to latest status at the BISP website, the case has
been resolved and a payment of Rs3000 was generated on March 28th, 2012 but was not
delivered as on July 2012.
b. Client’s Version
A discrepancy in her CNIC number has caused her great distress as she was counting on
receiving the cash grant. Although she submitted a written complaint and her CNIC photo
copy in February 2011, she has still not received a response. At the time of the case team’s
last visit to Mashrana Bibi, she still did not know the status of her complaint and was not sure
whether she would get the cash grant or not. The Tehsil Office did not give her any receipt or
a complaint number for future reference. She was simply told that her case has been
forwarded to the BISP Regional Office and she will have to wait for a response.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to afford the cost of making repeated visits
to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint; just the cost of transportation amounts
to Rs300 for a round trip. She often has to borrow money for the trip and the trip also incurs
non-monetary costs, as her son must take time off from school to accompany her to the office.
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5. What we Learnt?
Mashrana Bibi said during an interview that she clearly remembered providing her CNIC
information to the surveyor but because she is uneducated, she could not question or check the
information. Either, the surveyor or Data Entry Operator made an error that has caused her a great
deal of suffering. The Tehsil Office has neither the capacity nor the authority to solve her
complaint.
Staff at BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad is unable to process such grievances by themselves.
Complaint Management System (CMS) has been launched at the Muzaffarabad Tehsil office but
even then they don’t have any authority to solve on the spot issues like CNIC discrepancies.
It is also observed that the BISP Tehsil office is not entering pending complaints in the CMS and
only new complaints are being registered.
In this case, the complaint was filed in February 2011 and took more than a year to resolve. At the
same time, payment of the cash grant instalment has also not ensured after the passage of four
months. The payment was generated on 28th March 2012 but when the status was checked at the
BISP website as of August 2012, delivery was not made.

6. Recommendation




Provision of authority and training to staff of the Tehsil Offices would mean a huge savings
of time and effort involved in resolving grievances such as this.
Feedback to the complainant through telephone or other follow up would also help them not
to make repeatedly visitsto BISP offices at great expense.
A clear time frame should be given to the complainants in grievance related cases. Complaint
numbers may also be given to the complainants, even the case is registered manually.
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G-Q2-AJK-04
CNIC Update
Sabiha Kouser
Mohammad Hanif
Union Council Gojra Village But Nara Muzaffarabad District
Muzaffarabad
8220311013382
7628803
24th June 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Sabiha Kouser is a 28 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband Mohammad Hanif live with their one daughter and one son. Both of the children are
enrolled in nearby government schools. The family’s living quarters consist of one room built of
mud and bushes with a sheet-metal roof and small bathroom. There is no provision for a kitchen
however they do have connections to both the water mains and to the electric grid. Their house
was damaged or destroyed in the 2005 earthquake.
Sabiha Kouser is a house wife and her husband is unemployed. Her children are all school going.
She stated, “I am very poor and find it very difficult to survive in this expensive world”.
She lives in the village of Shaheed Gali UC Lamia Bhattian of Muzaffarabad which is a one hour
drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad and public transport charge a fare of Rs140 for a
round trip. The main road is a forty minute walk from her home. The village has a basic Post
Office, a dispensary and schools for both girls and boys. The village is perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Sabiha Kouser was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey conducted in her village in
December 2010. She was given an acknowledgment slip on the spot. Even though she was in
possession of a valid CNIC which she presented to the enumerator a CNIC number discrepancy
evolved.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform her of her status. She learnt that she
was tagged as an ‘eligible beneficiary with discrepancy’ after staff at the BISP Tehsil Office
advised her to check her status online from a local net café. She did not know of any complaint
redressal system before she visited the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was quite unaware about BISP its processes and the selection criteria. Like many other
women she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families. She
didn’t know about the final selection criteria. She believed that all those who had their PSC filled
would be eligible for the cash grant.
If she becomes eligible for the cash grant it will be a great source of financial support for her
family, effectively doubling their monthly income. She plans to spend the money on food for her
children and repairing of her home.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Sabiha Kouser had been declared as ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her CNIC number was
not entered by the PSC enumerator or the Data Entry Operator at NADRA.
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She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and when a few others in her village started to
receive instalments of the cash grant, she wondered why she did not receive hers. Neigbours
advised her to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
Sometime around February of 2012, she and her son reached the BISP Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabad after ana hour travel on which they spent Rs140 for a round trip. At the Tehsil
Office Muzaffarabad, Assistant Director checked her status on the BISP website and found that
Sabiha is eligible but with CNIC discrepancy.
The Assistant Director advised her to register a complaint along with a photo copy of her CNIC.
She duly submitted all the required documents.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
In February of 2012, Sabiha Kouser filed a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad
to have her CNIC number updated in the BISP database.
The Assistant Director submitted her application and a photo copy of her CNIC and PSC
acknowledgement slip. Her complaint was manually noted in a record for CNIC cases that is
forwarded to the BISP Regional Office on a monthly basis.
Her case was forwarded as is the practice, by the Assistant Director Muzaffarabad to the BISP
Regional Office Muzaffarabad and then to the BISP Head Office but the date was not
mentioned in the record of the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad. The Regional Office is
currently dealing with CNIC discrepancy cases including Sabiha Kouser’s. They forwarded
the case to the BISP Head Office in Islamabad to pursue. The Tehsil Office and Regional
Office are still awaiting a response from the Head Office regarding Sabiha Kouser’s case.
Thus far, she has made 4-5 visits to the Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad to follow up on her
complaint, hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant but she has not received any
positive feedback so far.
b. Client’s Version
Sabiha Kouser’s CNIC number has caused her great distress as she was counting on receiving
the cash grant. Although she submitted a written complaint and her CNIC photo copy in
February 2012, she has still not received any response. At the time of the case team’s last visit
to Sabiha Kouser, she still did not know the status of her complaint and was not sure whether
she would get the cash grant or not.
The Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad did not give her any receipt or a complaint number for
further reference. She was simply told that her case has been forwarded to the BISP Regional
Office and she will have to wait for a response.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to afford the cost of making repeated visits
to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint; just the cost of transportation amounts
to Rs140 for a round trip. She often has to borrow money for the trip and the trip incurs nonmonetary costs as well as her son must take time off from school or husband off from labour
to accompany her to the office.
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5. What we learnt?
Sabiha Kouser said during an interview that she clearly remembered providing her CNIC
information to the surveyor but because she is uneducated she could not question his data entry or
check her information. Either the surveyor or Data Entry Operator made an error that has caused
her a great deal of suffering. The Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad has neither the capacity nor the
authority to solve her complaint at the Tehsil level.
In this case six months have gone by and the case has not been entered in the CMS system and no
payments have been generated.
At the time of registration of this complaint, CMS was not operational and Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabadwas not entering pending cases in the system. BISP Tehsil office Muzaffarabad
only registers new complaints under CMS.
When checked last at the BISP website, this complaint was not solved after sixmonths of the
registration. While her mother in law, Gul Janey Bibi is getting payments but Sabiha’s case is not
solved yet.

6. Recommendation



Provision of authority at the Tehsil level may be delegated for early resolution of cases that
would mean a huge saving of time and effort involved in resolving grievances such as this.
All Tehsil offices should enter pending manual applications into CMS without waiting for the
same complainant to re-register his or her complaint.
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G-Q2-AJK-05
CNIC Update
Aysha Bibi
Shoaib Hussain Awan
Village Chaman Kotli Nawab Khan Union council Therian Tehsil
Muzaffarabad
82203-8359148-6
24752508
24th August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Aysha Bibi is a 38 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband Shoaib Hussain Awan live with their five sons. Four of them are enrolled in local
government schools. The family’s living quarters consist of one room built of mud and bushes
with a sheet-metal roof and small bathroom. There is no provision for a kitchen and water
connection is also not available in their home.
Aysha Bibi is a house wife and her husband is doing labour work on daily wages. Her four
children admitted in a local school. She said, “I am very sick, poor and find it very difficult to do
medication and survive in this expensive world”.
She lives in the village Chaman Kotli Nawab Khan of Union Council Therian of Tehsil
Muzaffarabad which is at a three hour drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad and
public transport charge a fare of Rs600 for a round trip. The main road is an hour walk from her
home. The village has a Post Office, a dispensary and middle schools for both girls and boys. The
village is perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Aysha Bibi was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey in December 2010. She was
given an acknowledgment slip on the spot. Despite she presented her CNIC to the PSC
enumerator but CNIC number discrepancy evolved latter.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform her of her status and the
discrepancy. She learnt that she was tagged as an ‘eligible beneficiary with discrepancy’ after
staff at the BISP Tehsil Office advised her to check her status online from a local net café. She did
not know of any complaint redressal system before she visited the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was unaware about BISP complaint processes and the selection criteria. Like many other
women of her village, she considered BISP a scheme for distribution of cash grants to poor and
needy families. She believed that all those who had their PSC filled would be eligible for the cash
grant.
If she receives the cash grant, it will be a great source of financial support for her family. She
plans to spend the money on food and education of her children.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Aysha Bibi had been declared as an ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her CNIC number was
entered incorrectly by the PSC enumerator or the Data Entry Operator at NADRA.
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When a few others in her village started to receive instalments of the cash grant, she wondered
why she did not receive hers. Neigbours advised her to register a complaint at the local BISP
office.
Some time around November of 2011, she and her son reached at the BISP Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabad after a three hour travel on which they spent Rs600 for a round trip. At the Tehsil
Office Muzaffarabad Assistant Director checked her status on BISP website and found that Aysha
is eligible but with discrepancy. The Assistant Director advised her to register a complaint along
with a photo copy of her CNIC and PSC Slip. She did duly submitted all the require documents.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
In November of 2011, Aysha Bibi filed a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad
to have her CNIC number be updated in the BISP database.
The Assistant Director filed her application and a photo copy of her CNIC and PSC
acknowledgement slip. Her application was also noted in a record of CNIC update cases that
is forwarded to the BISP Regional Office on a monthly basis and then forwarded to BISP
Headquarters but no date was available in Tehsil office Muzaffarabad for this case.
Thus far she and her son has made 6-7 visits to the Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad to follow up
on her complaint, hoping each time that she will be paid her cash grant but after waiting for a
long time almost four months her payment generated and she received cash grant. Aysha
confirmed the TPE team that she got cash grant but delivered status was not updated at the
BISP website, when checked last.
Her case was forwarded as is a normal practice by the Assistant Director Muzaffarabad to the
BISP Regional Office Muzaffarabad and then to BISP head office but the complaint
registration date was not mentioned in the record of Tehsil office Muzaffarabad. At the time
of register of this complaint no CMS was available in BISP Tehsil office Muzaffarabad.
b. Client’s Version
At the time of the TPE team’s last visit to Aysha, she still did not know the status of her
complaint and was not sure whether she would get the cash grant or not. The Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabad did not give her any receipt or a complaint number for further reference. She
was simply told that her case has been forwarded to the BISP Regional Office and the
Headquarters and will have to wait for a response. As checked in early September 2012,
Aysha’s case has been resolved and her payment was generated on 29th March 2012.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to afford the cost of making repeated visits
to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint because just the cost of transportation
amounts to Rs600 for a round trip. She often has to borrow money from neigbours and
relatives for the trip and that also cost her husband because he must take time off from his
daily wage labour work.

5. What we learnt?
Aysha Bibi said during an interview with the TPE team that she clearly remembered providing
her CNIC information to the surveyor but because she is uneducated she could not question data
entry or check the information.
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Either the surveyor or Data Entry Operator made an error that has caused her a great deal of
suffering. The Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad has neither the capacity nor the authority to solve
complaint of this nature.
This case is solved after the duration of fourmonths after filing of complaint and as per the BISP
records her payment has been generated on March 29th, 2012 but not delivered yet.
The CMS was not in place at the BISP Muzaffarabad office at the time of file this complaint. It
was observed that the Tehsil Office was not registering pending cases in the CMS.

6. Recommendation



Delegation of authority at the Tehsil level would mean a huge saving of time and effort
involved in resolving grievances such as this.
These types of cases like Union Council and Post Office missing should be solved within
days so the beneficiaries do not bother more. The data of UC and post office should be
updated after the verification of CNIC so that the grievances are solved in time.
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G-Q2-AJK-06
Union Council Update
Safia Bbi
Mohammad Ayub
Village Kalas Post office Batal Bazar Union council Kahori Tehsil
Muzaffarabad
822031185486
7868072
24th August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Safia Bibi is a 48 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband Mohammad Ayub live with their one daughter and two sons. Both of the children are
enrolled in local government schools. The family’s living quarters consist of two rooms built of
mud and bushes with a sheet-metal roof and small bathroom. There is no provision for a kitchen
however they do have connections to both the water mains and to the electric grid.
Safia Bibi is a house wife and her husband is doing labour work on daily wages. Her children are
all school going. She said, “I am very sick, poor and find it very difficult to do medication and
survive in this expensive world”.
She lives in the village Kalas of Union Council Kahori of Tehsil Muzaffarabad, which is at a 30
minute walk and an hour drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad and public transport
charge a fare of Rs100 for a round trip. The main road is a thirty minute walk from her home. The
village has a basic Post Office, a dispensary and schools for both girls and boys. The village is
perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Safia Bibi was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey in December 2010. She was
given an acknowledgment slip on the spot.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform about her status under the scheme.
She learnt that she was tagged as an ‘eligible beneficiary with discrepancy’ (Union Council name)
after staff at the BISP Tehsil Office advised her to check her status online from a local net café.
She did not know of any complaint redressal system before she visited the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was quite unaware about BISP its processes and the selection criteria. Like many other
women she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families. She
believed that all those who had their PSC filled would be eligible for the cash grant.
If she becomes eligible for the cash grant it will be a great source of financial support for her
family, and for her medication. She plans to spend the money on food, medicine for herself and
repair of her home.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Safia Bibi had been declared as ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her Union Council name was
entered incorrectly by the PSC enumerator or the Data Entry Operator at NADRA.
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She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and when a few others in her village started to
receive cash grant instalments, she wondered why she did not receive hers. Neigbours advised her
to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
Sometime around November of 2011, she and her son reached the BISP Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabad after an hour travel on which they spent Rs100 for a round trip. At the Tehsil
Office Muzaffarabad, Assistant Director checked her status on the BISP website and found that
Safia is eligible but with discrepancy.
The Assistant Director advised her to register a complaint along with a photo copy of her CNIC
and the PSC slip. She duly submitted all the require documents.

4. Processing of the Case
a. Providers Version
In November of 2011, Safia Bibi filed a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad to
have her Union council name be updated in the BISP database.
The Assistant Director filed her application and a photocopy of her CNIC and PSC
acknowledgement slip. Her application was also noted in a record for missing UC names
cases that is forwarded to the BISP Regional Office on a monthly basis and then forwarded to
BISP Headquarters but no date available in Tehsil office Muzaffarabad.
Thus far she and her son has made 4-5 visits to the Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad to follow up
on her complaint, hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant but after waiting for
a long time almost four months her payment had been generated and received the cash grant
but not updated on the BISP website. As a result of that, her status is still showing
discrepancy on website even after her payment has been generated.
Her case was forwarded as a normal practice by the Assistant Director Muzaffarabad to the
BISP Regional Office Muzafarabad and then to BISP head office but date was not mention in
the record of Tehsil office Muzaffarabad. At the time of registration of this complaint, the
Complaint Management System (CMS) was not operational at the BISP Tehsil office
Muzaffarabad.
b. Client’s Version
At the time interview by the TPE team, She had not received any response on her complaint
from BISP and was not sure whether she would get the cash grant or not.
The Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad did not give her any acknowledgment receipt against her
complaint for further reference. She was simply told that her case has been forwarded to the
BISP Regional Office and the BISP Headquarters and she will have to wait for a response.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to afford the cost of making repeated visits
to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint; just the cost of transportation amounts
to Rs100 for a roundtrip. She often has to borrow money from neigbours and relatives for
each trip and also the loss of education of her son, who has to take off from school.
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5. What we learnt?
Safia Bibi said during an interview with the TPE team that she clearly remembered providing her
CNIC and Union council information to the PSC surveyor but because she is uneducated she
could question the entry or check given information.
In this case, either the surveyor or the Data Entry Operator made an error that has caused her a
great deal of suffering. The Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad has neither the capacity nor the authority
to solve her complaint.
This case is solved after the duration of 4 months and her payment was generated on March 28,
2012 but yet to be delivered.
Now the CMS is running in BISP Tehsil office Muzaffarabad but they do not register pending
cases.

6. Recommendation



Delegation of authority may be given at the Tehsil levelthat would mean a huge saving of
time and effort involved in resolving grievances such as this.
These types of cases like Union Council and post office missing should be solved within days
so that beneficiaries not suffer more.
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G-Q2-AJK-07
CNIC Update
Nighat Fatima
Syed Fida Hussain Shah
Union Council Sehnsa Village Mori SaydanBut Tehsil Sehnsa District
Kotli
8220376869886
7778231
24th August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Nighat Fatima is a 22 years old woman who has got basic education (primary). She lives with her
husband Syed Fida Hussain Shah live with their two years old son. The family’s living old small
quarter consist of one room built of mud and bushes roof and have no bathroom. There is no
provision for a kitchen however they do have connections to both the water mains and to the
electric grid. Their house was damaged during last year rains.
Nighat is a house wife and her husband is jobless. She said, “I am very poor and no one is there
who can take us out from this hopeless situation except BISP.”
She lives in the village of Mori Sydan, UC Sehnsa of Tehsil Sehnsa, District Kotli which is at an
hour drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa and public transport charge a fare of Rs100 for a
round trip. The main road is at a 40-minute walk from her home. The village has a Post Office, a
dispensary and schools for both girls and boys. The village is perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Nighat Fatima was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey in December 2010 and an
acknowledgment slip was issued to her on the spot. At the time of PSC survey, she did not have
CNIC. Due to lack of awareness that beneficiary’s CNIC is mandatory to become eligible under
Benazir Income Support Programme, Nighat had to suffer a lot.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform about her status and the
discrepancy. She learnt that she was tagged as an ‘eligible beneficiary with discrepancy’ after a
staff at the BISP Tehsil Office who checked her status online after visiting more than two times.
Because for the first time, there was no electricity due to load shedding and there was no other
facility of standby Generator or UPS in the BISP Tehsil office Sehnsa. She did not know of any
complaint redressal system before she visited the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was unaware about the BISP and the basic selection criteria. Like many other women, she
considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families. She believed
that all those who had their PSC filled would be eligible for the cash grant.
If she receives the cash grant, it will be a great source of financial support for her family,
effectively doubling their monthly income. She plans to spend the money on food for her children
and repair of her home.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Nighat Fatima had been declared as an ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her CNIC was not
made at the time of survey.
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When a few others in her village started to receive instalments of the cash grant, she wondered
why she did not receive hers. Neigbours and political activist asked her first to made her CNIC
and then to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
At 10th of July 2012, she visit BISP Tehsil Office to register her complaint but due to load
shedding, Assistant Complaint did not register her complaint and asked her to come again. On
12th of July 2012, she again came and faced the same issue of load shedding. She had to travel for
an hour to reach the BISP Tehsil Sehnsa Office and to spend Rs100 for a round trip.
On third visit of the Tehsil Office Sehnsa, Assistant Director checked her status on the BISP
website and found that Nighat is eligible but with CNIC discrepancy.
The Assistant Director advised her to register a complaint along with a photo copy of her CNIC.
She did duly submitted all the require documents during her third visit.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
On 18th July 2012, Nighat filed a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa to have her
CNIC number updated in the BISP database.
The Assistant Complaints filed her application in CMS and allotted her a complaint ID
10290041 and took photocopy of her CNIC and PSC acknowledgement slip for the office
record.
Thus far she has made 4-5 visits to the Tehsil Office Sehnsa to follow up on her complaint,
hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant.
Her case was forwarded as a CMS requirement to the Divisional Director BISP Mirpur but
date was not available on the system. According to the BISP website, her complaint has been
accepted but cash grant is not generated yet.
b. Client’s Version
Non availability of Nighat CNIC at the time of PSC survey has caused her great distress as
she was counting on receiving the cash grant.
At the time of the TPE team’s last visit to Nighat Fatima, she still did not know the status of
her complaint and was not sure whether she would get the cash grant or not.
The Tehsil Office Sehnsa did not give her any receipt but gave her a CMS complaint number
for further reference. She was not informed that her case has been resolved and soon she will
start receiving cash grant.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to afford the cost of making repeated visits
to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint; just the cost of transportation amounts
to Rs100 for a round trip. She often has to borrow money for the trip from relatives and
neigbours.
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5. What we Learnt?
Nighat said during an interview with the TPE team that she was really unaware that CNIC is must
for inclusion in the BISP cash grant programme.
It was observed that in the community that women are mostly ignored to register marriages and
make CNICs etc. The team also found that there was no information campaign launched in her
area about the BISP survey.
After information from neigbours and political workers, she made her CNIC and went for to file
her complaint but she had to face problems due to load shedding. It was learnt that most of the
complainants face the same problem to make repeated visits.
The BISP Tehsil office had no availability of standby Generator and UPS
The positive side of the case is that this case was solved within days because of availability of
CMS. The BISP website showing that her complaint has been accepted or solved but the payment
has yet to be generated.

6. Recommendation



In such underserved areas like Tehsil Sehnsa, awareness programs about BISP must be
launched to make people especially women aware about the concept and the complaint
redressal mechanism.
Tehsil Offices need to be equipped with a standby generator or UPS to allow them to be
functional at the time of load shedding and allow access to the BISP systems. This would
result in saving money for poor complainants.
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G-Q2-AJK-08
CNIC Update
Raji
Mohammad Wali
Union Council Sarli Sacha village Sharqi Tehsil Pattika District
Muzaffarabad
8220361655402
7656992
29th August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Raji is an 80 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She is widow of
Mohammad Wali and lives with their grandson and his family (fourgirls and one son). All of the
children are enrolled in local government schools. The family’s living quarters consist of two
rooms built of mud and bushes with a sheet-metal roof and small bathroom. There is no provision
for a kitchen however they do have connections to both the water mains and to the electric grid.
Their house was damaged or destroyed in earthquake 2005.
Raji is a house wife and her husband has died few years ago. Raji is very old women and due to
age factor and diabetes she cannot see. She is living with her grandson and his family. Her
grandson is doing odd labour and cannot pay for her grandmother’s eyes treatment. Raji Says
during our interview, “I have become a burden on my family and with BISP cash grant, I can help
my family in meeting meal expenses.”
She lives in the village of Shaqi of UC Sarli Saha Tehsil Pattika, which is at two hour drive from
the BISP Tehsil Office Pattika and public transport charges a fare of Rs200 to travel for a round
trip. The main road is a 40 minute walk from her home. The village has a Post Office, a
dispensary and schools for both girls and boys. The village is perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Raji was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey in December 2010. She was
given an acknowledgment slip on the spot. Though she was in possession of a valid CNIC, which
she also presented to the enumerator, a CNIC number discrepancy evolved.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP informing her about of the status in the
programme. She learnt that she was tagged as an ‘eligible beneficiary with discrepancy’ after staff
at the BISP Tehsil Office advised her to check her status online from a local net café. She did not
know of any complaint redressal system before she visited the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was quite unaware about BISP its processes and the selection criteria. Like many other
women she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families. She
believed that all those who had their PSC filled would be eligible for the cash grant.
If she becomes eligible for the cash grant, it will be a great source of financial support for her
family. She plans to spend the money on food for her grandchildren.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Raji had been declared as an ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her CNIC number was entered
incorrectly by the PSC enumerator or the Data Entry Operator at NADRA.
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She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and when a few others in her village started to
receive instalments of the cash grant, she wondered why she did not receive hers. Some neigbours
advised her to register a complaint at the local BISP office.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
On 7th July 2012, she and her grandson reached the BISP Tehsil Office Pattika after a twohour
travel on which they spent Rs200 for a round trip. At the Tehsil Office Pattika, Assistant
Director checked her status on BISP website and found that Raji is eligible but with a CNIC
discrepancy.
The Assistant Director registered her complaint in the Complaint Management System (CMS)
and allotted her complaint number ID 10248780. Assistant Director Pattika also asked her to
submit a photo copy of her CNIC, which she duly submitted along with rest of the required
documents. The Assistant Director filed her application in CMS and took a photo copy of her
CNIC and PSC acknowledgement slip for record.
Thus far, she has made 4-5 visits to the Tehsil Office Pattika to follow up on her complaint,
hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant instalment but she has not received it
yet. Her complaint has been accepted and CNIC has also been updated as shown on the BISP
website but payment has not generated yet.
Raji Bibi’s case was forwarded as a normal practice by the Assistant Director Pattika to the
BISP Regional Office Muzaffarabad but date was not mention in the record at the BISP
website. According to Assistant director this case has solved within eight days of submission.
b. Client’s Version
Raji’s CNIC number has caused her great distress as she was counting on receiving the cash
grant. Although she submitted a complaint and her CNIC photo copy in July 2012, her case
has been solved but she has still not received payments or any intimation from BISP on the
complaint. At the time of the TPE team’s last visit to Raji, she still did not know the status of
her complaint and was not sure whether she would get the cash grant or not.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to afford the cost of making repeated visits
to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint, which cost them to Rs200 for a round
trip. She often has to borrow money for the trip from relatives and neigbours and the trip
incurs other monetary and non-monetary costs as well, as her grandson must take time off
from labour to accompany her to visit the BISP office.

5. What we Learnt?
Raji said during an interview that she clearly remembered providing her CNIC information to the
surveyor but because she is uneducated she could not question the data entry or check the
information. Either the surveyor or the Data Entry Operator had made an error that has caused her
a great deal of suffering.
The positive aspect of this case is that Raji’s case has been solved within eight days and this due
to the CMS which had made the complaint resolution process fast.
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6. Recommendation



In this case, BISP tehsil office Pattika should have informed Raji that her case has been
resolved and cash grant will be generated soon and the payments would be delivered at her
doorstep.
During registration of the complaint, there must be some information or guidance provided to
the beneficiaries regarding all processes so that they should not spend time and money on
making repeated visits to the BISP office just to inquire about the status of the complaint.
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G-Q2-AJK-09
Missing CNIC
Rahmat Jan
Mohammad Saleem
Union Council Charkpura Village Kumhar Bandi P.O Pagwal Tehsil
Muzaffarabad District Muzaffarabad
8220357381710
24796017
29th August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Rahmat Jan is a 50 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband Mohammad Saleem live with their step children four daughters and one son. Two of
them children are enrolled in local government schools. The family’s living quarters consist of
one room built of mud and bushes with a sheet-metal roof and small bathroom. There is no
provision for a kitchen however they do have connections to both the water mains and to the
electric grid.
Rahmat Jan is a house wife and her husband is doing labour work. She said, “I am very poor and
after my husband’s second marriage, I was stopped financing and the BISP cash grant will be the
only source for my survival.”
She lives in the village of Kumhar Bandi UC Charkpura of Muzaffarabad, which is at a threehour
drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad and public transport charges a fare of Rs200 to
travel for a round trip. The main road is at 40 minute walk from her home. The village has a Post
Office, a dispensary and schools for both girls and boys. The village is perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Rahmat Jan was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey in December 2010. She was
given an acknowledgment slip on the spot. Her CNIC was not made at the time of PSC survey.
Rahmat Jan was of the view that the survey team told her that there is no need of CNIC.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform about her status. She learnt that she
was tagged as an ‘eligible beneficiary with discrepancy’ after staff at the BISP Tehsil Office
checked her status online. She did not know of any complaint redressal system before she visited
the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was quite unaware about BISP its processes and the selection criteria. Like many other
women she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families. She
believed that all those who had their PSC filled would be eligible for the cash grant.
If she becomes eligible for the cash grant, it will be a great source of financial support for her. She
plans to spend the money on food and cloth for herself.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Rahmat Jan’s had been declared as an ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her CNIC was not
made at the time of survey. She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and when a few
others in her village started to receive instalments of the cash grant, she wondered why she did not
receive hers. Neigbours advised her to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
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Some time around January of 2012, she reached the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad after a
three hour travel on which they spent Rs200 for a round trip. At the Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad,
Assistant Director checked her status on the BISP website and found that Rahmat is an eligible
beneficiary but with a CNIC discrepancy.
The Assistant Director advised her and provided her plain slip to make her CNIC from NADRA.
Assistant Director told the beneficiary that NADRA will not charge any fee for BISP beneficiaries
and the CNIC will also be issued on urgent basis. Rahmat Jan got CNIC within 20 days but she
did not remember the dates. She did the same as advised and duly submitted all the required
documents with the BISP office. After the CMS launched in the BISP Tehsil office, Rehmat Jan’s
complaint was registered on 20th July 2012 with complaint ID 10302273.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
In around January of 2012 Rahmat Jan filed a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office
Muzaffarabad to have her CNIC number updated in the BISP database.
The Assistant Director filed her application and a photo copy of her CNIC and PSC
acknowledgement slip. Her application was also registered under CMS and forwarded to the
BISP Divisional Director date for which was not available.
Until CMS was not launched, she had to make 5-6 visits to the Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad to
follow up on her complaint, hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant but she has
not received any positive feedback so far.
Her case was forwarded as is the practice, by the Assistant Director Muzaffarabad to the BISP
Regional Office Muzaffarabad and then to BISP head office but date was not mentioned in
the record of Tehsil office Muzaffarabad. Rahmat Jan case has solved but her payment is not
generated yet, when checked last.
b. Client’s Version
Rahmat Jan’s CNIC unavailability has caused her great distress as she was counting on
receiving the cash grant.
Although she submitted a written complaint and her CNIC photo copy in January 2012, she
had not received any response until September 2012. At the time of the TPE team’s last visit
to Rahmat Jan, she still did not know the status of her complaint and was not sure whether she
would get the cash grant or not. The Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad did not give her any receipt
or a complaint number for further reference but when the complaint was registered under
CMS, a complaint ID was allotted to her for further reference.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for Rahmat Jan to afford the cost of making repeated
visits to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint; just the cost of transportation
amounts to Rs200 for a round trip. She often has to borrow money for the trip to Tehsil
Office Muzaffarabad.
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5. What we Learnt?
During interview with the TPE team, Rahmat Jan said that she was not aware that CNIC is
essential for BISP and the PSC survey team also not asked her to make CNIC. It is BISP who has
encouraged women to make their CNIC to receive financial support.
Until CMS was not launched, Rahmat Jan visited 5-6 times just to follow her case and to check
her status but after launching of CMS, pending cases were not registered by the Tehsil Office and
beneficiaries had to again register their complaints under CMS.
Under CMS, this case has been solved in eight days and her status showed as accepted on the
BISP website.

6. Recommendation



BISP Tehsil Office must enter/register pending complaints in the CMS so that old cases can
also be solved.
After the acceptance of the complaint, BISP office must inform the beneficiary that her case
has resolved and payment will be generated and delivered soon at her doorstep, so that they
should not spend money and time to makes visits to the office.
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G-Q2-AJK-10
Missing CNIC
Tazeem Raza
Mohammad Israhil
Union Council Atkora Village Plung Tehsil Sehnsa District Kotli
8120352496978
7778980
30th August 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Tazeem Raza is a 38 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband Mohammad Israel live with their five daughters. Two of them are enrolled in local
government schools. The family’s living quarters consist of one room built of mud and bushes
with a sheet-metal roof and small bathroom. There is no provision for a kitchen however they do
have connections to both the water mains and to the electric grid.
Tazeem Raza is a house wife and her husband is doing labour work. She lives in the village of
Plung UC Atkora of Sehnsa District Kotli which is at an hour drive from the BISP Tehsil Office
Sehnsa and public transport charges a fare of Rs200 to travel for a round trip. The main road is a
one hour walk from her home. The village has a basic Post Office, a dispensary and schools for
both girls and boys. The village is perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Tazeem Raza was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey in December. She was
given an acknowledgment slip on the spot. Her CNIC was not made at the time of PSC survey.
Tazeem Raza was of the view that the survey team told her that there is no need of CNIC.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform her of her status. She learnt that she
was tagged as an ‘eligible beneficiary with discrepancy’ after staff at the BISP Tehsil Office
checked her status online. She did not know of any complaint redressal system before she visited
the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was quite unaware about BISP its processes and the selection criteria. Like many other
women she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families. She
believed that all those who had their PSC filled would be eligible for the cash grant.
If she becomes eligible for the cash grant it will be a great source of financial support for her
family. She plans to spend the money on food for her children.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Tazeem Raza’s had been declared as an ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her CNIC was not
made at the time of survey.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and when a few others in her village started to
receive instalments of the cash grant, she wondered why she did not receive hers. Neigbours
advised her to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
Some time around January of 2012, she reached the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa after an hour
travel on which they spent Rs200 for a round trip. At the Tehsil Office Sehnsa, Assistant Director
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checked her status on the BISP website and found that Tazeem is eligible but with a CNIC
discrepancy.
The Assistant Director advised her to make her CNIC and then register a complaint along with a
photo copy of her CNIC. After that she applied for CNIC and within one month she got CNIC
dates not remember exactly.She did the same and duly submitted all the require documents. Until
the launch of Complaint Management System (CMS), she visited the BISP office 4-5 times but
her complaint was not solved. She re registered her complaint in the CMS on 25th July 2012 with
complaint ID 10309907.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
Around January of 2012, Tazeem Raza filed a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa to
have her CNIC number updated in the BISP database.
The Assistant Director submitted her application and a photo copy of her CNIC and PSC
acknowledgement slip. Her application was registered in the CMS and forwarded to the BISP
Divisional Office for which the date was not shown on the website.
Before the CMS, she made 5-6 visits to the Tehsil Office Sehnsa to follow up on her
complaint, hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant but she has not received any
positive feedback.
Her case was forwarded as is the practice, by the Assistant Director Sehnsa to the BISP
Divisional office Mirpur and then to BISP head office but date was not mention in the record
of Tehsil office Sehnsa. Tazeem Raza case has solved but her payment is not generated yet.
b. Client’s Version
Tazeem Raza’s CNIC unavailability has caused her great distress as she was counting on
receiving the cash grant.
Although she submitted a written complaint and her CNIC photo copy in January 2012, she
had not received a response till six months. At the time of the TPE team’s last visit to Tazeem
Raza, she still did not know the status of her complaint and was not sure whether she would
get the cash grant or not. The Tehsil Office Sehnsa did not give her any receipt or a complaint
number for further reference but when registered in the CMS, a complaint ID allotted to her
for further reference.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for Tazeem Raza to afford the cost of making repeated
visits to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint; just the cost of transportation
amounts to Rs200 for a round trip. She often has to borrow money for the trip to Tehsil Office
Sehnsa.

5. What we Learnt?
Tazeem Raza was not aware that CNIC is essential for BISP and the PSC survey team also did not
ask her to make CNIC. It is BISP who has encouraged women to make their CNIC to receive
financial support.
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Until CMS was not launched, Tazeem Raza visited 4-5 times just to check her status but, after
launching of CMS, pending old cases were not registered by the Tehsil Office and beneficiaries
had to again register their complaints under her case in CMS.
Under CMS, this case has been solved in eight days and her status showed as accepted on the
BISP website.

6. Recommendation



BISP Tehsil office must enter/register pending complaints in the CMS so that old cases can
also be solved.
After the acceptance of the complaint, BISP office must inform the beneficiary that her case
has resolved and payment will be generated and delivered soon, so that they should not spend
money and time to make visits to the office.
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G-Q2-AJK-11
CNIC Update
Azeem Begum
Raja Mohammad Taj
Union Council Kathar Village Islamabad Tehsil Sehnsa District Kotli
8120385137766
77885330
4th September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Azeem Begum is a 48 years old woman, who doesn’t have any formal education. She lives with
her husband, Raja Mohammad Taj and one daughter and a son. Her daughter is getting education
from local government school and son has left education due to poverty and now works.. The
family is living in old small quarter that consists of one room built of mud and bushes. The house
has no bathroom. There is no provision for a kitchen however they do have connections to both
the water mains and to the electric grid. Their house was damaged during rains of 2010.
Azeem Begum is the house wife and her husband is doing labour work. She said, “I am illiterate
and was getting BISP cash grant from last two years but the data collector (PSC Enumerator) cut
my name from beneficiary list despite I am very poor and deserving woman”.
She lives in village Islamabad of Union Council Kathar of Tehsil Sehnsa, District Kotli, which is
at a 30 minute walk and 30 minute drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa. Public transport
charges a fare of Rs60 to travel for a round trip. The village has a basic Post Office, a dispensary
and middle schools for both girls and boys. The village is perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Azeem Begum was included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She also received one payment as a rain-affectee in the year 2010. She participated in
the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey in February 2011. She was given an acknowledgment slip
on the spot. Even though she was in possession of a valid CNIC, which she presented to the PSC
enumerator but a CNIC number discrepancy evolved.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform her of her status. She learnt that she
was tagged as ‘eligible with household discrepancy’ after staff at the BISP Tehsil Office checked
her status online. She did not know of any complaint redressal system before she visited the BISP
Tehsil Office.
She was quite unaware about the BISP processes and the selection criteria for the cash grant
programe. Like many other women she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to
poor and needy families. She believed that everyone who had their PSC filled would be eligible
for the cash grant.
Her discrepancy has been solved but payment is not generated yet. She plans to spend the money
on her daughter’s education.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Azeem Begum had been declared as ‘eligible with household discrepancy’ because her CNIC was
not entered by a PSC enumerator or Data Entry Operator at NADRA.
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She was getting payment since 2009 but her payment stopped in May 2011 without any
intimation or letter from BISP. When other women in her village started to receive instalments of
the cash grant, she wondered why she did not receive hers. Neigbours advised her to register a
complaint at the local BISP office.
Som etime around September of 2011, she and her husband reached the BISP Tehsil Office
Sehnsa after a 30 minute drive and 30 minute walk on which they spent Rs120 for a round trip. At
the Tehsil Office, they came to know that here is a CNIC discrepancy in her case. Assistant
Director asked her to submit photo copies of the CNIC and PSC for further process. Assistant
Director did not give her any acknowledgment for complaint registration. But when the
Complaint Management System (CMS) launched in the Tehsil Office, she again had to register
her complaint on 17th July 2012. According to BISP website, her complaint has been resolved but
payment has not generated yet.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
Around September of 2011, Azeem Begum filed an appeal at the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa
for CNIC update before the CMS was launched. She made 9-10 visits to the Tehsil Office to
follow up on her complaint, hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant but she has
not received yet.
Staff at BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa was unable to process such grievance cases at their own
and beneficiaries had to suffer. They were simply filing the complaints and forwarding them
to the Divisional Office after keeping the basic records. Now CMS has been launched in
Tehsil Sehnsa but pending cases are not being registered.
The Assistant Complaints filed her application again in CMS and allotted a complaint I.D
10288510 dated on 17th July 2012 and took a photo copy of her CNIC and PSC
acknowledgement slip for record.
b. Client’s Version
Azeem Begum’s family is exceptionally poor; her husband is doing labour work and income
is less than Rs 6,000 per month. Her home was damaged in rains. The wrong entry of her
CNIC number has caused her great distress as she was counting on receiving the cash grant.
Although she submitted a written complaint and her CNIC photo copy some nine months ago,
she has still not received any response from BISP. At the time of the case TPE team’s last
visit to Azeem Begum, she still did not know the status of her complaint and was not sure
whether she would get the cash grant or not.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to afford the cost of making repeated visits
to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint. She often has to accompany her son or
husband to visit the office and they have to take time off from their work.
Azeem Begum said during an interview that she clearly remembered providing her CNIC
information to the surveyor but because she is uneducated she did not feel she could question
his data entry or recheck his information.
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5. What We Learned?
It was learnt that most of the time there is no internet and electricity and the complainants have to
wait for hours just to know the status of their complaints. BISP Tehsil officials do not have
sufficient knowledge of the CMS and its processes to give them crucial information.
As per the BISP records, her case has been solved within two weeks under CMS but from
complainants’ perspective, actually it took nine months. Moreover, her payment has not been
generated yet.
In this case, either the PSC surveyor or the Data Entry Operator made an error that has caused her
a great deal of suffering. The Tehsil Office has neither the capacity nor the authority to solve her
complaint.
The BISP Tehsil Office Shensa only lodging cases under CMS when the complainants personally
visiting to follow their complaint. Pending cases were not being registered in CMS.

6. Recommendations.




The authority may be delegated at the Tehsil level to save time and effort involved in
resolving grievances cases.
Tehsil Offices need to be equipped with standby generators to allow them to access to the
BISP database in the absence of electricity failure. This would also save huge time and money
for the visiting complainants.
BISP Tehsil offices must enter pending cases in the CMS in order to solve the complaint in a
timely manner.
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G-Q2-AJK-12
CNIC Update
Mumtaz Bibi
Mohammad Siddique
Old address Union village Mori saydan Tehsil Sehnsa District Kotli
New address: Mohallah Hassanabad District and Tehsil Bagh
8210194215506
7756296
5th September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Mumtaz Begum is a 49 years old widow, who doesn’t have any formal education. She lives with
her son and his family. Her son is doing private job. The family’s living quarter consist of two
rooms built of cement and blocks roof and have bathroom. There is no provision for a kitchen
however they do have connections to both the water mains and to the electric grid. Their house
was damaged in the earthquakes 2005.
Mumtaz Begum, housewife said, “I am widow no one is there who bear me this is BISP cash
grant who makes my respect in family and I can use my money myself.”
She was living with her son and his family in Dudyal but due to domestic conflicts, she shifted to
Mohallah Hassanabad of Bagh City, which is at a 30 minute walk and 30 minute drive from the
BISP Tehsil Office Bagh. Public transport charges a fare of Rs60 to travel for a round trip. The
Mohallah is situated in main city and has a basic Post Office, a hospitals and middle schools for
both girls and boys. The Streets are in very good conditions and other houses in this Mohallah
seem belong to well off people.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Mumtaz Begum was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of
the programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) survey in February 2011 at
Dudyal Tehsil. She was given an acknowledgment slip on the spot.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform her of her status. When postman
came to her home for delivering Money Order then she came to know that she is eligible
beneficiary. She did not know of any complaint redressal system her neigbours told her to visit
the BISP Tehsil Office Bagh to change her address for payments.
She was quite unaware about the BISP processes and the selection criteria for the cash grant
program. Like many other women she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to
poor and needy families. She believed that everyone who had their PSC filled would be eligible
for the cash grant.
Her appeal has been accepted but status not changed on BISP website and her payment is
generated again and she can’t go to collect payment from Bagh to Dudyal.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Mumtaz Begum had been declared as ‘eligible beneficiary’ and continued getting cash grants in
Dudyal. She was getting payment since January 2012 by local postman in Dudyal. She was living
with her younger son but due to family problems, she shifted to her elder son who is living in
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Bagh. She did notwant to collect her payment from Dudyal Tehsil that’s why her neighbour in
Bagh advised her to go to Bagh BISP Tehsil office to change her address for payment delivery.
Mumtaz Begum submitted an appeal on 26th June 2012 to change address for upcoming payment
to be delivered in Bagh. The Tehsil office Bagh entered her complaint on 25th June 2012 in CMS
and allotted her complaint I.D no 10208298. She and her son reached the BISP Tehsil Office
Bagh after a 30 minute drive and 30 minute walk on which they spent Rs600 for a round trip.
Assistant Director asked her to submit photo copies of the CNIC and PSC slip for further process.
According to BISP website, her complaint has been resolved but changed address is yet to be
appeared in the BISP records.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
0n 26th of June 2012, Mumtaz Begum filed an appeal at the BISP Tehsil Office Bagh for
address change. She made 3-4 visits to the Tehsil Office to follow up on her complaint,
hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant from Tehsil Bagh abut she has not
received yet.
Staff at the BISP Tehsil Office Bagh processed her case under CMS and accepted the appeal
because on Mumtaz begum’s CNIC have both address of Dudyal and Hassanabad Bagh
b. Client’s Version
Mumtaz Begum is a widow; her son is doing labour work and income is less than Rs.6,000
per month. Her appeal is accepted but her data is not updated on the BISP website and in
result of that her payment is not transferred to the required post office of Dudyal. Under
CMS, appeals are accepted within a week’s time but not BISP records take time to update.
This is why Mumtaz begum has not received her payment yet.
At the time of TPE team’s last visit to Mumtaz Begum, she still did not know the status of her
complaint and was not sure whether she would get the cash grant or not from Bagh.
It was not feasible for the Mumtaz begum to afford the cost of making repeated visits to the
BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint. She often has to accompany her son to visit
the office and they have to take time off from their work.

5. What We Learned?
It was learnt that most of the time beneficiaries have to suffer due to the data not updated on the
BISP website.
As per the BISP records, her case has been solved within two weeks under CMS but from
complainants perspective, it is not solved since one and half month has passed but data is not
updated on the BISP website.

6. Recommendations.



There is need to devise a mechanism to expedite the payment delivery to the beneficiaries
whose complaints are resolved and records have been updated.
The BISP Tehsil staff should advise complainants not to make repeated visits.
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G-Q2-AJK-13
Missing CNIC
Sadia Begum
Mohammad Tahir
Union Council Sehmandi Village and post office Nametran Tehsil
Sehnsa District Kotli
8120379010850
7789843
N/A

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Sadia Tahir is a 32 years old woman who doesn’t have any formal education. She lives with her
husband Syed Fida Hussain Shah and two sons and three daughters. Three of them are going to a
local government school. The family’s living old small quarter which consists of one room built
of mud and bushes roof and has no bathroom. There is no provision for a kitchen however they do
have connections to both the water mains and to the electric grid. Their house was damaged
during current rains.
Sadia is a house wife and her husband is doing labour work. Her husband monthly income is less
than Rs.5000. Sadia say, “BISP is blessing for my children future because with this cash grant
they can continue their education.”
She lives in the village of Nametrain, UC Sehnsa of Tehsil Sehnsa, District Kotli which is at an
hour drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa and public transport charge a fare of Rs100 for a
round trip. The main road is at a 40 minute walk from her home. The village has a Post Office, a
dispensary and schools for both girls and boys. The village is perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Sadia was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey in February 2011 and an
acknowledgment slip was issued to her on the spot. At the time of PSC survey, she did not have
CNIC. Due to lake of awareness that beneficiary’s CNIC is mandatory to become eligible under
Benazir Income Support Programme, Sadia had to suffer a lot.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform about her status and the
discrepancy. She learnt that she was tagged as an ‘eligible beneficiary with discrepancy’ after a
staff at the BISP Tehsil Office who checked her status online after visiting more than two times.
Because for the first time, there was no electricity due to load shedding and there was no other
facility of standby Generator or UPS in the BISP Tehsil office Sehnsa. She did not know of any
complaint redressal system before she visited the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was unaware about the BISP and the basic selection criteria. Like many other women, she
considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families. She believed
that all those who had their PSC filled would be eligible for the cash grant.
If she receives the cash grant, it will be a great source of financial support for her family,
effectively doubling their monthly income. She plans to spend the money on food for her children
education.
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3. How did the complaint emerge?
Sadia had been declared as an ‘eligible with discrepancy’ because her CNIC was not made at the
time of survey.
When a few others in her village started to receive instalments of the cash grant, she wondered
why she did not receive hers. Social and political activist asked her to first make her CNIC and
then to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
On 1st of July 2012, she visited BISP Tehsil office to register her complaint but due to load
shedding, her complaint could not be registered. She was asked to come again.
On 8th of July 2012, she made a third attempted and faced the same issue of load shedding. She
had to travel for an hour to reach the BISP Tehsil Sehnsa Office and to spend Rs100 for a round
trip. This time she decided to wait till the electricity resumed in the Tehsil Office.Sehnsa.
Assistant Director checked her status on the BISP website and found that Sadia is eligible but
with CNIC discrepancy.
The Assistant Director advised her to register a complaint along with a photo copy of her CNIC.
She duly submitted all the require documents during her third visit.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
On 8th July 2012, Sadia filed a complaint at the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa to have her CNIC
number updated in the BISP database.
The Assistant Complaints filed her application in CMS and the system allotted her a
complaint ID 10250195. The office collected photo copy of her CNIC and PSC
acknowledgement slip for the office record.
Thus far she has made 3-4 visits to the Tehsil Office Sehnsa to follow up on her complaint,
hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant.
Her case was forwarded as a CMS requirement to the Divisional Director BISP Mirpur but
date was not available on the system. According to the BISP website checked in September
2012, her complaint has been accepted but cash grant is not generated yet.
b. Client’s Version
Non availability of Sadia CNIC at the time of PSC survey has caused her great distress as she
was counting on receiving the cash grant.
At the time of the TPE team’s last visit to Sadia, she still did not know the status of her
complaint and was not sure whether she would get the cash grant or not.
The Tehsil Office Sehnsa did not give her any receipt but gave her a CMS complaint number
for further reference. She was not informed that her case had been resolved and soon she
would start receiving cash grant.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for the family to afford the cost of making repeated visits
to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint; just the cost of transportation amounts
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to Rs100 for a round trip. She often has to borrow money for the trip from relatives and
neigbours.

5. What we Learnt?
Sadia said during an interview with the TPE team that she was really unaware that CNIC is must
for inclusion in the BISP cash grant programme.
It was observed that in the community women are mostly ignored to register marriages and make
or change their CNICs with new family etc. The team also found that there was no information
campaign launched in her area about the BISP survey.
After information from neigbours and political workers, she made her CNIC and went for to file
her complaint but she had to face problems due to load shedding. It was learnt that most of the
walk in complainants face the same problem to make repeated visits.
The BISP Tehsil office had no availability of standby generator and UPS that creates problems for
the complainants, especially for those who had to travel from remote areas.
The positive side of the case is that this case was solved within days because of availability of
CMS. The BISP website is showing that her complaint has been accepted or solved but the
payment has yet to be generated.

6. Recommendation



In such underserved areas like Tehsil Sehnsa, awareness programs about BISP must be
launched to make people especially women aware about the concept and the complaint
redressal mechanism.
Tehsil offices need to be equipped with a standby generator or UPS to allow them to be
functional at the time of load shedding and allow access to the BISP systems. This would
result in saving money for poor complainants.
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G-Q2-AJK-14
Duplicate Household
Saleema Bibi
Mohammad Mushtaq
Union Council Charkpura Village Kumhar Bandi P.O Pagwal Tehsil
Muzaffarabad District Muzaffarabad
8220357381710
24796017
6th September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Saleema Bibi is a 40 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband Mohammad Mushtaq live with their children, five daughter and three sons. All of them
are enrolled in local government schools. The family’s living quarters consist of three rooms built
of mud and bushes with a sheet-metal roof and small bathroom. There is no provision for a
kitchen however they do have connections to both the water mains and to the electric grid.
Saleema Bibi is a house wife and her husband is doing labour work. Her husband monthly income
is less than Rs5000. They live in village Panjoor, UC Sarli Sacha of Tehsil Muzaffarabad, which
is at an hour drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad. Public transport charges a fare of
Rs200 for a round trip. The main road is also additional one hour walk away from her home. The
village has a Post Office, a dispensary and middle schools for both girls and boys. The village is
perched on a hillside.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Saleema was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She participated in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey in December 2010. She was
given an acknowledgment slip on the spot. Her PSC form was filled at two different addresses.
One she filled at her in-laws house, while second was filled separately at her own residence that
caused discrepancy in her case. In one form she is declared as potential beneficiary, while in
other, her household has been declared as ineligible.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP to inform her of her status. She learnt that she
was tagged as an ‘eligible beneficiary with duplicate CNIC’ She did not know of any complaint
redressal system before she visited the BISP Tehsil Office.
She was quite unaware about BISP processes and the selection criteria. Like many other women
she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families. She didn’t
know about the final selection criteria. She believed that all those who had their PSC filled would
be eligible for the cash grant.She wanted to spend cash grant on food for her.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Saleema’s had been declared as ‘eligible with duplicate CNIC discrepancy’ because she filled two
PSC forms and now she is facing problems in getting cash grant.
She did not receive any intimation letter from BISP and when a few others in her village started to
receive instalments of the cash grant she wondered why she did not receive hers. A local political
worker advised her to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
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Some time around February of 2012, she reached the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad after an
hour travel on which they spent Rs200 for a round trip. At the Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad,
Assistant Director checked her status online and found that Saleema is an eligible beneficiary but
with duplicate CNIC discrepancy.
The Assistant Director registered the complaint under Complaint Management System (CMS) and
collected copy of CNIC and PSC acknowledgment slip. As a BISP policy, the officer kept
Saleema’s eligible household in the BISP records and made a request in the system to cancel the
ineligible household Before Saleema’s complaint was lodged under CMS, Saleema made 5-6
visits to register her complaint but to no avail. After the CMS was launched in April 2012,
Saleema again registered her complaint in CMS at 12th May 2012 I D 10093799.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
In around February of 2012, Saleema filed an appeal at the BISP Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad
to remove her duplicate CNIC discrepancy and be updated in the BISP database.
The Assistant Director filed her application and a photocopy of her CNIC and PSC
acknowledgement slip but it was not solved until the CMS was launched in April 2012. Her
application was again registered in CMS and forwarded to the BISP Divisional office for
acceptance.
Thus far she has made 5-6 visits to the Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad to follow up on her
complaint, hoping each time that she will be given her cash grant but she has not received any
positive feedback till then CMS was not launched. When she registered complaint in CMS
then her case resolved within twoweeks. Saleema’s case has been solved but her payment was
not generated as of October 2012.
b. Client’s Version
Due to less information or awareness, Saleema filled two PSC forms, which has caused her
great distress as she was counting on receiving the cash grant.
Although she submitted a written complaint and her CNIC photo copy in February 2012, she
had not received any response from BISP till three months. The Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad
did not give her any receipt or a complaint number for further reference but when she
registered the same under CMS, a complaint no was allotted to her.
Saleema was of the view that it was not feasible for the Saleema to afford the cost of making
repeated visits to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint; just the cost of
transportation amounts to Rs200 for a round trip. She often has to cut money from her food
expense for the trip to Tehsil Office Muzaffarabad.

5. What we Learnt?
Saleema was not aware that filling of two PSC forms will negatively affect her eligibility in the
future and this was also not told by the PSC enumerators. . Information or awareness campaign
was not actively done and most of the women suffer due to this.
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When CMS was not launched, Saleema visited BISP office 5-6 times, just to remind her case and
check her status. After launching of the CMS at the BISP office, pending cases are not being
registered and beneficiaries have to again register their cases under CMS.
Under CMS, this case is solved in 14 days and her status is shown is accepted on the BISP
website.
Interestingly, the nature of the case under CMS is shown as “CNIC duplicate”, while the case
seems to be “Duplicate Household”, because beneficiary’s CNIC number remains the same in
both entries but PSC forms numbers are different.

6. Recommendation



BISP Tehsil office must enter pending complaints in the CMS in order to save complainant’s
time and money.
After complaint resolution, there should be a mechanism to inform beneficiaries that their
case has been resolved and payment will be generated soon, so that they do not spend money
and time to make repeated visits of the BISP office.
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G-Q2-AJK-15
Missing household
Imtiaz Begum
Altaf Brand
Union Council Sehnsa Village Brand Bhuta Tehsil Sehnsa District
Kotli
8120386981881
Survey not done
6th September 2012

1. Receiver Woman/Complainant’s Profile and Background Information
Imtiaz Begum is a 38 years old woman who has not received any formal education. She and her
husband Altaf Brand live with their children, three daughter and three sons. Four of them are
enrolled in local government schools. The family’s living quarters consist of three rooms built of
mud and bushes with a sheet-metal roof and small bathroom. There is no provision for a kitchen
however they do have connections to both the water mains and to the electric grid.
Imtiaz Begum is a house wife and her husband is doing labour work. Her husband monthly
income is less than Rs6000. She lives in the of village Brand Bhutta UC Sehnsa of Tehsil Sehnsa
which is at a 30 minute drive from the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa and public transport charges a
fare of Rs40 to travel for a round trip. Her house is near the main road. The village has a Post
Office, a dispensary and middle schools for both girls and boys. The village is in very poor
condition and unpaved.

2. Beneficiary’s Relation with BISP
Imtiaz was not included in the cash grant scheme under the Parliamentarian’s Phase of the
programme. She did not participate in the Poverty Score Card (PSC) Survey, which was
conducted in end of 2010 Because Surveyor asked Imtiaz Bibi that she could not participate in
this survey because her husband and her CNIC was not available at the time of survey in her
village. .
She did not know of any complaint redressal system before her husband visited the BISP Tehsil
Office at the advice of a local political worker.
She was quite unaware about BISP processes and the selection criteria. Like many other women
of the area, she considered BISP a scheme for distributing cash grants to poor and needy families.
She wanted to spend cash grant on food and education for her children.

3. How did the complaint emerge?
Imtiaz Begum’s husband was working out of country and she did not have her own and her
husband’s CNIC. Surveyor told Imtiaz begum that if she doesn’t have both CNICs then her
poverty score card not to be filled. Her survey had not been done due to the non-availability of
CNICs and she faced problem in participation of poverty score card.
Her husband came back from abroad due to sickness and start doing labour work. She saw that
many other village women are getting support from BISP while she did not receive that support.
A political worker advised her husband to register a complaint at the local BISP office.
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Some time around January of 2012, her husband reached the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa after a 30
minutes travel on which they spent Rs40 for a round trip. At the Tehsil Office Sehnsa, Assistant
Director checked her status on BISP website and found no data against the household.
The Assistant Director asked her husband to submit application to conduct the PSC survey. He
did the same and duly submitted all the required documents. Her husband visited 5-6 times but no
response on her complaint was made but after the CMS launched in the Tehsil Office, and she reregistered her complaint in CMS at 12th May 2012 and her complaint I. D 10118962.

4. Processing of the Case:
a. Providers Version
In around January of 2012, Zulekhan filed an appeal at the BISP Tehsil Office Sehnsa. The
Assistant Director filed her application and a photo copy of her CNIC her application was
also re-registered in CMS and forwarded to the BISP Regional Office. However date was not
being shown on website.
Thus far she has made 5- 6 visits to the Tehsil Office Sehnsa to follow up on her complaint,
hoping each time that her poverty score card will be filled but she has not received any
positive feedback till then CMS was not launched. When she registered complaint in CMS but
case still unresolved.
b. Client’s Version
Due to less information or awareness of both surveyor and Imtiaz begum herself, she could
not get her Poverty Score Card filled which caused her great distress as she was counting on
inclusion in BISP.
Although she submitted a written complaint and her CNIC photo copy in January 2012, she
has not received a response till three months time passed. The Tehsil Office Sehnsa did not
give her any receipt or a complaint number for further reference but when the
complaint/appeal was registered under CMS, a complaint no was allotted to her husband for
further reference.
It was a fact that it was not feasible for Imtiaz begum and her husband to afford the cost of
making repeated visits to the BISP Tehsil Office to follow up the complaint; just the cost of
transportation amounts to Rs40 for a round trip. Her husband often has to take time off from
his labour work to follow up the complaint.

5. What We Learnt?
Imtiaz Begum said during an interview with TPE team that she was not aware that without CNIC
she can participate in Poverty Score Card and also the enumerator or the data collector had less
information regarding PSC and so the Imtiaz Begum had to suffer.
When CMS was not launched, Imtiaz Begum and her husband Altaf visited 5-6 time just to
remind the authorities of thier case and check thier status of complaint, after launch of CMS old
case was not registered by Tehsil Office and complainant again registered thier case in CMS.
In CMS case has solved in 14 days and her status showed “closed status” on website. In missing
house hold surveys when submitted to D.O in CMS, status showed “closed”, however in
reality,the survey had not even been conducted there at that time.
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6. Recommendation



BISP Tehsil office must enter pending complaints in the CMS to save money and the
beneficiary’s time to visit again and register their complaint.
There should be a mechanism to solve the cases of missing household survey so that they can
also benefit from the BISP cash grant scheme.
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4.0

Assessment of the Data Entry Process

4.1

Scope of the Work

Section 4
Assessment of the Data Entry Process

In accordance with the TOR the data entry processes and procedures shall be observed in the
different places it is to take place. The process evaluation of data entry centres shall record
and analyse the methods employed to maintain accuracy and promote efficiency of at least
two (02) Centres of the Data Entry Organization (NADRA) per quarter. This monitoring shall
continue for as long as the data entry takes place. The data entry is at speed and moving
towards an end. In this situation, the GHK team would try to capture at least eight
observations through visiting various centres where data entry would be on going.

4.2

Objective
Timely feedback shall be provided to BISP and opportunities to improve the accuracy and
efficiency of the data entry process will be identified. Note that quantitative assessment of the
data entry accuracy shall be carried out by the Spot Check consultants. The findings of the
two exercises should be reviewed in conjunction with each other.

4.3

NADRA as BISP’s Data Entry Organization
The everlasting output of the PSC survey is the data. It is important to capture the data
accurately and in a timely manner. The BISP data entry process is planned and outsourced to
NADRA for data entry. NADRA started the data entry process from July 2010.
At the beginning, NADRA used their own data entry centres located at different locations in
Pakistan (Islamabad, Lahore, Multan, Sukkur and Karachi).
However later on due to heavy in flow of the poverty score cards, NADRA subcontracted the
data entry component to other organisations / firms, as NADRA had limited capacity to
undertake data entry of the whole nationwide survey.
NADRA has instituted a systematic process for the monitoring and quality assurance of the
data entry done by its partner organisations.
It is important to note that NADRA sub-contracted almost 96 percent of the total data entry
job to its partners and 4 percent of data entry was undertaken by NADRA itself using its
internal capacity (Table 4-1).
Table 4-1:
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

NADRA Data Entry Centers List
Company Name
DPS
IA
NIFT
Deloitte
Systems ltd
360 MYASCO
Advance Tech
NCBMS
Karachi
Lahore
Multan
Sukkur
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POs / NADRA
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
NADRA
NADRA
NADRA
NADRA

Location
Islamabad
Islamabad
Islamabad
Islamabad
Islamabad
Islamabad
Lahore
Islamabad
Karachi
Lahore
Multan
Sukkur
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Sr. No.
13
14

4.4

Company Name
PHQ ISB
HQ
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POs / NADRA
NADRA
NADRA

Location
Islamabad
Islamabad

NADRA’s POs TORs
NADRA advertised the RFP for outsourcing of data entry facility and manpower for data
entry of BISP PSC forms. The POs are responsible for the following as per their TORs.
1. Data entry work of survey forms using the application software provided by NADRA.
The formats indicated are for a single form and double data entry needs to be carried out.
2. Application software is the responsibility of NADRA
3. Verification and validation conducted during the data entry process in real time with
NADRA database systems
4. NADRA provided the mode of transfer of scanned data to POs
5. QC is carried out by NADRA through application software at NADRA HQ.
6. Only QC passed data transferred to NADRA’s central server

4.5

Approach and Methodology
GHK would evaluate the data entry process as per the guidelines / process described in the
“Data Entry, Validation, Verification and Beneficiary Selection” guidelines in the Operational
Manual. The GHK Data Entry Expert would mainly follow the data entry and control process
mentioned in the manual (Figure 4-2). Any deviation from the manual would be recorded,
analysed and reported to BISP.
For this purpose, GHK Data Expert shall spend at least one day in each centre for the process
evaluation of data entry. The following tools / techniques would be used for undertaking the
process evaluation of data entry;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.6

Meetings with BISP / NADRA
Structured Observation using Checklist
Direct Observation of the data entry processes
Meetings with DATA Entry Staff
Self-Experience through practicing different processes

Main Processes evaluated;
The following aspects will be carefully monitored and reviewed:












How and in what form PSCs are received at NADRA?
Logging of Received PSCs
Pre-scanning Process
Scanning Process
Process of Generation and delivery of “challan” form
How scanned images of PSCs are delivered to Data Entry Centres
Hardware and software specifications
Working Environment of the data entry centre
Checking procedures and supervision of data entry
Uploading of scanned data to database for data entry
Staffing for the data entry (The number and qualifications/skills of data entry operators,
quality checkers and examiners)
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Training to the DEO, QC and Examiners
Documentation of the software
The number of forms entered per day per person, including error rates
Check form number validation mechanism in term of (duplicate, illegible, empty,
photocopy and annulled)
Double data entry
Verification of CNIC and name with NADRA database
Monitor QC (Quality Checker) process
Monitor examiner process
NADRA quality check procedures on data finalized by data entry centres
Uploading final data from data entry centre to NADRA’s database
Self-experiencing data entry problem by carrying out data entry
Monitor NADRA’s data entry centre’s internal procedures, controlling mechanisms and
daily reporting system or MIS
Final data uploading from NADRA to BISP

Main Steps in Data Entry Process as per the BISP’s Guidelines / TORs
Essentially, the whole process of the data entry can be sub-divided into the following
components;
a) Scanning
b) Data Entry
c) Uploading data to BISP database
a) Scanning
The scanning part consists of two steps. BISP POs after completing the PSCs send these to
NADRA HQ through courier / post etc. On receipt NADRA registers the number of received
forms in the inventory notebook as per information displayed on the cover letter / envelope.
After logging these forms are sent for pre scanning.
During the pre-scanning process, the following key tasks are performed;
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Assigning a batch number
Counting of the forms
Segregation of single, double and triple forms
Removing staple pins, glue or gums from the forms
Separating forms sticking with each other
Removing damaged forms
Removing blank / non filled forms

During this pre-scanning process all the data logged onto the papers is reconciled with the
actual number of forms. If there is any variation in the number of forms scanned and the
numbers of forms displayed on the cover letter, a letter is sent to the POs informing them
about the variation in the number of forms.
After the pre-scanning process, the forms are ready for the final scanning. During the
scanning process forms are scanned on both sides and these are saved as jpg images. Scanned
images are also stored on the local system with unique numbers. Every batch has a different
number of images of forms. After successful completion of the scanning process, a delivery
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“challan” is generated for handing and taking over of the scanned images to a data entry
centre. The delivery “challan” may or may not contain more than one batch.
b) Data Entry
The scanned forms are processed and uploaded into the system. Two different Data Entry
Operators (DEOs) enter the form into the system. After the DEO 1 & DEO 2enter the form
separately, these are compared with each other. If data entry of both DEOs matches with each
other, the data is directly stored into the data base. However in case of any mismatch, data is
referred to QC1 and QC2 for quality check. If at the level of QC 1 and QC 2, there is any
discrepancy during the validation stage, then data is forwarded to the Examiner for the final
data validation process else the data is stored into the database. Please see Figure 4-1 for
describing the whole data entry process.
c) Uploading data to BISP database
After the completion of Quality checks at NADRA HQ, the data is transferred through
NADRA’s Database administrator to the BISP database located at BISP HQ through internet
link.
Figure 4-1:

Data Entry Operation at POs level

DEO 2

DEO 1

yes

Validation

NO

QC 2

QC 1

Validation

yes

NO

Examiner

Database Server
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Observations of NCBMS Data Entry Centre
Brief Introduction of the PO
NCBMS was one of the eight data entry firms contracted for the data entry of PSC by
NADRA through a competitive bidding process. NCBMS had established one data entry
centre in Islamabad. The full installed capacity of NCBMS’s data entry centre was around
20,000 per day.
Recruitment process of the Data Entry Persons
The minimum qualification for the data entry operators was Matriculation / Intermediate. The
applicants first have to go through a typing speed test. The candidates passing these tests were
recruited.
Data Entry Staff
NCBMS hired 800 data entry operators and 180 Quality Checker and 40 examiners for the
data entry purpose. The data entry staff worked in three shifts in 24 hours, each shift for eight
hours. NCBMS also recruited female staff for the data entry and there were around 44 female
staff doing the data entry. Keeping in view the need of the female and cultureal aspect
NCBMS ensured that female staff only works during the morning shift.
Training and Development
NCBMS has developed a rigorous training program for the data entry persons. They have
developed dummy software which was used for the training of data entry persons. Each data
entry operator has to do the practice of entering PSCs data on the dummy software for one
week. After this training, the data entry operators were given the actual tasks of PSCs data
entry in the database provided by BISP / NADRA. .
Overall Environment of the Data Entry Centres
The overall working environment of NCBMS’s data entry centre was good. The data entry
centre was well lit with the back-up of electricity generator. The desks and the seats were
comfortable for the data entry purpose.
Hardware’s and Software’s Specifications
NCBMS’s Data entry centre was equipped with three main servers and these were according
to the NADRA’s specification. The SQL Serve 2000 database was being run on these servers.
The following is the details of these servers;




One application server for data entry and QCs
One server for domain controller
One server for the backup

There were around 350 computers in the centre. These were Pentium 4 specification systems
with WINDO XP as the operating system that was installed.
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Woking Hours of the Centres
During the peak hours these centres were run for 24 hours in three shifts, eight hours per shift.
Payment and Remuneration to the staff
NCBMS paid the data entry operators per PSC and also they hired some DEO on their
payroll. NCBMS management did not share any information on the remuneration being paid
to the data entry staff. However, according to our observations staff seemed to be motivated
and committed, which means that they are being offered satisfactorily reminuration and
payment.
Staff turn out and their training
Staff turnover only occurred when there was a delay from NADRA in providing scanned
PSCs to the data entry center and this slowed down the data entry process. As almost all the
data entry centres were based in Islamabad and the data entry personnel from these centres
kept shifting from one centre to another, in most of the cases training was not needed.
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Key Processes Observed at NADRA and NCBMS
Key Processes Related to PSCs
Data Entry
Handling of PSCs at NADRA

Tools Used for the Process evaluation for
the data entry of poverty score cards
 Observation
 Meeting with NADRA and POs staff

Our observations

Comments/recommendations

BISP Survey organisations were delivering
PSCs in sealed packets and details of the forms
(numbers, area / regions, POs) were marked on
the front side of the packets.

Process was smooth and it has been
fine-tuned by NADRA through
learning and experience.

PSCs forms were opened and counted.
In case packets were delivered by hand, an
acknowledgement receipt was issued to the
person delivering the PSCs packets.

Logging and
Received PSCs

Pre-scanning

of




Observation
Meeting with NADRA and POs

NADRA was maintaining a register to record
the details of the received PSCs packets from
the survey organisation.
After logging the PSCs packets, these were
opened and counted

Process was smooth and it has been
fine-tuned by NADRA through
learning and experience.

During the counting process, blank and
damaged PSC forms were separated and
rejected.
Final numbers of the poverty score cards after
deducting blank, damaged etc
were
communicated to the survey organisations.
Staple pins attached to the PSC forms were
removed and PSC forms stuck together due to
gum were also separated. This was done to
ensure smooth scanning of the PSC forms.
PSCs with additional PSC sheets were also
separated so that the additional sheet is also
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Key Processes Related to PSCs
Data Entry

Tools Used for the Process evaluation for
the data entry of poverty score cards



Scanning Process

Observation
Meeting with NADRA and POs
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Our observations

Comments/recommendations

scanned.
After the pre-scanning process, packets ready
for scanning are delivered in the scanning
process.
Each packet / bundle to scan is assigned a
unique bundle / packet ID.

Delivery of Scanned Images to Data
Entry Organisation




Observation
Meeting with NADRA and POs

Pre-Scanning of Images



Observation

Uploading of Scanned Images of
PSCs to database for the data entry
purpose




Observation
Meeting with Data Entry Management /
Staff

A folder is also created in the system with the
same unique ID and all the scanned forms are
automatically saved in this unique folder.
The scanned forms saved in the unique folders
are copied on the DVDs / USB. A challan
form was developed having all the details of
the folders / PSCs copied in the DVDs / USBs.
The DVDs/ USBs and the challan forms were
delivered to the data entry organisation for the
data entry process.
NCBMS employed a different and unique
process at the pre-scanning process to ensure
smooth post scanning processes i.e data entry
etc. NCBMS scanned the images to identify in
particular the UC and the tehsil which are not
matching with the list of UCs / Tehsils in the
NADRA data base. This process ensured the
smooth and uniterputed data entry.
PSCs scanned images received from NADRA
are copied into the system.
Software which was developed by the NADRA
was run onto the system for loading images
into the database.
In case there is a variation in the number of
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We observed one critical issue
related to loading of PSCs images
into the database. The software run
for loading the PSCs images can
only load a specific size of the
images. Any image which was less
or greater than that specification
was sent to a folder “Unprocessed”
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Our observations

Comments/recommendations

images mentioned on the challan form and the
actual images received on DVD / USB, this
was communicated to NADRA for the
correction / verification of the records.

by the software and a report was
also generated. The size of the
images sent into the “Unprocessed”
folder was readjusted and software
was run again for uploading these
images into the data base.
It is recommended that NADRA
should upload the image into the
database and after this the database
should be delivered to the Data
Entry Organisation.




Data Entry Process

Observation
Meeting with NADRA and POs staff

Double data entry

DEOs were carrying out the data entry of the
PSCs using double data entry system to ensure
accuracy.
PSCs were allocated to the data entry operator
randomly by the software.

Secondly, NADRA should encrypt
the images as well for ensuring the
security of the PSCs. This
encryption of the poverty score
cards will not allow easy access to
PSCs. Due to the encryption; PSCs
can only be observed / seen
through the NADRA’s software.
We observed a critical issue during
name matching with the NADRA
database which was too slow
sometimes due to link problems
between NADRA and PO’s. Due to
this the no. of forms which were
entered was reduced.

Data entry operators also matched the family
members whose CNICs are given in the PSCs
with the NADRA database.
Monitoring, Supervision and Quality
Control
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Observation
Meeting with Data Entry Management /

DEO instituted multilayer quality control
measures for ensuring the accuracy of the PSCs

As per the data entry guidelines, if
there are variations in the data
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Key Processes Related to PSCs
Data Entry

NADRA quality check procedures
on data finalized by data entry
centres

Tools Used for the Process evaluation for
the data entry of poverty score cards
Staff




Observation
Meeting with Data Entry Management /
Staff
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Our observations
data entry.
DEO were also using the Quality Checker for
ensuring accuracy of the data entry done by the
data entry operators. As each PSC was being
entered by the two data entry operators
allocated to the task, in case of any variation in
the data entry of the same form, these types of
PSCs were referred to the Quality Checker by
the software automatically. The variation in the
data entry was observed and analysed by the
two Quality Checkers separately. If the
variations are addressed and validated by both
the Quality Checkers, the PSCs are sent to the
database. In case these are not validated, then
these are referred to the Examiner who takes
the final decision.
DEO submitted the filled PSCs in batches to
NADRA. NADRA also instituted further
control and quality assurance mechanisms to
ensure that NADRA’s data entry partners have
carried out the data entry accurately.
NADRA picked 10 per cent of the PSCs
randomly from the batch submitted by the
partner data entry organisations. These 10 per
cent poverty score cards are verified through a
Quality Checker. In case there are more than 3
percept discrepancies, the whole batch was
rejected and returned to the partner data entry
organisation for re-entering of all the PSCs in
the particular batches.
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Comments/recommendations
entry of the same forms entered by
the two data entry operators, one
Examiner will check the cases and
validate the data entry. However,
NADRA being the DEO of BISP
used two QCs instead of one QC
for ensuring greater accuracy and
precision in the data entry. This is a
good practice introduced by
NADRA.

Our observation is that the database
was not very well protected
through security checks and
encryption. In this situation, it is
possible
that
the
database
administrator may manipulate the
database. There are chances that
NADRA’s data entry partner
organisation might have not reentered the PSC batches returned
by the NADRA and the data entry
partner organisations might have
manipulated the database and
returned the rejected batches again
to NADRA without actually reentering the PSCs. This might
have affected the quality and
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Our observations

Comments/recommendations
accuracy of the data entry of PSCs.
It is recommended that
strict
security checks and protective
measures should be taken for the
protection of the database to ensure
it is not manipulated by the data
entry organisation.

Uploading final data from data entry
centre to NADRA’s database
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Meeting with Data Entry Management /
Staff

The PSCs batches cleared by NADRA are
uploaded by the data entry partner organisation
on the NADRA’s database server through the
web link.
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Observations of IA (Information Architects) Data Entry Centre
Brief Introduction of the PO
IA was one of the eight data entry firms contracted for the data entry of PSC by NADRA
through a competitive bidding process. IA had established one data entry centre in Islamabad.
The full installed capacity of IA’s data entry centre was around 10,000 per day with 180
systems.
Recruitment process of the Data Entry Persons
The minimum qualification for the data entry operators was Matriculation / Intermediate. The
applicants first have to go through a typing speed test. The candidates passing these tests were
recruited.
Data Entry Staff
IA hired 360 data entry operators for the data entry purpose. The data entry staff worked in
two shifts in 24 hours, each shift for eight hours. IA also recruited female staff for the data
entry and there were around 15 -20 female staff doing the data entry. Keeping in view the
need of the female and cultureal aspect IA ensured that female staff only works during the
morning shift.
Training and Development
IA has developed a three day training program for the data entry persons. They have
developed dummy software which was used for the training of data entry persons. Each data
entry operator has to do the practice of entering PSCs data on the dummy software. After this
training, the data entry operators were given the actual tasks of PSCs data entry in the
database provided by BISP / NADRA. .
Overall Environment of the Data Entry Centres
The overall working environment of IA’s data entry centre was good. The data entry centre
was well lit with the back-up of electricity generator. The desks and the seats were
comfortable for the data entry purpose.
Hardware’s and Software’s Specifications
IA’s Data entry centre was equipped with four main servers and these were according to the
NADRA’s specification. The SQL Serve 2008 database was being run on these servers. The
following is the details of these servers;





One application server for data entry and QCs
One server for domain controller
One server for the backup
One server for NADRA audit of data entry

There were around 180 computers in the centre. These were Pentium 4 specification systems
with WINDO XP as the operating system that was installed.
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Payment and Remuneration to the staff
IA paid the data entry operators per PSC. IA management did not share any information on
the remuneration being paid to the data entry staff. However, according to our observations
staff seemed to be motivated and committed, which means that they are being offered
satisfactorily reminuration and payment.
Staff turn out and their training
Staff turnover only occurred when there was a delay from NADRA in providing scanned
PSCs to the data entry center and this slowed down the data entry process. As almost all the
data entry centres were based in Islamabad and the data entry personnel from these centres
kept shifting from one centre to another, in most of the cases training was not needed.
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Key Processes Observed at NADRA and IA (Information Architects)
Key Processes Related to PSCs
Data Entry
Handling of PSCs at NADRA

Tools Used for the Process evaluation for
the data entry of poverty score cards
 Observation
 Meeting with NADRA and POs staff

Our observations

Comments/recommendations

BISP Survey organisations were delivering
PSCs in sealed packets and details of the forms
(numbers, area / regions, POs) were marked on
the front side of the packets.

Process was smooth and it has been
fine-tuned by NADRA through
learning and experience.

PSCs forms were opened and counted.
In case packets were delivered by hand, an
acknowledgement receipt was issued to the
person delivering the PSCs packets.

Logging and
Received PSCs

Pre-scanning

of




Observation
Meeting with NADRA and POs

NADRA was maintaining a register to record
the details of the received PSCs packets from
the survey organisation.
After logging the PSC packets, these were
opened and counted

Process was smooth and it has been
fine-tuned by NADRA through
learning and experience.

During the counting process, blank and
damaged PSC forms were separated and
rejected.
Final numbers of the poverty score cards after
deducting blank, damaged etc
were
communicated to the survey organisations.
Staple pins attached to the PSCs forms were
removed and PSCs forms stuck together due to
gum were also separated. This was done to
ensure smooth scanning of the PSC forms.
PSCs with additional PSC sheets were also
separated so that the additional sheet is also
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Tools Used for the Process evaluation for
the data entry of poverty score cards



Scanning Process

Observation
Meeting with NADRA and POs
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Our observations

Comments/recommendations

scanned.
After the pre-scanning process, packets ready
for scanning are delivered for the scanning
process.
Each packet / bundle to scan is assigned a
unique bundle / packet ID.

Delivery of Scanned Images to Data
Entry Organisation




Observation
Meeting with NADRA and POs

Uploading of Scanned Images of
PSCs to database for the data entry
purpose




Observation
Meeting with Data Entry Management /
Staff

A folder is also created in the system with the
same unique ID and all the scanned forms are
automatically saved in this unique folder.
The scanned forms saved in the unique folders
are copied on DVDs / USB. A challan form
was developed having all the details of the
folders / PSCs copied in the DVDs / USBs.
The DVDs/ USBs and the challan forms were
delivered to the data entry organisation for the
data entry process.
PSCs scanned images received from NADRA
are copied into the system.
Software which was developed by the NADRA
was run onto the system for loading images
into the database.
In case there is a variation in the number of
images mentioned on the challan form and the
actual images received on DVD / USB, this
was communicated to NADRA for the
correction / verification of the records.

We observed one critical issue
related to loading of PSCs images
into the database. The software run
for loading the PSCs images can
only load a specific size of the
images. Any image which was less
or greater than that specification
was sent to a folder “Unprocessed”
by the software and a report was
also generated. The size of the
images sent into the “Unprocessed”
folder was readjusted and software
was run again for uploading these
images into the data base.
It is recommended that NADRA
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Our observations

Comments/recommendations
should upload the image into the
database and after this the database
should be delivered to the Data
Entry Organisation.




Data Entry Process

Observation
Meeting with NADRA and POs staff

Double data entry

DEOs were carrying out the data entry of the
PSCs using double data entry system to ensure
accuracy.
PSCs were allocated to the data entry operator
randomly by the software.
Data entry operators also matched the family
members whose CNICs are given in the PSCs
with the NADRA database.

Monitoring, Supervision and Quality
Control




Observation
Meeting with Data Entry Management /
Staff

DEO instituted multilayer quality control
measures for ensuring the accuracy of the PSCs
data entry.
DEOs were also using the Quality Checker for
ensuring accuracy of the data entry done by the
data entry operators. As each PSC was being
entered by the two data entry operators
allocated to the task in case of any variation in
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Secondly, NADRA should encrypt
the images as well for ensuring the
security of the PSC score cards.
This encryption of the poverty
score cards will not allow easy
access to PSCs. Due to the
encryption; PSCs can only be
observed / seen through the
NADRA software.
We observed a critical issue during
name matching with the NADRA
database which was too slow
sometimes due to link problems
between NADRA and the PO’s.
Due to this the no. of forms that
could be entered in a certain time
were reduced.

As per the data entry guidelines, if
there are variations in the data
entry of the same forms entered by
the two data entry operators, one
Examiner will check the cases and
validate the data entry. However,
NADRA being the DEO of BISP
used two QCs instead of one QC
for ensuring greater accuracy and
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Data Entry

NADRA quality check procedures
on data finalized by data entry
centres

Tools Used for the Process evaluation for
the data entry of poverty score cards




Observation
Meeting with Data Entry Management /
Staff

Section 4
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Our observations

Comments/recommendations

the data entry of the same form, these types of
PSCs were referred to the Quality Checker by
the software automatically. The variations in
the data entry was observed and analysed by
the two Quality Checkers separately. If the
variations are addressed and validated by both
the Quality Checkers, the PSCs are sent to the
database. In case these are not validated, then
these are referred to the Examiner who takes
the final decision.
DEO submitted the filled PSC in batches to
NADRA. NADRA also instituted further
control and quality assurance mechanisms to
ensure that NADRA’s data entry partners have
carried out the data entry accurately.

precision in the data entry. This is
good practice on the part of
NADRA.

NADRA picked 10 per cent of the PSCs
randomly from the batch submitted by the
partner data entry organisations. These 10 per
cent poverty score cards are verified through a
Quality Checker. In case there are more than 3
per cent discrepancies, the whole batch was
rejected and returned to the partner data entry
organisation for re-entering of all the PSCs in
those particular batches.

Our observation is that the database
was not very well protected
through security checks and
encryption. In this situation, it is
possible
that
the
database
administrator may manipulate the
database. There are chances that
NADRA’s data entry partner
organisation might have not reentered the PSCs batches returned
by the NADRA and the data entry
partner organisations might have
manipulated the database and
returned the rejected batches again
to NADRA without actually reentering the PSCs. This might
have affected the quality and
accuracy of the data entry of PSCs.
It is recommended that
strict
security checks and protective
measures should be taken for the
protection of the database to ensure
it is not manipulated by the data
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Our observations

Comments/recommendations
entry organisation.

Uploading final data from data entry
centre to NADRA’s database
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Observation
Meeting with Data Entry Management /
Staff

The PSCs batches cleared by NADRA are
uploaded by the data entry partner organisation
on the NADRA’s database server through the
web link.
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